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Introduction

Simon Rottenberg

The Fair Labor Standards Act was adopted by the Congress in 1938.

The act has been amended a number of times since then, most recently
in 197, Its main provision is to establish, for the employments it covers,
legal minimum wages. No employer may legally pay, in covered em-
ployments, less than $3.10 per hour, and that sum will ratchet, by law,
to $3.35 per hour at the beginning of 1981. The federal minimum wage

law is complemented by state minimum wage laws.
A very large proportion of private-sector nonsupervisory employees

is employed in occupations that are covered by minimum wage laws. Of
59 million such workers in 1977 , 52 million were covered by the Fair
Labor Standards Act and an additional 5 million by state minimum wage

laws.
Those who promote minimum wage laws do so because, it is said,

they believe that such laws alleviate poverty and improve the conditions
of life of the working poor. Upon closer analytical examination, how-
ever, it can be seen thal such laws have perverse effects-they intensify
poverty and diminish the living standards of the poor.

We begin by examining the standard texlbook prescriptions about
wage making and the consequences of wages in competitive labor mar-
kets in which there are no public policy constraints affecting the terms
of employment. In such markets, there is a supply schedule of labor to
an occupation that shows the quantity of labor services that will be
offered at all possible hypothetical prices and a demand schedule of
labor to the occupation that shows the quantity of labor services that
will be taken up at all possible hypothetical prices.

Offers of labor services, in response to given prices, will depend
upon the value of alternative uses of time; bids for labor services, in
response to given prices, will depend upon the demand for the com-
modities and services thal require labor of the relevant occupational
class for their production, and it will depend upon the quality of sub-
stitutes for labor in the production of those commodities and services.
The two price-quantity relationship&--offers of labor and price and bids
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for labor and price-will cause a price or wage rate to occur in the
market.

Workers, who are owners of their own services, and employers,
who seek to secure those services for some period of time, engage in
consensual exchange transactions. Neither workers, who have alterna-
tive uses for time, nor employers, who can substitute other factors of
production for workers, are coerced to engage in exchange. If trans-
actions do occur-that is to say, if employers' bids are accepted by
workers and workers' offers are accepted by employers-there are ad-
vantages to both parties to the transaction and both are made better
off. If such were not the case, in the absence of coercion they would
not have consented to participate.

The services of labor are a factor of production that firms combine
with the services of other factors to produce output of commodities and
services. Factors of production will be substitutable for one another.
Successful lirms that survive in their product markets will have combined
factors of production in such a way that their output will be produced
at the lowest possible cost.

Just as the competitive labor market for the relevant occupation
will generate a price for the services of labor of that class, other labor
markets for other occupations will generate a price for each of them,
and markets for each of the other, nonlabor factors will generate prices
for them.

The set of prices of factors of production will express their relative
social-scarcity value. The more scarce a factor is, relative to the com-
munity's demand for it, the higher will be its price. The different prices
of different production factors signal to users the uses to which they
should be put. Firms seeking out cosÈminimizing factor combinations
will husband relatively scarce and socially more valuable resources and
will be more profligate in the use of relatively more abundant and socially
less valuable resources.

Firms will serve the social purpose without giving it explicit atten-
tion. Given the price of labor in an occupation, that quantity of it will
be employed by a firm such that the contribution to the output of the
firm of the last unit of labor of that class that is employed will be equal
in value to the wage rate in that occupation. Each worker is paid a claim
on the output of others equal to the contribution he makes to the com-
munity's output; exploitation does not occur. Every firm that desires to
employ a unit of labor services must pay the market price for that service ;
any that sought to pay less would find its labor moüng to other em-
ployments or other uses of time. The competitive market disciplines
firms to pay the market price for labor.

a



SIMON ROTTENBERG

Wage rates will be different in different occupations. Some occu-
pations require, for their successful performance, higher skills than do
otheN. The labor market will cause payments to be made for labor
services that will compensate those who have incurred investment costs
in the learning of the relevant skills. The existence of skill differentials
in wages will provide incentives for the learning ofa skill; the magnitudes
of the skill differentials will b€ just sufficient to secure the quantity of
investment in the acquisition of skill that serves the community's pur-
poses. Wage differences among oocupations will also comp€nsate work-
ers for hazards, dirt, and other discommodities they encounter at work.

Adjusting for other advantages and disadvantages in different em-
ployments, wages will be equal in all employments.

The production of some commodities and services requires more
labor-intensive factor combinations than does the production of other
cornmodities and services. Different regions of the country have differ-
ent resouroe endowments; labor is relatively more abundant in some
regions than in others. Other things being equal, competitive markets
will see to it that commodities requiring much labor in their production
will be produced in regions where labor is relatively abundant, because
labor services are cheaper there. The location of producing facilities and
producing activities will be responsive to the principle of comparative
advantage. C-ommodities will exchange among regions in ways that cause
them 10 be produced in regions in which it is relatively more efficient
to produce them.

In competitive markets, those that discriminate against some classes
of the population are compelled to pay a price for the discriminatory
properties of their preference sets. The market will require them to pay
a higher price for labor services than the pdce at which the members
of the dispreferred population class make their services available. The
price they pay for labor will be higher than what they would have paid
if they had not discriminated.

Thus, if comp€titive labor markets are permitted to establish the
wages of labor, the community tends to get the basket of commodities
and services that it desires, produced by cost-minimizing input combi-
nations in places that are appropriate to their production, when deter-
mined on a standard of efficiency; and the output of the community is
distributed among its members in proportions that maximize the com-
munity's welfare, because exploitation does not occur and an efficient
set of incentives instructs and guides economic behavior and choice.

Suppose, nor\,, that a set of minimum wages is introduced that is
enforced by law. The level of the legal minimum wages could be, in
principle, set lower than the wages that would prevail in the market in
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the absence of the law. In that casê, the legal minimum wages would
be superfluous. They would not govem. The wages that will be paid
would be those that would occur if there were no minimum wage law.

We shall suppos€ a nonsuperfluous legal minimum wage set at a
level higher than the level that would prevail in a competitive market,
and we shall assume that the law is complied with or enforced. The
minimum wage law will, in that case, distort the relative price set. The
signaling system instructing socially efficient resource use becomes mal-
formed. Relative prices no longer express the relative social scarcities
of resources. Inefficient input combinations occur. Less output is
squeezed from the reÿ)urces that are employed in production. The dim-
inution of output tends to intensify poverty and to make people, on
average, less well off.

The quant§ that buyes want to buy of any commodity or service,
including the services of labor, is inversely related to its price; the higher
the price, other things being equal, the smaller is the quantity that buyers
want to buy. This is the law of demand in the language of the economics
profession; demand schedules are downward-sloping on conventionally
drawn graphs.

If, therefore, government intervenes to enforce a price for labor
higher than would appear in competitive markets, a smaller quantity of
labor is employed in the production vector in which the higher price is
enforced. If there is a vector of the economy that is not covered by the
minimum wage law, some of those released by diminished hiring in the
@vered vector will take up employment in the uncovered vector and
employment there will increase. This, however, moves an increment of
workers to what is for them second-best employment opportunity; they
are made worse off. If that were not so, they would have chosen em-
ployment in the uncovered vector, preferentially, without having to be
forced into that vector by the loss of employment in the covered vector-
a loss of employment precisely produced by the enforcement of the
minimum wage there.

The smaller the fraction of the economy left uncovered by the
minimum wage law, the larger will be the fraction of diminished em-
ployment produced by that law that u,ill be moved into the state of
unemp§ment.

Those who will be most adversely affected by a legal minimum wage
law will be low-wage workers. It is they who are most intensively and
most immediately touched by such laws; those in high-wage employ-
rnents are either unaffected by minimum wage laws or affected trivially.
l.ow-wage workers who will be forced into second-best employment or
into unemployment by minimum wage laws systematically include young
people, minorities, the elderly, the handicâpped, and those without skill.

4
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Resource endowments differ among the states and regions. Com-
petitive markets cause prices to reflect these variant conditions. In com-
petitive markets, labor-intensive commodities tend to be produced in
regions where labor is low in price and abundant, and labor-extensive
commodities are produced in regions where labor is high in price and
scarce. There is efficient specialization and division of labor among
regions and efficient exchange among them. As a result, aggregate out-
put is enlarged. \Uhere the state enforces a uniform price for labor of
a class, as by a legal minimum wage system, this eflicient division-of-
labor arrangement tends to be frustrated; the spatial distribution of
economic activity is distorted, and output is diminished. Where a price
for labor is enforced that is higher than the competitive price, the market
do€s not clear. The number who want to be employed in the relevant
occupation at that price exceeds the number who will be employed.
There is an excess supply of labor to that occupation at that price.
Physical rationing must occur. Physical rationing is an inefficient and
frequently inequitable system for allocating economic activity and oÈ
portunity for employment among aspirants for it.

Lægal minimum wages are frequently an instrument employed by
privileged classes of workers to enforce their privileged positions by
preventing other classes of workers from entering their octupations and
competing with them. South African white trade unionists have, for
decades, promoted the principle of "equal pay for equal work." They
have insisted that black workers may be permitted to work in occupa-
tions mainly held by white workers only if the blacks are paid the same
wage rates as are white workers. Because white workers are relatively
scarce and black workers are relatively abundant in South Africa, an
unconstrained competitive market would establish differential wages for
them. Thus, the equal-pay-for-equal-work rule enforces a wage for black
workers that is higher than their competitive wage. The rule dilutes the
incentive given employers 10 employ blacks rather than whites in the
relevant occupations, and it deprives black workers of opportunities for
employment that some of them would prefer, at competitive wage rates,
to alternative occupational employment. The white workers' rule does
not and is not intended to improve the conditions of work of black
workers; rather, it enforces and entrenches the privileged position of
white workers.

Minimum wage laws often have the same effect. They are regres-
sive. They redistribute income and wealth from those wors€ off to those
who are better off. They enforce the privileged positions of some work-
ers at the expense of other workers who are in less privileged positions.

Similarly, legal minimum wages are frequently employed æ an in-
strument to prevent the reallocation of economic aclivity among regions
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by compelling labor in poorer regions to offer their services at a price
not less than the price at which labor is offered in richer regions. This
impedes the employment and occupational progress of workers in the
poorer regions and gives an advantage to better-off workers at the ex-
pense of worse-off workers.

Legal minimum wages may compress the structure of wages and,
therefore, suboptimally alter the system of incentives for the acquisition
of skills. Differences in wages and earnings among workers at different
levels of skill provide an incentive system for investment in skitl acqui-
sition. The larger those differences, the larger is the incentive to invest
in the formation of human capital. There is some socially optimal spread
of wage rates among occupations. If minimum wages compress that
spread and caus€ the differences between the wage rates in unskilled
and skilled occupations to be too small, the return on investment in skill
acquisition is reduced, less investing is done, the average quality of the
labor force is diminished, output is lower, and poverty tends to be
intensified.

The distorted structure of wages paid for the servicrs of labor in
different occupations and trades as a result of the enforcement of legal
minimum wage laws not only produces a socially inappropdate incentive
system for investment in the formation of human capital but also causes
socially inappropriate signals to be emitted that guide the movement of
labor from place to place and from trade to trade. Workers transact for
the sale of their services in places and in occupations where they are
less productive and, therefore, where their earnings are less than would
have occurred if the proper signaling system of competitive labor mar-
kets had been permitted to prevail. This might have transpired, of
courc€, if the minimum wage laws had not been applied in those markets.

Thus, minimum wage laws can be perverse in their effects. On the
surface, they will appear to many to raise the wages of the working
poor. Scratch the surface, and it can be seen that such laws can have
opposite oonsequences. They can move low-wage workers to unem-
ployment and to less desirable employments; they can diminish the
output of the economy; they can generate inefricient combinations of
factors of production and an inefficient distribution of economic activity
among regions; they can regressively redistribute income from poorer
workers to those who are better off; they can reduce the stock of skill
commanded by the working class. These are standard expectations that
are analytically derived by the application of textbook principles of
economics.

The papers of this volume, which were produced for a Conference
on lægal Minimum Wages held in Washington, D.C., in late 1979,

6
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examine diverse aspects of the economics of minimum wages. Some are
theoretical constructs, but most are assays at the empirical measurement
of minimum wage effects. Taken together, they constitute a significant
contribution to the professional literature.
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The Effect of a I-egal Minimum Wage
on the Pay and Employment of

Teenage Students and Nonstudents

.Iames F. Ragan, lr.

Intmduc,tion

Minimum wage legislation appearc to be undergoing a reass€ssment.
Although some concern was voiced at an early stage,t criticism of this
law has intensified in recent years. Over the past two decades, coverage
under the federal minimum wage law has been extended to more and
more of the less skilled work force. This period has also seen a dete-
rioration of the youth labor market.r According to a large body of
studies,s these two forces are intimately related. Given the growing
awareness that the legal minimum wage has advers€ effects on the em-
ployment of low-productivity workers, an increasing number of individ-
uals of various political and social backgrounds have spoken out against
this law. Indicative of this rrend, a New York Times editorial arguei that
liberals should no longer embrace the minimum wage..

NorE: I would like to rhaok Gail Ragan for computer assistance,
rone of thc. cl§!9 essays on minimum wagÊ was pùblishcd over thiny yea]§ ago. S€e
Gcor8c Stigler, "Thc Economi6 of Minimùm Wa8Ê l-ægislation," AmÀcon Eàonomic
i?virr 36 (Junc 1946):358-65.

'lThrougllout this paper, thc tcrms "youth" atld "tÉenager" arc us€d inrcrchangeably.
Both refer to sixtcen. 

-to oincteen.yea..olds. Workers younger than sirtccn are ilgnoréd
for datr rcasons aod also becau€ fcttr of rh€m arc in thc labor market.
I Robcrt S. Goldfarb, 'îhe Polisy Conteor of Quantitarivc Mioirnum Wage Research,"
Procccdiags of thc laùstrial R.lüio\s Research r.rsocialb4 D€cemb€ t 19fu, pp.26l-{f,,
survÉys many of the early studies. More rcccot c,ork includes rhar of Jaôt Mincer,
'U_!:mploymqr ElÏects of Mioimum Wagcs," loumal oî Poli,i.al Ecoûorry 84 (Augusi
19?6): S87-Slg; Fiois Welch, "Minimurn Wage Lægislàtion in the Uniteâ Staies,n in
Orlcy Ashênfcltcr and ,amcs Blum, eds., Eyarrarr:zf-rhc t abot Morka EfLcE of Social
Pro-gons: lndwtrbl Rdorioas §rcab, (Princcton: Princeron Universiry frïss, t9ie1, pp.
l-38; Edw.ard M. Gramlich, "lmpacr of Minimum Wages on Othcr Wagcs, Employmenr,
lnd Falriry Incomes," ,roo*i,l8s Papca oa Eanomic Activiry 2 (hqt lgif-5t; aod
,âmcs F. Ra_gao, Jr.,"Minimum Waçs aod thc Yoùth Labor itarkt.,, i|c,nicw oy Eco-
nomics oûd Starisrics 59(May 1977): 129-36.

'Thc following is an exccrpt taken from thc edirorial, entitled ..Thc Minimallv Usefirl
Mjrimum Wagc": "Since thc D€prcssion, libcrals have favorcd higher minimum wagcs
whilc @ns€rvatives have r6i5tcd. But this debatc has bccomc stcrih: whatcver thc meiis
of miniDum wages io thc past, they makc little cconomic s€os€ todaÿ." S€e /Vcw yor*
îia.§, March 21, 19fl, for the tull cditorial.

lt



PAY AND EMPLOYMENT OF TEENAGERS

Claims that a minimum wage is necessary "to provide families with
a standard of living approaching the nonfarm poverty level" and to
"protect them [low-wage workers] from exploitation" are being scru-
tinized and found 1o be fallacious.s Economists have pointed out that
a minimum wage by itself provides no income-income depends on
hours of work as well as on a wage rate. Numerous researchers find that
the minimum wage law results in job loss for some workers, and, as
shown by Edward Gramlich,6 this law also reduces the average number
of hours worked by teenagers, some of whom are forced from full-time
work to part-time. Income for many is therefore reduced. It is also being
asked why teenagers, generally supplemental workers rather than bread-
winners, should be denied jobs that pay wages below those full-time
workers require to support a family,

Some workers unquestionably benefit from a minimum wage
through the receipt of higher income. Their gains, however, come at
the expense ofother workers. The gains and losses are not shared equally
by all segments of the population. Groups with the lowest levels of
productivity suffer the greatest loss. Where discrimination prevails, the
minimum wage merely replaces wage discrimination (paying lower
wages) with employment discrimination (not hiring). Thus, those ex-
periencing the greatest losses tend to be those in greatest need.

Concern has especially focused on youths. Although some adults
are also denied jobs as a consequence of the minimum wage, a dispro-
portionate share of the burden is borne by youths, This has more than
a temporary effect. Because a job confers experience, sharpens various
skills, and accustoms one to the routine of work, those denied jobs as
teenagers may find themselves worse off throughout their working lives.
Some recent studies find that for youths future earnings and employment
are indeed affected by current employment status, Given the twin evils
of lost employment and lost experience, some have advocated a lower
minimum wage for teenagers than for adults. In fact, the House of
Representatives in 1977 defeated such a proposal by a single vote. Op
position to this proposal was based on the understanding that, although
a lower minimum for leenagers would expand their employment, em-
ployment of low-productivity adults would suffer (although by a lesser
amount). Of course, employment of low-productivity adults could also

rThc sp€cific quotations came from a publicâtion by thc U.S. Department of Labor,
"Statement of the Secreta.y," in Mi\imwn Waga a6d MoximLm Houn Staada s under
the Foit Lobor Stondardr Àcr, Washiogton, D.C., 198, pp. l-4, but these are common
argumcnts in support of thc minimum s,age. For a critical discussion of these üews, s€e
James F. Ragan, Ji., "Minimum Wagc lrgislation: Goals and R€ali,ics," Nebtuska ]our-
nol of Economics and Easr:rcss t? (Autumn 1978)t 2l-8.
6Gramlich, "Impacr of Mioimum Wages."
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be expanded if they too could be hired at a lower minimum wage.
Indeed, total employment would be maximized if the minimum wage
law were repealed. Most congressmen are not yet ready, however, to
discard the concept of a minimum wage.

The lrick then is to determine hou, high to s€t the minimum wage.
rür'hy not raise it to the average wage rate in the economy? No one
should be expected to work for less than anyone else receives. If that
seems too generous, why not set an hourly minimum of four dollars or
five dollars? Clearly, the costs of s€tting a minimum wage too high are
more, in terms of lost jobs and production, than sociery is willing to
pay. The minimum wage must be kept low enough so that the costs are
acceptable. Those supporting a minimum wage then have responsibility
for selecting the "optimal" value of this minimum. But, as George
Stigler asked, how does one come up with a minimum wage that is
optimal for all occupations and industries?7 And would not the optimal
minimum, if such a thing existed, change frequently over time in re-
spons€ to economic growth and fluctuations? If so, this increases the
risks that the damage done by the minimum wage may prove to be more
severe than anticipated. It is hoped that, as the problems and deleterious
effects of a legal minimum wage become more apparent, reassessment
of minimum wage legislation will continue.

This study attempts to provide further evidence concerning the
impact on teenage employment of the federal minimum wage. In the
prooess, a second question is addressed: How does the minimum wage
affect teenage wage rates, both in real terms (net of inflation) and
relative to the wages of other workers? Although the pattern of results
is not uniform across teenage groups, our findings are that the minimum
wage has an adverse effect for many segments of the teenage population,
most notably for nonwhite males and males not in school. An increase
in the minimum wage is found to rais€ relative costs of employing young
workers, causing employers to cut back on teenage employment.

An Overview

The theory of minimum wages is both simple and complex. Complica-
tions arise for several reasons.8 First, while some companies are covered
by the Fair Labor Standards Act, others are exempt. Thus, the economy

7 Stigler, "Economics. "
svarious complications arc discuss€d by Mioccr, "Unenploym€ot Effects"; \U€lch,
"Minimum [/agc Lægisfarion," in Ashclfeltet andBl:.Jlm, Labot Ma*et Effects; and N^î
A. Fishcr, "The Problem of Teeoage Unemployment" (Ph.D. diss., University of Cali-
foroia, Bcrkcley, 193).
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consists of two s€ctors: "covered," where companies are required to
pay the minimum wage, and "uncovered." Within both the youth and
adult populations, productivity differences exist among workers. More-
over, the productivity distributions by age (and other characleristics)
overlap; some youths are more productive than some adults. Finally,
if employers have substantial control over wages (that is, "monopsony
power"), certain ambiguities arise concerning the minimum wage's ef-
fect on employment.e

Despite thes€ complicâting factors, the basis for the economic pre-
diction that a minimum wage reduces teenage employment is rather
simple. If forced to pay higher wages for low-productivity workers,
employers will reduce employment of such worken. The contributions
of some workers to a company's revenues will, at the higher wage, no
longer be substantial enough to allow the company to profitably employ
them. Although some of these workers will find employment in com-
panies exempt from the legal minimum wage, others will not. Some of
those denied jobs in the covered sector will, now unemployed, continue
to search for jobs there. Others, discouraged by reduced job prospects
in the covered sector and possibly lower wages in the uncovered sector,ro
will withdraw from the labor force. Thus, total employment of lou,-
productivity workers will decline , the magnitude of decline being greater
the more pervasive is the coverage of the Fair Labor Standards Act.
Given their limited skills, experience, and maturity, the productivity of
teenagers is, on average, low vis-à-vis the productivity of adults. As a
oonsequence, the decline in employment induced by the minimum wage
will fall heavily on teenagers.

Most studies have attempted to capture the effect of a legal mini-
mum wage with some version of the following variable:rl

MW x COV
MIN =

where:

MIï = nominal value of the minimum wage,

eThese issues are €xamined by Stigler, "Economics," and James F. Ragan, Jl., "The
Thcoretical Ambiguity of a Minimum Wage," Ath\rk Economic loumal, March 1977,W.
56-&.
t0 Wages in the uncovered s€ctor cao be expected to fall if an incÎeas€ in the minimum
wage shifts workers out of thc covcred sec-toi (as a consequence of decreas€d employment
thcre) and into the uncovered s€ctor.
rrThis variable was popularizcd by Thomas W. Gavett, in U.S. Depanment of [âbor,
Bureau ofl,abor Sratisri,§,Yourh Unernploymcntand MinimumV/agcs, Bulletin 1657 ( 190),
pp. l-æ; and Hyman B. Kaitz, "Expcricnce of thc Past: Thc Nationsl Mioimum," in thc
same volume, pp. 30-54.
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COÿ = fraction of either total population or teenage population cov-
ered by minimum wage legislation,r2

AIIIE = some broad measure of average earnings, for example, av-
erage hourly earnings in either manufacturing or the private
economy.

The minimum wage is deflated by average hourly earnings to take into
account that the minimum wage is not important per se but is important
in relation to other wage rates. A minimum wage of $I.fi) would ob-
viously have a more pronounced effect in 1960 when average hourly
earnings in the private economy were $2.09 than in 1978 when average
hourly earnings were $5,69. Hourly earnings rise over time due to in-
creases in both $,orker productivity and prices. What is relevant is the
minimum wage relative to other wage rates. But there is something else
to consider. The minimum wage should have a bigger bite, the greater
the number of workers covered by the law. For this reason, the minimum
wage variable is weighted by the fraction of workers subject to minimum
wage legislation.

This study will first examine the link between teenage employment
and a M/N variable. This is the standard, direct approach. The second
part of the paper consists of a novel, indirect technique.t3 According to
the previous discussion, the basic reason a minimum wage affects youth
emp§ment is that (1) the minimum wage alters youth wages, and (2)
æ youth wages are raised above market levels, youth employment de-
clines, that is, youth employment is inversely related to youth wages.
The minimum wage raises youth wage rates in companies covered by
the legal minimum, and, although this may be mitigated somewhat by
reduced wages in uncovered companies, if youth employment declines
it is because the increased wages and reduced employment in the covered
sector dominate any opposite effects in the uncovered sector. A limi-
tation of the direct approach is that it sheds no iiEt on either of the
above two propositions. It attempts to measure only the ultimate impact
of the minimum wage.

n Conceptually, thc fraclion of the reeoage popularion covered is superior. this is bccaus€
the cffcct of chalges in coverage dep€ods on whcrc they occur. A change in a
tÊcnagc-inlensive iodustry, such as retail arade, should havc a largcr impact on tcÊnagc
employmcot than a change in aD adulhintensivc industry, such as manufacturing. Actual
tÊ€nage coveiage is oot knowD, but it cao be estimated. lndccd, the coveragc variablc
of this study is bas€d on estimatcd tccoage covrragc.
DThis apgroach is novcl in the s€nse that no comparable studics have b€en published. A
§imilar anal!,sis was undenaken, however, in my disscnafio[. See James F. Ragan, Jr..
"Thc Impact of Minimum Wagc lrgislation on th€ Yoùth Labor Markef'(Ph.D. diss.,
Washingtoo Utrivcrsity, 195).
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The indirect approach will lirst lest whether, despile incomplete
coverage, the minimum wage raises youth wage rates-both in absolute
terms and relative to other wages. Next, the relationship between rel-
ative youth wages and youth employment will be examined. This two-
step technique provides another test of whether an increase in the min-
imum wage reduces youth employment. If such a relationship can be
established under the indirect approach as well as under the direct ap-
proach, the credibility of our results will be enhanced. More important,
examining the role of youth wage rates should yield a deeper under-
standing of the link between the minimum wage and youth employment.

The Dlreca Approach

Speciflcation of the Model. The basis of the direct approach presenred
here is an earlier model examining the effect of the minimum wage over
the time pe od 1963l-1972lV.ra The effect was studied for sixteen
separate demographic groups. Youths were categorized by age (sixteen
to s€venteen, eighteen to nineteen); race (white, nonwhite); sex; and
school enrollment status (major activity, school; major activity, other).
Results are again analyzed for these sixteen demographic groups, but
estimates can now be performed for a more extended sample period,
ending in 1978 IV. Except for an additional set of manpower variables,
based on public service employment, the employment equation est!
mated here is similar to the earlier equation,

Teenagers are studied on the basis of narrowly defined subgroups
to allow for the possibility that a particular factor may have a differential
effect across subgroup§. For instance, one would expect nonwhites to
be more susceptible to minimum wage legislation than whites. Whether
because of less investment in themselves (for example, less and often
inferior education), discrimination, or some other factors, the market
wage rates of nonwhites tend to be lower than those of whites. Con-
s€quently, wages of nonwhites will be forced up to a greater extent than
wages of whites, leading to a disproportionate decline in nonwhite em-
ployment. As Peter Mattila found,rs the minimum wage may also have
a different impact on students than it does on nonstudents.

In this paper the dichotomy between students and nonstudents is
based on "major activity." Students are thos€ whose major actiüty,
according to the monthly Current Population Survey, is going to school.

rS€e Raga[, "Minimum Wages ard Youth."
r5J. Pctcr Mattila, "Youth Labor Mark€t§, Enlollmcnts, and Midmum \ÿages," Pro.
ceedings of the Thiny.fint Aqnual Mectitg of ,hc l,,dutl7iol Relotions Research Associ4tiol,
August 2ÿ31, 1978 (1979), p9. l3+$.
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Those attending school but whose maior activity is working would not
be counted among the in-school group. An alternative enrollment clas-

sification would be to consider as students all those who attend school,
regardless of the number of hours in school. Data are also available
according to this broader classification, but only for the month of Oc-
tober. Studying employment fluctuations across the year seemed pref-
erable because the minimum wage value, manpower enrollment, cyclical
conditions, and other factors vary throughout the year. To take advan-
tage ofquarterly data, the "major activity" enrollment classification was

used. Reference will be made, however, to Mattila's work, which utilizes
the october data.

Conceivably, enrollment status itself depends on the value of the
minimum wage and other variables. Lack of time prevented testing of
this hypothesis, but in earlier work this possibility was explored. For the
sample period ending in 1972 IV, the quarterly school enrollment rate
(defined as the percentage of the teenage group whose major activity
was school) was estimated as a function of the minimum wage and other
potentially important variables. There was no tendency for these vari-
ables to be statistically significant or even to assume the expected sign.

As noted in the previous research:

[E]nrollment relationships may have been masked by a variable
response pattern: the decision to enter or leave school may not
be carried out until the next semester or next academic year.
But whatever the case, no systematic relationship was found
between market variables and the enrollment rate-which jus-
tifies treating the enrollment decisions as given.I6

To the extent schooling decisions are made at the beginning of the
academic year, annual (October) enrollment data would be more suited
for examining the enrollment response. Therefore, lack of a discernible
statistical relationship between the minimum wage variable and quar-
terly enrollment should not be construed as proof that the enrollment
response is independent of minimum wage legislation. Investigation of
this question is left for other researchers.

The employment equation to be estimated attempts to explain
movements over time in the fraction of a particular teenage group with
jobs. A central hypothesis is that these movements are related to the
minimum wage variable. This variable is defined as the applicable min-
imum wage deflated by average hourly earnings in the private economy
and weighted by the estimated fraction of the teenage group covered
by the legal minimum wage. More specifically:

'ô 
S€e Ragan, "Minimum Wages aod Youth," n. 17.
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MIN =>lIt@NP + nNt|ltAHE

where:

MN = minimum wage for newly covered workers (workers covered
by the most recent minimum wage amendment),

MP = minimum wage for previously covered workers,
AHE = averuge hourly earnings of nonsupervisory employees in the

private, nonfarm economy,
I, = fraction of youth employment coming from industry i,
zi = fraction of nonsupervisory workers in industry i covered by

the most rec-ent minimum wage amendment,
pr = fraction of nonsuperuisory workers in industry i covered by

previous minimum wage legislation,
i = major industry division (wholesale trade and retail trade con-

sidered s€parate divisions).

This variable is lagged one quarter.rT
Youth employment can also be expected to exhibit cyclicâl and

seâsonal fluctuations. Recognized as one of the better measures of labor
market tightness, the unemployment rate of males from twenty-five to
Iifty-four years of age, lagged one quarter, is the cyclical variable in-
cluded in our equation. As the labor market strengthens, and the adult
male unemployment rate falls, employment prospects for teenagers
should improve; as the labor market deteriorates, youth employment
can be expected to decline. Because the employment data are not sea-
sonally adjusted, a set of seasonal dummies is appropriate. For both
students and nonstudents, employment patterns vary across the year.

Employment may also be sensitive to relative supply of the parlic-
ular group. As the population of a youth group rises relative to total
population, do members of that group experience greater difficulty find-
ing jobs? The answer depends in part on the substitutability of members
of this group for members of other goups. The greater the sub,stitut-
ability, the less likely it is that an increase in relative supply will reduce
the group's rate of employment. If a reduction does occur, the magnitude
involved will depend on the degree of wage rigidity, which in turn is

r? From 196l until 1977 establishmenrs brought ioro compliaoc€ by the most recent minimum
wagc amcndment c,erc in mosl yeaÉ permittcd to pay a loner minimum wagc than
establishments covercd by previous amcndments. For €xample, thc minimum wagEin 1968
s,as t1.60 for Ecviously covered workers but only tl.15 for oewly covcrcd workem. The
lattcr minimum wage was raised annually through l9?l, ÿhen both n€u y covcred and
previously covcrcd ÿorkers were subiect to the $1.60 miDimum wagc.

The fBctioo of youth cmployment comiog from industry i, ,,, ref€rs ro 1960 census
employment. To kcep this term exogcnous, it was oecessary to usc the employmcnt
distribution in a ycar prior to 1963. ÿhen our sample period begins.
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influenced by the level of the minimum wage and the extent of coverage.
When wage flexibility is restricted, the decline in employment will be
more severe, but even with wage flexibility some decline in the rate of
emp§ment is possible, because a reduction in wage rates is likely to
make work less attractive for some individuals. The basic question is
whether a bulge in relative youth population has led ro a reduced rate
of youth employment or whether, alternatively, youth employment has
kept stride with population growth.

The final factor taken into account is youth enrollment in govern-
ment manpower programs. Because most enrollees are clasitied as em-
ployed, an expansion of these programs might be expected to increase
employment. There are actually a myriad of manpower programs, both
past and present. Though not readily available for all series, quarterly
data do exist for the two major programs affecting youths: the Neigh-
borhood Youth Corpe (NYC) and public senice employmenr. S€parate
variables were formed from these two s€ts of data.

The Neighborhood Youth Corp6 started in 1!b5 and was phased
out in 1974. Over this period, more than 5 million youths participated.
Separate programs were established for youths in school and out of
school, allowing us to examine the impact of the in-school youth corp6
program on student employment and the impact of the out-of-school
youth corps program on nonstudent employment. Participation in the
program was not random. For example, a disproportionate number of
nonwhites were involved. Moreover, panicipant characteristics (race,
sex, age) displayed some variation over this pe od. For these reasons,
it is appropriate to examine how employment of a particular demo-
graphic goup is affected by NYC enrollment of that group rather than
by total Neighborhood Youth Crrps enrollment. Characteristics data
are available by age, race, and sex, but there is no information on the
fraclion of enrollees from a particular age-race-sêx subgroup. Assuming
the distributions of age, race, and sex characteristics are independent
of one another, that fraction can be reasonably estimated as the product
of three separate numbers: fraction of NYC enrollees of that age, frac-
tion of that race, and fraction of that sex. This is the method employed.
Our first manpower variable is based on the estimated percentage of
the particular group enrolled in the Neighborhood Youlh Corps.

Public service employment (PSE) serves as the basis for the other
manpower variable. This variable is delined to include enrollment in the
Public Employment Program (PEP), which survived from late lgl
through 1974, plus enrollment in prograrns under the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act of 1973. These were Titles II and VI of
the ac.t and the P§E component of Title I as well as the summer youth
employment program. Quarterly enrollment data were available ior all
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programs except summer youth employment. As this Program was cen-
tered around the months ofJune, July, and August, il was assumed that
two-thirds of the enrollment (rccurred in the third quarter of the year
and one-third in the s€cond quarter.

Unlike the Neighborhood Youth Corps program, data are not avail-
able separately for students and nonstudents. Because the impact of
PSE programs on student/nonstudent employment is likely to vary across

the yeâr, our basic PSE variable is multiplied by a set of seasonal dum-
mies. In other words, we allow for the possibility that aggregate (student
plus nonstudent) PSE enrollment may have a differential effect on stu-
dent employment and nonstudent employment for each quarter of the
year. As was the case with the NYC variable, our PSE variables are
deflated by population; that is, they refer to the percentage of a par-
ticular group enrolled in PSE programs.

Based upon the preceding discussion, an employment rate equation
was estimated for the various teenage group§ over the sample p€riod
1963 I-f978 IV. A log-linear specification was selected, which neces-

sitated adjusting the manpower variables to lake on only positive values.
(Unadjusted values were zero in those quanerc where manpower en-
rollment was zero.) This was accomplished by adding the value "one"
to the unadjusted variable. The equation estimated is presented below:

À/
ï = oo + arU = arMIN + arPOP + ao!,lYCr

+ ia,PS4-, + ja,§EAS,-" + e (l)
i-5 i-9

where:

N/P = log of the employment ratio (fraction of the youth subgroup
employed),

Il = log of cyclic variable (unemployment rate of males aged

twenty-five to fifty-four, Iagged one quarter),
MIN = log of minimum wage variable,
POP = log of supply variable (population of youth group relative to

total population aged sixteen and older),
lVfC = log of lirst manpower variable (one plus the percentage of

the youth group enrolled in the Neighborhood Youth Corps) ,

P§Q = 1ot of one plus the percentâge of the youth group enrolled
in public service employment programs in quarter i,

§EâS = seasonal dummy (which assumes value one in quarter i and
value zero in other quarters),

e = error term (assumed to be normally distributed).

For female groups a time trend was also included. The labor force
participation rate of females has risen over time, something true for
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teenagers as well as adults. Inclusion of the time trend improves the fit
of the estimated equation, as measured by R, and Durbin-Wâtson sta-
tistics. There is no corresponding trend in labor force panicipation of
males, and when a time trend is added ir is statistically insignificant.
Therefore, the time trend is included in the equarion only for female
goups.

The Flndlngs. Equation (l) was estimated by the ordinary leâst squares
regression technique. Results are presented in table l, for males, and
table 2, for females. Although coefficients of the manpower variables
were generally positive, their performance was uneven. Frequently,
their l-values were low. In the results reponed here, the NyC vâriable
was deleted unless significant ar rhe l0 percent level, and the set of pSE
variables was deleted unless one or more of these variables was signif-
icant. Regression results were very similar whether or not all manpower
variables lvere retained, although the minimum wage coefficient for
nonwhite sixteen- to seventeen-year-old females not in school switched
from an insignificant negative value to an insignilicant positive value
onc€ the manpower variables were dropped.

There is evidence that, at leâst for some teenage groups, a legal
minimum wage reduces employment. With the inclusion of allmanpower
variables, the minimum wage coefficient is negative for eleven of sixteen
groups. When the manpower variables rvith low ,-values are excluded,
the minimum wage coefficient remains negative ten times, statistically
significant (al the 5 percenr level) in half of these cases.

The detrimental employment effect is most conspicuous for certain
male teenagers. In three of four cases, the minimum wage coefficient
for males not in school is statistically less than zero at the I percent
level. Although the minimum wage coefficient is also negative fôr most
student groups, the associated ,-values are lorv and the estimated coef-
ficients much smaller in absolute terms. This is consistent with the find-
ings of Peter Mattila, even though he estimated an annual employment
equation (based on October data) over a different sample period and
even though his enrollment classification counted all attending school
as students, nol just those whose major activity was school. For all four
of his nonstudent teenage groups, Mattila found thal the minimum wage
had an adverse effect on employment.rE For teenage students the effect
was unclear; none of their coefficients was statistically significant. Our
tindings, as well as his, indicate that males not in school suffer dispro-
portionately from a minimum wage when compared with their coun-
terparts attending school.

ri Mattila, "Yourh Labot Mark€ts," p. 138.
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PAY AND EMPLOYMENT OF TEENAGERS

Why has the brunt of the minimum wage law been felt by those
out of school rather than by students? Mattila offers some insights. First,
employment distributions diverge. Because students are disproportion-
ately concentrated in those industries having low rates of coverage, they
are more likely to find jobs exempt from the minimum wage . In addition ,
student learner certilicates enable some employers covered by the law
to hire students at a wage rate 15 percent below the minimum wage.
Thus, students have apparently been more successful in evading the
minimum wage law. If the 15 percent differential were extended to all
teenagers, employment prosp€cts for thos€ not in school would un-
doubtedly brighten. The effect of a differential youth minimum wage
is, however, outside the scope of this study.

The effect of a legal minimum wage also varies by race. Job loss
is most conspicuous for nonwhites. Not only is the minimum wage coef-
ficient negative for all four nonwhite male categories, but each of these
coefficients is more negative than the coefficients for u,hite males.

As was true in my earlier research, the effect of a minimum wage
is less clear-cut for females.le Evidence of a statistically signifrcant ad-
verse effect appears for only two groups. It is not clear whether the
minimum wage is less important for females or simply more difficult to
discern. Consistent with the former view, the data indicate that teenage
females are more likely than males to work in industries with low min-
imum wage coverage. The alternative view is that the minimum wage
relationship for females has been obscured, perhaps by the upward trend
in labor force participation and employment.

Earlier we refened to a previous study by this author over a shorter
time period (19631-l972IV). How do minimum wage results of the
two studies compare? They are similar, but somewhat stronger results
were obtained for the shorter sample period. What has happened be-
tween 1972 and 1978 that may have modified the observed relationship
between the minimum wage variable and employment?

Coverage was slightly expanded as a cons€quence of the 1974 and
1977 amendments to the Fair kbor Standards Act but cut back in 1976
by the Supreme Court ruling in Naao nal Leaguc of Ciües et al. v . Usery .
This ruling removed from coverage most state and local government
employees. Thes€ subtle changes in coverage may not have been picked
up by our minimum wage variable. Of particular concern, even though
coverage was legally cut back by lhe National Lcague of C ies caiæ, it
may have been difficult for employers, especially certain governmental
employers, to stop paying their employees the minimum wage. In that
event, effective coverage late in the sample period may have exceeded

re Rag8n, "Minimum Wages and Youth."
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measured coverage. Although it is possible that thes€ recent changes
could have been more readily discerned with a more complicated lag
structure, insufficient time prevented experimentation with lags for the
minimum wage variable.

Another problem pertains to youih manpower enrollment. The
Youth Employment and Demonstration Proiects Act, signed by Presi-
dent Carter on August 5, 1977, added four new programs to the Com-
prehensive Employment and Training Act: (1) Youth Employment and
Training Programs, (2) Young Adult Conservation Corps, (3) Youth
Incentive Entitlement Pilot Projects, and (4) Youth Community Con-
servation and Improvement Projects. Funded at $1 billion for fiscal
1977, these programs undoubtedly expanded youth employment in 1978,
but I was unable to obtain dâra on youth enrollment in these programs.
This expansion in 1978 in manpower enrollment corresponded with an
increase in the minimum wage. Therefore, some of the job loss that
would have been expected to aris€ as a consequence of the minimum
wage may have been offset by these new manpower programs. This
would bias downward the equation's estimate of employment loss due
to the minimum wage. According to this argument, our equation should
underpredict actual employment in 1978. Indeed, there was a definite
pattern of positive residuals that year.

Another potential problem pertains to an apparent shift in the
"major activity" enrollment series vis-à-vis the total enrollment series.
According to Mattila, the gap between the two s€ries widened in the
190s.æ By implication, there has been an increase in the portion of
students who view work, not schooling, as their major activity. Perhaps
for those attending school, hours of work have increased relative to
hours of schooling. Whether or not this is a problem here depends on
which of these two enrollment s€ries one wishes to use. In any case, the
divergence of the two series would be expected to lead to somewhât
different empirical results.

Before estimating the effect of a minimum wage via the indirect
approach, a discussion of other variables in our employment equation
is in order. As tables I and 2 indicate, teenage employment is highly
cyclical. The coefficient of the adult male unemployment rate is negative
for all sixteen groups and signifrcant at the 5 percent level for fifteen.
In every instance, the cyclical effect is more pronounced for studenls
than for nonstudents of the same age, race, and sex, perhaps due to
students' lesser attachment to the labor force. This differential response
further indicates the appropriateness of decomposing the youth popu-
lation into student and nonstudent categories. The common view that

rMattila, "Youth Labor Markcts," pp. 7l-76.
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nonwhites tend to be the last hired, first fired, is also supported. True
in all eight cases, the cyclical sensitivity of nonwhites is greater than that
of whites of the same age, sex, and enrollment status. Of course, this
difference may be attributable in part to the minimum wage. Even if
nonwhite teenagers have less education (in terms of both quality and
quantity) and skills or face discrimination, their employment lluctuations
will be diminished if their wage rates adjust to keep them competitive
with other workers. The minimum wage may have impeded such an
adjustment of relative wages.

The increase in relative population has been associated with em-
ployment problems for nonwhite teenagers but not for white teenagers.
For nonwhites the coefficient of POP is negative seven of eight times,
significant at the 1 percent level four times and at the 5 percent level
one additional time. On the other hand, there is no tendency for the
population coefficient to be negative for white teenagers,

Our first manpower variable, rvhich captures enrollment in the
Neighborhood Youth Corps, is significant only three times, in each
instance for sixteen- to sêventeen-year-olds. This program had no per-
ceptible impact on older teenagers and apparently had a limited impact
on younger teenagers. The public service employment variable per-
formed more strongly, displaying a pattern of statistical significance
exc€pt for nonwhite males.

The Indircct Approecb

§peclficatlon of the Model. This section focuses on two questions: (1)
Does an increase in the minimum wage raise youth wages? (2) Is youth
employment inversely related to youth wages? If both statements are
true, the implication is that any wage reduction and employment gain
in the uncovered sector is insufficient to offset the wage hike and em-
ployment loss in the covered sector.

These questions have not previously been addressed in time series
analysis. The only time s€ries studies dealing with wage rates have fo-
cused on the link between some industrial wage series and industrial
employment. For example, Albert Zucker estimated employment in the
low-wage, nondurable manufacturing sector as a function of mean wages
there, uncovering a negative relationship.2t \ ithin a cross-sectional set-
ting, the relationship between youth wages and youth employment has
been examined by Arnold Katz and by Alan Fisher.,, Both find an

rrAlbert ZucLcr, "Minimum U/agcs and the lrng.Run Elastiçiry of Dcmand for Low-
rtlagc Labot," Quatu t loumal of Ecorcmia gl (May 1973)t ?fi:n.
2 Arnold Katz,'ÎÉcoage Employmcnt Effects of State Mirimum Wagcs," roLna, o/
llutwn Resources I (Spring 193): 250-56; Alan A. Fishcr, "Thc Minimum Wagc and
T€enage UnÊmployment: A Commcnt on the UteratUf.e,," Westcn Economic loumol ll
(December 193): 5l+24.
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inverse relationship, generally signilicant. The drawback of cross-sec-

tional work is that it does not enable us to study the impact of changes

in the federal minimum wage.
The reason there have been no time series studies dealing with

youth wage rates is that no youth wage series exist over time. That
would indeed appear to be a formidable obstacle, but it will prove not
to be insurmountable if a proxy can be found. The proxy selected is the
mean wa8e râte in that sector of the economy where employment of
the particular subgroup is concentrated. For each youth subgroup, yi,
we obtained the list of ÿ,-intensive industries-those three- and four-
digit industries having the highest ratio of yr emPloyees relative to total
employees. Averaging the wage series of these industries, weighted by

the y, employment in each, we obtain Wr,, the mean wage of the y,'-

intensive sector. This is our wage proxy.
For example, the youth-intensive industries for white, sixteen- to

seventeen-year-old females are grooery stores, eating and drinking es-

tablishments, department stores, mail order houses, variety stores, shoe

stores, and druçtores. In 1970. 37.15 percent of emPloyed, white, six-

teen- to sêventeen-year-old females worked in one of these industries,

but only 7.96 percent of all employees worked there; that is, the youth

intensity of this s€ctor was 37.15fl.96 = 4.66.ts The expectation is thal,
because youths are so heavily concentrated in the youth-intensive sector,

movements in youth wages will be captured by movements in the proxy,
W, . This author is aware of the limitations of the proxy, but the complete

absence of time series studies based on youth wage rates would appear

to justify the current experiment.

zt Followine arc th€ vouth-iot€osivc industric§ for thc other youth gloup§' ihe Percentage
of the croüo emploved in thesc iodu§tri€§, aod (in parcnthe§€s) thc youth intco§ity'

tron*trie r,imatci (iGl7): horels and molcl§, eatiog aod driokiog establishments' dc'
*ii^int rtor"". màil oüer hous.s, variety stores' and swilchboald oPeratioÊ-I8 24

i2.58)r white fcmales (18-19): bankiî8. eating and drinking establishmcnts' dePartmcDl

ùorei. mait order houses, vâricty stoics' shoc stores, drùg§toles' and switchboald op-

eration-23.68 (3.m); ooowhite famale§ ( 18-19): hot€l§ and motcl§' banking'-dcPartmcot

iores, mall ordèr houscs, ssritchboard oPeralion' aod yaln ar|d thread millc-16 20 (3 00);

whitc malcs (lGt?): grocery stores. eating and drinking establishments' varieqr stores'

.ho" .tor"s. àno aâÀrorci3o.m (4.9): noowhile male§ (16-17): hotels and motel§,
procerv stores. eatinünd drinkim establishments, §hoe stor€s. and gencral rctail trade-
ïj.æ t'f.set, *trir. ,i'"les ( l8- l9):-motor vchiclc dealers, grocery stor€s' eating and drink'
ing esiattlsiimcnts, shoe itores, aod drugstorcs-16.15 (2.'$)i nonwhite malcs (18-19):

ho-tels and motels, grocery stores, yarn a;d thread mills, lumbcr and rvood products' and

bcverages-10.?8 (i.35). 
-The 

distribution of youth employment by industry was obtained

bv avciarinl data from U.S. Dcpanmcnt of Commelce' Bureau of lhc Ccosus, CcT ttrg

it pootlitiiot pA Subicct Rcpôrc. Industtiol Charucteàÿics (tüashinston' D.C.' !967)'
t;bh; 2. 4, 6: and idci, ccww of Populotion: 1970 Subiect Repons, lndusrial Chanc-
r.rirricr (washincton. D.C., 1973), tables 32, 34, 35. thc source of the indùstrial reagc

series (avcrace Èourlv carninss) was U.S. Depaltmcnl of Labor. Burcau of Labor Sta'
tktics,'Emplàymcnt ànd Eo;irûs, 1909-75. Bulletin l3l2-10 (washingtoo, D.C.' t95).
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. The frrst question is whether a change in the minimum wage variable
is associated with a change in lyr,. IVJ predict a positive reLtionship.
An insease in the minimum should force up yôuth wages, W,, and
therefore average wages in the youth-intensivé scctor. ttrà higtrei min_
imum- may also put upward pressure on the wages of others, ü", which
would further raisc Wr,. Any increase in I{" will be relativelÿ smalt,
however. Beæause youths are low-productivity workers, their wage dis-
tribution will be lower than that of other worlers; that is, for anigiven
wage in the distribution, l7', the fraction of youths earning less tiran W,
will exceed the fraction of other workers earning less i-han Iÿ,. The
fraction of youths affected by a minimum wage hike will therefore exceed
the fraction of other workers affected. Hènce, youth wages will rise
more than the wages of other workers.u

Another potential source of increase in lI, relates to a change in
employment shares. If retative wages of youthj are raised, other work-
ers, higher paid but more productive, may be substituted for youths.2s
This.too would increase Wr-.6 Any such inèrease is secondary, Iio*"""r;
it reinforc€s the effect of a change in IIr,. If W, does not rise, there will
z W, cao bc writlGn as thc wcightcd averagc of youth s,ages and thc nages of othen:

w,t=awt+(l-a)w"
wherc:

!f.r = arcan wagcs of youths cmployed in the youth-inleNive sector,
W, - mcrn wages of others emiloÿcd in the ÿouth-intensive scc-roi,

Tlr*, 
o = youth employme[t sharc in the youth-int€osivc s€ctor.

#= "#-+ <r - ot#+ <w,- ws!-r*n

I-11-T:*§.! q. rinimrm laiscs youth rvagæ,-ôW-laMtN > 0. Thc s,agcs of other§

will rire by a lescr aÀount, namcly, aly,
Frolrr thc abovc idÊntio for $r-.- it i

EEo D€ torced up; but, bccausr tlEir wagc distribution is higher tha[ youlhs,, W,
me Dy a l$scr amouot, namlcly, ôwJôMlN < awlôMIN.
Frolrr thc-abovc idÊntity lor W,l, it is obvious that rhe variable ty, could bc solÿed

for indircc{y if valuca of c and W" wéic}novn. Indeed, Fmis lVelch rcoommcnacA sofing
for wl and tlrcn usinS this variable for thc vouth q,reê sêries io Dlâce of tÿ Cnnenrrrr||Jfor wl and thcn using rhis variauè for thc
that aDoroach would bG iùnêÉô? hrr.that approach

his variable for thc youth §,age s€ries io Dlace of lÿ_. Conceotuallvi
F *æIt-,, bur data limiratims appcàr ovcrwhêhing. Ëvenï
I be dcriÿed, we would still facc thè iask of estimatino-rhe vônth

may Eko b€ forced up; but, bccausc ilreir

cctimatès for W" could be

be obtainêd-

we would still facc thè task of estimating-the youth
üs data on youth employmcnt sharc by industry areemplofmcot sharc, a. Dctailcd census data on youtt emlroyminishi;'üfiüiy';;

avaihblc, but dme ærics data arc not. Since irini.om'*a!,e ct 
"ngci 

A["i youtfr .r.
ployncnt sharcs across industdcs, it would not bc Lgifu;Ëd;;;i o 

"" 
ôrii"nt or.,

lime. Consequcntly, without bcttcr dr.ta, we do not f;l that rcliable estiraates oi W, can

a Empirklal. ÿork_by Wclch ('.Minimum Wagc l,cgislarion," in Ashenfelter and Blum,
Labot Morkt. Efrccts, p. 30) coofrms ùat, ar baâ at a vcry aggr€gativc hvel, youtü
employmcot sharcs do vary with lhc minimum wage variable. in ËD;nsê to an increasc
in thc- midmùm waç, Welch finds s r€dùction-in thc youth emiloyment shares for
maûfifacturiog, !Êtail trad€, and §€rviccs and an increaü for .orhei inausmes" lrle
rc§klual catcgory).
-.The, effcct of a rcduced cmploymcnt share is capturcd itr n. 24 by thc tem, (Wt - W)Aal
AMIN.
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be no substitution away from youths. rJÿhenever substitution does occur,

its magritude will be positively related to the increase in IIl,. Thus'
increases in lyr, stemming from either an increase in W, or a reduction
in the youth émployment share merely augment the increase that re-

sulted ftom w, being raised; these effects come into play only if IY, is

increased. r e can infer, therefore, that if the minimum wage raises

lYr,, it raises wl.

Does a change in the minimum wage alter wages in the youth-
intensive sector? To find out, the following wage'change equation was

estimated:

WP, - WP,-t = b" + b,(MINP, - MNP,-)

+ bzIJ,+ \POP'+ )AJUaS,-, + e (2)

where:

lïP = log of nominal wage rate of youth-intensive s€ctor deflated
by the consumer Price index (CPI),

MINP = log of nominal minimum wage variable deflated by CPI
(same as the MIN variable of the direct approach except

that deflator is CPI),
U = log of unemployment rate of males aged twenty-five to fifty-

four, lagged one quarter,
POP = log of fraction of total population aged sixteen and older

coming from the particular youth subgrouP,
SEAS = seasonal dummy.

If an increase (decrease) in the real minimum wage variable raises

(lowers) real wages in the youth-intensive sector, à, should be positive.

U is a market tightness variable designed to capture changes in IVP due

to cyclical fluctuations. POP is a relative supply variable (identical to
the one used in the direct approach). It allorvs us to determine whether,
other things equal, the rate of wage increase in the youth-intensive sector
diminishes as the ftaction of y, employees increases. Equations are also

run without POP. Because youth employment is highly s€asonal, a set

of seasonal dummies is also included. As the youth employment share

changes from quarter to quarter, so should lÿP (because mean wages

of youths and mean wages of other workers differ).

To see how minimum wage legislation changes wages of the youth-
intensive sector relative to other wages, a second version of equation
(2) was estimated. Wages of the youth-intensive sector and the minimum
wage variable were both deflated by average hourly earnings of private
nonfarm emp§ees instead of by the @nsumer price index.
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RELW, - RELW,-| = co + q(MIN, - MIN6,_)

+ czIJ,+ crPOp,+ )"Jf,lS, + e (2,)

where:

RELW = log of relative wage rate of youth-intensive sector (Wr, de-
flated by average hourly earnings),

M/N = minimum wage variable deflated by average hourly earn-
mgs.

The sample period for equarions (2) and (2,) is 1963 I-lf5 II. This is
because consistent wage series, obtained fuom Employment and Eam-
ings, United States, 19@-75, were available onty through 1975 II. AI-
though industrial series since 1975 II are also available in the monthly
Department of l,abor publication Employment and Earnirrgs, there are
breaks-in some of the key industrial series, which prevent us irom coming
up with a consistent wage series over a longer sample period.

. Coefficients of the change-in-minimum-wage variables for the equa-
tion without POP are prescnted in table 3. These coefficients, posiiive
all sixteen times and statistically significant twelve times, demônshate
quirc convincingly that an increase in the minimum wage raises wages
in the youth-intensive s€ctor--both in real terms and rélative to other
wages. This provides evidence, thetefore, of the link between the min-
imum wage and wages of youths. Although coeffrcient values are low,
the implication is not that an increase in the minimurn wage leads to
only a mino-r increase in youth wages. A small increase in aveiage wages
in the youth-intensive sector is compatible with a substantiallncrease
in youth wages, as long as wages of other workers are raised by a lesser
amount.' lvithout additional information, the relationship between an
increase in wages ofthe youth-intensive sector and an incrLase in youth
wages cannot be determined.

Because coefficient values of the other variables may also be of
interest, results from estimating equation (2,), both wittr and without
POP, arc displayed in tables 4 and 5. The low r-values (generalty less
than unity) and minuscule coefficients for U imply that market tightness
is not an important determinant of the change in retative wages. Relative
supply does not appear to be important either, although results were
a bit stronger in equation (2). Coeflicient values of POp were negative
all eight times there, compared to five times in equation (2,), but sta-
tisticâl significance was attained only twice, both times for nonwhites.

1tu.9"1__F ryl Uy r€ferriog bacl to n. 24. Becausc the youth employmetrt share, a,
is smal, ôWdilrlv could b€ sizablc even rhough ôW,/AMIù is trot. Whât is required ts
ttat ôWJaMlN ard tulôMlN be small rclarive ro Awfàiirr .
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TABLE 3

MTNTMUM WAGE ELAsrtctrIEs, vÿAcE CHANGE EouATloN

Grotrp' MINP,- MINP,-, MIN,-MIN,.I

MA

MB

MC

MD

FA

FB

FC

FD

.u7
(3.34)

.039
(2.89)
0.50

(2.771
.051

(2.81)
.043

(3.14)
.028

(1.81)
.029

o.70)
.ÿ24

(1.10)

.035
(2.78)

.46
(2.2O\
0.35

(2.%)
.032

(2.13)
.033

(z.u)
.vàr

(1.s5)
.ü22

(1.47)
.016

(.84)

NûrEs: (l) lrrrvP = tog of minimum va8Ê variable deflatcd by consumcr p cc iodex.

MIÀl - ili» of minimum wage variable dcoaæd by avcraSr hourly clrDitl§. The samplc

D€riod i5 1ft3 f-195 II. (2)-Nurnbcr in parcorhèses arc t'sratistic§' Criticd value§ for
à ooc-tailcd tcst arc 1.68 for c - .05 and 2.42 for c = .01.
.M = malc, F = fcmalc; A = white lô17-ycar-old, B - troowhite lêI7'ycarold;
C = rvhitc 18-19year-old, D = noowhitc l8-19'year-old.

The seasonal dummies are frequently significant, supporting our
claim that wages in the youth-intensive sector vary with the youth share

of employment. Especially noteworthy is the performance of SEâS3.

Its coeffrcient is negative all eight times and signilicant six. In all but
two instances, it is more negative than coefficients of the other seasonal

dummies. This is what we would expect, a§ the youth share of employ-

ment is highest in the summer.
The next question is what relationship, if any, exists between wages

of the youth-intensive sector and youth employment. To leam the an-

srver, equation (1) was reestimated replacing MINwith the relative wage

variable, RELIry, lagged one quarter.26 Results appear in tables 6 and

7.

üThÊ sirniEcaoce of s€asonal dummi6 in the vage chan8c cquation indicates that the
wagc scries should b€ sÊasonally adiusted; bur, beçau§e of thc Iorv cocllicie s of thc
scÀonal dummics, it does not mattcr cmpirically whcthêr or mt this is donc. Bascd on
ûrc scasonal cocflicicnts of our $agc changc cquation, n c con§lrùcted a sGasomlly adiu§tcd
w8gÊ variablc. IB coelfcicnt in the employmcot €quation and thc cocfficicot of thc
ùoadjusted wagÊ variablc w€rc idcnticsl to thç lirst thrcc decimal places.
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PAY AND EMPLOYMENT OF TEENAGERS

The coefficient o1 RELW is negative twelve of sixteen times and
significant at the I percent level six times, mostly for male subgroups.
This supports our claim that an increase in relative wages is associated
with a decline in youth employment . Moreover, in both the wage-change

equation and the employment equation based on relative wages, results
were more robust for male subgroups. It is no surprise then that the
performance of the minimum wage variable in equation (l) was stronger
for males. Also consistent with the results from equation (1), the det-
rimental employment effect of higher wages is most conspicuous for
nonwhite males and males not in school. Results of the other variables

in the employment equation are similar whether the minimum wage or
the relative wage variable is used.

The relative wage variable discussed above is a proxy for youth
wages relative to average wages in the private sector of the economy.
For comparative puryoses, an alternative relative wage proxy was also

tried: youth wages relative to adult wages, where the adult wage rate
was proxied by average hourly earnings in manufacturing' Tables 8 and

9 contain coefficient estimates for the new relative wage variable,
RELM, as well as lot RELW . In addition , the minimum wage coefficient

TABLE 8

CoEFFtcIENrs AND ,-STATs'I'tcs oF l ecp VanllsLes IN MALE
EMPLoYMENT EQUA'floN

Group RELW

MEA

MNA

MEB

MNB

MEC

MNC

MED

MND

-.87
(1.2e)
1.30

(1.56)

- 1.89
(.4e)

-6.73
(5.01)

-t.25
(r.12)

- t.25
(3.03)

-7.87
(2.53)

-2.82
(3.m)

-.56
(1.61)

.76
(1.57)

-4.76
(2.14)

- 4.40
(5.65)

-.87
0.67)
- .58
(2.i6)

- 5.67

Q.a)
-t.y
(2.t6)

-.11
(1.86)

.046
(.68)

-.14
(.40)

- .52
(3.32)

.(m8
(.03)

-.13
(3.86)

- .53
(1.66)

- .23
(3.0e)

NorE: nELW is thc yoùth wagc ratc deflatêd by averagc horrrly crming§ in the privarc

scctor. RELM is the y;uth tt tg; rate dellatcd by iverage hourÿ carnings io manufacrùring'

MIIV is thc minimuri wagc vàriablc. Sample pcriod is 1963 I - f975 Il.
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TABLE 9

CoEFFlclENTs AND ,-STATrsrrcs oF rrVAcE VARIA.BLES tN FEMALE
EMpLoyMENT EouarroN

Group RELW

FEA

FNA

FEB

FNB

FEC

FNC

FED

FND

- 1.82
(2.77\
2.'17

(3.55)
_.70
(.23)
.84

(.44)
1.0?
(.65)

- .086
(.21)

-9.55
(1.31)

- 4.92
(2.68)

- 1.59
(2.86)
2.16

(3.53)

- .62
(.24)
.70

(.50)
.88

(.6e)
.13

(.47)

-6.31
(r.04)

-3.25
(2.44)

- .21
(2.ee)

.31
(3.12)

- .24
(1.08)

- .0063
(.04)
.10

(.71)

-.051
(1.15)

- .22
(.6e)

-.017
(.1e)

NûÎE: See note to table 8.

of equation (l), reestimated over the common sample period
19631-L975II, is included. Overall, results of rhe three wage variables
are comparable. Although coefficients of the relative wage variables are
larger in absolute value, it should be remembered that any change in
the minimum wage will be larger than the consequent change in relàtive
wages. The difference in magnitude of the coefficient values was there-
fore anticipated.

There are potential problems involved in using a proxy for the
relative youth wage rate. Moreover, even if a proxy were not necessary,
the limited variability of a relative wage variable would raise concern
about the prospects of measurement error. For such reasons, results of
the indirect approach, by themselves, should be interpreted with cau-
tion. But, when supported by the findings of the direct approach, con-
fidence in the indirect results is enhanced. The indirect results are indeed
consistent with the direct results of the previous section. In terms of
statistical significance, they actually perform a bit better. Taken to-
gether, these results and those of the previous seclion suppon the view
that an increase in the minimum wage raises youth wages relative to
other wages, inducing firms to substitute other workers for youths. The
result is a loss in employment for many segments of the youth popu-
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lation. We conclude that any wage reduction and employment gain in
the uncovered sector of the economy is insufficient to offset opposile
changes in the covered sector. Finally, within the constraints of data
availability, results of this section justify future research linking mini-
mum wage legislation and wage rates.

Concluding Remsrks

The legal minimum wage has been effective in raising teenage wage
rates, both in real terms (that is, deflated by the consumer price index)
and relative to the wages of adults. This, in turn, has caused firms to
reduce their employment of teenagers. Whether measured directly, by
a minimum wage variable, or indirectly, by a proxy for relative teenage
wages, a higher minimum wage leads to job loss among teenagers. This
is most evident for nonwhite males and males not in school.

Manpower programs expand teenage employment. To the extenl
these programs are deemed neoessary to mitigate the job loss induced
by the minimum wage, the billions of dollars spent on youth manpower
programs can be viewed as a cost of the minimum wage. Where suc-

cessful, these programs are to be welcomed. But their benelits have

frequently been found to be low relative to costs. Perhaps this is why
thes€ programs are justified in the Employment and Training Report ol
the President with the comment that, "cost-benefit calculations aside,"
these programs have been "largely successful,"a The goal here is not
to evaluate government manpower programs but simply to point out
that the size and costs of these programs are apparently related to
minimum wage legislation.

Some of the flaws inherent in minimum wage legislation have al-
ready been cited in the introduction to this chapter. These will not be

reexamined here, but in conclusion let me express my hopes that re-
evaluation of the minimum wage law will continue. A strong case can
be made that, although the goals of a minimum wage, such as a higher
standard of living for low-income families, are laudable, the actual out-
come is less felicitous. Teenagers (as well as other low-productivity
workers) are denied jobs and the experience that comes with being
employed.

Appendix: Sources ond D6cription of the Drtr

Student employment and population data, unpublished, were obtained

from the U.S. Department of Labor. Although there are hazards in

pS€e U.S. Dcparlment of Labor and U.S. Departmeot of Health, Eduqalion, aod Wel-
farc, Employmeat and Truining Repo ol the Pæsida, (Washington, D.C.: 198), p. 79.
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using unpublished data,r errors can likewise be found in published
data.3r The frner disaggregation available through use of unpublished
data generates more detailed information and, of most interest, enables
us to separately examine behavior of students and nonstudents. Data
on total employment (student plus nonstudent) and total poputation
came from table A-3 in Employment and Eamings. Nonstudint em-
ployment (population) was calculated as the difference between total
employment (population) and student employment (population). euar-
terly observations were obtained by averaging monthty data.

The employment and population series were both adjusted on an
a priori basis to maintain consistency throughout the sample period.
Starting in lawary 1972, data from the monthly Current population
Survey were based on 190 census benchmarks rather than ôn 1960
benchmarks. Then, in January 1974, the Census Bureau introduced a
new adjustment technique to lessen the problem of population under-
count.r Both of the above changes led to slight alteiations in the em-
ployment and population series. For example, thes€ adjustments raised
the poprlation figures of nonwhire female teenagers by 10,000 (0.9
percent) in lantary lg72 and by an additional 4,000 (0.34 perceni; in
January 1974. To obtain a oonsistent population series, thèse adjust-
ments were netted out. In other words, published population figures for
this group were reduced by 0.92 percent starting in January IglZ and
by another 0.34 percent starting in January 1974. Because ihe adjust-
ments rvere relatively minor and because employment and population
changes tended to be in the same direction, thereby leaviàg the em-
ployment-population term little changed, the data revisions turned out
to be unimportant, After the empirical work of this paper was concluded,
orrr employment regression for males was reestimated with unadjusted
data. Results were very similar to thosê obtained using adjusted data.
Future researchers directing their efforts along these iineC apparently
need not worry about thes€ adjustments.

The unemployment rate for adult males and the population rerm,

1Datl folr_!t9 ycat§ t961.1973-aod i9?8 came dircctly from rhe DcDartmcnr of l-abor.
Data_Io.1974-lgTl werc tindly supplied by peter Matiita, wno had dUain"J rf,i, t ,
thc lÈpartmcnt of Labor. For a discussion oo problems associated with unpublishcd dara,
sc€ Frcdcric B. Sishod, ,.Minimum Wage lægirlalioo h the Unirea §tatés-ilo^mcnr,,,
?!o!1.n yl*l .tllJaouary l9r): 135-38; and Wetch, ..Minimum 

WaSc Lesistation,"
!n Ashcofelr€r and Blufi, labot Markct Efr.crs
srln thc July.l976 issue of U.S. Depsnmenr of llbor, Bur€au of Labor Statisrics, En-ployri.nt and framhgs, for eram-p-le-,-thc June populatioo of sirtcen. to s€vcoleen.y€ar_
otds ts mconcctty reponed ro be 558,000. Bas€d on various identiries and on rhc DoDulàtion
rBurc ror thc preccding aod subs€quenr monlhs, thc corecr figurc is 608,0û). Tire errot
ansÊs bccaùs€ thc civilian labor forcc ligure reponed, 227,m0; is 50,000 roo low.
n Thcsc adiustcd tcchniques are descdb€d in ibid., Fcbruary 1972 and February l97il.
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used in constructing the relative supply variable, came from Employment
and Earnings. Unpublished data on manpower enrollment were pro-
üded by the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training
Administration. The data used in constructing the minimum wage var-
iable are described in the text.
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The Effects of Federal Minimum Wages
on the Industrial Distribution

of Teenage Employment

Robert F, Cotterman

The subject of this paper is an investigation into the distribution of
teenage emptoyment across industries and, in particular, the role that
minimum wages may play in explaining the observed distributions. My
focus in this paper is solely on eighteen- to nineteen-year-old males;

females and other groups of young males show equally intere§ting be-

havior that will, I hope, be analyzed in the future.
My own interest in the subject of patterns of teenage employment

across industries arose from viewing data such as that presented in table

1. This table provides the industrial breakdown of employment for two
groups of teens and for a reference group of adult white males. Each

row of the table gives, for a particular demographic group and a par-

ticular year, the proportion of the employed members of that group
who were working in various industries.

It is clear from table I that at each point in time there were among

the industries some fairly substantial differences of employment between

the racial group6 of teens and between each teenage group and the adult
group, For both groups of teens there were sizable changes over time

in these distributions, with the magnitude, and sometimes even the

direction of change, differing by race, whereas changes over time typ-
icatly appear to be much smalter for the reference group of adults- The

share of black teen employment devoted to agriculture, for example,

far exceeds the white teen share in both 1950 and 1960, and both teen

shares exceed the adult share. Over time, the decline in the share is so

large for black teens, however, that by 1970 the shares in agriculture
are virtually the same for black and white teens. In manufacturing, on

the other hand, the share for white teens exceeds the share for black
teens in 1950 and 1960, and the shares for both groups of teens are less

than the adult share. The shares for the teenage goups have moved in
opposite directions over time, with black teen employment moving to-

NorE: A portioo of this rcscarch was fuoded by a gnnt from th€ Rockcleller Fouodarion.

I wkh roihank Finis welch aod Nabcçl Al-Salam for helpfttl discu§§ions. Tom Mcans
performcd the compulations. I rc]ain rcsponsibility for all erroc.
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INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT OF TEENAGERS

ward manufacturing and white teen employment shifting awây. By 1970
the proportion of black teen employment located in manufacturing ex-
ceeds the proportion for white teens and is nearly equal to that of the
adult group. Both groupa of teens typicâlly show rising shares of their
employment devoted to the retail trade and service (other than personal
services) sectors, whereas the adult share in retail trade declines until
by 1970 it is far below the teen shares. The white teen share in rerail
trade continues to rise between 1960 and 1970, however, while the black
teen share remains roughly constant.

There are undoubtedly a substantial number of factors, aside from
minimum wages, involved in producing the employment pattems noted
above. A large portion of the downward movement in agricultural em-
ployment for teens probably reflects both a decline in the agricultural
industry as a whole and the increasing urbanization of the population,
both of which are reflected in the declines for the adult group. The rising
share of black teen employment in manufacturing is presumably in part
a result of the expansion of manufacturing activity in the South. The
fact that employed white teens are more likely to be employed in the
retail sector than are blacks may reflect differences in the degree of
proximity to retail outlets. Minimum wages may also be part of the
story, however, as suggested in previous work by Finis Welch.t Because
I shall focus on minimum wage effects, it may be helpful to consider
some of the potentiâl effects in more detail.

The Role of Minimum ïYages

To see the role that minimum wages may play in determining the in-
dustrial distribution of teen employment, first consider a single, com-
petitive labor market in which numerous firms in various industries are
doing their hiring. Suppose that in the absence of minimum wage laws
the wage rate for some group of teenage workers (assumed to be ho-
mogeneous from the firms' perspectives) would be w. Now let a strictly
enforced legal minimum wage of w- be imposed on some but not all of
the frrms in this market, where w- is assumed to be larger than w. Firms
that are now covered by the minimum wage will find that the cost of
using this type of teenage labor has risen, and, therefore, they will
reduce the number of teens they employ.

What happens next depends upon how jobs in the covered firms
are rationed and what the alternatives to covered-s€ctor employment
are perceived to be. One possibility is that jobs in covered firms are

' Finis W€lch, "Minimum Wage Legislarion in the United Saates," Economic Inquiry 12
(S€ptember 194): 285-318.
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rationed strictly on the.basis of luck. All of those willing 1o work at the
minimum wage have an equal chance of obtaining employment at that
wage. With regard to alternatives to covered-sector employment, it
seems reasonable to assume that the group of teenage workers is het-
erogeneous with regard to the value they place on nonmarket alterna-
tives. That is, the "res€rvâtion wage"-the lowest wage rate at which
the individual would enter the market-varies âcross teens, so that a
higher wage rate would result in more teens wishing to work.

Under these assumptions, the minimum wage rate will result in
both a contraction of employment in covered firms and a reshuffling of
workers. Some teens who were unwilling to work at the wage rate, w,
will enter the market at the minimum wage, lÿa, and some of these
teens will be lucky enough to obtain jobs at the minimum wage. As a
oonsequence, the number of workers displaced by the minimum wage
will be larger than the reduction in employment in the covered firms.

Teens who were previously employed in the covered firms but who
have lost their former jobs would all be willing to work in the uncovered
firms at their old wage rate, lÿ. However, the attempts of these workers
to obtain such jobs will put downward pressure on the wage rate in the
uncovered firms. Downward movement of the wage in uncovered lirms
will serve to increase the number of workers that the latter firms wish
to hire and to decrease the numb€r of workers who seek employment
in these firms as nonmarket altematives become relatively more attrac-
tive. As a result, in the new equilibrium the wage in uncovered firms
is now lower than w aod employment is larger than before.

This analysis bears implications for the industrial distribution of
teenage employment. If a minimum wage is introduced into a portion
of some industry, we should observe a decline in employment in the
covered sector of thal industry. \Ue should also, however, observe an
increase in employment in the uncovered sectors of all industries. Hence,
the introduction of minimum wages in one industry has spillover effects
on the uncovered sectors of both that industry and all other industries.

The existence of these spillover effects may go partway toward
explaining the high and rising shares of teenage employment in the retail
trade sector. This sector had much lower coverage rates than average
in both 1959 and 1960. By 1970 coverage had increas€d substantially bur
was still lower than in many other industries. This sector was therefore
a likely recipient of workers displaced by minimum wages in other in-
dustries.

An Empiricd Specilication

To test for the existence of these sorts of minimum wage effects, it is
necessary to be more explicit about their nature. In my empirical spec-
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ification, I assume that the effect of minimum wage w_ on employment
in industry i has two components. The first arises from the effects of
the minimum wage imposed on industry i itself, an effecr that is assumed
to be proponional to

(1)

where C- is the proportion of industry i covered by the minimum wage
|ÿ^, aîd fr is the average manufacturing wage. This particular variable,
or some variant ofit, has appeared frequently in minimum wage studies.2
The intuition behind it may be briefly explained as follows. The term
lÿ-Æ is the ratio of the minimum wage to the average manufacturing
wage. As such, it is designed to measure the size of the minimum wage
relative to the price of a standardized bundle of labor services that could
be purchased at ihe wage . The larger w- is relative to,, the larger
is the anticipated negative effect of the minimum wage on covered-sector
employment in industry i. The coverage rate C,i, enters becaus€ the net
disemployment effects on the ith industry should rise with increases in
ooverage. Increases in coverage place more firms under the minimum
and leave fewer uncovered firms available to pick up workers who are
disemployed by the minimum. Although workers who are disemployed
by the minimum wage in industry i may obtain work in the uncovered
sector, thes€ reemployed workers are dispersed among the uncovered
sectors of all industries. Hence, I expect the variable reflecting ..own"

minimum wages, as measured by expression (l), to be negatively related
to employment in industry i.

Ïhe second minimum wage component in industry i arises from
effects of minimum wages imposed in other industries. This effect is
assumed to be proportional to

where 2,, is the average coverage tute outside of industry i. The term
enclosed in braces in expression (2) is analogous to the first minimum
wage component given by expression (1). The difference is that in this
cas€, we compute the net disemployment effects in industries outside,
rather than inside, of the r'th industry. Hence, the term in braces is
designed to measure the net displacement of workers in other indus-
tries-- workers who become candidates for hire by the expanding firms
in the uncovered sector of industry i. The term (1 - C-) in expression
(2) is the fraction of industry i that is uncovered and therefore available
to pick up the displaced workers from other industries, Thus, I expect

rSee, for examplc, ibid., or Jacob Mincer, "Uoemploymcnt Effects of Minimum Wages,"
loumol of Politicol Ecoaomy 84 (Augusr 1976): SS/-S104.
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that the variable reflecting minimum wages imposed in other industries,
as measured by expression (2), will be positively related to employment
in industry i.

The analysis to this point has assumed that, in the absence of min-
imum wages, the workers under consideration would all eârn less than
the minimum wage that is later imposed. In a group of workers as

heterogeneous as eighteen- to nineteen-year-old males, however, there
will certainly be many individuals who would otherwise earn more than
the minimum wage. For such individuals the effects may be quite dif-
ferent.

Consider, therefore, a group of workers who would earn more than
w- (even in the absence of minimum wage laws), and suppose that these
worken are good substitutes in production for the less productive work-
ers who would otherwise earn less than w-. The imposition of a minimum
wage of w- into a portion of industry i will induce covered-sector em-
ployers to substitute some of thes€ more productive workers for the less

productive workers whose wage has risen. In the uncovered seclors of
all industries, firms will substitute away from these highly productive
workers and toward the less productive workers displaced by the min-
imum, because the wage rate for the latter will have fallen in the covered
s€ctor.

For these more productive workers, the imposition of minimum
wages on firms outside of industry i may also have different effects on
employment in industry i than those discussed above (for the case of
less productive workers), for suppose that these highly productive work-
ers in industry i would also be highly productive in other industries. The
imposition of minimum wages in these other industries may result in a
contraction of employment in industry i as covered-s€clor employers
outside of industry i seek to hire these highly productive workers to
replace the less productive workers whose wage has risen.

In terms of expressions (l) and (2), the implications of considering
more productive workers are the following. For less productive workers
(those who would otherwise eam less than w-), I argued that expression
(1), which reflects minimum wages imposed in the "own" industry,
should be negatively related to employment in industry i. For more
productive workers, on the other hand, this effect may well be positive.
Similarly, I stated that for less productive workers the variable given by
expression (2), which reflects minimum wages imposed in other indus-
tries, should be positively related to employment in industry i. For more
productive workers, this relationship may instead be negative.3

, Expression (2) also appears less attractive as a specilication for picking up the "other"
industry cffccts on morc productive workcr§. In particular, one mighi want to delete the
term (l - Ci,,). Becaus€ of the method us€d to compute the variables (discuss€d bclow),
this changc would simply r€§calc rhe estimared coefficiens.
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The upshot of this discussion is that we no longer have clear pre-
dictions of minimum wage effects for minimum wages imposed eiiher
in the own industry or in other industries. Whether the effects for highly
productive workers or the effects for less productive workers dominate
may depend upon the distdbution of productivity of teens and others
urithin the various industries, and on the position of the minimum wage
relative to the productivity distributions.

One may be able to go a bit further, however. Some industries,
such as manufacturing, tend to be high-wage industries with correspond-
ingly high productivity distributions. Other industries, such as rerail
trade and agriculture, tend to be low-wage industries. If the effects for
highly productive workers dominate anywhere, they would be expected
to do so in the high-wage industries rather than in the low-wage indus-
tries. Conversely, if the effects for les productive workers dominate
anywhere, they would be expected to do so in the low-wage rather than
in high-wage industries.

Empirical Ânalysis

In order to see whether minimum wage effects are of any help in ex-
plaining industrial distributions, I have computed some cross-sectional
estimates for various industries in 1960 and 1970. The purpose of the
analysis is therefore to gain understanding of the industrial employment
patterns existing at each of two points in time.

I have chosen in this analysis to measure the industdal pattern of
employment in a somewhat different way from the method used in table
I . Rather than dividing the number of teens employed in a given industry
by the lotal number of teens employed, I have instead divided by the
population of the teenage group. The resulting set of numbers may be
termed the "industry-specific employment rates." The advantage of
using these industry-specilic employment rates is that population is ex-
ogenous whereas total employment is not. Minimum wages may affect
the total level of employment of a group, as well as the allocation of a
given level of employment across industries. Industry+pecific employ-
ment rates therefore seem to be of more substantive interest, because
they deal direcdy with the question of how rhe probabiliry of employ-
ment in an industry is altered as a consequence of minimum u,ages rather
than with the question of how a given level of employment is reshuffled
across industries.

lndustry-specific employment rates for four industries-agriculture,
manufacturing, services (other than private-household workers), and
retail trade-were computed within "local" labor markets. These local
labor markets were obtained by drawing a sample of twenty-six states
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from the 1960 and 1970 Public Use Samples of the U.S. Census of
Popubrton.a These states may be rather crudely characterized as

"North" or "South."s within northern states, areas were further clas-

silied as central cities of standard metropolitân statistical areas (SMSAs),

other urban âreas of SMSAS, and the state remainder. Within the stares

classilied as South, areas are broken down into central cities of SMSAs,
other urban areas, and rural areas. Each type of area wilhin each state

constituted one of the local labor markets used as a unit of observation'
Many of the variables used in the analysis were computed at the

local labor market level. One exception to this rule deserves explicit
mention, however. In computing the federal minimum wage variables

using expressions (l) and (2), national coverage rates were used for the

C,r. Thus the terms C,- and (l - C,,-) are national constants within each

cross-section, and they serve no purpose other than to make cross-yeâr

and cross-industry comparisons somewhat easier' In expression (2), the
sources of variation in each cross-section come from interarea variation
in the average manufacturing wage (F) and from differences in industry
mix across areas that produce interarea variation in Ç-. In expression
(l), on rhe other hand, the sole source of interarea variation is differ-
ences in the average manufacturing wage. A uniform federal minimum
wage would be expected to have more adverse effects in regions in which

nominal wage rates are lower, and it is this type of effect that expression
(1) attempts 1o capture. In an empirical specification as parsimonious

as the one employed here, however, the average manufacturing wage

may well proxy other things. As a consequenoe, a Sreat deal of care is
required in interpreting the estimates.

In estimating the impact of minirnum wages in each cross-section,

I have, of course, attempted to control for some other factors. The list
of control variables includes the industry'specific employment rate of
adult white males (twenty-five to fifty-four years old), the growth rate
of the industry within each state, the school enrollment rate of the teen
group, and, for the retail trade regressions, a variable reflecting state
minimum wages in the relail sector.

The lirst variable in this li$-rhe industry-specific employment rate
of adult males----controls for variation across areas in the size of different
industries; for example, one would expect city dwellers to be very un-

n These twenty-six states cootained over 95 pcrcent of the census sample of black males
aged eightccn lo nioeteen and the vast maiority of rvhite males in this a8e Eroup as well.
l Classified as South $,eic Rorida, Kentucky, Tconess€e, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas,
lruisiana, Oklahoma, Texas, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Vi]ginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina. and Georgia. States clasified as Nonh iocluded Pcnn.
sylvania, New York, Neu, Jers€y. Ohio, Michigan, lllillois, Iodiana. Wisconsio, Missoud,
and California. The North-South distioction was u§€d only in grouping lypes of areas
udthin stat€s and is othernise ol no consequeoce.
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likely to work in the agricultural sector, and the adult industry-specific
employment rate should pick up this type of effect. It is also'assumed
that the adult rates are themselves fairii insensitive to minimum wages
and are therefore suitable proxies for what the teen employmenl rates
would be in the abs€nce of minimum wages (aside from the effects of
school enrollment).

The growth rate of the industry within each state6 is included be-
cause the young are expected to have little in the way of industry-specific
skills that would bind them to particular industries. Consequently', their
employment 

_should be especially sensitive to the growth bf pairicular
industries, with unusually large (small) employmeni in rapidlÿ growing
(oec[nmg) lndustnes.

The school enrollment rate is us€d as a control only with some
misgivings. On the one hand, one might wish to control fôr the lower
employment probability and differing industry choice for students as
opposed to nonstudents. On the other hand, the serious question ofthe
endogeneity of the enrollment decision is ignored in using the enrollment
rate as a control variable-that is, the enrollment decision and the work
decision are presumably made jointly, and this ..jointness,, could pose
problems in using the enrollment rate as a control variable.

Finally, in analyzing retait trade, I have included a variable to reflect
state minimum urage coverage of the retail sector. This variable is com-
puted in a manner identical to that given in expression (l).? With this
excep-tion, I have completely ignored state minimum wage laws in the
belief that these laws have had small effects, given thÀ existence of
federal coverage. The reason that I have made an exception in the case
of retail trade is that federal coverage of retail trade waJextremely smalt
in 1960, whereas a few states had minimum wage laws covering àt basl
a portion of the retail sector.

With these caveats in mind, consider the regression evidence pre_
s€nted in tables 2 and 3. Each cotumn gives, ior a particular year,
in.lustry, and- group (white or black) of eighteen- to ni-neteen-year-old
males, the effects of the listed variables on the induslry-speiific em-
ployment rate of that group. Because my primary interest is in minimum
wage e,ffects, I shall confine my discussion to the minimum wage vari-
ables. The first row of coefficients gives the effects of minimuri wages
in-the "own" industry, and the second row of coefficients gives ihe
effects of minimum wages introduced into other industries.

6This variablc was computed by regrcssing a time s€ries of Bureau of Lâbor Statisrics
cmployment data (in log§) for each state and industry on time and time squared.
?For- this computation I havc assumed, m doubt incorectly, that if any porrioo of rhe
rctail scctor was covered by a statc lan. thcn the wholc retaii s€ctor ÿas'covercd (except
that ponion already covered by federal law).
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Notice frrst the minimum wage effects in the services and retail
trade sêctors---two industries that are relatively low-wage (for eighteen-
to nineteen-year-olds). As might be expected, the story for less pro-
ductive workers typically appears to dominate here. The effect of own
federal minimum wages leads to contraction of teen employment in
thesê industries. The effect of federal minimum wages imposed outside
of these industries is generally to increase teenage emp§ment in thesê
industries, presumably as teens displaced elsewhere by minimum wages
seek employment in the uncovered sectors in retail trade and services.

Notice, however, that I appear to have identified negative onn-
industry effecis in the retail trade sector in 1960; yet the federal coverage
rate in retail trade was a mere 3 percent in 1960, hardly enough to
produce a measurable own-industry effect. In üew of the proviso I
injected eadier concerning the source of variation in the own-industry
minimum wage variable, I would suggesr that this 1960 effect is probably
not due to minimum wages at all. Instead, this variable is probably
proxlng other area effects that determine the size of the retail s€ctor.
That is, those areas rvith higher average manufacturing wages have a
larger retail trade sector for reasons unrelated to minimum lvages.E

Now consider the minimum wage effects in manufacturing, a high-
wage industry. The story for highly productiv€ workers generally appears
to hold here. Federal minimum wages within the manufacturing industry
lead to increased employment of eighteen- to nineteen-year-old males,
presumably as covered-sector employers substitute toward this group
and away from less productive workers (perhaps slightly younger
males).e the effect of minimum wages imposed outside of manufactur-
ing is generally to decrease the probability of manufacturing employment
for eighteen- to nineteen-year-old males. hesumably, covered-sector
employers outside of manufacturing are then substituting the highly
produttive manufacturing workers for some of their (now more expen-
sive) less productive workers.

Ivlinimum wage effects in the agricultural sector are morc pnr"ling.
In 1970 for whites and in 1960 for blacks, the minimum wage effects are
similar to those found in the other low-wage industries, services and
retail trade. the estimates for blacks in 1970, though measured with
little precision, and the estimate for whites in 1960 go in the opposite
direction.

One possible explanation for the 1960 resulrs is that in 1960 black
teens may have suffered greater disemployment than whites as a con-

tThis samc-problem may have oontaminated thc own-irdustry estimalcs fot othcr indus.
tries a! wcll.
tÂn alaÊmative explanatio[ for this own-iodustry effecl is thar I havc succc€ded in ..idco-
tifying" the labor demand curve in maoufacluriog.
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INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT OF TEENAGERS

s€quence of federal minimum wages imposed outside of agriculture.
Some blacks and whites who would otherwise have worked in agriculture
in 1960 may not have done so as a consequence of the decline in the
agricultural wage brought about by the influx of disemployed workers
from other s€ctors. If these disemployed workers, some of whom entered
agriculture, were largely black, then we may obtain, on net, a positive
other-industry effect for blacks in agriculture but a negative effect for
whites. More work is needed to see whether this explanation will hold
up under additional scrutiny.

Although these results provide some insight, one may gain addi-
tional perspective on the order of magnitude of net minimum wage
effects by considering the following hypothetical expeiirnent. Suppose
that all federal minimum wages in 1970 were twenty-frve cents higher
than their actual 1970 levels.lo All else the same, what would the effect
have been on the industry-specific employment rates of teens? Table 4
us€s the regression estimates from table 2 and table 3 to answer this
question.

The first two columns of numbers in table 4 give the actual industry-
specific employment rates for teens in 1970 (in the twenty-six-state sam-
ple). The next two columns give the estimated change in these employ-
ment rates that would have occurred under the hypothesized increase
in the minimum wage levels. The frnal two columns express the change
as a percentage of the original industry-specific employment rate.

Notice that the estimated effects on employment of eighteen- to
nineteen-year-old males are negative for both racial groups and for all
industries except manufacturing, Although a twenty-five-cent increase
in minimum wages might æem to be fairly small, estimated disemploy-
ment effects are sometimes quite large, pa icularly in agriculture for
blacks and in retail trade for teens of both races.

It is worth emphasizing that the results in table 4 are derived from
regression estimates. These estimates will, at best, provide reasonable
predictions of the effects of "small" changes in the independent variables
and are likely to be wide of the mark for "large" changes. For example,
the regression estimates would predict that 42, increase in federal min-
imum wages in 1970 would have increased the employment of this age
group in manufacturing. It seems highly unlikely, however, that this
relationship would in fact hold for extremely large increases in minimum
wages. The assumption implicit in constructing table 4 is that a twenty-
five-cent increase in minimum wages is small enough for the regression
model to be appropriate.

o Federal minimum wage levels in 19æ were §1.60 (thÊ basic minimum), $1.45 for "nervly
covercd" nonagricultural wolkrn, and 11.30 for agrieltural worters.
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INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMEM OF TEENAGERS

Summory end Conclusions

The empirical work in this paper suggests that federal minimum wages
have altered the industrial distribution of teenage employment. For
eighteen- to nineteen-year-old males, the effects of federil minimum
wages imposed in high-wage industries, such as manufacturing, may be
to increase the probability of their employment in these industiies. ôon-
versely, imposition of federal minimum wages outside of one of these
industries may decrease the probability of their employment in that
industry. On the other hand, in a low-wage industry, such as retail trade
or sêrvices, the own-industry effect may be to decrease the employment
probability of this group in this industry, whereas the other-industry
effect may b€ to increase the employment probability of this group in
this industry.

The results presented above are surely consistent with othe.r studies
that find that minimum wages have a negative net employment effect
on teenage males. My frndings supplement thes€ studies by showing
some of the interindustry shifts that occur and by demonstrating thai
there may be some groups of teens, such as highly skilled manufaciuring
workers, whose employment prospects are enhanced by minimum
wages.

Appendix

The sample means of variables are presented in table 5.
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The Impact of Minimum Wages on
Teenage Schooling and on the

Part-TimeÆull-Time Employment of
Youths

l. Peter Mattila

Both academic economists and policy makers have shown a great deal
of interest in the impacr of minimum wages on young people. Much of
this interest has focused on the employment difficuhies and the un-
employment experience of teenagers. Little or no attention has been
paid to the impact of minimum wages on other characteristics of youths,
such as school enrollment-yet there is good reason to believe that
school enrollment may be affected. If minimum wages create barriers
to employment, then additional schooling may be one strategy for over-
coming that barrier, and as we shall argue, teenagers may attempt to
work part-time while they continue their education.

lroked at from this perspective, minimum wage legislation may
have effects far beyond the often mentioned impact on unemployment.
The laws may indirectly alter the size and composition of classroom
enrollments and thereby affect the quality ofeducation. Minimum wages

may indirectly shift the supply of pan-time labor and, as a consequence,
alter the economics of the retail and service industries. Of most impor-
tance, the substitution of additional schooling for work experience and
job training may have long-run effects on the incomes and well-being
of those youths adversely affected by the minimum wage law.

Youth Activitles and Aqiustment Patlerns

Minimum wage laws constrain only covered employment in the youth's
opportunity set, To the extent that job opportunities are limited in
industries covered by the law, the teenager has four major alternatives
to consider: queuing for covered-sector joba, taking a job in the non-
covered sector, investing in additional schooling or training, and un-
dertaking other nonmarket activities. Let us discuss each of these op
tions.

Nor€: The research r€port€d in this paper was supporaed in part by the U.S. Employmcnt
and Traioing Administration, although the opinions, conclusions. and policies disclssed
do not necessarily repreæot the official opirioo or policy of thc Deparlmcni of Labol.
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Although fewer jobs will be available in industries covered by the
law, some positions will open as normal turnover occurs. One plausible
strategy might be for the youth to queue for thes€ openings as an un-
employed job searcher. In practice, this would involve making job ap-
plications, being very patient, and maintaining one,s availabilitÿ to start
a job quickly if necessary. Presumably, this approach will be more at-
tractive the higher the job s€paration rate and the lower the opportunity
cost of waiting.

There are at least two reasons rvhy teenagers might not consider
this an attractive strategy by its€lf. First, more experienced adults who
are also in the queue (having been displaced by minimum wages) may
be preferred to teenagers when job vacancies do arise. Teenagers may
frequently be passed over by covered-sector employers. Second, therè
is an opportunity cost to simply waiting. This cost is the forgone edu-
", ion and training that might lead to improved employment prospects.
Although some youths might attempt to take courses while they waited
for a job offer, such a strategy limits one's availability for work.

A second response to the minimum wage constraint is to take a job
in the noncovered s€ctor. Although Congress legislated major expan-
sions in coverage in the 1961, 1967, and 1974 amendments to the Fair
Labor Standards Act, approximately 13 percent of all private-sector jobs
and the majority of state and local government job,s still remain exempt
from the minimum wage provisions.t As seen in table l, mosr of the
exempt jobs are in industries where teenagers work: agriculture, serv-
ices, and retail trade.

As table 2 indicates, a substantial proportion of teenage workers
do hold jobs that pay less than the minimum wage. Approximately one-
tenth of full-time teenage workers (those working thirty-five or more
hours per week) earn low wage rates. Subminimum rates are even more
common among part-time workers.

Jacob Mincer has shown that although it is theoretically possible
for labor to flow on net from the noncovered to the covered sector and
thereby raise wage rates in the noncovered sector (which induces labor-
force entry), empirical evidence suggests that the opposite occurs;z that
is, Mincer estimates that increases in minirnum wages induce labor-force
exit. This suggests that wage rates in the noncovered s€ctor have de-
teriorated as a result of the law and that, on nel, labor has llowed from
the covered to the noncovered sector.

lApprorimately ooc-half of thos€ p vatc-s€ctor rvorkers who are not covercd by the
fcdcral law have some coverage under state larrys or orders, althouch therc is a crcai dcal
of variation io tates and cnforcement amoog states. Only one.foünh of statc-and local
govemmcnt workcrs are similarly covercd by sfate laÿs or orde§.

':Jaco-b_Mincer, "Vnemployment Effccs of Minimum Wages," Joüza, of potiticol Ecoa.
orn, 84 (August t96): S87-S104.
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TABLE T

PERCENTAGE oF NoNsuPERvlsoRY, NoNPRoFEssIoNAL WAGE AND

SALARY WORKERS COVERED BY THE FEDERAL MINIMUM WAGE
Lew

l) txiT

Agrictlture
Domestic service
Other s€rvices
Retail trade
Wholesale irade and

@ntract construction
All other private indus-

tries
Total private sector
State ând Iocal gove m-

ment

0
0

l8
3

45

91

55

0

0 031 40 39
00006l
19 22 68 7l 74

332586279

567587»99

9599»
?7 82 87

4, 6. 5.

90 93
54 63

00
. Statc and local govcmmcnt coverage, €xlcoded under thc 1967 aod 1974 amendmcnts'
was invalidarcd b, the Supr€me Crun in 19,6 (Nuional lzogue ol Citics t. Usery).

SouRcE: U.S. Dcportmeni of Labor, EmPloyment Standards Admioi§ttation e§timates.

TABLE 2

PERCEMAGE oF I6-I9-YEAR-OLD WAGE AND SALARY woRKERs

REPORTNG HOURLY EARNINGS LESS T}IAN THE MINTMUM WAGE

Sumey Raage:
itorken

Minimun Eaming Less

Wage than

?o below Minimum Vlage

Full-time Pan-time
workers workers

May 193
Mr,! 1974
May 1975

May 19/6
May 1977

$1.60
2.æ
2.10
2.30
2.n

s1.60
2.û
2.00
2.25.
2.25.

22
43
26+
44+
U+

5

13

7+
13+
7+

. workers wcrc c.tegorized into thc follou,ing wage ranges: uDd€r $1.60' $1.60-11.9'
t2-û-12.24,12.25-t .49, and so on. Hence, our percentages arc underestimates for 195,
lÿ6, and lÿTl.
SouRcE: Uopublislrcd tabulalions supplicd by the U.S. Dcpartment of labor, Burcau of
Labor Statistics.

Mincer's analysis and empirical results suggest that minimum wages

have induced some youths to pursue non-labor market altematives.
C-onceivably, some teenagers may undertake housework or child'care
duties while othe$ become part of the "street culture."

It is the thesis of this paper that many of those who withdraw from
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the labor force do so in order to continue or resume their formal edu-
cation. There are several reasons why addiüonal schooling may be a
reasonable response to a minimum wage constraint. First, to the extent
that forgone earnings decline, the rate of retum to additional education
will rise. Further investments in human capital should raise the value
of the teenager's productivity and help the youth to escape eventually
from the low-paying jobs of the noncovered sector. Second, to the extent
that employers use educaiion as a screening device, continued enroll-
ment may signal potential employers that he/she is a good prospect, is
motivated, and is reliable. In this case the individual attempts tô move
ahead in the queue for the better covered-sector iobs. Thiid, the Fair
Labor Standards Act provides some direct incentives, Covered firms
may hire certain students for 15 percent less than the prevailing minimum
wage rate through the Department of Labor,s certification programs.
In addition, student employees, like all employees of public schools,
colleges, and universilies, are not covered by the law. A nonrandom
telephone survey of several southern colleges by the author indicates
that most paid their student employees 20 perc€nt less than the S2.90
minimum wage in 1979.

Of course , not all youths will adopt this strategy of continued school-
ing. We would expect more able youths from high-income families to
be most likely to enroll. The more able youths should be better able to
convert schooling into productive human capital and to convince lirms
of their employability. Those who derive much disutility from school
will be less likely to enroll. From this point of view, it is the average
student rather than the below average student who is likely to adopt
this strategy. Minimum wages may induce the average student to com-
plete high school and perhaps begin at a community coltege or university
rather than drop out of high school.

Those from higher-income families should be better able 10 finance
their schooling than those from poor families. Traditionally, human
capital investments were financed primarily by the student's family or
from the student's own earnings. Only since the 1960s have government
grants and guaranteed loan programs been available to help the poor
frnance their education. These observations suggest that school ertroll-
ment may be a more important response to minimum wage laws for
white teenagers than for less affluent nonwhite teenagers, and they
suggest that joint part+ime work and school enrollment might be a
frequently adopted strategy.

Even though minimum wages may limit the availability of jobs in
general, there may be counterforces at work that tend to increase the
numbers of enrolled students in the labor force. Students who need
part-time work in order to help finance their educations will necessarily
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experience some unemployed job search simply while they look for
work. And becaus€ students require jobs that are compatible with their
school schedules, their transportation constraints, and their wage as-

pirations, they may experience more frequent spells and possibly longer
duration of search. This suggests that minimum wages may have in-
creased enrolled unemployment.

In âddition to the need to finance an education, the youth may
have other incenlives for adopting a joint work-study program. From
the point of view of the screening hypothesis, polential employers may
favor those who signal having both formal schooling and practical work
experience. For the average student with mediocre grades (who we feel
is most likely to extend hiÿher education), some work experience may

be as important as is additional education.
Some jobs may be available to students that are not available to

others. We have already pointed out that the Fair Labor Standards Act
provides exemptions for certain students working in covered jobs and

for students employed by public schools. Hence, some may find it easier

to obtain jobs simply by enrolling. As table 2 indicates, subminimum
wage rates are both availâble and acceptable to many part-time teenage

workers.
In summary, we argue thal minimum wage laws have limited job

opportunities in the covered sector and have forced leenagers into al-
ternative activities. Additional schooling is one way to overcome the
minimum wage barrier. We argue, too, that there are incentives to look
for part-time work while in school. This implies that minimum wages

should raise unemployment among the enrolled. Whether enrolled em-
ployment rises or falls depends upon the number of new subminimum
wage jobs that are created in noncovered industries relative 1o the num-
ber of covered-sector jobs that are lost.

Dtt{ on Youth Activlties

Questions on school enrollment have been asked each October since
1947 as a supplement to the regular Current Population Survey.s Youths
are classilied into two categories, those enrolled in school and those not
enrolled. Persons within each category are further subdivided by their
labor force status.

r In additioo to the usual qucstions on unemployment, emPloyment, and hours of work,
the survcy intelviewcr asks, fot cach member of the family, -ls 

- 

altendiog or
€orolled in school?" If so, thc next question is, "What grade or year i§-altendioS?"
(Curient Population Survcy questionnair€ for Oclob€r 1967, Form CPÿl, 8-H7). Thosc
eùollcd in special schools such as ttade schools, business colleges, and barber schools arc
no, ioclud€d with rhe enrolled.
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Table 3 summarizes the October distribution of enrollment and
labor force activity averaged over the pâst three decades by age and sex.
It is not surprising that 90 percent of the fourteen- to sevenleen-year-
olds were enrolled or that more eighteen- to nineteen-year-olds worked
than were in school. Somewhat more interesting is the îact that so many
of the younger students were in the labor force. Although they worked
relatively few hours each week, 14 percent of the female,and 2ô percent
of the 

_ 
male population aged fourteen to seventeen simultaneously

worked at part-time jobs and attended classes. (part-time workers are
defined as those who worked less than thirry-five hours during the survey
week.) Considerably smaller proportions reported working full-time or
seeking work while enrolled. Among those not in school, most worked
full-time or were homemakers.

Figures I and 2 illustrate how these proportions have been changing
over time. Figure I indicates that for mates aged fourteen to seventeen
school enrollments increased until rhe late l96G and declined slightly
until 1974. Since the early 1960s, most of the growth in enrollmenra ha;
been associated with the growth of enrolled part-time workers and en-
rolled job seekers rather than full-time students not in the labor force.

TABLE 3

Dlsrnrsrmox op Yotmrs ny TYpp oF EcoNoMrc Acflvrry:
AVERAGE, Ocrosen 1947-OcroBER 1977

(as percentage of cohorr population)

Youths Age 14-17 Youhs Age 18-19

Male Female Male Female

90 89 ,10 32
u t7 15 9
22 15t49
2132

i014tL7
22ll
rsn2522
10 ll 60 68
855642
7451 37
5344»
zt78
ll55
26426

Enrolled in school
Labor force

Employed
Full-time
Part-time

Unemployed
Not in labor force

No,t enrclled.
Labor force.

Emp§ed.
Full-time.
Part-time.

Unemployed
Not in labor force

' Iocludes those in the armed forçls.
SouRcE: Octob€r Current Population Survey.
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Data are not plotted for females in this age group, as they are very
similar to the data in ligure 1.

It is particularly interesting to note in ligure 1 that enrolled un-
employment (solid line) has increased by a considerable amount relative
to not-enrolled unemployment (broken line). Although there has been
considerable discussion of the problem of rising youth unemployment,
it has not always been made cleâr that, at least for fourteen- toseventeen-
year-olds, this is a problem of rising student unemployment. This is an
important obs€rvation because in formulating policy one should take
into account the time and location constraints faced by students.

Figure 2 plots comparable data for females from eighteen to nine-
teen. Enrollment has increased steadily over the three decades, appar-
endy at the expense of not-enrolled employment and household activ-
ities. As *,ith the younger group, part-time employed students have
increased during the last decade relative to students who are not in the
labor force. Note, too, the more rapid growth of unemployed students
relative to unemployed nonstudents.

Data are not plotted for males from eighteen to nineteen. If they
were, they would differ in three major ways from the series for females.
First, enrollment among males of this age declined in the early 1970s

and remained low through 1977. Apparently the depression in higher
education has affected men more than women. Second, male activities
were disrupted by the draft in the early l95G and late 196(h whereas
female activities were not. Third, few males have ever been in the not-
enrolled, not-in-the-labor-force category.

The October Current Population Survey is the primary source of
time series data with which we may test the hypotheses raised in the
sêction on adjustment patterns.4 The major shortcoming of these data
is that they are available only for October of each year. This makes it
imposible to exploit the information we have on the seasonal timing
of minimum wage increases. This also reduces our sample size to the
thirty{ne observations available over thes€ three decades.

On the other hand, there are some definite advantages to this data
set. First, this sample spans nine general increases in the minimum wage

. A sccond timc serics oo the "maior activity" o[ youths has bc€o available qua]tÊlly sinoc
l9(3 from the Currcnt Populatioî Survey. Youths f,,ho rrere going to school most of the
survcy ueek arc classificd as "malor activity, school." Youths who were attending school
but who wcrc dcvoting morc hoürs to either work or other activities are classified as
"mrior activity, othcr." Becausc an increasing proportion of students are working and
working longer hours, more and morc youths arc bciog classiticd as "major aclivity,
othcr." Hcncc, thc msjor-activity s€ries docs not record many students as students and
is not useful for our purpos€s, For furthcr analysis, sre J. Petcr Mattila, "Thc lmpact of
Minimùm llragcs on School Enrollment and Labor Force Siatus of Youths," Fiml Rcport
to the U.S. EmploymeDt and Training Administration, Granr no. 91-1F78-32, Junc 1979.
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as well as the major expansions of coverage in 1961, 1967, and 1974.
This provides variation in the crucial explanatory variable that may more
thân offset the lack of quarterly variation . Many other time series studies
have spanned a much shorter period. Second, the larger time period
allows for more secular and ryclical variation in enrollment ratios, which
may help to offset the lack of quarterly variation. If we were to obtain
data on enrollments in January 1978 to supplement our presently avail-
able data on October 1977 enrollments, would we double our inde-
pendent information? To the extent that students enroll for school years
rather than for school months or quarters, quarterly data may not add
as much information as would an equivalent number of additional Oc-
tober observations. This is not to say that we would not. prefer having
quarterly dàta 19O-1976, but its absence may not be as costly as it
might seem.

The major problem with time series analysis is collinearity; that is,
several of the variables tend to follow similar patterns over time. This
frequently makes it difficult to determine the impact of any one ex-
planatory variable on the dependent variable. Fortunately, collinearity
is less of a problem for us because of a ratchet pattern of our most
important explanatory variable, the minimum wage index,

We use the same minimum wage index as constructed by the U.S.
Employment Standards Administration and as used in many other time
series studies. Basically, it is computed as the ratio of the minimum
wage rate to average hourly earnings, with this ratio multiplied by the
proportion oovered by the law.s The resulting index is plotted in figure
3. The index follows a ratchet pattern, rising sharply each time Congress
legislated major increases in the rate (1950, f956, 1%1, 1967-1968, and
l9lÇ1977) and declining between rate increases as average hourly earn-

5To b€ morc prccis€, the mioimum lvage iodcx is calculated as

"" =1?,(,,i#,* nH,
whcrc E is employmÊnt, ,{HE is average hou y ear[ings of production workcr§, MP is
the basic minimum for preüously covÊrcd tÿorkers, MN is th€ minimum for newly covered
vo*ers, p is the fnction of nonsupervisory workers pieviously covered, r is th€ fraction
of nonsupcrvisory workcrs ncwly covered (by thc most reccnt amendment), i indexes
maior industries, aod , refeÉ to the total rpofarm economy. Becaule it is availablc back
through 1947 and beçaus€ carlicr work suggcstcd it made little difference, ÿe us€d the
idex weighted by all industry employment rather thao wcightcd by tcenage cmployment
(which is available only since 1954). Takiog inro account the rpnth in ÿhich this mioimum
wage iocrcascd io any giveo year, $,c iotcrpolared to obtain quane y estimales. The
foùrthauarter Iigure was us€d in regressions thar uailized Octobcr enrollmcnt data. Scc
U.S. Dcpanment of Lâbor, Bureau of L.bor Statistics, yorrrr UnemptoyrrÉnt ond Min-
irrra WaSe§, Bullctin 1657, Washing.on, D.C., 1970, pp. 12-13.
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FIGURE 3
MTNTMUM WAGE INDEX, 1947-197
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Sourc€: Adjustcd by author to October valùe as basrd on U.S. Drpanment of Labor,
Employm€nt Siandards Admioisrration iodcr.

ings rose because of general inflation and productivity increases. What-
ever upward trend does occur in the index occurs because of the exten-
sion of coverage in 1961, 1967-1969, and lÿ4 (see table 1).

This ratchet pattern distinguishes our minimum wage variable from
several of the other important variables that influence school enroll-
ments and labor force status. These other variables tend to be more
smoothly trending variables or variables that rise and fall with the busi-
ness cycle. This gives us more confidence that we can, in fact, isolate
and estimate the impact of minimum wage legislation.

Control Varlables

As discussed earlier, youths are assumed to choose among the activities
that are available: school, work, unemployed job search, and others.

737t656361595755535l49
16 L.r
tg{t
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In order to estimate the impact of minimum wages alone, we have
attempted to control for other major variables that influence the teenage
decision process.

School enrollment is likely to increas€ as the rate of return to the
investment in education increases and it becomes easier to finance such
investments. Hence, we control for variation in the rate of return to
school (ROR) and for average real after-tax family income (INCOME).
A detailed description of the sources and construction of the variables
is provided in the appendix, but we will mention a few interesting char-
acteristics of these variables here. The INCOME variable basically
trends upward throughout the l95G and 1960s, reflecting the gro\À,th
in real produciivity and income of the teenager's parents. After 1972,
real after-tax income declines by 7 percent through the 1975 recession,
with a slight recovery in 1976 and 1977.

The rate of return to completing high school (ÀORII) is estimated
to have risen until the early 1960s. Thereafter it declines slightly untit
the 197G, which we interpret as reflecting the impact of the maturing
"baby boom" generation upon the labor market for high school grad-
uates. Since the early 190s, the rate of return to high school seems to
have increased. A time series was also constructed to reflect trends in
the rate of return to college (ROiRQ. This was necessary in order to
control for the propensity of eighteen- to nineteen-year-old youths to
enter college. Our estimates suggest that there was a slight decline in
the rate of return in the late 194{h, reflecting the graduâtion of t orldr ar II veterans under the GI bill program. Thereafter, ÀORC increases
until the early 1970s. For males, the payoff from college appears to have
declined steadily since 1971, reflecting the widely discussed depression
in higher education of the 197G.6 For females, our estimates suggest
little downturn in RORC until 197+1975. This may reflect be$er op-
portunities for college-trained women due to affirmative action plans,
and it app€ars to reflect an increasing number of hours and weeks
worked per year during the 197G for women with some college edu-
cation relative to those with high school educations.

A teenager's major alternative to schooling is market work. Two
variables, SERVICE aîd AGRI, were created to control for shifting
employment opportunities. Because it is well known that the s€rvice
sector has been growing steadily over several decades at the expense of
the goods-producing s€ctor and because many young people find em-
ployment in service-type jobs (which frequently are sufliciently flexible

ûNot all agree that rhe decline was so prolonged. For thc more pessimistic vi€$r, s€c
Richard B. Frceman, Thc Oÿ.taducoted Americo\ (New York: Academic Press, 1976).
For a more optimistic vicw, see J. P. Smith and Finis Welch, "tocal Labor Markets and
Cyclic Componcnas h Demand for College Traincd Manpower" (Santa Monica, Calif.:
Rand Crrporation, Fcbruary f98).
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to allow joint schooling and work), we have attempted to control for
this growth in demand. Our SEÀÿ/CE variable measures the upward
trend in the proportion of jobs found in the service or sales occupations.T
This variable was computed over all age groups $ as to minimize en-
dogeneity with teenage workers. The âGRl variable controls for con-
siderable variation in the demand for agricultural laborers. This was
particularly true in the l9rl& and 195G when several of the Census
Bureau's studies of student employment reported that employment
would be high in October one year and low in another Oclober due to
the timing of the harvest. The basic trend of the.AGRI variable is
negative.

Unemployed job search by teenagers is assumed to vary with the
business cycle. Because one of our tasks is to explain the gowth in
youth unemployment, we do not want to include teenage unemployment
in an aggregate measure of cyclical variation. As a consequence, we

adopt the unemployment rate of men aged thirty-five to fifty-four ({.f.
This rate has the feature that, unlike the aggregate unemployment rate,
it rose no higher in the 1975 recession than it did in the 1958 and 1961

recessions.
Finally, we turn to other (nonschooling, non-labor market) activ-

ities. These are more likely the more productive they are and the more
readily available are other sources of income. Our INCOME vaiable
controls in part for the latter. The most common other activity is child
care and housework, particularly for females aged eighteen to nineteen.
We control for this with the proportion of women in this age group who
have children (i(IDS). This variable trends upward from 1947 to l!)60,
reflecting the baby boom of those years, and trends down thereafter.

Substantial numbers of young men from eighteen to nineteen years
old have served in the armed forces. We control for variation in the
numbers drafted into the military by including a control variable Af,
the proportion of all men of this age in the armed forces. Because men
fourteen lo seventeen years old and women were not subject to the
draft, those few who enlisted were included with the not-enrolled, full-
time employed categories within their respective age groups.

Empirical Esaimrtcs

For males aged fourteen to seventeen and for females aged fourteen to
seventeen, the following equation was utilized in order to estimate the
impact of a change in the minimum wage rate:

7Io thc regrc§eions for females eightcen to ninctcen yeals old. rhc SERyTCË valiable
includes clerical ÿorke§ as well as service and sales workers.
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Y,= aoi arMW, + arMW,_, + a3RORH + aJNCOME
+ a§ERVICE + aôcRI + a1U

Here Yr refers to the proportion of teenagers in the ith enrollment/labor
force category. For males from fourteen to s€venteen, a regression
equation was estimated for each of fourteen such categories, six of which
arc plotted in figure 1. An additional fourteen regressions were esti-
mated for females in the same age group. Because Mincer found some
evidence of a lagged respons€ to a change in the minimum wage law,
we include both the current October value of the minimum wage index
(MIV, as plotted in figure 3) and the previous year's October index
(MW,-r).lVe compute the total minimum wage impact as the sum of
the current and lagged impacts. In each equation, we control for all of
the other explanatory variables discussed in the section on control var-
iables. The explanatory variables were identical in each of the regres-
sions. AII regressions were adjusted for autocorrelation of residuals and
were estimated independently of one another.s

The estimated equation differed slightly for eighteen- to nineteen-
year-olds. ïhe rate of return to a college education (RORQ replaces
the rate of return to high school (RORI{). The proportion of males of
this age in the armed forces (âI) was included as an additional control
variable.e And for females of the same age we added the presence-of-
children variable (füDS) in order to control for variation in child-care
actiüty.

I Bccausc our categories y, coÿer all possible states and bccaus€ rhc cight fundamcntal
categories (full-timc employed, part-time employcd, uncmployed, and oot io labor force
for the enrolled aod for the not€orolled) are mutually cxclusive, the impacts of minimum
wag€s on the cat€gories should bc linearly relatcd; that is, because employmcnt and
unÊmployment sum to thc labor forcc, so should tlr€ r€sg€c{ivc minimum wage coefiic.ients.
They would sum if we had estimatcd our equations using ordinary least squarcs. Because
wc adiüstÉd for autocorclatcd residual§ 8od did nol impG€ any coNtraints, the cstimated
co€fficients do not sum precisely. As s€en in table 4, howcvcr, thc basic relationships stil
hold approximately. Among males agcd foürtcen ao §€venteen emolled, for instance, the
employmcnt impacr (.ûfrg) and the unemploymcnr impact (.«D0) sum ro .0099, which
is not too dillereot from the .0(»l estimatc foi the lâbor force. B€caur€ 3cÿcrsl mtegories
were clo§€ to 0 or clocc to l, we ramformed the dependert variablc using the logit
traosformation. The estimated cocfficients vcre thco tclransformed for pres€ntaüoo ir
rable 4.
t Originally, ÿe had oot includcd ,,lF io rhe rrgrcssions for eighteen- to nineteen.y€ar.old
females. However, upotr examining the residuals, it was apprrert that during the Korean
lvar years (1950-1956) ve werc substantially and consistently undüerinuling the ÿo.
ponion of females itr thc labor force and not cûolled a',d oÿeæsrùrelit g thc proponio[
of females oot in thc labor force and oot Êtrrolled. Although smallcr and less @nsiste ,
thê residùals during thc peal years of thc Viclnamcsc War wcrc similar. Wc interprel
this as b€ing a result of the shonagc of males, which incteascd wagc ratcs for fcmalcs and
iodüccd vomcn to worl more. Th€ âFvariablc was irclud€d to control for this phcootrr.
enon.
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ln table 4, we report our estimates of the minimum wage impact.
Each entry in that table can be interpreted as the estimated impact of
a 10 percent increase in the minimum wage rate (holding the other
control variables constant) on the proportion of teenagers in the relevant

TABLE 4

EsrlMATEs oF THE lMpAcr oF A l0 PERCENT INCREASE tN THE
MTNTMUM rrvAcE INDEX oN THE PRoFoRTToN oF TEENAGERS tN

AN ENRoLLMEITT/LABoR FoRcE CATEcoRy

You ts Age l,t-17 Youtla Age 18-19

Males Females Females

Enrolled ia school

Labor force

Employed

Full-time

Part-time

Unemployed

Not in labor force

Not enrolled

Labor force

Employed

Full-time

Part-time

Unemployed

Noa in lâbor force

.0133 .0t26
(1.e6)' (3.o7r'.ûn .ûn
(r.85)- (2.14)'
.w2 .m62
(1.67) (1.80).
.0007 .m05
( .45) ( .27)
.ünl .0059
(r.86)- (2.221'
.üxB .m12
( .e8) (1.30)
.m6l .m36
(1.31) ( .e3)

-.0133 -.0126(2.07)' (3.07)'.
-.0112 -.0082.(1.83)' (2.18).

-.0105 -.0070(2.ü7)' (1.75r
- .0091 -.qDü(2.û)' (2.01)-

- .0002 .w26
( .le) ( .e4)

- .ml7 - .0016
( .67) ( .74)

-.m18 -.«N6(1.13) (1.31)

.0076
(2.70r'
.m9l
(2.10).
.m79
(l.99r
.0016
(1.72)l
.æ58
(1.65)
.0020
(2.03)-
.m16
( .34)

-.m76
(2.70)'-

-.m69
(2.80r-

-.m58.
(2.84).'

- .0050
(2.97)"

-.m05
( .76)

-.m14
(2.5e).'

-.0003
(.75)

.0069
(2.e5).'
.û72
(1.7e)-
.m56
(1.56)
.m11
( 1.44)
.üx4
( 1.26)
.m18
(1.70)
.w32
( .55)

-.m6ÿ
(2.e5)'.

-.m51.
(3.û7)'-

-.m52.
(3.40r.

-.0031.
(2.64)"

-.0018
(3.10)-.

- .0002
(.51)

-.m15
(1.37)

NoTE: r.ratios in parenthes€§.
. Those in th€ armed forces arc included among thosc nol corolled, employed full.timc.
' Signilicanr ar .05 level.
" Si8[ificant at .01 levcl.
SouncÊ: Author.
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enrollment/labor force category; for instance, a 10 percent increase in
the minumum wage rate lowered the proportion of males aged fourteen
to sêventeen who were not enrolled but employed full-time by 0.0050.
Comparing this to the observation from table 3 that on average the
proportion of males of this age in the same category was 0,052, we
estimate a 9.6 percent reduction in full-time employment. Hence, for
fourteen- to seventeen-year-olds, the elasticity of response app€ars to
be approximarely - 0.!)16. This elasticity is reported in rable 5. The
corresponding elasticities for eighteen- to nineteen-year-olds are also
negative, although smaller in magnitude.

Among the not-enrolled, the adverse effect of legal minimums is
much stronger on full-time employment than on part-time employment.
This is consistent with our observation that part-time jobs are more
likely to be in the noncovered sector and to pay subminimum wage
rates. It is also interesting that we do not observe any increase in un-
employment or in "other activities" among thos€ not enrolled. In fact,
all of these coefficients in table 4 are negative, although only one is
statistically signifrcant.

Table 4 provides considerable support for our thesis that minimum
wages have increased school enrollments. All of the enrollment coef-
frcients are positive and statistically significant. The total magnitude of

TABLE 5

EMpLoyMENT AND LABoR FoRcE ELc.srrcrflEs
WTTH RESPECT To THE MINIMUM WAGE

Youths Age l,l-17 You ts Age 18-19

Females Males F€males

Enrolled in school
Labor force

Employed
Full-iime
Part-time

Unemployed
Not enrolled

Iabor force
Employed

Full-time
Part-time

Unemployed

-.86
-.u
- .96

-.31
-Ln

.42

.36
1.10

.30
2.N

- t.02
-1.24
- 1.03

- 1.50
_ .25

- .27

- .28

-.30
- .03

- .37

-.19
- .19

-.30
.31

- .33

.75

.67

.29

.79
1.(»

.50

.45

.24

.58

.60

.37
,x
.80
.29
.83

NorE: All clasticities arc computed at the means of the dependent variable and th€
midmum vage index.
SouRcE: Author.
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the increase in enrollment is similar to (if not slightly larger than) the
magnitude of the decrease in the not-enrolled labor force. This suggests

that the major adjustment made by displaced teenagers is to continue
their schooling rather than to drop out or to join the ranks of the full-
time employed.

Most of these additional students do remain in the labor force as

they continue their schooling. We expected that many would desire jobs
in order to help linance their educations. As a consequence, minimum
wages have tended to increase enrolled unemployment. In fact, we
conclude that if minimum wages have increased unemployment at all
the increase has occurred within the student unemployment category.
lVe frnd no evidence that minimum wages have increased nonstudent
unemployment, at least among teenagers. Our interpretation is that
minimum wages raise unemployment indirectly. By shifting more youths
into school, student unemployment rises because of the natural time
and location constraints faced by students.

In our earlier discussion, we were not able to predict whether min-
imum wages would increase or decrease enrolled employment. Our
statiEtical estimates suggest that enrolled employment increases, pri-
marily because of a rise in part-time employment rather than full-time
employment, as seen in table 4. This indicates that students may have
an easier time getting work than nonstudents-or at least it suggests

that they may be more willing to lower their aspirations and accept
subminimum rate jobs.

One implication of tables 4 and 5 is that minimum wage studies that
aggrcgate students and nonstudents are probably underestimating the
size of the disemployment and labor force effects. Those studies may
not «)unt as displaced youths who are forced out of full-time jobs but
who return to school and take part-time jobs. As a result, we lind
employment elasticities for nonstudents of approximately - 1.0 for four-
teen- to s€venteen-year-olds and -0.3 for eighteen- to nineteen-year-
olds. In contrast, Mincer's estimate was only -0.2 for white sixteen-
to nineteen-year-olds when students and nonstudents were combined.ro
Of course, we are also underestimating the size of the displacement
effect, as data do not allow us to estimate how many youths took jobs
in the noncovered s€ctor after being forced out of covered-sector em-
ployment.

The October survey data divide the enrolled into those in high
school and those in college. Ilis was not of much interest for fourteen-
to seventeen-year-olds because so very few are in college. However, on

roMinccr, "Unemployment Effects," used quarterly data 195+1968, controllÊd for othel
influenccs using a timc trend, time sqùarcd, and thc unemploymcnt rate, and estimatcd
an eight-quaner Almon distribùtcd lag minimum wage effect.
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average from 1947-D'n , 30 percent of eighteen. to nineteen-year-old
students were in high school, and 70 percent nere enrolled at the college
level. Regressions were ntn for eighteen- to nineteen-year-old high
school students alone, and although the minimum wage elasticities were
positive (0.14 for males and 0.17 for females), they were not statistically
significant. The elasticities were much laryer (0.42 for males and 0.53
for females) for college students of this age grcup and were statistically
significant.

This strong impact on college enrollments may surprise many who
view minimum wages as having adverse effects only on high school
dropouts. We do not deny that these youths may be the most severely
affected group; we simply point out that they are more likely to be
forced into subminimum rate jobs in noncovered industries. We inter-
pret our results as indicating that even some high school graduates
lacking work experience and job training are priced out of job6 by a
rising minimum wage. Because the law does not allow employees to cut
the wage rate and thereby shift training costs onto the shoulders of the
youths, these displaced youths may opt to pay for additional training
themselves by going on to a junior or community college or a university.
This impact appears to induce only an additional year or two of college
training. When similar regressions were run for those aged twenty to
twenty-four enrolled in college, the minimum wage elasticities were
smaller and not statisticâlly significant. Hence, we find little evidence
that minimum wages have increased the number of bachelor,s degrees
appreciably.

Because our interest is primarily in the minimum wage variable, we
will not reproduce in this paper the many pages of tables that contain
our estimated coefficients for the control variables.rr For the interested
reader, however, we üll briefly mention a few of our results. The
important rate-of-return-to-high-school (RORII) variable was po6itively
and significantly related to school enrollments for fourteen- to seven-
teen-year-olds as was the payoff of college (RORQ for males aged
eighteen to nineteen. For eighteen- to nineteen-yearrld females the
RORC coefficient was essentially zero. As discussed eârlier, the RORC
variable did not turn down during the early lg7G for females as it did
for males. Hence, it was hard to distinguish our female RORC variable
from some of our other trending control variables. Rising INCOME
increased high school level enrollments significantly among all groups
(except females aged eighteen to nineteen) and reduced employment
among the not-enrolled.

An increasing number of jobs in the s€rvice (SERIzICE) indusrries

rr These 8rc rcport€d in Mattila, "Impacr of Minimum Wages."
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and agriculture (âGRI) were associated with higher not-enrolled em'

ploymint in each age-sex category. These variables were also positively

ielated to enrolled employment (excepr for eighreen- to nineteen-year-

old males) and negatively related to the not-in-the-labor-force enrolled.

Adult unemployment ({4 was positively associated with both enrolled
and not<nrôlled teenage unemPloyment and negatively related to not-
enrolled employment.

More KIDS had a positive, ahhough not significant, impact on the

proportion of women aged eighteen to nineteen who were not in the

iabor force or enrolled. An increase in the proportion in the armed

forces (AF) reduced school enrollment and not-enrolled employment

among males in this age group.
Overall, our control variables usually had the expected signs and

were frequently significant. As is true with many time serie§ analyses,

our modèl fit the data very well. Of the lifty-six regressions run (each

conesponding to one entry in table 4), more than one-half had R2s

exceeding .90. These results give us considerable confidence in our
minimum wage estimates.

Robustness of Empirlcal Estimates

We would feel even more confident in our conclusions if our estimales

were not s€nsitive to the choice of data §et or to changes in the speci-

fication of the control variables.
We have performed several sensitivity tests using the October sur-

vey data. In order to determine whether inclusion of the earlier years

made a difference, we reestimated our regressions over the 1959-1977

period. Our results did not change much except for the labor force

categories within the enrolled group. Tbe 1947-1977 regressions indi
cated that minimum wages shift youths primarily into the enrolled labor

force and only secondarily into the enrolled, not-in-1he'labor-force sta-

tus. The 1959-1fi regressions suggest just the opposite' The latter
indicate that minimum wages have primarily increased enrolled, not-in-
the-labor-force status, slightly increased enrolled unemployment, and

reduced enrolled employment (including part-time employment).
This is an interesting change and suggests a possible explanation.

Prior to 1961, the service, sales, and agricultural industries were not
usually covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act (see table l). During
the 194(h and 1950s, any youths who were displaced from covered joba

and who turned to schooling would have had an easier time finding jobs

in these service industries. However, the 1961 and 1967 amendments,
which substantially extended coverage, may have raised barriers to stu-
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dent employment.t2 lrVhatever the explanation, we conclude that our
results on the employment status of students are sensitive to the time
period analyzed. We emphasize, however, that the positive impact of
minimum wages on total enrollment still was observeà over the ;honer
time period.

Our results are somewhât less stable when the time series is short-
ened to the 1!)6!1977 period. The impact of minimum wages on school
enrollments falls to zero for males aged fourteen to seventeen but in-
creases in magnitude for eighteen- to nineteen-year-olds. However, all
school enrollment coefficients become statistically insignificant over the
f963-1977 period. Although the shrinking number of degrees of freedom
may contribute to this, the loss of significance is more likely due to the
elimination of the important 1961 amendments that extendèd ooverage
of the Fair Labor Standards Act to many retail trade jobs for the first
time.

Another test was made in order to determine whether our results
were sensitive to the 1967 changes in the definition of employment and
unemployment.t3 We reran all of the regressions with the addition of
a binary control variable that takes on the value I over the period
196l-7977. The magnitude of minimum wage impact on school ènroll-
ment and the other labor force categories was virtually unchanged, and,
if anything, the size of the ,-ratios increased.

One additional test was performed in order to determine whether
our results are sensitive to the specification and construction of our set
of rontrol variables. Following Mincer, we reran the regressions using
only- a time trend, time squared, the unemployment raté, and the pro-
portion in the armed forces (for males aged eighteen to nineteen) as
control variables. Although our results differed slightly in magnitude
and signilicance from those in table 4, the basic conclusions wère nor
altered. r'

There are not very many other bodies of time series data with which
we may lest the hypotheses raised in this paper. Edward Gramlich uses
data from 1963 to 1975 that are ,ro, disaggregated by enrollment status
but that are available by hours of work. Like us, he finds evidence that
the minimum wage law seems to have shifted teenagers out of full-time

D Finh Wclch reports evidcncc thar minimum wages shifted youlhs out of manufacturi[g
into s€rvice iodustries aftcr the Fair [âbor Standaràs Act was iassed in l93g and discussess
treods since ther. Finiswelch, Minimumwages: Issucs and Eviderce (Washington, D.C.:
American Enrcrprisê llt§ritute, 1978), pp. 2È31.
B.This. and the prcceding patagraph were inscned in response to suggestioos made by
Sherwin Rosen (see his C.ommentàry, hercin).
x See J. Pcter Mattila, "Yourh Labor Markeas, Enrollments, and Minimum Wages,,'

sochtiaû, Augtatt 2ÿ31, 1978 (1979\. pp. t34-9.
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jobs into part-time lobs.rs James F. Ragan' Jr., analyzes the quarterly
;'major aciivity" data, 1963-1978, that divide leenagers into thosehaving

"major activiiy, school" and those having "major activity, other'"r6
Unfôrtunately, an increasing proportion of part-time students are not

classified as being in school in this data set so that it is of limited use

to us (see note 4 to this chapter). However, the less pronounced impact

of minimum wages on major-activity schooling found by Ragan suggests

that any induced students still continue to be heavily involved in labor-
rnarket and other activities. Many of these induced students may be

part-time and night studeots.
Recently some cross-s€ction empirical analysis has been undertaken

by Ronald Ehrenberg and Alan Marcus and by James Cunningham.tT

iross-section work relies on interstate variation in wage levels at a point

in time, relative to a uniform national minimum wage rate. Using 1970

Censu of Population data, Ehrenberg and Marcus generally lind evi-

dence that high relative minimum wages increase school enrollments,

although generally not significantly' Their results using 1966 Narional

Lrngitudinâl Survey data are somewhat contradictory. Cunningham

attempts to use lW Census ol Population databy sttte to Predicl what

school enrollments would have been in 1970 had minimum wages nol
increased. He concludes that rising minimums depressed school attend-

ance
We are surprised by both the differing results among these cross'

section studies and their seeming inconsistency with our time series

findings. It is hoped that future research will be able 1o explain these

differénces. For now, we would suggest that it is diffrcult to control in
the cross-section for interstate variation in the other determinants of
school enrollment, such as the payoff and opportunity costs of schooling.

As Mincer has pointed out, it is more difficult to control for variation

in state and local minimum wage laws, for the extent of legal compliance,

and for variation in the extent of legal exemptions issued by the De-
partment of Labor.rE until economists have successfully dealt with these

" Edward M. Gramlich, "Impact of Minimum wages on Othcr wages' Employmcnt' and

Family Incomes," Eroo* ings Popcn on Econontic Activity 2 (1976)t 4{D-51.
r6Jamcs F. Ragan, Jr., "Mioimum Wage§ atld the You]h Labol Matk€.t'* Reÿieÿe of
Economics and Statistks 59 (May lfi): 12È36; and idcm, "The Effcct ot a kgal Min-
imum Wage on thc Pay and Employment of Te€nage Studeots aod Nonstudent§," hereio.

'? 
Ronald G. Ehrcob€rg and Alan Marcus, "Mioimum lvage kgislatioo and rh€ Edu-

cational Decisions of Youths: Pcrp€ruatioo of In@me Inequalily acto§s Genelatioos?"
draft of papcr darcd February 1979; James Cunniogham, "Thc ImPacr of Minimum lryage§

on Youth Employment, Hoürs of work, and School Âttendanc€: Cros§-s€ctional Evidencc
from ihe 1960 arÉ 19?0 Censusês," her€io.

'rJacob Minccr, "Effects of Minimum wages on Employment. Unemploymcnt, and Skill
Formation of Youths," draft of papcr daled Septembcl 1978.
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problems, we feel that time series data will be our most reliable base
for empirical analysis,

Concluslons rnd Impllcetions

\ile halg argug! lhat although teenagers are displaced by minimum
wages it is.not likely that many would passively accept unemployed job
search while waiting for jobs to open. Rather, we have argued thàt thère
are incentives for teenagers to continue their education. And we feel
that we have presented reasonably strong time series evidence thât
school enrollments have increased during the past three decades when-
ever minimum wage rates and coverage increased. It remains to be seen
whether cross-section evidence will also support this hypothesis.

Our analysis also indicates that minimum wages ràise teenage un-
employment primarily through raising school enrollments. Studenti have
always. had higher unemployment rates because of the constraints placed
on their time and location. By increasing school enrollments, minimum
wages have indirectly increased teenage unemptoyment.

The results indicate that minimum wages have shifted youths away
from full-time work as they continue theii education. It ij less certain
whether this increased schooling takes the form of full-time schooling
or joint schooling and part-time work. Further research will be necessary
in order to clarify this.

We conclude that minimum wage effects extend well beyond the
narrow issue of unemployment, which was the focus of research in the
196&. By inducing more average and marginal students to continue
their education, minimum wage laws may have raised the average class
size and lowered the quality of the median student. lVe might sfrculate
that the law has contributed to the rapid growth in comm-unitÿ co[ege
enrollments during the last two decades and may have contri'buted io
the widely discussed drop in the median score on the college entrance
examinations.

. Policies aimed at reducing whatever unemployment was caus€d by
the minimum wage law should recognize that most of this unemployment
oocum among students. These policies should recognize that students
have time and location constraints rhat limit their flexibility. Although
such "natural" unemployment may be very difficult to reduce, expansiôn
of the number of part+ime jobs available to youth might heip. One
obvious way of achieving this would be to maintain or expand thè num-
ber of sales, service, and agricultural jobs that are exempi from the Fair
Labor Standards Act. A lower minimum wage rate for tèenagers would
also help.

ïhes€ comments apply to the school year, as our data relate to the
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month of October. r e have not considered explicitly the problem of
youth unemployment in the summer. We expect that few would go to
school in the summer as a consequence of the employment barriers
created by minimum wages.

In the absence of the law, more youths would have held full-time
jobs and been involved in on-the-job training programs.te Schooling is
undertaken in a second-best âttempt to compensate for this shortfall in
job training. Although perhaps a more productive strategy than un-
emp§ed search, educalion is likely to b€ less productive than training
for such individuals. In this sense, minimum wages may not only lower
income while the displaced youth is a teenager but may also lower
income throughout the individual's lifetime.

Appcndix

The dependent variables on school enrollment and employment status
are from the "Employment of School Age Youths" of the U.S. De-
partment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Current Population Re-
ports: Labor Force, ær. P-50, 1947-1959; and from U.S. Depanment
of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Special Labor Force Reports,
195y1978. All proportions are computed relative to the total popula-
tion, including youths in the armed forces, Armed forces data are from
data supplied by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and as estimated from
data published in Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reporc:
Popuhrton Esùrutes and Projection§, series P-5.

Real disposable mean family income (INCOME) was based upon
Bureau of the C.ensts, Cunent Population Reports: Conswner Income,
ser. P-60, 1947-1978. From this annual estimate of mean total money
income, federal taxes (after deductions for the personal exemption and
the standard deduction) were estimated for an assumed four-person
family. Tax rates and other tax rules were taken from Joseph Pechman,
Federal Tax Po&:cy (lVashington, D.C.: Brookings Insrirution, 197).
An average state and local income tax rate was estimated by dividing
total state and local income tax revenues from Bureau of the Census,
Govemmental Finances, by the number of families in the United States.
Estimates of federal, state, and local income taxes and social security
taxes were deducted from mean family income. Disposable income was
then adjusted to constant dollars by use of the consumer price index.

The §ERÿICE and AGRI variables are computed from data on

re_Scvcral of our aomments io this paragaph f,,cre stimùlated by Mincer, ..Effeds of
Minimum Wages": also see Linda Leighton and Jacob Mincer, i.Effccls of Minimum
lÀlagcs on Human Capital Fonnation." herein.
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employment by occupation published by the Bureau of the Census,
Current Population Reports: Monthly Report on the Labor Force, ser.
P-57 , 1947-1959, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and
Eamings and Monthly Report on the Labor Force,195ÿlyl0. SERVICE
is the proportion of all persons aged fourteen and over employed in the
service or sales occupations. For regression involving females over age
eighteen, §ERYICE is defrned to be the proportion of all persons four-
teen and over employed in clerical, service, or sales occupations. We
defrned the variable âGRI to be the propo ion of all persons fourteen
and over employed as farm laborers or foremen. In the case of both the
SERÿICE and the AGRI variables, it was our hope that they would be
sufficiently exogenous so as not to oompete with the minimum wage
variable; that is, when coverage of the minimum wage law was extended
to cover some agricultural workers in the l%0s, we would expect that
our measure of AGRI would decline somewhat at the same time that
our minimum wage variable increased. Presumably each would compete
with the other to explain any related decline in youth employment. In
this sense, our estimate of the impact of minimum wages may be some-
what smaller than it would be. Similar comments apply with respect to
lhe SERVICE variable. Both variables were computed for the month
of October.

The variable KIDS is defined as the ratio of women ever married
with children ever born to the population of all women by age bracker.
By excluding women having children out of wedlock who never married
and by including a few women who gave birth but whose only child died
thereafter, this measure will be somewhat biased at a point in time. The
important question is whether or not there is any important bias in the
fundamental underlying trends in this measure over time. Unfortu-
nately, there is little reliable information on trends in birth out of wed-
lock. KID§ is constructed by multiplying two series together. The lirst
is the number of ever-married women with children ever born divided
by ever-married women. This is available for selected years from the
"fertility studies" of the Bureau of the Census, Current Population Re-
pons: Popuhtion Characteistics, ser. P-20, for women aged fifteen to
nineteen. Missing years were estimated by interpolation. This variable
from the fertility studies was multiplied by the ratio of women ever
married to all women. The latter ratio is available annually,1947-1977,
from the Marital Status Studies of the same Population Characteisrtcs
series for women eighteen to nineteen.

Our cyclical variable U is calculated for the fourth quarter of each
year as the ratio of the number of males aged thirty-five to fifty-four
who were unemployed to the number of males aged thirty-five to fifty-
four in the labor force. Seasonably unadjusted data were supplied by
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the Bureau of Labor Statislics. The minimum wage variable (MlV) was
defined in note 5 to this chapter.

Discussion of the estimated rates of return to schooling have been
postponed until now because they were the most complicated to con-
struct, requiring a considerable number of man-hours. Although far
from ideal, we feel that the resulting series adequately rellects the mâjor
trends in the pâyoff from school and is broadly consistent with the
human-capital literature. In particular, our series on the payoff from
college follows a pattern similar to that constructed by John Bishop,
using a different data set, as presented in "The Impact of Public Policÿ
on the College Attendance of Women," paper presented to the Amer-
ican Economic Association, New York, December 28, 1977.

Our estimates rely heavily upon annual income data by age, sex,
and educational attainment as published in Bureau of the Census, Cur-
rent Population Reports: Consumer Income, §er. P-60, l%7-198. The
benefits of going to college were estimated in a particular age bracket
(o) as the difference between the mean (median) annual income of those
having one or more years of college (rf) and the mean (median) annual
income of those who completed their education after four years of high
school (If;). Such data are available from 1956 (or 1958) to 1977 for
males and from 1963 to 1977 lor females. For any given age bracket,
this differential was divided by the consumer price index (P), and the
resulting ratio was smoothed by regressing it on time (7), time squared
(7), time cubed (P), and the adult male unemployment rate (U). This
was done to eliminate cyclical variation and random noise in the series,
as we wanted a series that picked up only changes in the long-run payoff
from school. A smoothed time series, Bf-us = E - IfslP, was con-
structed for each age bracket for which data are published (a = 25-34;
35-44; 4!54; 5c{4; 65+).

The costs of schooling were divided into the opportunity costs of
forgone earnings and the tuition costs (of college). Opportunity costs
of those in college were estimated from the median annual income of
persons aged twenty to twenty-four who worked year-round, full-time,
during the year. Such data are available from the Consumer Income
Series annually from 1955 to 197 for men and for women. As above,
each series was adjusted by the consumer price index and smoothed,
yielding a series /r-rn. The annual cost of college tuition and fees net
of student aid per full-time equivalent student (Iu) is taken from esti-
mates made by June A. O'Neill, §oarcar of Funds to Collegæ and
Universities (Berkeley, Calif.: Carnegie Commission on Higher Edu-
cation, 1973) and U.S. Center for Education Statistics, Financial Sn-
tisti{J oï lnsrtt/l,ions of Higher Eùrcation (Washington, D.C., 1968-lÿ17),
annual issues. It was assumed that becaus€ of summer and part-time
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work a student would incur only 75 percent of the opportunity cost each
year, and it was assumed that the typical student would attend college
3.5 years, as some drop out before finishing. The expected cost oaa
college investment is then C = 3.5(0.75 Im_2a + Tu).

For any given year, the internal rate of return of college (l) was
computed by solving the following equation for i:

.. _ l0Blr-§, .. loBt5-fls _ loBf;#s _ l0Blrfls , 74;!' /,,\v - llff - 6J 4;'[î; r"'1r *,y,'[11;a t'1

Becaus€ of the lack of more detailed data, this implicitly assumes that
the mean real income differential for those in the twenty-five-tG,thirry-
four age bracket existed for each of the ten yeârs in that bracket (and
so on for the other age brackets) and that all of that benefit was received
midway through each respective age bracket (that is, at ages twenty-
nine, thirty-nine, forty-nine, fifty-nine, and sixtyæight). ln spite of these
various data limitations, our results seem to be broadly consistent with
those estimated using better data and more sophisticated methodology.
For instance, in 1959 we estimate the rate of return from one or more
years of college for males to be 9.1 percent, which is not dissimilar to
Giora Hanoch's estimates of 7,1 percent (9,3 percent) for one-to-three
years of college and 9.6 percent (10.1 percent) for four years of college
for northern (southern) whites. Of @urse, our interest is not in the
actual level of the rate at a point in time but rather in how it varies over
time.

The internal rate of return was computed using equation (2) for
each year for which data were available. For males, this provided a time
series 1958-197. For years prior to this, our estimaies are less reliable.
In order to have a consistent series since the late 1940s, we relied heavily
upon comparisons between the 1950 and lW Census of Population data
and comparisons between 1946, 1956, and 1958 Consumer Income Sur-
vey data. By computing the internal rate of return from college for each
of these years, we were able to fix estimated levels in 19116 and 1949 in
comparison to the yearc 1958 and 1959 from our previously estimated
series. By interpolating and with some additional information ftom a

comparison of median earnings of professional workers (having a median
four years of college) versus clerical and sales workers (having a median
four years of high school), we extended the rate of return series back
to 194,.

For females, the difficulties §,ere greater as we had a longer period
(1947-1963) to estimate back and virtually no information from the 19,16

Consumer Income Survey of the 1950 Ceww of Popuhrton. As a æn-
sequence, we extrapolated by relying heavily on relative changes in the
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difference between median annual female professional income (median
four years of college) and median annual female clerical and salesworker
income (median four years of high school).

Time series for men and for women were also constructed to reflect
trends in the rate of retum to finishing high school (RORII). The meth-
odology used is identical to that described above except that the benetits
were computed as the difference between mean (median) annual in-
comes of those completing four years of high school and those com-
pleting only one to three years of high school. The costs were estimated
using median income of persons aged fourteen to nineteen by sex who
worked year-round, full-time. No tuition was included. Extrapolation
of the series back to 1947 was based in part on trends in the relative
differences between median earnings of clerical and sales workers (me-
dian four years of high school) and laborers (median eight to nine years

of grade school).
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The Impact of Minimum Wages on
Youth Employment, Hours of \Vork,

and School Attendance: Cross-sectional
Evidence from the 1960 and 1970

Censuses

lames Cunningham

This paper investigates the effect of a legislated minimum wage upon
the employment and schooling decisions of young people. previous stud-
ies in this area have indicated consistently that the employment ofyoung,
unskilled workers falls in response to a minimum wage. It has never
been demonstrated, however, that reduced overall employment is, in
fact, the resull of worker displacement among firms that are covered
by minimum wage laws. The present study verifies this relationship. As
part of the employment/schooling problem, changes between full-time
and part-time employment and nonemployment are also measured.

The decomposition of employment into ..covered" and ..uncov-

ered" components reveals some interesting relationships not readily
apparent at the aggregate level. In particular, supply responses s€em
now to be more involved than was previously perceived. Evidence is
presented that suggests that among some group,s of teenagers a minimum
wage drives out less productive workers but induces more productive
workers to enter jobs covered by minimum wage laws. In explaining
such processes an important distinction is made between full-time anà
part-time employment. r ages among part-time jobs are lower than
among full-time jobs. It is further argued that the same is generally true
for an individual's wage oppoflunities in the two job caiegories. The
existence of such wage differentials has two major ramificaùons. First,

NoTE:. This pro-iect initially bcgan as a joint undcnaking wirh Finis Welch. Though his
name is not ircluded as an author, his inpur was signilicant, and the end Drodud is Ëcl]er
as a resull. He, of course, sharcs no blame for cirors. Tfie author also bcocfited from
discussions with L,ou Stern, Jeff Moore, and John Raisiao of the Universitv of Housron.
Tom Mtans, Huey-Jüa[ Hsieh, and Dcan Gold provided excellcnt rcsearch asistancc
along the w_ay. Panial funding was rcceived through grants from the Rockefcller Foun.
dation, the Fou ation for Rescarch in Economics ànd-Educarion 0.rs Anrcles). and the
Office of Rescarch Devclopment, Universiry of Houstoo.
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a minimum wage will have a greater impact uPon part-lime employment,
and second, school decisions, as they depend upon employment op'
portunities, will be influenced by changing full-time/part-time wage dif'
ferentials resulting from the minimum wage. In support of this hypoth-
esis, consider table 1' Panel A gives the proportion of sixteen- to twenty'
four-year-old workers who worked (part-time) less than thirty-five hours
per week in 1970. The industries are ranked in descending order of the
proportion of all workers covered by federal minimum wage laws in
1970. Ninety-nine percent of all workers in manufacturing and mining
were covered, for example, whereas coverage was lowesl for agriculture
(approximately ,t0 percent). Proportions are comPuted separately by
school status and sex. The most striking feature is thât industries with
high coverage employ a smaller fraction of part'time, young workers.
It is interesting that this pattern is less convincing for males out of school.
Note also the decline in part-time workers among nonstudent workers.

Panel A suggests the relative substitution of full-time for part-time
youth in covered industries. Panel B indicates the overall displacement
of youth from covered jobs because of low average productivity or
unwillingness to accept full-time positions. Each number is an index' It
measures the proportion of all part+ime workers in the particular in-
dustry as compared with the fraction of adult part-time workers in the
industry. This index is based on the notion that youth and adult part-
time employment would be distributed in approximately the same way

in the absence of minimum wage effects. These data reveal clearly the
anticipated shift in part-time youth employment from covered to un-
covered establishments. The difference is somewhal stronger for stu'
dents than for nonstudents. Our findings indirectly veri§ these rela-
tionships to be minimum wage effects.

In the section "Theoretical Considerations," a very brief review of
certain theoretical aspects is made to provide a framework within which
to interpret empirical results. The emphasis is not on completeness but
on establishing a set of priors. The section "Empirical Results" developa

an empirical approach designed to measure minimum wage effects on
employment and schooling decisions. Estimates are discussed for both
black and white cohorts. Because of relatively limited data for blacks,
however, the estimates for these groups do not appear to be especially
robust. Thus, discussion is confined primarily to the results for whites.

Theoretical Considerations

The purpose of anticipating minimum wage effects on a priori grounds

is to permit more intelligent evaluation and interpretation of empirical
findings, A full theoretical treatment is not within the scope of this
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paper, however, Instead, a brief sketch is Presented of a theoretical
framework that should draw out key possibilities and establish some
priors..

An individual will not be hired if the wage that must be paid exceeds

the worth of the worker to the employer. Worth, or the value of a
worker's product, is influenced, in turn, by skill level and by the relative
employment of workers of similar makeup as compared with other
"types" of labor performing other functions. The value of each worker
in a particular job/skill class can therefore be increased, other thinS§

equal, by laying off some of the workers. To illustrate, an emp§er
who is suddenly confronted with having to pay a minimum wage of$3.ü)
to employees currently earning $2.50 will be inclined to lay off some of
these workers until the contribution of each remaining worker has risen
to the $3.00 level imposed by the wage Iloor. At the same time, an

effort will be made to replace the less productive employees with in-
dividuals who can perform similar tasks but who possess superior skills.
Thus, a substitution process takes place as employers attempt to sub-

stitute toward higher-quality labor. In addition, however, cost§ of pro-
duction are very likely to be increased, despite the substitution. Higher
costs lead to reduced output and lower demand for all labor groups,

including the highly skilled. The net change in demand for workers who
originally eam a wage above the minimum is indeterminant. In practice,
though, one suspects that output effects are comparatively small in view
of the limited number of low-productivity workers that would actually
be hired by most frrms in the absence of a wage floor.

The schooling decision is influenced by the relative earnings ex-
pected from continuing one's education as opposed to terminating it'
A decision must also be made whether to work while in school, and this
will be based upon the wage expected from working as a student versus

the reward from hastening the completion of one's education.r A min-
imum wage can potentially alter the structure of wages over these various
actiüties and, hence, the return to schooling and the incentive to work
while in school.

A minimum wage law applies to employers who deal directly in
interstate trade, produce a good or service e§s€ntial to interstate trade,
or do a given minimum (dollar) volume of business each year. Thus,
within a given industry there are covered and uncovered establishments.
Aggregated over industries, these gtoups are referred to as the covered
and uncovered sectors. Recognition of the distinction between these
two types of employers adds a new dimension and greater complexity

I Wagcs dctcminc the returns to curcot employncot arrd inÿestment aclivity. Interacling
with both of thcsc is thc vsluc glaced upon lÉisurc time.
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to the problem. As before, covered employers attempt to escape the
minimum wage by using more capable workers in place of inexperienced
or otherwise less productive labor. Low-productivity workers are thus
displaced from covered jobs. They may choose to work in the uncovered
sector, leave the labor force, or become unemployed as they queue for
a covered job at the minimum wage . The latter option presupposes some
turnover in thes€ positions. On the other hand, highly productive work-
ers tend to be attracted to covered establishments and away from un-
covered establishments or nonemployment activities (for example,
school).

Other things equal and in the absence of a minimum wage, workers
belonging to â particular skill class should receive the same wage from
any employer willing to hire at least one of its members. A minimum
wage obviously increases the wage of anyone who is able to retain a
covered job and who preüously eamed below the minimum. If there
are enough high-quality substitutes available to replace all subminimum
workers, then it is possible that no further wage effects would occur.
The wage paid to low-skilled workers in uncovered jobs would be un-
changed. Only high-productivity workers would be observed in covered
jobs. In practice this does not happen. Fint, skilled workers are not
scale replicas of low-skilled workers. Differences in skill mix make them
imperfect substitutes. Second, the covered sector is very large and would
demand too much uncovered skilled labor to avoid wage adjustment.
As a result, the wage of skilled labor is expected to be bid up and rhe
wage of unskilled labor to fall as displaced workers try to gain employ-
ment in un@vered jobs. This is what we expect intuitively, but there
is another story. Low-skilled wages can ris€ if the return to waiting (that
is, as an unemployed worker) for scarce covered jobs is high enough to
attract workers away from uncovered jobs.

Some individuals will probably wait for covered jobs, so we expect
unemployment to rise in any case. Labor force participation of each
skill group will move direcdy with the change in opportunity wage. Thus,
if low-productivity labor is paid a lower wage , some individuals witl drop
out and underiake other activities, such as schooling.2

rüith regard to schooling, the effect of a minimum wage is strictly
ambiguous. Because education and skill are associated positively, an
increase in wages would raise the retum to human investment. If wages
paid to lou,-skilled labor also rise, then an offsetting force is introduced.
Otherwise, and in general, one expects people in low-skilled $oups to
acquire more schooling and other forms of training.3

I Ao €qülibrium is that wages paid in the uncovercd s€ctor must be eq\al to the expected
wage from pursuing covcred employm€nl. If one is lowercd, then so is the other.
rThc theoretical possibilities are numcrous. Only rhe more likcly €vents have bccn mcn-
tiooed h€re. A formal trcatment of the issues is available from the authot upon request.
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Unfortunately, the world is somewhat more comPlicated than the
above discussion suggests. When a person chooses to attend school,
concurrent employment is typically limited to part-time jobs. Upon com-
pletion of school many, especially males, take full-time jobs. An im-
portant distinction must be made between full- and part-time employ-
ment of a particular individual. A person's part-time wage offer will
very often be below his full-time offer. Moreover, part-time workers
generally earn less per hour than do full-time workers.a These obser-
vations have two important implications. Displacement of part-lime em-
ployees from covered firms is likely to be greater than that of full-timers
within a specifrc skill class. In addition, if the minimum wage exceeds
the ex ante part-time wage level but falls at or below the full-time wage,
a large shift in demand can be expected from part-time to full-time
labor. In general, the full-time wage will be bid up relative to the part-
time wage.s What this means is thât the cost of remaining in school and
not working full time rises. It is most likely that the cost of not working
while attending school will fall with a minimum wage hike, provided the
part-time wage also falls. Fewer employed students should be observed
unless the student population increases overall, in which case the re-
sponse is ambiguous. If the full-lime wage is increased, we would predict
that students would leave school, contrary to the expectations derived
from the simpler model above.

The introduction of a full-time/parl-time wage differential appears
to increase the possibility that a minimum wage will discourage schooling
and, through supply effects, suggests a way by which a skill class that
appears less productive based on wage data can actually increase em-
ployment in covered establishments.

The discussion so far has been in terms of a particular skill class.

People do not identify themselves by skill class, however. Instead, in-
dividuals are grouped by demographic characteristics, and one is left to

. Donald Parsoo§. "Thr Cost of School Time. Forgone Earoings. and Human Capital
Fo.matioî," Jou al of Politicol Econony 82, (March 1974):251-66. for example, found
that young males out of school eam 2t-35 percent more per hour than their counterparts
in school. Theoretically, such a diffcrence could be expeckd based upon the effect of
fixed pcriodic costs associated with each $,orker. The houily wage rellects these costs.
The sho q the lroik period the greater ùe (hourly) deducrion required to meet these
costs. Similarly, it can b€ argued that a worker's productivity. that is. efficiency and effort,
liscs ovcr the initial hours of rvork in êach period of employment. Both facaors sugg€st
employers $ill pay lo$er pa -time $,ag€s for the same work.
tA cas€ to the contrary can be made. however. Supposc you ou/n a business that expe-
rieæcs largc demand incrcascs pcriodically during the day. Sales arc slack much of lhe
day. (Restaurants operaae in this fashion.) Nos, a minimum wage requires that many of
your $,orkers be paid more. The busioess is moic cxp€nsive to run, and to economize you
shut down pan or all of the operation during slack periods. The demaod for pan-timc
workcrs has ris€n, and you may have to pay highcr *,ages to part-timers to maintain a
desired work force. Although this casc is c€naioly plausible. it is felt that the situation
described in the text is more common and domioates the data.
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infer the average productivity and skill composition of each ,.cohort.',
Within any group are likely to be individuals with both superior and
inferior skills vis-à-vis the minimum wage floor. Obviously, cohorts
whose members are on average more experienced and have greater
schooling tend to have more individuals at the upper productivity levels
and proportionauly fewer (though not necessarily in aholute terms) at
the lower levels. Thus, an older cohort would be more productive than
a younger cohort of the same race and sex.

Recognition of the fact that cohorts do not contain a homogeneous
group of people with respect to skills and market productivity raises
interesting possibilities concerning the availability of "superior" indi-
viduals to assume positions in covered firms and hence the relative
change in cohort employment in such jobs. This issue receives consid-
erable attention later in this chapter.

ln summary, young cohorts are expected to experience net dis-
placement from covered jobs. Some of these individuals will turn up in
the uncovered sector as others drop out of the labor force or wait for
a covered job. The response of school attendance is ambiguous. Part-
time employment should generally fall relative to full-time employment.

Empirical Reo ts

Methodologr. The objective of our empirical work is to measure the net
or reduced form effects of a minimum wage upon the distribution of
employment (and nonemployment) across schooling choicÊs (that is,
"in" or "out") and, separately, across full-time/part-time categories. An
attempt is made also to identify relative employment changes between
jobs covered by minimum wage law and those not covered. Unlike most
studies, the present effort follows Finis lVelch and James Cunningham
(and, recently, Ronald Ehrenberg and Alan Marcus) in using a cross-
sectional model in which the unit of observation is the state.6 The main
advantage of this approach is that it avoids the problem of collinearity
among explanatory variables and permits ac@ss to several rich sources
of data not maintained on an annual basis. Variation in the real minimum
wage is quite large due to substantial differences in hourly wages across

6 Fiois Welch atld Jam€E Cunningham, "Th€ Effecis of Mi mum Wages on thc Lrvel and
Age Colr,posilio! 9f Yourh Employmcnt," R€vicw of Economiæ aid srdirtic§ 60 (Feb-
ruary 198): 14-45; Ronald G. Ehrenb€rgard Alan Mar@s,..Mitrimum Waç lægidàtion
and thc Educatiooal Dccisions of Youthsr Perpetuarion of Income Incqualiÿ acrocs Gen-
crations?" manuscript, Fcbruary 1979.
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states and the inclusion of measures of state minimum wages and cov-
erage rates. Also avoided 1o a large extent is the quesiion of how markets
adjust to a change in the wage floor and the problem of disentangling

long-term from short-term effects. ln particular, cross-section estimates

refleci long-run adjustments, thus obviating consideration of aPPropriate
lag structure.

A problem with cross-section models, however, is the means of
controlling for ex ante patterns of employment ând schooling choices.

Previous studies have implicitly assumed either that structurâl differ-
ences across regions are uncorrelated with the minimum wage (or any

other variable of interest) or that such differences would not exist in
the absence of a wage floor. It seems quite obvious that significant and
permanent structural differences do exist across states and that these

cannot be attributed solely to real minimum wage effects' Some of the
explanatory variables included in previous research no doubt caPture

part of the structural variation, but one must suspect that part remains
at large. The crucial question is whether structural differences are related
systematically to measures of the real minimum wage' Plausible argu-
ments can be made that suggest such a relationship may well exist.
Consider the following case.

The impact of a particular nominal level of the minimum wage is

determined by the distribution of productivity evaluated in nominal
terms. A naturat measure of the real, or effective, minimum wage is
the ratio of these two quantities. Productivity is typically measured by
an âverage hourly wage rate that is presumably free of minimum wage

effects. Nominal wages reflect both the price level and the real Pro-
ductivity of labor in a particular state, however. Low wages may thus
indicate higher relative demand for unskilled labor. Such a state could
also be expected to experience a relatively high dropout rate from school
in the absence of a wage floor and probably higher labor force partic-
ipation and employment rates of teenagers; yet this state would be

subjec to a higb real minimum wage upon the introduction of a uniform
wage floor for all states. If the true minimum wage impact were, in fact,
nil, measured ellects would indicate that a high minimum causes greater

employment and dropout rates among young cohorts. To avoid the
biases suggested by this example, explicit efforts have been made to
control for structural differences between regions.

In general terms, our approach is to compare the schooling and

employment choices of a cohort in each state at two points in time and
then to isolate that part of the overall change attributable to change in
the minimum wage during the interim. The results of a person's decisions

can be characterized by one of ten "outcomes" derived from the fol-
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lowing cross-partition, J, of the separate choice categories:

",= [l;$'"î,'""] ' friËit'*Hlii:l
Lnot employed J

- fcovered employment I^ 
luncovered employmentl

A person may be in school and working full time in a covered estab_
lishment, for example, The two combinations involving nonemployment
and choice of either covered or uncovered se"tor em-ploym"rt aL un-
defined. The term "choice" is used loosely here becaùse-of the markel
restrictions imposed by the minimum wage laws. A person who chooses
to work in a covered establishment may have to wait as one of the
unemployed ("not employed"), for example, until a position opens up.

The objective is to determine how changes in tÀe minimüm wage
affect the probability of observing someone in each of the various cat-
egories. To do this, an explicit functional form must be chosen that
parametrically links the minimum wage, and other variables, to these
oltcome probabilities. A reasonable choice is the widely used condi_
tional polytomous logit function, which in the present context may be
written in logarithmic form as:

ln(P,) = {n(Pi) + a.iwt + p!& + D

for the ith outcome and region /. D is the logarithm of the normalizing
factor:

D = ht> exp(.yln(P,|) + a,W, + piX)l

P,., is the probability of outcome i at a point in time. pj is an estimate
of the probability of outcome i prior to a chânge in the minimum wage.
The variable W, measures the minimum wage change, and X, is a vector
of variables (plus a constant) that control for other factors not captured
by P' or W that may affect change in the probabilities. The parameters
of this system, L ar, Êi, are estimated using the maximum likelihood
technique.T

7 the interesred reader is referred to James Cunningham, ,.The tmpacr of Minimùm Wag€s
on Youth Employm€ot, Hours of Work, and SchooI Anendance: iross-sectiooal Èvideice
from rhe 1960 and l9{ Censuses," mimeographed, Ocrob€r l9?9, for a derail€d discussion
of the cstimation technique. See Henri Tf,eil, ..A Multinarional Extension of thi Linear
Irgic- Model," ln,enuaional Econornic Revie!, l0 (Ociob€r l96D): 251-59, for a full
exposition of thc polytomous funçtion.
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Drt aDd Implementstbn of the Model. The basic sources of data on

employment, enrollment, and wages are the large 1960 and 1970 l/lfl)
ceniuses of population; 1960 data is used to provide preliminary esri-

mates of emplôyment and schooling patterns as they would have ap'
pearedin 197Ô had not minimum wages changed during the decade (that

is, P,-'9. Thes€ estimates are adjusted for national trends (1960-190)
in school attendance, labor force Participation' and industry-specific

employment for each of the eight cohons. These resuhs, in turn' are

adjusted for state-specific changes in the industrial distribution of em-

plôyment: Changes in the Proponional employment of adults (twenty-

hve to frfty-four years old) between 1960 and 1970 are applied to the

employment figures of each age goup (by race and sex) so as to maintâin

thc employmeàt of that cohort relative to its adult counterPart ât the

(nationâ[y revised) 1960 levels. t ith the exception of national trends,

ii is therefore assumed that young and adult workers will be found in
fixed proportions within a region over time. Thus, relative wages are

implicitly assumed to be constant in the absence of minimum wage

changes.
Ttre adjusted 1960 data and unadiusted 1970 data are thus parti-

tioned according to the scheme (J) above' Because it is not k[own
whether a specific employee is covered, we must determine the prob'
ability that a worker, in general, will be found in a covered firm in a
particular industryi that is, the federal and state "coverage rates" must

Le calculated for each industry. Department of Labor estimates of 1970

federal coverage rates are used. These are national averages but are

assumed to apply to each state and for each cohort.s State coverage

rates are computed for each industry and by sex and age where differ-
ences occur-based upon each state law as of 1970.e Account is also

taken when a state law exempts students, part-time workers, or em-

ployees of specilic occupations.
Computing covered employment is basically a matter of weighting

industry employment by the sum of the federal coverage rate and the

outcome/cohort-specific state coverage rate and then summing over in-
dustries. Uncovered employment is simply the balance. Thus, when

190 coverage rates are applied to adjusted 1960 data the result is an

estimate of what employment would have been, ex ante, in 1970. Cal-

culating proportions based upon the above partition and the 1960 data
yields the Pi's. The left-hand side A are similarly derived from the

1970 census data.

.U.S. Depanmcot of tabor, Employment Standards Admini§tration, Division of Eval-
uation anô Rescarch, unpublishcd iable datcd March 7. 1977.
esee welch and Cunningham, "Effccls of Minimun rly'ages." for additional ioformaaion
on this procedurc.
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Differences between each P, and pi may arise in response to
changes in the effective minimum wage between 1960 and l97ô. people
are reshuffled among industries, employment rate, and school status.
ïhe.pressure exerted by a minimum wage law upon employment in a
particular industry is not only a function of the nominal minimum wage
as compared nith the average productivity level but also of the extent
of coverage. ro The effective minimum wage in a given year uses a meas-
ure of overall coverage interacted with the simple ..real" minimum wage.
As both federal and state laws are taken into account, a sum is formed
of the respeclive interactions. For present purpos€s, an appropriate
minimum wage variable is an index of the proportionate chàige in the
effective minimum wage that occurred during the 1960s. Thus,

Mw =lq,w":-c,"w^] - ["%"*]
where:

Ç = proportion of the employed covered by state law in year t,
__ !{_ = average state minimum wage applicable to cohort in year r,
Q, r4 = srlme for federal coverage,rr

W = averuge hourly earnings of adult white males (twenty-Iive to
fifty-four) in manufacturing. 12

Six control variables are introduced in addition to MW. These in-
clude proportionate decimal changes in: proportion of work force un-
ionized (UNIOiV), unemployment rate of whiie adult m ales (UNEMp),
proponion living in central ciry by race (C/IyJ, median years of school-
ing, of adults aged twenty-five and over by race and sex (MEDfR$,
and median family income by race (E{ü/NQ. Also included is a meas-
ure of schooling quality change (Q).

- The intent and interpretation of these variables is fairly straight-
forward. A word of explanation may be in order with respect to 0,
rMorc conectly, thc rvage tloor must bc appücd ro ûc distribution of Eoducriüty, not
just its mean. Rtlativ€ mcan prcductivities-irc here assumcd to adequaitly clraracitrizc
the relativc position and shEpc of this distribution rs it changes ovcriime,-
rrln lyro there wcre two fcdcral wagc levels: ü.60, applicablc lo Dreüously ooveEd
ctaploymÊ1rt, ard t1.45 on-rcwly covcrcd cmpsment.-Wlo is compürd ai iwcightcd
avcrage of the t$o ovcr hdustrics s,herc thc *eights are rclative coi,crarc rateejH to
new. The statc minimum wage is similarlÿ æmiutcd whcn thc aoplica[b wasc varies
from iodustry to industry. Thc naight is an industry covcragc rarc tjmcs thc oÉoonion
of adult employmenr in the i[dustry. The s,cights arc normalizpd to sum to o;c.'
r2The avcrage wagc was computcd from ocnsus anoual camings dâtE. Antrual eamirg!
ar€ dividcd by week x ,10. Wcckly hours arc availablc ody fdr the survcv wcck and ô
arc lubject to large sampliog variance. Although it is assunà that a fonÿ.Éour week crrs
in the othcr direction, thc error is probably quitÊ small rvith rcspcct to wiüte adult males.
ThÊ manufactüing wagc was sclec{cd to limlt composition effèts acrocs states.
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however. The question of how to measure the demand for low-skilled
workers (cross-sectionally in particular) has received little serious con-
sideration in the literature. Some measure of average hourly wages is
typicâlly used. This study does not attempt 1o fill this gap but does
recognize that the relative productivity of new labor market entrants,
our subjects here, and the experienced work force is a function not only
of average education levels but also of the relative quality of education
provided to or acquired by the two groups. As a crude measure of this
difference, a ratio is computed of current (for example, in 1960) per
student capita expenditures in public schools to the average expenditure
level during the preceding thirty years as measured at the decenniums
(for example, 1950, 1940, 1930). The difference of ratios based upon
1970 and 1960 was used in estimation:

a,=-9&-- exP«'
Yat ërFoo-ro BFr,-ro

Using the difference form, as opposed to a proportionate change, limits
the effect of nominal expenditure changes to biasing the oonstant-
provided each region has experienced similar pattems of price fluctua-
tion. Means and standard deviations for all variables are reported in
appendix A.

The results are reported in the "Estimates" section. By race, school-
ing estimates are discussed lirst, followed by the full-time/part-time re-
sults.

Estimetes. For each cohort two sets of estimates are made. The first
allows us to study changes in school attendance and employment de-
cisions, but the full-time/part-time choice is subsumed. The following
six-way classification is derived from the partition, J, above:

f -... -. --,--,'l femployed in covered establishment I
,, = I iJli'.ii*tl , I e,"iroÿea in uncovered establishment 

IL-- -----. r Lnot employed J

The second set of estimates subsumes the schooling choice and yields
the following live-way classification:

f emoloved full time I r, l-'-':-'-.'-":l'- | | employed in covered establishmenrs I
' = 

L;T,':ffi,:iÏ 
t'"1 ' L"'ploved in uncovered estabrishmentsj

Both the semielasticity and full elasticity of each outcome probability
with respect to the minimum wage are used to measure the minimum
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I-agj impact. A semielasticity is the absolute change in a specific prob-
ability relative to a 100 percent change in the effective minimum wage.
The full elasticity is the ptuportionate probability change relative to a
minimum wage change.r3 The semielasticities must sum to zero since
the sum of outcome probabilities is always one. Tâken together, these
values tell us how people alter their choices, The full elasticity gives an
indication of whether the change in the number of people màking a
given set of decisions is important relative to the number originàly
making thos€ same decisions. That is, will the change be noticeible?

The results for white cohorts are discussed firsr, followed by the
results for blacks. Tables 2 and 5 provide a summary for white and ùlack
cohorts, respectively. They present results with regard to composite
outcomes that are of special interest. For example, does a minimum
wage hike reduce school attendance? Tables 3, 4, 6, ând 7 give deiailed
results.

\ilhltes. All groups experience net displâcement from covered estab-
lishments (refer to rable 2, panel B, linè la). This reflects the fact that
groups of relatively young people contain many recent labor market
entrants who, as yet, have gained little marketable skill. Even the young-
est group contains highly capable individuals whose productivity exceeds
the minimum wage level. These individuals may be sought by Iirms as
they attempt to circumvent the costs created by minimum wage laws
and may be attracted to covered firms by higher wage offers. Thus, as
discussed earlier, this subatitution process consists of a positive com-
ponent as well âs the displacement, or negative, component. In the case
of young white cohorts, the latter dominates.ta

',The s€mielasticity o[ outcome i evaluated at mean probabiliries (F) is written:

âP âPw^fr:= Mw 
ôMw = Mw P,F, _ Bl.

wherc

a=Xn,E,
i,t

and the II's arc paramcter estinates, û* = (o* - ûr). For identification putposes dr is
assumed to be z€ro. The full elasticity is simply (W-lP,)(.tPlôW,,,1.
r' Panel A also prcsenas estimatcsof the displacement €ffect. Technicallv, rhes€ estimates
should be very clo6€ to those in panel B. in faci. the corrcspondence-is generally very
close amoog thc cight cohorts wiih the exception of sixteen- to ninereen.ÿ'ear-old whire
malcs. Io ahe latter casc, the estimates arc of the same size but differ substanlially in
magnitud€ (the s€nielasticiries from pan€ls A and B. respectively, are - .$2 aîd - .A7
Ior th€ young male group). At lhis lime a saris[yiog explanarion cannot be offered for this
differcoce. Ir is ahe lvtiter's opinion. howevet, ùat panel B offers the more accurate
picturc b€cause of thc relative consistency of thçs€ cstimates acro6s çohorts.
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In absolute terms the older group experiences greater displacement
than the corresponding younger group for each sex. This relationship
is eliminated for females and actually reversed for males when propor-
tionate changes are considered. There are simply far fewer young people
to displac€ from covered jobs than is true of the older cohorts. Still,
some readers may be surprised that twenty- to twenty-four-year-olds
are not less adversely affected as compared with teenagers. This issue

is explored in greater depth below with regard to the detailed results.
An increase in the minimum wage reduces emPloyment in the cov-

ered s€ctor. How do persons who are displaced from covered establish-
ments redistdbute thems€lves over the remaining alternatives?ts Our
Iinding is that a large majority of males who are displaced from the
covered sector take jobs with employers not covered by a minimum
wage law; very few become disemployed (see panel B, lines 1ô and 2).
Females, on the other hand, more or less evenly relocate in the uncov-
ered sector and out of the work force. The impact upon uncovered
employment for males and both disemployment and uncovered em-
ployment for females is, in each case, statistically significant and fairly
large. The influx of women to the uncovered sector would be particularly
noticeable, A 10 perænt rise in the wage floor, for example, would
increase employment there by 3.5 percent.

It is interesting to speculate briefly as to why women are less likely
to remain employed than men. Recall that (positive or negative) disem-
ployment caused by a minimum.wage is comprised of two components:
unemployed members of the labor force who are searching for covered
jobs, and individuals who enter or exit the labor force. Because of the
latter, net disemployment can be negative but is most likely positive.
It was conjectured above that the wage of high-skilled persons is bid
up, especially in relation to those whose productivity is below the min-
imum. Productive individuals should tend to be drawn into the labor
force while some of the less productive members exit, given that their
opportunity wage probably falls.t6 Labor force participants tend to have
more marketable skill relative to the opportunity cost (that is, the sac-

r! Rccall thar th€ alternatives include takiog an uocovered job or becoming "not em-
ployed." If not cmploycd, an individual choos€s eithcr to rcmain in the labor forc€ for
the purpo6€ of waiting for a scarce cov€rcd job ot to leave the labor forc€ completely.
when refere[cc is madc to displaccment of peisoos, this is a probabilistic statemcn]
bcçaus€ some of the wait€rs ulrimaæly laod a covered job. Morc accurately, "slots," oot
spccific individuals, have bcen eliminated.

'6Thc possibility of incrcasrd rÿa8es for low-productivity $orkeÉ cannot b€ ruled out.
Thc cvidcnce herc supports a decline, however. Unlcss aggrrgate (uncovcred) dcmand
for labor from oohorts of young people incrcases signilicantly, one canool obs€rve both
cmploymcot aod wage inqeases in ahc uncovercd s€c]or. Bccaus€ such a dcmand shift
is improbable and uncovered employment ris€s, it must be concludcd that exp€ded wages
havc fallcn, especially for low-productivity workcrs.

l0l
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IMPACT ON YOUTT{ EMPLOYMENT

rifice) of working than those who do not enter, however. One therefore
expects nonparticipants to be generally less productive than participanrs.
This should be particularly true of the older cohorts, w'here formal
educâtrcn ls-no longer pursued exclusively by a significant share of the
memben. We conclude thât entry of high-proàuctivity (high opportunity
cosl) 

-workers 
is lik€ly ro be timited. s[ifti in t"uo. ioi"iîarir'. s-t ouro,

therefore,,.be dominated by the exit of low-productivity workers.
It is difficult a priori to predict relative èhanges eitirer by skill ctas

aüoss sex-age cohons or by cohort across skill classes. Thijtask is not
undertaken here as a means of explaining disemployment effects. It is,
however, a well-established fact that thJhbor fàré panicipation rate
of women is more sensitive to changes in employment incentives than
it is for men. Other things equal, a drop in expected wage will produce
a greater withdrawal of women than men from the job Àarket.'Disem-
ployment will accordingly increase more for women, provided that an
opposite. and offselting relationship does not exist for ünemployment.rT

.With. regard ro full-rimeipart-rime employment, a patiern similar
to thât obs€rved for sector-specific outcomej er"rger'fo, males and
younger females (refer to panel B, lines lc and ld). À definite shift has
occurred from part-time to full-time work. Based upon our priors re-
garding the-relative productivity of these two groupi, the exlpectation
was that.relatively more part-time workers wàuld-be displaied from
covered jobs. In fact, for thes€ three cohorts full-time employment is
actually increased. For the older females both categories (fuli-time/part-
time) are redrc€d, but the changes are not sratisti;lly significant. Note
that, although the absolute reduction is greater for full-tirie employment
in.their.case, the part-time response is proportionately slightiy Érger.
Llscusslon ot these issues is continued below.

School attendance is reduced somewhat by minimum wages among
tegnage mtal-ï and females (panel A, lines 3, lc, and ld). the oldei
cohorts exhibit no- net response. [,ower attendance among teenagers is
associated with reduc€d employment ofstudents, and this, às is indicated
below, is due to displacement of students from jobs covered by minimum
wage laws.

We turn now to examine some interesting questions that arise in
light of the detailed resulls in tables 3 and 4.rs- 

'
It has been mentioned that covered employment falls for all cohons,

I'Therc seems to be 
-no 

rcason to expect unemployment to bchave in this fashion. In fad,
un€mploym€nl could rise by more among femâlscohorts. A factor fhat dctcrmines ho$r
marry_pcople queue fo] covered job6 (that is, bccome unemployed tcmporarily) is the
probability cach period of being offercd a posirion. Becausc empoÿmcnr tuinorciipp.uo
loner for malcs, it follows, ceteris paribus, that thc probabili'iy ôf kios made ari bffer
is lower for them. Hence, fewer males. relarive to fe;ahs, wili sticl aràund waiting for
a job ill a cov€red establishmeot.
tsThcs€ tables have the samc basic formal as table 2. Ir fact, table 2 is derived from tables
3 and 4; for cxample, thc s€mielasticity of covered cmployment, line ta of panil À is ttre

lü
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but the impact upon younger sets was not as large as expected, a priori,
compared with the young adults. Examination of tables 3 and 4 (first

two lines) reveals the source of this surprise' Employment of teenagers

among covered establishments, either full time or out of school' tz-

creasÀ, whereas the same activities shrink for young adults! The in-

creases are significantly different from zero for young males. rühat can

account for this surprising and admittedly anomalous result? We shall

sketch an argument that consists of two parts' The lirst reviews the

conditions necessary to observe increased covered employment of reen-

agers working full time or not attending school' The second part exPlâins

why twenty- to twenty-four-year-olds may experience a decline in rhese

cælls as compared wilh their leenaSe counterparts (that is, ab'solute

changes may be positive or negative)'
Futl-time employment of covered workers will rise if lirms decide

to hire enough of the more productive members of the cohort to offset

layoffs of the less productive members. Of course this means thar the

futl-time wage is bid up by these employers and/or that the alternatives

fasing these more productive individuals become less attractive-for
example, the expected wage in part'time employment 're Where the ad-

ditional workers come from is not certain. They may have left jobs with
uncovered firms, or they may have left, or been displaced from, covered
part-time jobs and now choose full-time emPloyment.æ Either way,

teenagers shift away from part-time work and, not coincidently, away

from school attendance.
In any group of young workers there are undoubtedly some whose

productivity is at, or only slightly above, the current minimum wage

level. Some of these individuals would be laid off if the minimum wage

were raised. There are also those individuals, not employed full time

in the covered sector, whose productivity exceeds the minimum by a
wider margin. Some of these individuals will selecr full-time covered

employment, given that employment incentives change in the manner
we have described.2t Change in full-time covered employment is simply
the net of these two flows, of course.

sum of ûe s€miclasticitics (column D) Irom thc firsl lir,o lincs of table 3. namely' 010

= -.002, for *hitc males sixteen ao ninetcen years old. Full ela§ricities are clmputed as

I weightcd avcragc of the clrresponding eotries in column E.
It Bccâùs€ thc argumcnl s€ems not lo require any sPecial di§tinction belw€€n 

-student 
and

rnnstudcnt emplôyees from the employers' point of vicw' this argument will focus on the

tull.time/oart-dme dfutinction. rfhc ichoolini and full'time choic€s 8o hand in hand. how'

cvcr. As hoted earlicr. mo$ full.time worke§ are not in school. so the dccision to work

full-time crcludes school ancodarrce for nost individual§.
,Rccall th€ obsêrvation that in many typcs of iob§ a full-time worker is more productivc

than th€ Dart-timc çouoterpan. h ii thus pocsible for a person to qualify tor a full-dme
position ivcn though hc isimong thosc displaced from parl-timc job6.

:rAlthough thc§€ argumcnts refer to a minimum sragc incleas€.lhe same line of leasoning

appli6 to ao extcnsion of covcrage.
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IMPACT ON YOUT}I EMPLOYMENT

, 
Age is usually_associated positively with experience and schooling

and. hence with skill and productivity. Although-older workers are typ-
ically not expected to experience as strong i negative impact from a
minimum wage hike as younger workers, two con-ditions aie discussed
below that can diminish or even reverse the anticipated pattern.22

Condition 1: For a small increase in the minimûm wage the number
of workers displaced from full-time covered jobs in a giien age group
increases with the number employed.

Underlying this condition is the observation that full-time covered
employment increases with age; approximately threefold for whites be_
tween the ages of sixteen to nineteen and twenty to twenty_four. The
growth stems from three sources: new labor foice entrants, transfers
from uncovered and covered part-time jobs, and reduced unemployment
with age. To some extent the growth reflects employment of individuals
who are finally gaining access to covered jobs as iheir skills have de-
veloped sufficiently-through schooling or on-the-job training_to push
them above the productivity threshold created bÿ the minirn'um wage.
To some exrent, however, the growth consists of individuals whose skills
had been adequate but who had chosen not to work at a full-time job_
for example, while they completed postsecondary education.

,Thus, 
overall gains_in experience and training and entry of highly

productive workers to the covered (full-time) work force tend to ràisè
the average productivity of this group with age. But its ranks are also
expanded by workers whose productivity is marginal relative to the
lo'u,er bound established by the minimum wage. Ii appears quite pos_
sible, therefore, that the proportion of marginal workers in eacï age celt
will fall by less with age than the proporiionate increase of fuii+ime
covered workers. If so, a small enough increase in the productivity
threshold will result in the exclusion of more older workeË from thesâ
jobs.than younger workers (that is, twenty- to twenty-four versus sixteen-
to nineteen), even though the proportionâle displacement may be les.
. The second condirion pertains to rhe availàbilily of full-iime sub-

stitutes.from within a particular cohort for any workèrs displaced from
govered jo$. These replacements must satisfy two criteria: they must
be compatible in skill with those displaced, and they must have a pro-
ductivity level at leâst as great as the threshold ,"i by the new wage
floor.

Condition 2: The number of available (and adequate) substitutes
for replacing displaced covered workers falls with age.

Availability is determined by two things: rhe abiiiry and willingness
2lve bclievc thcse conditions hold for th€ young cohorrs srudicd in this pap€r. Theie are
l:§n: ,? lhinl rhcy. are nor valid for persoos-rwenty_five anA ore., trl,[ü., TnO u.e
]ll1o-,-ry1naqs, 

tor 91y some of the scx-race cohoras aged sixteen lo rwerry_four. Furrher
rc§€arcn N punned to venty them.
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of the cândidates to work full time in the covered sector' Obviously,

the more people who satisfy the above criteria the more there are who

coutd feaiiUlÿ shift. But these individuals must find the incentives to

covered empioyment sufficiently improved to warrant such a move, and

this dependi üpon how strongly anached they are to the competing

option: for example, schooling with or without Pa -lime employment,

uncovered emplôyment, or nonPârticiPation in the labor force alto-

gether.
Certainly the increased average productivity with age of.persons

not working full time in a covered iob tends to increase-availability'

There are tÉree facts, however, that work in the opposite direction and

tend to reduce the availability of substitutes. First, there are simply

fewer twenty- to twenty-four-year-olds no, working in this cell than

teenagers. {in ar"tage, for whites the proÉrtion in full-time-covered
jobs rôse from 12 percent for sixteen- to nineteen-year-olds to39 percent

ior tn"enty- to t*enty-four-year-olds. Secondly, skills acquired over time

in the uniovered sector cannot tyPically be tran§ferred to a given covered

establishment without loss of productivity. Skills acquired with a par-

ticular frrm or industry are to some degtee speciftc io those Places of
employment. Even if an individual earns a wage substantially above the

miriimum in an uncovered firm, his opportunity wage among covered

employers would be less, thus making a move unlikely. Naturally, the

coit, in terms of lost wages, of shifting from an uncovered 1o a covered
job tends to increase with age. The same may also be true of the part-

iime/full-time shift within the covered sector. The most Productive teen-

agers would appear to be more readily available as substitutes than their

older counterparts whose share of nontransferable skill is larger.

The third fact is that a screening process tends 1o sort the more

productive labor market entrants into covered jobs' The less capable

ènd up either unemployed a greater proportion of the time or employed

in uniovered establishments. The teenage group has a reservoir of non'
participants and part-time workers who will ultimately seek full-time
emploÿment but ior the time being choose to concentrate upon school-

ing. Some of these people could fill full-time slots in the covered sector

if ihey desired. Because of the screening process that oPerates as this

reservoir is dissipated with time, young adults (namely, those aged

twenty to twenty-four) ,to, in covered firms should be less productive,

other things equal, than many of the teenagers. As mentioned before'

experience wili offset this difference somewhat, though it is constrained

by nontransferability of skills.
It has been argued that fewer young aduhs are available for jobs

in covered establishments than teenagerc, that those who might be avail-

able may, on average, be less productive than those persons who entered
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IMPACT ON YOUTTI EMPLOYMENT

the @vered secro-r directly, and, finally, that even productivity gains are
not wholly. transferable (in most cases) because 

-of 
firm- oi Industry-

specific training.a
These facts lend support to Condition 2. If both Conditions I and

2 are true, moreover, then teenage full-time and nonenrolled, covered
employment is likely to rise relative to young adults, as we oLserve in
tables 3 and 4. Basically, what appeaN to hava happened is that the full-
tlme wage and wages of productive young people in general were bid
up !y ttigtrcr minimum wages. The part-rime wage and wages of low-
productivity- workers may have falten a tittle buinor enoulh to cause
a substantial movement back to school or simply out of the Iabor force.
the more productive teenagers were drawn toward full-time work and

"y"J rytn school and part-time work. In the case of young adults,
similar incentives were created. Some people were displaced frim their
jobs, but because of apparent relative insensitiüty of iotential replace-
ments within the cohort of these incentives, net ful-aime emfloÿment
fell. The argument that kids go back to school because theii jolx are
cut off by minimum wages is not supported by our data for whiies. This
does not refute -the argument for other cohorts or other time periods,
ho'urever, We observe part-time jobs being eliminated and, in effect,
full-time slots opening up earlier for capabie teenagers.

Blacks. The results for black cohorts, as shown in tables 5 and 6, present
a very different piciure than s€en in the section on whites. Each cohort
will be discussed in turn.z

. T":n"gj males are displaced from covered jobs, as expected, by
incr.easing the minimum wage. In response, both uncovered eÀpsment
and nonemployment grow by about the same amount in ab6olüæ ierms.
Unlike their white counterparts, however, black teenagers are on net
displaced fromt l-time covered jobs. Many of these individuals appear
to have extended their schooling, either taking part-time jobs in un-
covered establishments or becoming disemployàd (see rabl; 7). White
teenagers were found to leave school. The latter was explained in terms

: [lh.ou]g be nor4 rhar thc câse of yorng adult fcmales is somcwhat diffcrenr. A largc
oumber of ttlomcn choos€ not to cotcr thc labor forcc upon completinS school bul insteÀd
tyÉcuuy malry (and dirccr homc production). It scems that rhis'choiô fimis rhc'ûumbcr
ot wotrrctr who s,ill choo§€ to work full-üm€. Thu§, 8s long as mariagc is not particularly
ænsitivc to changing ioccntives itt covercd full-timc employmcnt, tÉ rcsporiç ot thoai
rvomen rct employcd to grcatcr r€s,ards for fulltimc covèrcà employmeor i,itt Ue timirca.
ln fact, the rcsponsiveoess of pan-timc cmployed and noncmplolicdiccnaçn is probably
larger.
ù.Estimates Ior blacks in gcneral lacl the .obustness of the whitc r€sults duc to sEallness
or §ample stzc. oreater câutioo must thcrefore bG exet€iscd in tryim to cvsluate thr
findiDgs. Io this s€ctioo oul discussioo is limircd to the morc imponanïnlArfiglrts.
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of the attraction of higher-pâying full-time jobs and the probable de-

terioration of part-time employment opPortunities among covered frrms.
t e cao only guess as to why blacks and whites differ' Two possibilities

are mentioned. The wage offer for the more productive individuals
(especially those choosing not to work full time) may not have risen in
response to higher minimum wages' This could happen for a number

of reasons. For example, if firms typically hiring black youth also ex-
perience the Sreatest cost increases, their efforts 1o reduce output (or
iabor usage in general) could swamP any moves to replace less produc-

tive workers.
A second possibility is that the pool of capable individuals hypoth'

esized to exist for teenagers may not be sufficiently large in the black

cohort. Recall that individuals in this pool are typically pursuing an

education instead of working full time. If a young person comes from
a low-income family and is a capable worker, then there is geater
pressure on the Person to lind employment at an early age' To the extent

io which black youth come from lower-income families as compared
with white youth, more of the higher-quality black teenagers would be

drawn into the labor force at an early age than would be true among
whites. Obviously, further research must be done to resolve this puzzle.

Why do we not observe displacement of covered part-time workers?

Part of the answer is that there are very few people in this cell to begin
with{ percent for black teenagers as oPposed to 17 percent (of cohort)
for whites. This, together with considerable sampling error, may sirnply
mean that the expected relationship cannot be observed with our data.

It may also be true that black youths hold very different types of covered
jobs as compared with white youlhs and that among the former the

expected relationship between full-time and Pan-time productivity does

not hold. Recall, for example, the counterargument made earlier in-
volving the collapse of work shifts and increased demand for part-time
labor,

The older males also exhibit a negative response in covered em-
ptoyment to the minimum wage and a strong, positive uncovered re-

sponse. The difference between black and white estimates i§ very §mall

in this case. Similarly, no significant redistribution among employment
rate câtegories is found (for examPle, full-timeipart-time and not em-
ployed). As in the case of teenagers, some young male adult§ return to
school if the wage lloor is raised, though this effect is only weal<ly

significant.
Black females appear radically different when compared with their

white counterparts. Teenagers indicate virlually no response in any cat'
egory except for a positive school enrollment effect (able 5, panel A,
line 3). Evidently supply effects are offsening the negative employment
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MPACT ON YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

effects that may occur. The positive schooling response is due almost
completely to shifts within the ,,not employed,' category. This cannot
be fully explained yet and may be spurious.

_ _ 
Older females exhibit very strong posiriue employment responses,

both with respect to covered and, to a lesser extènt, uncoverèd em-
ployment. Nonemployment accordingly shows a large negative reaction,
most of which reflects change in employment status of people already
out of school. Incentives to attend school are, on balance, not affected
signilicantly.

Why do black females, in the twenty to twenty-four age group in
pârticular, differ so sharply from all other cohorts? Most of the eailier
arguments applicable to women should apply in the case ofblack women.
And although there are some differences in male-female comparisons
between races, these should not account for the polarity observéd in the
female estimates.

Could it be that black women are replacing black men in covered
jobs? This seems unlikely in view of the white female experience. It is
true that, nationally, young-black-male labor force pariicipation fell
sharply during the 196G while female parricipation jumped.is In order
for this pattern to have any bearing upon minimum wage estimates,
howevet, state-specifrc trends must be systematically related to the min-
imum wage væiable MW.x Aside from direct minimum wage effects,
such correlations could arise indirectly through the effecl upon MW of
changes in the average wage of white adults (by sex) that are supposed
to measure movement in a cohort's productivity level. Labor force par-
ticipation and schooling can be influenced by the wage structure, which
in turn may be associated with this particular proxy for productivity.
Although a systematic relationship may exist, it is diflicuit to identiiy
one a priori. The problem may be simpty that the average white female
wage is not a good proxy for black productivity in the 196&. A similar
sort of answer is that we have omitted the same factor from black female
estimation that influences covered employment, etc., and is systemat!
cally related to MW across states. Further research wilt investigate these
possibilities. At this stage the black-female results appear anomalous
in contrast to our priors and the results for the other cohorts.2T

r Whitc femalc panicipation also ro§€ in this decadc. Whercas oldcr $,hite malcs s,ithdrew,
iccnage panicipation ros€ slightly, cont.ary ro thc cas€ for tcenage black males.
e Recall rhat adjusrments were made in the data to accoünt for naaional (bui not stare)
trctrds in participatio[ and school attendancc.

' Some evidcncc suggests that young black femalcs are mote responsivc than white fcmales
to ot{n-eage changes with-resp€d ro labor force panicipation. lf so, and assumiog the
opportuoily wage of a number of the disemployed is bid up by rhe mioimum wagc, more
black womer would respood than white. Un'deiappropriatè circumsrances, this dlfferencc
could gencraie our results. Overall, evidence ragariiing participarion is mixed in rhe
litcrature, however, makiog this argument somewhat tcnuôus.
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Conclusions

The results of this study contirm, in mosl resPecis, previous efforts.
Among whites, a minimum wage reduces employment. It is with relief
that we find this effect to emaoate, unambiguously, from those estab-

lishments subject to minimum wage laws. As Predicted, part-time work
is discouraged. School attendance tends also to be reduced. This is in
conjunction with lower employment of students. Overall, the evidence
suggests that the pa -time wage falls as compared with the full-time
opporrunity wage facing students.

One surprising result is that teenagers are found to be less adversely

affeaed (in absolute terms) within the covered sector than twenty- to
twenty-four-year-olds. In fact, an increase is observed in teenage em-
ployment of nonstudents and full-time workers among covered estab'
lishments in respons€ to higher minimumwages. Young adults, however,
experience decline in these categories. It is argued that this is a sound
result despite being at odds with our intuition. læss productive workers

from either cohort will be displaced or excluded from covered jobs'

Even if more young workers are displaced, it is possible they may be

replaced from among productive individuals not currently working full'
time or out of school in covered jobs; for example, from part-time
working students in covered lirms or from nonemployed students. The

otder group, though more productive on average, evidently is unable
to supply as many able and willing replacements.

The results for blacks are not so robust or consistent as the white
results. Males experience a decline in covered employment, but only
teenagers show eüdence of overall decline in employment. Female re'
sults are very different. Young females exhibit virtually no net respon§e

to a minimum wage, and twenty- to twenty-four-year-olds actually ap-

pear to have experienced employment increases. Black females appear
to be replacing males, but this result is diffrcult to justify on a priori
grounds. The black results reflect weak data to some degree and may
be subject to spurious correlalions due to a relationship between state
wage growth (a component of the minimum wage variables) and de'
cennial change in employment and schooling decisions.

The estimation technique employed in this study treats young peo-
ple in different states as being equivalent. That is, the same decisions

will be made provided the options and constraints faced are identical.
Significant differences do exist among states, however, and emphasis
is accordingly placed upon developing a suitable means of controlling
for them. The resulting approach, we believe, is a good one, but future
research will attempt to refine it. In particular, the 196(h were turbulent
years for young people, especially for black youth. The experience of
some states may well have differed sharply from that of others, and in

tt7



TABLE 8

MeaNs A.xo StaxDARD DEvIATToNs r.on Wnrrp yotmrs
(standard deviations in parenthescs)

Age 1G19 Age ?i-?A Age 1G19 Age 2ÈA
Outcomc proportions:

1970 (P)
l. EMPICOVTOUT

2. EMPICOVIIN

3. EMPINCOVIOUT

4. EMPINCOVIIN

5. NEMPIOUT

6. NEMPIIN

7. EMPICOVIFULL

8. EMPICOVIPART

9. EMPINCOVIFULL

IO. EMPINCOVIPART

Estimared ex ante out-
come probabilities (P)

tt. EMPtcovtouT

t2. EMP|COVUN

13. EMPINCOVIOUT

t4. EMPTNCOV N

118

.109
(.021)

.214
(.049)

.u23
(.012)

.065
(.036)

.073
(.020)

.517
(.03e)

.r28
(.021)

.195
(.043)

.028
(.015)

.059
(.033)

.lzt
(.u3)

.195
(.055)

.027
(.015)

.062
(.040)

.449
(.060)

.tzl
(.024)

.119
(.042)

.032
(.017)

.izr
(024)

.158
(.021)

.451
(.052)

.120
(.01e)

.tm
(.044)

.03r
(.014)

.441
(.050)

.103
(.02e)

.t27
(.046)

.u9
(.v21)

.116
(.024)

.t44
(.050)

.422
(.013)

.035
(.u23)

.149
(.041)

.534
(.034)

.ttz
(.ÿ23)

.148
(.04e)

.ÿ2r
(.012)

.037
(.023)

.t26
(.036)

.12Â
(.046)

.ü26
(.0r4)

.032
(.ü22)

.367
(.04e)

.063
(.017)

.071
(.035)

.009
(.004)

.393
(.044)

.096
(.017)

.32t
(.040)

.109
(42')

.061
(.030)

.019
(.008)

.351
(.065)

.053
(.017)

.082
(.038)

.018
(.008)



TABLE 8 (continued)

Males

Age lGl9 Age 20-24 Age 1G19 Age 2O-24

15, NEMPIOUT

16. NEMPIIN

17. EMPICOVIFULL

18. EMPICOVIPART

19. EMPINCOVIFULL

X. EMPINCOVIPART

2t. MW

N. UNION

23. UNEMP

U. CITY

25. MEDYRS

26. I

N. FAMINC

Cell size

.165 .q2
(.043) (.047)

.524 .095
(.036) (.01e)

.124 .31r
(.035) (.058)

.130 .093
(.046) (.023)

.024 .070
(.013) (.034)

.034 .029
(.022) (.0r2)

1.385 1.205
(.426) (.20e)

-.124 -.123(.203) (.201)

-.068 -.066(.r78) (.180)

-.087 -.086(.172) (.174)

.085 .085
(.052) (.052)

.425 .426
(.2s1) (.2s2)

.705 .705
(.068) (.068)

63,,t45 12,3t3

.077
(.û25)

.521
(.041)

.t42
(.026)

.170
(.046)

.033
(.01e)

.055
(.036)

1.491
(.470)

- .126
(.203)

- .066
(.178)

- .088
(.171)

.135
(.057)

.422
(.251)

.705
(.067)

62.447

.122
(.0æ)

.158
(.03r)

.443
(.046)

.l0t
(.v23)

.132
(.04e)

.045
(.017)

1.057
(.184)

- .t26
(.200)

- .065
(.180)

- .086
(. r73)

.133
(.057)

.424
(.251)

.?04
(.06e)

59,648

NorE: For variables 1-20: EMP = employed, À'EMP = not emPloyed, COÿ = covcred

emolovmenr. NCOÿ = not covercd. ÔUI = out of school. ,N = h school. FULL =
full'-timc cmployrnent, PâRf = pan.time cmployme[|. variables 2l-27 a]c defined in

text.
SouRcl: Author.
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TABLE 9

Meexs eNo STANDARD DEvtATroNs FoR BLACK yourHs
(standard deviations in pârentheses)

Age lG19 Age 20-24 Age 1G19 Age 20-24

Outcome proportions:
t970 (P)

t. EMPTCOVTOUT

2. EMPICOVIIN

3. EMPINCOVIOUT

4. EMPINCOVIIN

5. NEMPIOUT

6. NEMPIIN

7. EMPICOVIFULL

8. EMPICOVIPART

9. EMPINCOVIFULL

10. EMPINCOVIPARî

Esfimoted ex ank out-
come probabilities (P)

tt. EMPtcovtouT

t2. EMPTCOVTIN

13. EMPINCOVIOUT

14. EMPINCOVIIN

120

. r03
(.032)

.089
(.028)

.032
(.021)

.036
(.01e)

.162
(.035)

.579
(.045)

.106
(.025)

.085
(.024')

.033
(.024)

.034
(.013)

.100

@a)
.069

(.028)

.033
(.021)

.031
(.01e)

.438
(.076)

.u7
(.026)

.t28
(.04e)

.016
(.014)

.82
(.062)

.090
(.037)

.441
(.063)

.083
(.û25)

.116
(.048)

.027
(.013)

.&2
(.078)

.037
(.s24)

.139
(.053)

.019
(.013)

.071
(.027)

.061
(.031)

.028
(.017)

.025
(.014)

.230
(.036)

.586
(.0s 1)

.071
(.030)

.061
(.ÿ2?)

.026
(.015)

.g26
(.015)

.055
(.035)

.035
(.033)

.038

@26)

.021
(.015)

.313
(.050)

.040
(.01e)

.106
(.046)

.011
(.00e)

.453
(.055)

.077
(.v27)

.275
(.052)

.û78
(.024)

.087
(04.2)

.030
(.016)

.262
(.0e5)

.030
(.025)

.1,44

(.063)

.019
(.014)



TABLE 9 (continued)

Males Females

Age 16F19 Age 20-24 Ag€ l6F19 Age 20-24

15, NEMPIOUT

16. NEMPIIN

17. EMPICOVIFULL

18. EMPICOVIPART

19. EMPINCOVIFULL

X. EMPINCOVIPART

2t. MW

22, UNION

23. UNEMP

24. CITY

25. MEDYRS

26. Q

N. FAMINC

Cell size

.256
(.053)

.594
( 074)

.M2
(.0s4)

.429

.468
(.078)

.076
(.042)

.241
(.oes)

.051
(.025) (.036)

.035 .122
(.û25) (.054)

.u4 .u2
(.020) (.034)

2.125 2.054
(1.482) (1.062)

-.071 -.084
(.203) (.1e4)

-.140 -.134
(.170) (.174)

.080 .069
(.174) (.154)

.177 .173
(.0s0) (.04e)

.413 .423
(.306) (.2e8)

.945 .919
(.264) (.255)

9,324 9,360

.184
(.062)

.581
(.077)

.106
(.04s)

.M2
(.025)

.037

ç022)

.ÿ27
(.019)

2.089
(.e55)

- .072
(.203)

- .137
(.166)

.081
(.173)

.2'36
(.077)

.447
(.308)

.947
(.265)

8,924

.308
(.D3)

.w2
(.038)

.375

$72)
.064

(.028)

.134
(.053)

.025
(.016)

1.392
(.572)

- .083
(.1e6)

- .130
(.173)

.ü3
(.r61)

.2§
(.075)

.422
(.2e8)

.928
(.2s7)

7 ,224

NorE: For variablcs t-fr: EMP = employed, NEMP = oot employed' coy = covered

cmploymcot, NCOV = not covered. OUI = out of school, ,N = io school. fULl- =
full'-tirire employment, PÂRI = parl-lime employmenl. Variables 2l-27 are delincd in

tcxt.
SouRcE: Author.
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IMPACT ON YOUTI{ EMPLOYMENT

a manner correlated with either minimum wage or average wage
changes. rf so, data adjustments are necessary to ieOuce tm SSUitiiyof estimation bias.

_ _ Our findings reveal potentially important labor-supplv resDonses.
Most studies identify measured minimum wage effects *it't â"r*a .ia.
phenomena or simply net changes. A compl-ete evaluation of thi min-
lmum-w-age 

-must 
attempt to s€parate supply from demand effects. It is

noped that tuture res€arch will focus on this issue.

Appendix

Means and standard deviations for the data on white and black youths
are given in tables 8 and 9.
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Some Determinants of the
Level and Racial Composition

of Teenage Employment

Nabeel Al-Salam, Aline Quester,
and Finis ÿllelch

In 1954 when the Census Bureau's Current population Surveys began
monthly reporting ofemployment for black and white teenagers, a blàck
leenage male was slightly more likely to be employed than a white. By
1956 black and white employment levels equâlizèd, and for the next
decade the-y followed approximately parallel tiends except for a growing
tendency for black employment levels to fall behind t-hose of ,ut ite..
Then the apparent congruency collapsed; white teenagers became in-
creasingly likely to be employed-by 1978 higher fractions were working
than at any time since l9ÿt--while the experience of black teenagers
was just the opposite. In 1978 only 27 p€rcent of male teenagers classified
by the cemus as nonwhite (of whom over 90 percent arJ black) were
employed ; the corresponding number for whiteJwas 54 percent-+xactly
double the number for blacks.

. The anomaly of this divergent trend, illustrated in figure l, is that
it occurred alongside convergence toward earnings equalitÿ of black and
white- adults and alongside convergence to equality in téenage school
enrollment rates.

, 
Because the problem is important, numerous attempts have been

made to "explain" these trends, and by now the æarcli for a single,
simple explanation seems to be yietding ground to more complex at-
tempts. This paper examines two facets, one old and one new. The old
and familiar one is the minimum wage story on which this volume is
based. The new wrinkle lies in an examination of the effects of the age
distribution on teenage employment prospects. In particular, as is shown
in figure 2, during the period of concem the teenage population grew
enormously, both absolutely and relative to the adult population. How

NorE: We are espccially grateful for many helpful discussions with Robcn Cor]erman.
lhanks are due to Bill Could, Jim Smith. and Michacl Ward for us€ful sussestions.
:ï,clryh. rlp.po.I 

"1, 
provided by a granr from lhc Rockefcllcr Foundation ai-d by rhe

looustnat Relations Institutc at the Univcrsity of California, t s Angeles.
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FIGURE 1

EMpLoyMENT oF WnIre axo Blecx MeLe TeexaceRs, 1954-1978

0.æL
1954

SouRcEs: Civiliao cmployment for whitc and black (actrally, nonwhite) male tecnageE

is from moorhly hsuci oi U.S, DcPartmcnt of Labo., Bureau of Lâbor Stali§tic§, E,l'
olovmcat aad É,ominçs. Total noniostitutional population for thes€ demoglaPhic Sroup§
L tiom U.S. Depanràent of Commercc. Bùreau of the Census. PoPulation Esti,ûotet and

Ptoicctiow, Current Populatioo Rcpo § Scries P-25, no§. 3lt' 519' and 721.

does the sheer size of youthful cohorts affect chances for employment,

and are these effects themselves dependent on minimum wages?

At the outset we should admit that our results are more suggestive

than definitive. We confront the teen employment question in two step6.

The first considers determinants of total male teen emPloyment. The

second confronts discrepancies in time paths of employment between

black and white teens.
In an important sense our emphasis is better suited to the question

of race differences in trend than to analysis of aggregate teen employ-

ment simply because the aggregate has increased for the last {ifteen
years and the issues we consider, minimum wages and growth in the size
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FIGURE 2
ABsoLurE AND RELATIVE SIzr or rne MALE TEENAGE CoHonr,

r9sÇln8
Population (millions)

Male Teenage Civilian Population
(Iafi ScoL)

Ruio of Male Teenagc Civilian
Population to the Aduk Labor Force

(Rigtu §aaL)

J 0.10
78

0.18

0.t7

0.r6

0.15

0.14

0.13

4.0 0.t2

0.11

SouRcE: Monthly ilsues of U.S. Dcpartmcnt of Lsbor, Bùrcau of Labor Staiisti6, &1-plolrn nt and Earuings.

of youthful cohorts, should not have fueled this increase. Because of
this, we confine ourselves to an analysis of movements abut trend, not
because- trend is unimportant but because we want to emphasize the
role of factors that are unlikely candidates for explaining it.

In the next section, we sketch the history oi minirium wage leg-
islation and sugg-est a simple theoretical modei of what its effectjmig[t
be. After extending the model to include cohort-size effects, we present
summaries of our main empirical results.

An Overvlew of the Federel l.e8lslrtion

Our intent in this section is only to sketch some of the salient features
of the federal legislation. We neither attempt a full description nor
address parallel movements in state laws. The legislation specifies a
basic minimum and the characteristics of frrms (and within-them, of
employees) subject to it. Amendments raise the basic minimum, pro-
gram subsequent steps, and extend coverage. Newly covered firms are
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initially subject to a differential minimum that is below the basic one,

and thl diffLrence is itself programmed to erode the annual steps over

a four- or five-year period until the differential minimum catches up

with the basic one.
Table I summarizes this history for selected periods from 1950 to

1980. The first column is rhe basic minimum, and the second gives our

estimate of the proportion of employed teenagers subject to it . The next

two columns refer io the differential minimum (when a differential ex-

ists) and to its coverage. Notice, for example, that in February 1970 the

basic minimum was $1.60 per hour (as fixed in the 1966 amendment),

and 55 percent of teenagers were covered by it; yet another 20 percent

TABLE 1

THE MINIMUM WAGE AND lrs Covenece oF TEENAGE

ELrPtoYÀaeNt

Date

Wage Coverage
(dollan) (proportion)

0) Q)

Basic Minimum Dilferential Minimum

Wage Coverage
(dollars) (proportion)

(3) (4)

February 1950

March 1956

September 1961

Septernber 1963

September 1964

September 1965

February 1967

February 1968

February 1969

February 1970

February 1971

May 1974

January 1975

January 1976

January 1977

January 1978

Jânuary 1979

January 1980

0.75
1.m
1.15
t.25
t.25
1.25
l./l()
l.@
1.60
1.60
1.60
2.00
2.10
2.!0
2.30
2.65
2.fi
3.10

0.38
0.39
0.42
0.41
0.41
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.55
0.55
0.75
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.82
0.84
0.85
0.85

,-
1.00
1.15

r.00
1.15

1.30,j

,13
0.13
0.13

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20

0.23
0.23
,:

1.90
2.00
,:

NoTE: Coveragc ligures arc calculaled usioB the industry propoflions of nonsupervisory

o"r.onnit suUi]e"t tË thc minimum wagc provisions of thc 1938 Fair t bor Standards Acl

ina its amena'mcnts. rte indusrry propo'nions arc averaged u§ing as wcights the avcrage

inouit.iai aisrriuotion of teenageiirpl-oyment for the ycars t95'l-l 3 Thc rcsult cân be

int.rpi"i.a 
"" 

ttt" p-portion ôf teeriagè ernployment §ubiect to minimum wages'

SouRcE: Auaho[s.
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were covered at a differential minimum of $1.45 per hour as a result of
the expansion of the 1!)66 amendment. One yeai later, the differential
caught the basic minimum, and combined coverage remained at 75 per-
cent.

Figure 3 illustrates combined teenage coverage and the basic min-
imum as a fraction of the average manufacturing wage. There, the pic-
ture is one of erratic swings in the minimum whén compâred with other
labor costs with no apparent long-run trend. In contrast-, coverage is not

FICURE 3
THE MINIMUM WAGE AND ITs CoVERAGE oF TEENAGERS, Ig54-Ig7g

0.50

0.45

0.,m

Minimum Woge Ind*
(lift ScoL)

Proponion of Teenagen Covered
(Ritht Scalc)

t954 58 û

0.35 0.90

0.80

0.70

0.60

0.50

0.40

0.30
78747266

Norc: The minimum nage indcx is thc lcgislated minimum wage deflated by aÿcrage
hourly eamiogs io manùfacuring. When there are ttlo minimum ;age rates in éffeo, tÉe
index, dcllated by avcrage hourly earniogs in ,nanufactudng, is i coverage.weighted
avcragÊ of the t$,o minimums, Coverage is adjusted for th; indusrrial di;rributiôn of
tecnagc cmployment.

SoURCE: AuthoIs.
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subject to erosion by inflation or by growlh in labor Productivity' When

the employment series that we analyzed was initially published' fewer
than two in five teenage jobs were covered, and at this writing more

than four in five are covered.

Minimum I ages and Employment: What Should l re ExpGct?

There are by now numerous available empirical and theoretical studies

of minimum wage effects, so we will not belabor the theory' Instead,

against the historical background of what the legislation has been like'
wi witl simply describe the measures of potential effect we construct for

use in estimation.
First, we always consider the nominal minimum as a fraction of the

average manufacturing wage. The idea is that whenever wages are gen-

erally trigher, a proPortionately higher minimum will have. the same

empioy."nt effeit âs a Proportionately lower one would-when wages

are- generally lower. For simplicity, we will henceforth refer to the ra-

tiJthe nominal minimum divided by the average manufacturing

wage-as the minimum wage.- 
Aside from compliance, which we do not explicitly consider, cov'

erage has two dimensions. First, there is extensive coverage of the type

desiribed in table I that refers to firms being liable under the law. The

coverage proportions in table I are crude estimates of the fraction of
teen"gers-employed in firms where legislation obtains',Second,. there

is intànsive côveiage that is more subtle. It refers to the question of
whether a wage constraint is binding.

If a worker in any case would have earned more than the minimum'

for example, then its imposition cannot directly affect him' Intensive

coverage is an analytical problem because wages are distributed over

a broaÀ range, and, as figure 3 shows, the minimum has itself fluctuated

widely ovei time. In a period in which the minimum is raised, it not

only iaises the cost of employing workers previously receiving the old

minimum but spreads to cover and raise the cost of employing all those

with wages between the old and new minimums. Formally, intensive

coveragà expansions amount to nonlinearities in measuring minimum

*"ge eff"cts, and subtleties of this kind are better addressed with more

refined data than the aggregate series we examine. Thus, our references

to coverage are only to extensive coverage.l

Our first construct of potential effect is the product, coverage mul-

I wê did- of cours€. cxDerimenl io estimation with thc quadBtic form suggest€d by Finis

wei*, Uio-rrrz Woics: tssucs oad Evidcncc (Washington. D.C.:- Ame rican EntcrP sc

Initituie, 19781. Hovivcr, our csrimaic§ for total effects al §ample ræaos-wcre almost

identical'for the quadratic and lioear speci{ication§. Morcovei' ihe lwo spccificatioos "Iit
iËà"ià;;.ouultvi.tt. Thus, under th; rule that u,hco simple and compl€x forms pcrform

cqually, simlplc is better, we opted for the simpler formulation'
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tiplied by the basic minimum. In this simple form, a I percent increase
in coverage will have the same employment effect as a 1 percent increase
in the minimum. Notice that the coverage measure used in constructing
this term refers to aggregate coverage and ignores the possibility thtt
part of the coverage refers to a differential minimum.

Thus, our second construct is a correction for the first and obtains
whenever a differential for newly covered sectors applies. It is the prod-
uct of two numbers, The first is that part of coverage (column 4 of table
l) for which the lower of two minimums applies, and the second is the
difference between the two minimums (column 1 minus column 3 of
table 1, divided by the average manufacturing wage).

Finally, our third variable characteriâng the federal legislation is
the size of the s€ctor not covered. It is our estimate of the proportion
of teen employment in firms not subject to the legislation. The idea
underlying this variable is simple. We do not have data showing em-
ployment in covered firms. Instead, we have estimates only of employ-
ment in all firms. If the minimum is increased, workers will be displaced
in covered firms. The number displaced depends both on the way each
covered firm responds to a wage increase and on the number of such
firms. This effect is intended to be captured in our frrst variable char-
acterizing the legislation. Yet workers displaced from the covered sector
need not appear as reductions in aggregate employment, as opportun-
ities persist in the uncovered sector. Because the absorptive capacity of
the uncovered sector depends on its size, the third variable is designed
to capture this effect.

We may now traæ the probable history of minimum wage effects
on three groups of employees. The frrst is a stereotype of workers who
have low productivity and who, in the absence of legislation, would
receive wages below the minimum. The second is composcd of white
teenage males who are heterogeneous; some would receive wages below
and some above the various minimums. The third group compris€s teen-
age males who are black; like whites, blacks are heterogeneous, but we
presume that in the absence of the legislation larger proportions of
blacks would receive lower wages.

For the low-productivity stereotype, the inirial imposition of min-
imum wages (in 1938) curtailed employment in covered sectors. This
displacement resulted in a shift toward jobs in uncovered s€ctors where
increased numbers of job competitors reduced wages. As wages fell,
some rejected these inferior options and total employment feI.

Until 1961, coverage remained at levels lixed in the 1938 legislation,
so the only depariures from the scenario just described derive from
fluctuations of the minimum itself. The initial legislation fixed a nominal
minimum of twenty-five cents (40.3 percent of the average manufac-
turing wage) in 1938 and provided for steps to thirty and forty cents in
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1939 and 1945. The first step raised the minimum to 47.8 percent and
the second to 39.4 p€rcent of the manufacturing wage, although in 1945
before the jump to forty cents the thiny-cent minimum was only 29.5
percenl of the manufacturing wage. From 1938 to 1961, the minimum
fluctuated between 27.8 and 52.1 percent of the manufacturing average.
Programmed step6 and new amendments initiated sharp jumps with
intervening erosion as general wage levels grew.

Then, in 1961, ooverage expanded to include an extra 13 percent
of teenage employment. For our homogeneous low-productivity ster-
eotype, this expansion would have a somewhat larger employment de-
pressant effect within newly covered firms rhan for those initially covered
because, as a result of the initial program, these subsequently covered
firms had absorbed part of the initial displacement. The lirst legislative
variable is intended to measure the overall effect, and the third captures
part of the effect of expanding coverage via shrinkage of the size of the
uncovered sector. Of course, when coverage was expanded (in 1961, in
1!)67, and again in 1974), newly covered firms were buffered with a
somewhat reduced minimum so that the initial effect was moderated.
It gIew as the buffer was eliminated (see table 1).

Thus, for the low-productivity group, the employment depressant
effect of minimum wages fluctuates with the minimum, increases with
coverage, and increases again as differentials extended to newly covered
frrms are withdrawn. Because the minimum itself shows no clear trend,
the dominant source of growth in the effect of the minimum wage would
be from expansions in coverage.

This simple picture blurs as attention shifts from the stereotype low-
productivity group to white teenagers and then becomes clearer as at-
tention shifts to black-white contrasts, The confusion for whites stems
from the fact that they are heterogeneous and that some would have
earned more than the minimum in any case. Although such workers are
not directly affected in the sense that the legislation would not have
directly changed their wages, they obviously are indirectly affected and
the indirect effect may well have been beneficial. If such workers are
substitutes for those who would earn less, then a minimum that raises
the cost of lower-productivity workers will strengthen employment de-
mands for them.

Need teenagers as a group be disadvantaged by minimum wage
laws? It all depends. Among other things, it dep€nds upon the propor-
tion that would eam above the minimum in any case. It depends also
on whether and, if so, on the degree to which those who would be below
and thos€ who are above the minimum are employment substitutes. Just
as importanl, it depends on the sheer numbers of workers in other
demographic groups who would receive less.

In an earlier paper, Finis Welch and James Cunningham presented
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a hypothetical distribution for $,hat wages would have been in the ab-
sence of minimum wage legislation. In that paper they also reported
estimates from work by Donald Parsons suggesting that the average
wage of persons aged eighteen to nineteen in the absence of wage laws
would have been two-thirds of the manufacturing average and that the
average for those sixteen to seventeen years old would have been 52
percent of the manufacturing wage. The minimum wage ilself averaged
about rl4 percent of the manufacturing wage, so that perhap6 more than
one-half of all teenagers would have received wages above this level.
In fact, if we use the distribution suggested by Welch and Cunningham,
62 Wtcærû of those eighteen to nineteen years old and 50 percent of
thos€ sixteen to s€venteen years old would have earned wages above
a minimum that is 44 percent of the manufacturing average wage.2

Further work by Edward Gramlich and by Finis Welch suggests

that teenagers account for only about one-third of workers in low-wage
jobs whereas prime-aged adults, twenty-five to sixty-four years old,
account for half of these jobs.3 Thus, it is probably true that most
teenagers would receive wages above the minimum in any case, and it
is probably also true that most of those who would receive wages below
the minimum are not teenagers. The question of whether higher mini-
mums reduce teen employment is then a question, frrst, of the displace-
ment of those who would have earned less than the minimum compared
with the probably enhanced employment opportunities of those who
would have earned more. It remains true that virtually all available
empirical studies of youth employment find that higher minimums are

associated with reduced employment.'Yet Robert Cotterman, in his
contribution to this volume, finds in manufacturing that higher mini-
mums result in increased employment for white males eighteen to nine'
teen years old. We are not surprised by this result and suspect that the
aggregate studies, like this one and like those cited, refer to net rela'
tionshipe showing only that job losses outnumber gains.

By their very nature, minimum wage laws have the greatest pro-
portionate effect on the costs of emploÿng those who would have re-

, Finis wclch and James Cuoningham, "Effects of Minimum wages on ahe Age and
Composition of Yourh Employmént," Reÿiew ol Ecoiomrct ard §latit icJ_60 (February

1978):14G45; Dooald O. Parsons, "The Crst of School Timc, Forgone Earnings' and
Human Capital Formatio!," tournql of Political Economy 82 (Marci 1914)t251-66.
I Edward M. Gramlich, "Impact of Minimum Wages on Other Wages, Employment, aod
Family lnclmes," .âcriviry 2 (1976): ,109-5 t ; w elctr, Minimum Wogcs: lssucs and Eÿidence.

'S€€, for example, Gramlich, "lmpact of Minimum wagcs": Jacob Minc€r, "Unemploy-
ment Effcds of-MinimJnl.w^Ees," tou al of Pohtical Economy$(Augusi 1976):87-104;
and James F. Ragan, "Minimum Wagcs and the Youth Labor Markct," Review o/ Eco'
nomia and Statiti.§ 59 (May lfi): t29-36. For a revie$'of ea ier studies. see R. S.

Goldfarb, "The Policy Cootent of Quantitative Minimum Wage Re§€arch," i1 Prcceedings

of IRRA wintet MeeiirSs (San FIancisco: lndustiial Relations Research In§tirute, 1974).
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ceived the lowest wage. As such, the theory of what the effects might
be is much clearer for comparisons across demographic groups than it
is for an isolated group, because of the heterogeneity within groups.

As for black-white contrasts, if, as we presume, it is true that blâcks
on average would have received lower wages than whites, then higher
minimums would be expected to reduce employment of blacks relative
to whites. Coverage expansions into sectors that, because of the legis-
lation, are relatively more crowded with blacks will also take a disprc,
portionate bite, and if coverage extensions are initially buffered with
differential minimums, the black position will erode even further relative
to whites as the differential is eliminated.

Effec.ts of Cohort Size on Employment R.tes

In 1954, for every teenager in the population there were more than
seven adults between the ages of thirty-five and sixty-Iive. By 1978 the
number of teenagers in the population more than doubled, and there
were fewer than four adults for every teenager in the (civilian) popu-
lation. The arrival of these large young cohorts crowded the labor mar-
kets and, barring perfect substitulion, put downward pressure on the
wages of teenagers relative to older, more skilled workers.5 With lower
relative wages, some teenageni would find employment less attractive
relative to other alternatives such as full-time schooling. We would
expect to find the proportion of teenagers employed to fall when they
become a larger component of the labor force. Our first cohori-size
variable is designed to capture this effect and is defined as the ratio of
the teenage population to the adult labor force,

It is important to note that this argument makes no statements
about which teenage demographic groups would experience a larger
decline in their proportion employed. There are no compelling argu-
ments to believe that low-skilled workers will be harder hit than semi-
skilled workers.Workers who substitute closely for other workers whose
numbers have increased will share the impact on wages of the increased
supply.6 Thus, the larger the number of closely substitutable workers
there are-say, for unskilled teenagers-the smaller will be the depres-
sant effect on wages of an increase in their population, and the smaller
will be the fall in their proportion employed, An increase in the pop

t S€c Finis Wclch, "Effccts of Cohort Siz€ on Eamings: The Baby Boom Babies' Financial
Bust," lounal of Political Economy 81 (Octobcr 1979): 56$47.
6Differcnæs in ahe labor supply behavior of thr two groüp6 is also imponant ao under.
standing thc cff€ct on thc relativ€ employment prcbability of black aod white male teen-
ageis. We make no assumptions about systcmatic differences.
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ulâtion of teenagers may hit semiskilled teenagers harder, with the con-
sequence of increasing the proportion of low-skilled teenagers employed
relative to the same proportion for semiskilled teenagels. We do not
have a prediction of the effect of our first cohort-size variable on the
relative proportions of black and white male teenagers employed. To
this point, however, we have ignored the way in which minimum wages
modify the effects of the arrival of large teenage cohorts in the labor
market.

A legislated minimum wage prevents the wage of low-skilled teen-
agers from falling when their numbers increase relative to more skilled
workers. It was the falling wage, however, that induced employers to
hire more low-skilled teenagers in relation to other workers, Firms will
hire larger proportions of semiskilled teenagers whos€ wages are falling
relative to the minimurn-the wage of low-skilled teenagers. Although
we do not know how the growing youthfulness of the labor force affects
the relative proportions of black and white male teenagers employed,
with effective minimum wages we would shift our bets toward decreases.

These arguments point to conditioning the effect of increas€s in the
ratio of teenagers to adults on the level of the minimum wage or the
extent of its coverage. We do not do ihis in our empirical analysis simply
because highly trended aggregate time s€ries data are not rich enough
to pick up these subtleties. During the period from 1962 to 196, how-
ever, when the proportion of teenagers in the population rose dramat-
ically, coverage of the minimum wage was substantial, rising from 55
to 82 percent, and we believe this is important for interpreting the
empirical results.

Employment rates of teenagers are also likely to be affected by the
size of other cohortsjn particular, groups that compete with teenagers
for their jobs. Natural candidates are young adults twenty to twenty-
four years old. Another feature of this group is that what once was a
large teenage cohort quickly becomes a large young-adult cohort. Does
a large cohort arriving at the labor market create more room for others
as they mature and leave and others replace them?

Our second cohort-size variable is the young-adult labor force di-
üded by the adult labor force. Notice that in this specifrcation, as the
size of all groups grows proportionately, the employment rates of all
groups, black male teens and white male teens in our case, remain
unaffected. Employment rates are affected only by the demographic
composition and not by the size of the labor force. Of course, it is not
the demographic composition per se that is important; it is the com-
position of the labor force by types of labor that we abstractly classiÿ
as unskilled, semiskilled, and skilled.
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Empirical AnalYsis

In this section we discuss the results from estimating t}lro sêÎs of regres-
sions with monthly data from the Current Population Survey for the
period 195,1-1978. For the lirst regression the dependent variable is the
employment of sixteen- to nineteen-year-old male teenagers divided by
their total population. We frequently refer to this variable as the ag-
gregate employment probability of male teenagers. "Aggregate" indi-
cates that it includes both races. The dependent variable in the second
regression is the ratio of the proportion of black male teenagers em-
ployed to the corresponding proportion for whites. lVe call this the
relative employment probability of black and white teenage males. This
variable is indicative of the racial composition of teenage employment.
Tables 6 and 7 of the appendix report the full results from estimating
these regressions.

Other than the three minimum wage variables and the two cohort-
size variables, we include several "control" variables in the models we
estimate. The teenage years are ones of rapid change, and even within
the age span of sixteen to nineteen there are dramatic differences.
Eighteen- to nineteen-year-olds are much more likely to have work
experience, be out of school, and not live with their parents. As separate
estimates of monthly employment rates for sixteen- to seventeen-year-
olds and eighteen- to nineteen-year-olds by race and sex are not avail-
able, we add as a controlling variable the proportion of all sixteen- to
nineteen-year-olds who are eighteen to nineteen yean old. To capture
the effects of cyctical changes in the demand for labor, we include the
unemployment rate of males forty-five to fifty-four years old. To capture
the large seasonal variation in the employment of teenagers, dummy
variables for February through December are included.

As indicated earlier, minimum wages and the increasing relative
size of the teenage population are unlikely to explain the trend since
1965 for the proponion of teenagerc employed to increase . liÿe therefore
include a trend term in the regression to restrict our analysis to deviations
about trend, and it is these regressions that we present in appendix table
6. r e have also estimated the regressions with trend excluded. These
results, presented in table 7, are broadly consistent with those including
trend.

Three important determinants of teenage employment rales are the
number of teenagers enrolled in school, the number in the military, and
the number in federal youth programs. Unfortunately, they may them-
selves be influenced by minimum wage hikes or the increasing relative
size of the teenage population. lVe experimentally exclude and include
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these "potentially endogenous" variables. Let us postpone further dis-
cussion of them until our presentation of the empirical results.

Mlnimum Wrge Effects

Recall that we us€ three minimum wage variables in our regressions.
The first is the basic federal minimum (divided by average hourly earn-
ings in manufacturing) weighted by the proportion of teenage employ-
ment subject to either the basic minimum wage or the one applied to
newly covered industries, (CB + CN)MB. Variation in this variable is
proportional to the variation in the cost of employing teenagers due to
minimum wages. This assumes that the minimum wage is effective for
a constanl fraction of teenagers and that there is some average amount
of complianc€ with the legislation.T If the fraction of teenagen for whom
the minimum is effective is direcily proportional to the minimum, then
the cost of employing teenagers would vary with the square of the
minimum wage (CB + CNMR.lrye found that in our data the results
were substantially the same with either specification.

The second minimum wage variable is a correction for the first
because new coverage is subject to a lower minimum. It is the differential
between the basic minimum and the one applied to newly covered sectors
multiplied by new coverage, CN(MB - MM). The third variable is the
size of the uncovered sector, (l - CB - C|ÿ.

Table 2 utilizes the regression results to calculate the effects of
increasing the basic minimum, increasing its coverage, extending cov-
erage at a lower minimum, and removing the differential on the newly
covered s€ctor. Increasing the basic minimum covering one-half of teen-
age employment from 0.4 to 0.5 of average hourly earnings in manu-
facturing, which is comparable to raising the minimum from $2.50 to
$3.25 when average hourly earnings are $6.50, reduces the aggregate
employment probability of male teenagers by roughly one percentage
point. Our point estimates indicate a positive effea on the employment
probability of blacks relative to whites, but the standard errors are quite

Torlcy Ashenfelter and Robe S. Smith, "Compliaoce with the Minimum rrÿage La$,,"
toumal of Politicol Economy 87 (April 1979): 33150, using data on straight-time hourly
eamings available since 1973 from the Curr€nt Population Survcy, do €stimate compliance
ratcs for fully covcrcd lthitc and black teenage $rorkers in 1973 and again in 1975. Uo.
fortunately, lr,hen they estimate compliancc rates, data dcficiencies compel them to assume
that no rvorkers lo6e their jobs in cover€d sectois due to minimum wagc lcgislatioo. lf
lcgislatcd minimums causê f,,orkeÉ to lose iobs in the covered secaor, their estimates of
@verage are bias€d dot{nward. Becâus€ our model indicares that legislated minimums
rcduct employmeot in the covcred s€ctoi for all t€enagers, and morc sharply for black
teenagc§, th€ir cstimaaes of compliance are not useful for our uork.
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TABLE 2

Es'I'rMATtJ oF EFFEcrs oF INCREASES IN MINIMUM wAcEs AND
CoVERAGE or{ THE PRopoRTroN oF MALE TEENAcERS EMpLoyED

AND THE RELATTVE PRopoRTloNs oF BLACK To WHtrE MALE
TEENAGERS EMPLoYED

(standard errors in parentheses)

Potentially Endogenous Variables

Excluded lncluded

Dependen Variable Total Black/white Total Blacldwhite

Incr€as€ basic minimum -.011 .019 - .006 .001

from 0.4 to 0.5 of (.0036) (.0185) (.0041) (.0193)
average hourly
eamings in
manufacturing

Increase coverage of - .008 - .015 - .008 -.015
basic minimum by 10 (.m30) (.0150) (.m30) (.0141)
p€rcehtage points

Extend coverage to - .005 - .002 -.004 - .001

anolher l0 percent of (.0025) (.0121) (.0024) (.0113)
leenage employment at
a new lower minimum

Eliminate the differential -.003 -.014 -.004 -.014
between the new lower (.0012) (.m60) (.m12) (.0058)
minimum and the basic
minimum

NorE: The elfects are calculated using ûe estimated regresions io appendix rable 6. The
derivatives arc evaluated at roughly thc mcans of the minimum $,age variablcs-Mw8/
AHE = .425, MWNIAHE = .375, CB = .5, aod CN = .10. For estimates of rh€s€ cffects
cvaluated at other valucs of lhç minimum wage variablÊs, sec appcndir table 8.
SouRcE: Auahors.

large.E Extending coverage of the basic minimum to another 10 percent
of teenage employment reduces their employment probability by 0.8
peroentage point§. Again, the direction of the effect on the relative
employment probability is uncertain, but the point estimates are neg-
ative. We can conclude that an increase in the basic minimum or its
ooverage decreases aggregate teen employmenl, but we cannot be cer-
tain of the effects on the racial composition of teen employment.

. whco trcnd is omitted from the regression modcl, thc €ffcct of increasing thc minimum
rvage is to rcducc th€ €mployment probability of blacks rclativc to nrhites. The effect of
coverage expansion of either the basic mioimum or thc minimum applied to ocrvly covercd
sectors is to rcducc thc employment piobability of blacks relativ€ io ÿhites, $,hether
lincar, quadratiç, or m trênd is included.
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Increases in the coverage of the basic minimum occurred in two
steps in our data: (l) Coverage is extended at a lower minimum, and
(2) the differential between the basic and lower minimum is phased out
in legislatively programmed increments. The third and fourth rows of
table 2 decompose the effect of extending ooverage of the basic mini-
mum. Assuming the basic and lower minimums arc 0.425 and 0.375,
respectively, of average hourly earnings, roughly one-half of the aggre-
gate employment losses occur when coverage is extended at the lower
minimum, and the other half when the differential is.withdrawn.

This decomposition shows that the effects on the relative employ-
ment probability of black and white teenage males are not balanced.
There is virtually no effect of increasing coverage at the lower minimum
on the relative likelihood of blacks and whites finding jobs, but as the
differential is eliminated the relative employment probabil§ falls by
0.014, which is 1.8 percent of its mean value of 0.79. Eliminating the
differential is comparable to raising the minimum from $2.45 to $2.75
on l0 percent of teenage employment when average hourly eamings are
$6.50. Unlike the total effect, this component is signilicantly different
from zero.

The size of these effects is fairly small. To obtain a better $asp of
their size, we break down the changes in the aggregate and relative
employment probabilities attributable to each of the explanatory vari-
ables in our estimated regressions. Table 3 presênts the accounting for
two periods, 1!)6ÿ1978 and 195+1978. The former subperiod was cho-
sên hcause beginning in 1965 the proportion of white teenage males
reversed its previous trend and began increasing while the proportion
of black teenage males continued to fall. Table 4 reports the same
calculations using the estimated regressions that include the potentially
endogenous variables.

Almost all of the changes over time in minimum wages relate to
the expansion of its coverage from 39 to 85 percent of teenage employ-
ment. During the 1954-198 period an additional 46 percent of teenage
employment became subject to minimum wage legislation. Because of
this, our estimated regressions "predict" that the proportion of male
teens employed fell 4.0 percentage points over the entire period, of
which 2.2 percentage points are attributable to changes since 1965. Al-
though these numbers are not small, they may be surprisingly small
considering the large increase in the coverage of minimum wage legis-
lation. It is likely that a large proportion of teenagers eam more than
the minimum wage and are not directly affected by it. In addition, it is
likely that the minimum wage has the indirect effect of increasing the
demand for semiskilled teenagers as firms substitute away from low-
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TABLE 3

AccouNTtNG FoR Cgexces nr rae PRopoRTIoN oF MALE
TEENAGERS EMPLoYED AND THE RELATIVE PROPORTIoNS oF

BLACK To WHITE MALE TEENAGERS EMPLoYED

t 5-197E t954-1978

Dependent Variable Blackhvhite Total Blacuwhite

Actual change

Esthnaæd change
otlriburable lo:

Minimum wages
Crhort size

Ratio of teens to
adults

Ratio of young adults
to adults

Proportion of teens
18-19 yean old

Un€mployment rate of
adult males 45-54

Unetplained change

Trend
Residual

0.087

-0.020

-0.031

0.ln

0.m1

- 0.004

- 0.050
0.0r8

-0.356

-0.052

-0.019

-0.024

0.001

-0.001

-0.2t9
-0.u2

0.046 - 0.6ü)

-0.039 -0.0n

-0.974 -0.045

0.227 - 0.032

0.008 0.qI7

0.027 0.010

-0.110 -0.478
0.006 0.010

NorE: Predicted chaoges arc calculated bascd oo thc regrcsion specifrcation that cxcludcs
potentially eodogerlous variables. Scc app€ndix table 6.
SouRcx: Authors.

skilled teenage workers as well as low-skilled workerc from other de-
mographic groups.

Cohora-Size Etfects

Increases in the population of teenagers have a strong negative effect
on theiremployment probability. A lopercent increase in the population
of teenagers relative to adults reduces the proponion employed by0.017.
The standard error of this estimate is 0.0026 in the regression excluding
the potentially endogenous variables and is 0.ü)35 in the one including
them. The same increase in the population of teenagers (in the presence
of minimum wages) reduces the employment probability of black teen-
age males relative to white teenage males in the two regression speci-
frcations by 0.103 and 0.309, which is 13 percent and 39 percenr of its
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TABLE 4

AccouNuNG FoR Cgexcns m rne PRopoRroN oF MALE
TEENAcERS Euployeo exo rtE RELATVE PRopoRTIoNs oF

BLACK TO WHITE MALE TEENAGERS EMPLoYED

t%ÿt978 195,t-1978

Depmdent Variable Blaclc/white BlacUwhite

Actual change

Estimated change
a,,ributoble to:

Minimum wages
Cohort size

Ratio of teens to
adults

Ratio of young adults
to adults

Proportion of te€ns
18-19 years old

Proportion of teens in
the military

Proportion of teens
enrolled in school

Proponion of teens in
federal youth programs

Unemployment rate of
adult males 45-54

Un*phined change
Trend
Residual

0.046 -0.@

-0.040 -0.072

-0.076 -0.136

0.193 -0.161

0.«}7 0.0û2

0.018 0.064

-0.019 - 0.006

0.004 o.tn

0.030 0.010

-0.079 -0.4350.q)7 -0.020

0.087

-0.022

-0.032

0.1,16

0.ml

0.007

0.m8

0.003

- 0.004

-0.036
0.016

-0.356

- 0.044

-0.056

-0.r22

0.000

0.025

0.002

0.105

-0.ml

- 0.200

- 0.065

NorE: Predicted chaoges ar€ calculatcd bascd oo th€ regrcsion spccificatioo that iocludes
potcntially endogenous variablcs. S€c app€ndix lable 6.
SouRcE: Authors.

mean of 0.79. The standard errors of these estimates are large, but it
does seem that increases in the population of teenagers hit blacks harder
than whites.

The populations of teenagers, the young-adult labor force, and the
adult labor force are all strongly trended. Their correlations with trend
are, respectively, 0.988, 0.978, and 0.963. To investigate the importance
of this, the regressions were reestimated with no trend and also with
quadratic trend. In all cases the effect of increases in the population of
teenager§ reduces both the aggregate employment probability of teenage
males and the employment probability of blacks relative to whites. The
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point estimates varied widely in the relative employment probability
regression-from {).71 to -3.40 with the potentially endogenous vari-
ables excluded and from -2.14 to -5.23 with them included. Considering
how strongly trended these population variables are, however, the con-
sistency of the negative relationship makes it very unlikely that it is due
to a spurious correlation between the teenage population and other
unknown factors not included in our model.

Whereas increases in the population of teenagers reduce their em-
ployment probability, increases in the population of young adults in-
crease the employment probability of teenagers. This result is surprising
because we view young adults as competing with teenagers, in which
case an increase in the population of young adults that drives down their
wages would induce firms to hire more young adults and fewer teenagers.
The positive relationship indicates that other factors dominate this sub-,

stitution. A l0 percent increase in the population of young adults in-
creas€s the employment probability of male teenagers by 0.03. This
result is a strong one and is always positive whether no trend variable
is included or quadratic trend is included. The effect of increases in the
population of young adults on the employment probability of blacks
relative to whites is statistically insignificant and changes sign if quadratic
trend is included.

Recall that the aggregate employment probability of male teenagers
over time is U-shaped. It fell gradually over the 195/t-1965 period and
then rose through 1978. It rose by 0.087 ftom 1965 to 1978 and by 0.046
over the whole sample period. Effects of increasing coverage of the
minimum wage and of the increasing population of teenagers relative
to the adult labor force were both estimated as being negative (as we
would expect on theoretical grounds) and so cannot account for the
upward trend in the aggregate employment probability of teenagers.
The effect of linear trend is also estimated as negative. r hen quadratic
trend is included, it is estimated as positive but does not account for the
gross trend in the employment probability of leenagers.

Table 5 reports the estimâted coefficients of the young-adult to
adult labor force ratio in regressions with alternative specilications of
trend. These câpture unknown factors that are smoothly trended. Also
including trend means the relationships between our economic variables
and the aggregate employment probability is estimared staristically using
only residual variation of these variables about their trends. This is a
severe test. Whether linear, quadratic, or no trend is included in the
regression model, the estimated effect of increases in the population of
young adults is strongly positive, "balancing" the negative effects of
increases in the coverage of minimum wages and of increases in the
relative size of the teenage population. In addition, it accounts for the
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TABLE 5

EsTruerto CopmclENrs oF THE RAro oF THE YoUNG-ADULT
Lason Foncp on PopuLAïoN To ADULT LABoR FoRcE VARIABLE

IN ALTERNATIVE REcRESstoN SpEcrFrcAl.roNs FoR THE
PRopoRTroN oF MALE TEENAGERS EMpLoyED

(standard errors in pârentheses)

Poren ially Endogenou: Variables

Young AduL
Trend Variables

Excluded

Labor force Population Lâbor force Population

None

Linear

Quadratic

1.14
(.085)
1.38
(.0e4)
.72

(.162)

1.33
(.0e8)
1.35
(.101)
.55

(.160)

.86
(.106)
t.t7
(.146)
.79

(.185)

1.05
(.121)
t.t2
(.124)
.6

(.183)

SouRcE: AuthoE.

gross trends in the aggregate employment probability of male teens.
Adding linear trend leaves the estimated coefficients virtually un-
changed. Adding quadratic trend reduces them to roughly one-half. No
matter which specifrcation is used, virtually all the increase in the em-
ployment probability of male teenagers is attributable to the increase
in the relative proportion of the labor force that are young adults. We
do not pretend to fully understand this empirical phenomenon, but it
does minimize the importance of viewing teenagers and young adults
as emPloyment sub§titutes.

It is quite possible that ao important factor omitted from our analy-
sis is responsible for the increasing employment probability of male
teenagers, in spite of the expanding coverage of minimum wages and
the large influx of those born during the baby boom into the labor
market, and is correlated with the size of the young-adult labor force.
The size of the young-adult labor force clearly is not exogenous to
economic fac{ors. When employment conditions improve for teenagers,
they also improve for young adults and induce young adults to enter
the labor force. This, of course, is precisely the function of the control
variables for business-cycle and seasonal fluctuation in the aggregate
demand for labor. It is possible, however, that not all the variation is
accounted for by these variables and that the young-adult labor force
proxies the residual. To shed light on this possibility, the regressions
were reestimated using the civilian population of young adults in lieu
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of young-adult labor force. Using population instead of labor force does
not significantly change the estimated coefficients.

Alternatively, economic stories can be told that are consistent with
the positive impact of increases in the young-adult labor force on the
aggregate employment probability. Fi$t, teenagers and young adults
may be complementary. Our intuition that teenagers and young adults
are substitutes in production is not coniradicted by this empirical ob-
servation. Teenagers and young adults tend to work "close together."
That is, the indusrrial and occupational distribution of teenagers and
young adults is more similar than it is for teenagers and other groups.
So although an increase in the supply of young adults will reduce the
wages of young adults relative to teenagers and will lead employers to
substilute them for teenage workers, it will also reduce the relative cost
of young-adult intensive goods and will lead consumers to subctitute
these goods for others. This increases the demand for teenagers as they
work close to young adults. A second view is not fundamentally different
from the first except that it puts more emphasis on the dynamic aspects
of changes over time. Young adults are simply old teenagers. When a
teenage cohort has a large cohort preceding it in time, its employment
opponunities are improved. The large advance group will make room
for the group that follows. As the wages of the advance group fall, firms
will be induced to rearrange their production plans to make use of this
relatively less costly factor. The reorganization creates slots and makes
it more likely that the firm will continue (at least temporarily) to hire
teenagers even as their cost advantage erodes.

Other Control Voriables

As to the cyclic sensitivity of teenage employment, our model suggests
that the effects of changes in aggregate demand would affect teenage
employment probabilities, but more so for teenage blacks than for
whites. M. Kosters and F. Welch examine this issue and find that min-
imum wages increase the cyclical sensitivity of employment of youth,
blacks, and women relative to adults, whites, and men, respectively.e
This is indirectly confirmed by the regression results: A one-percentage-
point increase in the adult male unemployment rate (forty-tive- to fifty-
year-old males) decreases the male teenage employment probability by
almost two percentage points (1.8 in one specification and 1.9 in the
other). The employment probability of teenagers is cyclically sensitive.
The unemployment rate of aduh males is a very important variable in

eM. Ko6ters aDd F. Wclch, "The Eff€cB of Minimum Wages on the Distribution in
Aggrcgarc Employmeîi," Arneikon Economic Reÿieh' 62 (ll.,,I,e ,9,2)i. nf32.
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the regression, explaining much of the "short-run" variation in the em-
ployment of teenagers. Equally importânt, a I percent increase in the
unemployment rate reduces the employment of blacks relative to whites
by 0.006. The standard error for this estimate, though, is fairly large.

There is tremendous seasonal variation in the employment of teen-
agers. In July, for instance, a teenage male's employment probability
is almost seventeen percentage points higher than it is in January. As
expected, the fraction of teenagers employed increases, as larger pro-
portions ofteenagers are in the eighteen- to nineteen-year-old age group.
The point estimates in the two specifications are 0.76 and 0.67. The
interpretation is that an eighteen- or nineteen-year-old has a 0.76 higher
probability of being employed than a sixteen- or seventeen-year-old,
and holding the proportion of all teenagers enrolled in school constant,
an eighteen- or nineteen-year-old has a 0.67 higher probabiliry of being
employed than his younger counterpart. These estimates appear "too"
large but do point 10 important differences within the teenage cohort.

The Potentirlly Endogenous Variables

There are three variables that are at least potentially jointly determined
with the employment probability of teens: (1) the school enrollment
rate, (2) the proportion "employed" in federal youth programs, and
(3) the proportion in the military. Minimum wages and cohort size may
be factors that influence a teenager's decision to enroll in school, join
the armed forces, participate in government-sponsored employment
programs, or work in the private sector. If this were the case, it would
not be appropriate to include these variables as regressoB and interpret
thefu coefficients as the influence of changes in these variables on the
(aggregate) employment probability of teens. In this volume both James
Cunningham and Peter Mattila explicitly consider the issue of the effect
of minimum lvages on school enrollments.ro l e estimate two different
specifications of the regression models with these variables alternately
excluded and included. The results of the specifications are similar.

We derive the monthly proportion of male teenagers in the military
by subtracting the civilian teenage labor force (employed and unem-
ployed) from the total teenage labor force (employed, unemployed, and
military). We then assume that all teenagers in the military.are male to
calculate the proportion of teenage males in the military. As the pro-
portion of women (of all ages) in the military has been increasing, the

r0 Also scc T€rerce F. Kelly, "Youth Employmeni Opponurities and the Minimum Wage:
Ar Econometric Model of Occupational Choice," Urban Institute work Pap€r 3608-1,
1975.
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error of our assumption is growing over time but is of little empirical
importance. Pattems of military panicipation over the period are quite
interesting: Male teenage participation in the military increased up to
1958 when over 12 percent of the male teenage population were in the
military, declined until mid-1965 to about 5 percent, and then increased
during the Vietnam period to about 9 percent. Since then it has declined,
and in 1978 less than 4 percent of the male leenage population were in
the military.

In the aggregate employment probability regression, the coefficient
of the teenage male military participation rate is {.299. There is a 30
percent chance that each new recruit or inductee was employed before
entering the military. In the relative employment probability regression,
the estimated coeflicient is -1.03 and has a standard error of 0.58. The
negative effect is probably due to the fact thât proportionately more
blacks enter the military than whites.

From a base of essentially zero in the mid-196&, federal youth
employment programs have mushroomed; especially for black youth,
where a larger fraction ofthe youth population panicipates, the potential
effect on the employment population ratio is substantial. In the summer
of 1978, for example, 94,000 youths participated in SPEDY (Summer
Program for Economically Disadvantaged Youths). Of thes€ youths,
51.6 percent were male,57.7 percent were black, and 56.1 percent were
between the ages of sixteen and nineteen.rr Assuming these character-

rr There are oo data available cithcr for average yearly enrollment in all fedcral govemmcnt
msogorvcr grograms (by age, race, and srx) ol for actual monthly enrollment (by age,
race, and s€x). We utilized yearly Manpower Reports of ihe President (Employmeot and
Training Reports of the Presidcot in laler year§) and relied heavily upon thc work of
Cha es Killiogswonh and Mark R. Killiogsworth, "Direct Effects of Employment and
Trainiog Programs oo Employmenr and Unemploymcol: New Eslimat€s and lmplications
for Employment Poficÿ," h U.S. Dcpartmcnt ol Labot. Confercnce Repon on Yourh
Employmcat: hs Meaturement and Meaning, Washinglon. D.C., 1978, pp. 249-476. The
fiactioo of thc panicipants in SPEDY who were sixteen- to nineteen-years-old was ob.
tained from the Oflice of Youth hoglams of the U.S. Departmenl of Labol. For cach
year wc .lmputed tuo estimates of male teenage enrollmcnts in fedenl youth employment
prcgram§, ooe for thr summcr monlhs (July and August) and one for the oüer monlhs
of each year. Ttes€ were then addcd logcthcr and divided by the total tccnage male
populafioo to calculate ao estimate of the proponion of tccnage males enrolled in federal
youth progams, Thcre are substantial probbms in the m€asurcment of thes€ variables;
however, cvcn if the numcrical cstimates $,€re correct, it is oot compleicly clear ahat we
have the appropriate data. The Current Population Survey does not solicit information
about manpo*er program pafiicipation from its respondents: only if the intcrviewee
voluotccrs thc informatioû-and the evidcocc suggrsas that only a small Eoportion of
enrollees do so--does the interviewer place the respondent in the catcgory (unemployed,
employcd, out of thc labor force) that fits thc CPS €stimate of the proSram's charactetistics.
Implicitly, then, $e aie relyiog upon the respood€nt 1o evaluale his labor market shtus
as wauld thc CPS intcrvic$,cr. Though some of thes€ classifications are undcrstandable
(Neighborhood Youth Corp6 work is counted as employmcnt). some of the classificatioos
arc not (Job Corpsm€n, for €xamplç, are counted as out of the labor forcc).
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istics are independent, we calculate that 166,000 black males were em-
ployed in SPEDY in the summer of 198. The rotal number of black
males employed in the summer of 1978 was 519,200. Thus, 32 percent
of employed black male teenagers worked in the federal government,s
summer manpower program. Moreover, SPEDY is not the only gov-
ernment manpower program that employed black male teenage§ in the
summer of 1978. They were also employed in fairly large numbers under
Title VI of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (Emer-
gency Public Service Employment), under the new programs set up as
Title vIII of CETA (YIEPP, YCCIP, yEIp, and yACC), and under
a variety of other, smaller programs.

Because enrollment in these programs has increasingly acoounted
for a large fraction of black employment, it is especially unfortunate
that monthly manpower enrollment rates (by age, race, and sex) have
never been compiled and that the mapping from enrollment in man-
power programs to measured labor-market status is uncertain. Vÿe at-
tempt to measure the number of enrollees who should have been counted
as employed but emphasize that our measurements are crude, Caution
should be exercised in the interpretation of our empirical results.

The point estimate of the coefficient of the proportion of teenagers
in federal youth programs is 0.08 and has a standard error of 0.10. When
trend is omitted, the point estimate jumps to 0.16 and the standard error
is unchanged. The proportion of teenagers participating in federal pro-
grams does not appear to have an important effect on the aggregate
proportion employed. This is not the case, however, for the employment
probability of black teenage males relative to white teenage males. The
estimated coeflicient in this re$ession is 2.71. The interpretation of this
co€fficient is that a black youth who is not employed is much more likely
to enroll in a federal youth employment program than a white youth in
a similar position.

We use the October school enrollment rate for sixteen- to nineteen-
year-old male teenagers of both racas, As monthly enrollment rates are
unavailable for the full period of our slmple, the effect on teenage
employment of any seasonality in the enrollment ratFthat is, the
monthly variation in the enrollment rate from its October valu+is not
captured by our variable but is attributed to the monthly dummy vari-
ables included in the regression. Its estimated coefficient in the aggregate
employment probability regression is -0.20 (-O.30 with trend omitted)
and has a standard enor of 0.06. This indicates that students are æ
percent less likely to be employed than nonstudents. This is as would
be expected, Students are less likely to find full-time work consistent
with their school schedules. In addition, students who work part-time
are likely to receive lower wages as part-time work is less productive.
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Parsons estimated that students received roughly 25 percent lower wages
than nonstudents of the same age and schooling.r2

In 1958, 70 percent of white teenage males were enrolled in school.
After 1958 their enrollment rate grew slowly, peaking in 1!)68 at 78
percent, and has declined somewhat since then. It was 69 percent in
1978. For black teenage males, however, the enrollment rate has in-
creased throughout the period of our study. It was 60 percent in 1958,
well below that of their white counterparts, and in 1978 it was 73 percent,
actually higher than for whites. To what extent can these differences
account for the divergence after 1964 in the trends of the proportions
of black and white teenagers employed? The enrollment rate of white
teenage males has decreased almost six percentage points since 1964,
whereas for blacks it rose by almost seven. Using our estimate that
students are 20 percent less likely to be employed than nonstudents, we
can attribute a 0.012 rise in the proportion of whites employed and a
0,013 fall in the proportion of blacks employed to differences in trends
of their enrollment rates. Much more of the employment trends remain
to be explained.

Summrry ùd Conclusbns

The secular trends in the employment population ratios of teenage de-
mographic groups have presented economists with a puzzle. Although
the proportions of both black and white teenage males declined gradually
from 1954 to 1965, since 1!)65 the trends have diverged, rising for whites
and continuing to fall for blacks. What can account for this divergence?

Two important phenomena of the last twenty-five years have had
important effects on teenagers' experiences in the labor market. First,
the coverage of minimum wage legislation has more than doubled from
39 to 84 percent of teenage employment. Second, the post-World
War II baby boom has brought a large shift in the age structure of the
labor force. To understand how these fadors would have an effect on
the demographic composition of teenage employment, we must abandon
a view of teenagers as a single, homogeneous group of workers. There
is evidence of considerable dispersion in the wages of teenagers.tr In
fact , there is evidence to suggest that more than one-half of all teenagers
would earn greater than the minimum in its absence. If some teenage
demographic groups comprise higher proportions of low-skilled workers,
increases in the minimum wage further reduce their employment. This
is corroborated empirically. We estimate thal the large expansion of the
coverage of minimum wages has reduced the proportion of male teen-
12 Pasoos, "Cost."
f3 Scc, for cramplc, Wclch, Miûimum Woges: Issu?§ ond Eÿidence
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TABLE 6

REcREsstoN ESTIMATES oF EFFEcrs oF MTNTMUM WAGES AND
CoHoRT SIZE oN THE PRopoRTloN oF MALE TEENAcERs

EMpLoyED AND THE RELATIVE PRopoRïoNs oF BLACK To IVHmE
MALE TtsENAGERS EMPLoYED

(standard errcIs in parenthes€s)

Dependent Variable Toto| Blackttt/hitè Toml Blacklwhite

Minimum wage
Basic

Differential

Size of uncovered sector

Cohort size
Ratio of civilian male

teenage population to
adult (35-65) labor
force

Ratio of young adult
(20-24) to adult
(3H5) labor forcæ

Proportion of total male
teenage population
18-19 yean old

Proportion of male
teenagers enrolled in
school

Proportion of male
teenagers in the military

koportion of male
teenagers in federal
youth progrâms

Unemployment râ1e of
adult males 45-54

Trend

February

March

April

148

-.131 -.221(.354) (.075)
2.74t .767
(r.re3) (.246)

.099 -.011(n» (.04s)

- .7t2 - 1.193
(.8e4) <.236)

-.t92 t.112
(.46s) (.146)

.615 .672
(.330) (.074)

_.198

(.062)

- .299
(w)
.ü79

(.101)

-.0063 -0198
(.0051) (.0011)

-.019 -.0033
(.0045) (.m11)
.017 .006
(.021) (.004)
.014 .010
(.021) (.004)
.015 .423
(.021) (.004)

-.300
(.072)
.688

Qa\
- .046
(.045)

- t.t6
(.182)

L3n
(.094)

.758
(.067)

-.0180
(.0010)

- .0046
(.000e)
.m7

(.004)
.0ll

(.004)
.ÿ25

(.004)

- .454
(.355)
2.862

(1.163)

- .043
(.215)

-2.137
(1.120)

- .980
(.6e4)

.156
(.348)

-.059
(.2e6)

- 1.034
(.578)
2.707
(.480)

-.m69
(.m53)

-.0181
(.0051)
.018

(.020)
.015

(.020)
.014

(.020)
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TABLE 6 (continued)

Dependena Variable Tota| Blacklwhitë Total BlacUwhiu

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Constant

R'
Standard elror of €stimate .015 .U74 .015 .070

NorE: Th€ F.statistics for the joiot tesl thal the thrce minimum utage variables are zero
arc 10.6, 2.6, 6,0, aîd 2.2. Thc corrcsponding probability values for thesc statistics arc
.0æ1, .0519, .ffil, aod .@27.
rThe ratio employment to iotal populatioo of males 16-19 years old.
lThc ratio of thc proponions of black and $,hite male tccnagers cmploycd.
SouRcE: Authors.

agers employed by 0.04 and has created a gap between the proportion
of black male and white male leenagers employed of roughly 0.04 as

well.
Increases in the population of teenagers reduce the proportion em-

ployed as the relative supply increase depresses their wages. rrÿe estimate
that a 10 percent increase in the population of teenagers reduces the
proportion (of males) employed by 0.017. In addition, it is likely to
reduce the proportion of black males employed more than it is the
proportion of white males. An unexpected result is the strong, robust,
positive relationship between the population of young adults twenty to
twenty-four years old and teenage employment. Making inferences from
highly correlated, smoothly trended times series for population is dif-
ficult, but we offer some speculation.

The population of teenagers and the labor force of young adults

.033 .010 .030 .0r0
(.004) (.022) (.004) (.021)
.l 11 .003 .110 .014
(.005) (.023) (.ms) (.023)
.166 .002 .165 -.031(.005) (.024) (.005) (.023)
.145 .009 .144 -.U25(.005) (.024) (.005) (.û23)
.017 .027 .015 .030
(.m5) @22) (.005) (.ü22)
.016 .062 .014 .065

(.m5) (.023) (.005) (.022)
.m7 .035 .006 .038
(.m4) @22) (.004) (.021)
.m7 .007 .007 .0ll
(.004) (.021) (.004) (.û20)
.140 1.007 .335 r.786
(.057) (.280) (.080) (.37e)
.w5 .8762 .9663 .8911
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TABLE 7

REGRESSIoN ESTIMATES oF EFFECTS oF MNTMUM WAcEs AND
CoHoRT Srzp ox rge PnopoRTroN oF MALE TEENAGERS

EMpLoyED AND THE RELATTVE PRopoRTIoNs oF BLACK To lVHrrE
MALE TEENAGERS EMPLoYED

. (standard errors in parenthes€s)

Dependent Variable ToaF Blacklltlthitè Total Blacvwhite

Minimum wage
Basic

Differential

Size of uncovered sector

Cohort size
Ratio of civilian male

teenage population to
adult (3H5) labor
force

Ratio of young adult
(2G24) to adult
(3i65) labor force

Proportion of total male
teenage population
1&.19 years old

Proportion of male
teenagers enrolled in
school

Proportion of male
teenagers in the military

Proportion of male
teenagers in fed€ral
youth proSrams

Unemployment rate of
adult males 4ÿ54

February

March

April

May

- .428
(.070)

.8,18

(.250)

- .472
(.046)

- 1.78
(.140)

l.14
(.085)

.829
(.068)

- .0188
(.0011)
.007

(.004)
.011

(.004)
.44

(.m4)
.032

(.005)

- .690

G42)
3.437

o.2n)
-.015
(.'226)

-3.40
(.682)

- t.24
(.415)

.927
(.333)

- .0096
(.m53)
.018

@22)
.015
(az)
.011

@n)
.005

(.022\

- .265
(.075)
.778

(.ue)
- .019
(.046)

- t.28
(.237)

.K2
(.r06)

.654
(.074)

- .E26
(.0ÿ)

-.u2
(.t22)
.159

(.oee)

-.u20É
(.0011)
.006

(.004)
.010

(.004)
.tzz

(.004)
.029

(.004)

-.@5
(.355)
2.9U

(1.187)

-.m4
(.21e)

-2.U
(1.133)

-2.@
(.507)

.058
(.354)

- .601
(.258)

- .72r
(.583)
3.t47
(.473)

- .0113
(.m53)
.018

(.020)
.015

(.0æ)
.010

(.021)
.004

(.021)
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TABLE 7 (continued)

Depmdent Variable TotaF Blacklwhilë Total BlacklWhùe

June

July

August

September

Ocrober

November

December

Constant

R'
Standard error of estimate
Autocoûehtion ol residuals

First
Second
Third

.113 .ÿ29
(.005) (.023)
.168 -.017(.005) (.023)
.t46 -.013(.005) (.024)
.014 .027
(.m5) @22)
.013 .060
(.005) (.022)
.m5 .034
(.m4) (.021)
.007 .008
(.004) (.021)
.441 2.371
(.073) (.348)
.9651 .8862
.016 .011

.58r .48

.332 -.089

.186 -.119

.113
(.005)
.170

(.005)
.148

(.005)
.016

(.005)
.014

(.005)
.005

(.005)
.005

(.005)
.205

(.058)
.9613
.016

.617

.398

.zfi

.012
(.024)
.017

(.o24)
.022

(.024)
.022

(.023)
.053

(.023)
.026

(.023)

-.m2
(.022)
t.2m
(.282)
.ffi74
.076

.45
- .105

-.14
NorE: The F-statistics for th€ ioini test that the three minimum wage variablc§ arÊ zero
are 29.3,3.0,9.0, aod 2.4. The cotrcsponding Fobability valucs for thes€ statistics arc
.0m1, .û292, .0m1, and .0642.
rThc rado employmcor to total population of males 16-19 years old.
ÿIhe ratio of ihe proportions of black and white male tecnagcrs employed.
SouRct: Authors.

have increased substantially during the past twenty-five years' both ab'

solutely and relative to the adult labor force. These trends have already

b€gun to reverse and will continue to do so for the coming decade. By
1985 the population of teenagers will fall by 17 percent from its 1978

value; relative to the adult labor force it will fall by 27 percent as the

tatter continues to expand. By 1990 the population of teenagers will
have fallen by 23 percent and by 39 percent relative to the adult labor
force, which has expanded 26 percent with the aging of the baby-boom

babies. Using our estimated regression results, we find that the pro-
portion of teenagers employed will rise by 0.05 by the mid-1980s but
will then fall back below 1978 levels by 1990. On the other hand, the

employment probabitity of blacks relative 10 whites will continue to
improve throughout the 1980s. rising by 0.15 in 1985 and by 0.27 in
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TABLE 8

EsrrMATEs oF EFFEcrs oF INcREAsEs rN MINTMUM r AGES AND
Covgnece ox rHE PRopoRTroN oF Mer-e Tpexacers EMpLoyED

AND THE RELAT|VE pRopoRTroNs oF BLACK To WHrrE MALE
TEENAGERS EMPLoYED

(standard errors in parentheses)

Potentially Endogenous Variabl*

Excluded Included

Dependent Variable Black/white Total Black/white

Increase basic minimum
from 0.4 to 0.5 of
average hourly
earnings in
manufacturing

Increase coverage of
basic minimum by l0
percentage Points

Extend coverage to
another 10 percent of
teenage employment at
a new lowe r minimum

Eliminate the differential
b€tween the new lower
minimum and the basic
minimùm

- .012
(.0048)

.031
(.0235)

-.016
(.0149)

- .009
(.0130)

- .920
(.0085)

- .0r0
(.0030)

-.m8
(.0026)

-.m3
(.0011)

- .m5 .009
(.0052) (.02e8)

-.009 -.017(.0163) (.0115)

- .m7 - .010
(.m26) (.0123)

- .m4 - .018
(.0013) (.0073)

SouRcE: Authors.

1990. Black teenage males, however, will still be less likely to be em-
ployed than their white counterparts.

Appendix

Tables 6 and 7 show regression estimates of the effects on minimum
wages and cohort size on the proportion of male teenagers employed
andlhe relative proportions of black to white male teenagers emploÿed.
Table 8 shows estimates of effects of increases in minimum wages and
coverage on the proportion of male teenageE employed and the relative
proportions of black to white male teenagers employed.
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The Effects of Mnimum \Vages on
Human Capital Formation

Linda Leiÿton and lacob Mincer

The two major avenues of human capital formation are schooling and
job training. But the effects of minimum wages on human capital can
be quite different in the two cas€s. Ïheoretically, the effects of impo-
sition, extension, or hikes of the rninimums and of their coverage on
training on the job are unambiguous: job training is discouraged. But
schooling may be discouraged or encouraged. Thanks to recent research,
especially that of Peter Mattila,r it would appear that schooling is en-
couraged by the minimum wage, an effect opposite to the expected job-
training consequences.

As things stand, it seems that we do not, as yet, have any evidence
on the theoretically predictable case of job training,2 although lve do
have an empirical answer to the theoretically ambiguous prediction
about effects on schooling. In this paper we try to fill two gapc: We
explore the theoretical considerations regarding effects of minimum
n ages on schooling and bring together evidence on the job-training

effects.

Elfccts on Schoollng: Theorcthrl Conslderrtlons rnd Reserrch

The basic question here is whether minimum wages increase or decrease
the rate of return to further schooling for youngsters at the relevant
levels of earning capacity (further schooling at this level is likely to mean

completion of high school and more, up to perhaps junior college).
The same question was put forward in a more general form in 1976

NorE: we are grateful to the Natiooal Science Foundation and to thc Sloan Foundatioo
for rhcir support. we wish to thank Margaret læonon and Fraok Nothaft for thcir com-
petent rescarch assistanc!.

'J. Prrcr Matrila, "Youth Labor Markets, Enrollmenls, and Minimum wages," Pto.
æc.tll|,gs of thc Thirty-litst Annual Mceliag oî ,hc lndusuial Relqtions Research Asrociorion,
Aügu$ 1978; idem, "Tlre lmpad of Minimum Wages on School Enrollment and Labol
Forcc Status of Youths," Repon to U.S. Employment and Tiainiog Administtation, June
1979.
2 Work in plogress by Masanori Hashimoto, "Minimüm wage and Eamings Growlh of
Young Males," came to our attentioo aftct complGtion of our rcscarch.
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by one of the present authord in terms of labor mobility: Since the
increased wage in the covered s€ctor is an attraction but the reduced
probability of employment a deterrent, will labor on balance move to
or from the covered sector when minimum wages are imposed or raised?
The answer depends on whether the minimum wage hike raises or lowers
wage prospects in the covered sector. l,et us define "wage prospects"
as û = p^ . w^, where p^ is the perceiveda probability of employment
in the covered sector. If rû falls (because p- falls by more than the
increase in w-), labor moves out of the covered sector to the not-cov-
ered, reducing ils wage (]r"). With unchanged prospects in the non-
market, labor moves out of the market as well. The flows continue,
until in equilibrium fr = w, = r0 (where ri is the nonmarket shadow
wage). It is not easy to measure p-, even if a definition of it could be
agreed upon. Nor is rl more than an abstrâction. W, might be observed,
but no one has tried to do so.

The evidence observed in the 1976 study and in a 1978 Canadian
studys was the direction of movement: from market to nonmarket. This
direction of movement is implied by a drop in market wage prospect§
and rejects the hypothesis of their improvement via the minimum wage.

Now, if the evidence is correct, it follows that the prolitability of
schooling is increased by the minimum wage hike. Iæt q, be the maximal
schooling altainment of youngsters facing wages near the minimum, so
their wage prospects are ü,. [æt s, be the minimal schooling attainment
at which wages l, are safely above minimum wages. In the simplest
model, the return to schooling is measured by wr-ftt, and its (oppor-
tunity) cost by û. A drop in É raises returns and lowers costs and so
improves the prolitability of schooling above sn (though not above sr).
Had ri increased as a consequence of minimum wages, profitability of
rhooling in the so-s, interval would have fallen, In that case we would
have observed a decrease in school enrollment and at the same time an
increase in the labor force, as well as an increase in unemployment
exceeding that of disemployment resulting from the minimum wage!
This scenario is rejected by the empirical observations.

Whether or not É falls, w, is likely to increas€ as a result of sub-
stitution of more educated workers for those initially employed below

rJacob Minccr, "Uoemployment Effects of Minimum Wages," National Bureau of Ecc,
nomic Res€arch Working Paper no. 357, pt. 2, August 1976.

'li is th€ "cxpected wagt" in the cover€d s€ctor, in the s€ns€ of a mathematical exp€c.
tation, if we assume risk neutrality. "Wage prospccts" are less than "expcctcd nales"
udth risk aversion.
5 Ronald- Sxridinsky, "Minimum Wages aod Teenage Unemployment in Canada." paper
prepared for a meeting of CIRRI, London, May 1978.
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the minimum. If so, school enrollment could rise or fall depending on
whether w, rises more or less rapidly than rû.

Thus, the increase in school enrollment is predictable, given the
observed effects of minimum wages on labor force pafticipation. The
link is economic, via changes in rates of return, not merely tautological
in the sense that schooling is parr of the nonmarket.

It is worth noting that the question of effects of minimum wages

on the volume of welfare payments is analogous, indeed identical, to
the question about effects on school enrollment. A priori, one could
argue either way. Indeed, according to a survey by E. G. \ est and M.
McKee, inducement to work has become a major argument in favor of
minimum wages:

A frnal purpose of the minimum wage, articulated only since
the advent of widespread social security programmes, has been
that of providing incentive to work for employees who are
tempted to rely instead on pensions, unemploymenl, or welfare
hnefits. Most governments recognise (at least informally) the
intimate relationship between social assistance and low-wage
employment (since individuals may switch back and forth fre-
quently) by attempting to set minimum wages somewhat above
that which a single person can expect to earn from such
schemes. A latter{ay purpose of minimum wage legislation,
therefore, is to induce workers to search for jobs.6

It is clear now, given the evidence on labor force participation and on
enrollment effects of minimum wages, that the inducement argument
is not valid. Indeed, the logical conclusion is to the contrary: minimum
wages induce welfare, not work. However, without more direct empir-
ical evidence, this conclusion still remains in the realm of speculation.

To return to the effects on schooling, it has been argued that these
effects are asymmetrical:? school enrollment is likely to increase for the
nonpoor and decrease for the poor. By extension, a similar difference
might be observed between whites and blacks. But the theoretical basis
for this prediction is weak. We would expect thâÎ the profitability of
longer schooling would increase for all groups. Indeed, the lower the
preminimum wage, the greater is the (percent) reduction in rû if it falls,
according to the Mincer model. Consequently, the rate of return to

6 Edwin G. West and Michael McKee. "The Economics of Minimum r ages with Special
Referencc to Canada: A R€vienr," Carlcton Uoiv€lsity, February t979.

'Scc Fiois Wclch, "Mioimum Wage Legislation in the United Staks," Economic Inqüry
12 (Scptember 194): 285-318; and Ronald G. Ehrenbcrg and Alan Marcus, "Minimum
Wagc L€gislatioo aod thc Educarional Decisions of Youths," Research in Lobot Ec@
aonicr, August 1979.
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schooling increases zore for the lower subminimum wage workers than
for others, and the inducement into longei schooling could be strong
or stronger among the poor. Mattila's empirical Iinding that school
enrollment increased for both blacks and whites is consistent with the
negative effect of minimum wages on labor force participation in both
groups.s Mattila actually finds that black response coeffrcients are §ome-
what stronger than those of the whites, which need not be surprising.

Mattila frnds also that work of black students has decreased or not
increased in contrast to the growth of participation among white stu-
dents. These findings are supported by aggregate (Current population
Survey) datae and suggest possible effects of the welfare system. Èecause
school enrollment of children who are eighteen or younger is a condition
of receipt of welfare payments in eligible families, we would conclude
that increases in welfare enrollment induce reported school enrollments
in such families.ro At the same time, their reported work activities are
likely to be reduced.

It is true, of course, that both the linancing and the motivational
(ability) factors produce a shorter schooling career of the poor compared
with the nonpoor. This is true both before and after minimum wage
hikes, and levels should not be confused with change, The nonstudent
proportion of the relatively poorer population remains larger. This group
must rely on the labor market for personal economic advancement. Ii,
therefore, bears the brunt of the adverse minimum wage effects on job
training.

Elfects on Job Trdning

Although minimum wages may be expected to prolong the length of
schooling, they create obvious barriers to job training. Job training must
be financed, at least in part, by the worker or apprentice, usually in the
form of a reduced initial wage. This means that even if current prG
ductivity of some of the employed youngsters warrants paying the min-
imum wage, job training is precluded for them because its provision
would require paying initially a subminimum.tt

3 Mincer, "Unemploymeot Effects."
eMattila, "Impac{ of Minimum wage"; Richard Frccman and James L. Medoff, ,,Thc
Youth labor Market Problem in thc U.S.," paper prcparcd for Naüonal Bureau of
Economic Rcsearch Cooference, May 1yr9.
m Michael Wachtcr and Sung Kim,'lime Serics Changes in Youth Joblcssncss," NBER
Working Paper no. 384, August lÿr9, found also that corollmcnt rates for all young (aged
sixteer to twctrty-four) black s,erc lowcr than those of young whitcs in fg6S, 6ut itre
§itüatiotr was revers€d in 198.
rrTlris conclusion was statcd earlier by Sherwh Roscn, "læaming by Elperiencc in thc
Labor Market," ,ourra, o1 Humoh R.sourcet, Summer 192; and by Manio Fcldstcin,
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This effect is another source of an increased demand for more

schooling: young persons with the ability and motivation-to iNest in

their hu.àn capiial are led to substitute longer schooling for job

training.r2 Moreôver, the additional schooling enables them to enter

higherlthan minimum) wage jobs and reopens the possibility of sub-

sequent job training as well.' 
Thui. the labor market difliculties generated by the minimum wage

for low-wage young workers are twofold: loss of jobs for some where

wages are initia[y below the minimum and loss of opponunities for
tralning and careen even for those whose initial productivity is worth

as much or somewhat more than the minimum wage.

We may note, at this point, that minimum wages will tend to dis-

courage theiormation of both "general," that is' transferable, skills and

firm-specific capital, although the effects on the latter may be weaker

to the extent that the {irm is willing to bear the costs of training the

worker.
Several types of supply responses may be expected as a result of

minimum wages. Those who are intellectually and financially able to

prolong schooling will do so, even if their interests are primarily vo-

ôational and they would have preferred job training to staying in school'

One may speculate that the growth of junior colleges and of private

vocationàl schools, as well as the growing demand for vocationalism in

college curriculums, is partly a reflection of this response, as is the

growing tendency of students to combine school with market work.rl

§tudeni work is also partly encouraged by provision of the Fair Labor

Standards Act, which creates differentials and exceptions for §tudents.

The transition to full-time work at wages above the minimum wage

hurdle is made easier by part-period and part-time work while at school.

Although jobs of students are usually low-skilled and casual, they pro-

vide soÀe experience and some measure of linancial independence' The

dead-end nature of many of these casual jobs create§ no particular

anxiety, as they will be left behind as soon as the student has graduated

and acquired more rewarding capacities.

"lrwerioc the Pe]maorot Rate of Unemploymeot"' Reporl io lhe Joint Economic Com'

mirtcc oftongrcss, S€ptcmb€r 1973 Thi discouragcmcnt of training could.bc avoided

bv seoaratinc iavmcnli (of employers to workers) fot s,ork from payment§ (of trainceÿ
wôrkèrs ro ciriÉvers) for rraining. h is thc netting out of the two lran§action§ lhal creates

oroblems even for workers whosc initial value productivity is not subminimum.
i, Even if cmploycrs are indiffcrent bctween $'age "Paclagcs" {'ith aod wirhout tnining
as lone as hbbr 

-cocts 
pcr hour are the samc, wolkers $ho opt for iob training arc worsc

off whin the highcr minimum ÿagc ûithout trainiog rePlaces lhe lorl'erx'agc s'ith taininS'
For an elaboraiion of thc wage-package analy§is; s€c walter wc§els' "The Effccls of
Minimùm wagcs oo Fiim Expendilurcs," in progres§.

'3This is shou,n to b€ the cas€ io Matlilat wolk. There arc. of cours€' additiooal reasoos

for this trend thar need not conctrn us herc.
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The early labor market difficulties produced by the minimum wage
are not easily surmounted by youths who are eithei unwilling or unable
to prolong their schooling. Because opportunities for job trainlng hading
to advancement on th€ job are blockèà by the minimum wage ior some
of them, the young school dropouts mu$ ôhoose jobs with lit-tle promise
for advancement or become labor market drofouts as well. Nonpar-
ticipation in the labor market, which is induced by rhe minimum wage,
may be.financed by the family, by unreported market or illegal activitÈs,
or by the rvelfare system.

The nonstudents who do not drop out of the labor markef despite
their low_producivity must contend with several obstacles: greater dif_
ficulties (longer unemployment) in finding jobs in the covàred secror
and lesser gfofttr on the job because of t'he reduced availability of
training on the job. Although it may seem strange to assert that higher
wages increase turnover, this can happen in thJlonger run when min_
imum wages are raised, because the reduction of fir-m-specific training
in jobs that contain it reduces the cost of turnover for àe worker anà
for the employer. More generally, employers can be expected to adjust
to the raised minimum wage in severàl ways: (l) by reducing empioy-
ment of the relevant workers and substituting capiàl and a ômewhat
higher quality of labor for them, and (2) by àucing those components
of the-wage package (such as training) thit are norlncluded in (netted
out of) paidout wages. The implications for changes in turnovei in the
longrun are ambiguous, because an upgrading of labor may well reduce
it, whereas a downgrading of the wage pact<age (in termi of reduced
training opportunities) is likely 10 increase turnover. The workers ini-
tially exposed to the minimum wage hike, however, some ofwhom may
be later replaced, will experience an increase in turnover because of thê
curtailment of job-training opportunities. In the short run, prior to full
adjustment, the effects on turnover are also ambiguous, bËcause quits
will.be reducedra and layoffs increased in the sector covered by'the
mlnlmum wage.

We may summarize the relevant implications of minimum wages
as follows: (1) induced prolongation of schooling coupled with increased
part-time work of students (except for those on wetfare); (2) reduced
pace of job advancement; and (3), eventually, increased turnover for
those nonstudents whose jobs contained specific training opportunities.

:'_lngeed, !! the only srudy rhat came ro our an€ntion, J. Wilson Mixon, Jr. (..The
Minimum Wage and Voluntary Labor Mobility,- Inù$trial and Labor Relatiôns Ràview,
Summer 1972) _found that minimum nages red'uce quirs in manufacturing industties. The
€slimated.coefficienrs of the Koyck disiributed lag on his quartcrly datà irnply rhat this
effec{ vanishes almost totally within a year.
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Empirical Analysls of Effects on Job Trainlng

Our empirical work is designed to explore the effects of minimum wages

on job training. This task is difficult to carry out in any direct sense:
r e'have no time series on changes in the Provision of training that could

be matched up with changes in minimum wage levels and in coverage.

Even if such data on lraining were available, it may not be reasonable

to expect a clear correlation between the short'run variation in minimum
wages and the longer-term policies of firms regarding training of their

employees. Indeed, the oscillation of minimum wages around a relatively
fixid ratio to average wages and the Past updrift in coverage should

have convinced employers to view the minimum wage as permanent and

to respond in terms of long-run adjustments.
The less direct implications about wage growth and lurnover can

neither be observed nor correlated with minimum wages in aggregate

time s€ries. Our approach is to analyze longitudinal microdata in which

wage growth, turnover, and some responses to questions about training
are available. Following Ehrenberg and Marcus, we differentiate our
sample of workers by state of residence.15 First, we estimate differences

in wage levels across states for the "same worker." These differenrials
serve as inverse indicators of the differing potential importance of the

minimum wage across states; that is, the lower the (standardized) state

wage, the higher the ratio of minimum to slate wages, since the minimum
wage is basically uniform across states.r6 The other state variable is the

ratio of covered employment to total nonagricultural employment, avail'
able in published data.rT Following the usual formulation,rE we combined

the two variables into one: COVI(I + §W), where COyis state coverage

and Slÿ is the percent wage differential. Here coverage is multiplied by

1(1 + Slÿ), which is proportional to the ratio of the minimum to the

standardized state wage.

It Wc arc grateful to Ehrenberg and Marcus, "Minimum Wage L€8islation," for providiog

the idcotiÉcation of slales in lhc NLS, *hich they obtained laboriously. Idcntification of
stales in MID data is simplcr and more aclulate.
r6Theie arc tt{o sources of variation: differenaial proportion of coveragc by slate laws

and differerces in levels of state minimum wages. On average. aboul l0 p€rccnt of coveragc

is state coveragr. The variatioo so inrroduced in the minimum wage level is of minor
magnitudc, and we ignore it.
tTThe covetage raaio includes, in thc numerator, thç total number of private' andPublic-
secror cmploÿees covered by rhe Fair Labor Standard§ Act a§ of February l. 1970 (c)
(notc rhaithè last chaogc of çoverage p or to 1970 was 1966), plu§ thc number covcred
bÿ stare minimum wages only (c,). Thc denominator i§ the total numbel of private and
public nonsupcrvisory employecs in the state io 1969.
tlThe multiplicative formulation is theoretically superior to the lincar, though it need not
bc rhc b€st (cf. Wclch, "Mioimum Wage Lægislation").
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. The effects of minimum wage variables are then explored in regres
sions where wage growth, job tenure, and training dummies alternate
as dependent variables. These effects are estimated;et of a set of facrors
that we selected as determinants of the dependent variables. In what
follows, we describe the analysis of data from the 1973 and 195 Mich-
igan Panel of Income Dynamics (MID) for a panel of white men,re and
for- white and tlack young men in the Natiônal Longitudinal Survey
(NLS) panels for the two periods from 1967 b tnl. We restrict botir
samples to nonstudents. In 1967 substantial increases in the minimum
yage and its coverage went into effect. The main reason for choosing
the earlier period in NLS was the availability of state identifications.
The later period in MID was preferable because an appropriate question
on training first became availabte in lg6. Although rhè data iets are
not exactly comparable, the later MID sample is more likely to represent
the long-run effects than the NLS sample.

Table I presents a list of dependent and independent variables used
in_each of the four regression analyses of wage functions, wage growth,
job tenure, and training.

llrege Functtoos. Our first step is to estimate the relevant state differ-
ences in wages. Crude differences in wages will not do, because $,e want
to know the effects of imposed changes in the price of labor and not
whether labor of higher "quality" receives morC or bss training. Con-
sequently, we estimate wages facing the ..same worker', in varioui states
by running wage functions across atl individuals in the sample and using
a standard set of wage determinants such as schooling, experience, anà
length of tenure, as well as a number of other personal ànd job char-
acteristics listed in table 1. State dummies were added to the set of
independent variables. Their coefficients represent estimates of wage
differences (for an average worker with the same characteristics) be-
tween each of the states and an arbitrarily chosen base state. In some
degree theæ differentials reflect cost-of-living differences, but whether
or not they represent differences in real wages, the impact of the min-
imumwage, itself nominal, depends on its relation to the nominal wage
level. \Ve excluded states \À,ith fewer than ten obs€rvations in the sanplè,
leaving thirty-five states in the MID and NLS regressions.

We ran both the semilog and arithmetical wage functions. The
former produce percent wage differentials among states, and the latter
yield dollar differentials. The two s€ts of estimates rank identically. We
used both s€ts in the subsequent analyses as alternatives and noticed no
clear differences in results. The semilog wage functions showed a some-
DThcsample of black mcn was much too $rall in MID. Thc empirical aoalysis was not
qtended to womcn.
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TABLE I
Lrsr oF REGREssIoN VARIABLES

Delininon

lndependen
EDUC
EXPER

EXPER2
toB
lo82
sli
MAR
HLTH
UNION
GOVT
sw
cov

Variables
Years of schooling
Years of exp€fience = AGE-EDUC-6 (in MID) yean

since first job after completion of schooling (in NLS)
Experience squared
Years at prcsent iob; tenure in frrm
Tenure squared
0-1 state dummies; §î = I if individual lives in ith state

Mâritâl status = 1 if indiüdual is manied
Heâlth = I if individual is in poor health

= 1 if individual is a member of a labor union
= I if individual is a public employee
Shift variable; coefficients of SI, from wage function
Percentage of workers on nonagricultural payrolls covered

by minimum wage in a state
Individual wage in year ,

Indiüdual wage at time ,
Wage change over observation period
See above

= I if indiüdual is being trained or is learning on the iob

WG,

Dependent Variables
wG,
LWG
toB
TRAIN

NorE: Thc sct of iod€pcndeor variables is the same in all regressions, €xccp rhat (1) the
s,agc functioo conhins state dummics but not Sw aod COy, (2) th€ wagc growlh equatioo
has a lagged wagc on thc right, aod (3) thc iob lcnurç cquation omias iob tenuie on the
right.
§ouRcE: Authors.

what higher R2 and a larger contribution of state dummies to R2. To
save space, our tables show only the partial effects of the combined
minimum wage variable: the coverage ratio (COy) divided by the index
of the standardized state wage (l + Slÿ). Separate effects of (Slt/) and
of (COV) are sholvn in the appendix.

Aside from the coefficients on the state dummies, the estimated
parameters for the wage functions are similar to thos€ found in many
previous studies and are not of primary interest in the present one. The
major purpose of the wage regressions here is 1o estimate the interstate
wage differentials, Incidentally, the inclusion of state dummies has little
effect on the estimated parameten of the other variables, and it raises
the multiple R2 about 25 percent (from .34 to .42) in the semilog function.
Not surprisingly, perconal and job characteristics account for most of
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the "explained" differences in observed (unstandardized) wages among
states.

VYoge Growth. The pace at which workers accumulate skills in their
work careerc is an important factor in producing the upward slope of
the typical wage profile. We argue that the rate of skill acquisition,
hence wage growth, will be impeded by the level and coverage of min-
imum wages, Of course, individual skill and wage growth are affected
by a number of other factors, such as growth of the economy, the
business cycle, level of education and experience, migration and job
changes, changes in health and family status, and so on. We eliminate
the economy-wide factors by studying wage changes of different persons
over the same calendar time interval. And we standardize for the other
factors listed in table l.

Because the return on investment in human capital is measured in
dollars (not in percentages), we used dollar wages to measure absolute
growth rather than logarithms to measure percentage growth.æ Indeed,
if the volume of training (measured in dollars) were unaffecied after an
increase of the miniinum wage, with a higher base wage, percentage
growth would be diminished. Hence, dollar growth provides a more
convincing test than percentage growth.2r

We analyzed differences in wage growth across individuals in two
alternative sets of regressions, For the findings shown in table 2 (upper
panel), we used wages in 1975 as the dependent variable and wages in
1973 as one of the independent variables. Hence, wage growth is shown
by differences in 1975 wages, given the wage in 1973. rrVe also ran
alternative regressions where our dependent variable is the actual change
in wages between lÿ13 and lÿ75. The results were quite similar, insofàr
as our research questions and findings are concerned.

Our hypothesis is that lesser wage growth should be observed in
states where standardized wages are lower or the coverage larger.æ

The regression estimates in table 2 indicate the net effects of the
minimum wage variablets on wage growth of men with the same edu-

aThe slop€ of s€milog rvage func{ions reflects th€ rorio of investmenr (in job araining or
leaning) to earniog câpacity. Rcturn on rhe yolume of invesrmcnl iè obtained in-rhe
adthmetical function; henc€, the dollar volume of job training is rellected in thc slope
(gronth) of the dollar wage fuoction (cf. Mincer, ,,ùnemploymerlt EffccB").
2r lve replicat€d out wage grot{th regcssions in log form aod found the same qualitative
rcsults as in our table 2. Hashimoto, "Minimum Wage and Earoings Growth." uses
percelttagc growth as a tcst in his empirical model and obs€rves quàlitatively similar
rcsults.
2 Although the correlation is weak, covcrage is actually larger in higher-wage sht€s.
z3The complete eqüations are available on requcst io an appeodix.
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TABLE 2

EFFEcrs oF MTNTMUM lvAcE VARIABLE oN WAGE GRo\r,TH

(1) MID Panel, 197T75
A
<t§
<fl§
>HS

(2) NLS Panel
Whites

196749
Alt
<rrs
<HS
>HS

tw-71
AII
<HS
<r{s
>TI§

Blacics

196749
All
<IIS
<fls

t%ÿ71
All
<Ils
<rr§

- 1.547

- 1.936

-2.456
-.819

- .577

-.561
- .612

- .684

-2.21
- 1.44

-2.58
- 4.60

- .410

-.il1
-.43

- .456

- .282

- .899

8.50
lt.n
8.45
0.60

1,352
814
318
538

802
637
275
165

990
729
267

26t

288
269
175

357

332
zot

3.4s
2.80
1.70
0.75

17.50
6.56
9.&r

13.35

0.8&2

1.97
0.490

0.489
0.205
1.50

Nore: I = rcgrcssion cocffici€nts of the mioimum nage variable Coyl(l + Sll,r)

,r = oumbcr of obs€ryatioos
SouRcE: Authors.

cation, experience, job tenure, marital status, health status, and union
membership.

In the upper panel, which refers to 197F1975 wage growth in the
MID, the effects of minimum wages are negative and significant as

Predicted.
The two lower panels of table 2 show results of wage growth regres-

sions based on NLS data. These are samples of young men, nonstudents
who were at most twenty-five years old in 1967. We observe their wage
growth in 1967-1!)69 and again in 1969-1971. The sample of black youth
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is large-enough in NLS for separate regression analyses. r e ran regres-
sions of wages in 1969 and 1971 on the vârious determinants as of 1967
and 1969, respectively, including the lagged wage and the minimum
wage variables.

Minimum wage effects are negative and significant for whites in
both time periods. They are negative and mainly not significant for
blacks. A possible reason for lesser significance of black côefficients is
that the components of the minimum wage variable, state wage differ-
entials (SItr/) and coverage (COV), could not be estimated separately
for blacks.

- We would expect the minimum wage to have a stronger impact in
lower-wage groups within the states. We ran our regressions on pro-
gressively smaller subgroups of people with at most a high schooi ed-
ucation (IlS) and with less than a high school education (<HS). At-
though the samples became smaller, and may therefore lose statistical
significance, we find that the coefficients increase in size, the lower the
level of education in the MID panel. The pattern is less clear in NLS.

As an additional check we singled out the highest education group
(more than thirteen years) in the MID and in the white NLS samplC.
This group is least likely to be affected by minimum wages in any state.
We frnd that wage growth is not affecled by minimum wages in this
q1oup in the 19!1975 period in MID or in rhe 1967-1969 phase among
NLS whites. The exception is a reduction in wage growth in thè
196È191 period in NLS.

Job Tenure. Although on-the-job acquisition of transferable skills has
no obrious implications for job turnover, elements of firm specificity
in training are likely to strengthen the degree of firm attachment. To
the extent that firm-specific training is reduced by minimum wages,
tumover should increase and job tenure decrease, This implication about
minimum wage effects is weaker than the wage-grcwth hypothesis be-
caus€ most acquired skills are largely transferable.

In MID data, which are not restricted to the very young, we find
that the length of job tenure is indeed shorter when state wages are
lower and coverage larger (table 3). However, the effect of minimum
wage variables on job mobility of white young men in Nf,S (table 3, p)
is to lengùen job tenure. For NLS blacks, minimum wages also appear
to reduce tenure, though the coefficients only border on significance.

ïhe difference between NLS and MID in the time periods may
r€present a distinction between shorter-run (NLS) and longer-run
(MID) effects of the major 1967 changes in minimum wage legiilation.
In the short run wages rise, but the nature of the job does not change,
In that p€riod minimum wages increase layoffs and reduce quits in the
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TABLE 3

EFFEcrs oF MINTMUM WAGE VARIABLE oN JoB TENURE

(t) MID Panel, 1973-75
AI
<HS
<HS
>HS

(2) NLS Panel
Whites

196749
All
<r{s
<HS
>H§

tw-71
AI
<HS
<TTS
>HS

Blacks
t%749

AI
<HS
<HS

t969-71
All
<HS
<H§

- 4.478

- 5.325

- 4.218
-2.8»

r.09
t.tz
0.322
1.70

1.94
1.76
2.10
2.10

- 1.61

- 1.35

- t.52

- r.85

-2.t4
- 3.12

2.01
t.@
0.08
0.96

2.45
1.48
0.73
2.t36

1.70
L.ÿ2
0.65

r,538
913
344
625

8.36
5.94
t.20
2.m

1.32
l.s0
t.76

831

650
n5
181

1,019
749
265
270

291
111

181

360

335

m7

NorE: S€c llore ro aablc 2.
SouRc€: Aulhors.

covered sector. Two.thirds of the separation of young NLS whites are

quits, but only half of black separations are quits. Consequently, min-

imum wages may reduce the turnover of young whites, but not of young

blacks. In the longer run, the reduction of training produces an increase

in turnover, as in the MID data. The Patterns by education are not
clear, which leaves the turnover hypothesis uncertain pending further
evidence.

Reported Job Training. Our final test is perhaps the most direct, al-

though the reported data may be a bit more subjective. In the MID we
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TABLE 4
ErnEcrs oF MTNIMUM WAGE VARTABLE oN JoB TRATN|NG

(l) MID Panel, 1973-75
t976

AI
<TIS
<TI§
>rrs

1975 HS

(2) NLS Panel
Whites

t%749
All
<f,.§
<fls
>fl§

t%ÿ.71
AI
<TI§
<fl§
>H§

Blacks
t%749

All
<rrs
<fls

t%y7t
All
<H§
<frs

- .125

- .220

-.39r
+ .014

- .443

- .128

- .140

-.058
+ .926

-.180
- .196

-.u5
- .128

- .1,r8

-.139
.011

.064

- .114
.01r

1.3?
2.34
2.8t
0.0r

10.23

4.01

3.9
0.045

0.857
4.20
0.m0

1,454
853
310

601

1,011

l,089
861

3't1

228

1,183
882
319

301

))<
2.@
0.,r08
0.009

2.75
2.û
2.@
0.270

431
408

268

,188

448
n0

NorE: See note to tabl€ 2.
SouRcE: Authors.

examine answers to a question first posed in 1976: ..Do you feel you
are learning things on your job that could lead to a better job or to a
promotion?" We used a dummy dependent variable with vaiue I if the
answer was aflirmative and 0 if negative. prior to 1976 a narrower
question was asked only of thos€ with education not exceeding high
schoo!. The question was whether during the pasr year they reéeivéd
any kind of training other than schooling. We ian the 1975 answer as
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TABLE 5

EFFESrS oF STATE \ryAGE DIFFERENTIALS AND CoVERAGE oN
WAGE GRowrH

A. 197T1975 (white men in MID)

Lagged Wage Change in Wage

sw cov sl.v cov

.23

.40

.r3

1.36
1.75
2.33

Alt
H§
<rrs

r0.0 -.48
14.4 -.69
11.0 -.61

.94
1.48
1.17

- .52

-.70
-.61

1,352

814
3r8

5.1
11.1

6.9

.26

.41

.13

B. 1967-1969 and 1969-1971 (young men in NLS; lagged wage

sPecilication)

sw cov §tv cov

t%7-69
All
,ls
<HS

1W-71
All
fls
<ts

- .37

-.59
- '87

- l.l1 11.0

- 1.03 2.1

- 1.96 3.6

§2 r.16 6.7 1.30 3.5 288

637 1.42 9.1 t.æ 2.2 269

n5 Lzt 4.0 1.74 3.t 175

990 1.10 3.8 .45 .33 357

729 1.06 3.9 .6 .77 332
267 1.78 8.2 .44 .25 ml

.39

.76

.77

.67 5.9

.74 4.4

.77 2.3

.66 15.3
t.m 7.4
2.31 12.6

NorE: Sl7 iodicates statç $age differentials; COy indicates minimum wage covelage'

SouRcï: Authors.

a dummy. The 1976 answers were regressed on the 1975 levels and the

1975 aniwers on the 1973 levels of independent variables. The results

are shown in table 4.

The coefficients of the minimum wage variable are negative, as

expected, and increase in size and signilicance as we move to the lower

education groups in the MID Panel.
In the NLS sample of young men, we coded answer§ of those who

received training on the current job. The concept of training is nanower

than in MID, as it appears to refer to formal rather than all training.

The minimum wage reduces training in both racial groups and time

periods. The coefficients are signilicant in most cases. No effects are
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TABLE 6
EFFEcrs oF STATE Vy'ace DrrpnemAls AND CoVERAGE oN

LENGTH oF JoB TENURE

A. MID, 1975

1975

All
I'S
<H§

3.30
4.05
2.66

7.1
5.3
0.70

-8.12
-9.86

- t4.6t

?.2 1,538
5.2 913
3.4 y4

B. NLS, 1969. 1971

WhiAs Blacks

sw cov sw cov

t%9
All - 1.15 2.1
HS -1.22 1.8
<HS - .68 0.30

t97t
All - 1.05 1.2
fl§ - 1.49 1.1
<fls - 1.81 0.65

.69 0.21

.57 0.10
2.79 1.5

2.28 2.0
1.69 1.8
2.23 0.4

-5.20
-4.90
- 5.47

-2.47
-2.88
- 4.15

6.4 291
4.8 n2
2.8 181

1.6 360
1.8 335
1.8 Nt

831 .@ .29
650 .6 .13
n5 .44 .06

1,019 .42 .10
749 .il .t9
265 t.?Â .38

NorE: SW indicatcs state wagÉ diffcrentials; COV indicates minimu. *age co"erug".
Sour.e: Authors.

obs€rved in the more educated (thirteen or more years) subsample in
MID and in NLS.

The NIs data contain some information on job training off the
frrm, excluding schoot. We might expect the mi;imum *afe to en-
courage such training as an alternative to in-firm training, though not
(publicly subsidized) schooling. In regressions not shown liere, thè coef-
ficients w€re generally not statistically significant, but most of the signs
were in the predicted direction, that is, positive.

On the whole, the lindings in the NLs regressions tend to be fa-
vorable to our hypothesis, although they are not as strong as the frndings
in MID.
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TABLE 7

EFFEcrs oF STATE IVAGE DIFFERENflALS AND CovERAcE oN
Ix-Ftnu Tnatrnc ox Cunnervr Jos

A. MID 1976, 1975

1976
Alt
fls
<fl§

.08

.12

.30

.40

0.95
1.1

2.5

- .40

- .69

-.50

1,454
853
310

1,01r

3.8
5.3
l.l

.13
1975

fls 13.3 -.05

B. Nr.S, 1969, 1971

Blac&s

cov §w cov
pr

1969

All
HS
<II§

t97t
All
fls
<HS

.17 5.2

.t6 4.9

.03 0.25

.04 0.51

.07 2.t
-.00 0.20

-.088 0.54

-.09 0.64
.10 1.56

- .97 0.64

- .14 4.4

-.01 0.æ

.t5 2.7 -.06 .14 l,089

.18 3.8 -.06 .r2 861

.07 0.49 -.16 .68 371

.16 3.3 -.06 .23 1,183

.19 4.2 -.tZ .W W2

.21 3.3 -.æ l.m 319

431
,108

268

$8
44
n0

NoTE: §W ildicates state lpage differentials; COy indicates minimum wage covcragc.
SouRcE: Author§.

Concluslons. The hypothesis that minimum wages tend to discourage
on-the-job training is largely supported by our empirical analysis. Direct
effects on job training and the corollary effects on wage growth as

estimated (in tables 4 and 2, respectively) are consistently negative and
stronger at lower education levels. Indeed, apart from a single exception,
no effects are observable among the higher-wage group whose education
exceeds high school.

The effects on job turnover are a decrease in turnover among young
NLS whites but an increase among young NIS blacks and MID whites.
Whether thes€ apparently conflicting findings on turnover reflect a diÿ
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tinction behreen short- and long-run adjustments in jobs is a question
that requires further testing.

Appendlx

Appendix tables 5-7 show the separate effects of state wage differentials
(§W) and of coverage (COf) on wage growth, length of job tenure, and
training.
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Some Aspects of the Social Pathological
Behavioral Effects of Unemployment

among Young People

Llad Phillips

Inhoduction

The preponderance of the evidence indicates that minimum wage leg-
islation in the United States has caused disemployment, withdrawal from
the labor force, and unemployment. The population groups whose labor
force opportunities have suffered the most have been young males in
their teehs and early twenties, both black and white, s,ith the black§
being affected the most.

It is natural to expect that this deprivation of legitimate economic
opportunity for our youth should have had adverse social consequences
extending beyond the wasteful labor mobility and unemployment cre-
ated by the minimum wage. During the last three decades there has
been a large increase in the per capita incidenc€ of serious felony crime.
Felony arrest rates are especially high for young males and are highest
for blacks. Furthermore, the most rapid rates of increase in felony arrest
rates have been for teenagers.

The dislocations in the lives of young people who have been ad-
versely affected by minimum wage legislation have likely exacerbated
many aspects of pathological behavior among our youth. Certainly one
of the most pervasive and serious of these has been felony crime. During
the past three decades, it has been a serious irroblem that greatly con-
cerns the citizens of this narion. Crime has played a part in our national
politics and has engendered remedial legislation. Nonetheless, in the
latter seventies we frnd that arrest rates for serious felonies were con-
tinuing to rise, and they were rising more rapidly for black youths than
for whites.

Can minimum wage legislation and the pathological behavior of
youth be linked? A plausible path of causality is that minimum wage
legislation increases unemployment and lowers labor force participation
for youths. As a consequence, teenagers and youths in their early twen-
ties, faced with worsening legitimate economic opportunities, Iind crim-
inal activities increasingly attractive. In this essay, we examine the evi-
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FIGURE 1

UNEMpLoyMENr RATES FoR MALES AGE 18 AND 19, BY RACE 1952-lyl8
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1952

dence that the minimum wage is linked to labor force participation and

unemployment and that in turn these variables are linked to crime.

Labor Fottt Activi§

Deteriorating labor force opportunities have been part of the experience

of youths in this country for several decades' Their unemployment rates

started rising rapidly in the 1950s and for the most Part have stayed high

ever since, with a brief and partial recovery during the years of the
Vietnam war, a period when many young people were in the armed

services, Unemployment râtes for teenagers have increased relative to
those for older workers, and they have been particularly high for blacks.

During the 1960s, some economists attributed the rising leenage un-

employment rates to their rapidly increasing numbers in the popularion
and discounted the negative effects of minimum wage legislation. The
percentage increase in the population aged sixteen to nineteen generated

by the baby boom peaked in the early 196(h, however, and the unem-
ployment rates for teenagers have not recovered and today remain close

to their post-World War II highs. This is illustrated in figure l.
During the 1950s and l'960s, as the likelihood that youths would

t75
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BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS OF UNEMPLOYMENT

FIGURE 2
Scnool Exnou-uENr FoR MALES 18 AND 19, ny Rece, 1953-197g
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find a job declined, so did their participation in rhe labor force. Some
young p^eople were postponing the age of entry and remaining in school.
From l952.to 1968, the proportion of malc youths aged eighteen to
nmeteen who were enrolled in school increased for both biacks and
whites. Evidently, during the middle 1960s, some of these teenagers
u,ere molivated to stay in school to avoid the draft, since 196g was the
peak year for the proportion enrolled in school. Subsequent to 196g,
school earollment proportions declined for white males oi this age, but
for blacks the proportion enrolled in school has remained high,-and in
l96.it surpassed both the previous peak in 196g and the p-roporrion
enrolled for whites. (See ligure 2.)

_, The comparison of the behavior of labor force participation of
blacks (and others) and white males aged eighteen to nineteen since rhe
early 1950sis particularly telling. In 1952, th; participarion rate for black
males of this age was 79.1 percent, considerably above the rate for their
white counterparts. But labor force participation for black youths has
fallen markedly in the inrervening yeàrs, reàching a low of 55.6 percenr
in 1976. Evidently there is a strong element of di;ouragement for black
youths because of the high unemployment rates they f;ce. In conrrast,
the participation rate for whites declined from 72.7 prcent in 1952 to
a low of 65,4 percent in 1966 but has since recovereà to a high of 74.9
percent in 197. (See figure 3.)
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FIGURE 3

CTVTLIAN LABoR FoRcE PARTCIPATIoN RATES FoR MALES AGE 18

AND 19, BY RACE,1952-1978

52
ffi-y_-î x a a u 66 68 7o 72 74 76 78

White youths are more oriented toward labor force activity than

blacks and have higher rates of labor force participation whether they

are enrolled in school or not. This is to be exPected, given the much

higher unemployment rates faced by blacks. Of every 100 black males

aged eighteen and nineteen, only 37 are employed. This compares with
64 employed white males out of every 1ü) for these ages. (See Iigure
4.) At ages twenty and twenty-one, 47 of every lü) black males are

employed compared with 72 of every lü) white males.

The contrast in these magnitudes for the two races undescores the

importance of examining the net resuh of behavior in terms of employ'
ment, as $rell as comparing unemployment and participation rates.

I»Iferentirl ImFct of the Mlnimum ll'age on Young Block Malcs

Jacob Mincer has provided an analysis of the minimum wage that dis-

tinguishes its impact on employment and unemployment.r The disem-

ployment effects will be larger, the more elastic the demand for labor

I Jacob Mincer, "Uncmploymeol Effccts of Minimum Wagcs." Jounal ol Political Econ'
omy 84 (August t976): S87-S104.

whie t
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FIGURE 4
Scnoor Exnou-MENT AND LABoR FoRcE STATUS, MAIÆS AcE lg

AND lg, BY RACE, lg7
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in the sector of the economy covered by the mioimum wage. If the
elasticity of demand for labor in the covered sector exceeds the vacancy
rate from labor turnover, there will be an outflow of labor to the un-
covered sector and withdrawals from the labor force. This appears to
have been the case in the United States, The greater the vacancy rate
in the covered sector, the greater the impact of a minimum wage increase
on unemployment. Unemployment will also be larger, the greater the
proportion of workers in the uncovered sector.

Mincer mentions that the availability of alternatives, such as school
enrollment, increases the incentive to drop out of the labor force when
minimum wage increases create disemployment. Two alternatives not
explicitly mentioned by Mincer should also be considered: the armed
services and illegal activities.

Estimation of a labor market model using data for fourteen- to
nineteen-year-olds in sixty-six standard metropolitan statistical areas
(SMSAs) in 1960, as conducted by Arnold Katz,2 showed that demand
for nonwhite youths was quite elastic, whereas the demand elasticities
for white youths were below unity. Consequently, we should expect the
minimum wage to have a much greater disemployment effect for blacks
than for whites. This result has b€en substantiated, using different data
sets by both Jacob Mincer and James Ragan.s Mincer found that the
disemployment effects of the minimum wage were greater for teenagers
(sixteen to nineteen) than for young workers (twenty to twenty-four)
and greater for nonwhites than for whites. Ragan estimated the disem-
ployment effects of the minimum wage for two age group§, sixteen to
seventeen and eighteen to nineteen, for males and females and for whites
and nonwhites. He concluded that minimum wage legislation reduces
youth employment, with nonwhite males being especially hard hit. A
study by Finis Welch and James Cunningham corroborates Mincer's
finding that the percentage disemployed by the minimum wage decreases
with age.'

Statistical analysis by Finis \üelch has demonstrated that the min-
imum wage shifted the distribution of teenage employment toward the
uncovered sectors during the period 1954 to 1968.5 This has the effect
of increasing the amount of unemployment caused by further increases

, Arnold Katz, "Teenage Employment Effects of State Minimum r ages," loumol oî
Hurun Reautces I (SprioB 1973): 250-56.

'Mincer, "Uoemploymcnt Effects"; and Jamcs F. Ragan, Jr., "Minimum Wages atld ûc
Youth Labor Marker," Reÿich) of Econornics add S,otistics 59 (ÿlay ,gnlx Dÿ36.
'Finis Welch and James Cuoniogùam, "The Effccts of Minimum Wag6 or! the Lævel at|d
A8e Composition of Youth Employmcnt," ieÿi?i' of Economics and Storirricr 60 (Feb-
ruary 198): l,l0-45.
sFinis Welch, "Minimun Wage Lrgislation in the Unitcd States," EcoIorîic lryuiry l2
(S€ptember 1974): 28!318.
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in the minimum wage. Data presented by Garth Mangum and Stephen
Seninger indicate thal, as of 1976, 64.3 percent of teenage employment
was located in wholesale and retail trade and services, two industries
with historically low minimum wage coverage.6

Mincer found that the minimum wage signilicantly decreased the
labor force participation of teenagers and young males aged twenty to
twenty-four with a larger impact on the former and a larger impact on
nonwhites. In Ragan's study, the negative impact was statistically no-
teworthy only for black leenage males. Both Mincer and Ragan con-
cluded that the minimum wage raises unemployment rates for male
youths.T

Writing in the later 1960s, Edward Kalachek attributed higher teen-
age unemployment to the substantial increases in the supply of teenage
labor. Based on the evidence in studies available at that time, he rejected
the minimum wage as a significant cause of youth unemployment. Ragan
found that the ratio of a group's population to total population aged
sixteen and older did not affect white employment but did have a neg-
ative impact on black employment.E Evidently the minimum wage has
affected both white and black youth while labor supply has had some
adverse effect, as well, on young blacks.

The minimum wage affects both employment, or the demand for
labor, and labor force participation, or the supply of labor. A strength
of both the Mincer and Ragan studies is that they estimate separale
employment and labor force equations as well as controlling for the
effects of other variables, in addition to the minimum wage, on demand
and supply. Thes€ two recent analyses have removed a geat deal of the
ambiguity found in the evidence from previous studies of the minimum
wage, as reviewed by Robert Goldfarb.e

In vietv of the consistency of the evidence with the theory, as de-
veloped by Mincer, and mindful of the differential impact of the min-
imum wage on young black males, it would appear fruitful to pursue
Mincer's suggestion of examining youthful activities alternative to labor
force participation.

Altêrndiv€s to the Labor Force

The employment opportunities of young black males have been hit the
hardest by the minimum wage, and consequently it is reasonable to

6 Garrh L. Mangum and Stephen F. Scîingrr, Comig of Age in the Ghcno (Baltilr',lorcl
Johns Hopkins UniveNity Press, 1978).

'Mincer, "Unemployment Effects"; Ragao, "Minimum Wagcs and Youth."
3 Edward Kalachck, The Youth Lûbot Mq*er (Aon Aùor, Mich.: Institute of Labor and
Industrial Relations, t969); Ragan, "Minimum Wages and Youth."
e Robert S. Goldfarb, "The Policy Coorcnt of Quanritative Mi[imum rrÿage Resea]ch,"
Pruccedhgs of the lûdusiial Motions Reseatch Associorion, Deæmbet 1974, pp. l-{[,
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expect that these would be the youths most attracted by other alter-
natives. This is borne out by both the evidence on school enrollments
and service in the armed forces. Recall figure 2. The fraction of males
eighteen and nineteen years of age enrolled in school increased for both
whites and nonwhites from 1953 until l!)68. Since that date. the pro-
portion enrolled in school has fallen to less than 50 percent for whites,
comparable with the levels in the latter 1950s. In contrast, for blacks
the proportion enrolled in school has remained high, averaging more
than 50 percent for the past four years.

Of course, enrollment in school need not exclude participation in
the labor force. But of eighteen- and nineteen-year-old males enrolled,
labor force participation for whites averaged 46.3 percent from 1974 to
1978 while for blacks the average was 35 percent. For both races at
these ages, the majority enrolled in school are not in the labor force.ro
' There is also an interesting contrast between the number of black
and white youths serving in the armed forces in recent years (see ligure
5). As the demands of the Vietnam war began to taper off, the number
ofwhites and blacks in the armed services declined. This was the pattern
from 1969 to 1972. wirh rhe ending of the draft and the beginning of
the volunteer army, the number of white youths in the services continued
to decline. Quite the opposite was true for blacks, whose numbers ap
proached the previous peak in 1969. This behavior is consistent with a
choice of the service as an alternative to the civilian labor force because

of the differential impact of the minimum wage, but I am not aware of
a study relating service in the armed forces to the minimum wage.

Young people choose whether to participate in the labor force,
enroll in school, or join the volunteer armed forces. In the past ten
years, the choices of black and white youths have been markedly dif-
ferent, consistent with the premise that black youths âre hurt most by
the minimum wage. It seems likely that the impact of the minimum
wage would be reflected in the pathological behavior of youth as well.

P aerns ln Cdme Rates

Arrest rates for felony crimes against property, crimes such as burglary,
larceny, and auto theft, are one or two orders of magnitude higher for
males between the ages of fourteen and twenty-four than for males a
generation older. Although arrest data undoubtedly include reporting

'o 
Evidcncc of th€ effect of the minimum wag€ on school eorollmcnt is oot crtensive. A

srudy by Terreoce Kelly ("Youth Employment Opponuniries and the Minimum wage,"
Working Papcr no. 3«[, Uiban Institutè, March 1975) repons that increas€s in th€
minimum wagc do iocrease enrollments. See alsoJ. PeterMatlila, "Youth Labor Markets,
Enrollments, and Mioimum ulages." Prcceedhgs of the Thi l-lirst Annual Meeti tg oî
thc laduttf;ial Relations R.seorch Association, August 1978, pp. 13.H0.
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FIGURE 5
Acnve Dury rx rHE ARMED FoRcEs FoR yourHs AcE 17 To 24, By

RACE, 1966-196
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errors and possibly other biases as well, Phillips has shown that the
pattern of arrests, which decline with age starting at age fourteen, i§
similar for larceny, burglary, and auto theft and that this was the pattern
in the 1960s as well as the l950s.u Figures from the Uniform Crime
Report for 1978 show that for whites arrested, youths below eighteen
years of age aooounted for 54 percent of the arrests for burglary, 45
percent of the arrests for larceny, and 57 percent of the arrests for auto
theft. The corresponding figures for blacks youths as a percentage of
blacks arrested, are ,16, 39, and 43.

Arrest rates tend to show some variability over the business cycle,
particularly for youths and blacks. This is illustrated in figure 6. Arrest
rates showed a marked increase for young and old and black and white
n Llad PhilliF, "Thc War on Crimr: Prevcntion or Control'l" i.t Eco,tomic Analysis ol
Prc$irrg rylll Prcbbms, ed- Llad Phillip6 and Hsrold L. Votey, Ji. (Chicago: Rand
McNaly, 197).
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FIGURE 6
PRoPERTY-CRIME ARREST RATES BY AcE AND RACE , 1964-1977
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in 1975. Arrest rates for property crimes for youths did not show much

increase in 1971, particularly for blacks. The record is mixed, and the

relationship between economic conditions and felony crimes is not im-

mediately obvious. It is clear, however, that arrest rales per caPita are

continuing to rise for whites as well as for blacks and for older males

as well as for teenagers.

Ltbor Mrrket Opporaunlti€§ rnd Crlme

At this date the evidence linking unemployment to crime is probably
less convincing than that linking the minimum wage to unemployment.

There are a number of reasons for this. Crime rates have trended up-

ward, but the labor market experience of youths has not been uniform.
During the past ten years, Participation rates for young black males

65
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have been falling, while for their white counterparts participation rates
have been rising. If we consider unemployment ratés and labor force
participation together, the fraction ofthe civilian labor force not working
has been falling for white teenage males whereas the opposite is true
for black youths. In view of their increasing crime rates,-titere must be
factors common to whites and blacks, young and old, that cause crime
to increase. Therefore, to discern the effect of changing Iabor market
conditions on crime râtes, it is necessary to standardizJfor this domi-
nating trend in crime.

- - The literature reports conflicting evidence of the linkage beueen
labor market variables and arresl rates, and controveniy hai arisen re_
cently concerning the statistical analysis of the supply oi offenses. This
argument has focused on whetherenough is known about crime causality
and contr-ol to identify properly the deterrent effects of uncertain pun-
ishment.t2

With regard to the theory of crime causation, Michael Block and
Robert Lind have shown that an increase in wealth or future eamings
will decrease the propensity to commit crime. In their analysis, and in
a sludy by Block and John Heineke, income from illegai activity is
treated as uncertain but legal income is considered certàin. Treaiing
both as uncertain, Isaac Ehrlich has shown that an increase in the un-
employment rate, ceteis paribrz.r, should increase illegal activity.r3

Using both time series and cross-section data, Belton Fleiiher de-
veloped evidence that arrests rates for property crimes for males aged
less than twenty-five was positively related to unemployment ratei,ra
Fleisher did not control for the deterrent effect of sanctions.

David Sjoquist estimated the variation of reported aggregated rob-
bery, burglary, and larceny offenses per capita with deteiÈni variables
such as the probability of arrest and conviction, the unemployment rate,

t2 For example, s€e Franklio M. Fishcr and David Nagin, "On ahe Feasibility of Identifying
the Crime Fünctiorl in a Simultaneous Model of Crime Rates and Sanctioo Lcvels,i' in
Deterrcice aid Incaryitq,ion: fltirt1.ating the Ellecat oî ûimhal Sanaions on Cime
Rdr€r, ed. Alfrcd Blumsaein, Jacquelinc Cohen, and Dani€l Nagin (Washington, D.C.:
National Acadcmy of Sciences, 198). Although this critiquc focu§€s on dcterrcnce, it is
germanc to the cffcct of othei causal variables on the crime rate as well.
rr Micha€l K. Block and Robert C. Lind, "An Economic Analysis of Crim€§ Punishabic
by Imprisonmeor," roumal of Legol Studiet 4 (Iune 195): 479-g; Michael K. Block and
John M. Heineke, "A [âbor Theoretic Analysis of the Criminal clloirce," Amcticon
Econornic Reÿieh, 65 (Juoe t975): 3l+15; lsaac Ehrlich, "Panicipation in lllegitimate
Activitiesi A Theoretical aod Empirical Investig tion," loumal of Political Econonry 8l
(May/June 193): 521-65.
f'Belron M. Flcish€r, "The Effect of Incom€ on Dclinqucnc)," American Economic
R?ÿirp 56 (March 1966): l18-37; idem, The Economks of Delin{ueicy (Chicago: Quad.
rao8le, 1966).
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and other socioeconomic variables. He found the unemployment rate

had a positive and signilicant impact on offenses per capita.'5

PÉillips, Harold Votey, and Darold Maxwell considered not only
unemployment rates but labor force Participation. Using age specific

arresirates for eighteen- and nineteen-year-old males' they showed thât

increases in the fraction of these males not working-that is, unemployed

or not in the labor force-increased arrest rates. The estimations were

conducted separately for four crimes: larceny, burglary. robbery, and

auto theft,r6 However, deterrence variables were not included as causal

variables.
Using census tract data for Los Angeles and Chicago, Burley Bech-

dolt found that the unemployment rate consistently had a significant
positive impact on both the property crime rate and the violent crime

rate.r?
One study relates juvenile delinquency to the minimum wage. In

a time series study of juvenile delinquency referrals in Utah for the

period 1%l-1975, Douglas Aird Macdonald found that the unemploy-

ment rate was not significant but that the minimum wage was.rE How-
ever, the delinquency variable was highly trended and significantly and

positively related to real per capita income, which suggests possible

spurious correlations due to trend.
In a simultaneous equation model using data for the counties of

California, Philtipe and Votey found that felony offenses per capita
varied inversely with the likelihood of conviction and positively with an

index of labor market variables reflecting positive dependence on the

unemployment rate but also positive dependence on the labor force

participation rate for males aged eighteen to twenty-four.re Jeffrey Chap-

man has estimated a similar simultaneous equation model using data for
cities in California. He found that property crimes per capita were in-
versely related to the likelihood of arrest and positively related to the

fraction of men neither in the labor force nor in school.nt

'5 
David L. Sioquist, "Propetty C me and E ooomic Bchavior: Some EmPirical Re§ults"'

Amcricon Economic Reÿitp 63 (June 1973): 439-46.

'6 
Llad PhillipÉ, Harold L. votey, Jr., and Darold Maxu,ell. "Crime. Youth. and the Labor

Ma.kea," tdumol of Pofitical Economy 80 (Mayllÿne 1972\, 491-504.

'' Burley V. Bcchdolt. Jr., "Cross.s€caional Analy§c§ of Socioeconom-ic Dctelminenrs of
Urban ôrime," Àcview of Sociol Economy 33 (Octob€r 1975): 132-40

'ü 
Douglas Aird Macdooald, "Forccasting Juvçnile Delinqueocy Trcnds in the Statc of

l)rah.n Intcrmounnin Economic Rcÿi.ht 8 (Fall 1977): 66-11.
p Llad Phillip6 and Harold L. voley, Jr., "Crime Crnrrol in Califonia." toumol ol Legal
Srrdi6 4 (June 19,5\:32749.
,Jeffrey I. Chapman, "An Economic Model of Crime and Police: Some Empirical Re-

sùlrs," iounu! ôl Research in C me aad Delinquency 13 (la raty 1976): 48-63.
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Contradicting the findings of the last two studies are the results
from Ehrlich's estimation of a simultaneous equation model. Ehrlich
related reported offenses per capita in the various states to deterrent
and socioeconomic variables. He estimated equations for each of the
major seven felonies as well as for the properiy crimes and üolent crimes
as groups. He did not find a significant relationship between the un-
employment rate for urban males aged fourteen to twenty-four and these
offense rates. He did find that increases in the participation rate for
urban males in this age group decreased reported offenses for the crimes
against persons.'?r This variable did not appear to have a significant
impact on the crimes against property, however.

In sum, most of the empirical studies find that the unemployment
raqhas a positive impact on the crime rate. An exception is ihe study
by Ehrlich.

Joblessness rnd Crirc: An Update

The study by Phillips, Votey, and Maxwell related age-specific arrest
rates for eighteen- and nineteen-year-old males to the fràction of this
group unemployed or not in the labor force. The study spanned the
years 1952 to 196ii,.22 Arrest rate data disaggregated by both age and
race became available only in the early 196(h and only for the broad
age categories of below eighteen and eighteen and above. It is now
feasible to study arrest rate behavior for males below eighteen for both
whites and nonwhites.

As illustrated in frgure 6, arrest rates aggregated for Iarceny, bur-
glary, and auto theft have been trending upward from l!)64 to 1977 for
young males of both races. The fraction not working has also been highly
trended. The age group selected for monitoring labor force acriviù ia
sixteen to seventeen, but their experience has been similar to lhat fot
eighteen- and nineteen-year-olds. Since 1964, the fraction not working
has been falling for whites but rising for blacks (and others). Conse.
quently, correlation of the fraction not working with arrest rates shows
opposite results for whites and blacks; for example, the correlatior
coefficient for whites is -0.59, and for blacks it is 0.83.

There may be some causal variables common to both blacks anc
whites that cause their crime rates to increase. During the time perio(
spanning this data, for example, the deterence variables have tende(
to fall, which would cause crime rates to rise. There may be othe:
trended causal variables as well. A simple model is to relate the propert;

,r Ehrlich, "lllcgirimate Acriviries. "
2 Phillips, Votey, and Maxwell, "Crime. Yourh, aod Labor."
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crime arrest rate for males less than eighteen, A(r,), to a trend variable,

r, proxying for these causal variables common to both blacks and whites.

The variable specific 1o both races is the fraction of sixteen- and sev-

enteen-year-old males not working, iYly(r) ' The latter is defined in terms

of the civilian labor force participation rate, p(r), and the unemployment
rate, u(t).

NW(t)=t - P(1) + u(t)P(t)

Thus, the model for whites, variables subscripted with rv, is

A. (r) = a- + bJ + c.Nw.(Î)

and the model for blacks (and others), variables subscriPted with B' is

AoG) = aB + bit + cBl'IwBG)

The a's, ô's, and c's are parameters. Note that trend is the variable

oommon to both blacks and whites in the analysis. The not-working
variables are also trended, however. To eliminate correlation between

the not-working variable and the trend va able, year-to-year changes

in the variables are used.

M"(t)=A".(t)-A"(t-l)

Using these year-to-year changes, the model for whites becomes

M"(t) = D. + c. Â NW*(t)

and the parameters estimated using least squares are

M*(t) = .s08 + .103 L Nw"(t)
(.208) (.116)

with the standard deviations of the parameters indicated in parentheses.

The results for blacks are

M r(t) = .666 + .165 NW r(t)
(.36s) (.181)

lncreases in the fraction of sixteen- and seventeen-year-olds not working
increase the arrest rates for property crimes for males less than eighteen

for both blacks and whites. The results are not statistically significant,

but there are only fourteen observations for each group. Because the
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parameter estimates were similar for blacks and whites, the observations
were pooled, yielding the following estimates.

M(t) = .606 + .151 ÂIVIÿ(,)
(.1e0) (.0e)

ï!e positive impact of the fraction not working on arrest rates is sig-
nificantly different from zero at the l0 perceni level. Changes in the
fraction not working explain only abouf 9 percent of the vàriance in
changes in arrest rates. As we saw above, hôwever, the trend in arrest
rates accounts for much of the year-to-year changes.

Only one of the time series studies of the relationship between
unemployment and arrest rates substantiated its results by ixamining
the correlations in differences, notwithstanding the possibiiity that cor-
relations in levels could be spurious due to trend ôr autocàrrelation.
This was Fleisher.a

Summary

The preponderance of evidence indicates that the minimum wage has
a heavy impact on young mates, displacing them from jobs, àising
unemployment, and driving them from the labor force. young blacki
have been particularly hard hit; as a consequenoe their particip;tion in
the labor force has continued to fall, and they have sought altèmatives
such as continued enrollment in school or entry into the àrmed services.
Although young whites have also been affected by the minimum wage,
they evidently have been less hard hit, as evidenced by their rising hùor
force participation rates in recent years, a falling pioportion eirolled
in school, and declining numbers in the armed servicesln spite of rising
unemployment rates.

The preponderance of the evidence also indicates that unemployed
and discouraged young males seek illegitimate alternatives to employ-
ment. Increases in the proportion not working increase propeny arrest
rates for both black and white young males. The differential impact on
blacks is probably reflected in the fact that their arrest rates are growing
more rapidly than those for whites.

Of course, crime does not exhaust the list of youthful pathological
beùavior likely enlarged by unattractive labor market pro§pects. ôon-
sider girls and young women and pTostiturion and illegitimacy. Illegi-
timacy rates are much higher for young blacks than for young whités.
But there is much less evidence linking illegitimacy to labor market

a Fleisher, "Thc Effcct of Income"l idem, Thz Econonics ol Delinquency.
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experienoe than is the case for crime, simply because there have not
been the studies.
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The Impact of Minimum Wages on
Private Household Workers

Kenneth Gordon

The 1974 amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Aci extended cov'
erage to one of the last large, uncovered occupational groups: private

household workers. Approximately I million people were made subject

to the minimum wage provisions of the act. Although some had been

subject to state laws, the vast majority were covered for the first time.

The legistative history of the 1974 amendments makes it clear that this

extension was made neither casually nor inadvertently.
After reviewing the low wages and household incomes, short hours,

and other alleged deficiencies of private household employment, the

General Subcommittee on Labor argued:

The committee expects that extending minimum wage and
overtime protection to domestic workers will not only raise the
wages ofihese workers but will improve the sorry image of
household employment. The committee is convinced that the
sharp decline in household employment over the past decade

reflects not only the prevalence of low wages and long houn
(sic), but the widespiead conviction that these are dead end
jobs. Including domèstic workers under the protection of the
âct should help to raise the status and dignity of this work.'

The mechanism by which this transformation might occur is not ex-

ptained. Throughout the hearings on the 1974 amendments, there are

ieferences to the low estate of household employment, Iaments over its
decline and the difficulty of frnding help, and assertions that the im-
position of higher wages would raise the status of the occuPation. The

ihought that higher wages rrould attract more workes to the occupation
is reàsonable by itself, but no attention is given to the demand side of
the market. Economists' predictions that an effectively enforced mini-
mum wage could hasten the already rapid decline of employment in this

occupation are ignored.

'Rcpt. 9913, citcd iî llnir.d Sto,cs Code Co,,gres§ioûGi aid Admiûitl,otive lVern, 93rd
Crng., 2od §€ss., vol. 2 (9$,9.28/.3.
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PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD WORKERS

FIGURE 1

DISEMPLoYMENT EFFEcT oF A MINIMUM WAGE

N"

theorÿ

tv-

There are many thousands of employers and employees in the domestic
service market, none of whom possesses any significant market power.
Consequently, the competitive market model can be used to preàict the
effect of an effective minimum wage.

In figure 1, imposing a minimum wage of W_ $eater than the
current competitively determined wage W" will lead to a drop in em-
ployment from N" to /V-. This disemployment effect could takeihe form
of fewer workers employed, an increase in the proportion of workers
employed part-time or in domestic employment as a second occupation,
or shorter hours. Because cutbacks in the hiring of domestic workers
will affect the lowest-productivity workers most severely, the greatest
effects should be on the employment of teenagers and others with little
experience or training.

_ The minimum wage also creates an unemployment gap of N_N,,
but the effect on the observed unemployment rate is not ;lèar. To the
extent that those who lose household jobs can frnd work in other oc-
cupations, the measured unemployment rate for private household
workers will not rise, Some of those attracted to the occupation by the
higher wages, and unable to find work, will become unemployed. ihey
will not show up as unemployed, however, because the occupational
unemployment statistics apply only to experienced workers. Therefore,
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the effect of minimum n ages on the unemployment rates of domestics

cannot be predicted with any confidence'

Dcmand

For any wage at or above the equilibrium rate W., employment will
depend- on ihe demand for household workers. A number of studies

.ugge.t that the disemployment effects could be quite large if a sub-

stù-tial fraction of employees earn considerably less than the minimum

wage and il employers comPly with that minimum.
- 

George Stigler's classic study of domestic seruants in the United

States estimated the elasticity of demand at about -2'3.':Thus, a 10

percent increase in the wage rate (quite possible for many. domestics

with cunent minimums) could lead to a 23 percent decline in employ'

ment. The reasons for this relatively high elasticity are fairly clear. There

is a wide range of substitutes available for household help' and in ad-

dition, the inèome elasticity of demand is rather high. Stigler estimated

its value at about 2. Recent cross-section studies by Peter Mattila, based

on data from the 1960 and 1970 censuses of population confirm these

very high demand elasticities; indeed, they suggest that values as high

as 12.5 to -3.5 are possible. High-income elasticities are also found'3

If these estimatei are even roughly correct, extensive compliance

with newly imposed minimum wage standards can be exPected to result

in even sharper drops in the employmenl of Private household workers

than woüd ôtherwise have taken place. The purpose of this paper is to

examine the rather limited data that are available for this occupation

in an attempt to see what impact, if any, the 1974 legislation has had.

Prlvate Houschold Vÿorkers

Occupations. Domestic service employment includes a large number of
detailed occupations such as cooks, waiters, butlers, maids, housekeep

ers, governess€s, gardeners, chauffeurs, baby-sitters' and "compan-

ions,; The distinguishing characteristic of these occupations is that the

work is performed in or about the home of rfteir employer. Hence, the

employeis of firms that provide similar services in homes are nol in-

cluàed in the occuPation. The two largest categories are maids and baby-

sitters. Companions (to the elderly and infirm) are becoming important.

t Georg€ J. Stigler, Domesdc Sen.onts in the aJnited Sta/as, ,900-1940 (Neÿ Yolk: Nalional
Burcau of Economic Reseaich, 19,16).

!J. Pcrer Mattila, "The Labor supply for t.owei LÊvel Oc{uPations: ApPendix A. sup'
plemcotary Reports," Narional Planning A§sociarion, Junc 1975.
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Truds ln Employrmnt. The number of private household workers in
the United Srates has declined fairly steàdily since 1940. A slight rise
in. 1!X0 is the only interruption of the dominant downward fattern.
Although the broad trend is relatively clear, presenting estimat; of the
ab6olute numbers of people in the occupatioà is fraught with difficulty.
A variety of sources must be us€d, and there are subsiantial delinitionâl
differences among them. Nevertheless, table 1 provides a reasonable
grgyi!* of trends in employment in this occupation in recent years.
Table 2 presents the same lrends on a per household basis and highlights
the relative growth in the importance of baby-sitters.

.If we exclude baby-sitters (who, in the main, represent a type of
worker very different flom other domestics), the dec[;e in employment
per household continues unabated. Average hours per week hivé been
maintained throughout the 1970s at twenty-four pei $,eek for all work-
ers. For thosê on full-time schedules, average hours are forty-three to
forty-four.

The explanations of this decline tie on both sides of the market.
On the demand side, a wide range of substitutes for domestic servants
has. become- increasingly available, and ihroughout the postwar period
their prices have been declining relative to the costs of employing private
household workers. This has stimulated a shift to providing thise services
outside the home and to an increased use of appliances and other labor-
saving methods inside the home.

-Some 
influences point in the opposite direction. Rising labor force

participation of women should increase the demand for household help
generally and, where children are pres€nt, for baby-sitters in particulai.
Recent changes in the tax code that permit the deduction;f certain
child-care expenses may provide an additional boost in this direction.
Although there is a good deal of anecdotal eüdence on the attempts of
working couples to obtain household help, very little of a precise nature
is known. Rising levels of real income also point in thà direction of
increased demand .The 1972-1973 C_nnsumer Èxpenditure Survey shows
the average family spending about $130 per yeai on domesric ani other
household services. The figure is $56 for those with incomes under
S3,ü)0, rising slowly ro $95 ar $12,000, and increasing to $439 for families
with incomes of more than 325,0ffi per year. lhe increase in demand
is particularly apparent as we move into the higher income ranges.

The very rapid increase in the wages of private household workers
relative to the prices of substitutes for them suggests that factors on the
supply side are also important. Mattila's 1975 study supports this view.
Employment (in his supply equarions) was found to be relared positively
to the ratio of maid's wages to wages in alternative occupatiôns.. Thê

.Ibid-
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PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD WORKERS

TABLE 2

Rarros or Pnlvarr HousEHoLD WoRKERs ro pRrvATE
HousEHoLDs AND PERCENTAGE or Bagy-Srrrrns aMoNG TorAL

EMpLoyMENT rN PRIVATE HousEHoLDs

lncluüng
§irers

Excluding
Sitters

Sitters as
?o ol All Workers

Sæcial
survey

§p€cial
CPS survey CPS

Special
survey

1960

1970

t971
1972
1973
tyl4
r975
1976
t977
r978

.um

.0246

.u231

.02t6

.0198

.0t76

.0165

.0154

.0155

.0152

.0362

.Û234

.0163

.01,18

.0134

.0119

.0105

.0103

.0095

.m96

.0088

.0275

.ïtu

33.8
35.9
37.8
40.0
40.4
37.1
38.1
38.2
41.8

24.1

4.6

SouRcEs: lable l, and U.S. Depanmenl of Commcrc!, Bureau of the Census, Srarirrr'ca,
Afuttoct of the Unit d Sratcs.

assertion of the proponenls of minimum wages that workers could be
attracted to this occupation by higher wages is thus reasonable by itself-
but no attention is given the fact that there may be little demand for
maids and other domestic workers at high wages. It is still true that
those who complain most about "the servant problem" and bemoan the
fact that so many potential workers seem less than anxious to engage
in honest work fail to mention that the wage they had in mind is well
below the going rate.

Other factors that adversely affect the supply of domestics include
the reduced âvailability of immigrants and black women. In the case of
immigrants (legal, at least), there are simply fewer of them, and many
arive with skills that make household employment an unattractive al-
ternative. Higher levels of education and improved employment op-
portunities for black women have a similar effect. Two other factors
deserve mention. Mattila found a negative relationship between the
level of payments of Aid to Families with Dependent Children and
employment.5 Finally, a reasonably prosperous eoonomy offers in-
creased opportunities for nonhousehold work or, for some women, the
option of withdrawing entirely from the labor force.

5lbid.
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VYages. There are three principal sources of information on the wages
of private household workers: decennial censuses, unpublished tabu-
lations from the May Current Population Survey (CPS), and the two
special surveys of private household workers mentioned earlier (table
l). In addition, the household-service component of the consumer price
index provides a useful link to earlier periods, although recent changes
in its method of computation have reduced its current and future use-
fulness, These data (along with the CPS data us€d earlier) include in-
formation only on those workers for whom household employment is
the primary occupation. The l97l and 1974 special surveys include all
private household workers. Thus, the data for the two surveys are not
strictly comparable. Table 3 presents information on wage trends for
domestic service.

lVages have continued to rise more rapidly in domestic service (10
percent per annum) than the wages of production workers in manufac-
turing (about 8 percent per annum) throughout the 1970s. With the
exception of 1976 the pace was slower than in earlier yearrindeed,
1978 shows a slight decline for all wage and salary workers. Wages of
full-time workers, however, rose even in that year.

It should be carefully noted that the wage statistics in the central
section of table 3 are a very mixed bag. They are from the May Current
Population Survey (CPS) and include baby-sitters as well as other do-
mestic household workers. From 1974 on they include both workers
who are covered under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and those
who are not, and no distinction between the two categories is made.
Because the exact composition of the domestic-worker labor force with
respect to these factors is unknown, these statistics are less than ideal
for determining the impact of the minimum wage. Finally, the special
survey for 1974 was done in November, well after the extension of FLSA
ooverage to domestic household workers.

Table 4 presents information computed from unpublished Current
Population Survey tabulations. Minimum wage levels are presented for
comparative purposes. The trend to higher wages is apparent throughout
the table, whether we look at full-time employees or at the much larger
number of part-time workers. The most striking feature of these data
is their bimodal character. Although there is undoubtedly some cross-
over, it is probably true that the lower mode is comprised mainly of
baby-sitters and the higher one of all other household workers. It is also
likely that there is a tendency for the two groups to correlate with the
covered and uncovered categories of workers, but again, the corre-
spondence is far from perfect. Separate wage distributions from the 1974
special survey are not yet available, nor can CPS data be used for this
determination without going to the original tapes. Some information on
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PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD WORKERS

the distribution of wages from the 1974 special survey is discussed in
the section on compliance.

Other Choracleristics. According to the November 1974 special survey,
there were 1.6 million persons employed in domestic service (either as
the primary or a secondary job), a drop of 31 percent from the 2.4
million employed at the time of the previous survey in May 1gl. There
were 86e1,0ü) domestics (90 p€rcent covered under FLSA) and 762,000
baby-sitters (25 percent covered). Whites comprised about half the do-
mestics but around 90 percent of the baby-sitters.

The covered domestics occupations (excludes baby-sitters) were
heavily female (80 percent); zl0 percent were heads of housêholds, and
one in seven was over sixty-Iive years of age or under twenty. Thirty
percent had a family income of under $3,000, and 20 percent were in
the $10,üX},and-over group. The average hours worked per week by
covered domestics was sixteen. Finally, 70 percent received some per-
quisites in addition to cash wages, including free meals, transportation,
employee's share of social security, lodging, and uniforms. Fewer than
5 percent lived in.

Of the 57,000 uncovered domestics, 89 perc€nt were companions.
They averaged forty-four hours per week. There were 2(X,000 baby-
sitters covered by FLSA, of which 90 percent were white and better
than 50 percent were twenty years of age or older. About three-fourths
(558,000) of the baby-sitters were not covered. Atmost all were young
and white. Their average work week was nine houn.

The Folr L,abor Standards Aci Amendment§

I age Requircments. Before the 1974 FLSA amendments, private house-
hold workers were not subject to federal minimum wage requirements.
The minimum wage ponion of the amendments to the act imposed the
requirements shown in table 5. The four-year period during which a
differential minimum was set for private household workers was the
only sign that adverse effects on employment might result from the new
law. In January 1978 the distinction disappeared.

Coverage. Any private household employee who earns at least $50 per
calendar quarter, or who works more than eight hours per week, in the
aggregate, in one or more households, must be paid the minimum wage.
This criterion seems quite inclusive, but there are two major exceptions.
Those "employed on a casual basis in domestic service employment to
provide babysitting services or employed in domestic service employ-
ment to provide companionship services" (for the elderly or infirm) are
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TABLE 5

Mruluutu Weces AND PRIVATE HousEHoLD ÏÿoRKERs

Elfectiÿe Date Economywide
of Minimum Minimum

Minimum Wage Median Acrual

for Private Hourly Eornin$
Household in Private
Vlorken Households'

February 1968

May 1974

January 1975

January 1976

January 1977

January 1978

January 1979

January 198û
January 1981"

1.60
2.00
2.r0
2.30

no change
2.65
2.90
3.10
3.35

t.32!
1.55
l.57
205
2.16
,:

' CP§ data.
b May 1973; succeeding figures are for May of year shown.
. Presently schcdulcd mres
SouRcE: U.S. Departmenl of Labor. Employment Slandards Adminisaralion. Don6o.
S.rÿice Empbyect (washington, D.C.. t979). p. ll0.

exempt from these provisions. There are also exceptions to the exemP-

tions, which provide that if over 20 percent of a baby-siÎler's or com-
panion's time is spent on general housework, he or she is again subiect
to the minimum wage provisions. Trained child-care personnel are not
considered baby-sitters under the law. Table 6 presents information on
the coverage status of privale household employees shortly after they
came under FLSA.

It should be noted that covered status is neither easily nor precisely
determined by knowing an employee's precise occupational classifica-
tion. This is a particular problem in the case of baby-sitters, who rep-
resent an increasing proportion of Private household workers. Because

employment counts are not available by coverage status, the determi-
nation of minimum wage effects is quite problematic.

Pocslbh Impæt. It is clear from both theory and empirical evidence that
a minimum wage for private household workers has the potential for
a substantial impact on employmenl. The demand curve is highly elastic,
and the minimum wages that have been imposed in the past and that
are proposed for the future appear to be above the wage levels of
substantial numbers of workers.

Under these conditions, barring changes in other circumstances,
the imposition of a minimum wage will have as its primary effect a

not covered
1.90
2.00
2.20
2.r0
2.65
2.fi
3.10
3.35

mt
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TABLE 6

CovERAcE STATUS oF PRTVATE HousEHoLD WoRKERS

Torol
Household
Worken §itters

No. Vo

Companions

No. %

Covered
U.S.

South
Non-South

Nottovered
u.s.

South
Non-South

Totsl

1,0lr 61.9
ffi 28.5
545 33.4

6t5 3?.7
145 8.9
{n 28.9

1,633 lm.o

n6 99.2 31 37.8 m4 26.8
4N 52.2 E 9.8 5t 6.7
%9 47 .2 23 28.0 153 æ. 1

sl 62.2 558 73.2
28 y.2 tt6 15.2
22 26.8 W 58.0
82 1m.0 762 tæ.0

6 0.8
782 100.0

NotE: Numbcrs in thousaod§.
SouRcE: Depa mcnl of Labo\ Domet ic S.nice Enploye8, t^ttlc l,p,58.

reduction of employmeilt in the occupation to a level below what it
would otherwise have been. This effect could take several forms: fewer
employees, shorter hours, or an increased reliance on pari-time work.
The effecls need not be distributed uniformly across all workers, and
this may lead to additional clues about the law's effects. There should
be a larger impact where wages are especially low, as, for example, in
the South. Racial groups, teenagers, or other low-productivity group§
should show the greatest employment declines. Finally, although theory
is not entirely clear on this point, it would be reasonable to expect at
least a temporary rise in unemployment rates following the imposition
of a (higher) minimum wage.

îhe average of all wages should also be affected. As the less pro-
ductive low-wage workers lose their jobs, the median wage for the
occupation as a whole will rise, and the proportion of employees earning
less than thc minimum wage will fall.

Other influences on the demand for and supply of household work-
ers may have changed along with the imposition of a wage minimum,
and any changes observed will b€ the result of these factors as well.
Theory suggests that some of the important factorc on the demand side
are consumer income, region (the number of maids per household is
much higher in the South), the labor force participation of married
women, and the prices of substitutes for household workers. The latter
include appliances of various sorts and the services of commercial firms
that specialize in performing the more onerous household tasks.

m2
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On the supply side, there are a number of factors that could have

affected wages and employment. Wage increases in related occupations
or increased availability of jobs outside the household sector, reduced
numbers of immigrants-a traditional source of household workers-
generally higher levels of education for black women, and a higher level
of Aid to Families with Dependent Children payments would all point
to a smaller supply of household workers and to higher wage levels as

well.

Thc Impoc't of Minimum l{agec

Becausc the minimum wage has been in effect only four years (for which
data are available), a simultaneous examination of all these effects is

not feasible. Nevertheless, it is possible to examine the gross changes
in employment and wages since minimum wages were imposed and to
see if changes in any of the other factors mentioned earlier appear to
have obscured or offset the predicted effects.

Employnent Elfects. An examination of tables I and 2 indicates that
since 1974 the ab6olute decline in the number of private household
workers has slowed or perhap even been reversed. Even when we

exclude baby-sitters, whose numbers are almost surely determined by
factors different from those affecting other private household workers,
there is only a modest tendency for numbers to decline. Over the four
years prior to 1974, employment (excluding baby-sitten) declined at a
rate of more than 7 percent, whereas after 1974 the rate of decline
actually slowed to under 2 percent. On a per household basis, the same
periods showed declines of 10 percent and less than 5 percent, respec-
tively. This is precis€ly the opposite of what one would expect to observe
if the minimum wage were having a serious adverse effect on employ-
ment. Although other factors could have been at work, and undoubtedly
were, the frnding remains striking. An attempt to test the sig[ificance
of this alteration of trend more formally was inconclusive.

A look at the figures for women only, by age group, conlirms the
previous result. In no age group is there any signilicant decline in num-
bers. The one exception 1o this conclusion appean to be for black
women. Between 1974 and 1978 (CPS May wage survey data) the total
number of black private household workers dropped between 15 percent
and 18 percent. Although it is tempting to attribute this drop to the
minimum wage, on the argument that the productivity of black workers
is relatively low, the hourly wage data contradict this interpretation.
lVages for blacks are considerably higher than the wages for whites (as
much as double) , and blacks in this occupation are less likely than whites

m3
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to be affected directly by minimum wages. In addition, the downward
trend in numbers is very long-standing.

A decline in employment could show up in other \ÿays. Data on
persons with work experience during a given year (classified by longest
job) show a sharp drop in the percentage of persons in private hous€hold
jobs who worked full-time, year-round. This figure rose in the late 1960s
and early 197(h to about 17 percent, but since 1974 it has been in the
10 percent to 12 p€rcent range. Although there is a problem of com-
parability with earlier years because of technical adjustments to the
data, it is unlikely that the entire drop is a statistical artifact.

In the CPS data the changes are somewhat less dramatic. From
lnl b 1974 the proportion of workers on part-time for economic rea-
sons was 12.1 percent, whereas from 1975 to 1978 it averaged 14.5
percent. The number on full-time schedules fell from about 34 percent
to 30 percent. The fall in average hours per week at work (all workers)
was more modest still: 24.5 to 23.

Thus, the data suggest that if the minimum wage had any effect it
was to reduce hours of work slightly and to increase the amount of part-
time employment. Needless to say, this could also have been the result
of higher wages brought on by other factors.

The unemployment rate for all age groups of females rose slightly
(less than one percentage point) after 1974. The major jump, however,
took place in 1973, a year before the extension of minimum wages to
household workers. In addition, the rise in unemployment was consid-
erably less than it was for most other service workers in the economy.
It is not clear whether minimum wages had any connection with this
rise.

Irÿage EIIects. lVage distributions for private household workers are
available from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (unpublished tabulations
from the May CPS), but they include baby-sitters and do not distinguish
between workers who are covered by the minimum wage law and those
who are not. Given the large fraction of baby-sitters represented, it is
hard to draw any firm conclusions from the data.

If we are willing to assume that the lower modes of the wage dis-
tributions represent uncovered workers (from 1974 on) and the upper
modes covered workers, it is possible to convince oneself that the higher
portions of the distributions tend to follow the minimum wage upward.
Although such an association may be present, it is important not to
attribute too much significancê to it . Minimum wage levels have changed
relatively frequently in recent years, maintaining a fairly steady rela-
tionship to wages in the economy as a whole, and wages in household
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employment have risen more rapidly than the average. It isquite possible
that wages would have increased in this fashion in any case.

Finally, even when we confine our attention to the upper portion
of the distributions, there are fairly substantial numbers of workers
earning less than the minimum wage.

A linal warning is needed. Employers are permitted to count the
value of noncash perquisites toward meeting minimum wage require-
ments. According to the 1974 special survey, these could amount to as
much as 20 percent of the cash wage. To the (unknown) extenl to which
these additions are present, the figures shown in tables 3 and 4 should
be revised upward.

The trend in wages has continued upward since 1974 at about a 9
percent annual rate, which is slightly higher than the rate of increase
in private, nonagricultural wages. But this is not a new feature-wage
growth in domestic service has been above the economywide averâges
for some time.

Other Fsctors. It is possible that changes in one or more of the variables
underlying the supply and demand for private household workers has
caused us to overestimate or underestimate the effect of the minimum
wage. There are a number of possibilities.

Per capita disposable personal income (1972 dollars) rose at a 2.7
percent per year rate fuom 1974 to 1978, a drop from the 3.5 percent
rate of the previous five-year period. Hence, it seems quite unlikely to
have been responsible for the flanening of the decline in employment
or the rise in wages.

The labor force participation of married women continued to rise
throughout this period and presumably increased the demand for private
household workers. Mattila's studies suggest this effect will be small,6
but it could have had some impact-though not any greater than in
earlier periods. The tax changes with respect to child-care expensês,
mentioned earlier, could also have played a role.

Prices of appliances began to rise more rapidly after 1974, in line
with overall price trends. This meant that their decline in picn relative
to private household wages ended. This could have slowed the shift
away from private household workers and made demand higher than
it would otherwise have been,

On the supply side, two factors should be noted. Cunent dollar
payments in the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program rose
at a 6.8 percent annual rate compared with 6.6 percent for the previous

6 tbid.
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five-year period. In real terms, however, payments have declined. Mat-
tila found a reliable negative relationship between constant dollar pay-
ments and the supply of labor to domestic service,T and this may help
explain some of the reduction in the rate of employment decline. A
factor pointing in the opposite direction is that educational levels of
black women have continued to ris€, making possible a shift to higher-
paying sectors of the economy.

Concluslon. The evidence seems to indicate that previous trends in the
private hous€hold worker economy have more or less continued and
that where they have not, as in the case of employment, the change is
in the opposite direction from what we would have expected from the
imposition of a minimum wage, Only in the cases of hours worked and
the proportion of worken involuntarily employed part-time is there any
sign of an impaci. The extension of minimum wages to private household
workers has had almost no effect on the occupation except, perhap§,
to reduce hours worked somewhat.

Although reduced hours and/or increased reliance on part-time
work are not trivial matters for the people involved, the question re-
mains: Why do the effects s€em so small when a lârge n tmbet of covered
workers were earning rates below the minimum when the law was
passed? The 1974 special survey reported that 46 percent of covered
workers were earning less than the minimum wage in Novemb€r of that
year, six months after the law was pass€d. More recent coverage statistics
are not available, but wage distributions that are available provide a
strong hint that many nominally covered workers continue to earn less
than the minimum.

TIrc Mdter ol Conpllrnce

It seems fairly likely that the principal reason for the modest effects
observed lies in the even more modest level of enforcement of, and
compliance with, the law. Policing the minimum wage is an extraordi-
narily difficult task in as decentralized an industry as this one. rlvhen

this is coupled with the fact that some employees may not wish to report
income for tax purposes (payments in currency are reputed to be com-
mon), it is not hard to imagine a low degree of compliance. Nevertheless,
it would be desirable to have more direct evidence.

Orley Ashenfelter and Robert Smith have suggested measuring
compliance by looking at the proportion of workers earning below the

7!bid.
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TABLE 7

CoMPLArNrs, 197ÿ1977

Fiscal Yeor No. ol Complaints

t975
t976
June 21, lgTffieptember 20, 1976
Lÿn

467

398
119
357

. A transition quaner.
SouncE: Depaitm€or of Labor, Domestic §e'lice Emdotees, p. 15.

TABLE 8

CoMPLTANCE AsfloNs, 1974-1977

Fiscal Year

Domeslics Underpaid

No. of Actions Total Min. wage Overtim€

t974
Lvt5
tÿ76
t977

28
367
y9
4n

8
356
359
351

1

76
87

r00

n
v3
332
390

SouRcE: Dcpartment oî l.abotr, Domestic S.tÿice Employect,P.16.

specified minimum.s For this method to b€ accurate, however, all work-
ers in the wage distribution must be covered by the law, and this re-
quirement is not even approached by the data for this occupation.

Another method is to examine enforcement directly. The Employ-
ment Standards Administration, which is responsible for enforcing
FLSA, acts only when presented with complaints, at least in the private
household sêctor. Complaints received are shown in table 7. Statistics
on compliance actions are shown in table 8.

The numbers presented in tables 7 and 8 are quite small relative
to the number of workers earning less than the minimum and are even
less impressive than similar actions brought in other industries. Typi-
cally, only one worker and one employer are affected by an enforcement
action. As a result, the productivity of enforcement effort is very low
and the cost high. The Employment Standards Administration has ap-
parently decided it can use its enforc€ment resources more wisely else-
where. Another factor ensuring relatively low productivity in enforce-

sorley Ash€nfchcr and Rob€n S. Smith, "Compliancc with lhe Milimum Wage Law,"
loutnol of Politial Econon) 87 (April l9?9): 33150.
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m€nt is the lack of any strong tendency of enforcement to spread.
Workplaces are relatively isolated from one another.

... Gjven the. small probability of detection and the rarher small pen-
alties (mostly back wages), there is little reason to fear running afoul
of the law. A far more oommon reason for paying *"ges 

"t 
oüboue

the minimum (which is not rhe same rhing as cômplÿing ihen one would
prefer not to) is the inability to find hefp at bwèiwages.

Flnal Comments

Although the extension of the minimum wage to private household
workers has not had a dramatic effect on the indu$ry;several comments
are in order.

First, there is a suggestion in the data thal hours may have been
somewhat reduced and the amount of involuntary pa -time work in-
creased. If this occurred as a result of the minimumwige, some workers
are worse off than they would otherwise be. The increased average
wages appear likely to have been brought about by market forces; thui,
it is hard to see any offsetting positive affects of the minimum. On these
grounds, continuation of coverage is probably (slightly) undesirable.

. A second point concerns compliance. presumàbly, a large expend-
iture on enforcement activities could increase the number ôf *ôrk"n
receiving at least the minimum wage-but at the cost of reduced em-
ployment and shorter hours. Thus, it is tempting to be satisfied with the
curent level of enforcement. As Stigler has pointed out, this may be
the only politicâlly. possible way of repealing a law that is so widely
supported, at least in principle.,

This is not a completely benign solution, however. Complaints are
now_brought by disgruntled employees-indeed, most likelyby former
employees. A policy of enforcement by complaint converts the minimum
wage.law from an instrument of public policy to a tool of private disputes.
This is an unhappy consequence, which can be avoided only by removing
this group from coverage or changing the enforcement pôliéy. Neithei
outcome seems likely, and the latter would probably do more harm than
good.

Blbthgraphy

Ashenfelter, Orley, and Smith, Rob€rt S. .,Compliance with thc Minimum Wage
Law." loumol ol Political Economy ü (Apit 199): 33!50.
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What Have Minimum Wages
Done in Agriculture?

Bruce Gardner

The Naturc of the Farm Labor Market

In order to make sense ofevents in the farm labor market, it is necessary
first 1o recognize the extreme heterogeneity of the lâbor force employed
in agriculture. It encompases the lowest-skilled manual workers and
highly skilled managerial talent, from child workers to retired pafl-time
workers. Moreover, the relative importance of different typesof workeI§
in the mix has changed substantially over time. Many of these changes
have occurred in the past len years and are still occurring. The effects
oï legal minimum wages are likely to be even more important in changing
the composition and mix of characteristics in the farm labor force than
in affecting the summary statistics of wage rates and employment in
agriculture as a whole.

Tle most important dichotomy for present purposes in the farm
labor force is between self-employed and hired labor. The former cat-
egory includes farm operators and their families and numbered 2.7 mil-
lion in 198. The hired labor force averaged 1.3 milliont in the U.S.
Department of Agriculture quarterly surveys in 1978. A considerably
larger number did some farm work for pay at some time during the
year. The total hired farm work force in this sense was estimated at 2.7
million in 1977, suggesting that the self-employed and hired segments
are of roughly equal size.':The ratio of hired workers to family workers
has increased over the post-World War Il period, rising from 0.53 in
1949 to 0.96 in 1976 (using the Bureau of Census hired labor count) or

rThe 1.3 million figureis ao average of four quarterly surveys. each .lvcring one $,eek.
conductcd by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Unpaid family mcmbers ire included
if they work lifteen or lnor€ hours in the survey neek.
rThe hircd farm working force da]a in this morc compreheosive s€os€ ate derived from
an annual survcy conducted by the Burcauofthe Census asa supplement to the December
Current Population Survey. Ot the 54,000 households inrervieued in December t976,
somc 1,7,10 contain€d p€rsons who had done hired farm wotk ar some time during 1976.
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from 0.29 in 1949 to 0.47 in l9?8 (using the Department of Agriculture

hired labor count).-- 
The demarcaiion line between hired and self-employed workers is

in some cases diflicult to draw. Sharecroppers' for example' are counted

as setf-employed, but many of them also work for wages at times' The

Department ôf Agriculture (USDA) counts sharecroppers as hired farm

woikers if they wàrked for wages in the survey week' A sharecropper

who worked ai all for wages would be counted as a hired farm worker

bv the Current Population Survey (CPS). In addition. many farm owner-

or"r"too work for wages on other farms' as manual laborers but also

ai providers of custom services on other farms. Indeed, U'S' farm op'

eraiors receive more income from off-farm sources than from farmin5
6l o€rcent of total income in 1977' according to USDA estimates-and

abôut half of total income resulted from off'farm work for wages' a

cood deal of it from work on other farms.- 
The distinction between self-employed and hired work effort is

important in assessing the impact of legal minimum,wages, of course,

beôause such constraints on the labor market would be expected to

increas€ the intrafirm. nonmarket utilization of labor' There are two

other aspects of the farm labor market that âre important in a minimum

wage sddy, the first having to do with characteristics of workers and

the second with châracteristics of employers'

Chrrec'teristlcs of Farm l{orkerc. Traditionally it has seemed appro-

Driate to classifv farm workers as one of two types' Some farm workers

Lutd be characierized as fult-time hired farm or ranch hands' Typically

they would live on the farm or ranch and receive Part of their pay in

the'form of meals and lodging' "perquisites" in the USDA terminology'

In dairying, for example, they would live and work on the farm all year

and, eneriin more seàsonal farming, would reside on the farm half or

more ofthe year. The other main category ofworkers comprises seasonal

workers whô are employed on the farm for only peak-season activities

such as chopping weèds in growing crops or harvesting fruits and veg-

etables. Th;s€ workers may be migrants. moving from farm to farm as

the peak-season activilies change latitude. or they may be local residents

who live permanently in rurat areas or small towns but take seasonal

employmènt on farms. Workers in both categories are tyPically low-

skililed', manual laborers. They are often single young men. perhaps

school dropouts. Their job turnovet. even for full'time hired hands' is

hiCh.
During the post-lWorld War It period there has be-en a marked

change in ihe reiidential pattern of hired farm workers. ln 194711949.
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TABLE I
DrsrRrBUTtoN oF HIRED FARM WoRKERS,
BY DURATIoN oF FARM woRK, 1946-1976

Year

Toml
ÿÿorken

(thousands)

Days Worked at Farm Employment (percenmge)

Lrss than
25 25-74

More than
7ÿ2fi 250

t946
1951

1956

1961

r966
t97t
1976

2,770
3,274
3,575
3,488
2,763
2,488
2,767

29.5
34.1
41.9
45.9
q.9
4.7
41.4

27.O
28.3
25.7
24.3
26.0
25.4
23.6

23.s
m.8
20.0
18.2
r9.9
16.7

23.0

19.9
16.8
12.4
12.2
13.3

tt.2
12.0

§ouRcE: Smith and Roue, "Hired Farm Working Forcc...

65 percent were farm residents. By 197511977 the percentage had
dropped to 2l percent, the remaining 78 percent not living on à farm.
At the same time, the fraction of the farm labor force working on farms
twenty-five days or less per year increased, while the fraètion who
worked on farms essentially full-time, 250 days or more, decreased (table
l).

As of 1976, 54 percent of those who did farm work (about 1Zz
million workers) were not in the labor force most ofthe year.r Ofthese,
l.l million were studenrs. Only 676,000 workers, 24 per;nr of the CpS
total hired workers, had farm work as their principal activity.

- Hired farm workers as a group tend to be low-skilled, young, and
low-paid. As of 1978, 30 percent were under twenty-five years ôf age
and 53 percent had four years or less of farm work experience. Othér
demographic characteristics include: 74 percenr white, 14 percent black,
and l1 percent Hispanic;75 percent male;41 percent in the South and
23 percent in the West. Migratory status is less common in the CpS
survey than might be expected, T percent of the totâl. The suryey prob-
ably undersampled this group, but even so the farm labor force is nor
predominantly composed of migrant workers.

, In 1978, the average farm wage rate was $3.07 per hour, 50 percent
of the average nonfarm wage rate in manufacturing, 66 perceni of the
average wage rate in wholesale and retail trade, and 36 percent of the

, The CPS question was: "What was---{oing most of 1976-rvorkiog, going to school,
kccping hous€, or something else?"
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wage rate in construction. Generally. farm wage rates hâve lün at about

hali the average nonfarm wage rate in the postwar period' In part. the

low average farm wage rales stem from the relative youth and part-time

status of the group. Èven those in the prime age groups. however. had

Iow waqes an-d eainings. ln 1976. males aged twerrty'five to forty'four
*no dià'nit"d futln woik earned an average of only $23'50 per day; and

with an average of 210 days worked, their mean annual earnings were

$4,935. Even 
-workers who did both farm and nonfarm work in 1978

received substantially lower wages for their farm work' Males aged

twentv-five to thirtv'iour earned $20.35 per day in farm work, whereas

these iame individuals repofted average earnings of $30'37 per day in

their nonfarm work. This suggests that low hired farm n'ages are not

entirely a matter of worker skills.r
Ai the same time, there have always been farm hands highly skilled

with machinery, farm-worker families who have lived for many years

with the same farm operator' and other exceptions lo these generali-

zâtions. There have alnays been professional farm managers who may

be thought of as part of ihe farm working force' although not counted

as such by the Bureau of the Census.

In recent years there has been a change toward a higher-skilled

segment of the farm labor force. The managerial componenl of many

taËn iobs has increased. \{here a worker once chopped weeds with a

hoe, üe now mixes chemicals for machine application (a task that the

Environmental Protection Agency is increasingly insisting not be done

at all without prior formal training). Still, most jobs temain much as

they have alwaÿs been, and olhers (for example, those involving the use

of tractor powér where animal power was once used' or improved spe-

cialized màchinery instead of older do-it'yourself machinery) require

less skill today thân they did years ago. Nonetheless, there-.is a trend

toward a betier-educated' more experienced' more specialized hired

farm labor force, both absolutely and relative to the nonfârm labor

force. One of the issues concerning legal minimum wages is the effect

upon thesê and related developments.

Choractey'rsaics of Employers. The basic distinction to be made here is

between the small or moderate-sized family farm and large commercial

operating units. The distinction is important because of the clear intent

rTh. data cired in the Dreceding paragaphs are mo§tly from L w smithandG Rowe'
''thi Hireo Farm worilng Forccbf l§zo"' Economic.. Stati§tics. and CooP€ratives S€rv-

icc. U.S. DcDartmcnt of Agricullure. Ag. Econ. Rpl. oo. '105. July 1978: and Gene Rowe'
i'Tiri Hired Èarm workintForc! of 19r." Ecuomics. statistics. and cooP€ralive§ serv-

iæ, U.S. Depanment of Àgriculture. Ag. Econ. RPl no '137. Octobcr 1979'
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of Congress to exempt the former category from the necessity of paying
legal minimum wages. The demarcation line must of course Ue arUitrâry.
The main criterion is that, if a farmer employed 500 or more *ortaaÿs
oflabor in h-is peak calendar quarrer of labàr use, rhen all his employees,
unless specifically exempt, are coveted by the Fair Labor StandaidsAct.

-Ol]:r. 
f".T". ar-e ex€^mpt. 

-Department of Labor estimates during the
197(h indicate that 40 to 50 percent of hired farm workers are covered.
H91eyer, only about 3 percent of farms are covered, and only about
a third of all farmers employ any hired labor at all.

.... Many agricultural operations are classified as farms but have neg_
lible commercial significance. Of the 2.7 million farms in 197S, 500,000
accounted for three-fourths of U.S. production. More than half of all
farms had sales of less than 910,0ü). This is the market value of the
product of about s€ven dairy cows, or fifty acres of com, or forty acres
of cottor-impossibly small enterprises to be commercially viableioday.
Indeed, operators of these ..farms" earned an average of;bout $16,000
from off-farm sources, mostly nonfarm jobs, in l9r. This is ten times
their estimated mean net returns from farming.s

. .. Y"ny of the larger commercial farms, especially those that spec-
ialize in crop production in the Corn Beh anà Greit plains, have re-
mained essentially family farms relying on family labor, even while
increasing the size of their operations considerably. Thus, in lllinois the
average amount of cropland per farm increased from 163 acres in the
mid-1960s to 209 in the mid-1970s, while the number of hired workers
was 35,0fl) in borh 1965 and 1978. The reason is that rechnical change
has taken the labor-saving form of larger tractors and other equipment,
so that output per worker has increaæd. This machinery doàs not in_
creas€ output per acre so much and in some instances actually reduces
it ty increasing harvesting losses. Of course, technical chanÉ did nor
take this. form by accident-large equipment was developed-to econo-
mize on labor use. Indeed, mechanization is one ofthe màjor ways that
producers can adjust to higher wage rates as caused by increases in the
legal minimum wag€. (The question of the direction of;ausality between
labor-saving technical innovation and farm employment is an issue in
a case in which California farm labor represèntatives are suing the
University of California, attempting to stop agicultural research tÀere.
One theory is that mechanization is an inàepéndently caused phenom-
enon that displaces labor, so stopping reseàrch will end it. Tire alter-
native theory is that mechanization is induced by rising real wage rates.)

t Ar-o-f l9?9, lhc Departmeni of Agriculrure changed irs definirion of a farm ro require
$l ,000 or more in annual sales oI faim producrs. TÉis changc climinatcs 300.(Xm or aboutll pcrcent of farms counted io Ig78 uoder thc former defioiiioo, but many noncommercial
operatioos ar€ still irclüded.
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Lcgal Minimum Wages in the frrm Scctor

The Fair Labor Standards Act, in its application to-agriculture'6 has

alwavs been subiect to two sets of special pressures' One is a tendency

ii' til"i u"ti.unü.al employment aJ an exception' exemPting farm la'

Uorers tro-m the act's prôtection. The other is a set of counter-Pressures

io ire"t f"tm *o.Xers like other workers by ending agricultural exemp

iLr.. n.""n, y""r. have seen a trend toward political dominance.of the

r"-nJ r"i of 'pt"r.ures, so that the treatment of farm labor under the

".iî-"oring'.foser 
to the treatment of the nonfarm labor force in

general." Th"ra are both economic and political reasons for this trend Farm

n"or*Àin f"at 
"ta 

more similar to nonfarm workers' and the farm and

ioni"* f"rot .urkets are in fact more closely integrated than has been

i-h.'"; i" the past. The main purpose of this paptr' however' is not

i.1-riirr-,r" t'rend of policy but io investigate the cons€quences of

minimum wages as applied to U'S' agriculture'

Lnrat mi-nimum 
- 

r"ages at the federal level were first applied to

"gri.rrtii. 
in the 1966 a-mendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act'

Àiri*r,ut" remained exemPt' as it does to the present day' from over-

iiÏe-oav oronisions. The exemptions from minimum wages for em'

il;y#;[" hired less than 500 days of labor was introduced at this

time.--The 
employment of one worker for six days per week in a thineen-

**""f o"uta oouitar amounts to 78 days' It would take seven workers to

eet to'the SiXl'day cutoff point' About 55 percent of workers are em-

;i;y.o ;; i"rm. h"ring seuen or more workers' Actual coverage is less

itt"n 55 ,"ta"nt becaùse some of the farmers having seven or more

.-"r"r.,ia ut"a ,art-time workers, all workers in the range production

ài ii".ito"r 1coüboys and shepherds) are exemPt' and- temporary sea'

;;i;;tk"à *ho ômmute fiom their homes lo the farm where they

*oif ut" 
"*.rpr 

(this exempts most tobacco labor)' as are field workers

;;;;i;"" y.uÀ ôt ug" o. ÿoung"t working on the same farm as their

;;;;;i;. MâJ migran-t labor is côvered' The employer' however' often

is not the farm but a "crew leader" who supplies labor-management

,.tui."t to t"tr"rt (usually growers of fruit or vegetable crops)' In 1978'

i,ini.i"" È"4"" *itt soo-'ooo t'""'workers were registered with the

Ü.§. o"luar"nt of Labor under the Farm Labor Contractor Registra-

,i"" Àctl [i is not clear how the 500,000 figure here fits in with the

ô..Aork{lturc..i§us€dinthispaD€rinitsnarrorrs.ns€asapPlyingtoprimalyPloduclioo
;"fi,ïËË;H;;àr.,t 6i[.i irt"n" or the lood iistenr-processing' rcrailing'

;;iiü üi;i;"';i received special treatmcnr under the Fair Lâbor standards Acl'
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190,000 total migratory workers esrimared by rhe CpS. Apparently some
crew workers are registered with more than one crew.)

The legal minimum wage in agriculture was placed at a lower rate
than for nonfarm workers, $1.00 per hour compaied with $1.40 for the
general minimum in 1967. The amendments of 1974. however, brought
the agricultural minimum up to the general minimum in a series of stèps
completed in January 1978, when the legal minimum wage became S2.ô5
per hour for all covered workers.

- . -Some 
states had agricultural minimum wage legislation prior to

1966 and have kept srare legal minimums above the federal level. Cal-
ifornia's has often been above the federal minimum by 20 percent or
so, andrhe state had a slightly les liberal exemption-any employer of
fewer than five workers in the peak calendar quarter. Conneiticut,
Massachusetts, New York. New Jersey, Michigan, Minnesora, and rrr[is-

consin have all had legal minimums for farm workers slighrly above the
federal level at one time or another. It does not seem likèly that the
effects of these could have been great.

The effecrs of the agricultural minimum wage are made difficult to
predict by the heterogeneity of the farm labor force and the exempt
status of many employees and employers. euestions have also beén
raised about the enforcement, even the knowledge of the legal require_
ments, among farmers and farrn workers. For example. immediate-fam-
ily members ofa farm operator are exempt. but often cousins or nephews
engage in farm work on their relatives' farms. They are technically
covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act, but there must be a great
temptation to forgo the formalities in such cases. Similar impediments
to enforcement are likely to exist in other cases where there are long-
standing relationships between farmers and neighborhood workers from
nearby towns or crop-share tenant farms.

Analysis of Lebor Morket Eflects

Basic data on U.S. farm wage rates. the legal minimum wage applicable
to covered farm workers, and the size of the hired farm labor iôrce are
shown in table 2. The wage data are deflated by the gross national
product (GNP) dellator (1972 = l(X)). Thus, the increastin wage rares
shown over time is an increase in real wâges. The overall historical
pattern is that the real farm wage rate was essentially constant during
the postwar period unril 1957/1958, after which it rose at a fairly constanr
annual rate of about 1.9 percent. This period of stagnant real growth
in wage rates between the war's end and the late 1950s did not ofiourse
occur in the nonfarm economy. The farm wage rate's stagnation reflects
the general excess supply of labor resources that undeilay the ..farm
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TABLE 2

FARM LABOR MARKET. 19,16-1978

Hourly
Wage

Role
( 1972 $)

Legal
Minimum

Wage
( t972 §)

Hired
Farm

worke|§
(thousunds)

Familv-
Farm

wo*e6
qhousonds)

1978

tÿ|7
tvl6
1975

t974
t973
1972
t91l
1970

1969

i968
lw
1966

l965
tw
1963

t%2
1!)6l
1960

1959

1958

1957

1956

1955

1954

1953

t952
l95l
1950

1949

1948

1947

1946

2.02
2.03
t.99
l.9l
1.94
1.89
1.84
1.80
1.79
1.82
r.73
r.68
1.60
1.53

1.48
1.46
1.43
t.43
1.41

l.4l
1.39
1.35

1.37
1.34
1.36
1.39
1.lt{)
1.34
r.29
l.3l
1.34
1.31

1.46

1.74

1.55

1.50
1.42

1.38

t.23
1.30

r.35
t.42
t.50
1.39

t.27

1.256
t.296
t.377
1.317

l.314
1.163

t.152
1.165

1.175

1. t76
t.195
1.256

1.360
1.482

1.604
1.780
1.821

1.890
I,869
t.925
1.955
1.895

1.921

2.O17

2.060
1.935

1.921
, rr2
2,308

2.681
2.8s9
2.v»
3.026
3.075
3.232
3.241)

3.281
3.348
3.,1l9
3.550
3.679
3.854
4.128
4.506
.1.738

4.873
s.029
5.249
5.459
5.570
5.682
5.899
6.341
6.579
6.645
6.748
1.7v)
8.043

fficrop Reporting Board' For'' L,àor' !ârious

quar]erly issues.
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problem" so much discussed at the time. (The acceleration of the rateof growth of farm wage rares in the late ig6ft ano tgzos io ràtes ex-
ceeding the.rate of growth of nonfarm wages is a sign thai itre farm
problem had.ended by that rime even rhough-policies ojensibly i;tended
to curve it via production controls continue io the present dây.)

The hired farm labor force declined at an average unnuii ,"t" ot
2.3 percent during the 1950s and_4.6 percent Auring rïe imOs. ou.ing
the 190s, rhe number of hired farm ïorkers has ictually in"i"ur"o 

"linle. Theimposition of the legal minimum wage in agricutiuie àurreO
at about the end of the trend decline in the |abor fôrce. Even so, the
raw data suggest that the minimum wage reduced farm employment
below the level that would have been obse-rved in its absen.e. ile perioA
duringwhich farm employmenr stabilized was one in whi"f, if,. ,inirrrn
wage actually fell in real terms. The ratio of the legal minimum to the
mean market wage rate for farm workers reached a'iow of0.65 in 1973,
down from 0.82 in ll}69. and 1973 was the year in which the trcnd of
farm-worker decline was reversed. In 1977 a;d rSZg rhe f;e;i minimum
took a subsrantial jump, rhe result of the tgTc amendmenr"s ioif," f"i,
Labor Standards Act, which ended the differenrial Uet*een-tt . 

"g.icultural and nonagricultural minimum wage rates in 
" 

,"ri", ot ,t.pu
completed in 1978. The hired farm labor iorce resumed irs-àelline in
Y\,y! 198. The quarterly survey for April 1979,to*. a C p"rc"rt
oectrne lrom a year earlier, a sharper rate of decrease in farm workers
than had occurred since 1968.

These suggestions from the raw data are consistent with informal
statements by participants in the farm labor market but are analÿtically
unsatisfactory. As earlier discussion indicates, there has U""n ,ua'f, ,ora
going on in agriculrure rhan rhe minimum wage, which is in f"cililuaUfy
a relatively minor mover of events.in the firm economÿ. Àr[àng ,t"
other exogenous events that should be considered ur" ih".*'ü.t_d"-
mand shifr dating from 1973 thar has increased tn" A"r"nJ'ili u.S.
farm products and hence the labor used in p.oar"ing tf,"r.-ft.ià frur"
also.been conrinuing changes in U.S. farm commoti,v p.ii.r,î 

""n-ntcat progress, and in the prices of nonlabor inputs leneigy, éhemicals,
machinery). Finally, there have been .*og"nou. r"È.. ,il.i<à, a]'ur.u-
ances other than, minimum wages. notablÿ fluctuations io noniui, un-
empo-yTeni and wage rates. unionization of some field workers, the

i*|t -9T"ro" 
program. in l!b4, and trre exrensiàn of uïeîpoy_

ry:t- msurance and Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(u§HA) protections to some farm workers.

. Inview of these complications, an econometric model incorporating
the main exogenous determinants of farm employmen,lnà-*u'rË ,",".
is necessary to draw meaningful conclusions'ab6ui ,f," 

"ff""l" 
of ,f,.
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agricuhural minimum wage. Attempts at such models are conlaineé in
studies by H. F. Gallasch and B. L. Gardner. building upon earlier
econometric studies of G. Edward Schuh: E. W. Tyrchniewicz and

Schuh; T. D. Wallace and D. H. Hooverl and M. Gisser.'The approach

used in this paper is basically lhe same. bul there are now more than
twice as many annual observations of the farm labor markets under
minimum wage conslraints than were âvailable to Gallasch or Gardner'
whose data ended in l97l and 1970. resp€ctively.

The econometric model is based on the standard theory of demand

for and supply of labor in a competitive industry. The demand for farm
labor is derived from the demand for farm products. It is shifted by:
(l) events that shifl U.S. farm product demand-for example' real in-
come, population, foreign agricultural outPutl (2) shifts in the supply

ofcooperating inpuls-for example, machinery or land; and (3) technical

change, adjustments to past disequilibriums' and in*irutional changes

such as OSHA or social security requirements' The supply of farm labor
is shifted by changes in wage-earning opportunities in the nonfarm sec-

tor, nonpecuniary aspects of work, and perhaps the income or wealth

of workers.
Thes€ factors cannot in general be incorPorated into the model

simply by incorporating prices-for example' farm product prices, sub-

stitute-input prices. or land prices. The reason is that these prices are

not independent causes of changes in farm wage rates and emPloyment

but are mutually determined with them. Thus. a complete behavioral

or structural model would need an explicit specification of many supply

and demand functions besides the ones for farm labor. And the relevanl

reduced-form equations would have as exogenous variables only those

factors not significantly influenced by any events in the farm sector.

Experience with modeling farm labor markets, however' suggests that

a number of reasonable simplifications are possible to construct a tract-
able econometric model that captures the main determinants of farm

wage rates and employment.
On the supply-of-labor side, the nonfarm opportunities for em'

ployment are so little influenced by farm'labor movements that nonfarm

'H. F. Gallasch,Jr.. "Minimum wagcs and the Farm trbor Markct." Southerû Economic

lounol4l Oamtary 1975):480-91: B. L. Gardner, "Mioimum Wages and the Farm Labot
Matket." Americàn Jounal ol Agticuhurol Ecoûomic§ 54 (Augusl l972lt {lÿ76| G.
Edward Schuh. "An Economel c Investigation of the Market for Hired Lâbor in ASri-
ctrln!rc." Jounol oî Fonn Economics 44 (May 1962): 3ü-21: E. W. Tyrchnicwicz ard
G. E. Schuh. "Economelric Analysi§ of the Aglicullural Lâbor Ma*et." American lout'
nol of Agricutturol Ecororric§ 5l (November 1969):77È87: T. D. Wallace aod D H'
Hoover.:'Income Effecas of lnnovalion: The Case of Labol in Agriculturc." Jo.rma, o/
Fom koûomics 49 (May 1966): 325-361 M. Giss€r, "Schooling and the Farm Problem"'
Ecqtometrica 33 (lüly 1965): 582-92.
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wage rates and unemployment rates, for the United Stales as a whole
or its principal regions, are essentially exogenous variables. The studies
cited earlier consider several variables to measure the relevânl nonfarm
wage. They all turn out to be important explânatory variables, with no
single proxy outpedorming the others noticeably. The regressions to
follow use average hourly earnings in total private nonagricultural em-
ployment (including manufacturing, construction, and wholesale and
retail trade). This wage rate is multiplied by one minus the unemploy-
ment rate to make a crude cyclical adjustment for the likelihood of a
farm worker not being able to find work at the measured opportunity
wage.

On the labor-demand side, the effects of product demand can plau-
sibly be captured by lagged prices. Current-year product prices in ag-
riculture are to a large extent determined by random output deviations
from intended production plans undertaken early in the year or in the
previous year. Crop production in 1980 is a function not of observed
prices of crops harvested toward the end of 1980 but of prices expected
at the beginning of 1980. These expectations are often modeled as being
formed on the basis of prices observed in 1979 and earlier in a distrib-
uted{ag process. This approach is helpful econometrically because past
prices are exogenous determinants of current-year events.

The specification of nonlabor-input effects can also be plausibly
simplified for present purposes. First, many purchased inputs--{hemi-
cals, machinery, building materials-may be reasonably represented as
perfectly elastic in supply to the farm s€ctor. Within the relevant range
of variation, they are available at given prices. Therefore, a USDA
index of prices paid by farmers for production items is used as an in-
dependent variable. Second, for natural-resource inputs. land and water,
lhe quantities available are relatively fixed, or at least not significandy
affected by annual changes in farm labor markets. so that the USDA
quantity index of land (including irrigation facilities) is used as an in-
dependent variable.

The preceding discusion suggests that the farm labor market can
be handled empirically with variables specified as follows:

Endogenow variables

hired farm wage rate
hired farm employment

Exogenous vaiables

nonfarm opportunity wage rate
unemployment rate
lagged product prices
purchased input prices
land quantity
legal minimum wage

There remain two analyrical problems: first. how to handle substi-
tution between hired and self-employed or contracted farm labor and.
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second, how to aggregate when there exist exempt employers and non'

covered workers.
One of the best substitutes for labor whose price has increased due

to an increâse in the minimum wage is labor whose price hâs not been

increased by the minimum wage. Thus. the demand for self-employed

workers is increased. However. self-employment. even in crop-sharing

arrangements. always involves a good deal of managerial effort and risk

bearing. So the substitutability may not be large. The Possibiliries appear

greatei for contracting labor. The essence of contracting is to pay a fee

ior getting a task done rather than io pay a worker by the hour or day

or month to do it-for example. a farmer can hire services of firms,

often farm-service cooperatives. to apply fertilizer or preemergence pes'

ticides. Contracting for grain harvesting has long been important' When

the contraclor is self-employed. the minimum wage does not apply.

When he hires labor. he would have been covered before the agricultural
minimum wage existed (or. since 1967. was increased) so that the relative

demand for contracted services would be increased by the agricultural

minimum wage. Piecework methods of payment are essentially a form

of labor contracting, as defined above, with a single worker. Piecework

rates on an hourly basis musl equal the minimum wage. Employers have

traditionally found. however. that lhe productivity of farm workers is

higher under piecework payments' and so hourly wages by this method

of contracting typically have been higher than when hiring time instead

of a task. The USDA farm labor survey in April 1979. for example.

found the U.S. average hourly wage rate for piecework to be $4.26 per

hour compared with $3.33 per hour for straight-time employment. Thus'

if the minimum wage were to push some worken' wage rates over the

straight-time rate. the employer could possibly gain enough added net

productivity to meet the higher wage by switching to piece-rate payment.

Many kinds of farm work do not lend themselves to this kind of con'

tracting. however. The supply of contracted services as a substitute for
hired farm labor is represented in the econometric model by lhe Price
index for purchased inputs. The supply function of self-employed farm

labor is more difficult. There is no market price to observe. and the

quantity is obviously an endogenous variable. Therefore, family labor

is a substitute for hired labor is simply left out of the model. lts effects

show up as an increase in the effect of the minimum wage on hired farm

employmentl that is, the existence of the self'employed alternative

makes the demand for hired labor more elastic.

The problem of aggregation arises because workers have differing
inherent characteristics. which will be summarized under the label

"skills," and because certain categories of workers and farms have dif'
fering legal standing under the Fair Labor Standards Act. summarized

as "covered" or "noncovered." Lrt skills be dichotomized into those
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FIGURE 1

AconpclrroN or FARM LABoR SUBMARKETS

High-Skill lrs,-Skill
Noncovered

Irw-Skill
Covered

Aggr€gate

L Lt+ L2+L3

that, under supply-demand conditions in the absence of a legal minimum
wage, would earn greater than ("high wage") and less than (..low wage,')
the legal minimum being studied. The two skill levels may be considèred
as two different but highly substitutable inputs in the production process.

There are four relevant submarkets for hired farm labor: high-skill,
noncovered labor; high-skill, covered labor; low-skill, noncovered labor;
low-skill, covered labor. Only the last category is prima facie affected
by a legal minimum wage. The first two categories involve the same
wage rate--<overage is a slack variable. Figure I illustrates ihe aggre-
gatioo of the three differing categories. Although the horizontal axis is
the sum of the three labor categories, the aggregate demand and supply
curves are no, a horizontal summation of the categorical demand and
supply curves. The equilibrium mean wage where S and D intersect,
W., is obtained by weighting the individual wages rates by the fraction
of the labor force in each category. The ..aggregate demand curve,, D
shows how the mean wage changes when s,, s2, and J. shift, but it
depends on how they shift. Let D be derived by proportional shifts in
s,, sr, and sr. Similarly, let S be traced out as the result of mean wage
rates observed as di, d.r, and let 4 shift proportionally; for example,
dernand for each increases l0 percent at all prices.

When a legal minimum wage is imposed at W, Lrand L2 are un-
affected, but L, declines to L. This shows up as a decline to Z at the
aggregate level, The constrained aggregate demand curve shows what
happens to employment as §,, sr, and s. shift proportionally given that
I., employment is constrained at 2.. At the aggregate level, the minimum
wage is equivalent to a reduction in the aggregate demand for hired
labor. This result does not mean, however, that the mean wage will fall,
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because Iÿ. is constrained to be higher and the weight of the low'wage

category falls. Thus, the "aggregate supply curve" S shifts ro the left.
In sum, even though the legal minimum wage is below the mean wage

in its absence (as in fact has been the case). hired farm employment is

reduced and the average mârket wage rate is increased'
The figure as drawn does not tell the whole story' however. because

there can be movement among the categories. Low-skill workers can

acquire skills. More important in the short run. noncovered employment
can substitute for covered employment. Thus. d, and especially d, will
increase when the legal minimum is imposed. so that noncovered farm
wage rates increase with the minimum wage. For example. students are

exempt, so that the demand for their services in summer employment
in agriculture will be increased by the minimum wage. Still. it mu§t be

the case that aggregate hired farm employment is decreased, even

though the effect may be subatantially reduced by this sub§titution.
The data are not available to estimate wage rates ând employment

for the submarkets; yet the aggregate labor demand and supply curves

are no longer specifiable as a function of the mean wage, at least not
in any straightforward way. in the presence of a legal minimum wage.

For this reason one must be careful in assuming that the whole labor
market can be represented as in the L. market in figure I, so that the
wage rate becomes an exogenous policy variable and one can regress

employment on the wage rate to identify the demand curve under the

minimum wage constraint.s Instead. we will limit ourselves to estimation
of reduced-form equations thal explain farm employment and the mean

farm wage rale as functions of the legal minimum wage and other ex-
ogenous variables.

The preceding discussion suggests two additional endogenous var'
iables. The substitutability of self-employed labor suggests testing
whether family labor is influenced by the minimum wage. The discusion
of submarket wages suggests that the minimum wage should narrow the

dispersion of wages paid. We do not have data on wages by skill cate'
gories of workers, nor is there available an annual time series of the
size distribution of farm wage rates. There is, however, a strong regional
component to ihese submarkets. In l97l the Department of Labor es-

timated more than twice as great a fraction of farm workers earning less

than the minimum wage in lhe South as in the rest of the country
(although the incidence of noncovered employers was higher. too).e A

"This app.oach is taken by T. P. Lianos. "lmpact of Mioimum wages upon the Level
and Composition of Agricultural Employmcnt," Irrtacan Jounal of Agticultural Eco.
,rot icr 54 (Augusi 1972\:477-81.
eU.S. Dcpartment of Labor. Emplo!'ment Standards Administtation. Hircd Farm l'lork-
,rs. washington. D.C.. 1972. p.22.
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FIGURE 2
FARM EMpLoyMEr{T, AcruAL AND Frrrro (I), lg4Çlg7g

Employment (thousands)

,a

tendency rvould therefore be expected for the extension of the Fair
Labor Standards Act to agriculture to have reduced the regional dis-
persion of wage rates.

Regression Results

Consider first the simple regressions of hired workers and ihe farm wage
rate on time and the minimum wage (figures 2 and 3). The least-squares
regression line shows a strong downward trend in employment and an
increasing trend in the real farm wage rate. The minimum wage co-
efficients indicate that its average effect during the yeârs it applied to
agriculture (1!)67-1978) was to increase the average wage rare by rwenty-
eight cents per hour (15 percent) and to reduce hired farm employment
by 160,000 (12 percent). A couple of features of the data suggesr caurion
in interpreting these coefficients as minimum wage effects, however.
First, the employment data take a sharp drop in 1952, preceded and
followed by relative stability. This suggests some sort of structural shift,
but time series analysis of the post-1952 daaa still tells essentially the
same story abut minimum wage effects. A second and more important
fact is that the growth in the real-wage time series accelerates in 1965,
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FIGURE 3
FARM WAGE RATE, AcruAL AND FtrrED (I), 19t16-198
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iwo yeani before the Fair Labor Standards Act was extended to fârm

workers. Two factors are prima facie plausible as explanations' The first

is the elimination of the "bracero" program in l!)61' a program dating

from World War lI in which Mexican workers were used to supply

temporary labor in U.S. agriculture. It was ended because of labor union

pressure on the grounds that imported workers were displacing U.S.

workers and reducing U.S. wages. The second factor is that rapid general

economic growth was raising realwages generally in the mid'1960s. The

bracero program seems at first thought the more plausible explanation'
but consideration of the time series of farm employment dispels this

idea, for farm employment declined sharply after 1964. A third possible

explanation is that after 1963 the federal government essentially gave

up its attempts to hold the prices of farm products at the politically
preferred levels. and average real prices received by farmers dropped

substantially. This could possibly explain the employment decline but

is inconsistent with the simultaneous increase in real farm wages. In

short, the data are inconsistent with any sort of demand-for-labor shift
as the main cause of events in the mid-196&. The simultaneous advan-

tage in real farm wage rates and decline in farm employment is consistent

with the economic-growth idea. however. following the economic mod-
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eling of the supply side of the farm labor market as discussed in the
preceding section.

The general point that this discussion reinforces is that a proper
analysis of the agricultural minimum wage should be undertaken in the
context of â complete model, or as nearly complete as the data allow,
of the market for hired farm labor. Regression results using the inde-
pendent variables listed in table 3 are shown in tables 4 and 5. They
show that the nonfarm wage rate is in fact an important determinant of
farm wage rates ând employment. The plots of actual observations and
the predictions of the regressions (figures 4 and 5) indicare that the more
complete model provides a more satisfactory explanation of the tran-
sition period just before and after the imposition of rhe agricultural
minimum wage.

The regression results do not allow detailed conclusions about the
adjustment process by which inputs substitute for hired labor when the
minimum wage increases. The fact that a quantitatively significant re-
sponse exists for total hired farm labor indicates that substitution of
noncovered employment (or noncompliance with the legal minimum)
does not render the minimum wage ineffective. Separate regressions on
self€mployed (family) farm labor suggest that there has been no sig-
nificant effect of the minimum wage in increasing self-employment.
Thus, it appears that adjustment to the minimum wage has occurred
through substitution ofnonlabor for labor inputs in production processes
rather than, or at least in addition to, adjustments within a farm labor
force of fixed total size.

There are two additional kinds of regression experiments that may
illuminate this historical episode. The first uses an alternative data source
for hired farm labor; the second makes us€ of regional data.

The data on the hired farm work force are simple annual averages
of total workers in the quarterly USDA surveys. The universe sampled
is farms that are potential employers of hired labor. Every person re-
ported to have been hired for one hour or more during the survey week
is counted in the hired farm labor force. It could be that a time series
for total hours worked or full-time workers would behave differently
over time than the USDA measure of hired farm employment. The only
alternative estimate is the Census Bureau's CPS sample mentioned ear-
lier. This is an annual survey of employees, whereas the USDA suneys
employers. The farm labor force measured by the CPS includes anyone
who reported any farm work at any time dudng the year. Thus, it should
include every worker counted in the peak week surveyed by the De-
partment of Agriculture (in July) plus those working at other times
miss€d by that survey. The CPS survey results give a less complete time
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TABLE 3

ExocENous VARTABLES rN FARM LABoR MARKET, 1946-lng

Nonlarm
Hourly
Wage

Qen 8)

Real
Ptoduc,

Price
findexf

Real
Purchased

lnput
Price

(index)

Land
Quanoty

lndex

1978pn
r976
r975
t974
tvt3
1972
t97t
1970

1969

19('8
t967
1966

1965

1964

1963

L%2
1961

1960

1959

r958
1957

1956

1955

1954

1953

1952
1951

1950
1949

1948

1947

1946

3.51
3.44
3.35
3.26
3.45
3.54
3.49
3.38
3.36
3.38
3.33
3.25
3.2t
3.16
3.08
3.00
2.97
2.88
2.87
2.82
2.75
2.78
2.14
2.8
2.6r
2.65
2.54
2.45
2.36
2.29
2.m
2.18
2.16

1.10
1.03
l.l I
l.16
t.32
1.35
l.q)
0.94'

0.96
0.98
0.99
l.0l
1.10
1.05

l04
l.0B
1.11

1.1I
l.l1
1.14
t.2t
l.16
t.t7
t.».
1.31

1.38
1.58
t.@
1.54
1.52
1.73
t.77
t.7t

t.t7
t.t7
l.19
1.18
1.18
1.14
1.00
0.97
0.98
0.99
l.m
1.04
l.0B
1.06
1.06
1.09
1.10
l.l I
t.l0
1.14
1.15
1.14
1.14
1.18
1.23

t.25
r.35
t.37
t.32
1.30
1.35

1.30
1.26

ÿ7
97
97
96
95
97
98
»

101

98
»

100

»
I

100

lm
100

100

lm
101

100

ta
t02
105

r05
105

105

105

105

104

103

103

t02

. Cu[ent.yea] valu6 shown. lte exogcoous variablcs arc laggcd priæs.
SouRcE: U.S. C.ouncil of Ecooomic AdvisctE, Ecorcmic Repofl oî thc Ptd§idenr.
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TABLE 4

REcREssroN CoEFFrcrENTs ExpLArNrNc HrRED FARM Wa,ce R.q.res
(t-values in parentheses)

I nd.ependent V ariables

Minimum
Land
index

wage
effect

Equa-
aion

Nonfarm
wage

Purchased
input

Pce

Lagged
Output

Price Time" n,
t. .203

(7.6\
2. .r85 .2@

(7.e) (3.6)
3. .139 .419

(5.e) (5.5)
4. .128 .256

(5.2) (2.0)
Means $1.42' 32.95
Dependent variable mean: $1.57

.270
(r.7)

-.t06
(0.6)

- .243
( 1.3)
l.l6

- .o22
(4.3)

-.031
(6.2)

- .024
(3.6)

100.6

0.ll
(s.7)

.t@
( 1.6)
.277h
(2.6)
.359" .009
(3.r) (1.6)
t.27

' Measured as year minus 1900,
h Coeflicient is of price lagged one year. Prices lagged two and thrce yea$ were also
includcd io the regrcssion. The coefficients (and ,-values) are: t*o-year lag. -.010 (0.1)
in equation 3 and - .086 (0.8) in equation 4: thrcc-year lag. 0.297 (3.0) in aquation 3 and
0.310 (3.2) in equation 4.
'During l 6-1978: value in 1972 dollars.

series, however, with data available only from 1945lo 1977, except for
1953 and 1955, when no suruey was conducied. In addition, the CPS
survey has a breakdown by duration of employment throughout this
period (except 1950 and 1958). so that full-rime employment in agri-
culture can be looked at separately.

Regional data help in eliminating factors such as unionization or
the bracero program, which have regionally concenlrated effects. Thus,
the same model was fit to data for all of the United States excepi the
Pacific Coast states. Unfortunately, the data for some of the independent
variables are not available by region, and when they are-for example,
for land-their quality is suspect. Moreover, the USDA land series is
oonstructed for different regions than the USDA farm labor series, and
the regionalization of the farm labor series was changed in 1974.

Regressions on both the regional USDA and the national CPS data
resulted in coefficients with the same signs as in tables 4 and 5 but with
lower t values. Regional dâta were used to test crudely the hypothesis
that the agricultural minimum wage has equalized farm wage rates across
regions. Although the standard deviation of the mean wage across ten
regions of the United States fell from thirty-three cents in 1951 to eleven
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FIGURE 4
FARM EMPLoYMENT, AcruAL AND Frrreo (II), 1946-1978

Employment (thousands)

TABLE 5

REcREssloN CoEFFtclENTS ExpLAlNtNc FARM EMployMENT
(r-values in parenthes€s)

Independent Variobles

Land
index

Equa-
,ion

Minimum
wage Nonfarm
effect wage

Purchased
input
price

Lqged
Outpul
Price Time R:

l. - ll4
(1.7)

2. -83 -910 t2t2 -t7

-32
(6.s)

- 614
(3.8)

- 63&,
(3.1)

-541, ll
(2.4) (1.0)

.880

.974

.975

.976

(2.21 (8.8) (4.e) (2.1)
3. -67 - 1025 1336 - l.l(1.5) (7.1) (.r.r) (1.4)
4. -82 - t229 63 -5(1.7) (4.e) (3.1) (0.4)
Dependent variable mean: 1.685 (thousand workers)

'S€e notes to table 4. The co€fficients for ]!vo. and three.year lags are: equation 3. -24
(0.1) and -88 (0.5): and equation.l. - 120 (0.5) and -72 (0.{1.
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FIGURE 5
FARM \trAGE RATE, ACTUAL AND FrITED (ID, 1946-197g
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cents in 1ÿf7, the data evidence does not allow a rejection of the null
hypothesis that this reduction was simply a postwar trend rather than
a minimum wage effect. Even if a regional effect could be demonstrated,
one would like to be able to tie this effect to characteristics of the
workers in the region. Some evidence is presented by Gallasch and
Gardner that the schooling of workers affects the impact of the minimum
wage.lt'

Concluslons

The results of the regressions oonfirm previous findings that the exten-
sion of the Fair Labor Standards Act to hired farm workers increased
the average farm wage rate, but the price paid has been a reduction in
hired farm employment. The best estimare of the effect on rhe mean
hourly wage is that it has been increased about ten cents (1972 dollars),
or 5 percent of its 1979 value. The best estimate of the employment

roH. F. Gallasch, Jr., and B. L. Gardncr. "Schooling and the Agricuhural Minimum
Wage," Amoicon toumal oî Aÿicuhurul Ecor,/l/mic§ 60 (May 198): 26,1-611.
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effect is that the minimum \r,age reduced the number of hired farm
workers by about 60,000, also about 5 percent of its 1979 value. (Because

of partial coverage, one cannot draw the structural inferences that the

elasticity of demand for either covered or all hired farm labor is ap'
proximately unity. as discussed earlier with reference to figure 1.) These

effects are smaller than those estimated previously by Gallasch' Gard-
ner, or Lianos.rl

The effects on those workers actually covered by the minimum
wage must be substantially greater than the aggregale effects. Because

some workers are unaffected (those who are exemPt because they work
on small farms or commute from an off-farm residence or are students

or cowboys or who would have earned wages above the minimum even

without the legislation), the wage and employment effects will be mag-

nified for those who are affected. About 45 percent of workers currently
are covered. Suppose two-thirds of these would earn less than the min'
imum wage in its absence. Then 30 percent of all workers have their
wage increased. lf the mean wage for all workers goes up ten cent§,

then the wage rate for these workers might have gone up about thirty-
three cents. This is an oversimplification because exempt farm workers

would find the demand for their services increasing and so may also

have experienced wage increases as a result of the minimum wage' This
could be a reason for the shift toward more short-term farm employment

and more commuting to farms from nonfarm residences by farm work'
ers. The seasonality of farm employment has been complicated' how-

ever, by other factors not considered in this paper. such as the extension

of unemployment benefits to some farm workers.12 The CPS data could

not reject the null hypothesis that trend. as opposed to the minimum
wage, accounts for the shift toward part-time employment shown in
table 1.

The employment effects on covered workers are understated by the

regression results. The reason is that, to the extent that exempt farm
workers substitute for covered workers. there is no change in total
measured hired farm employment. If 30 percent of farm workers were

originally affected, it could be that the 5 Percent reduction was obtained

by replacing all the affected workers by fewer exempt workers. This is

an extreme illustration. The point is lhat the 5 percent figure is a rmiz'
irrutr estimate of the labor-displacement effect of the Farm Labor Stand'
ards Act.

" Gallasch. "Minimum waSes and Farm Labor"; Gatdncr. "Minimum \ryage§ and Fatm
[rbor": Lianos. "lmpact of Minimum Wages."

'!S€e Balry R. Chiswick, "The Effcct of Uoemployment Compen§alion on a S€asooal

Indusrrÿ: Agriculturc." lournol of Politicol Econom-v 84 (June 1976): 591-602.
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The Impact of Federal Minimum Wage
Laws on Employment of Seasonal

Cotton Farm Workers

lohn M. Trapani and l. R. Moroney

Introductlon

In 1966 the Fair Labor Standards Act was amended to extend federal
minimum wage coverage to certain agricultural workers. The statutory
minimum wage for covered farm workers was $1.00 per hour beginning
February I, 1967, $1.15 on February I, 11)68, and $1.30 on February I,
1969. The amendment included all workers on farms that employed at

least 5fl) man-days of labor during any quarter of the preceding calendar
year.' In spite of the limited coverage. the legislated wage floor appears

to have had a significant impact on employment in agriculture. Studies

by B. L. Gardner, T. P. Lianos. and H. F. Gallasch all provide statistical
evidence that the 1966 amendment was effective in raising the average

farm wage and reducing employment in this secior.2 Indeed, the great

mobility of seasonal farm workers and the competitive nature of this
labor market would force most employers who were not legally bound
by the amendment nonetheless to pay the statutory minimum wage.

Within the agricultural sector. the legislation is predicted to have
differential effects upon the various farm crop activities and rheir related
occupations; for example, the impact of higher wages on unit costs would
be greater for those activities that are more labor-intensive and that
afford fewer options for substituting other inputs for labor. The impact
on employment would be more pronounced among occupations in which
market-determined wage rates were relatively low and in which technical

'Thc provisions of the 1966 amcndmenl to the Fair Labor Standards Act are Siven in
U.S. Dcpartment of Labor. Wage and Hour and Public Contracls Division, Fararr J
Cuid. to the Aÿicuhural Prcÿisions o! the Foir labot Stondo s Act WHPC Pùblicalion
no. 1888. washington, D.C.. 1970r and idem. workplace Standards Adminislralion. Faft
Lûbot Stondordt Act ol 1938 os Amended.Pttblication no. 1318. washington. D.C.. l97l.
,8. L. Gardner, "Minimum waSes and lhe Farm Labor Malket." ,4 merican Jour\ol ol
Agticultural Economics 54 (August 1972)t 47+76'. T. P. Lianos. "lmpact of Minimum
Wages upoo th€ tæveland Composilion ofAgricultural Employmenl." Americon lournol
of Agticuhural Econonics 54 (August 1972): 417-M; H. F. Gallasch. Jr.. "Minimum
Wages and the Farm Labor Market." So.rlrren Ecoûomic lournol 4l (January 1975):
480-91.
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SEASONAL COTTON FARM WORKERS

suhtitutes for labor are readily available. For labor-intensive farm ac-
tivities, higher labor costs lead to lower profits, ât least until less |abor-
intensive techniques can be adopted. And within the unskilled,
low-wage occupations, higher wages may reduce employment levels
significantly, producing involuntary unemployment. One group notably
affected by the 1966 amendment are seasonal workers employed in
producing cotton.

Total employment in this occupation fell from a peak-month level
of 279.9 thousand in 1965 to peaks of 120.3 rhousand in 1967 and 68.2
thousand in 1969 (see appendix, table 3).! Although this retrenchmenr
is not wholly ascribable to the minimum wage legislation of 1966, a
significant portion almost certainly appears to be. In the first place, the
average farm wage rate was less than $I.ffi per hour in eight of the
fourleen major cotton-growing states in 1966, and in some states il was
substantially below the legislated minimum.a Second, herbicides and
mechanical harvesters were by 1966 well-established (and widely used)
technicâl substitutes for labor employed in weeding and harvesting cot-
ton. The minimum wage schedule embodied in the 1966 amendment
seems to have quickened the process of mechanization that was already
under way.

The independent influence of the 1966 amendment on employment
in this occupation is clouded to some extent by the trends toward in-
creasing farm size and mechanization initiated after World War II,5 for
as shown in the appendix, table 3, employment of seasonal workers
declined during the period l%0-1965 even though aggregate corton
production remained remarkably stable.

The object of this paper is to identify the importance of the l!)66
amendment in contributing to the dramatic decrease in the employment
of seasonal cotton workers after 1965. In particular, we show how the
artificial $,age floors in the south-central and southeastern states accel-
erated the substitution of mechanical processes for labor, thereby in-
ducing involuntary unemployment.

rThcs€ ligures are takeo from U.S. Depanment of Labor, Bureau of Employment S€.
crrity, "Estimated Numb€r of S€asonal Hired Farm Workers in Cotton. " The cmployment
figures uscd h€rc (s€e tablc 3) are for the pcak month of s€ason in fou cen cotton-
producing states. Thes€ states accountcd for 99.7 percent ot all cotton producrd in thc
United Stsrcs durinS th€ 196(h.

'The aourlccn cotloo.growing states considercd hctc are Alabama, Arizona. Arkansas,
California, Georgia, l,ouisiana, Mi§§issippi, Missouri, Nen, Mexico, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tenocss€e, and Texas. Ave.agc farm rvage rates ate reponed
in U.S. DÊpartm€nt of Agricultu.e, Statistical Repotting S€rvice, Farm Labor.
!S€e Robert G. Ainsworth, "Caus€s aod Effects of Decliniog Conon Employment," in
U.S. Dcpanmcnt of Labor, Bureau of Employncnt Sccurity, Fa.,'l Labor Deÿelopmeng,
Washington, D.C., 1976, for a discussion of the exlent of mechanization in cor]on farming
and ils impact on employmeot,
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To do so, we specify a model of supply and demand for seasonal
workers in the fourteen major cotton-producing states. The parameters
of this model are then estimared using data for rhe period 1960 through
1966, prior to the extension of the minimum wage ooverâge. The estÈ
mated parameters are then used to predict the equilibrium wage and
employment levels for the period 1967 rhrough 1969. The predicted
wages and employment levels are estimates of what would have occurred
in the absence of the 1966 amendment. These projections are compared
with the actual employment levels to assess the impact of the extended
federal minimum wage coverage.

The Lobor Mrrket Model

The model consists of a demand and a supply equation for seasonal
cotton workers, with states as units ofobservation. The demand equation
is therefore an aggregate of individuat cotton producers' demands for
labor within the state. We assume that the producer minimizes the cost
of harvesting any given quantity of cotton. We are not concerned with
explaining the volume of cotton harvested and treat this quantity as a
predetermined variable. The conon producers' equilibrium level of em-
ployment nonetheless depends on the quantity harvested, as well as on
the wage rate of farm workers and the cost of competing inputs. The
major competing input for labor in this sector is farm equipment in
chemical weeding and machine harvesting. The ability of producers to
employ mechanical processes profitably depends partially on farm size
and the development of custom work (machine rental) markets. There-
fore, we specify the aggregate state demand for labor in cotton pro-
duction as

2p = flwF, PE, SZE, TECH, QCH) (r)

where WF is the average farm wage rute,6 pE is a price index for
agricultural equipment and machinery,T SZE is the average number of
6Thc apprcÈiate sage rale is that for cotton choppcrs and pickers. Uofonuoatelv, con_
tinuous timc s€ri6 on ihat wage ratc are not avaiiable. so ihe average farm waje rare,
by state. is us€d in$ead. The average wage of cotton pickers and cho-ppers is soirewhat
less than the averagc farm wage lare. bur rhe differcnèe is nor prohibitively largc.
'Thc rcnlal pricc of capihl (r.) may be cxpress€d as r. = pElr + lpJp,) + d - (pEt
P_Erl. s'ùerc PE is the_pricc index ofcquipoent and machioery,; is lhe àai rate of reorn,
{f{.1 11{c 9gcr9g rar€ o[ gqre]al inftalion, and d is rhe d;preciarion rare. Dùring rh;
period 1960-1966, (PJP,) aû (PEtPEl ÿte.e very n€arly equal: with 1967 as rhe basc
year, thc general price index ranged from .887 in 1960 rô .9?2 in 1966: the üice indcx
9f agricultural machinery aod cquipmeot iocreascd from .861 io 1960 to .988 in 1966.
Since r and drl,erc csscntially constant throughout this pcriod. the bracletcd cxDrÊssioo
can be treatcd as constant, and PE is a precis€ scalar sunogarc for r.
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acres per cotton farm, TECII is an index of technology (rePresented by

a linear time trend) included to capture refinements in farm equipment

and the development of cu§tom work markets, and OCH is the quantity

of cotton harvested.
Following World War II there was a nationwide trend toward larger

farm size. In the western states this trend issued from increased irri-
gation, which became economically feasible only when applied to larger-

scale farms. In the southeastern and south'central states the larger farms

facilitated the adoption of mechanical weeders and pickers. Hence we

view the trend toward larger farm units as a P(rcess enabling capital-

using (labor-saving) technological change: larger producing units will
employ less labor-intensive techniques, other things being equal' Sim-

ilariy, â higher wage rate reduces employment, other things being equal.

On ihe othir hand, higher prices of farm equiPment ând larger quantities

of cotton harvested each induce greater farm employment, ceteris par'
rDus. Accordingly, we hypothesize negative coefficients for the variables

WF , SZE , and IECH; and positive coefficients for the variables PE and

QCII. Measurement of each variable is discussed in the appendix'

To develop the supply of labor we follow the traditional utility
maximization model for the individual worker, then aggregate over

workers for each state. This implies that labor suPply available for cotton
production depends on the real farm wage rate' the real income oP
portunities elsewhere, and the number of potential cotton workers avail-

àble in the state. In accounting for the size of the potential cotton \ orker

force, we recognize that most s€asonal farm workers are migratory and

that the supply available for harvesting cotton may be temporarily larger

than the permanent farm labor force of the §tate. According to G. K.

Bowles, tiiere are three migratory farm labor groups: one from Florida

that works along the east coasl; one from southern Texas that migrates

within the south-central and southeastern states; and a smaller group

from Arizona and New Mexico working within these states and along

the West Coast.s Therefore, we include in the supply equation a dummy

variable to indicate from which migratory group the individual state

draws its work force. In addition to these demographic variables, we

wish to account for general occupational shifts away from agriculturee

and the potential influence of public assistance within the state on the

farm laÉr supply. The resulting supply function for each state is

LS=g(WF\CPL wMtCH, AIDTCPL TREND, DMYE, DMYW) (2)

" G. K. Bowles, "The Currcnt Siluatioo of thc Hired Farm Labor Forc€ ," io Form l'abor

in" U7a"a Sw"t,"d. C. E. Bi§hop (New Yoik: Columbia Uoiver§i'y Pre§§' 1967)'

"Sec ibid. for a discussion of trcnd§ in the number of hired farm workers'
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where CPI is the consumer p ce index. IÿM is the manufaouring wage
rate in the state, AID is the average household payment for aid to
dependent children within the state, IREND is trend for occupational
shift, and DMYE and DMW are migrarory labor group dummy var-
iables. We hypothesize a positive coefficienr for the variable tÿFlCpl
and negative coeffi cieîts îor WMICPI, AIDICPI. and IREND. The last
three variables shift the cotton worker supply schedule in response to
alternaive sources of income and trend-related demographic variables.

Equations (l) and (2) simultaneously determine the level of em-
ployment and the wage rate. For purpos€s of estimation, we consider
the current farm wage rate and current level of employment as endog-
enous variables and all other variables as predetermined. We recognize
the shortcomings of this specification, in particular the absence of any
expeclational variables, but more elaborate specifications do not seem
warranted, given the data currently available.rr)

Estimation of the Model

The supply and demand equations are specified as linear with additive
disturbance terms. Each equation is overidenrified; so the struciural
parameters are estimated by two-stage least-squares. The sample is a
cross section of fourteen cotton-producing states with observations for
each state taken for the years 1960 through 1966. The two-stage least-
square§ estimates are given below, with ,-values under the null hypoth-
esis that the coefficient is zero listed in parentheses.

LD = - 502254.« - 28711.2s wF
(1.2s59) (2.318e)

- 15.98 SZE + 22.48 QCH
(l.8687) (12.e24) (3)

- 145t6.37 TECH + 65«.82 PE
(1.8m8)

F'z= .6851

( 1.3817)

r0 Various spçcilications to incorporate expectations and lags in adiuslment to equilibrium
ttcrc cstimatÊd. Thes€ regesions. uhich included lâgged values of either the depcndent
variablc or the regr€ssoE. prpduced a high degrce of multicollineariry and imprecise
estimat€s. Becaus€ the data bas€ required for this srudy is strictly limited. we could not
corrcct this problem and abaodoocd a empts to estimat€ motc sophisticated forms of the
model.
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ZS = 56215.90 DMYW + 39504.æ DMYE
(3.3',346) (2.8354)

+ 637590.16 WFTCPI - 14U78.44 WMICPI

(7.oss3) (6.s232) (4)

- 267.47 AtDtCPl - 1033239 TECH

(8.420e) (7.s28e)

R, = .5E10

All of the estimates are significant at the 95 percent confidence level,
exoept the q)nstant and the coeflicient of PE in the demand equation,
and each has the predicted sign. (In one-tail testswith ninety-two degrees

of freedom, the critical , statistics at the 95 percent and 90 p€rcent

confidence levels are l.6l and 1.29.) From the demand equation the
coeffrcient of IYF yields an estimated elasticity of demand for labor (at
sample mean values) of -.83. This estimate is slightly below that found
in other studies of hired farm workers by T. D. Wallace and D. H.
Hoover and by L. L. Bauer but greater than that found by E. til.
Tyrchniewicz and G. E. Schuh in their sludy of total agricultural em-
ployment.rr The negative coefficient of §ZE indicates that larger farms
use less labor, after standardizing for output and other variables in the
demand equation. Similarly, the negative trend coefficient shows an

independent time-related reduction in employment; and, as expected,
a larger volume of cotton harvested increasês the demand for seasonal

cotton worke$. Finally, we note that the positive coefficient of the farm
equipment price index confirms that machinery and labor are substitutes.

In estimating the supply equation, we permitted the constant term
to vary with the migratory labor groupc discussed above. In doing so,

we combined the Florida and Texas groups into one eastern group, as

the two werre not statistically distinguishable.
The coeffrcient on WFICPI yields an elasticity of supply (evaluated

at the sample means) of 20. 1 . This highly elastic supply of cotton workers
with respect to the real wage rate is broadly consistent with the findings
of D. E. Wise in his study of seasonal farm workers in California and

rrT. D. wallace and D. H. Hoover, "Ircome Effccts o[ Innovatioo: Thc Cas€ of kbor
in Agriculture," .rot aal ol Form Economics 49 (May 1966): 325-36| L. L. Baucr, "The
Effcct of Technology on the Farm Labor Markcl," American Joumol ol Agricuhural
Econortic§ 5l (August 1969): 505-18: E. W. Tyrchniewicz aod G. E. Schuh, "Economet c
Analysis of thc Agricultural Labor Markct," Ame caa loumal of Agricuhurul Economics
5l (Novcmber 1969): 70-8?.
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the long-run regional elasticities found by Tyrchniewicz and Schuh.r,
The fact that our estimated elasticity (ar the sample means) is larger
than these other estimates is not surprising, since we are analyzing a
comparatively much smaller labor pool within the states. The significant
negative coefficients on the real manufacturing wage rate and aid to
dependent children suggest that the seasonal farm workers are sensitive
to both market and nonmarket alternative sources of income. Similarly,
the negative lrend coefficient indicates a decreasing labor supply, over
time, attributable to long-term occupational shifts away from the gruel-
ing manual work in the corton fields.

Ass€§sment of Employment Effects

In this section we use rhe estimated parameters of the model to predict
equilibrium wages and employment levels thar would have prevailed in
the abs€nce of the 1966 amendment. Because the states in the sample
vary so widely in their characteristics-both wirh respect to wage levels
and production technologies-we divide them into three groups: western
states (Arizona, California, New Mexico. Texas. and Oklahoma); south-
central states (Alabama, Arkansas. Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri,
and Tennessee); and southeastern states (Georgia, South Carolina, and
North Carolina). These three groups differ in several important ways
associated with their geographic locâtion. as may be seen in table 1. The
western states are characterized by relatively larger farms, substantially
greater production (and production per farm), higher manufacturing
wages, and higher payments for aid to dependent children than the
south-central or southeastern states. The latter two groups differ less
dramatically when compared with each other. but some differences are
nonetheless apparent: the south-central states display slightly larger av-
erage farm size, considerably greater output. higher manufacturing
wages, but slightly lower payments for aid to families with dependent
children than the southeastem states. This geographic division gives us
three distinct groupe for which the impact of rhe minimum wage may
be assessed. The required projections and relared data for each group
are given in table 2. The estimated market wage and estimated em-
ployment in the absence of the minimum wage are obtained by solving
the estimated supply and demand equations using sample mean values
of the variables. within each group, for each of the years listed in table
2.

DD. E. Wise. "The Effect of the Bracero on Agriculrural producrion in Califomia,"
Ecorrottic lûquiry 12 (December 197{): 547-58; and Tyrchnieudcz and Schuh, ,.Ecooo-
metric Amlysis."
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TABLE I
MEAN vALUEs oF SELECTED VARTABLES FoR STATE GRoups,

1966-t%9

Group

Cotron
Average Farm Production

Size (1,N0 bales
(acres per per

farm) state)

Monufacturing
Wage Rate
(dollars per

hour)

Aid to
Dependent
Children

(dollarc per
mon h)

Westem sîates

r966
tw
1968

1969

South-cenfial s,ates
196É

1967

1968

1969

Southeastem staes
t96r
1967

1968

1969

2.«
2.78
2.93
3.0r

2.25
2.38
2.56
2.71

t32
131

r28
r38

82
82
82

86

86
n

.93
»

589

396
«7
691

230
149

2t2
195

642
642
642
@2

255
292
326
361

230
261
29t
322

I,063
92r

r,253
1,048

r.99
2.to
2.21
2.42

No1E: The figurcs reported here are avenges for lhe states in cach regional group.
SouRcE: Columos l-2: U.S. D€partmcnt of Agricuhure. ,Bricrlrurol §rcritfli.r. vadous
issues; Columos H: U.S. Depanment of Commerce, Bureau of Ccnsus, Sratit icar,{ô-
sfiûcl of the Unitcd Srates. various issues.

For the lvestern states. the predicted lvage ând employment levels
indicale that the extended minimum wage coverage exerted no effect.rl
This conclusion follows inasmuch as the projected market-determined
$,ages are abve the legal minimum wage for the years 1967-1969. This
finding also accords with the fact that the actual average farm wage in
these western states rÀ,as above the minimum in all three years consid-
ered. The projections for the south{entral states, however, suggest a

significant reduction in employment following the imposition of the
minimum wage. The projected market-determined wages are below the
minimum wage in each year, resulting in a reduction of approximately
8,2ü) and 9,7ü) peak-month workers demanded in the typical south-

B Aciual employment figures for 1968 rere not available from the Bureau of Employmeot
S€c-nrity, and thercfore the reduction in employmenl for 1968 was not computed. The
projected values for 1968 were in all cas€s grcaler thao the Èotected levels for 1967

because of an increas€ io cotlon productioo in 1968.
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TABLE 2

EMpLoyMENT EFFEcrs oF M|NTMUM WAGE oN SEASoNAL WoRKERS
rN CorroN, 1965-1969

Region

Estimored
Peak-Month
Emplolmen

(L,

Reduced
Employment
Atrributable
,o Mi mum

Wage

Actuol Peak-
Month

Employment Esrimared
(L^f Marka Wage

Weshrn states

1965

t966
1967

1968

1969
Souh-central stares

1!)65

1!166

IW
l!b8
r969

Southeastem states

1965

1966

1967

l!)68
1969

19,571

t4,t92
t2,49'3

?.2@

n.É3
t2,779
6.619

4.13û

t6,379
9,»4
6,020

3.&()

t.l7
1.22

1.27

r.33

.91

.97
1.03

t.l0

13,028

13.791

18.426
10.528

16.038
14,828

17. t93
13.8t7

9,910
10,762
8,575
7,328

no effect
no effect
no effect

.86

.93

.»
1.07

8.209

9.687

4,742

3.488

'Actual peak-monlh employment levels are mean values fot the states in the region.
à Acrual employmcol tigures for 1968 are not reportcd.
'This figure do€s not inclùd€ Mississippi. since rhe dara for 1969 w€re not reporred.
SoUxcE: Column l: U.S. Depa ment of Labor, Bureau of Emplo!,ment S€curity. ..Es.

timated Number of S€asonal Hired Farm Workets in Conon." mimcographed.

central state in 1967 and 1969. A notable impacr occurred in rhe south-
eastern states as well. We estimate that a typical southeaslern state
experienoed a reduction in peak-month employment of about 4,7ü)
workers in 1967 and roughly 3,500 workers in 1969 because of the min-
imum wage.

To approximate the total impact on the employment in cotton farm-
ing due to the federal minimum wage schedule, we assume that the
reduction estimated for the typical srate is the same for all states in the
region. Using this âssumption, the rotal reducrion in employment is
estimated to be approximately 63,000 peak-month workers in 1967 and
roughly 69,000 peak-month workers in l!)69. The fact that our estimate
ofthe impact does not differ significantly berween 1967 and 1969 suggests
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that the $eater part of the wage-induced reduction in employment had
occurred by the end of 1967. Cotton producers were presumably able
to make adjustments by 1967 in anticipation of the statutory minimum
of $1.30 per hour that was to prevail as of February 1, 1969. Finally,
our estimates of wage-induced reduction may be compared with the
total decline in employment of seasonal workers in cotton production
during this period. Reported peak-month employment plummeted from
177 ,619 in 19ffi to 68,264 in 1969 (see appendix, table 3). Our estimates
indicate that about 69,000 of these workers were displaced by minimum
wage legislation while approximately 40,ü)0 peak-month cotton-farming
jobs were eliminated by other economic and demographic forces. Put
somewhat differently, of the total reduction of 109,000 peak-month jobs
that occurred between 1966 and 1969, our model ascribes roughly 63
percent (69,000 + 109,000) to the extended minimum wage coverage,
and the remaining 37 percent to other variables in the demand equa-
tion.tl The reduction in employment attributable to the 1966 amend-
ments was concentrated in the south-central and southeastern states.
The burden of public relief would be correspondingly centered.

Concluslon

This paper presents a method for estimating the impact of minimum
wage legislation on employment of seasonal cotton workers. Specifically,
we attempt to separate the effects of minimum wages from the nonwage
forces that were already evolving after World \Uar II and were inde-
pendently reducing employment. We estimate a simple market model
of supply and demand for workers during the years preceding minimum
wage coverage, then project the hypothetical market-determined values

of wages and employment in the postsample period. An estimate of the
minimum wage impact is obtained by comparing the projected peak-
month employment that would have occurred in an unfettered market,
with actual employment following the minimum wage coverage.

This methodology is straightforward. Indeed. it would seem to be
applicable to a wide range of markets in which observations are available
both before and after minimum wage coverage. Nonetheless, our con-
clusions must be interpreted with several qualifications. First, the data
are less than ideal. Hourly wage rates for seasonal cotton workers, by
state and year, are not available. Accordingly, we must use the average

r'This Iigure may ùnderestimate the full impact of minimum wagcs: total employment
declined from 279,910 in 1965 to 17,619 in 1966, and ccnaioly some porrion of this drop
in d€maod was in anticipation of a higher wagc.
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hourly wage rate for all farm workers' by stâte and year' as a Proxy.
Because it is surely closer to the mark in some states than in others, our
estimates are based on data subject to moderate, but apparently tol-
erable, measurement error.

Second, the estimates are conditional on a linear aPProximation to
some true, but unknown, model. We have not experimented with non-
linear demand and supply equations, although nonlinear equationscould
be implemented within our framework. Our partition of wage and non-
wage impacts may be either sensitive or reasonably robust with resPect

to model specification. Some clustering of regression residuals, by state,
suggests there are state-specific influences (on both the demand and the
supply sides) not adequately represented in the model. These caveats

notwithstanding, the evidence from our model convincingly indicates
that minimum wage legislation hastened the extinction ofseasonal cotton
worker employment in the south-central and southeastern states.

APPendtx

Description and source for each variable used in the study:

LD, LS.' Estimated number of seasonal hired farm workers
in cotton, by state, during the peak month of the season. This
series was developed by U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau
of Employment Security.

WF; Average hourly farm wage rate (without room or board)
by state. This series is developed by the Agricultural Marketing
Service based on farmers' reports of averaSe farm wage rates
paid in their localities. The series is taken from U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Statistical Reporting Sert-ice, Farm La-
Dor, various issues.

SZE.' Average size of commercial cotton farms by state. This
series is available for 1959. 1964. and 1969 in U.S. Department
of Commerce. Bureau of the Census. Census of Agiculure,
1959, 1964. and l!)69 issues. The remaining years were esti-
mated by simple linear methods.

PE.' Wholesale price index for Agricultural Machinery and
Equipment. This series is taken from U.S. Depanment of Com'
merce. B sirress Statislics, 1973.

TECH, TREND: This variable is a simple time trend.

QCH: Cotton production by slate is reported each year in
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agriculural Srarisrics. The
series is the number of Sü)-pound gross weight bales.

WM: Average hourly wage rate of production workers on
manufacturing payrolls by state is rePorted in U.S. Department
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of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Starist:cal Abstract ol the
Unüed States, various issues.

AID: Aid to dependent children. by state. This series is the
average monthly payment in Decemb€r for aid to dependent
children per family in the state. It is taken from U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Statistical Abstract
of the United Slates, various issues.

DMYC: A binary variable defined as equal to one if the
state is Alabama, Arkansas. Georgia. Louisiana. Mississippi.
Missouri, Tennessee. North Carolina. South Carolina, Texas,
or Oklahoma, and as equal to zero otherwise.

DMW: A binary variable defined as equal to one if the
state is California. New Mexico. or Arizona. and as equal to
zero otherwise.

Table 3 gives some statistics relevant to underctanding the general trends
in cotton production and employment during the time period of this
study.
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Minimum Wages and the Distribution
of Economic Activity

Marshall R. Colberg

The regional conflict inherent in federal minimum wage legislation was

well stated by Henry Simons of the University of Chicago over thirty
years ago. He wrote:

Southern workers may be intrigued by the wage expectations
held out by organizers from northern unions and by the Fair
Labor Standards Act. They may in a few cases get such wages,
but if they get much employment at such wages, it will be only
in spite of the intentions of the northern unions and the Mas-
sachusetts senators. I

Simons considered the Fair Labor Standards Act to be similar in purpose
to tariffs except that protection to northern manufacturerc was from
competition from the South rather than from foreigners.

Interestingly, Senator John F. Kennedy, just a few years later,
published an article in the Adanrtc Monthly detailing the struggle for
industry between New England and the South. Although Kennedy
claimed in the article that he did not oppose migration of industry from
New England to the South based on "normal competition and compet-
itive advantages," he wrote:

But the final reason for migration, with which I am particularly
concerned, is the cost differential resulting from practices or
conditions permitted or provided by Federal Law which are
unfair or substandard by any criterion. Massachusetis manu-
facturing industries in May of 1953 paid an average hourly
wage of $1.64; but because the Federal minimum wage is only
an outdated 75 cents an hour, many industries mi$ating to the
rural communities of Mississippi pay workers only that less-
than-subsistence wage, and those employees under "learners
permits" even less.2

The clear implication is that the federal government should pass laws

'Henry C. Simons, "Somc Rellcctioos on Syndhalisn," Ecoaomic Policy for o Frce
Sociirr, (Chicago: Uoiversity of Chicago Prcss, 1948), chap. 6, p. 135.
,John F. Kconcdy, "Ncw Ergland and thc South: Thc Stlugglc for lrdustry," /rr4ndc
lrorrrr), January 1954, p. 33.
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1o raise production costs in the South in order to protect New England
industry. Raising and extending coverage of the minimum wage ii one
lvay to do so. Another would be repeal of section 14(b) of ihe Taft-
Hartley Act, which permits states to hàve right-to-work lâws.r Consistent
with his article, Senator Kennedy was cosponsor of a bill to raise the
minimum u,age flom seventy-five cents to one dollar per hour, which
he was able to sign as president.

A ..yonkee Trick',

l!,h:ugt proponents of higher minimum wages us€ many argumenrs,
I believe that interregional competition, especially in manuficturing,
agriculture, and wholesaling, is usually the màin force at work. My üew
is that the minimum, wage is basically a ..yankee trick,' (or, perhaps
better, a "union trick") played on the South. Many southern workers
are skeptical of receiving net benefits, especially in the longer run, by
joining unions. From the üewpoint of th; labor unions, a uiiform fed-
eral minimum wage is a partial substitute for universal unionization,
although the level at which the minimum is set is obviously of vital
importance. In some ways, raising the legal minimum is even more
useful to unions than negotiating a wage increase, because higher pro-
duction costs and any unemployment ihat is generated wn É teti by
other companies and by nonunion workers.

- , Employers may have ambivalent feelings about supporting higher
federalminimum wages. If their own plants are already pÂying a-ll wôrk-
ers well above the legal minimum, they probably welcome a-ny oppor-
tunity to raise the production costs of competitors. The same fiims,
however, may now or in the future own flànts in lower-wage areas.
Support of higher minimum wages and support of repeal of-righÈto-
work laws tend to close their escape hatcheJ from uniôn power.-

. An interesting recent example is the establishment by Firestone
Tire and Rubber Company of a large nonunion plant in Wiison, North
Carolina. This plant employs about 1,200 produètion workers and pro-
duces about 5.5 million tires per year.. This tends to reduce the bar-
gaining power of the United Rubber Worken in northem plants, es-
pecially since additional tire planrs could be built in the South. In
addition, it helps Firestone in the competitive race with imported tires
(about 17 million tires were imporred in 198). In additio;, Michelin

r_Sç, f-o-r clamp!9, M. R. Colb€rg, Trtr Coi§&,,l et Impact of Repeot o1r4(à) (Washin$oo,
D.C.: Heritage Fouodation, 1978).

'X,alph E. Winrer, "Nonunion Rùbbcr planrs Hclp Lift Hopcs of Aveninr Strikc in
Cuncnt Labor Talks," Wdl Stt .t lownal, March fà, 1979, p: 42
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has established three iire plants in South Carolina-a right-to-work state

where only about 8 percent of nonagricultural workers belong to unions'5

Sinci February 1, 1967, when federal minimum wage coverage of
agricultural workers was initiated, regional competition i-n farming has

al-so influenced voting in this field. Public Law 8%01, effective on thât

date, was the first to incorporate the new technique of legislating a

whole series of future yearly increments to the minimum wage. Although
a lower minimum wage was applied to covered farm workers, there was

clearly a move toward putting all workers on the same basis, and this

trend has continued.
The desired use of an agricultural minimum wage to reduce regional

competition was brought out clearly in 1966 by a representative from

New York:

Mr. Resnick: Mr. Chairman, I would like to Point out to all
the members from the Northeast and from the city what this
lecislation means to them.

Ïor one thing, Mr. Chairman, it means that thal the farmers
of the Northeait can compete fairly with the farmers from the
rest of the country.

Now, Mr. Chairman, we have poultry farmers in our. part
of the country. Our farmers pay anywhere from $1.25 to $1.75

an hour for helo. I ask you how can they compete §'ith the
poultry farmers'in Missiisippi who pay $3.(X) a day for a 10-

hour day?6

The economic interest of Catifornia in raising the cost of agricultural
production in other states to promote "equity" is brought out well in

the remarks of a Republican oongtessman ftom that state:

We in California are paying the highest agricultural wage rates'
with the exceDtion df Hawaii, in the entire Nation. Yet our
State is the tirger today of those who sây we are not Paying
enouch. r e feèl that if we are a larget when we are exceeding
the Àinimum wage and leading other areas, it is wrong to
exempt 600,000 wôrkers who work for our comp€titors across

the Nàtion and not force our competitors at least part of the
way up to the level of wages which we in California are paying

and will continue to pay.?

Congressman Chartes Gubser was speaking in oPposition to a proposed

t Pâul S. Demo6ev. "L.çcal aod Economic Incentivcs for Foleign Dilect Invr§tment in

ttri Soutneasrdrn 
'Uniæii St tcs," von lcrbilt loutnal ol Tn$notional Larv-9 (Spring

iifj,âi-sj. .-olt".izcs rhe larEe package of tax inccntives offcred by south Carolina-
as rrill as srate rilht-ro-work legislalion--$ attractions to dired lorcign inves]mcnt'
6 Congressional Recotd, May 25' 1966' P. 11383.
? Ibid., p. 11394.
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amendment.that would exempt farms with less than 5ü) man-days per
quarter of labor input. The amendment was, however, included in i\rùlic
Law 8H0l.

Key Votcs

Although statements of the sort just quoted give valuable insights into
the true feelings of legislators, statistical investigation of actuàl voting
on minimum wage bills should provide more comprehensive information
on rhe politics of such legislation. Compilation 

-of 
votes must be done

with caution_ if true feelings are to be disclosed. A legislaror who is really
against any increase may vote for a twenty-five-cent-per-hour increase,
for example, if he feels that a thirty-five-cent increaù might otherwise
oocur--or, in the words of the Congressional euarterly A[manac, tW,
"Sometimes Congr_ essmen approve final passage of bilis after vigorously
supporting amendments which, if adopted, would have scuttled the leg-
islation."s This is why votes on importint amendments are often a bettèr
barometer of actual preferences than final votes-

- A good example occurred in 1974, when Richard Nixon signed into
law Public Law 93-259, a bill raising the minimum wage for riost non-
farm workers from 91.60 to S2.30 per hour in three stàps. The bill was
very similar to one he had vetoed in 1973, when the veto was nearly
overridden by the House. Worsening inflation apparently contributeà
to a political climate in 1974 in u,hich Nixon did nôi exped anorher veto
to be sustained. Representatives from southem states voted gl percent
in.favor of adopting the conference report on S. 2747, which iharply
rais€d the legal minimum wage and extènded its coverage. It would bê
a serious. mistake to interpret this vote as a sincere joining of minds by
the North Carolina and Massachusetts delegations, both oi which voted
unanimously for the bill. Instead, most congressmen voted for the bill
when it was clear that it would be passed ànd nor vetoed. The 1973
Hous€ vote in which President Nixon's veto was sustained by a rather
small matgin is also a poor test of regional sentiment on the;inimum
wage increase because the vote was so heavily along party lines. Seventy-
three?ercent of the Republicans votea to support the piesidential veto,
and almost all of the northern Democrats votèd to override. The twenty-
eight votes of southern Democrats in favor of the veto can, however,
be considered to have swung the balance against override.

- ïÏe statistical portion ofthis paperconsequently is based on analysis
of congressional votes by state on key a.end.ents. The analÿsii is
.- 

^Congrcssional Quancrly Alntnac, l (Washington, D.C.: Congrcssiooal euarrcrly,l%6), p. 13.
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restricted to the period since 1961, when the minimum was raised and

for the îirst time the categories of coverage were extended. As a pre-

liminary step, some key amendments since 1961 will be described briefly

to indiéate wtry they have been chosen for special consideration. For

each of these amendments the South versus non-South vote will be

shorvn as an indication of the regional nature of the minimum wâge

battle. The vote on amendments with litde or no imPlicâtions for the

location of economic activity will also be included as key tests in order

to see whether South-non-South voting is different in these cases' Later,

additional variables witt be considered in a multiple correlation analysis

of congressional voting.

196l: The MonroneY Amendment

The "Monroney amendment" in the S€nate in 196l qualifies as a key

test of actual sentiment for the minimum wage because it would have

limited coverage of retail, gasoline'station, laundry, and construction

workers to firms that had establishments in more than one state. It was

therefore in part a test of the legal meaning of interstate commerce.

Defeat of the Monroney amendment by a 39-to-56 Senate vote contrib-
uted to the present definition of almost all economic activity as interstate

commerce subject to federal regulation. On this amendment, s€natorc

from southern states (as defined in the census) voted 75 percent for the

amendment, and those from the non'South voted 75 percent against.

(Sixty-two percent of the RePublicans supported the amendment, and

70 percent of the Democrats opposed it.)e

1966 I*gislotion

The minimum wage law (P.L. 89{01) passed in 1966 was considered

by the AFL-CIO to be "the most important and best ever pa§sed."ro

It was signed into law by Lyndon Johnson, who, however, was not a
strong advocate of the minimum wage idea. He oppos€d any increase

above $1.,t0 per hour becoming effective before late 1968, whereas

George Meany publicly insisted on an increase lo that figure by Sep-

tember I , 1966. Moreover, President Johnson did not push for minimum
wage legislation in l!)64 or 1965. Probably his true feeling was brought

out best in 1949 when, as a senator from Texas, his votes on minimum

'tn this papcr, congressmcn who "pair for" ao amendmcnt are added ao th€ yea votcs,

ana tnosè iho "paiiagainsf' are added to the nay votes. The Senatc vote on the Monronry
amcndmcnt vai nol ànalyzrd by multiple rcgessiol analysis. Tu,o 1966 votcs and two
io lÿn werc so aoalyzed, with rcsulls as shoen in the following s€ctioo§.
tu Congt stionol Quorfity Ahnanac, l%6, 9. &1.
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wage am€ndments.closely follorved thos€ of Senator Specsard Holland
or Flonoa-a conslstent opponent of the minimum n age_rather than
those of Senator Claude pepper of Florida, a long-time iupporter of this
type of regulation.

A key vote was taken in 1966 on the proposal of Republican Con-
gressman David Martin of Nebraska to recommit H.R. 13712 to the
Education and Labor Committee with instructions to delete agricultural
coverage and to provide broader exemptions for canneries. Se-venty-rwo
percent of the representatives from ihe South voted in favor ôf the
Martin- proposal, and 28 percent of the nonsouthern representatives
voted for the proposal. Some farm states such as Nebraska and South
Dakota supported the proposal, but, as indicated by the vote, the re-
gional aspect $,âs important,

Youth lXlfenential

An interesting and extremely close House vote took place in 1977 on
the "Comell amendment', to H.R. 3744, which would have permitted
employers to pay 85 percent of the minimum wage to workers under
eighteen yean of age during their lirsr six moniirs on the iob. The
amendment was rejected 210 to 2ll. Although rhis can be üewed as
weakening the minimum wage, southem support was les clear than
usual urith a 60 percent yea vote. Nonsouthern representatives were 45
percent in favor.

One interpretation may be that the regional economic implications
are.not clear. Te€nage unemployment among blacks is especially obvious
in the large northern and western cities, andôme south"io.ongr"or"n
mayiave felt that the youth differential would especially aid rionsouth_
ern.Iirms. It is interesting that all of the black representatives voted
against the Cornell amendment. They have not been impressed with the
idea that black teenage unemployment in large cities is due in substantial
measure to the minimum wage; they feel that any employment gains by
this group 

1vo{-a !e at the expense of older workÀ. 
-They 

ire also
unimpr.essed with the idea that a job usually provides important training
that will be of future value to the occupani.-parren Mitchell, chairman
of the Congressional Black Caucus, argued that teenagen iet jobs as
"stock clerks, elevator operators, and amusement part< wor[ers,,' loUsthat can be leamed quickly.tr

tt Coûgtcssional Quarà y Alnuttu, lg7, p. l4l. Finis Welch, Mt,imum Wozcs: Issucs
and Eÿidcncc <Washi',lgton, D.C.: Amcrica; Enkrpds€ Institute, l97g), o. ,l4]raiscs the
qucstiotr: "Why not have a diffetcntial for all who would eam Éss th'ari ttre rninirnuml
In othcr words, why have a minimum wage at all?"
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It should be noted that most of the white congressmen from New

York and New Jersey, where teenage unemployment is especially se-

rious, also voted against the youth differential. There is widespread

b€lief that the total number of jobs available in the short run is virlually
fixed, so that employment of one person displaces the oPPortunity of
someone else to work. This thinking also underlies the retirement tesl

under the social security law, since added work by older persons has

been assurned by legislators to be at the exPense of younger workers.r2

In part, the blame for this attilude may be traceable to the popularity

of mearurements of the large amount of capital needed "to create a new
job." George Stigler, however, has emphasized the variability of pro'
portions of labor and capital in most lields of production.r3 The opposite,

more common view, is due in part to the work of econometricians who

frnd frxed proportions to be more manageable in their equations'

Dl ri,ct of Columbie Coverage

Another vote on a matter with little significance for the location of
economic activity, and consequently useful in testing the hypothesis,

concerned the extension of minimum wage and overtime provisions lo
a much large number of workers in the District of Columbia. This was

approved in 1966 by a large margin, with most of the northern and

western senators and 63 percent of the southern senators voting in favor.
Even such strong opponents of the federal minimum wage as Holland
of Florida, Everett Dirksen of lllinois, and Sam Ervin of North Carolina
voted yea. Evidently, voting on the minimum wage is not strictly a

matter of principle.

lndexing

An important aspect of the tegislative struggle preceding enactmenl of
1977 legislation signed by President Carter dealt with automatic indexing

of the minimum wage. lndexing was strongly supported by the labor

unions as an effective device in preventing the less unionized regions

rr This "lumo of labor fallacv" aDD€ared lo dominatc congressional thinking ev€n during
world war il whcn it was ai its'tào6r fallacious. See M. R. Colberg, Thc Sociol Sccurity

Rerircrncnt Tcst: Right or Wrong? (Washington, D.C.: American EnterPris€ In§tilutc'
198), p. 3.
l! For cxample, Georg€ StiSler, Ii€ Theory of P ce (N€rt York: Macmillan ComPaoy,

1966), p. laa, ihows r-hat m-oo of rhc variatiooof output in cotton spinniog over timc did

not requirc a changc io rhe numb€r of rctive spindlc§.
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from increasing any. competititve advantage in labor costs, regardless
ol lhg size of wage increases received by union members and lhe rate
ofinflation. The main indexing proposal would keep the minimum wage
at 53 percent of the average wage in manufacturingin the United States.
. . Soqe 

_congressmen were repelled by the coiplexity of the calcu-
lation oJ the-'average w ge." A major difficulty'is présented by the
evaluation of fringe benefits, which loôm large in many labor conrracts;
also, if fringe benefrts are included in the avèrage wage, they should be
evaluated- in checking on minimum rr"g" corfliané. The difliculries
C-ongress has experienced with the ..tip èredit,, ior waitress€s and other
service employees would be multipfieà. Even if rhe handling of fringe
be.nefits could be defined legislatively, the compliance probiem would
still b€ especialty formidable.r.

The difficulties inherent in indexing, along with the feeling rhat
inllation would-be promoted, probably a-ccouoifo, the subsranti;l (,()
percent) vote of nonsouthem members of the Hou§e to delete indexing
provisions. Eighty-three percent of the southern vote was in favor of
deletion, probably because of the unfavorable regional competitive im-
plications. In all, indexing was defeated by a t9!223 vote.i,

Independena VariaHes

In addition to region, some variables that may influence congressional
voting on key minimum wage issues are: (l) whether the üte has a
right-tGwork law; (2) average hourly wage in manufacturing; (3) per-
centage of population living in urban areas; (4) percentage oî nànâgri-
clltural workers belonging to labor unions; and (5) perceitage of Dem-
ocratic congrcssmen. ln rheory, the right-to-wori states ïould be
unfavorable to minimum wage increases because of general antiunion
sentiment;. states with higher manufacturing wage rites should favor
strcnger minimum wage legislation in order tô raise costs of competitors
rn lower-wage states; more urbanized states should favor the minimum
wage because nominal wage rates are higher in urban areas; more highly
unionized states should favor.higher minimum wages because of strong
unlon suppori for such legislation; and states with more Democratiè

r' Usêful information on thc ea y probl€ms connectcd with mioimum varc cnforcemcol
is givrn by Gcorge Maccsich and Charlcs T. Stewart, Jr., '.Rcccnt Dep"àment of Labor
Studies of Minimum Wagc Effecu," Sou,hcrn Ecotomic Jounal (Àp,ril 1960):2Sl-90.
Thty poi out that "ao inqcasê in the midmum wage is cquivalent ioà reductôn in the
price of evasion and avoidance" (p. 288).
riThis votc was on the Erleobom (Republican, inois) amendmenr to H.R. 37,14 to
dclcte prooedur€s in the bill for automatic adiustment olfhe minimum wace and sub6ti.
tution of specilied arnual increascs. Congrcs;iowl euak f ,ttnunac, t9h, j. tæ-U.
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@ngressmen should be more favorable to higher minimum wages and

broader coverage.
ltre effect 

-of 
these variables on congressional votes will be deter'

mineà by multiple regression analysis for the four votes' already.men-

tioned, iaken in 1966 and 197. As a preliminary step, the votrng rn

iS6i on tlt" Monroney amendment (Senate) is shown in the aPp€ndix'

i"Ur". t 
"na 

2, by state along with data on the independent variables

mentioned above. Table I is for southern and table 2 for nonsouthern

states.
As already mentioned, 75 percent of the southem vote favored the

Monroney amendment, compared with 25 percent of the no-nsouthern

vote. Among right'to-work itates, in the South q5 percÊnt of the votes

tavorea tne 
-amindment, 

and in the non-South 56 percent were favor-

able. There appears to be positive correlation between both Percentage

of urban population and unionization and pro-minimum wage

ianti-Monànàv amendmenQ voting. The effect of party is not obvious'

àrobably because of the well-known affiliation of some §outhern Dem-

ocrats and northem RePublicans.

MulttPte Regresslols' 1966

For the 1966 House vote on the Martin amendment to delete coverage

of agriculture by the minimum wage and to-provide broader exemPtions

for ianneries, ih" ,*t important variables by far turned out to be

southern or nonsouthern rePlesentation and right-tGwork or non-right-

to-wotk status of the represented state. Regression coefficients of -32'3
and -30.9 show strongi anti-minimum wage (prodeletion) votes' The

percentage of Democrits in a ttat"'. .epresentation also.was significant'

it 
" 

p"r"lnt"g. of urban population, union membershiP, and average

wagJ rate in Àanufacturing did not show up as signilicant in the 
' 
test''6

the other 1qi6 vote (Senate) was chosen to test whether voting on

the minimum wage is strictly a matter of principle or is quite different

when there is littl-e or no probable effect on production costs in a con-

gressman's own state. Thé issue was the broadening of minimum wage

Ioverage of workers in the District of Columbia. The "South" variable

r6Rcgession cocfficieot§ and lhcir ,-valuc§ wete:

South, -32.3 (-3.5)
rilht-to-rrork law, -I.9 (-3.6)
ircentaee of urbanization, -0.37 (-0.78)
ocrcentaic Democrats, +0.59 (1.08)

àveralc iunufacturing uage, -9.04 (-0.?8)
perccntagc union, +0.64 (1.25)

P=.66
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no-longer showed up as significant (it had a low r-value). Right-to-work
status was still important, reducing the yea vote substân6xfiÿ.ri

Multiple Regrecslons, lg7

The Erlenborn amendment to H.R. 37,14 to delete automatic indexingof the minimum wage.was passed by the Hour.. ir,";io,ir,; ,i.i"ul"
was üe only ctearly significant fâctor in the antiindexing vote. Right_to-work status.and ?ercentage of union membership *iirrï" a .tri" rr"a
me expected signs but had rather low ,-values. rs

_ 
The linal vote investigated by multiple conelation anatysis was the

extremely close vote in l9Z on rhe Cornell amendmenr ,"-È.ï. SZ«,
:]11^::l,j-!.:." permirted a.youth differenü"1 i, ilr" mirimoà *uge
as oescnbed earlier. This vote is included because its regional economic

::fl,:l11 lr1not ,,"'y clear. rt was tn,"na"à i" ii"i"'"r"ii"r"g"
empbyment in general.

The South in this cas€ is slightly more favorable to the minimum
yaSe jh:n the non-Sourh (inrerpreting a youtn alfieienti"i 

", "i* i,ue mrnlmum wage), but the r-value is low. Higher percentafles of Dem-ocratic congressmen and union membershipïerJ .igni-iüoi poritir"
faciors in the vote, but regression coefficienis *"r" 

-tàT. ii"- *

D Regrcssion coefficients and their ,.values rvere:
Sourh, -8.0 ( -0.6)
righhto.work law, -27.1 (-2.2\
pcrcentage of urbanization, 0.03 (0.09)
percrrtage Dcmocrats, -0.17 (-o.gli
average manufacru og wage, e.U 1O.,iey
pcrcentage union, -0.03 (0.04)
F=.49
r RegressioD cocfficicnts and th€ir ,.valuc§ were:
Sourh, - 29.2 (-3.0)
right-to.work la$,, -7.8 ( -0.?)
percenÎage of urbanizarion, -0.01 (0.35)
perccnlagc Democrats, 0.09 (0.63) '

averagc manufacturing wage, -0.02 (-0.06)
percentage union, 1.05 û.53)
rlP = .43

;ïf,:r'ïî.fftn'"nts and their r-values were:

right-to-work law, -S.l (0.S)
pcrcentagc urôanization, -0.m4 (_0.172)
percenrage Democrat, +0.51 (3.gi)
average manufacturing wage, 0.45 i0.3?)
perænrage union, 1.28 (2.02)
Rz = .46
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SummarY

The belief of Henry Simons thât the nalional minimum wage is basically

a device to reduce the competitive advantages to the South that can

flow from lower nominal wage rates seems to be well founded ' Empirical

investigation of congressionil votes on three key amendments lo min-

imum iage bills in 1-961, 1966, and 1977 shows opposition to higher and

broader l-egal minimum wages to come heavily from the South and

ruppo.t to io.e from nonsouthern states' This is undoubtedly due to

peiceiveO unfavorable economic effects on the South and relative ad'

vantages to the other states.

{ight-to-work states (currently eleven in the South and.nineoutside

the reglon) vote strongly against measures that strengthen the minimum

wace.-whéreas other itàtes tend to favor the same measures' No other

vaiables have the strong significance of southern location and existence

of a state right-tc'work law. The latter reflects antiunion political sen-

timent, which promotes opposition to union-supported attempts to

strengthen the minimum wage. It is probatle, that right-to-work states

"r. 
è"king to promote theia own economic development by providing

a favorablé labor environment, and this is consistent with their oppo-

sition to higher and broader legal minimum wages. Such states as South

Carolina afpear to be especially attractive to new investment, including

foreign inveitment, because of a low level of union organization and a

right-to-work law.
Votes on three important issues rvere investigated in this paper: the

196l Monroney amenàment to limit minimum wage coverage of some

types of businêss to lirms with muhistate locations; the 1966 Martin

amendment to delete agricultural coveragei and the 1977 Erlenborn

amendment to delete indexing of the minimum wage. These issues pro'

vide a better gauge of the true feelings of congressmen lhan do many

votes on final bi[4, where congressmen tend to jump on the bandwagon

when passage is certain. In all three cas€s' southern location'and right-

to-work status brought heavy anti-minimum wage votes'

A vote on the èxtension of coverage of workers in the District of
Columbia was included as a measure wilh little significance for regional

comp€tition and hence useful in checking the basic hypothesis of the

papôr. Here the southern congressmen were quite supportive- of the

iegislation, being happy to raise some other firms'costs for a change'- 
The amendÀeni to provide a youth differential was also investigated

because it does not have clear implications for regional competition' In

this case, there was little difference between South and non'South vot-

ing. Although economists tend to support a youth differential in the
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minimum wage, congressmen from such states as New york and New
Jersey, where teenag€ unemployment is especially high, voted strongly
against a youth differential. Black congrlssmen vàtea unanimouilÿ
againsr the differential. Evidently they do not believe that the minimum
wage $ an tmportant cause of black teenage unemployment.æ

Appendix

Tables 1 and 2 shorv the voting patterns of S€nate delegations from
southern and oonsouthem states on the Monroney amendrient in 1961,
as well as other relevant data. Tables 3 and 4 show voting patterns of
congressional delegations from southern and nonsoutherri states for a
variety of issues related to minimum wages between lW and 1977.

æ l.gislarion in 1973 pcrtaining to the mini.Itùm wage was analyzed bÿ Jonarhan I.!ülbcrman aod carey C. Durdcn-, .,Deænnini;rGsi"t;iir"i;.i;;;;.;itl-iüiniru,
wage: An Economic Apptoach,,' lounwl of pôlirtiol Econon;ü ii;ilt;;ia;:ifi_».rr€y us€6 ,r.clotomous multivariare pIobir analysis altd deteimineà ùc impoitant vari_
aDrcs to. be: (l) campoign conrributions of organized labor; (2) campaign àntributions
or 

_small 
busrness€s; (3) regio; and (4).recnage rvo]ke§. Their rndthü of analysis isprolauy superaor to the mnltiple regression anal)sis uscd in the pres€nr DaDer. bùt it is

Derevcd that the pr€s€nr choicc of votiDg issues bctter reveals truc prefciericej of kgis_
lalors.
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TABLE 3

Sotmreru STATES' CoNcREssroNAL VorEs oN SELECTED IssuEs,
1966 AND 1977
(Vo votinlg yea)

196-House: 1966-Serute,b 1gn-House,,
to Deleæ b Increase [gn-House,. to Ptovide

Stare
AgicuLural D .C.
Coverage Coverage

to Delere Youth
Indeing Difierential

Alabâma.
Arkansas'
Delawarc
Florida"
Gêorgia'
Kentucky
louisianad
Maryland
Mississippi.
Nonh Carolina"
Oklahoma
South Carolina"
Tennessee"
Texas
Virginia"
rflest Virginia

Average (un-
weighted)

1m
67
0

6t
70
7t
86
25

tm
1m
67

100

56
73

1m
0

67.6

0
lm
100

100

100
100

0
100

0
r00
100

100

1q)
50
0

l«)

71.9

67
75

100

80
100

86
75

63
1m
1m
100

100

75
67
90
50

83.0

71

50
lm
67
m
43
75

37
100

55

50
33

37

33

m
0

56.9

' A yca vote is aotÊminimum wage.
ù A yca vote is pro-minimum wage.
" Had right-to.work law in both years.
d Had right-to.x,ork law in 1977 but not in 1966.
SouRcEs: CorrgraJiana, Quartetb Abrunac,l aîd lgn.
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TABLE 4

NoNsourHERN STATES' CoNGREsstoNAL vorEs oN SELECTED
IssuEs, 1966 AND 197

(Vo vof;ingYea)

Sta,d

I W-H ouse,' I 96Âenate,h lgn-House,.
,o Delee îo Increose lgn-House: to Ptovide

Agriculural D.C. to Deleîe Youh
Coverage Coverage lndexing Differential

0r0000
33 lm 75 75
16 100 39 38

01æ,()75
01«)t7t7
010000
50 l@ 100 100

38 lm 50 54
45 100 55 73
17 lm 33 40g) 100 lm 80
0 r00 lm 100

0100017
28 lm 50 a
29 lm 29 50
30 lm 50 30
100 100 50 lm
6706767
lm 100 100 100

50 lm 50 lm
7lm153l
0 lm 100 lq)
mlm3573
50 1æ 0 lm
52 1æ 51 68
25 100 50 25
28 lm 33 37
010000

lm 100 rq) 100

lm 50 lm 100

tm 100 0 lm
14 lm 29 43q 100 22 67
s0000

Alaska
Arizona"
Califomiâ
Colorado
Conncc{icut
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowâ'
Kânsas
Maine
Massachùsetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska"
Nevada"
New Hampshire
New Jers€y
New Mexico
New York
Nonh Dakota"
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Dakota"
Utah"
Vermont
lVashington
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Average
(unweighted) 37.1 ÿ2.6

263

57.445.3
. A yca vote is anti-minimum wage.
b A yca votc is pro-mioimum wage.

" Had right-]o-vork law in both years.
SouRc€s: CorSrrssioral Qua crly Alnonac, 19d6 a^ô 19n.



The Overtime Pay Provisions of the
Fair Labor Standards Act

Ronald G. Ehrenberg and Paul L. Schumann

It has long been remgnÈed in the United States that excessive use of
overtime hours may be partially responsible for continued high rates of
unemployment. For although a large proportion of overtime hours is
due to disequilibrium phenomena, such as rush orders, seasonal de-
mand, mechanical failures, and absenteeism, a substantial amount of
overtime appears to be regularly scheduled. If even a fraction of this
overtime were @nverted to new full-time jobs, the effect on the un-
employment rate might be substantial. ln 1977, fot example, average
weekly overtime in manufacturing was 3.4 hourVemployee. If one-fifth
of this had been eliminated and converted into new full-time jobs, em-
ployment levels for production workers would have risen by 1.7 per-
centage points. As a cons€quence, proposals for amending the overtime
provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FISA) to restrict the us€
of overtime, including those that would increase the overtime premium
to double time, have been periodically introduced in Congress.

Our paper is a contribution to the debate over the eflicacy of such
proposals. We begin by providing a brief history of hours-of-work leg-
islation in the United States and discussing a conceptual framework
within which the evolution of the legislation can be explained and/or
understood. We then trace the growth of the share of nonwage items
in total labor cost and ofemployers'us€ of overtime hours, and discuss
the possible connection bet$,een these tu,o trends. We then critically
evaluate the available empirical evidence on the relationship between
the overtime premium, hours of work, and employment. This section
results in an agenda for future research needs, rather than a set of
definitive conclusions. Finally, our concluding section discusses the
policy implications of our study. Although we believe addirional re-
search, some of which we are currently starting to undertake for the
Minimum Wage Study Commission, is required before one can fully

NoTE: Wc arc gratcful to oumcrous colleagues at Crrnell, and to Solomon Polachel,
Gregg l,€wis, Finis Welch, arld Steve[ Welch for their comments on an €arlicr vesion.
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EHRENBERG AND SCHUMANN

evaluate the wisdom of amending the overtime provisions of the FLSA,
a number of general conclusions are presented in this section.

History of Hours.of.Work l*gisletion in the Unltcd Stotcs

TTe earliest forms of hours-of-work legislation in the United States $,ere
initiated at the state level, applied 1o women and children, and had the
aim of reducing fatigue and exhaustion. r For example, maximum-hours-
of-work legislation was introduced in Massachusetts in 1879, where its
supporters claimed that long workweeks were exhausting and caused
women to grow prematurely old.2 Tle first hours laws covering men in
the private sector were also ât the state level and covere<i occupations
in which long workweeks adversely affected third parties or employees
themselves. An 1890 Ohio law limited hours of workers who operated
trains in the hope that this would reduce railroad accident rates and
protect the traveling public. This law was quickly followed by state laws
limiting workweeks in mining to protect miners who were subject to
unhealthy and unsafe working conditions.l

One may argue that in each of these cas€s the rationale for the
protective labor legislation is that the marginal social cost of longer
workweeks exceeded the marginal private cost to employers. In the
abcence of government intervention these divergencies persisted because
low family incomes did not pennit many women and children the luxury
of turning down jobs with low wages and long hours, because no good
alternatives to the railroads existed for long-range travel and railroad
passengers were not always accurately informed about railroad em-
ployees' workweeks, and because the limited alternative employment
opportunities in mining communities (the "company town") often re-
stricted the occupational choice of individuals in those areas. ln each
case, then, markets failed, in the sense that compensating wage (or
price) differentials did not arise 1o compensate employees (or railroad
passengen) for the full risks they incurred because of long hours of
work. The case for government intervention was strong; the only real
issue was why the legislation took the form of outright restrictions on
hours rather than the use of tax or penalty schemes to increase em-

rrohn R. Commons aod Joho B. Andrc!,,s, Principles of Labor Legislation (Ncÿt yotkl
Harper and Bros., 190), pp. 242-63; George E. Paulsen, "Thc Legislativc Hisaory of the
Fair Labor Standards Acf'(Ph.D. disscrlatioo, Ohio Statc University, 1959), pp. l-10;
Orme Pfielp§, Th. Legislûtiÿe Bockground of th. Foï Labù Srandords rc, (Chicago:
Chicago Univcrsity Srudies in Business Administration, 1939), p. 4; and U.S. Dcpartmcnl
ol Labor, Premium Poyrnenls foi Oÿenirne urrd.r the Fair Labor Staûdotdt Ac, (rvash-
ington, D.C., 1967).
, Marion Cahill, §rroze, IIoar, (New York: Columbia University Prcss, 1932), pp. 106-7.
t Paùls€o, "History of FI,SA," pp. 14-15.
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OVERTIME PAY PROVI§IONS

ployerc'marginal private cost of longer hours. The well-known pref-
erence of Congres and state legislatures for standards rather than tax-
subsidy schemes may reflect only the fact that the majority of their
members are lawyers who are comfortable with the standards approach.a

Although the average workweek in manufacturing had falÈn from
51.0 hours in 1909 to 44.2 in 19æ, throughout the early l93G bills were
repeatedly introduced into congress to limit the length of the workweek.
While the goal of protecting existing employees from the ills associated
with excessive fatigue remained, a second explicit purpoae of such leg-
hlation was to increase employment by distributing thè available worÈ.
Ultimately, on June 25, 1938, the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)
was enacted, Its overlime provisions established a minimurn rate of time-
and-a-half of the regular hourly rate for hours worked in excess of rl4
per week by covered employees, with the penalty rate beginning after
42 hours in the next year, and rl0 hours per week thereafter. (lnitial
drafts of the legislation established outright prohibitions of long hours.
The idea of instituting a penalty for overtime instead apparently was
instituted only as a compromis€ during the late stages of the debate.)5
In its final form, the act covered less than one-fifth of all employees.
Since then, coverage under the overtime provisions of the act has been
expanded until now approximately 58 percent of all employees are cov-
ered (table 1). The major noncovered categories are supervisory em-
ployees, outside salespersons, employees in seasonal industries (includ-
ing agriculture), state and local government employees, employees in
small retail trade establishments, and some household workers.

Once again, the proüsions of the act can be rationalized in terms
of the divergence between private and social costs. Even if employers
and their employees in the 193& were satisfied with long workweeks,
their private calculations ignored the social costs borne by the unem-
ployed. The time-and-a-half rate for overtime cân be thought of as a
tax to make employers bear the full marginal social cost of their hours
decisions; it shoutd s€rve to reduce the use of overtime hours and, to
the extent that the increased costs do nol substantially rcduce total man-
hours demanded, stimulate employment.6 Furthermore, if employees

'Allen Knccse and Chadcs Schùltzr, Pollutio! Prices, and Public policy (Nashington,
D.C.: Brookiogs Institutioo, 195). A discuEsion of rhe standardÿversus-tixsubsidyissui
is includcd in Russcll F. S€rtle rod Bufloo \t cisbrod, ..Govemmcntally lrnposcd §tand-
arô: Somc Normative Aspccts," in Ronald G. Ehrenbcrg, cditot, Iirlsea;ch h Lobot
Economics, vol. 2 (Grccnwich, Cono.: JAI Press, 198), pp. 159-91.
t Paulscn, 'History of FISA," pp. 240-44; Phelrf, Legbloriÿe Brckgorr4 pp. H; and
Jonathan Grossman, "F8ir Lâbor Standards Acr of 1938: Maximum Strugdè-for a Min.
imùm Wage," Mo,rriry lnbot Rcÿieÿ t0t (lrîe lytg)t »-n.
6 As with any oth€r lar dcsi8rled to corrcct arr ext€mality, such as an efllùent tax d€signed
to lcduce th€ emission of pollutaots, the iime.and-a.half rate for ov€nimc should bÀd to
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were not satisfied with long workweeks during the 1930s but, because
of market imperfections, did zor have the freedom to choose employ-
ment with employers who offered shoner workweeks, the direct pay-
ment of the tax to employees who worked longer workweeks can be
understood as an attempt to remedy this imperfection. We shall discuss
this point in more detail when we evaluate proposals to modify the
overtime provisions of the FLSA.?

The EmploymenÈHours Trade.olf: The Growth of Fringc Benellts rnd
overtime Hours

Although coverage under the ovenime pay provisions of the FLSA has
increased substantially over the last forty yea§, the premium itself has
remained constant at time and a half. Periodically proposals have been
introduced in Con$ess to raise the premium 1o double time.E Supporters
of the increase argue that even though unemployment remains a pressing
national problem, the use of overtime hours has increased in recent
years, Moreover, the deterrent effect of the overtime premium has been
weakened since enactment of the FLSA because of the growing share
of hiring and training costs, fringe benelits, and govemment-mandated
insurance premiums in total compensation. Many of these costs (such
as vacation pay, holiday pay, sick leave, hiring costs) are "quasi-fixed"
or employee-related, rather than hours-related; that is, they do not vary
with overtime hours of work. An increase in these costs reduces em-
ployers' marginal costs of working their existing work forces overtime
relative to their costs of hiring new employees,e It is claimed that the

a redùction io output and son. decline in tolal man-houts dcmanded. One csnnot, how-
cvcr, cvaluate thc tax as bcing "bad" simply becaùs€ ourpùt is lowcr, as Sol Polachck
soggestcd in his confcrence comments; that is a oeççssary cooseqùence of thc attempt to
corcct thc cxtcrnality.
7 Literally huodreds of couit decisioos handed down siocc the FLSA was enacted conlirm
thar Coogrcss had the dual iorcnt of (a) inducing cmployeÉ ro r€ducc hours of work drd
increas€ employmcnt, and (b) compensating emploÿces for the "burdcn" of long work-
w€eks. S€c, for cxample, Walliog v. Youngcrman.Reynolds Hardwood Co., Ata. t945,
65 S.C't. 1242, 1250, 325 U.S. 419, $ L. Ed. 1705, rehearing dcnicd 66 S.Ct. 12, 326 U.S.
m4, 90 L. Ed. 4$.
sThe mo6t reccot attempt was made by Coogrcssm.o Joh[ ConyçI§ ir! H.R. 1784, intro.
duccd ioro Congrcss on February I, 1979.
eïhe formal theory of how thcsc quasi-fixcd clsts inllùeoce cmployers' employmcnt aod
hours dcci§ons is dctaibd in a number of studies. See, for cxarnple, Ronald G. Ehrenb€rg,
Fringe Benef,§ ond Ovmime Bchoviot (l*xiogton, Mass.: D.C. Hcath, l9l), pp. 5-47;
idcm, "Hctercgençous Labor, the lnternal Labor MarkÊt, and the Employme[t.Houts
Decision," ,o!raa, of Economic Theory 3 (March lg?t): 85-l(N; Wahei Oi, .,Labor as
a Ouasi.Fixed Factor of Production," loumal of Political Ecoiorry æ (Ocrokr l 2):
535-55; Sherwin Rosen, "Shorr-Run Employment Variatioos in Class I Railroads," Ecorr-
ornc,rico ?Â (Jülyloctobcr 1%8): 5l l-29; and idem, "Thc Supply of Work Schedules ard
Employment," in National Commission for Employmcot Policy, Work lirrr. old E 1.
prorarnr, Special Rcpon no. 28 (\ryashington, D.C., 198), pp. t4!74.
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OVERTIME PAY PROVISIONS

growth of these items has been at least partially responsible for the
increase in oveflime and that an increase in the overaime premium is
required to offset this advers€ effect.

. Data on average weekly overtime hours for manufacturing indus-
tries have been collected and published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) since 1956. Using annual data for all manufacturing, durable
manufacturing, and nondurable manufacturing industries, we have es-
timated equations in which weækly overtime hours were specified to be
a function of a time trend and the growth in real gross national product
(GNP), the latter to control for cyclical factors (table 2). These equations
indicate that after controlling for cyclical factors and autocorrelàtion in
the residuals, average weekly overtime houn have increased by 0.02g
to 0.û29 hours each year.ro This implies that average weekly overtime
hours have increased by 0.616 hours over the twe;ty-two-ÿear period
covered by our sample. I/ aII of this increase in overtime had been
converted to full-time (forty hourÿweek) jobs, employment in manu-
facturing would have been 1.5 percent higher in l97,tt

Could this increase in the use of overtime have been due to the
increase in quasifixed nonwage costs, which increased the marginal cost
of new employees relative to that of overtime hours? The answer de-
pends upon both the magnitude of the increase in quasi-Iixed costs and
the empirical relationship existing among these costs, employment, and
gvertime hours. Empirical evidence on the increas€ in fringe benefits
is quite abundant. For example, Department of Commerce data for the
nation as a u,hole (table 3) show that forms of compensation other than
wages and salaries (supplements) rose from 6.2 percent of total com-
pensation in 1956 to 14.7 percent in 197. These data understate the
importance of nonwage items in total compensation because they inctude
holiday, vacation, and sick pay as wages. A more comprehensive meas-
ure, although for a more limited sample, comes from the biennial U.S.
Chamber of C.ommerce Survey of Manufacturing Establishments. These
data show that total fringe benelits as a perccntage of payroll rose from
20.3 percent to 37.3 percent during the 1957-197 period (table 4). Both
oonly for thc nondurablc maoufacturiag cquation, hof,,cvcr, is thc cstimated arnual
increa!€ statisticâtly signilicaotly diffcrcni from zæro. Moreover, as Sol polachck noted
i! his confercncc comments, nhea a quadratic trÉDd term is addcd to the equation, oDe
ohêrves that th€ upward drift in ovcitimc hours appcarcd to ccase someti e betwccn
ly/l atrd 19R. This evi&occ should lherefore bc co'lisidered oaly suggestivc. Wc ahould
strcss, hos,cvcr, thar io aoy case cvidence on thc trend in ovcnimcîours is aor central
to our conc€m itr thc next §€ctiotr: ç,heth€r an iucreas€ io thÉ oveftimc DEmium would
lcad to a rcduction io ovcrtime houl§ and an incrcas€ in employmcnt, '
rr Thc pcroentage changÉ in employment is (0.61d,10)(100). Wc should caurion, of course,
that whil€ ou[ cvidcnc€ does provide somc tentative support for the vicw that the ùs€ of
ovcnime ha! been increasinj, the potential cmploymèàt increasc if ovcnime had not
ircrrascd is a hypolhctical maximum figurc.
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TABLE 2

DETERMTNANT§ oF AVERAGE TflEEKLY OVERTIME HouRs, ANNUAL
DATA. 195û1977

All
Storisrical Dererminont Manufactudng

Durable Nondurable
Mqnufac,uring Marufacturing

Ordinary least squares
Time trend

Change in real GNP

R'
Durbin-Watson

Correct€d for auto-
correlation
Time trend

Change in real GNP

.045- .036'
(.014) (.012) (.019)

.010.
(.003)

.3r7 .532 .236

.940 .721 .985

.041-. .028 .044
(.023) (.020) (.02e)

(.002)

.031. .040.
(.017) (.00e) (.008)

.012- .006'
(.m4) (.002)
.456 .472 .626
.830 .803 .520

(.026) (.015) (.014)
.011. .005'

(.003) (.m1)

Average weekly overtime hours
1956

t957
r958
1959

1960

2.8
2.3
2.0
2.7
2.4
2.4
2.8
2.8
3.1
3.6
3.9
3.4
3.6
3.6
3.0
2.9
3.5
3.8
3.2
2.6
3.1
3.4

3.0
2.4
1.9
2.7
2.4
2.3
2.8
2.9
3.3
3.9
4.3
3.5
3.8
3.8
3.0
2.8
3.6
4.1
3.4
2.5
3.1
3.6

2.4
2.2
2.2
2.7,{
2.5
2.7
2.7
2.9
3.2
3.4
3.1
3.3
3.4
3.0
3.0
3.3
3.4
3.0
2.1
3.0
3.1

1961

t962
1963

1964

1965

r966
1967

1968

1969

ty70
l97l
tvt2
tyl3
1974
1975

t976
§n

NorEs: Asrerisk (doublc astcrisk) indicarcs cocfficicot staristically diffcrcnt from zeto at
the .05 (.10) levcl of sigoificance, two-tail test. Time ircnd cquals I in 1956. Standard
ertors are in parcnthcsGs.
SouRc.E: U.S. D€panrîent of.Labor lgn Employmcn qad Truining Rcpon of rhe Prct'
i.da (Washingtoo, D.C., 19æ).
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TABLE 3

Corr,rpsNsA.TroN oF EMpLoyEEs, 195çlÿ77
(in millions of constant 19?2 dollars)

Year Total
Wages and

Salaries

Ratio of
Supplements

to Total
Supplemenæ (percent)

1956

t957
1958

1959

l960
1961

1962
1963

t%4
1965

1966
t967
1968

1!)69

tÿ70
tÿ71
1972
tvt3
tvt4
tÿt5
1976
Lgn

243.5
256.5
258.2
279.6
294.9
303.6
n5.t
342.9
368.0
3!)6.5
439.3
471.9
519.8
571.4
û9.2
650.3
715.1
1yt;l
873.0
931.1

1,036.8
I,153.4

'228.3

239.3
zq.5
258.9
27t.9
279.5
298.0
313.4
336.1
362.0
398.4
a?.5
469.5
5r4.6
5.,16.5

580.0
633.8
7m.9
763.t
805.9
890.1
983.6

N.6
23.0
24.1
n.1
29.5
31.8
34.5
q.9
4.4
50.3
56.8
62.7
70.3
81.4
96.8

110.0
125.2
146.7
169.8

6.2
6.7
6.9
7.4
7.8
7.9
8.3
8.6
8.6
8.7
9.3
9.4
9.7
9.9

10.3
10.8
11.4
12.1

t2.6
t3.4
14.1

t4.7

t5.2
17.2
17.7

Norr: "Compcnsation ofcmployees" is the incomc accruing to cmployees as remuncration
for-thcir work. "Wages and salaries" consist of the monera-ry remuneratioo of employccs,
including the oompensatioo of coryorate oflices, commissiôns, üps, and bonusej, aird of
paymcofs in kind, s,hich repre§€nt income to thc recipiems. ..Supplements'. to wages ar
§alaries are cm-ployer contributions for social.insuranè aod othd làbor income, Eüfloycr
contriburions for social insurance compris€ employcr payments undcr old-age, sunivdrs,
disability, and hospital insurance, stare uncmplôyrireni irisurance, railroad ràiiement aod
unemployment insurance, govemnrcnt retirement, atrd a few other mioor social insurarcc
programs. Other labor ircome inc.ludes cmployer conùibutiotrs to private pensioo, health,
uncmployment, and nelfarc aod privatel, administercd worleri' compcnsation funds;
comp€nsation for iojuries; and directors' fecs.
SoURcra-:,y.S, Dcpartmcnt of Com.nerce, Burcau of Economic Aoalysis, B6iI?s, Sra-
qncs, 1ry5, p. 6; and U.S. Depanment of Commercc, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
Sutÿcy of Curr.nt Bwinrst, Jaoùrry lÿr9, p. 92.
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EHRENBERG AND SCHUMANN

TABLE 4

FRINGE BENEFITS AS A PERCENTAGE OF PAYROLL IN

MANUFASTURING, 1957 -1977

Legally
Required
Payments

(employer's
share)

Pensions,
Insufance

Pay for
Time
Not

$torked

Total
Fringe

Ben$ts
Other
üems

Paid
Res,

1957

1959

1961

1963

1965
1%7
1969

t97L
t973
t975
t9?7

4.1
4.5
5.5
5.9
5.3
6.4
6.8
6.9
8.3
8.8
9.3

5.8
6.1
6.8
6.7
6.7
7.0
7.6
9.9

10.2
I1.6
t2.9

2.4
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.7
3.0
3.1
3.5
3.5
3.7
3.6

1.5
1.6
1.3
1.4
1.7
1.9
1;1
1.7
1.5
1.9
2.3

m.3
21.6
23.6
24.2
23.6
25.6
27.O

30.6
32.0
36.1
37 .3

6.5
6.7
7.2

7.2
7.3
7.8
8.6
8.5

10.1

9.2

SouRcE: U.S. Chamber of Commcrc!, Fringe Benelis oad Employee Beaelis (uatiorts

issuc§).

data sets indicate, then, ân apProximate doubling of the share of fringe

benefits in total compensation. The increase is due both to an increase

in employen' legally required insurance payments (social security, un-

employment insurance, workers' compensation, etc.) and to the favor-

ablà tax treatment of many fringe benefrts under the personal income

and payroll tax provisions, which encourage employers to provide ben-

efits rather than higher wages.
(The BLS also collects data on employers' expenditure for employee

compensation, but their data sPan a shorter number of years. They tell
a similar story, however. For example, between 1959 and 1974, straight'
time and premium pay in manufacturing fell from 85.4 to 76.9 percent

of total compensation. )t2
We should caution, however, that not all nonwage forms of com-

pensation are independent of employees' hours of worki those that vary

with hours do nol encourage the sub§titution of hours for employment.

Over time, some forms have become "more" related to hours. For
example, between 1960 and 1978 the Old-Age, Survivors, Disability'

f2 U.S. DeDarimcot of Labor, Bureau of Labor Slalisli(§, 1977 Hondbook of Labor Sra'

ri§rÈs (waihiuton, D.C., 1977), tablc 108.; and idcm,1973 Hondbook ol Labor Sratistiæ

(Washingtor, D.C., 1973), table l18.
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and- Health Insurance (OASDHI) maximum taxable earnings rose from
$4,8ü) to $17,700. This increase caused rhe fraction ot ritai àvereO
employees--rvith earnings at or above the maximum taxable eamings
level to fall from 0.28 at the start of the period to 0.10 in 1in..m"
fraction of employees for whom the OASDHI tax could U" .o*iO"r"a
not to be related to hours declined by over 50 percent. Focusing on the
growth of nonu,age compensation costs may wel:l over$ate the inlreasing
incentives employers have to substitute overtime troun toi aJJitionat
emp§ment.

The Oycrtime Pay hemium, Hurrs of l{ork, and Employment:
Empirical Evidener

Attempts to estimate the effects of raising the overtime premium from
time and a half to double time have exploited the fact tnât atttrough ttre
overtime premlum is fixed (legislarively) at a point in time, irs value
relative to we€kly ,.quasi-fixed" 

costs per employee varies suûstantially
among e§tablishments because the level of nônwage benefits varies
among establishments. One of us published the firsl maior oublished
study on the subject; this was followed by replications and e'xtensions
by.Nussbaum and Wise, and Solnick and S;im;er.r3 Ther" .trài", oæa
indiüdual establishment dara from the 1966, t!)6g, tgl},lg72, î;d §74
BI S "Employer Expenditure for Employee Compensation" survevs ana
estimated variants of equations of the fôrm

oT = ao + atR + a2X (1)

where OI is annual overtime hours per employee, R is the ratio of
measured weekly quasi-fixed nonwage labor costs per employee to the
overtime wage rate, and X is a vector of other vàriablej eipected to
influence establishments' use of overtime.

All of these studies confirm that, across establishments, a strong
positive relationship exists between the use of overtime hours and thé
ratio of'neekly nonwage labor costs per employee to the overtime wage
rate (table 5). From these studies one can simulate what the effect ôf

rr Ehrcnbclgj Frirg. Be,tq, r;idem, ."Thc lmpact of th€ Ovcnim€ premium on Employ-
mcnt aod Hours in U.S Indusrry," Westcri Economic lournat g (!we l97l); Joyô
ryu1.blug alq Donald Wise, "Thc Employmenr tmpact of the Oveitimc provisionj of
thç F.L§.A." (Final Repo-rt, U.S. Dcpa'nnienr of LaËor, Conrracr J-9E-ff)105, l9Z);
idcm, "Tht Overtimc Pay Prcmium and Uocmpl o]inircîL," i'I,wo (Time and Emptoytwru;
Lorcll- Soloick and Gene Swimmer, ..Ove ims and Frioge BeDefits,---a Sim'ultancous
Pquarions.Approach ' (mimeographed, f9!); and Susao-Van Atta, ..An Ànatysis of
Ovcnime Hours for Production Workec in Manufacturing tndustries, 1957-l%5- (ph.D.
dis§., U vcrsity of Californis, Berkcley, 1967).
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TABLE 5

ESnMATED CoEFFrcrENTs oF THE WEEKLY NoNWAGE LABoR Cosr
DIVIDED By rHE OVERT|ME WAGE RATE VARTABLE, VARrous

STUDIES

lnùtstry

Solnick &
Ehrenberg Swinmer I
(te7t) (1978)

Solnick &. Nussbaum
Swimmer Il &. Wise

(1978) Ggn)

Manufacruring
Ordnance
Food
Tobacco
Textile
Apparel
Lumber
Furniture
Paper
Printing
Chemicals
Petroleum
Rubber
[.€ather
Ston€-clay-glass
Primary metals
Fabricated m€tals
Machinery
Electric equipment
Transportation

equipment
Instruments
Miscêllaneous manu-

facturing
Mining
Construction
Transponation
Utilities
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Finance, insurance and

real estate
Services

6.73'

26.398'

29.898*
5.137.
9.836

2t.390
85.758'
25.793.
25.m5.

q.429.

tt.u29
§.7n'
26.392' 23.53'
33.695'
32.4f1'.

4.tzt

63.146'
0.343 0.q)

30.959' 4.23

'?:ffi' -2.s0

33:î3î: 11.05.

14.673 3.41
,().370' 5.91'

t7.33'

19.7t
13.16.

{t.62'
5.08.

8.59

59.4r'

- 10.05
41.18.

15.68'

14.03.
19.63-
35.53'
13.98
4.62'
7.59

16.43'

9.84

30.08'
29.s3.

19.m.
-2.@

NorG: Ast€ sk iodicatcs oocflicicnt statistically diffcrcnt from zerc at rhe .05 level of
sigtrilicancc.
SouRcts: Ehrcnbcrg, Ftinge Be,,efrtt, tablc 3; Solnick aod Sÿimmcr, "OvÊrtimc and
Fringe Benefits," table 2 (for cstimar€ I) and tablc 3 (for cstimate II); Nussbaum aod
WiEc, "Employment Impact," table 4.3.
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increasing the overtime premium would be on overtime hours if one
assumes that employers fully comply with the legislation and that the
change in the premium affects neither straight-time wage rates nor the
levels of weekly quasi-fixed nonwage labor costs. Moreover, if one also
âssumes that all of the reduction in overtime would be converted to new
full-time positions, one can simulate what the effect on the employment
level would be. We have tabulated the implied results from such sim-
ulations in table 6; they suggest maximum employment incaeases in the
range of 0.3 to 4.0 percent.t'

These estimates clearly overstate the increase in the number of full-
time employment positions that would go initially to ,nnemployed h-
dividuals. They assume wage elasticities of demand to be zero; they
ignore the possibility of increas€d moonlighting by existing employees;
they ignore problems relating to skill mismatches and indivisibilities;
they assume full compliance with the legislation; and they ignore the
possibility that the levels or rates of growth of straight-time wages and
fringe benefits might be adjusted downward. Each of these factors will
reduce the employment creation effects of an increase in the overtime
premium; let us examine qtrrent knowledge of each factor.

r'The§€ cstimates are derived as follows: Tlre decreas€ irl annual ovcrtime hours pcr
employee is Sivcn from (l) by AOI = a,AR wherc A8 is the changc in À caus€d by ihc
increas€ in the prcmium. If total man.hours demanded remaiaed ônstana ard neul full-
ümc positions averaging 2,000 hours a year were çreated, the total number of nc*, jobc
created in an industry crould bc AE = (-6Om,W)8, where E is rhc ioitial industiy
employment level. Io perccntage te'I'.É, L,E = (AElË)100 = (-^ODm. So, for ei-
amplc, since ÂOI = -32 itr Ehrenbctg (Fringe Benzfits), rhe rcsulting simulated %AE
was 1.6 pcrccnt.

Wc must cautioo, howcver, that a oumbcr of statistical problems associated wirh thr
§tudies caus€ us to @nclude that thcir results should be col§idcred extremely tentative.
First, oone took account of the fact that reportcd overtime hours could not be negativc
ard that some establishments usê zero ov€nime. Us€ of oidinary least squares |eàds to
bias€d cstimatcs und€r thcs€ circumstanccs; an estimation method sùch arTobir analysis
is rcquired.

Sêcond, it may be argued that to the extent that overtimc hours arc perccivcd as
bciog unavoidable by cmploycrs, they can tty ao .educe their ovenime costs, and total
labor costs, by offcring their employ€es compelsation packages which substitute fringes
for higher straight-time wages. If ihis occuis, a positive conelation $,ould be induced
betrvccn R and Of; how€vcr, thc direc{ion of causation would iun from Of to R. To
€stimate th€ effrct of R on Of accuratcly requires a simultaneous equations approach.
Only Soloick aod Swimmer have attcmpt€d to do rhis: horvcvcr, rh€ir ap€cificatiô[ of thc
troowagc labor cost/ovcrtimc s,age rate (R) cquation *ras seriously incomplcte.

As a fioal note, Nussbauar and Wise did estimate employment effccts direc-tly using
mean valùes of iodustry variables as thc unias of obs€rvation, (Nussbaum and Wisc,
"Employmeot Impact.") Wc have s€rious doubts both about thc validity of such inter.
irdustry cquations and their particular speaificarioo. Furth€rmore, the undcrlying regres-
sion co€fficients upoo s,hich their estimates werr bascd werc all statistically insignificant.
Thus, vcry littlc confidence should bc placcd irl the precision of th€ù 2.0 percenr estimat€
(tablc 6).
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TABLE 6

UppER-BouND ESTIMATES oF THE CHANGES lN FULL-TIME
EMpLoyMENT FRoM INCREASING THE OVERTIME PREMIUM FRoM

TIME AND A HALF To DoUBLE TIME, Vnntous Sruoles

Srudy Group

Motimum Moximum
Absolute Percentoge
Change Change

Ehrenberg (1971)

Nussbaum and Wise
(te77)

Solnick and Swimmer
(1978)

1966 manufacturing
production workeB

1968 mânufacturing
production workers

1970 manufacturing
production workeE

1972 manufacturing
production workers

1974 manufacturing
production workers

196&-194 pooled
manufacturing inter-
industry data
employment equation
estimated directly

1972 private nonfarm
nonsupervisory
workers (OLS'
analysis)

1972 private nonfarm
nonsup€rvisory
workers (3SLS'
analysis)

218,500

491,4{X)

$7,700

361,900

549,700

320,000

159,264

1.6

3.7

3.7

2.8

4.0

2.0

0.3

3.1r,521,ffi

. Ordinary lcâst squarcs.
b Thrce.stage lcast squarcs.
SouRcEs; Ehrrnbcrg, "lmpact of Overtime Prcmium." tablc 3; Nusbaum and wise,
"Employment Impaca," tables 4.llA, 4.1lB, 4.llC. aod 4.ll; and Solnick and Suiimmcr.
"OvÊrtimc aod Fringe Bercfirs," table 5.

Nonzem lrYege Elosticlths. The estimates in table 6 assume that the
demand for man-hours is completely inelastic. That is, they ignore the
fact that an increase in the overtime premium raises the average cost
per man-hour of labor; this may induce a shift to more capital-intensive
methods of production and, to the extent that the cost increase is passed

on to consumers in the form of higher prices, a reduction in the quantity
of output demanded. Both the substitution and the æale effect should
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lead to a decline in the number of man-hours employed by employers.
lVe can roughly estimate the magnitude of these effects. Daniel

Hamermesh has surveyed time-series estimates of the wage elasticity of
demand for labor and has concluded that a reasonable estimate for the
long-run (four-quarters) elasticity is {).3.t5 Suppose thât before an in-
crease in overtime premium the standard workweek was forty hours and
employees averaged three hours of overtime per week. Suppose also
that the increase in the overtime premium induced a reduction of 1.2
hours of overtime per week; the latter ligure would lead to a 3 percent
increase in full-time employment i/ total man-hours remained constant.
The reduction in overtime, coupled with the increase in the premium
to double time, would cause the average hourly (including overtime)
wage rate to rise by about 0.8 percent,r6 This would imply a 0.24 percent
decline in total man-hours and, since hours had declined by 2.8 percent,
an increas€ in employment of roughly 2.56 perc€nt. Thus, the estimated
maximum number of new jobs created falls by about 0.5 percentage
points if one accounts for nonzero wage elasticities of demand.r? Of
course, if a larger wage elasticity is more appropriate, the estimate of
employment gain would be reduced accordingly.

Moonlighting. The employment gain ostimates cited in table 6 also ne-
glect supply-side responses of currently employed workers, who would
simultaneously face an increase in the overtime premium and a reduction
in their hours of work. One possible response is increased moonlighting
at part-time jobs; this would further reduce the creation of new jobs for
the unemployed.

Previous investigators have discounted the possibility that increased
moonlighting would be a s€rious problem.r8 Among the evidence rel-
evant to this point is that there is currently very little moonlighring in
the economy (less than 5 percent of all employed workers had second
jobs in 1978), many moonlighters are indiüduals whose primary jobs

r! Daniel Hamrrmcsh, "Econom€tric Stüdics of Labor Dcmaûd and Their ImDlicatioos
lot Pdiey," lournol ol llurnea R.tour(r§ (Fatt 196): 5{17-25. h should bc rioted rhat
vinuâlly a[ of the studics he citcs us€ man-hours as the measùrc of labor and fail to
itrcludc non$age labor costs itr thcir analyses.
r6Thc perce age wage gain is givcn by ([401t/ + (2.0X1.8)Wÿ41.8y([40W + (t.5X3.0)Wÿ
43).
, As Solomon Polachek notes in his confercnce comrncnts, there is a ccrtain inconsistrncy
itr the proccdurc we have us€d hcre. It clearly would b€ prcfcrablÉ to estimare hourÿman
,_rld Êmplo!,ment lcvcl c4uatiors togcther as part of a aimultâneous systcm and then to
dcrive the estimated employmcnt effects dircctly ftom this s!,stcm. Unfortunatclÿ, there
exists oo individual esrablishment dsta set $hich p€rmits this, and as we notcd in fôotnote
14, ÿe arc highly suspicious of th€ validity of tha one ilrteriodustry stüdy that aftcmptcd
to do so.
trSoc Dcparrmcnt of Labot, PrcrnùDl Payments lot Oÿedima.
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are in agriculture, and moonlighters tend to be emPloyed in lower skill-
level positions than their primary jobs; the latter reduces the attrac-
tiveness of moonlighting as a substitute for overtime.re

lVe would caution, however, that the small number of individuals
currently holding second jobs is nor indicative of the Potential expansion
in moonlighting that might occur if overtime hours were severely re-
stricted. Between 1973 and 198, roughly 27 percent of all wage and
salary workers with only one job regularly worked more than forty houn
a week.æ If overtime were restricted, many of them might seek second
jobs. Ctearly, evidence on the ovenime-moonlighting relationship is

required.
Two recent studies have dealt with the effect of weekly hours of

work on the moonlighting decision.'zr Using their data, we can simulate
the effects of a simultaneous reduction in overtime hours and increase

in the overtime premium on both the probability of an individual's
moonlighting and his or her average hours on the second job if moon-
lighting does occur. We have conducted such a simulation using Shishko
and Rostker's estimates, and our analyses suggest that a simultaneous
reduction in overtime hours of two hours per week and increase in the
overtime premium to double time would lead to an increase of approx-
imately 6 percent in moonlighting hours.22 Given thal moonlighting is

', Scc Cad Rosênfcld, "Multiplc ,obholdiog Holds Steady io 19E," Morrhly Lobot Rc'
ÿÈw l(}2 (Fcbruâry 1979): 5 l; and Scon Bros,n, "MoonliShring locrea§€§ SharPly ill
lÿn," Monrhly Labq Reÿirr 101 (Jaouary 1978): 27-30, for data on multiplc iob holdinS.
s€c ,cfftcy Pcrloff and Mir:hacl wachtcr, "work sharinS, UncmploFtant, atü rhe Ratc
of Economic Growth," itWork ?:imc and hnploynun, for analys€§ of thc likcly cffect§
of mooolighting on rork-sharing arrangcmrDts.
D Gcorge D. Slamas, "L.ollg llours and Premium Pay, May 1978," Monthly Labor R.ÿi?w
l(D (May l9æ): 4l-45.
rr Roben Shishko and Bcroard Rostkcr, "Th€ Ecommics of Multiplc Job Holdio8,"
Artc eon Economic R.vicw ($ (lttl,,c lÿl6lt2Æ-308i and John F. Conncll, "Mulriple Job
Holding and Marginal Tar Ratcs," /Varrb4o, Tor toumal 32 (March l97t)),
2 Dctails of oul calculations arc found in thc appcndix. We should note thar neither of
th€ publishcd studies ciied above is complclely satisfaclory in our vicw. They both sssume
that ovcrtimc hours of work on individual§' primary iob6 aie solely cmploycr dcicrmincd
and that indiüduals do nor have rhc right to rcftrs€ ovenime. In fact, data from the ,97
Quality of Employmcnt §nrvay, conducted by thc Michigao Sury€y Research Centcr for
the U.S, Dcpartmcnt of Labor, iodicatc that foll4 percent of the s,orlcrs in the samplc
who regularlÿ worted ovenimc, it $,as "mosdy up to th€ workcr tt hcther he or sh€ works
ovenimc" and for aoother æ percenl it $,a§ "mostly up to the employcr, but thc worker
can refusê without pcnalty." Iode€d, only for 16 pcrcent was the decisio[ solely uP to the
cmploycr aod could thc worker not rctusc overtime wilhout a penalty (Roben Quinn and
Gràham Staines, îhc 1977 Quolily of Emfuyvnt Surÿey: Descriptiÿc Srarit ic§ [Ann
Arbor, Mich., t9771, pp. 90-91).

While thesc data may ovcrstate the freedom that individual workcrs actually havç
in choosing ovenime hours, they do sugg€sr that the rclationship betryeeo ovenime hours
and moonlighting is much more çlmplicaied than thc modcls uscd in pteüous rcscstch
suggcst. Thcrcfore, our estimatc of rhc likely incrcase in moonlighting that Pould result
from an incrcasc io thc ovc ime premium should bc considercd extr€mcly tcntalivc.
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in any case infrequent, our crude calculation suggests that increased
moonlighting is unlikely to be a substantial deterrent to the employment
ceation effects of an increase in the overtime premium.

The §kill DisHbutions of the Unemptoyed snd Ihoce l{ho \ ork Over.
time. The eslimates of maximum employment gain cited in table 6 as-
sume that the skill distributions of the unemployed and those who work
overtime are sufficiently similar to permit all of the reduction in overtime
to be converted into new full-time employment. That is, they assume
that_the skill mix of the unemployed does zo, constrain employers'
employment-hours decisions.

Data are available on the occupational distributions of both the
e_xperienced unemployed and those working overtime for premium pay.
We have tabulated these data for 1978 in table 7. At firsiglancæ, tùeie
data do not suggest that at the aggregate one-digit oæupational level
skill mismatches are likely to limit employment/hours substitution. Only
for craftsmen and kindred workers and transportation operatives are
the number of experienced unemployed in an occupation as low as 30
percent of the number working overtime (cotumn 5). Since even the
most optimistic estimates in table 6 suggests a maximum employment
effect of 4 percent, one is tempted to conclude that the ..skili-mix',
problem is not a serious constraint.

Although these data are suggestive, one should not place too much
faith in this conclusion. The use of aggregate one-digit occupational data
may obscure more than it reveals. The range of narrow oocupational
categories within each broad category is enormous; for example, the
craftsmen category includes bakers, carpenters, tailors, and stàtionary
engineers. To draw any meaningful conclusions about potential ..skilÈ

mix" bottlenecks requires that analyses be performed at a more detailed
occupational level. Moreover, the relevant question is hon, these nar-
rowly defined skill distributions contrast at the local labor market level.
Until such analyses are undertaken, one must remain agnostic about the
likely biases due to the "mismatch" problem.

Indlüslbilitie§. The maximum employment gain estimates ignore two
types of indivisibilities. On the one hand, there are indivisibilities as-
sociated with an integrated team production process. Specialization and
division of labor within an enterprise may give rise to time comple-
mentarities among workers and between workers and capital that pre-
vent the sub§litution of additional employment for hours.æ For example,
a firm in a «)ntinuous process industry may regularly work its exisiing
work force an average of two hours a week overtime by scheduling threè

2, Roscn, "Supply of Work Schedulcs." pp. 14$75.
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TABLE 7

Ovrnrrue Houns AND UNEMPLoYMENT, BY OccuPATIoN, 1978

Toal
Oÿe ime
Workerÿ Toml

(in Unem-
,housands) ployed

Share ol Share of
Oÿe ime Unem-
$lorken ployed

Ra.io ol
Unem-

ployed to
Oÿe ime
Worker§

All occupations
lvhite collar

Professional
and techni-
cal

Managers and
admioistra-
tors

Sales
Clericâl

Blue collar
Craft and

kindred
Operatives
Transpor-

tation oper-
atives

Nonfarm la-
boren

Service workers
Farm workers

No previous expe-
rience (new en-
tranls)

8,141
2,412

676

449
201

1,087
5,152

6,047
I,7t7

381

0.30

0.08

0.28

0.06

0.74
0.72

0.56

0./E
1.27
0.80
0.45

0.29
0.50

2,W
l,908

617

527
540

33

0.04
0.04
0.14
0.38

214 0.06
256 0.03
866 0.13

2,323 0.63

603 0.26
960 0.23

o.32

t.u7
1.91

3.33

0.08

0.06
0.07
0.00

195

566
|,029

110

868

0.10
0.16

0.03

0.09
0.17
0.02

0.14

. Numbcr of full-time rxage and salary workers who worked forty-one hours or morc aod
reccivcd premium pay irt May 198.
ù Total uàcmployea diüdcd by number working overfime in thc occupatioo (column 2/
column l).
SouRcEs: Stamas, "Long Hoùs and Prcmium Pay." lablc 3, p. 43; and U.S. Bureau of
[âbor Statisri6, Eaprorrrent aad Eomings, laoua]y 1979. rablc ll.

shifts of forty hours and one of forty-eight (24 x 7 = 168 houn). If
medmachine ratios are relatively Iixed, at least in the short run, it would
be difficult to substitute rcÿt lu -rtme employment for hours in such an

industry.
On the other hand, the employment estimates also ignore indivisi-

bilities associated with establishment size, While a large establishment
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nay h^ve the option of substituting one new frrll-time emptoyee for
tw-e,nty employees who each work tno hourÿweek overtime, small es-
tablishments lvith,only a few employees working overtime may not face
such options. Following this line of reasoning, an increase in'the over-
time premium might induce a substitution of àdditional employment for
overtime hoursin large establishments; however, indivisibiliiies might
prevent such substitutions in smaller establishments and result in thôse
establishments' b€ing placed at a relative cost disadvantage. 1/ this were
the likely outoome, one might consider making any increâse in the
overtime premium applicable only to establishments ;bove a minimum
size; historically there have been size class exemptions under various
provisions of the FLSA for similar reasons.a

One of us has, in fact, attempted to ascertain if the relationship
between the use of overtime hours and the ratio of quâsi-fixed nonwage
costs to the overtime wage rate does vary across size classes of estab-
lishments.s For the nonmanufactunng industries, the relationship rvas
fairly stable across all size classes of estabtishments within each major
nonmanufacturing industry; small establishments appeared to face ihe
same employment-hours trade-off as did large esiàb[shments.Ë The
results for the manufacturing s€ctor were quitè different, however. For
these industries,.the marginal effect of an increase in the overtime pre-
mium on hours did vary across size classes of establishments within each
two-digit industry. Moreover, there was no consistent pattem across
industries in the way the magnitude and the staristical iignificance of
the effect varied with establishment size. Indeed, in severaicases, it was
the smallest size classes of establishments for which the largest marginal
effects were observed. Since the magnitude and statistical significance
of the relationship between the usê of overtime hours and thi ratio of
quasi-frxed nonwage costs to the overtime wage rate does not appear
to vary across size class€s of establishments in any sptematic way ;cross
manufacturing industries, it would no, appear reasonable to inititute a
set of size class exemptions for any increase in the overtime premium.2?

Complirnoe with th€ Overtlme Prÿ Plovldor§. An additional reason why

e Exempüoas for reasoa of size hsve dcclincd ovcr time.
a S€e Ehrcnb€rg, Frirg. Brrrq,la, chaps. 5 and 6.
,.Itr th.r sludy, cltablishmcnts wcrÉ groupcd into cight size cla§§cs: fewcr than 20 cm-
ployc6; ZH9; 50-9; lm-249; 250-a99; 

-500-99; 
t;0m-2JD; and 2,5m or morc em.

ploye€s.

'Ilis poGsible thar thc lampl€ sizcs us€d in the manufaûuriog industry .nalvs€s rrDoned
in Ehreobcrg, Fri,rgc Bar.frr, werc too small (an averagc of-60 estaÉlishrnÉnts pjr rwo.
digit industry.as. cp-mparcd to-art average of 150 in cacÈ nonmanufacruring indGry) ro
Êstimate prccisêly how the cffccts varicd vith cstablishmcot sizê, This is aiother ari:à in
which more rescarch is nêcded.
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the estimates presented in table 6 may oventtate the magnitude of the

increase in employment that would result from an increase in the over'
time premium to double time relates to the issue of compliance with
the overtime provisions of the FLSA. Although analyses of the effects

of labor market legislation typically assume that legislation is frrlly com-
plied with, noncompliance is always a potential problem.æ Since an

increase in the overtime premium would increase the amount employers
save by zot complying with the legislation, such an increase may well

lead to a reduced compliance rate. This would moderate the aclual

decline in overtime hours and funher reduce the positive emPloyment

effects of the legislation.
A number of data sources provide some information on compliance

with overtime legislation. A U.S. Department of Labor compliance

survey conducted in 1965 indicated that 30 percent of establishments in
which overtime was worked were in violation of the overtime provisions

of the FLSA and 5.9 percent of the employees working overtime were

not paid in accordance with the overtime provisions (s€e table 8). More

recently, Labor Department investigations in FY lfi of complaints of
violations under the FLSA found a greater dollar volume of violations

of the overtime pay provisions than they did of the minimum wage

provisions.' Finally, data ftom the annual May supplements to the
Cunent Population Szrveys indicate that between 1973 and 1978 less

than 43 percent of full-time wage and salary workers who worked forty-
one or more hours a week at one job reported receiving premium pay'r
While many of these individuals may work in noncovered employment,

these data do suggest that noncompliance with the overtime premium

provisions may be a serious problem.3r
Knowledge of the correlates of noncompliance is important for

policy makers. Such information can s€rve as a guide to the allocation

of the limited resources the government has to ensure compliance. More-
over, if noncompliance is found to be widespread, policy makers may

decide to push for an increase in the resources devoted to compliance

investigations and also for an increase in the penalties for noncompli-
ance. Finally, information on the relationship between compliance and

indiüduals' wage rates may shed some light on the question whether

aorlcy Asùenfelter and Robcn S. Smith, "Compliaooc with the Minimüm w88r Law'''
loumol ol Poliricol Ecoaon, 87 (April 1979): 33!50.
, Dcpanmcrt of Labor , Premium Paymcn t fot Oÿùlimc. TtÉse d^ta refcr to li§crl ycar
1961.
r Stamas, "l.oo8 Hours and Prcmium Pay," p. 4l .

trof coùrs€, as table I indicat6, only 58 p€rccor of all lrlagc aod §alary vÿorl€rs alc
covcred by thc ovcnime provisioos of the FLSA. Sincc oo€ may reasonably cooiccrurc
that noocovered workcrs arc more likcly io work overtimÊ, thc§€ data should be considcred
or y suggcstivc.
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TABLE 8
VroLATroN oF OVERTIME pRovtsroNs oF THE FLSA, 1965

Category

Worken Not paid
in Accordance wirh

Es,abkhtænts Provisions for
in Violation Oÿertime Hoursh

All industries
Manufacturing

Food and tobacco
Textiles, apparel, and leather
Lumber and furniture
Paper, printing, and publishing
Chemicals, petroleum, rubber
Stone, clay, and glass
Metals and metal products
Miscellaneous manufacturing

Nonmanufacturing
Mining
Construction
Transportation, communications,

and utilities
Wholesale trade, food and farm

products
\üholesale trâde, all other
Retâil trade
Finance and insurance
Real estate
Business scrvice
Other industries

All regions
Northeast
South
Middle rJrest

West
All sizes of establishments

Fewer than 10 employees
10-19 employees
20-49 employees
5È99 employees
100 or more employees

30
2Â

37
24
30
25
27
27
22
l9
32
2i
»
17

37
40
47
27

29
&
30
L

37

29
30
30
31

38
33

4.5

lt.7
15.2
10.8
lt.7
39.2
8.9

r0.7
5.9
3.3
9.5
4.3
7.6
5.9

24.9
10.9
11.1

5.9
3.6
8.1

3.6
3.6
9.6
4.4
1.7
3.1
9.8
1.0
8.2

4.7
2.6

28
25

'As a perceotage of all establishments in which ovcrtime was worked.
b As a pcrcentagc of all employres crorking ove ime.
SouRcE: Auahor's calculations, bas€d on aata from U.S. D€panmenl of Labor, Wage
and Hour and Public Contracts Division, 1 5 Complionce Siney (Washingron, D.i,1 6), tablcs 9, 10, 11, 17, and 18.
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increasing the overtime premium will lead to a reduction in the com-
pliance rate .

Orley Ashenfelter and Robert S. Smith have recently presented

and estimated a model of compliance with the minimum wage.!2 We are

now building and estimating a similar model for the overtime pay pro-
visions of the FI,SA. Although we have not yet develoPed a complete
formal model, several of the factors likely to influence compliance seem

obvious. For example, compliance is probably greater in unionized es'

tablishments, in situations where workers have permanent attachment

to a frrm, in noncompetitive industries where employers can pass cost

increases on to consumers in the form of higher prices, in situations

where workers have better knowledge of their rights (perhaps higher

education levets), and in areas where labor markets are tight (low un-

employment) and employers are trying to retain employees. The esti-

mates we ultimately obtain should provide some information on whether
noncompliance would seriously reduce the employmenttrealion effects
of an increase in the overtime premium.

Compensotlng Woge rnd Fringe Benefit AÜu§tncn§. The final problem
with the employment gain simulations reported in table 6 is that they

ignore the possibility that an increase in the overtime premium may lead

tô compensating adjustments in straight-time wages or fringe benefits.3s

For example, suppose that lirms and their employees are initially in an

equilibrium situation in which overtime hours are regularly scheduled'
Now from employers' perspeclives, one plausible response to a legislated

increase in the overtime premium is for them to attempt to reducc the

level (or rate of growth) of straight-time wages and fringe benefits. If
they are successful and the total compensation of workers for the initial
equilibrium level of hours (including overtime) remains the §ame âs it
would have been in the absence ofthe legislated change, one may argue

that employers would have no incentive to reduce their use of overtime
hours.

This argument is simplistic. From the employer's perspective what

is relevant in the determination of overtime hours is not the overall level

of labor costs but rather the ratio (R) of quasi-fixed weekly labor costs

per employee (f) to the overtime wage rate (WP), the product of the

straight-time wage (W) and the overtime premium (P):

R = FlwP (zt

n Ashenfeltcr and Smith, "Complianct $ith the Minimum Wag€ t a!v."
IThis section was "provoked" by stimulatiog comments from Gregg Lewi§ and Fini§
wclch. Our conclusioos here ate strictly our o*,n, however' aod do not refleci their vicws.
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The simulations reported in tabb 6 assume that an increase in p
induces no change in either l7 or F. What is ceriainly true is rhat if a
comp€nsating decline in straight-time wage§ occurs, the decline in R will
be, snuller-and the resulting deoease in hours and increase in employ-
trnent srnaller in absolute value than the simulations reported in iabie
6. However, as equation (2) indicates, a compensating decline in the
quasi-frxed costs, 4, would cause the actual dèdine in R to be hrger,
and the resulting decrease in hours and increase in employment would
be /arger in absolute value than the simulations indicati ceteris paribus.
Thys, one cannot predict a priori what the direction of the bias is here;
it depends upon the extent, if any, to which compensating adjustments
occur in both straight-time wages and fringe benefits.

. Evidence on the magnitudes, if any, of theso compensating ad-
justments is required before one can conclude that their àmission sub-
stantially biases the estimated employment gains that would result ftom
increasing the overtime premium, As part of our research, we will at-
tempt to |træ, the Employer Expenditure for Employee Compensation
data to test whether an inverse relationship existsicross estabiishments
between straight-time wage and fringe benefit and the magnitude of the
overtime premium, ceteris paibw. Unfortunately, cross-êction varia-
tions in the ovgrtimg premium are due both to collective bargaining
agreements and to differences in coverage under the FLSA; this may
make.it difficult to disringuish the effecti of legislated and collectivelÿ
bargained differences in the premium.s

§honld tbe Overtime hovblons of the tl,sA Be tunended?

Previous studies have demonstrated that, across establishments, a strong
positive relationship exists between the use of overtime hours and thé
ratio of weekly nonwage labor costs per employee to the overtime wage
rate. They suggest that an increase in the overtime premium to doubie
dT: yo1U 1tuluntially reduce the use of overtime hours if compliance
with the legislâtion did not change and if straight-time wage ratés were
not affected. Moreover, to the extent that the reduction in hours could
be converied into new full-time employment, such a change in the leg-

xlt s€ctrls somÊwhat ironic that for_ycars rcscarclr€rs havc anatyzcd the employmcnr
ellccür ot mrnimum wage chatrg€s without considcritrg the po6sibility that there miÈht be
,rorrc occaus€ nrms may rcspood to ao increa§c io the minimum wagc by reducing rrcowage
fonns ot ootnpcmatiolt for low.wage workers. Of coursc, one mighiarrue rhit thcre-is
oo room for atr increasc in the miàimum wagc to Educc other fËrms 6f comocnsarion
that loÿ.skill workcrs receivc, becauae such coïpcnsation is already cloccio r.r[. X"r.r-
thclGss, w€ bcli€vc thar rhis too remains ao cmpiàcd issue. For a mâri OetarcJ aiscussion
of.this point, scc-WaltÊr We§§€k, ."Thc Effcôts of Minimurn Wagcs in ttre preËnc,e of
Fringc Bctrclits: Ân Expaodcd Model," Ecozo,nk lnquiry (totaù'IllinL\.
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islation has the potential to increase employment by several Percentage
points. Howevei, whether this increase in employment would actually

ôccur and whether the new jobs would go to currently nonemployed

individuals are another matter. We have discussed a number of factors

that might reduce the job creation aspects of the proposal; they include

nonzerô wage elasticities of demand for labor, the possibility of increased

moonlighting, the similarity or lack of similarity between the skill dis'
t butions of the unemployed and of those who work overtime, indiüs-
ibilities associated with integrated team Production processes and with
establishment size, the possibility of increased noncomPliance with the

legislation, and the possibility that compensating variations in straight-

time wages might occur. We have documented the available evidence

on these points wherever possible. ln a number of cases the evidence

is simply nonexistent or too inoomplete to make reasoned judgments'

however. We plan to undertake empirical research on several of the

areas during the next year and will reserve our final judgments about

the wisdom of increasing the overtime premium until our research is

completed. Nevertheless, we can offer a number of general conclusions

at this time.
First, we would emphasize that even if one ultimately can show that

increasing the overtime premium would lead to a substantial increase

in employment of individuals who were initially not employed, it does

no, necessarily follow that the policy should be implemented' Presum-

ably other policies, such as the use of marginal employee tax credits,

could accomplish the same goal.!5 However, the distdbution of costs

associated with the two types of legislation would be different. In the

former case, the costs would be borne by consumers of products pro-

duced in industries where overtime was worked (higher prices), owners

of these industries (tower profits), and employees (less overtime, but
at higher pay). In the latter case, the costs would be borne primarily by

taxpayers and consumers in general, in the form of higher taxes to fund
the deficit induced by the tax credit and/or higher rates of inflation. In
general, we need benelit/cost analyses of the alternative policies de-

iigned to accomplish a given objective (such as these two), not merely

evidence that a single pol§ oPtion will have a postulated impact.

Second, as discussed earlier, an overtime pay premium may be

thought of as a tax to make employers bear the full marginal social cost

of their hours decisions. In the premium's absence their calculations

ignore the costs borne by society because of unemployment. It does no,

necessarily follow, however, that the revenue that would accrue from

$ Soc Robcrt Eisner, ,.Employmellt Taxes and Subridies," in lfork îittæ ond Enploy-
,rEnl.
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any increase in the "tax" should be distributed to employees in the form
of higher premium pay for overtime. Indeed, over the years several
proposals have suggested that the revenue from any increase in the
"tax" on overtime go directty to the unemployed, in the form of con-
tributions either to the unemployment insurance fund and/or to em-
ployment and training program budgets.ft Such proposals make a good
deal of sense to us. Unless it can be demonstrated both that market
imperfections prevent existing employed workers from freely choosing
the length of their workweeks and that the existing overtime premium
does not fullÿ compensate these workers for the disutility associated
with long workweeks, then no increas€ in the premium paid to em-
ployees is justified. One can thus logically be in favor of raising the
"tax" paid by employers when they usê overtime hours but ,,o, in favor
of raising the overtime premium paid to employees.

Finally, one may more generally ask why the FLSA regulates only
two dimensions of the hours relationship, the number of hours after
which the premium goes into effect and its level, and whether the leg-
islation should be extended to other dimensions? In their legislation,
several European countries require either prior governmental approval
for overtime and/or that employees give their consent to working over-
time.3? The bill to amend the FLSA (H.R. 1784), introduced into C-on-
gress on February I, 199, by Congressman Conyers, contained a similar
provision that would prohibit mandatory assig[ment of overtime.

As noted earlier, a common rationale for many forms of protective
labor legislation is that they are attempts to correct for failures of private
markets. These failures may occur for a variety of reasons, including
market imperfections that limit workers' choices and cause a divergence
between private and social costs, Legislation regulating overtime hours
can easily be analyzed in this framework, for even if both employen
azd their employees were satisfied with long workweeks and no premium
pay for overtime, their private calculations ignore the social costs of
unemployment. An overtime premium can be thought of as a tax that
attempts to make employers bear the full marginal social cost of their
decisions about work hours. Its intent (as with all marginal taxes) is to
reduce the use of overtime hours and stimulate employment growth.

$S€e D€panment of tabo4 Prenium Payments for Oÿrrrta€, Washington, D.C., 1967.
Mlre recently Kcnn€th Morris, r€presenting lhc United Auto Workes, argued in favor
ot paying part or all of the additional premium into the uoemploymcnt insurance fund.
S€e U.S. Congre§, Hous€ of Reprcs€ntatives, Subcommittee on Labor Standards of the
Committee on Education and Labot, Heoirgs on H.R. 1781, 96r'.h C,oîÿess, 2d scss.,
1980, pp. 4t-49.

'S€e National Board tor Prices and lncomes, Hours oî Wotk, Oÿenime a\d. Shiltt,,,oik,
report rc. 161 (L,ondon, 190), pp.42-49 and supplements, pp. 9-116. Employe€ consent
lo ovenime is r€quircd in both B€lgium and rhe Nctherlands.
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The payment of the premium directly to employed wotkers-is jusrified

in this iramework if market imperfections prevent workers from freely

choosing their desired workweeks and force them to work "excessively"

long houn. The payment is then seen as an âttempl to reduce their
disutility from long workweeks.

Prôposals to legislate prohibitions against mandalory overtime , such

as Congressman Conyers's, can be viewed in this context as being based

upon tÈe belief that market imperfections persist in the labor market
and that the overtime premium does not fully compensate employees

for mandatory overtime. One may, however, question if markets have

failed here. As noted earlier, for only 16 percent of the individuals who

worked overtime iî rbe Dn Quality of Employmenl Survey was the

overtime hours decision made unilaterally by their employer and was

overtime mandatory (in the sense that employees who refirsed it suffered

a penalty).s Moreover, roughly 20 percent of employees covered by

màjor collective bargaining agreements in 1976 had explicit provisions

in their contracts that gave them the right to refuse overtime (table 9).
(Over 50 percent of the worken covered by this provision were in the

transportation equipment industry, however.)
To the extent that labor markets are competitive and establishments

offer a variety of overtime hours provisions (that is, employer deter-

mines, employee determines, penalty for refusal, etc.), an unabashed

neoclassical economist would argue that compensating wage differentials
should arise. That is, establishments which offered "distasteful" man-

datory overtime provisions would have to pay higher §rr4 ight-time wages

to attract labor than establishments in which such provisions did not

occur. If fully compensating wage differentials exist, no case for legis-

lated prohibitions against mandatory overtime is present.

As with most problems in economics, the case for or against such

prohibitions can rorbe decided at the theoretical level. Rather, empirical
evidence is needed on the extent to which employees are or are not
compensated, in the form of higher straight-time wage rates, for being

required to work overtime. Once this evidence is available, policy mak-

ers can debate whether the estimated wage premiums are sufficient or
a legislated prohibition on mandatory overtime is required. In future
research we plan to use data from ihe 1977 Quality oî Employment

§uruey to estimate the extent to which the various overtime assignment

provisions (employee choice, employer assignment, penalty for refusal,

etc.) are currently associated u,ith market wage differentials. l e intend
to estimate wage equations from these survey data, including the various

assignment provisions as explanatory variables. Our analyses will at-

n s€e footnot€ 22 above.
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TABLE 9

OVERTIME PRovrsroNs rN MAJoR CoLLEcrrvE BARGATNTNG
AGREEMENTS, JvLy l, 1976

Number of
Agreencnas

Worken
Covered

Total number of agreements
Daily ovenime proüsions

Time and one-half
Double tim€
After I hourJday

Weekly overtime proüsions
Time and one-half
Double time
Afrer less than 40 hours^veek

Overtime ouside regularly sclrduled hours
Graduated overtim€ rates
Equal distribution of overtime
Right to rcfuse overtime.
Premium pay for weekends

Saturday not pan of regular worlweek
At more than time and one-half

Sunday not part of regular workweek
At more than time and one-half

Sâiurday part of regular workweek
Sunday pan of regular workweek

1,570
r,393
1,243

105
t,z8

9ÿl
942

33

54
570
370
6t
?N

1,430

880
t7t

l,ztt
871
39

193

6,741,7fi
6,069,750
5,s52,000

350,800
5,266,650
4,393,750
4,»2,3û

106,450
æ9,350

2,153,300
1,518,350
2,832,7W
1,346,650
6,070,400
3,74t,M

533,400
5,r36,200
3,461,550

r04,400
I,545,850

'Ov.cr 50 pcrccnt of thc workcrs covcred by this provision 
"re 

in tlre transporration
cquipmcnt industry.
SouRcE: U.S. BurÊau of !4bo-r S_g!igq§, Bultetin?f.t, Charucretis,kt ol Mojor Collcaivc
Baryoiîins Aÿecmel,u, rub I , 1976 (w;sniaetd D.ô ; a;fi;tl979i:

tempt to,"coneÆt" for the possibility that individuals with preferences
for long hours of work are attracted to firms which offer .imandatory
overtime provisions" by using techniques described by Heckman.e Thè
problem here is to correct for sample selection bias; wage premiums
may not be reflected in the ,,uncorected', data if workers with pref_
erences for longer hours of work systematically seek out firms s,hich
expect their employees to work overtime and thus have ,,mandatory"
overtime provisions.

lVe hope such analys€s will provide policy makers with useful in-
formation on this issue. Our discussion has neglected the whole issue
of what should determine whether a particular condition of employment

,James Hcckman, "Samplc Bias as a Specificatior Ettot,,' Eco,torra,icq ili (January
l9æ): ls3-6l.
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is determined through collective bargaining and/or through government
intervention. Given the incomplete collective bargaining coverage in the
United States, if market imperfections do ocrur, a case for potential
government intervention is usually present. In the absence of such in-
formation, we would be extremely reluctant to support legislated pro-
hibitions against mandatory overtime.

Appondlx: Simulalioos on the E[fec.t of a Simultaneous Incrsse In the
Overtürr kemlum md Reducllon in Oÿertlme Hours

Rob€rt Shishko and Bernard Rostker speciÿ a model of the form:

h^= aoa atW^+ a2Wp + aJte + aJ + iij + t (Al)
where:

ft- = weekly hours on second job
lÿ- = hourly wage rate on the sêcond job
Wo = hourly wage rate on the primaty job
ft, = weekly hours on the primary job
t = (W^ - W)ho lot Specification A
I = Woh, + Z for Specilication B
Z = labor income earned by members of the family other than

the head of the household
I = a vector of descriptive variables including age and family size
€ = an error term

Since the distribution of moonlighting hours is truncated at zero hours,
Shishko and Rostker utilize Tobit analyses. If, for expositional conven-
ience, we place all of the explanatory variables in a vector X, the mode
may be written:

h^=d'7+e
Now in the Tobit model, a change in any of the predetermined

variables, say X., is given by:

k=".(fl (A2)

where a. is the coefficient of X* and O (.) is the cumulative normal
density function.e Similarly, the elasticity is given by:

- a,i"ib@'fito)
h^

o Morc precis€ly, [ôE(àJX)]6Xr = q,O@'nb. This is ro, coodiiional on i-. hrcp
res€nts thc bchaüoral rrsponse of the "averagc indiüduals" bcitrg geater than zcro.

ü^.Xr
6X. h^

(A3)
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Shishko and Rostker repori in their table 3 elasticity estimates for all
of their variables. For our purposes, the important elasticities [(ôft_/ôX)(x!h)l arc:

Predaermined
Vaiable

wP
hP

Specilication A Specification B

-0.126
- 1.406

-0.862
-1.255I 0.u4 -0.175

Clearly, the percentage change in moonlighting hours for any spec-
ified percentage change in each of these predetermined variables can
be approximated by:

v.L,h^=*=@,*) ^#

.(k h) +.(k oa) T ^,
Since the terms in parentheses are the elasticities tabulated above, all
that remains to be indicated is the percentage changes in W. ho, and
/ induced by a change in the overtime premium.

Now suppose that weekly houn on an individual's primary job fall
from forty-four houn per week to forty-two when the overtime premium
increases from time and one-half to double time. Define the mean wage
on the primary job as:

-W, = [lregular hours)(regular wages)

+ (overtime hours)(overtime premium)(regularwage)l (A5)
+ [(regular hours) + (overtime hours)l

If the overtime premium goes into effect after forty hours per week,
then since the mean value of the straight-time primary wage in Shishko
and Rostker's sample is $3.77, we have:

t4=

=, (40)(1.77) + (2)(2\(3.77)"-- a

(40X3.?7) + (4X1.sX3.7) 173.42
= $3.%144

165.88

- 
= $3.9495a

Next consider the interaction terms. Under specification A, we have
(making use of the fact that the mean value of the moonlighting wage
is $3.40):
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P^=(w--w»tq
= (3.40 - 3.e4e5x44) = -24.18 (46)

r\ = Q.q - 3.949»(a) = -23.08

Under the assumption that labor income earned by others in the
household does not change, the analogous values of the interaction lerm
under specification B are:

Fr=Wohr+Z
= (3.9414)(44)+ Z=173.42+ Z (A7)

I1B = Q.9495)(42) + Z = 165.8 + Z

Thus, the relevant percentage changesnr to be us€d are:

th' -42-'44 = -4.545vohP 44

Lt4t2 _3.%95 - 3.9414 = îrKo:^
wP - 3.9414

(A8)

a/^ _ (-23.08) - (-24.18)

lA -24i8- = -4'549v0

a]s _ 165.89__-.y3.42 
= _4.348?o

I8 173.4L

Substituting (A8) and the parameters for specilication A and B into
(44), the peroentage change in moonlighting hours under specification
A is given by:

voLh^ = (-0.126x0.2ffi) + (-1.406X-4.s4s) (A9)
+ (0'074X-4'549) = 6.03Eo

and that under specilication B:

vo\h^ = (-0.862X0.206) + (-l.2ssx-4.s4s) (Atg)
+ (-0.175X-4.549) = 632qo

" Note that this is an approximarion since the exacl te]m for Arrlr, is given by:

ar, _ (165.88 + Z) - (173.42 + Z) _ 165.88 - 173.42

Iâ 173.42 + Z 173.42+ Z

Uofonuoatcly, the mean valuc of Z io lhc samplc rvas ooa reported. The apptoximation
used abovc asumcd that Z = 0. Thus, Ll"llr= -4.349 percenr represcnts an ùpp€r
bound. To obtain a lo$rçI bound, lct Z approach infioity. This implics that Arrlr, is alo6e
to zerc, aod that a lorrer bound for the percentage changc in moonlighting hours uodcr
spccification B is:

%Nt^ = (-0.862)(0.206) + (- 1.2ssx-4.:Asl = 5.5r%
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Taken together, they suggest that our best estimate is that the simul-
taneous increas€ in the overtime premium and the reduction in overtime
hours would increase moonlighting hours by approximately 6 percent.
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Differential Legal Minimum Wages

Philip Cotterill

Differential legal minimum wages are a means of moderating the neg-
ative employment impact of a uniform minimum wage by selectively
applying different minimum wage rates to different groups of workers.
In principle, differentials could be based on industrial, geographical,
and/or demographic distinctions. Explicit differentials of this type have
not been a significant part of rhe Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA),
the federal minimum wage law passed in 1938.

However, implicit differentials have existed in U.S. minimum wage
policy. The most important source of differentials has been the incom-
plete coverage of the FLSA. Before 1961, important low-wage sectors,
such as retail trade and the servic€s, were largely exempt from FLSA
coverage. A trend to extend coverage to thes€ sectors began in l!)61.
Coverage was based on the annual sales of the establishment and firm
to which it belonged. At Iirst only the largest enterprises were covered,
but the sales size criterion has gradually been lowered to include busi-
nesses with gross annual sales of at least $250,000. Newly covered work-
ers have also been subject to differential minimum wages when wage
levels have been raised to the standard minimum in a series of step
increases.

State minimum wage laws have also been a source of differentials,
both explicit and implicit. For example, there is a tendency for state
laws to cover workers not covered by federal legislation and to establish
a lower legal minimum than that set by rhe FLSA, thus creating different
legal minimum wages for workers covered by federal and state laws. In
addition, some geographical differentials between states with and with-
out minimum wage laws have existed for worken not subject to the
FLSA. In general, the trend toward more comprehensive federal cov-
erage has tended to diminish the significance of these differentials. Var-
ious state laws also contain explicit demographic differentials for minors,
students, and./or learners.

Recent interest in legal differentials at the federal level has focused
on a teenage or youth differential. ln 1972, a youth differential was
included in FLSA amendments which failed to achieve final congres-
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sional approval. In 1974, while not directly approving a youth differ-
ential, Congress expanded the provisions which since 1961 have per-
mitted employers to pay full-time students subminimum rates. Again
in 197, Congress defeated across-the-board proposals for a youth dif-
ferential, but made further changes in lhe full-time student provisions.
The 1977 amendments also increased from four to six the number of
full-time students who may be hired by retailers or farmen at eighty-
five percent of the minimum rvage without prior authorization by the
Departmenr of Labor.t

The number of authorized job slots under the full-time student
certificate program increased from 153,00 in fiscal 1974 to 513,600 in
Iiscal 1975. Since liscal 1975, there have b€en significant year-to-year
fluctuations. The number of aurhorized job slots in fiscal 1973 was
512,174. Ovet one-half the job slots are in institutions of higher edu-
cation. The number of job slots in retail trade went from 56,ü)0 in fiscal
1974 to 237,275 in fiscal 1978.'z

Currently two bills that would create a youth differential are pend-
ing in Congress. Senator Stevenson of lllinois has introduced a bill that
would permit the hiring of persons under age twenty at 85 percent of
the minimum wage. Senator Hatch of Utah also introduced a similar
bill that would establish a 75 percent differential for persons under age
twenty. Under the Hatch bill, the subminimum rate could be paid for
no more thân six months at the same job unless the person is a full-time
student. (This provision creates an incentive for employers to turn over
youth employment every six months. It is not known whether this would
be a problem in practice.) The Stevenson bill contains no time limitation,
but stipulates that no worker can be paid the subminimum rate if that
person is earning at least the minimum wage at the time the subminimum
provision is enacted, Both bills contain penalties for employers who
displace higher wage workers in order to take advantage of the differ-
ential minimum.! (Penalties might discourage displacement, but they
would not prevent the substitution of youth for adults in the case of new
jobs or replacements for voluntary quits.)

High youth unemployment rates, combined with evidence that fed-
eral minimum wage policy has adversely affected youth employment,
lend support for a youth differential. However, there are reasons for
adopting a cautious approach to the youth differential. Although un-

I P. Elder, "Îhe lfi Amendmcnts to the Fcderal Minimum Wage Law," Monthly Labor
R.ÿi.w l0l (ranuary 1978):9-ll.

'U.S. Depanmcnt of Labor, Employmenr $andards Administralion. Wage and Hour
Division, personal communication. August 1979.
t Narional lDstitutc of Public Management, "P€nding Sub-minimum Wage Action Con.
lrcÿersy," lncome Security Neÿsr.rrr 4 (July 1979): fu.
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employment statistics call attention to the youth employment problem,
with a few exceptions, adults with employment problems are not iden-
tifred in the aggegate statistics. Since they represent a small proportion
of all adults, their problems are easily overlooked. In fact, among the
low-wage workers most subject to the impact of the minimum wage,
adults far outnumber youth. Gramlicha reported that in 1975 teenagers
oonstituted only 30 percent of all workers earning less than $2.25 per
hour. Adult males made up 20 percent, and adult females 50 percent,
of the totel.

In addition, empirical research has concentrated on the impact of
the minimum wage on youth employment, for reasons related to the
available data. To quote Welch:

The empirical literature is largely restricted to effects on youth
employment, not becausê older workers, especially the âged,
or lorer wage workers of intermediate age-are tels affected,
but because the data are less complete foi these workers.s

Assuming that wage rates are highly correlated with productiüty, the
fact that adults account for roughly 70 percent of low-wage workers
suggests that a simple youth differential would place adults at a disad-
vantage in competing for many low-wage jobs. Welch also notes the
possibility that the adult minimum might be raised if a youth differential
were established.6 Policy dynamics of this variety are not disorssed in
this paper. The differentials considered are assumed to be '.equilibrium"
differentials.

lVhether the youth unemployment problem requires a differential
minimum wage, regardless of its effects on other groups, is also debat-
able. On the one hand, youths are better able to cope with unemploy-
ment than are low-wage adults whose nonmarket alternatives (notably
school) are probably inferior to those of youths. In addirion, data for
192 indicate that low-wage adults tend to have significantly lower family
incomes than do low-wage youths, A representative comparison among
workers earning less than 12.ü) an hour in 1973 reveals median 1972
family incomes of $13,131 for teenagers, $6,752 for adult males, and
$7,4fl) for adult females.? On the other hand, concern has been ex-
pressed that today's unemployed youths will become the working poor

'E.M. Gramlich, "Impact of Minimum Wages on OthÊr Wagcs, Employmerr, aDd Family
loænes," Brookings'Popcts on EconomiiAaivity 2 (196i: a0g-5i. '

1I. Welgh, "Minimum Wage tægislation in th€ Unircd StNtcs," Economic tnqûry l2
(Scptcnb€r 1974): 288.
6lbid., pp. 3lê17.

'Gramlich, "Impact of Minimum Wages," p. 488.
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FIGURE I
DrsrRrBUTIoN oF woRKERs BY VALUE oF PRoDUcrtvlrY

Rclstive Frequencf

Value of Hourly Productivity

of the future. Becker and Hills report evidence which supports this
concern for black, but not for white, youths.E

This paper assumes that the objective of differential minimum wage
policy is to moderate the negative employment effecls of minimum wage
policy for all low-wage workers, and not to just redistribute the negative
impact from one group to another. ïïe next section of this paper de-
scribes the problems encountered in attempting to design a general
pol§ of differential minimum wages. Because it is currently the object
of policy interest in differentials, however, the youth differential receives
special attention. The following section reviews existing research rele-
vant to the evaluation of a youth differential and describes additional
research needs. The final s€ction of the paper presents a brief review
of the policy issues and alternatives related to differential minimum
wages.

Difierentiel Mlnimum l oges: ObJectives ond Problems

læt us assume: first, that policy makers were given the task of designing
a differential minimum wage policy which would counterac3the negative
employment effects of the standard minimum wage; second, that policy
makers know how productive capacities are distributed among the work
force and that the distribution'depicted in frgure I represents the dis-
tribution of the value to employers of worken' productivity; and, third,

. B. E. Becker and S. M. Hills, "Today's Tccnagc Unemploymenr-Tomonowt working
Poot2" Mottthly labor Reÿiaÿ 102 (ranuary 199): @-71.
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that employers are willing to hire a person as long as the value of the
person's hourly marginal productivity is ât least as great as the hourly
wage rate the employer must pay. (It is âlso assumed throughout the
paper that the minimum wage is ineffective in achieving its intended
legislative purpose of raising the wage rates of individual low-wage work-
ers.) Given these assumptions, the minimum wage has the effect of
making unemployed those workers whose productivity is valued less
than the minimum wage (the shaded area of figure 1). The objective of
the differential minimum wage is ro improve the employment oppor-
tunities of these persons.

It is readily apparent that the simplest solution to the employment
problem would be to eliminate the minimum wage altogether, a solution
assumed to be politically infeasible. Alternatively, if everyone's pro-
ductivity has a positive value, the minimum wage could be set so low
as to be ineffective (point D in ligure 1). This solution is also assumed
to be infeasible. These examples illustrate the fact that a differential
minimum wage is a "second best" approach to alleviating the employ-
ment problems created by a minimum wage, and that the preferred
solution is to remove the minimum wage.

If the minimum wage law cannot be repealed or left to become
ineffective with time and inflation, the task is to design a differential
minimum wage which will most efficiently offset the negative employ-
ment impact of the minimum wage. Again, there is a simple, but in-
feasible solution: Make the differential apply to everyone who in the
absence of legislation would earn less than the minimum wage. In figure
1, the employment effect of the minimum wage would be eliminated if
the differential minimum wage were set at D. (It would reduce, but not
totally eliminate, the employment impact if it were set somewhere be-
tween D and the standard minimum wage.) Defrning a differential in
terms of the wage rate a penon earns, while most efficient in idenrifying
the target group, is assumed to be infeasible because it directly contra-
dicts the legislative intent of the minimum wage law.

The problem for a realistic program of differential minimum wage
rates is to identify characteristics which are very highly correlated with
the value of productive capacities and which can be used to define
differential minimums. For example, if teenagers make up about 30
percent of those who in the absence of legislation would earn less than
the minimum wage, then a teenage differential would exclude a large
proportion of the target group.

This problem can be illustrated graphically. Figure 2 depicts the
value of productivity distdbutions of two groups of workers: Group I
is assumed to be subject to a differential minimum (D) and Group 2 to
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FIGURE 2

DtsrnlBUTIotI oF'Two GRouPs oF lüoRKERs,

BY VALUE oF PRoDUc rlvlrY

Relative Frequ€ncy

the standard minimum (M). The workers who benefit from the differ-
ential are those Group I workers whose produclivity has a value of at
least D, but less than M. Under our simple assumptions, these u,orkers
(represented by the area under the Group I curve between D and M)
will now be employed because they can now be paid the value of their
produciivity. However, Group 2 workers whose productivity is valued
between D and M will not gain because they must be paid at least M,
which exceeds the value of their productivity. These are the worken
most directly harmed by the differential. They are as productive as the
Group I beneficiaries of the differential; yet they are placed at a wage
disadvantage because they must be paid at least M, whereas Group I
can be paid less than M. 11 M is already the minimum wage, they are
not harmed by being displaced. However, they are harmed in that they
are at a disadvantage in competing for jobs created by the differential.
Roger Reynoldse has pointed out that the size of this group depends on
the value of M, as well as on the size of the differential, D/M.

The jobs created for the beneliciaries of the differential may come
from two sources. New jobs may be created because the differential
reduces the cost of labor relative to nonlabor inputs. Also, additional
jobs may result from the change in the relative cost of different types
of labor brought about by the differential. In either case, Group 2
workers between D and M will be at a disadvantage in competing for
these jobs. The relative wage effect may adversely affect members of
both groups who eam more than M. For example, production methods

e Roger Rcynolds, pcrsonal clmmunication, October 1979.

value of Houdy Productivity
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which use a smaller proportion of higher productivity labor may now
become economically efficient.

This analysis breaks down the potential effects of a differentiat
minimum wage into two parts. First, and most direct, is the exclusion
effect. The magnitude of this effect could be evaluated if we knew the
value of productivity distributions for different groups of workers. Since
productivity is not directly measurable, lvage rate distributions would
be the best alternative. But as a result of minimum wages and other
possible constraints on low rvages, the wage rate distribution will be
truncated as compared wilh the productivity distribution. That is, wage
rate di§tributions of the employed will be truncated relative to produc-
tivity distributions of the labor force. The greater the degree of overlap
between the distributions, the more serious the exclusion problem. In
frgure 2, for example, if the Group 2 distriburion is shifted to the left,
the area under the Group 2 curve between D and M increases, Second,
and more diffrcult to evaluate, is what we shall call the relative wage
effect. Its evaluation requires the estimation of production funclions,
which means that competing groupo of labor and other inputs must be
correctly defined and the prices of the inputs must be accurately meas-
ured.

At one extreme, the solution to the exclusion problem might lead
to a complicated set of differentials based on a large number of categories
defrned to include as many as possible of the target group. In principle,
any combination of demographic, industrial, and/or geographical char-
acteristics might be employed. As the complexity of the system of dif-
ferentials increased, administrative and compliance costs would rise,
leading to a policy trade-off between employment benefits to the target
goup and higher costs of administering the minimum wage program.ro

In practice, however, there are factors other than rising adminis-
trative costs which would probably restrict the proliferation of multiple
differentials. For example, the numhr of demographic characteristics
which could be used is limited. Differentials based on race and sex are
clearly impossible. Given the trend of the FLSA toward expanded cov-
erage of industries with significant proportions of lo$,-$,age workers,
industry differentials seem unlikely to attract suffrcient potitical support
for passage. It should be apparent that exempting an industry from
ooverage has the same effect as making that industry subject to an
ineffective differential minimum. Despite the support for â youth dif-
ferential, the political trend in federal legislation has generatly been
torvard a more comprehensive uniform minimum wage law.

'0 
For evidcnce or the completeness of compliancc under existing legislatioo, src Gramlich,

"Impact of Minimüm wagc6," p. 424-26.
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Yooth l»Iferlnttols: Evldmce from Exlsting Re§orch

Considerable research has been conducted to evaluate the impact of the
minimum wage on youth employment. Several reviews of this research

have been published,tt and it is sufficient here to note that very little
of the research is directly relevant for evaluating the imPact of a youth
differential. Though the findings are not wholly consistent, they do
suggest that the minimum wage has adversely affected youth employ-
ment. On the surface, this result suggests that a youth differential would
increase youth employment. However, as indicated earlier, it is nec-

essary to take account of the consequences of a youth differential for
low-wage adult workers. These studies may have masked the effect of
the minimum wage on low-wage adults because they generally have

investigated the minimum wage impact on national unemployment rates

or employment ratios for specific demographic groups. Since low-wage

adults constitute a small proportion of all adult workers, the proPortion
of adults who are employed is not very sensitive to changes in the
minimum wage. Using this approach, it is much more likely that the

impact of the minimum wage will be detected for youths because a large
proportion of youths earn low wage rates'

A few studies have avoided this problem. \Uelchrz investigated the
extent of substitution between teenage and adult labor, both in the
aggregate and for four industry categories. Welch and Cunninghamr!
examined substitutability among three teenage subgroups (ages fourteen
to fifteen, sixteen 10 s€venteen, and eighteen to nineteen). These studies

attempted to estimate elasticities of substitution derived from production
functions. Using different empirical methods, Cotterill and Wadyckita

attempted to determine whether or not the minimum wage had altered
the teenage-adult employment mix in retail trade. For the purpose of
analyzing a youth differential, these studies are more useful than the
general youth employment literature.

n M. C. lrv€ll, 'The Minimum Wage, Teenage Uncmployment and thc Busitlcs§ Cyclc,"
wesàm Eco\omic toünd l0 (Deccmber 1972): 411-27: A' A Fisher, "The Minimum
wage arrd Teenagc UnÊmploym€ot: A Commcnt oo the Litcralurc," w.slem Eco,'ornic
louinal ll (Deæmbfl 193): 514-24; R. S. Goldfarb, "Thc Policy Conlent of Quântitativc
Minimum t agc Research," in Industrial Relatioos Rcs€arch Association, Prcc.edings
of ,h. Tw.ûty.seÿenth A7o,uol Meeting, Madisoo, wis., 194, p. 261; welch, "Minimum
wage Legislation"i and Gramlich, "Impact of Midmum Wages."
tr wdch, "Minimum wage L€gislation," aod "Minimum wagc Lrgislation in thc United
States: Rcply," Ecorcnic lûquiry 15 (laîUôry 1977): l§-42.
',F. welch and J. Cunningham. "Effects of Minimum wa8es on thc lævel and Agc
Compositioo of Youth Employmcnt," Reÿieu of Economics aad Statistics 60 (February
198): 1,()-45.

'. P. Cotterill and w. wadycki, "Teenagers and thÊ Minimum waSe in R€tail Trade,"
loumol of Hutwa Ræolr'c€r 11 (winter 1976): 6985.
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In the previous section, the impact of a differential minimum wage
on groups not subject to the differential was divided into two parts: t[e
exclusion effect and the relative wage effect. The exclusion èffect de_
scribes the impact of the differential on workers of equal productive
capacity and affects only workers who earn wage rates in the iange from
the differential,to the standard minimum. The relative wage eftect in-
cludes the impact of the differential on workers of differin! productive
capacities and may affect workers who earn more than Àè standard
minimum as well as those in the range from the differential to the
standard minimum. By design, the Welch and the Welch and Cun-
ningham studies are limited to addressing the relative wage effect. How-
ever-, it. is possible that, by incorrectly defining labor inputs, they fail
to obtain accurate estimates of the relative wage effect. The stuày by
Cotterill and Wadycki is less ambitious theorèrically than the orhei
studies, because the empirical work is not rigorously derived from a
specific production model. However, the approach of Cotterill and
lVadycki is more directly interpretable in terms of the exclusion effect.

The Muction Function Studies. Implicitly, if not explicitly, all pro-
duction function studies must define the inputs and outputs involveà in
the_production process. In economics textbooks, the output is frequently
Irdgets, and the inputs are men (or man-hours) and mâchines (àr ma-
chine-hours). In most empirical research, however, defining the output
and the inputs is more diffrcult than in textbook examples. The problerns
of delining output and capital have attracted attention becàuse it is
usually necessary to combine several different products and types of
capital equipment in estimating production functions. Howevei, while
the problem may be more obvious in the case of output and capital
inputs, it may be just as serious in the case of labor. Human capital
research has made some impact in recognizing differences in laboi in-
puts. However, data problems seriously hinder empirical efforts to de-
fine labor inputs accurately. The studies discussed Èere reflect the type
of compromise which must usually be made in attempting to take inio
account differences in labor inputs and, at the same time, to obtain
measurable inputs using the available data.

The production function model implies that labor inputs should
consist of groups, each of which is homogeneous in terms of the pro-
duclive capacity or human capital of its members. That is, labor inputs
should be defined so that within-group variation in human capitàl is
minimized and between-group variation is maximized. In practice, the
assumption must typically be made that productive capacity is suffi-
ciently highly corelated with demographic characteristics, particularly
age, to justify treating different age goups of workers as separate lâbor
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FIGURE 3
OvERt-APPtNc PRoDUcrIvtrY DtsrRIBUTloNs

Relative Frequency

Value of Hourly Productivity

inputs. Accordingly, Welch disaggregated labor inputs into two groups,

teènagers (persons fourteen to nineteen years old) and adults (persons

twenty years and older).t5 Welch and Cunningham disaggregated teen-

age labor into three groups: ages fourteen to fifteen, sixteen to seven'

teen, and eigbteen to nineteen.r6
Empirically, the issue can be stated in terms of the Productivily

distributions discussed earlier: The greater the overlap between the
productivity distributions of two groups of workers, the less appropriate

it is to define the two goups as distinct labor inputs. The reason is

simple: workers of equal productivity are equally capable of performing
a particular job and hence, in a production sense, are the same input'
The greater the overlap in productivity distributions, the more the two
groups are equivalent inputs. If we knew the shapes of the productivity
distributions, it would be more appropriate to define the inputs in terms
of the value of their productivity or potential wage rates. For example,
in figure 3, two labor inputs could be defined as those persons wilh a

potential wage rate greater than and less than r dollars per hour. (This
approach implies that any two workers with different arnounts of human
capitâl are different labor inputs. In the extreme, this leads to treating
each worker as a separate input. For empirical research, it would be

necessary to aggregate workers into productivity classes.) Another way
of stating the point is that if there is substantial overlap, it would be
more appropriate to define labor inputs in terms of "low" and "high"

" lvelch, "Minimum wagc tægislation."

'6 
Welch aod Cunoingbam, "Effects of Minimum wages."
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productivity groups which have different roles in production rhan in
terms of demographic groups of persons, many of whom have similar
production roles.

. It. may be thought that the only consequence of overlapping pro_
ductivity disrributions is that estimation of elasticities ot suËstiiuiion
would reveal that the two groups are more highly substitutable than if
less overlap occurs. This is not the case. Inputs'should be defined in
terms of their production roles if production function parameters are
to be meaningful. If similar jobs are performed by persons of hetero-
geneous demographic characteristics, labor inputs should not be defined
in terms of demographic characteristics.

Ivelch attempted to determine the s€nsitivity of the youth-adult
employment ratio to changes in wage rates brought about ùy the min-
imum wage. He used time series data on youth and adult employment
for the period 1954-1968 borh for the aggregate of all industriés and for
foùr industry groups: manufacturing, ietàil ùade, services, and an
"other" category. Under certain assumptions, his estimates can be in-
terpreted as elasticities of substitution, or the percent change in the
youth-adult employment ratio which results from a I percent èhange in
the relative wage rate of youth and adults.rT

I am unwilling to draw any conclusions about the aggregate esti-
mate, since quite different results are obtained when the datà are dis-
aggregated by _industry group. The statistical significance of the aggre-
gate estimate did not differ from zero. rE Of more interest is the faci ihat
the yolth-adult employment ratio was more sensitive to changes in wage
rates in manufacturing than in retail trade or the services. Tlre results
imply that a,l0 percent increase in minimum wage impact on wage rates
is associated rvith a reduction of approximately 4 percent in thJyouth-
adult employment ratio in manufacturing, a reduciion of 0.g percent in
retail trade, and a reduction of 0.04 percent in services, Statistical sig-
nifrcance tests imply that the s€rvices estimate is not different from zero.
(The estimate for the "other" category was statistically signilicant, but
of the wrong sign. I ignore this result because of the extreme hetero-
geneity of the category. Mining and finance are two of its componenr,
for example.)

r ebh notes that productivity dislinctions between youths and
adults are less pronounced in retail trade and the services tÉan in man-
ufacluring. This facr might appear to imply a larger change in the youth-
adult employment ratio for a given wage rate change in ietail trade and

r'\ÿclch, "Minimum Wage Lrgislatioo" and,,Rrply."
f'F. B. Sislind, "Minimur Wage lægislarion in the Uniled Statcs: Cofitment,,' Economic
Inqriry l5 (January lÿr): 135-38i and Wetch, ',Repty."
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the s€rvices because adults are more easily substitutable for youths in
these s€ctors. What is the explanation of the observed finding? Welch
argues that the retail trade and services coefficients are biased downward
because of measurement error. He assens that his minimum wage var-
iable overstates changes in the youth-adult relative wage rate in retail
trade and the services as a result of overlap in the productivity distri-
butions of youths and adults in those sectors. In addition, he cites the
possibility that uneven industrial ooverage produced counteracting
changes in the youth-aduh employment ratios in retail trade and the
services before and after 1961, when those sectors were first covered to
any significant extent.te

However, these results can be explained solely in terms of the
differences among industries in overlap of the productivity distributions
of youths and adults. Neither downward bias nor relative wage effects
are necessary to explain the observed results. Assume, for example, that
there were no productivity distinctions at all between youths and adults;
that is, that thefu productivity or wage rate distributions were identical
(complete overlap). In this case, an increase in the minimum wage would
result in equal percentage reductions in employment for youths and
adults. As a result, there would be no change in the youth-adult em-
ployment ratio occasioned by the minimum wage increase. Both group,s
would suffer equal proportionate employment losses. As the degree of
overlap in the productivity distribution decreases, the youth-adult em-
ployment ratio becomes more sensitive to the wage rate increase because
teenagers suffer a larger proportionate employment loss than adults.

Welch's results may not tell us anyhing about relative wage effects
of the minimum wage in se€tors like retail trade and services. Instead,
his results may just reflect the fact that larger proportions of both youths
and adults are subject to the direc{ employment effects of minimum
wage policy in retail lrade and the services than in manufacturing. The
only way to distinguish these effects from relative wage effects is to
defrne labor inputs in terms of their relative productivity as suggested
in the section "Differential Minimum Wages: Objeaives and Prob,
lems." If my interpretation is correct, Welch's results also suggest that
a youth differential would produce a significant exclusion effect in retail
trade and the services.

Whereas the work of Welch discussed here was not directly applied
to the issue of a youth differential, Welch and Cunninghamæ explicitly
investigated the impact of a differential. However, they did not examine
the effects of a youth differential on adult workers, but rather on three

reWelch, "Minimum Wagc Lægislation," pp. 312-13.
, Welch arld Cuoningham, "Effects of Minimum Wagc§."
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subgroups of youths. The authors were very adept at devising ways
around data and estimation problems. However, even evaluated on its
own terms, the paper is only partially successful in estimating demand
and substitution elasticities for the three groups of teenagers. The study
utilizes cross-section data on youth employment by state.

The same issues raised with regard to Welch's earlier work apply
to this study by Welch and Cunningham: the greater the overlap among
the productivity distributions of the three groups of teenagers, the less
meaningful are production function parameters because they are based
on incorrectly defined labor inputs.

Welch and Cunningham did not have actual wage data for these
teenage groups. Rather they assumed, based on some work by Parsons,2t
that the average wage rates were related to ooe another (and to the
average manufacturing wage) in a particular way. Further, they assumed
that within each group, wage rates were distributed in accordance with
a particular probability density function which, they assert, reasonably
describes observed empirical wage distributions of low-wage workers.

The density function chosen is a gamma distribution, a two-param-
eter family of distributions:

flr; c, p) = ;fi""* 0<r<- (1)

Welch and Cunningham set c = I and UÊ = p, which yields flr) =
p2!e-e', The result is that there is a fixed relationship between the mean
(2lp) rnd the variance (2lpz). Tt,Éy had information about mean wage
rates, but not about the variance.

It seemed logical, therefore, to evaluate the degree of overlap im-
plied by their use of this particular distribution. Integrating the gamma
for a specifrc group of teenagers from zero up to the relevant wage rate
yields the proportion of the group earning less than the particular wage
rate. The expression is 1 - (pr+ l)e-P', where, is the relevant wage
rate. This exercise yielded the following results: 59 percent of the four-
teen- to Iifteen-year-olds would have earned less than their implied 1970
mean wage rate of 11.19. In addition, 43 percent of the sixteen- to
seventeen-year-olds and 31 percent of the eighteen- to nineteen-year-
olds also would have earned less than $1.19 per hour. While 59 percent
of the sixteen- to seventeen-year-olds would have been below their
implied 1970 mean wage rate of $1.64,46 percent of the eighteen- to
nineteen-year-olds also would have fallen below $1.64 per hour. The
implied mean wage rate of the eighteen- to nineteen-year-olds was $2.13
per hour. This high degree of overlap among the three wage rate dis-

2rD. Parsons, "Thc Cost of School Îmc, Forgone Eamings, arld Human Capital For-
matioo," unpublished manuscript, Ohio Statc Udversity, February 1973.
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tributions is a consequence of the particular distriburion function as-
sumed by Welch aod Cunningham.

In particular, it is a consequence of the large variance implied by
the gamma distribution they us€d. Since the gamma is v€ry diflicult to
evaluate unless c = I, I experimented with a lognormal distribution,
a distribution which can be justified on human capital grounds. The
results are highly sensitive to the assumptions made about the variance.
Since I had no information about the variance for wages of youth, the
results were inconclusive. They ranged from minimal overlap when I
assumed that the mean was I percent greater than the median, to sub-
stantial overlap when I assumed the mean was l0 percent greâter than
the median (still less overlap than using the gamma, however).

Since they do not presenl any evidence to support its applicability,
we should not necessarily conclude that their work supports the view
expressed elsewhere in this paper that the exclusion effect of a youth
differential may be a significant problem. The chief conclusion to be
drawn from their study is that better information is needed on the shapes
of youth wage rate distributions. Data on mean wage rates are not
suffrcient for analyses of youth differentials.

Welch and Cunningham's selection of a distribution with a large
variance has several consequences for their results. First, they probably
have overstated the increases in the cost of hiring teenagers brought
about by the minimum wage: 15 percent for eighteen- to nineteen-year-
olds, 27 percent for sixteen- to seventeen-yearclds, and 46 percent for
fourteen- to fifteen-year-olds (the mean of all states as of 1970). Second,
given their assumption of significant overlap in the wage rate distribu-
tions of the three groups, their treatment of them as separate inputs
misrepres€nts the demand and substitution elasticities which they at-
tempt to estimate. Finalty, little confidence can be placed in their es-
timates of teenage employment gains which would result from a 20
percent youth differential, becau§e these estimates are based on demand
and substitution elasticities which are probably incorrectly specified.

An Alternalive Approoch. Cotterill and Wadycki,, attempted to deter-
mine whether the expansion of minimum wage «)verage in retail trade
between 1961 and 1967 had produced differential changes in the yourh-
adult employment mix between covered and noncovered retail jobs.
The justification given here for their empirical tests is simpler and more
corect than that given in their paper. The explanation there relies on
relative wage changes for youths and adults and is subject to the same
criticism made in this paper of the production function studies.

2 Cotterill arld Wadycki, "Teenagers."
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Assume that initially the same wage râte distribution existed for
covered and noncovered retail jobs. Assume also that coverage hâs the
effect of truncating the wage distribution for covered jobs by eliminating
all jobs which paid less than the legal minimum. One consequence of
coverage will be to raise the average wage rate for covered jobs relative
to that for noncovered jobs, assuming that noncovered wage rates either
remain constant or fall.

An attempt to determine whether covered retail establishments pay
higher wage rates becaus€ of the minimum wage or because of their
larger size was reported by Conerill and \Uadycki.a While there is no
good theoretical reason $,hy larger establishments per se should pay
more, they are frequently observed to do so, Size effects on wages in
retail trade appear to be associated only with the largest enterprises
(annual sales of more than ll million), but it is not really possible to
s€parate size and coverage effects.z

However, if employers eliminate the subminimum wage jobs in the
covered sector, the youth-adult employment rnix may also be altered.
(Some estimates of the negative impact of the minimum wage on retail
employment are reported by Cotrerill.s) Suppose that youths hold a
disproportionate share of the affected jobs. Then the youth-adult em-
ployment ratio in covered jobs should fall. To the extent that youths
are absorb€d in the noncovered sector, the youth-adult employment
ratio there should rise. This example illustrates the simplest case in
which differential changes in the age mix of employment would occur
between covered and noncovered jobs. The greater the degree of overlap
between the productiüty distribution of youths and other low-wage
workers, however, the smaller will be the youths' share of the affected
jobs, and the less the youth-adult employment ratio would b€ expected
to fall as a result of rninimum wage coverage. In turn, the difference
between the age mixes of employment in covered and noncovered jobs
would also be smaller.r

Cotterill and Wadycki selected a sample of 353 male and 391 female
rctail trade employees from the 1967 Survey of Economic Opportunity.

lP. çgltcril q4 lV. Wadyck, "Minimum Wagc Covcrage and Relative Wagc Rat€s io
Retail Tradc," Procacdnrgs ol the Bwinas and Ecorumic Sutittics Sccriol of th. Amrricon
Stûisticol Astociariorr, Washingroo, D.C., l9!, W. 31y24.
ùP. Cottcrill,'Îhc Minimum Wagc and Employmcnt Grorvth in Retail Tradc,- pro.
cccditgs oi thc Buti,.ss Md Econornic Sraritti§ S.ctioû of thc Amcdcqû Sr4rlrric§ Sacrrbz
of tlæ Anuicoa Statistical A.ssociarion, Washituton, D.C., lg4, pp. 345-50.
ÈP. Conclill, "Th€ Dcv€lopmcnt ard Evaluation of MinimuD Wagr Policy towards
Youth: Some Rclcarch Guideliocs," prepared for thc U.S. Dcpartmeni of Labor, Otfcc
of thc Assistalt S€qctary of Plaooin8, Evaluation, and Rcccarcà, DÊclmber 1974.
t Gramlich, "Impacr of Minimum Wages," pp. 412-13, summarizes Welcht aod Minoert
thcorctkal r*ults oo pocsible chalgcs in loncovcred wagc rates.
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l age rates (last week's earnings divided by last week's hours worked)
and personal characteristics (age, education, race, etc.) were known.
Some 23 percent of the men and 14 percent of the wornen were aged
fourteen to nineteen years. Thirty-one standard metropolitan statistical
areas (SMSAs) and eight subindustries within retail trade were repre-
sented in the sample. It was not possible to determine whether or not
an individual in the sample worked in an establishment covered by the
minimum wage. However, using data from the lW Census of Business,
it was possible to estimate the degree of minimum wage coverage for
each subindustry and SMSA represented in the sample. Each individual
was matched with the degree of minimum wage coverage in the sub-
industry and SMSA in which he/she worked. This minimum wage cov-
erage variable can be thought of as the probability that the worker was
covered, since the greater the degree of coverage in an area, the morc
likely that a person included in the sample was, in fact, covered.

The effects of the minimum wage on wage rates and the age mix
of employment should have been greater where minimum wage coverage
§,as greater. Assuming that, for a given subindustry, the SMSAS with
high minimum wage coverage in 1967 were the same as in 1961 and
during the intervening years, the hypothesized impacts should have been
detectable in the 1967 sample.

Cotterill and Wadycki found that percons with a higher probability
of minimum wage coverage received higher wage rates. This finding is
consistent with the view that minimum wage coverage truncates the
wage rate distribution and tends to raise the average wage rate in covered
jobs relative to thos€ in noncovered jobs. Typical differentials ranged
from highs of 15 percent for men and l1 percent for women in drug
stores to a low of about 2 percent for both sexes in general merchandise
stores. For food stores, the differential ranged from 4 to 6 percent. For
other subindustries (apparel, furniture, gas stations, lumber and building
materials, and miscellaneous stores) the range was between 3 and 1l
percent.2T

However, C.otterill and Wadycki did not find evidence that the
higher wage rates in SMSAs where coverage was greater were associated
with a reduced proportion of teenage employees in thos€ SMSAs. Cot-
terill and Wadycki's empirical lests are similar to those Weisÿ8 used to
determine why workers in more concentrated industries had higher earn-
ings than workers in less concentrated industries. Put another way, a

,These differentials were computed by multiplying the regression coefficieot of the min.
imum lYagc variable by its standard deviatioD for the relcvant group. For a more dctailcd
dcscdption, s€c Concrill and Wadycki, "Tccnagcrs," p. 78.
!L. W. Wciss, "Conccntration and Labor Eamings," Àûeicaa Ecoûomic Revicÿ, 57
(Malch 1966): 96-117.
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teenager's probability of obtaining covered employment was not lower
than an adult's. In general, a person's probability of obtaining covered
employment did not depend on age.D This result is consistent with the
view that considerable overlap exists in the productivity distribution of
the different age groups employed in retail trade. Like Welch's results
for retail trade, Cotterill and Wadycki's results suggest that a youth
differential would produce a signilicant exclusion effect for adult workers
in retail trade.

Some further comparison of the results obtained by Welch and by
Cotterill and Wadycki is warranted. For example, while Welch found
a small but significant reduction in the youth-adult employment ratio
in retail trade over the period 195,1-l%8, Cottedll and Wadycki, using
an indirect test, found no relationship between the age mix of retail
employment and minimum wage impact among retail trade workers in
SMSAs in 1967. Welch's explanation for the small size of impact he
found was that, before 1961, youths were shifted to retail trade (a non-
covered s€ctor before 1961) and away from manufacturing (a covered
sector) but, since 1961, expanded coverage in retail trade had resulted
in a counteracting shift of youths away from retail trade. Cotterill and
Wadycki's results do not support this interpretation of minimum wage
impact since 1961.

However, the period 1967-1967 was one of economic expansion
r'I.d falling teenage unemployment rates. This fact in itself need not
have affected Cotterill and Wadycki's cross-section study except that
minimum wage coverage and the rate of economic expansion in an
SMSA were positively correlated.so Thus, the employment effects of
economic expansion may have offset the minimum wage impact in high-
coverage SMSAs. This interpretation is consistent with the finding of
Kosters and Welchlr that minimum wage policy has increased the youth
share of "lransitory" employment and that, given sufficient slack in the
labor market, proportionately more adults would have been hired in-
stead ofyouths. Employment rates for youths vary more than the overall
employment rate.

Alternatively, Cotterill and Wadycki's results may reflect long-run
factors that are reducing the productivity distinction between youths
and adults in retail trade. Under the FLSA, minimum wage coverage
was first applied to the largest retail establishments. The sales size cri-
terion was then gradually lowered to include establishments with annual

a Rcsults of regressions of the minimum wagc variablc on age and other variables are
reponed in Conerill and Wadycki, "Minimum Wage Crverage."
r Cotterill and Wadycki, 'lecoagers." p. 82.
3tM. Kosters and F. Welch, "Thc Effecas of Mioimum Wag€s on the Distribution of
Changes in Aggrcgate Employmenr." ânericaa Economk Reÿi.te 62(lwe 1972): !2T32.
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sales of at least §250,000. At the same lime, there has been a trend
toward larger retail establishments, a decrease in the service component
of retail output, and an increase in lhe real value of the average trans-
action.32 These trends, along with other changes (such as cash registers,
which require fewer mathematical skills), may have made youlhs better
substitutes for adults in retail jobs.

A related possibility is that minimum wage policy itself has given
impetus to this trend. Minimum wage policy may have induced greater
use of labor-saving techniques which are embodied in larger establish-
ments. If, at the same time, these techniques have reduced the pro-
ductivity differences between youths and adults, the negative effect of
minimum wage policy on the total number of retail jobs may have
become more equally distributed between youths and adults.

Summary. Differential legal minimum wages, such as a youth differ-
ential, may, in the course of expanding employment for the group or
groupc to which the differential applies, create an exclusion effect for
workers not subject to the differential, as well as a relative wage effect
for higher-wage workers. These two effects may have negative employ-
ment oonsequences for workers not subject to the differential and should
be taken into account in evaluating proposed differential legal minimum
wage policy.

The exclusion effect is more serious, the larger the number of low-
wage workers excluded from the differential. Gramlich33 presented evi-
dence that suggests that a youth differential would exclude a majority
of the low-wage group. Results obtained by Welch and by Cotterill and
Wadycki are also consistent with the view that a youth differential would
produce a significant exclusion effect among retail trade and service
workers, a large segment of the low-wage population. More research
on the importance of the exclusion effect is needed. The analysis pre-
sented here suggests that the issue can be investigated by examining the
extent of overlap in the wage rate distributions of different groups of
workers. The absence of appropriate wage rate data for demographic
groups has hindered such research in the past.

Existing research has attempted to draw inferences about the rel-
ative wage effect of a youth differential by analyzing the relative wage
effect of existing minimum wage policy. Unfortunately, since this re-
search has defrned labor inputs in terms of demographic groups, it mis-

t2 D. Schwanzman, "The Growth of Sales Pcr Manhour io Retail TEde, 1919-1963," in
V. R. Fuchs, editot, Produc,ioa ond ùoductivi,y h the Service Indutfiies (New York:
National Burcau of Economic Research, 1969).
s Gramlich, "Impact of Minimum wages."
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represents substitution possibilities among rrorkers of various produc-
tivity levels when signifrcant overlap oocurs in the prcductivity distributions
of demographic $oup§. Hence, the same evidence which suggests that
the exclusion effect may be significant also implies that existing evidence
on the relative wage effect may be highly unreliable. An important
oons€quence of defrning labor inputs in terms of demographic groups
is that it is impossible to s€parate substitution effects of relative wage
changes from employment effects due to differences in the proportions
of the demographic groups which are directly affected by minimum wage
changes. Research on the relative wage effects of minimum wage policy,
using appropriately defined labor inputs, is needed. This endeavor re-
quires greater knowledge of production processes and better data than
are usually available. However, this paper suggests, as a starting point,
consideration of attempts to deline labor inputs in terms of workers'
potential productivity.

In more general terms, we need a clearer picture of the nature of
low-wage work. The analysis presented in this paper is bas€d on the
view of low-wage jobs as jobs requiring general, low-level skills which
can be satisfactorily performed by persons of varying ages and back-
grounds. This situation would produce a s€t of jobs which are relatively
homogeneous with respect to their required skills, but a work force very
heterogeneous in its demographic characteristics. This view may be ap-
plicable to most retail trade and service sector jobs. Its applicability to
other parts of the low-wage sêcior needs to be investigated.

Concluslon

This paper has described the problems encountered in using differential
minimum wages to lessen the employment impact of the standard min-
imum wage on low-wage workers. Caution should be exercised in sin-
gling out a single demographic group such as youth in creating a dif-
ferential, especially since, as Welch indicated, there is no reason to
believe that low-wage workers of other ages are less affected.

Industry differentials or exemptions from coverage are alternatives
to demographic differentials. It might be easier ro identify low-wage
workers by occupation or industry than by demographic characteristics.
It at least s€ems worthwhile to investigate whether or not the exclusion
effect would be less with industry than u,ith demographic differentials.

The biggest obstacle to industry differentials may be political. The
trend of federal minimum wage legislation since 1!)61 has been toward
more complete coverage by industry. In addition, a youth differential
appears on the surface to be a logical way of attacking a significant
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youth employment problem. Industry differentials, however, can easily
be labeled subsidies to sweatshop employen.

Finally, geographical differentials deserve some consideration in
federal minimum wage policy. Even in terms of its expressêd legislative
intent-to provide workers a "living wage"-a uniform nominal mini-
mum wage is not appropriate. A higher real minimum wage is imposed
in low-cost-of-living areas than in high<ost areas. In turn, a larger em-
ployment effect is imposed on lower-wage areas. There is no justification
for the federal law to create unequal geographical effec-ts on employ-
ment, unemployment, migration, etc. These minimum wage effects
could be reduced by defining an area's minimum wage in terms ofeither
the area's general wage level or its cost of living. While geographical
differentials would not solve all the employment problems created by
the minimum wage, they would, in contrast to demographic differentials,
treat even-handedly all low-wage workers within the same area.

Objections can be raised about each type of differential minimum
wage. As indicated early in this paper, differentials represent a second-

best policy. They are an attempt to alleviate problems cau§ed by the
standard minimum wage without removing the basic cause of the prob-
lem. However, if differentials are to be taken seriously, they require
much more careful study thao they have received to date. Otherwise,
differential minimum wage policy is likely to be just another example
of government regulation chasing its own tail.
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Macroeconomic Implications of
the Minimum Wage

J. Huston McCulloch

In this paper we examine the impact of a legally mandated minimum
wage on several aspects of the economy, which we call macroeconomic
for s,ant of a better name. The direct, microeconomic effect of the
minimum wage on unemployment is discussed at great length elsewhere
in this volume. l1 concerns us here, but only indirectly.

We first consider the effect of the minimum wage on the price level
and the inflation rate: Is indexation of the minimum wage to a price or
wage index particularly inflationary? We then examine the implications
of the minimum wage for monetary policy, in particular its effect on the
so-called natural unemployment rate, and the political difficulties this
implies for counterinflationary monetary policy. Finally, we discuss the
effects of the minimum wage on the rate of capital formation, the long-
run demand for labor, and income equality.

The Minlmum llVage ond Inllotion

A common misconception regarding minimum wage legislation holds
that the minimum wage rate is inflationary.

Raybum M. Williams, for example, recently argued that the Jan-
uary I, 1978, increase in the minimum hourly wage from $2.30 to 52.65
"alone contributed about .45 ofa percentage point to the rate of inflation
in 198" and that the increase to $2.90 an hour on January 1, 1979,

"added about one third ofa percentage point to the 1979 inflation rate."r
This argument is attractive. Ifcosts to any particular firm or industry

rise, they will be pass€d along to consumers in the form of higher prices.
Labor, even labor on the margin of being affected by the minimum
wage, is an important component of those costs. If the wages of workers
who are most directly affected by the minimum wage are .r percent of

NorE: The author is indebæd to Michacl Darby, Belton Fleisher. Laurence Mcculloch.
and Simon Rottenberg for helpful comments and suggestions.

rRayburn M. Wifliams, Idlrarion; Money, tobs oad Politicion (Arlington H€ights, Ill.:
AHM Publishirg Corporation, 1980). p. 90.
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total costs, it seems obvious that a y percent increase in the minimum
wage will increase the price level by .ry percent.

In addition to rhis "cost-push" effect described by \Villiams, we
may also expect a "demand-pull" effect on inflation. r orkers whose
wages are increased by the minimum wage will (assuming they remain
employed) have that much more to spend. Their increased demand for
goods and services would drive prices even higher than cost consider-
ations alone might predict.

Finally, it may be argued that the disemployment effeci of a min-
imum wage increase could also affect prices. Unemployment implies
reduced output of goods and s€rvices. It would seem that for any given
level of demand, reducing output would cause shortages and prici in-
creases.

l[hy the Minimum ïtage Is Not InflrtlonerX

However plausible thes€ intuitive arguments are, we believe they are
erroneous, because the cost-push, demand-pull, and disemployment
effects are each directly offset elsewhere in the economy.

Higher costs of production may drive up the prices of some goods.
However, the consumers who must pay higher prices for these goods
will have less to spend on other goods. Since demand for these ôther
goods will be reduced, their prices will tend to /alL The net effect ofthe
minimum wage increase from the cost side will be to raise the price of
goods requiring much low-skill labor to produoe relative to the price of
goods requiring little low-skill labor. Thus, changing costs may induce
a change in relative pices, but not a general increase in prices.

As for the demand-pull argument, higher wages mean higher earn-
ings for employed workerc, but at the same time they also mean lower
profits for employers. the workers may spend more, driving up the
prices of the goods they buy. But at the same time, dividends and/or
retained earnings must be smaller. Expenditures by shareholders or by
the firm on new investment must be lower. This reduction in purchasing
power will have a depressing effect on the prices of goods that woulA
have been bought by the shareholders or the firm. To the extent that
employers and employees have different spending habits, there will be
changes in relative prices, but not a general increase in prices.

Even the disemployment effect does not clearly influence the price
level, at least immediately. As workers are laid off because of a minimum
wage increase, output will fall somewhat, but this output has approxi-
mately the same value as the earnings lost by the displaced workers.
Aggregate supply decreases, but so does aggregate demand. Once again,
there is no reason to expect the net effect to be inflationary.
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What Does Dttermlne Inllotlon?

According to what is known as the quantity theory of money, the price
level that the economy settles on is the one that equalizes the demand
and supply for money. The real demand for money is determined by
the total volume of real transactions that money must be used to execute
and the average period of time each dollar is held in the proc€ss. The
money supply, on the other hand, is set in nominal (current dollar)
terms by the policies of the Federal Reserve System and the operations
of the banking system. There is only one value of the price that will
give the nominal money supply the same real value as the demand for
real cash balances.

Changes in the minimum wage rate are therefore not useful in
explaining inflation. We have had rapid inflation since l!)65 because the
monetary base (to which other monetary aggregates are roughly pro'
portional) has been growing at an annual rate of over 8 percent. Real
income (and therefore the demand for real cash balances) usually grows
by only about 3 percent per year. The difference has been made up by
inflation. The rapid acceleration in inflation during 1979 was the delayed
effect of a sustained increase in the monetary growth rate to over 9
percent per year early in 1977, not the result of the recent substantial
raises in the minimum wage rate.

Accidental Imbolancp

Even though the cost-push, demand-pull, and disemployment effects
each have an inflationary aspect offset by a comparable dellationary
aspect, the two aspects may not affect prices simultaneously. Funher-
more, different prices do not respond with equal speed to imbalances
of supply and demand. It is true, therefore, that there may be an ac-
cidental net effect in one direction (or the other) on the price level.
Such an accidental net effect would be evident in the short-run inllation
rate. However, it could not become permanent unless it were deliber-
ately "ratified" by an appropriate adjustment of the money supply.

If the accidental net effect were a rise in prices, the real value of
the number of dollars in the economy would be reduced to an incon-
veniendy low level. Individuals and firms would try to reduce their
demand for goods and s€rvices a little (relative to the amount they were
supplying) in order to replenish their real cash balances. This shortfall
of demand relative to supply would eventually depress prices, negating
the accidental inflationary effect of the increase in the minimum wage.

The accidental net effect could just as easily be deflationary as
inflationary, increasing the real value of the money supply. Individuals
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would feel free to spend or invest their surplus cash balances, causing
an excess of demand over supply of goods. This excess demand for
goods would lend to raise prices, cancelling out the accidental net effect,
Whatever the accidental net effect, the price level would eventually
return to the value dictated by money supply and demand.

The Mhlmum l{age and Money Dcmand

The minimum wage could ruiæ prices, but only indirectly through the
demand for money. The demand for money depends on the level àf real
output, !\,hich we have thus far tacitly assumed to be constant. In fact,
a minimum wage will tend to cause less employment of low-skilled
workers, reducing output and oonsequently the demand for real cash
balances. For any given money supply, a somewhat higher price level
will therefore be necessary to equalize money supply and demand than
would have been the case without a minimum wage. \Uhile this effect
is undeniable, it is also quite small and could easily go unnoticed. It is
not what Williams and others have in mind when they claim that the
minimum wage rate is inflationary.

Furthermore, this effect cannot cause sustained inflation. With a
minimum wage, the equilibrium price level would be slightly higher rhan
without. Introducing a minimum wage or raising the minimum wage
relative to average wages will cause a small one-time-only shift in the
price level, but then will have no further effect on the inflation rate.
Sustained inflation must have other causes.

Indexetion of the Minimum l{age

Since World War II, the minimum wage rate has been steadily eroded
by inflation. As prices rise, the real purchasing power value of any given
dollars-and-cents value of the minimum wage is reduced, so that the
minimum wage is essentially repealed by the inflation. The response of
C.ongress has been to restore the real value of the minimum wage by
periodically mandating a new nominal level for it. In this way, it has
been between about 40 and 50 percent of the average wage in manu-
facturing.2 Since 1961, Congress has actually tried to anticipate future
inflation by writing several increases over a period of time into a single
bill. This practice has one disadvantage, however: if inflation is less than

'zThis ratclrct effc€t is illustrat€d in Mrhimrm Woge lagblotio,l, AEI Legislarive Analysis
no. 7, 95th Crngrcss (Washington, D.C.: American Erteryrise Institur€ for Public Policy
Research, 197), p. 2.
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Congress anticipated, the real value ofthe minimum wage will be Sreater
than Congress intended.

To avoid this erratic behavior of the minimum wage, ÿ)me econ-

omists have proposed indexing it to a price or wage index. Such indexing
has been proposed since 1947 at least and has received increased atlen-
tion in the past few years.s A perennial concern with such indexation
is the fear that it would fuel inflation. It would seem that with indexation,
a little inllation somewhere in the economy will be translated immedi-
ately into an increase in the minimum wage, raising cosls and pric€s,

spurring a further increase in the dollar value of the indexed minimum
wage, and so on.

In fact, an indexed minimum wage would be no more inflationary
than an unindexed one. The indexed adjustment does immediately rais€

costs and earnings of employed workers and simultaneously reduce out-
put of disemployed workers. But these factors are immediately offs€t
by the .reduced purchasing power of those buying producls requiring
relatively much unskilled labor, the reduced profits of employers, and

the reduced income of the disemployed workers. The mechanism by
which the minimum wage rate is set does not alter its effects on the price
level.

Indexation would force Congress to confront the basic issues in-
volved: Should there even be a minimum wage? And ifso, at what level
relative to average wages should it be lixed? ln the past, the damage

done by any lixed dollar minimum wage has largely been undone by
inflation. Even the mandated increases built into the dollar value of the
minimum wage since 1961 have been effectively repealed by accelerating
inflation that has proceeded faster than Congress had anticipated. If the
minimum wage were indexed at a high fraction of average wages, how-
ever, C.ongress would finally have to examine the full implications for
unemployment of its intended policy.

The Minimum l oge and Monetary Policy

Macroeconomists speak of the "natural unemployment rate" as that
rate that would prevail if inflation were fully anticipaled. According to
the natural unemployment rate hypothesis, this rate is the same no
matter what the actual inflation rate is. Thus, if people expect l0 percent
inflation and there actually is 10 percent inflation, there will be the same

unemployment rate, other things held constant, as if people expected
zero inflation and prices turned out to be constant.

The use of monetary policy to control inflation is hampered by the

! Ibid., pp. l9æ.
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effects of inflation on the natural unemployment rate. If inllation is less
than anticipated, unemployment tends to dse above the natural rate of
unemployment, along what is called the short-run phillips curve. On the
other hand, a monetary policy that allows inflation to accelerate will
move the economy in the opposite direction along the short-run philtips
curve, reducing unemployment below the natural râte to the extent that
the inflation is underanticipated.

One important factor that macroeconomists do not ordinarily dwell
upon when they discuss the natural rate hypothesis is that the ..other

things constant" that determine the size of the natural rate do not in
fact remain constant. "Frictional unemployment," due to the prohibitive
cost of matching unemployed persons to jobs instantly, is one ever-
present component of the natural rate and probably always will be. In
the 192G the natural rate of unemployment was about 3 or 4 percent,
and most of this was probably frictional unemployment.

Since the 1930s, however, a number of factors may have operated
to increase the natural rate. The Wagner Act of 1936 gave a majority
of workers at any covered work place the power to impose union bar-
gaining on all other workers at that work place , as well as on all potential
workers there. This greatly reduced competition in the covered sectors
of the labor market. The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 introduced
the minimum wage itself, which tends to reduce the employment rate
of unskilled workers, especially of teenagers, blacks, and women. If
even a fraction of these disemployed persons shows up in the unem-
ployment statistics, ihe measured natural unemployment rate will have
been increased. Finally, many transfer programs (some of which were
already present before the Vietnam lvar, but which have increased dra-
matically since the war) are conditional on the recipient's being un-
employed. This encourages people who are between jobs not to look
as hard for new employment as they otherwise would.

All these faclors have increased the natural rate of unemployment
that monetary policy must start from. By the early 196(h, the natural
rate was probably 5 or 6 percent. Today it is surely at least 7 percent,
and possibly 8 percent or even higher. The unemployment rate was
below 6 percent throughout 199, but that was only because the 13.3
percent inllation rale fot 7n9 was far greater than anyone had antici-
Pated.

Although the minimum wage is nor directly inflationary, ir may
have an indirect influence on monetary policy and therefore on inflation
through its effect on the natural rate of unemployment. Without the
minimum wage, the natural rate would probably be lorver, and the
monetary authorities would feel themselves under less political pressure
to accelerate the inflation rate through more rapid monetary expansion.
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The acceleration of the monetary expansion rate in 1!)64 and again in

1977 was, at least in part, a response to an unemPloyment rate consid-

ered to be unacceptably high.
On the other hand, deceleration of the inflation rate through mon-

etary restraint would increase the unemPloyment rate to a level above

the natural rate. Recent polls indicate Americans would very much like
to see inflation reduced or even eliminated. Reducing or removing the

minimum wage would make it much easier politically for the government

to accomplish this.

The Minimum I aç and Capitd Formrtion

The wage that labor can command in a competitive market depends

upon its marginal product, the additional outPut that could be obtained

bÿ employing one additional worker. The marginal product of labor
declines as the ratio of labor to other factors of production increaæs

and ordinarily rises as the ratio of any of these factor§ to labor increases.

If a lixed quantity of land were the only factor of production besides

labor and the population were growing, the real marginal product of
labor would fall over time. Full employment would require real wages

to fall, and a fixed real minimum wage would imply ever-growing un-

employment. The importance to the economy of exhaustible resources,

such as coal, oil, and other extractable minerals, would imply a declining
marginal product of labor even with zero poPulation growth.

Historically, reat wages have risen without growing unemployment

in spite of population growth, constant land surface of the earth, and

exhaustion of natural resources. This increase has been made possible

by the rapid accumulation of capital. Capital has increased not just in
proportion to labor, but considerably more; and this increase has more

than offset the declining ratios of land to labor and of resources to labor.
The "increasing productiüty of labor" that we have come to take for
granted is partly due to the imProved training that labor receives. But
to a large extent it is due not to labor at all, but rather to the increasing
amount of capital that labor has to work with.

For any given level of the capital stock, a mandatory minimum
wage will increase the real wages of at least some workers, namely,
those who compete most directly with the submarginal workers who
become unemp§ed or who are forced to work for lower wages in
uncovered industries. Political support for a minimum wage comes pri-
marily from this group that stands to gain. If we take into account the
effects of the minimum wage on capital formation, however, it is not
clear that even this group gains in the long run.

Capital does not spring into existence of its own accord. It become§
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available only because investors believe it will be profitable. A minimum
wage redyces the profitability of investment, onthe average, and thus
reduces the incentive to invest. It may actually increase the profitabitity
of investing in uncovered industries, but this will be more- than offsei
by decreased profitability in covered industries. The long-run effect of
a, minimum wage will therefore be to reduce the capital stock, and thus
the marginal product of labor, below what it would otherwise have been.

A minimum wage set at a certain fraction of the average wage of
employ€d workers may therefore ultimately reduce the reàl eariings
even of those who receive a short-run benefit from the minimum wage.
Attempts to offset this tendency by increasing the minimum wage rel-
ative to average wages would be futile, since they would simply inirease
the probability that the workers who would otherwise benéfit in the
short run would themselves end up unemployed.

Michael Darby of UCLA has argued that the câpital stock will in
fact ultimately decrease so far that the quality-adjusted marginal product
of employed workers will end up just where it would have been without
the. minimum wage. In this cas€, employed workers would eventually
entirely lose thefu short-run gain from the minimum wage before taxes.
After taxes, they would actually lose if they were liablè for additional
taxes to provide welfare and unemployment benelits to the disemployed
workers.a

We must conclude that even those workers who sland to gain from
the minimum wage in the short run will probably lose in the iong run.
Conversely, those workers who might lose in the short run from re-
moving or reducing the minimum wage may well end up gaining before
long.

The Mlnimum lüaç and Incume Equality

A minimum wage is sometimes advocated in spite of its negative effects
on employment, economic efliciency, and investment incentives, in the
belief that it will nevertheless increase income equality. proponents of
this argument value equality for its own sake and believe thât, at least
up to a point, equalizing the portions would justify a reduction in the
size of the total pie divided.

To examine this problem, the present author has modeled the econ-
omy as consisting of three interest groups, each of which is affected
differently by the minimum wage: unskilled workers who either become
unemployed or must seek lower-paying work in the uncovered sector

'Michael Darby, "A Long-Run Aoalysis of Minimum Wasc Lanrs," Universitv of Cali-
fornia ar l,os Angeles Economics Depalrme[t Discussion plper no. 68, Novem'ber lyl9.
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of the economy, unskilled workers who remain employed and who re-

ceive higher wages, and a third grouP including both skilled workers

and owners of nonlabor factors such as land, natural resources, and

capital.5
The model showed that a minimum wage would increase the second

group's share in total income al the expense of the shares of the first
ànd itrira groups. Since the first grouP has the lowest income and the

third group has the highest income , the minimum wage has an ambiguous

effect on equality; it brings the second group more nearly into equality
with the third at the same time it creates inequality between the first
and second groups.

In order to combine the two effects, we investigated the behavior

of the well-known Gini index of equality.6
Depending on the choice of simplifying assumptions about the pro-

duction technology, a rninimum wage could either raise or lower the

Gini index. For the most plausible values of the parameters reflecting
production technology,.however, the net effect on equality would be

negative. That is, the deteriorated position of the lirst SrouP relative to
the second would most likely more than offset the improved position

of the second relative to the third. Therefore, the minimum wage is

probably not the way to achieve the goal of greater equality.
If the minimum wage is universally aPplicable, so that the displaced

workers are unemployed rather than emPloyed in the un@vered sector,

and if unemployment comPensation is sufficiently generous (approach-

ing the full earnings of employed counterparts) , a minimum wage would
increase equality, After taxes to pay for the transfers to the unemployed,

however, both the first and second groups might well be worse off in
absolute terms.

Conclusion

We have shown that the direct effect of the minimum wage on inflation
is negligible, even if the minimum wage is indexed to the price level or
to a wage level. It may, however, indirectly make an inflalionary mon-

etary policy more attractive politically, through its effect on the nalural
rate of unemployment. A far more serious direct macroeconomic im-
plication of the minimum wage is its effect on long-run capital formation

,J. Huston MçCùlloch, "The Effcct oI Minimum wa8c Legislation on lncome Equality:
A Theorerical Analysis," Narional Bureau of Econonic Rcsêarch (wesa), Discu§sion
Pap€r no. l7l, March 1977.
6The lrrcnz curve is a giaph sho$,iog the fraction of total iDcome ea]ned by the lowcst'
incomc x pcrceot of rhe populatioo. The Oini iodcx is the arca under ahis curve as a
fraçrion of iB maximum possible valuc.
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and 
.the future earnings and employment prospects of the economy.

Finally, we have pointed out thar i minimum wage is more likely io
reduce than to increase the equality of income distrlbudon in tr" e*n-
omy.
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Minimum Wages in Puerto Rico

Simon Rottenberg

The experience of Puerto Rico reveals in striking form the adverse

effects that legal minimum wages can have uPon the standard of life of
the working population and some of the hidden purpo§€s sought by

thosê who promote the enforcement of minimum wages by law.
The Fair Labor Standards Act was enacted by Congress in 1938 and

has been amended some twenty times. The act defrnes the segments of
the labor market to which it applies and specifres the minimum hourly
wage that may be legally paid to covered workers. With minor excep
tions, there is a single, uniform minimum wage for all covered workers
in the fifty states.

The minimum hourly wage under the law was $0.25 in 1938. It has

been ratcheted up by amendment to $3.10 in 1980 and will beèome $3.35

in 1981.
The $0.25 minimum of 1938 also apPlied to Puerto Rico, where it

produced massive disemp§ment. As a result, the law was amended in
lÿ10 to provide an arrangemenl for that island different from that ap-

plied to the continental United States. The arrangement has been mod-

ified from time to time, but fundamentally it provided for industry
committees, convened by the U.S. Department of Labor, which would
recommend to the department minimum wages for the industries or
industry parts defined by the committees' terms of reference.r The com'
mittees, which held hearings before making theh recommendations,
were tripartite, with representatives of the public, organized labor, and

employen, all named by the Department of Labor.
The committees were instructed by Congress to recommend "the

highest minimum wage rate (not in excess of the minimum wage rate
then applying uniformly for covered employees in the continental United
States) which (l) will not substantially curtail employment (in the in'

rFor a good, süccioçl revie$ of thc changes in mioimum.wage-makiog proccdurcs in
Pucrto Rico ùnder the Fair Labor Standards Act, sêe Jo6cphioc C. Slein, "The Fair Lrbol
Standards Act and Its Relation to th€ Economic DcveloPment Procc€§ io Pucrto Rico"
(Papcr Ecpared for prcs€tltalion at a Coofercoce of thc Societÿ of Government Econ'
omists, San ruan, P.R., April 1976), duplicatÉd.
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drstry classifrcation for ùhich th€ recommendation is being made) and
(2) will not_give a competitive advantage to any group in tfr"" inàurry.,,
In the administration of the larv, the wàrds ..willnot'give 

a competitive
advantage to any group in the industry,' were interpreled to meân ..will
not give firms in Puerto Rico a competitive advantàge over lirms in the
continenlal 

-United 
States that produce the .am" oÀi.ila, products.,,

By 1980 several hundred industry committees had mei and made
recommendations to,the Department of Labor. At the end of 1977,
minimum wage rates had been specified for l,l0 industry classifications,
from certain machine operators on sugar farms, throug;h workers man-
ufacturing_rubber products, to employies in motion pi-cture theaters.

In 1978_the industry committee procedure was àbandoned by rhe
secretary of Iabor, and certain clausej of the amended statute thar pro-
vided for automatic increases took over. In lggl the continental ù.S.
minimum wage of $3.35 per hour will be effective in puerto Rico for
all but 29 of the 1l() classifications for which separate minimums were
specified in 197. Most of those 29 are in àgriiulture or agricuttural
processing, and even mosl of them are to be àlose to $3.35 ier hour.,

The Fair Labor Standards Act is mmprehensive in its càverage in
Puerto Rico-. 

-Of_ 
513,000 employed, nonsupervisory wage and sàlary

workers in March 1976, 473,000 were subject to tÉe mlnimum wage
provisions of the act. Coverage has been éxtended over the years üy
amendments to rhe acr. Of the 473,000 workers covered in lg76:?jr3,Ui)
would have been covered before 1966, 101,0ü) were covered as a result
of amendments of 1966, and an additional 159,000 were covered by
amendments of 1974.1

- The imposition of minimum wages has had much more significant
effects in Puerto Rico than in the continentat United States. Eixctpt in
a few industries and occupations, only a very small fraction of mainland
workers are paid wages at, or close to, th; legal mioimum. In puerto
Rico., on the other hand,.the wage rates paid dmost workers in a large
number of economic activities are at, oi close to, the legal minimum.
In 1975 through 1977, lor example, some 90 percent àf workers in
agriculture were paid exactly thJ minimum *,age or not over twenty
cents per hour more. The corresponding percentages in some othei
industries were filler tobacco processing, 99 iercent; ùelt manufacturing,
8l percent; women's hosiery manufaciure, 63 percent; children,s dress
manufacture, 79 percent; milk processing and àistribution, 62 percent;

'zU.S. Depanmerr of Labor, Wage aod Hour Dieisioî, Minimuû Wage Rar.s fo, pucrto
Àrbq wH Publication 1348, dupiicatcd (Wastrington, ô.ô., Àpa igiô:'--'"
l-.Y:I^Trylr:l .ll-atF,t,.Wage Srructurc and tuhge Bei.lirs in purno Rr.co (prcpared
ror tne tsucno ruco Economic Study Commissior, May lr9 update), duplicatà $iÿash_ingroo, D.C., 1979), p. 187.
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candy and gum products manufacture, 62 percent; and vitreous china

manufacture, 69 percent.'
Since the minimum wage greatly affects the actual wages Paid, it

substantially determines the market price of labor in Puerto Rico. Legal

minimum wages are thus more Powerful and less superfluous in Puerto

Rico than on the mainland. If they have perverse, distorting' and mal-

allocational effects, those effects will be stronger and their adverse con-

sequences correspondingly larger. In fact, the distortions generated by

the systematic overpricing of labor, by federal law, in the Puerto Rican

labor market are evident.
Puerto Rico is a labor-abundant community' Its population is now

about 3.5 mitlion, and its area is about 3,500 square miles. The density

of population is thus about I ,0ü) per square mile ; the population density

in the maintand United States is about 61 per square mile.
The relative abundance of human resources in the island would be

reflected in the price of labor services if the terms of transactions for
such services were unconstrained by law or by the exercise of labor

market monopoly power. It would be a price that would instruct and

guide market behavior. Those offering services would find buyers for
them. Resources complementary to labor in the production of com-

modities and services would be combined with labor in their proper
proportions. Economic activities that are labor-intensive would tend to
iocate in the island. Efficient price sets, expressing the relative scarcities

of different resources, would generate behavior that maximized the

island's economic output.
lhe minimum wage law, however, di*orred the relative prices of

resouroes. It produced a set of signals, to which economic behavior

adjusted, that had perverse effects. It caused labor services to carry a

price higher than that which expressed their true relative scarcity value

and therefore caused the services of resources complementary to labor
to cary prices lower than those appropriate to their relative scarcity
values.

In these circumstances, economic theory teaches, the minimum
wage law would forestall labor service transactions thal both some work-

ers and some employers would find attractive and advantageous. Some

aspirant workers would be pushed into unemployment; the quantity of
capital formed in Puerto Rico, either by insular domestic saving or by

imporiation, would be diminished; the structure of economic activity
would be less labor-intensive than was appropriate to the true social
value of labor and other resources; techniques of production u'ould be

put in place that used too little labor and too much of other resources;

'Ibid., p. 137.
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some owners of capital assets making locational decisions would search
out other plaoes to lodge their investments; and there would be less on-
the-job training of workers, especially in general skills that are usefully
transferable to employment in firms other than that in which the training
oocurs.

The aggregate effect of all of thes€ distortions was that pueno Rico
could be expected to produce fewer goods and services than would
othen ,ise have been produced and that the rate at which insular per
capita income rose toward mainland United States income standards
could be expected to be dampened. In sum, the minimum wage law
could be expected to reduce the rate of improvement in the stÀndard
of Iife of the Puerto Rican people and to intansify povefty in the island.

- Some of these cons€quences of overpricing iabor àre difricult to
observe. Unemployment of labor, howevér, is Àn effect that is clearly
seen. Perloffs study of the puerto Rican economy, published in 1950,

ïry,_th?t "the application of the federal wage-and-hour regulation [in
1938] almost killed the entire needle-work industry and thràtened the
existence of other industries as well."i A report ùy Robert R. Nathan
Associates states:

When the Congress established a minimum wage of 25 cents
per holr in 1938, the average hourty wage in the-Unired Srares
was 62.7 cents. . . . It resulted in à mandatory wase increase
for only some 3ü),0ü) workers out of a labo; forê of more
than 54 million. In Puerto Rico, in contrast, . . . the new Fed_
eral minimum far exceeded the prevailing avera{e hourlv wace
of the major portion of puerto iRican wôrkers. If a coniinuiig
s€rious attempt at enforcement . . . had been made, it woulà
have meant literal economic chaos for the island's e«)nomv.
In fact, a later congressional committee said. in referrine io
the 1938 act, "The effect was disastrous to the economy of-the
island. "6

fte unemptoyed are reported to have been 16.0 percent of the labor
force in 1940. The rate declined to 10.3 percent in i970, but ir was z).0
percent in 197, 18.8 percent in lÿl8, and 17.5 percent in 1979.? Anorher
source shows the 1977 uncmployment rate as an even higher 23 .0 percent
and the 1980 rate as 20.0 percent. In 1980 the rate foÀixteen- io nine-

:B_..y S, Pcrlofr, Puqm Rico\ Econoùic Furut : A Study ii Plonncd Developmeu
(Chicago: Univcrsiry of Chicâgo prcss, 1950), p. 152.
6.Robcrt R. Nathar Associatas:.irc., Mhirîumwagc Issuc h pwno Rico, 1g73, dlplicatcd
(Washirgton, D.C., May 193), p. 3.
7 Pùeno Rico, Junta de Planifrcacion, Irrorme Ecoaômico ol AoÿernadaL !g79, d\gli(xlted
(Sao Jüan, 1980), p. 301.
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teen-year-olds was 48.0 percent and for twenty- to twenty-four-year-olds
33.0 percent.E

Unemp§ment is exacerbated by short workweeks; the number of
houn in any time period for which the services of labor will be hired
is also partially a function of the price of labor. An effective minimum
wage will tend to caus€ part-time employment to be sub§tituted for full-
time employment.e The rate of unemployment in 196 was 19.5 percent

of the labor force, but an additional 11.7 percent of the labor force were
reported as underemployed. A large fraction of the underemployed are

persons who work less than thirty-five hours per week for a salary or
a wage and are reported to want to work more hours.ro Between a frfth
and a quarter of alt people at work in Puerto Rico work le§s than thirty-
five hours per week.rt

The underemployed are also defined to include "self*mployed
persons who wanted to work more hours" and subsistence farmers.

These persons are engaged in economic activities not covered by the

minimum wage law. Since the enforcement of that law will decrease the

number employed in industries and occupations to which it applies,

those who are disemployed in thoæ indu§tries and occupations u'ill make
their way either to unemployment or to employment in the inte$tices
of the economy where the minimum wage law does not apply. Much of
the underemployment in s€lf-employed activities and in subsistence

farming is thus attributable to the enforcement of legal minimum wages

in the wage-and-salary segments of the economy.
Even the large quantity of unemPloyment and of underemployment

in Puerto Rico does not tell the whole story of the perverse effects of
minimum wages on the insular economy. Workerc who learn from their
own job search experience or from that of kinfolk, friends, and neighbon
that the scarch for work, at prices specified by law, will be fruitless
withdraw from the labor market. If they are not actively §€eking work,
they are counted as "out of the labor force," rather than as "unem'
ployed."

Labor force participation rates are much lower in Puerto Rico than
in the mainland United States. ln 7y18, 44 percent of the adult popu-

. U.S. Drpanment of c-üîmctæ, Economic Süldy of Puc o Rico, vol. l, 1980, p. æ.
eEd$,ard M. Gramüch, "lmpact of Midmum Wages on Orhcr Wages, Employmcrlt, and
Family Inaomca," Broo&iags Popen oa Ecoaonric Actiÿiÿ 2 (1976)t 442.

'ocommonÿcalrh of Pucno Ric'o, Offic:€ of the Oovemor, ,/lr ,8.rda lor a Socio.cco'
nonk Srudy oî h.efio Rico, Parl T$ro, Proàrrrf§ Afrecring D.v.topmeûa of Pueâo Rico,t
Socicry, duplicarcd (Jùnc lfi), p. 157 and table III-A-10.

" U.S. Dcpartmcot of Commerce, Burcau of th€ Census, SraÉrica, â bsû,(j, oi lhc Uiiktt
Srare§, lü)ih ed., 1979, tablc 1529, p. 87.
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lation of the island were in the labor force;r2 the corresponding per-
centage in the continental United States was 62. The participation rate
for sixteen- to nineteen-year-olds in puerto Rico was ônly hilf the rate
on the mainland, [,ow participation rates in the island are,said to reflect
"the lack of job prospects."Is They mask unemployment, and the re_
ported unemployment rates are thus underestimàtea.

The disemployment effects of minimum wages were graphically
pres€nted at congressional committee hearings in the mid-i95G by ;
needlework industry employer who had had, at that time, almost forty
years of experience in the industry. Her testimony is especially intei-
esting in revealing the substitution possibilities for the location of needle-
work manufacturing activity that put employment opportunities for
workers in Puerto Rico in jeopardy when their services àre overpriced
by the law.

She testified (in condensed form):
The needlework industry of Puerto Rico is considered its sec-
ond in importance for the many thousands of workers it em-
ploys. It start€d in a small wayby producing items like hand-
kerchiefs, collar and cuff sets, ànd tâble lineni, all embroidered
and drawn-worked by hand, for sale in sma linen gift shoD§.

_ luring the First World War, European and Asiaiic articies
of embroidery and drawn work were not available to United
States importers and factories were opened in puerto Rico.

After the War, needlework coniraciors in puerto Rico
copied the stitches made in France and Ireland and taught the
workers how to make French hand rolling and bullion stitches,
colored passed threads imitating the Sùiss cords, and many
other fancy stitches which were used in the embellishment oi
handkerchiefs, cotton underwear, and household linens.

In 1934, the NRA was approved by the Congress and a
code was drafted for the needlework iridustrv. TIis was ao-
plicable to Puerto Rico. With the enforcemeît of the NRh
code, which imposed higher wages and shorter hours of work,
a number of manufacturers and contractors vanished from the
island. Manufacturers who were operating here opened new
faclories in the Philippines and ot'ilers mide conâections in
China and the indusrry had a collapse. The NRA was in effecr
for only one year and the industry continued in existence.

In 1938, the Fair l^abor Standards Act was oassed bv the
Qngress and Puerto Rico was included in the provisioirs of
the law.

12 Pucno Rico, Bureau of Lrbor Starisdcs, ,r/o t îe Estûdlt ico l,ûo. ll (November 1929):
table l.
f' U.S. Departmeot of Commercc, Econonic Study oi ptætto Rrlro, vol, 1, pp. ?0-71.
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The conditions and problems of the island were not con-
sidered. We were compelled to pay the same minimum wages
as applied in the mainland.

Seven or eight factories manufacturing children's dresses
in Puerto Rico practically disappeared. When the minimum
wage rates were increased, the mânufacturers who were send-
ingwork to Puerto Rico for hand embroidery substituted mak-
ing them by machine because it was cheaper, and some of the
stitches that were done by hand, such as smocking, fagoting,
and even embroidery, were done by machine and no longer
is it necessary to send the work to Puerto Rico. Funhermore,
for combined machine sewing and hand embellishing, Madeira
and the Philippine Islands entered into competition with us.

After two long years of difficulties, uncertainty, and dis-
ruption of the industry the Act was amended to provide for
special industry committees. The committees s€t wage rates
that were higher than the industry could afford to pay to com-
pete with foreign countries.

In l9l4 the handkerchief industry was reüved, and 18,0ü)
workers were employed. In 1947, the handkerchief industry
started to move to China and the Philippines. The handkerchief
industry disappeared and by the mid 1950s no hand-embroi-
dered handkerchiefs are being made in Puerto Rico. As to
hand-rolled edge, this also has gone to the Philippine Islands
where the prices for labor do not admit competition.

Table or household linens that constituted the s€cond most
important line of work in the needlework industry were af-
fected considerably by the wage rates promulgated in 1945.
The minimum wage rates established in 1949 made it prohib-
itive to us€ the various stitches used in the embroidery and
appliqué work on towels, bridge sets, scarves, doilies and pil-
lowcases. Similar goods produced in the Azores, Madeira,
China and Japan are imponed into the United States, duty
paid, at prices much lower than what we have to pay here for
labor only.

At present household linens all done by hand have prac-
tically disappeared from the island. Should labor wages go still
higher it would be cheaper to get the table linen work we still
do frorn Ireland and have it shipped by airfreight and even
paying duty it would be possible to land these items in New
York at a lower figure than they could be made in Puerto
Rico.ra

The opportunities to locate economic aciivity in other places than Puerto

f'U.S. Coo8res§, Housc, Commincc on Education and Labor, Heorings o1 Amending
the Minimum Woge Law os Applied to Puctto Rico a\d thc VitSiû klands, tesümony of
Maria Lùisa Arcclay, 84th Congress, lst scssion, December l, 2, and 5, 1955, pp. 5G75.
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Rico and the jeopardy in which employment opportunities for puerto
Rican workers in particutar industries are put by minimum wage laws
are strikingly exhibited by comparing average hourly earnings and legal
minimum wages in Puerto Rico with average hourly earnings in other
countries where the price of labor is permitted to express mori correctly
the relative abundance of human resources.

- In the early 19/G, average hourly wages in all manufacturing in-
dustries in India were 8 percent of average manufacturing wages in
Puerto Rico, in Taiwan they were 10 percent of puerto Rican wages,
in Korea 13 percent, in Singapore 12 percent, in the Dominican Republic
20 percent, in Columbia 16 percent, in El Salvador 19 percent, ànd in
Mexico 38 percent.rs Average hourly earnings in the textile industries
in Puerto Rico were $2.36 in f96, and the minimum wage rates lr,ere
from $2.(n to $2.il in different sectors of the textite industry in late
1977. Average hourly earnings in texriles in 1976 were $0.42 in Taiwan,
t0.,14 in Korea, i0.78 in Hong Kong, and $1.29 in Mexico.r6

Apparel manufacture is an important industry in Puerto Rico; in
1978 about 35,000 workers were employed in it. In the mid-1970s, av-
erage hourly earnings in apparel manufacture in puerto Rico were 92. 14,
and the legal minimum wage rates in the industry were close to that
number. At that time average hourly earnings in apparel manufacture
were $0.37 in Bangtadesh, $0.07 to $0.16 in Sri Lanla, $0.25 in India,
$O.f! !n tvtalaysia, $0.20 ro $0.25 in Pakistan, $0.14 in the phitippines,
and i0.29 in Singapore. rT

The apparel manufacturing industry seems to survive in puerto Rico
because of explicit and implicit duties on foreign apparel imports into
the United States; most of the output of the industry is markeied in the
United States and, of course, there are no import duties on goods moüng
from Puerto Rico to the United States. Clearly, pushing the pdce ol
labor in Puerto Rico by law above the level at which it would be found
by the market imperils the industry's survival in the island. Each arti-
frcially induced ris€ in the price of labor produces an incremental in-
centive to locate and relocate the industry in other places and thus
compels workers in Puerto Rico to confront a dispreferred condition.

In 1965, 30 percent of all U.S. imports of clothing originated in
Puerto Rico, 14 percent in Hong Kong, I percent in Korèa, and 2
perc€nt in Taiwan. In lg76 Puerto Rico's share had fallen to 9 perc€nt,
and the share of Hong Kong had risen to 32 percent, of Korèa to 17

B Nathan Associatê§, Mi4rl,n un Wagc h Pturto Rico, p. 16,
r6U.S. DcpanmcDt of ComlI,latæ,, Economic Stndy ol pueno Rico, vol. l, p. 109.
t U.S.^Dcpanmen! of Lrbor, lvagc and Hout Diÿis,ioo! Thc Apparct lndurtrÿ in puctto
Rico, October 197 updâtc, düplicarcd (lÿn), p. 27.
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percent, and of Taiwan to 16 percent. r8 The minimum wage makers had

iignated to apparel producers that they should search out other loci of
production; the producen had responded.

The legal minimum wage can be expected to have depressed the
level of skill of the Puerto Rican working population and to have reduced

the rate at which the earnings of workers rise over the course of their
working lives.

Training on the job is much more imPortant in Puerto Rico than
in the mainland United States from the point of view of the formation
of a stock of skills embedded in the human resources of the working
population. On the mainland the manufacturing tradition is older, and

there has been a longer period in which skills have passed from parents

to children. The network of institutions for vocational training is much

larger and much more diverse in relation to population. The average

number of years of formal schooling completed is also much higher. On-
the-job training is important in Puerto Rico to compensate for its rel-
atively disadvantaged position in the command of a §tock of skills usefut
in the production and distribution of commodities and services.

On+he-job training is, however, costly. It con§umes the time of
skilled and experienced workers engaged in the instruction of neophyte§;

it physically depreciates machines and equipment; it wastes materials

and spoils goods. If frrms are to bear the costs of on+he-job training to
communicate skills that can be "transported" to other firms a§ workers

move among employers, the system must compensate them for it, or it
will not be done.re

Where minimum wages do not intervene, on-the-job training does

occur, and employers engaged in it are compensated. Their compen-

sation is the payrnent of a lower wage to workers who are learning on
the job than to othe$ employed in the same occupations who already

command the relevant skills. lVorkers earn less in the years in which

they are learning on the job and, when they come to command the skill,
they earn more. When they offer their skilled work, they are paid a

wage that compensates them for their lower earnings when they were

learners. Their real earnings are higher in the later years of their working
lives than in the beginning years.

The enforcement of minimum wages in Puerto Rico, by raising the
price of the services of employed young workers, can thus be expected

to deprive employers of remuneration for training costs. Therefore, less

training will be done on the job, with the result that the lifetime earning

It U.S. Dcpartmetrt of Commcrce, Econortic Sta.l! of Pueno Rico, vol. I, p. 108.

'eshcrwin Ro§€n, "læaning and Expcrience in lhc Lrbor Markcl," lourual of Hur,,ûrt
R sorrcc§ 7, no. 3 (Sümner 1972):32H2.
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pattern of Puerto Rican workers will be flatter than it would have been
and the stock of skill they command will be less. A less skilled labor
force will produce a smaller output of goods and services. The real
income of the people will be smaller.

In on-the-job training, workers ..buy,' the training services of em-
ployers by implicitly "paying" in the form of lower earnings in the years
when skills are being acquired, If minimum wage laws force wage rates
up in those early working years, Iirms will do less training on 

-the job
because they are less adequately compensated for their training costs.

In those circumstances, workers might substitute other iraining
strategies, at their own explicit cost, for the forestalled training activitiei
of employers. If they are to trouble to acquire incremental skills in those
ways, 

-however, they must be reimbursed for the cost of training by
payoffs in the form of higher earnings in later years when they perfbrm
more skilled services. Anything that compresses wage differèntials for
workers of differenr levels of skill will diminish the paÿoff for invesrment
in the acquisition of skill. The smaller the differences between the wages
of unskilled workers and thos€ of skilled workers, the smaller is the
incentive to individual workers to add to the stock of skill that they
command.

A much higher percentage of employed workers in puerto Rico are
employed at the legal minimum wage or at a wage just above the min-
imum than in the mainland United States. It appears that the minimum
wage compres§es the xrage structure by pushing up the wage rates of
less skilled workers and thus diminishes the incentive for workers ro
invest in acquiring skills at their own explicit cost. As a result, the check
on the grorth of the aggregate stock of skill in the island is compounded;
not only is less trainilg done on the job, but less is also donè through
other arrangements for forming human capital. To repeat, less skill
means less output in the economy, and less output meaàs more depri-
vation and poverty for the island's people.

If the enforcement in Puerto Rico of minimum wages higher than
thos€ that would prevail in a competitive market economy hÀs the ad-
vers€ effects previously noted, why has such a law been enacted?

In part, it has been enacted because of a genuinely beneficent
intention to improve the conditions of life of the puerto R.ican worker
by people who do not understand its ful consequences. They observe
that the costs of some commodities are higher in puerto Rico than on
the mainland because the density of population raises land rents and
because exchanged goods must be transported longer distances. They
define a comfort-anddecency standard of life, calculate the cost of iti
acquisition and the hourly wage that would be necessary to ac4uire it,
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and believe that the legal enforcement of such a wage will tend to make

that standard of life available to the island's workers. They do not

understand the infrnite variety of adjustment in the economy thal
changes in relative prices can generate; they do not understand that the

conquest of poverty requires the enlargement of the community's output
of commodities and services; they do not understand that well-inten-
tioned policies can be perverse in their effects and can produce conse-

quences exactly the opposile of thos€ thal are intended.' 
The enactment by Congress of minimum wage statutes that apply

in Puerto Rico results also, however, from pressure on Congress that
is not essentially intended to advantage Puerto Rican workers, but rather
to do them damage. The pressures exened on Congress by trade unions

of mainland American workers are a case in point.
Trade unions of workers who live and work on the mainland adopt

policies that serve the interests of those workers. One such policy is to
ànlarge the demand for the services of those workers by diminishing the

demand for substitutes, such as the services of Puerto Rican workers.

The quantity of insular workers' services that is wanted in the market
is a partial function of its price. The higher the wage rate in Puerto

Rico, the more Puerto Rican workers become imperfect substitutes for
mainland workers.

Mainland trade unions know this. They have been the most ag-

gressive promoters of minimum wage policies to raise the price of Puerto

Rican labor. They sometimes employ a generous rhetoric ("we want a
higher standard of life for the Puerto Rican worker"), but, fundamen-

tally, they push the principle of insular "unfair competition" with U.S.

mainland production as the gtound for increasing wage rates in Puerto

Rico.
It is clear that their intention is not to improve the conditions of

Puerto Rican workers so much as to deprive those workers of employ-
ment opportunities by compelling them to offer their services at a high,

legally delined price. Their interest lies in influencing the spatial dis-

tribution of particular kinds of economic activity so that more of the
kinds of goods produced by their members will be made on the mainland
and less in Puerto Rico. They want to affect the distribution of wealth

and income to the advantage of particular sets of mainland workers at
the expense of competitive Puerto Rican workers. The minimum wage

law is an instrumental tactic employed by the unions to achieve that
purpose. To the degree that they are successful, the effects are regres-

sive, since Pueno Rican workers are poorer than mainland workers.
The record is replete with evidence thât U.S. trade unions pursue such

astrategy. Testimony before a Senate subcommitlee illustrates the point:
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,4s l_ong a9 the wage levels in Puerto Rico are held back, the
insular industry gains an increasing unfair competirive advan-
tage. . . . The growing unfair comretitive advaitage of pueno
Rico as against the mainland is evident . . . for a'il industries
combined. . . . Læt me illustrate how unfair competitive ad-
vqntage offered by the low minimum wage standard in puerto
Rico spurs on industrial grou,th to the d;triment of the main-
land. . . . Tlre nature of the expansion in puerto Rico of this
brassiere manufacturing industr], i[ustrates the effect of unfair
competition. . . . The story of the brassiere industrv is abour
to qe duplicared by the kn-itring mills producing swéarers and
§mrlar garments. . . . The unfair competitive advantage brought
about by wage differentials is a diitinct threat to-mainlàd
employe§. . . . Runaways come to the island. . . . Læt me give
you one case. . . . It closêd its doors, Ieft its workers jobÉss,
and moved to Puerto Rico. . . . The firm,s owner waliced out
on his mainland obligations and on his &) employees.æ

The Fair Labor Standards Act is thus used by the trade unions to prevent
the allocation of activity in space that would be appropriate to differ-
ences among regions in resource endowments, especially to differences
in ihe endowment of human resources. The law becomei a machine that
distorts the structure of the relative prices of labor in different places
and slows the improvement of the material conditions of life àf the
people of Puerto Rico.

Thirty-Iive years ago, George J. Stigler published a paper on the
economics of minimum wage legislation2r in which he said that such
legislation would not diminish poverty, would reduce aggregate output
and decrease the earnings of workers who had previously been receiving
materially less than the minimum, and would lead to the discharge of
workers. The manipulation of indiüdual prices (of labor), he main-
tained, is neither an efficient nor an equitable deüce for changing the
distribution of personal income. The puerto Rican experience ànfirms
hofessor Stigler's expectations. Those who believè othern ise have
failed to keep in mind what actually determines the standard of material
well-being of the people.

A minimum wage law cannot increas€ the income or wealth of a
oountry. National income per capita cannot be increased by a statutory

a U.S. C-ongrcss, S€oatc, Subcommittee on Lâbor, Committcc on Labor and public lvcl-
tûe, Hcotizgt on Arn iding tl0 Foit Lobor Su\dodt Ac, of Igl,B, tesrimonv of Daüd
Dùbinsky, prcsident, Iotcmatioml Ladies' Garment rüorkcrs,'Uoion, AFL, aéompanied
bÿ Anhur Goldberg, couns€I, tnd lâzar Tcper, res€Erch director ofil-OwU, A+tir Con-
grcss, lst §€ssion, April 20, 1955, pp. 221-56.

'] qcorS! 
J r Sligbr,llTlE Ecooomics of Minimum WaSe Lrgislation," .A ,ncricon Economic

Reÿiry 36 (1916);358-65.
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proüsion for the payment of higher wages. The income of a country is

determined by the quantity of goods and services it produces, and the
average standard of life is that quantity divided by the number in the
country's population. Income per capita is affected by the size of the
population, the percentage of the population engaged in production,
the fraction of each time period devoted to work, and the average
productiüty of hours spent at work. Productivity depends on the assid-
uousness with which work is done, the skill of workers, the quantity of
mechanical energy with which each worker is combined, and the level
of technology embedded in the procæsses of work. Minimum wage laws

do not produce favorable changes in any of thesê comPonents that
fundamentally determine a people's material standard of welfare.

\ ith a given community outPut, it is possible to transfer income
from one class to another. This is a risky business, however it is done,
because transfe$ create disincentives that may diminish output, but
surely a manipulation of relative resource Prioes that masks their true
social values is an inept instrument for achieving income redistribution.

The Fair Labor Standards Act as aPPlied to Puerto Rico is a failed
and flawed public policy.
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The Impact of Minimum Wages on
Industrial Employment in Chile

Vittorio Corbo

Before 193, Chilean politicians and economists generally believed that
a minimum wage would serve as a direct way of providing a "decent"
income to low-wage workers. lâtely, although effective and legal min-
imum wage legislation has not been abolished, its enforcement has been
modifred, and the long-run distortions and disemployment effects of
minimum wages are thought to outweigh any possible short-run benefits.

Minimum wage legislation in Chile has a long history. In 1937 a
minimum salary for employees of the private *cror (sueldo ur'ral) was
legislated. In 1953 a minimum wage for agricultural workers was estab-
lished, and in 1956 a minimum wage for the industrial and commercial
sectors was created. Thus, in Chile a minimum agricultural wage (MAW)
existed before a minimum industrial wage (MII)V). The minimum in-
dustrial wage is uniform across the country.

In table 1, the evolution oL the sucldo vüal (SV), minimum agri-
cultural wage, and minimum industrial wage are presented.

From this table it is seen that the MAW increased substantially in
1959 and in 1965, so that by 1967 the MAtil and the MIW lvere the
same. In the early l97(h the gap between the SV and the MIW started
to close rapidly, and by 1973 the two were about the same.

Starting in 1y74, the SV, MAIV, and MIW were increased yearly
at a rate lower than inflation and thus became less relevant as a means
of guaranteeing a "decent income." Furthermore, any lvage distortion
started to vanish after 1974.

Minimum wage legislation was introduced in Chile in an attempt
to alter the distribution of income. It has been argued, however, that
minimum wages distort relative factor prices and hence affect overall
economic efliciency. The most important element in determining the
income distribution effect of minimum wages is the creation of unem-

NorE: I am gratefttl to Luis Riveros and M. Stelcner for their commcnts on an cadicr
ÿcBion of this papcr.
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TABLE 1

EvoLUTIoN oF MTNIMUM WAGES, 1956-1973
(in Chilean escudos)

Sueldo Vitol
(sv)

Minimum Agiculrurul
Wage (MAW)

Minimum lndustrial
Woge (MIW)

1956

t957
1958

1959

r960
1961

1962
1963

IW
1965
lW
1967

1968

l969
1970

rvn
tÿ72
tÿ73

323.5
at_o
505.3
ffi.6
690.6
860.0

I,ml.3
1,239.8
r,802.8
2,495.0
3,t43.2
3,675.2
4,48iJ.2
5,730.0
7,408.9
9,960.0

r5,240.0
54,2&.0

81.4
109.6
135.5

m3.8
247.5
293.8
339.5
444.9
662.s

r,u3.2
t,421.3
t,752.O
2,135.6
2,731.3
4,380.0
7,2m.0

13,800.0
53,160.0

146.0
189.8
233.6
321.2
321.2
411.7
478.9
592.8
861.4

I,191.4
1,498.0
|,752.0
2,t35.6
2,731.3
4,380.0
7,2m.0

13,800.0
53,160.0

SouRcE: l95Gl90: R. Ffrcnch.Davis, Porrrica, Ecorrômicûs en Chilc: 1952-1970 (Uti-
versidad Catdlica, 193);1ÿ70-1973 Monthly Bullain Cenïol Bon*, differcot issucs. The
SV and MAW werc cstablishcd at thc provincial leÿel. Thos€ includ€d in this table rcfer
to lhe ProviDce of Santiago.

ployment.t In the case of Chile no measure which accounts for the
employment losses resulting from minimum wage legislation has ever
been provided.2 If emp§ment losses are minor, then minimum wage
legislation could be a desirable instrument for redistributing income
toward low-wage workers. If employment losses are substantial, how-
ever, these losses weaken considerably the cas€ for minimum wages as
a basis for redistributing income.

The objective of this paper is to evaluate the employment losses

I S€e J. Minccr, "Unemployment Effecrs of Minimum Wagcs," rourral of Politicol Econ-
orrr 84, F. 2 (August 1976): S87-§tü; and E. M. Gramlich, "Impact of Minimum Wagcs
oo Othcr Wages, Employment, and Family Income," Eroo&rhgs Papcrs on Econo k
Ac,iviry 2 (lÿ16\t 4@-51.
2Estimat6 for othcr countrics arc givco by R. S. Goldfarb, "The Policy Contenr of
Qùantitativc Minimum Wagc Rcsêarch." io Industrial Relations Rcscarch Association,
Proccedings o1 ,he Tl{'eû,y-seÿ.,ûh Ainua, ilrcrrirS (Madison, Wis.: University of lviÿ
consin, Madiso[, lnq,W- 1.6f.
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19 INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT IN CHILE

FIGURE 1

FAcroR PRrcE DrsroRTroN AND ITs EFFECT oN lNpur Mrx

in Chilean manufacturing stemming from minimum wages in 196?, the
year of the last census of manufacturing. First the methodology is de-
veloped, and then the employment losses are estimated empirically.

Tecluologÿ ùd Fector Rcquhements in Chileen Manufæturlng

The employment effect of minimum wages in the industrial sector is
geagured using labor demand equations obtained from sectoral pro-
duction functions. Production functions were estimated for forty-iour
seclors in manufacturing.

For each seclor, we estimate the technology of production, and
then ask, How much more emp§ment could have been generated if
the MIW had been l0 percent below the observed one?3

Figure I presents for the case of two inputs, labor and capital, the

llt is difficült to mcasùre the distortion brought about by th€ minimum *aç. ln theory
onc vould need to solyc a gcneral equilibdum model with and without thc minimum wage
aod comparc both solutioos. Short of this mcthod, f,,hat is usuâlly dorc is to compùte the
supply priæ for unskillcd uorkcr from direct intcryicws. Thus, using this method Schcoonc
csümatcd thc monthly zupply pricc of unstilled labor to bc bctrvcco 21,m and 30,m
c6otdos in July 1974. Thc 30,000 is arouod l0 pcrccnt bclow tlle minimum indùstrial uagc,
sod Shis is the measure of distortion u6cd in oùr calcùlatior§. O. Sch€nonc, "El Precio
Sombra dcl Trabaio ct ûib," Cuadrzmos de Econorrro 34 (DccÉmber 194): 124-33.

3A

Labor
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input choice for a given oulput level @ = A\ and factor price ratio.
Point â corresponds to the input mix with minimum wage above the
equilibrium wage. Point B corresponds to the input mix when minimum
wage is reduced to eliminate the distonion. As long as there is factor
substitution (that is, elasticity of substitution greater than zero), the
reduction in minimum wage will reduce capital requirements and in-
crease labor requirements. r e estimate the increase in labor require-
ments for a given level of output for forty-four industrial scctors. Hence ,
the total employment measure is the sum of these individual effects.

The study of the technology in Chilean manufacturing is based on
work by Corbo and Meller.' A summary of the main findings of these
studies concerning factor requirements functions follows.

The employment response to wage changes depends upon the sub-
stitution properties of the technology. Thus, it is important to estimate
substitution possibilities stariing with a general technology which does
not restrict a priori the value of the elasticity of substitution. Starting
with a general translogarithmic function, an empirical investigation is
made to see if this function can be reduced to a more restricted functional
form.

A function consisting of three inputs is used: raw labor (Lltrf), skill
(ZS), and capital (IÇ. Then the employmert implications of minimum
wage legislation are examined by analyzing the impact on raw labor of
a reduction in minimum wages.

The translog function for these three inputs can be written as:

ln Y, = qô t uir ln LM,, + c! ln LS, + o! ln t(,

+ |ri, (rn LMü)2 + 1; (ln Lltlr) (ln LS,,)

+ ÿr3 0n LMr) (ln K,t) + Lzÿrrln (L§r),

+ 1!, (ln zSr) (ln Kr) + |t* (rn 4),

(1)

where ÿ is value added, the factor inputs were delined above, i is an
index of a fourdigit ISIC (international standard industrial classifica-
tion) industry, and j is an index of a firm within the rrh industry.

The definitions of the input variables used in the estimations are
as follows:

'Vittorio Corbo and P. Mellcr, "The Transl,og Production Function: Som€ Evidcnce fiorfl
Establishne Drra," loumal of Eco,,omcïicr l0 (Jurc 1979): 193-99; idem, "Thc Sub.
s$rüion of Labor, Still, a Capital io Chilcan Ma[ufacturing," E ûrdios dc Econonla
14 (sccord scmcstcr, 1979): 15-43; arld idcm, '"Thc Translog Functioo and rhÊ Sùbstitutioo
of Labor, Skill and Capital: Its Inplicatiors for Tradc and Einploymcnt," io J. Behnmn,
J. M. Hcnderson et al., Alloûative fuod. Sttotcgics and Empbycnt i, Dcÿclopilg Coun-
tties: Suryly Rrpontcs aad. Foctot Motk , Lhk (Cticago: Univcniry of Chicago Prcss
for National Burcau of Economic Rcs€arch, fonhcomiDs).
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INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT IN CHILE

LM = Averuge annual number of mandays, measured as the sum
of production workers, blue-collar workers in auxiliary ac-
tivities, white-collar workers, and entrepreneurs times the
number of days worked by the establishment. The units of
LM are defined in such a way that, for a given industry d,

the mean of ZM equals one.
LS = Skill days units, measured as the average annual number of

equivalent blue<ollar days minus LM. The average annual
number of equivalent blue-collar days is measured as the
ratio of the total wage payments, plus an imPutation for
entrepreneurs, to the minimum wage rate of the whole in-
dustrial sector. The wage rate of entrepreneun is assumed
to be twice the average wage rate of white-collar workers
within a given firm. The minimum wage rate of the whole
industrial sector is computed as the simple average of the ten
lowest wage rates of blue-collar workers observed in the cen-
sus. The units of ZS are defined in such a way that for a
given industry i, the mean of Z§ equals one.

K = Book value of machinery at lW prices less accumulated
depreciation. The units of K are defrned in such a way that
for a given industry i, the mean of tr equals one.5

Translog functions for fourdigit ISIC s€clors were estimated by
Corbo and Meller using data from indiüdual industrial establishments.

There are 11,,168 establishments, grouped into eighty-frve industries
according to the fourdigit ISIC. From these eighty-five industries a

subset of forty-four was selected in order to allow for at least ten degrees

of freedom for the estimation of equation (1).6 A general translog func-

! Mcllcr oreviouslv uscd a measure of caDital s€rvices instead of the value of ûc §tock.
ttre capiiral servié variable s,as delined'as K = .loKr + .03x, + .020Kv + - l0(Xx
+ x, + tr, + K;|,wlrcte Ky, Kr, Kr, aod Xrarc the book valuc§ofmachinery' bujl-dings'
vehi;bs aod inventory goods. Geometric dcprcciation ratc§ of 0.10, 0.03 and 0.020 wcre
used for machinery, duIdings, aod vehicles,'and a 10 Perccnt rcal intercst tatc is us€d a§

thc cost of capital. The simple corrclation b€§üeel| the capital scrvice measurc aod the
book valuc of machine mcasur€ s,as abovc 0.95 io sixtecn of the ts'cnty'orc indu§trial
sêctors considered in that stuE, the smallest conclatioo coÊmcient bcing 0.823, P. McIcr,
"Müction Funclions foI Induslrial Establishments of Differcnt Sizes: Thc Chilcan
Cax,," Anaals of Economits ond Social Mearurcmen\ÿ,ol. 1, no.4 (Fall 195)' p. 600.

6 Within each industry f,,e s€lcctcd a sub6€t of c§rablishmcots thal pa§s€d 
-each 

onc of the
followim restrictionsi numb€r of dsys workcd by rhe e§tablishment > 50; wage bill of
blue.coll-ar worlers > O; book valùe of machinery > 0; cro6§ value addcd > 0; nonwagc
g106§ vslue addcd > O; nùmb€r of p€rsons employed > lo;rumber of s'hite-collar s'orkers
! 0; number of blue-collar workèrs > O; (book valuc of machinery/gross value)u > %o

(book value of machinrrv/so§§ valuc),. All thes€ re§triction§ arc §€lf-cxplaoalory with the

àxccoüon of thc last restiiciion, which was uscd to elimimte €§tablishment§ which satislicd

the rtstriction on book value of machioery but had a very §mall book value of machioery,

which rvas judged to be due to an cnor ofmea§uremeot' Corbo and Meller, "Subsritutiotr

in Chilean Maoufacturhg. "
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tion was estimated for the forty-four industrial sectors. Then a test was

performed to see if the general translog function could be reduced to
a @nstant-return-to-scale (CRTS) one and then if it could be reduced
to a Cobb-Douglas function.

'lvhen tested for constant returns to scale, in forty-one of the forty-
four sectors studied, the CRTS hypothesis could not be rejected. For
these forty-one CRTS sectors, another test for a Cobb-Douglas tech-
nology was performed. For thirty-five of the fony-one sectors, the Cobb-
Douglas technology could not be rejected. For the three sectors for
which the CRTS hypothesis was rejected, a test for complete global

separability was undertaken. In the three cases the null hypothesis could
not be rejected. For thes€ three sectors the authors tested for a Cobb-
Douglas technology. In two cases the null hypothesis could not be re-
jected.

The study of technology in the Chilean manufacluring sector was

undertaken with the idea of working with less restrictive functional
forms. In evaluating the results, one must reach the conclusion that a
Cobb-Douglas technolog]r cannot be rejected from the data for thirty-
seven of forty-four four-digit Chilean industries. In thirty-five cases the
function is a CRTS Cobb-Douglas and in two cases a non-CRTS Cobb-
Douglas.

The results for the estimated Cobb-Douglas functions under CRTS
are presented in table 2, and the results of the non-CRTS Cobb-Douglas
functions appear in table 3.

Employment Elfects of Minimum lrVeges

In this section, a simulation of factor intensities is performed using the
estimated production function of the previous seclion and a measure of
wage distortion.

In the simulations under CRTS for the thirty-five sectors for which
a Cobb-Douglas technology was not rejected, the estimated Cobb-Doug-
las function (table 2) is used. For the six CRTS sectors for which the
Cobb-Douglas technology was rejected (ISICS 3211, 3311,3420,3812,
3824, and 3829), the technology is approximated by the estimated Cobb-
Douglas function. This was done to avoid the need of finding solutions
for a nonlinear system of equations on the factor intensities.

For the simulations of the three non-CRTS sectors, a non-CRTS
Cobb-Douglas function was used. Based on the testing results, for only
two of these s€ctors was the Crbb-Douglas non-CRTS technology ap-
propriate to use; for the third case (sector 3117) a non-CRTS Cobb-
Douglas function was used as an approximation to avoid the nonlin-
earities involved. (For the results, see table 3.)

Before proceeding to the simulation results, two complications re-
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VITTORIO CORBO

main to be solved: the Cobb-Douglas function could not be estimated
for all eighty-two four-digit sectors because of insufficient observations,
and the Cobb-Douglas function for s€ctor 3559 was not well behaved.

In particular, it was not monotonic on the capital inputs. As a solution
for these two problems, the technology was approximated for the missing
secto$ and for sector 3559, by using the simple average of the value-
added elasticities of the four-digit Cobb-Douglas functions belonging to
the same three-digit industry. The values of the elasticities used in the
simulations are presented in table 4.

In studying the effect of factor market distonion on factor require-
ments, frrst an expression to relate factor intensity to the price of factors
is developed.T Then, in the case of CRTS, the expressions developed
are independent of the level of output, that is, they are globally valid.
On the other hand, for the non-CRTS case, the expressions are valid
only for a given level of output, that is, they are only locally valid.

The CRTS Cobb.Douglas Case. In this case the starting point is an
aggregate production function at the industry level given by:

Yi = Ai LMf'' LS,"z ' 6-"r (2)

where c, + cz + û.3 = 1.0. Then we introduce the following side
conditions for cost minimization:

ôY,
ôLMt 

=ôY,
ô LS,

ôY,
ôLMt 

=ôY,
ôKt

(3)

(4)

j!

P-

jt,

P*

where w is the minimum wage rate, P"., is the price of a unit of skill,
and P1,, is the price of capital services.8 Using the CRTS condition,
equations (3) and (a) are solved lot K/LM, and LS/LM, as a function
of P,.tw and Prtw. Then they are suhtituted into the production func-
tion to obtain Y|LM,. Finally, the terms K/Yt, LM/YI and LS/Y, ue

'ln rhis s€ction facror inputs and value added are express€d in terms of rhcL original
uoits; in rhe cas€ of a Cobb.Douglas function only thc coostatrt of thc rÊgcssions depcnds
on the units of mcasurement. The cxprcsions dcvelop€d b€low for rh. study of thc impact
of factor pdce distonioo do r|ot iovolÿc th€ constant term of regression.
I Skill is cxprcss€d io units of uoskillcd laboi. Thcrcforc, its price is also equal ro thc
minimum lrtage rate.
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TABLE 4

VALUE-ADDED ELAsrrcrTrEs

Capiul
ISIC
Code

3l l1
3112
3113
3114
3115

3116
3117.
3118
3119

3121
3122
3131
3132
3133

3134

3140
32tl
m2
3213
32t4
3215
3219
32m'
323t
n33
nq
331I
3312
3319
$m
34tt
vr2
3419
vm
3511

3512
3513
3514
3521

352

.396

.506

.49

.648

.556

.448

.851

.,148

.213

.389

.448

.263

.692

.478

.{t8

.430

.584

.438

.578

.533

.533

.533

.850

.5n

.329
3n
.64
.710
.678
.672
.406
.M
.406
.4ll
.352
.352
.352
.352
.221

.357

.118

.23?

.094

.316

.25t

.055

.251

.372

.26r

.25t

.463

.0r8

.241

.241

.3ü2

.208

.163

.172

.181

.181

.181

.140

.365

.450

.338

.088

.083

.086

.973

.333

.333

.333

.233

.547

.547

.547

.5{t

.29t

.247

.377

.3v

.258

.128

.n2

.229

.302

.416

.35r

.w2

.2?4

.289

.282

.282

.2æ

.247

.399

.zil

.285

.285

.285

. r94

.109

.22t

.zu

.2«

.208

.237

.255

.262

.262

.262

.357

.101

.101

.101

.101

.487

l,abor skilt



TABLE 4 (continued)

Capital
lslc
Co&

3522
3573
3529
3530
35,10

3551

3559
3560
3610
§m
'3691'

36ÿ2'
3@5'
'i6»'
37r0
372t
3729
381r
3812
38r3
3814
3815
3819
38/2
§23
3824
3825

38»
3831

3832
3833
3839
3841

M2
3843
3844
3845

3849
3851

3852
3901

.210

.14

.386

.4§

.430

.430

.4{

.430

.4t7

.506

.846

.846

'8,16.w
.219
.430
.430
.608
.498
.489
.418
.4{
.657
.561

.560

.54

.560

.574

.o72

.072

.072

.472

.M

.169

.292

.369

.3@

.369

.430

.4N

.430

.369

.fiz

.322

.302

.N2

.§2

.n2

.3t2

.299

.231

.t24

.t24

.t24

.t24

.M

.§2

.§2

.264

.390

.200

.140

.194

.109

.2§

.132

.036

.132

.131

.612

.6tz

.6t2

.612

.375

.4t

.w

.441

.41

.441

.n2

.302

.r02

.421

.291

.292

.268

.268

.28

.zæ

.268

.295

.262

.232

.232

.232

.232

.3t7

.2æ

.2æ

.128

.ttz

.311

.441

.372

.235

.2û

.308

.419

.308

.296

.3r6

.316

.316

.316

.179

.l9l

.2U

.191

.191

.191

.2æ

.268

.268

(urble continues on next Page)
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Capital

ISIC
Code

.430

.430

.4§

3W2
3903

3909

.268

.268

.268

.302

.3t2

.N2

*+ ='+[o,rn"-,, + c.drnp"., -(1-

NorE: Ao rstcrisl indicates oon.CRTS sêctors. For the four.digir iodustries for which,
bccausc of iosuflicient ob6€rÿations, a production function coulà not bc estimatcd, th€
avc.agc clarticities of all the othcr CRTS functions of other s€ctors in the same thr.c.
digir crtcgory w€re ùs€d.

solved as a function of relative factor prices. These factor intensities are
the conditional factor demand equations.

Totally differentiating the factor demands, yields:

Tbe Non-CRTS Cobb-Doughs C.se, In this case, the production function
is given by (2) u,ithout the CRTS restriction on rhe parameters. Ttre
side conditions for cost minimization are still given by equations (3) and
(4). The only difference from the CRTS case is that now the solution
for the factor intensities X/Y,, LM,IY, and L§ly, will depend not only
on relative factor prices but also on the level of value added.

In this case totally differentiating the factor intensities, for a given
level of value added, yields:

*+=,+[-(*.*.**)^"
+ (#),"e, * (ffi-,)'"*,] (8)

'? = ?[(atË. *)^"'

= ? [" r" P*,, - (1-cJ dln P"., +

,§[- ,, -",, dtn P*,, + a, dtn P"., +

+
"J 

dl, ,]

o, ao ,]

o, an ,]

(s)

(6)

(7)
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With thes€ results, it is poasible to study the employment effect of
an across-the-board reduaion in the MIW. The average of the ten lowest
daily wages per establishment in the industrial s€ctor was 7.06 escudos
in 1967; this number is very close to the MllV of the year. Thus, it is
assumed that a l0 percent reduction in the MIW will also reduce by 10
percent the wage of unskilled labor in manufacturing.

Employment, measured by the number of persons employed per
million escudos of value added, was 42,2 in 1967. A reduction of the
MIW by 10 percent will increase employment to 43.3 persons. Hence,
the employment growth is about 2.6 percent, and the wage elasticity of
demand for labor in manufacturing is -0.26. This elasticity is a long-
run elasticity after skill and capital have been optimally adjusted to
minimize production costs,

The employment effect that has been measured thus refers to the
change in total number of persons emp§ed. For incorne distribution
purposes, a measure of the employment effect of MI1V just on low-wage
workers is needed. Then the estimates above need modification. If the
demand for workers at greater than the MIW is fairly insensitive to a
change in the MIW, then to obtain the wage elasticity of the demand
for low-wage workers, it is necessary to weight upward the elasticity
given above by the inverse of the proportion of low-wage workers in
the total number of persons employed.

In the câse of Chile, for the year here analyzed, the proportion of
low-wage worken in the total number of manufacturing employees was
25.4 percent.e This result implies a wage elasticity of - l.û2 for low-
wage workers. Tltus, manufacturing employment losses from MIrü are
certainly not negligible. These employment losses are an important pa-

rameter to consider in the overall evaluation of the distributional effecls
of minimum wages.ro

t Programa Regional del Empleo para Américi l.atiîa y el Cadbc- A1olotiodos d. Baios
hgrctos y §ola os M,,airrl4.s c4 AnÉica Latina (Sanliago, Chile: PREALC, 199).
ro Hcr€, it is as6umÊd ahat the relativc s,agc struclurc in the manufactùring sc{{or is not
afrected by a chargc io thc MIW. If it is affccted, rvith *ages higher than the MIW
adjustiûg slowly, then lsbor substitution away from MllV worlcrs will ralc place, and the
elasricity givcn sbovc s,ill underestimatc the truc one.
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The Effects of Minimum Vfage
Regulation in France

lean-lacques Rosa

Minimum l aç Regulation: An Overvleç'

Minimum wage regulation in France dates from 1936. It has been

amended in 1945, in 1950, and most recently in 1970't These regulations

continue an older tradition of state intervention in n'age determination.
In 1848 a decree fixed a minimum wage for manpower subcontractors,

that is, firms that temporarily place employees at other firms but con-

tinue to manage and pay them. In 1915 a minimum wage law for domestic

workers was established. In neither of these cases, however, were the

categories of covered workers numerous'
The 1936 general minimum wage law mandates collective bargain-

ing between employers and wage earners once firms are covered by the

law and requires that bargaining agreements provide minimum hourly
wages by occupation and region. The minister of labor can order thes€

agreements extended to all branches of an industry. In this case, pri'
vately bargained wages become minimum [,age rate regulations imposed

on employers.
After the wage freeze of World War II, a new administrative stance

was adopted in 1945: commissions were set up composed of represen-
tatives of workers, employers, and government. They had the task of
fixing not only a minimum wage but also a wage hierarchy for all wage

earners of industry, commerce, and the professions. The minister of
labor could modify these wages at his discretion without, however, mod-
ifying the hierarchy established by the commissions.

NorE: I wish to ihank Laurence Foncville and Jacques Généreux for exccllcnt lc§€arch
assistsocc and Bernard L€trlz for çommenls and Senerous hclp in translation. Any shon-
comings remaio my own rcsponsibiliry.

'The La$ of Junc 24, 1936, completing lhe Maiiglon agreements of June 7-8. 1936,
pcrmits the imposition on a whole industry of signed collective bargaining agreemerlts
bctween employcr aslociatioos and unioo rcprcscnlatives. The legal character of bar.
gaini[g agrccm€ots had been ]ecognizcd by lhc Law of March 25, 1919. On the demand
of cithÊr a rorker or an cmploycr organization, ahe mioister of labor calls togethei ahe

repres€otativcs of the trvo panies at eithcr a local or a national level. The accord rcachcd
at this time must specify minimum wages by category of t{age carncrs. The agreemenl
is thcn madc maodatory for the whole industry.
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The law of February 11, 1950, returned to a more flexible system
of collective bargaining matched by the introduction of an interoccr-
pational guaranteed minimum wage (SMIG) fixed by government order.
lVhile this minimum covers all sectors of economic activity, it allows for
geographic differences in the cost of living. The SMIG does not cover

ry:i9ullfre, where there is an agricultural guaranteed minimum wage
(SMAG), usually lower than SMIG. SMIG is tied to the consumer priée
index whenever the index has an increase of 2 percent or more sustained
for two months.

This system has evolved into a single minimum wage for all regions
and professions, which came about for all practical purposes in 1968.

Cuntent lrglshtlon. The Law of January 2, 1970, replaces SMIG by
SMIC, interoccupational minimum wage growth, the system curentlÿ
in force. SMIC is in part indexed on rhe cost of living and in parr fixed
at the discretion of the government. All price increases of2 percent or
more lead to a readjustment of SMIC by the same percentage on the
fint day of the month after the publication of the price index. The
government further revises SMIC at its discretion. Finally, the 1970 law
provides that "in no case may the annual purchasing power growth of
SMIC be less than half the growth in the purchasing power of the mean
hourly earnings recorded in the quarterly survey of the Ministry of
Labor."

Because of the diversity of terms and conditions of employment
embodied in total compensation, it is useful to state the forms of re-
muneration affected by the regulation.2 The law provides that the hourly
wage to be considered "is that which corresponds to an effective hour
of work taking acoount of the working conditions and of the diverse
benefits which have the character of complementing wages, but exclud-
ing reimbursed employee expenses, benelits and wage premiums pro.
vided by law, and for the Paris region the transportation premiums."

The SMIC covers all $,age earners eighteen or older in the entire
country with the exception of overseas departments.! Apprentices and

r Various prc,miums aod fringe bcocfits come to bc added to thc ba§€ wage. Thcir diversiry
nakcs it difficult to evaluarc thc effecrivc hou y s,agc. In general, pÈmiums intcndcà
to compcnEat€ for paniq ar kinô of work are nor coosidered frioic bcnefirs. On the
othcr hand, scriority premiums, picccwork prcmiums, aod thc thiiteénth aod founeenth
molrth3of salary that somc lirms pay thcir ltorken constitute fringe benclits in tho6€ cas€s
wlrcrc thcy ar€ pcrmancnt or constitute an "imprtant" part of tôtal compensstioo. Reg.
ulaüln scts thc anrount beyotrd which plcasanr workitrg'condirions or friigcs are corsid.
cred wagcs.
lln th€ ovct§€as dcpartmcnts, thc minimum wage is sct cach year by a dccree..with
aocount talen of the local economic situation." Ncvenheless, whcn ihe metropolitan
SMIC is incrcascd, the ovcrseas minirnum wagc must bc incrcased in the samc prfrnion.
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physicalty handicapped workers are excluded from coverage, as are

prisoners, about whom the regulations are imprecise, and draftees, who

receive only a nominal daily allowance.n

While SMIC affects hourly wages, an additional regulation estab'

lishing a minimum legal monthly earning was iotroduced in 1972.s This

monthly minimum is calculated by multiplying the SMIC by the monthly
hours of work. In Practice, the legal workweek is lixed at forty hours;

in calculating the monthly hours of work, account is taken of holidays.6

If a lirm reduces the workweek below forty hours, it is considered to
have paid the worker an additional allowance while still assuring him

of thé monthly SMIC. The state reimburses the firm for one-half his

allowance up to a certain ceiling.
Finally, it must be remarked that the fixing of SMIC is in principle

independent of the determination of other salaries. Collective negoti-

atio;s settle the structure or hierarchy of wages for the various gades

of labor. They may establish a base wage below SMIC' but this wage

will be "Iictitious" b€cause no pay actually received may be below SMIC.
This system does allow the establishment of the wage structure, however,

without reference to SMIC.
Furthermore, the SMIC may not in principle be used as a basis for

'with r€specl to apprentices, the 1972 decrc€ of aPplicaaion alld thc t aw oI July l97l on
ocrrDatioirat trainiâg and apprcnticcshiP Providc for a minimum $'age rcdu(:€d to a ctrlain
oroônion of SMIC. Tti6 troDonioo varics wilh the lengrh of time the apgentice h6
ücc'n rorkioq. from 15 perhni tor lhc lirst six monll§ to 45 per§€nt fo. months in the

founh semesicr of empioyment. These tatc§ are increascd by t0 Perccot when thc ap'
orcntiæ r€achcs rce eirhtccn.' Conccrniog ç,-agc iaroers undcr agc ciShteen, lhe decrÊc of February l, 1971, in
ceneral tixcs ; abstemenl of sMIc at thc following late§: æ Percent for tho§c und€r
lvcntcen aod l0 p€rceol for tho6e bclween scventcco and eiShteeo. Tho§c rcducrions
must bc ended aftcr six months of occupational erpcricncc in thc same branch of activity.
Hou€ver, thc .batemcnts apply only lo young hoully rYage earn€r§. For tho6e who alc
paid on a piecc*ork bÀsis, thc lloors lor compensalion arc the same aslho§€ for adulB.
Wace eanicrs udth a rcduccd physical capacity can be paid as much as l0 pcrcent b€low

SMrC to the e cnt rhat lhcir ôuiput is bclow the mcan outPùi. In lhesc thrcÊ cas€§' the
abatcments dcfine f,,agc lloors, and cmployer'union agreements can providc highel com'
pensatioo.
5 L8w of Dcocmber 23, 1972.
ôThc Lan, of Dccembet 23,1972, guarantees lo full'time workers a mioimum monthly
comDcnsation obtaincd bÿ multiplying thc hourly SMIC ralc by thc legal ÿork month.
Thc'hrislaturc iotoduced thc idea o, a legal xlorkwcck cqùal to fony houn. Bcyond
this, hôurs worked must be paid at lhe hiShcr rare for oveitimc hous. ln no case may

thc total f,,orkwcçI cxceed thc tegal wcckly maximum of fony'eigha houl§ (Labor Code

L 2f2-1, L 212-2; Decrcc of May 19, 1939. on rlle m€thod§ of application of the fony'
hour wççI). Houirvcr. barSâiniog agrccmcnls can c§trbli§h a marimum work$crk bclo{l
forty{ight hours. Thes€ paniculai arrangemenl§ may al§o bc impoced by decr€c-oo cenaio
iodrisriés or rcgions. Tïesc are, howevel, cxcePtiotl§ to thcsc rulc§, which may be grantcd

by thc MinÈrry-of kbor to some oclupations, for GxamPle. the restoration indu§try. For
cà$latine thimoothly SMIC. thc legai duratigo of wo i§ 174 hours Pcr month for thosc

busincses rhat pay monthly rathcr than weelly salari6.
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indexing other wages, except when the law expressly authorizes such
indexation: "It is prohibited that collective bargaining agreements con-
tain clauses indexing on SMIC or references to it with regard to the
fixing or revision of wages."7 Since SMIC itself is indexed on the cost
of living, this arrangement is intended to avoid the general indexarion
of wages on the price index.

Evolutton of the Minimum Wage. The evolution of the minimum wage
in the period before 1967 differed from rhat after that date. tühereas

in the former period SMIC grew more slowly than other wages on the
whole, a rapid catching up began with the 1968 increase of more than
35 percent. In the l970s the minimum wage grew more rapidly than
other wages or the gross domestic product, as shown in figures I and
2 and table 1.

l ho Is Alfected by SMIC? The data on how many workers earn the
SMIC are not numerous. They come from two sources. First, the quar-
terly survey conducted by the Ministry of l,abor at the time of a SMIC
increase permits an estimate of the number of beneficiaries of these
readjustments. The question asked employers is, "How many wage
earners benefited from the last SMIC increase, that is, those whose wage
rate was below the new SMIC rate before the increase?"

These surveys are limited to commercial and industrial establish-
ments of ten or more wage earners, however. Further, the proportion
of wage earners at the SMIC level is much more important as the size
of the establishment becomes smaller, as shown in table 2. These surveys
thus underestimate the number of "smicards" (those who earn SMIC)
by negle.ting small establishments.

The annual declarations of wages (DAS), Iegally required of all
employers by the treasury department, provide information on the an-
nual income of wage earners. One can estimate the number of smicards
by calculating the annual income of a person who works the average
annual hours at the hourly SMIC rate. Nevertheless, those who earn
this amount could have received an hourly wage higher than SMIC and
have worked fewer hours than the mean. There are also individuals who
receive less than the hourly SMIC but work a larger number of hours
in a year, such as apprentices.

As shown in table 3, the ratio of smicards to all wage earnen
fluctuates wildly with the rate of increase of SMIC; there were peaks
in 19ÿt-1955 and 1!168 and troughs in 1965-l96f aîd 1972.

'Lrw of January 2, 190.
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TABLE I
CHANGES tN AVERAGE \Unce, Mwltluu wAcE, CoNSUMER PRICE

INDEX, AND GRoss DoMEsrIc PRoDUcr INDEX, 1950-1979

SMIC Index
Nominal

GDP lndex
Aÿ€ruge Corcumer

wage lndex Pice lndex

r950
1951

1952
1953

1954

r955
1956

1957

1958
1959

1960

1961

1962
t!)63
IW
l9('5
1966

1967

1968

1969

r970
l97lgn
tÿ73
1974
tn5
1976
§n
1978

1979

100

112.8
t28.2
128.2
145.6
r59.6
16l
165.5
187.8
200.1
m6.4
210.3
2N.3
235.9
u2.3
252.6
w.t
273.t
343.5
405.1
438.5
48,2.t

531.3
634.6
820.5
968

1,049
I,195
I,388
I,554

100
t2t
ta.3
148.I
155.8
167.4
183.8
N7
237
258.2
286.2
112.3
y9
391.5
434
466.8
505.4
545.9
593.2
677.2
755.4
u2.3
9{t.6

I,076
t,2y
1,400
I,611.4
1,805.4
2,0/.s.3
2,305.5

1m
122
142.3
145.5
165.4
167.3
181.3
195.8
219.3
233.3
248.8
267.6
290.8
317

w.2
ffi.7
382.1
4n4.2
452.4
5m.6
551.2
611.3
679.3
n4.3
928.4

l,089
I,250
I,408
1,681

1,731

100

1(b
108

111.3
116.8
123.8
t29.9
t37.7
141.4
145.6
155.7
163.4
174.8
183.5
194.5
m4.2
214.4
2n.9
231.8
248
262
275.t
291.6
306. t
315.2
3r8.3
3v.2
344.2
375.4
415.8

Conseqræmts of Mlnimum l{ege Legislrtion

In his recent slùdy Minimum Wages: lssues and Evidence, Finis Welch

recâpitulates various analyses of the economic effects of minimum wage

reguiations.s He shows that these theories are fairly straightforward and

. Finis Wclch, i{iainrnnr wag.s: lstu.s and Eÿiderr. (wa§hington. D.C.: American En'
rcrprisc lnsrilutc, 1978).
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TABLE 3

EMpLoyEEs AFFESTED BY SMIC INCREASES

Worken Eaming SMIC SMIC lncreose

@ercenÙ @ercen|)

October 1954

April 1955

August 1957

Mârch 1958

June 1958

June 1959

Novcmber 1959

Dec€mber 1961

November 1962

Oaober 1964
March 1965

March 1966

June l!)67
June 1968

December 1968

April 1968

Ocrober 1969
March 1970

July 1970

July 191
May lTl2
November 1972

htly 1974
July 1975

July 1976

Jlu,ly 1977

July 1978

16
l7
6.9
8.1
7.7
7.6
7.3
3.5
3.7
2
1.6
1.2
1.4

t2.5
3.5
4.4
4.3
3.2
3.6
2.6
1.7
2.7
5.8
5.4
5.1
4.1
3.8

5.7
3.7
5.9
4
3.1
4.5
2.7
2.9
4.5
2.5
't

2.1
3.3

35.1
2.7
2.3
3.8
2.8
4.2
4.6
4.1
5.8
7.6
6
6.2
2.6
3.8

Souxc€: &.pprrraar8 oux Bullains Mcttsu.b du Ministèrc du Ttoÿoil

that a wide agreement on them has developed among economists. læt
us repeat his principal conclu§ions.

When the minimum wage is lixed by regulation above the equilib-
rium level of the labor market, the quantity of labor supPlied exceeds

the quantity demanded, and emPloyment is reduced. Those workers

who keep their jobs at the regulation wage rate are subsidized by those

whose jobs have been ended because of the increase in that wage.e

eG. J. Stiglcr, "The Economics of Minimum Wagc lægislalioo," .rtÿzcon Economic

Rcÿirw, ,unc 1946.
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The regulation, however, affects just the money wage, which coo-
stitutes only one aspect of the remuneration for work. r hen we take
account of the other terms and conditions of employment, we can expect
employers to maintain a constant total compensation by reducing non-
wage benefits to offset the increased money wage. This adjustment may
equally affect on-lhe-job training in rhe firm.

Moreover, the location of employment has various advantages and
disadvantages for wage eamers. Cenain work environments constitute
pleasant working conditions and lead to compensating wage reductions.
Thus in France there exists a negative wage premium for workers of
equal qualification in the Midi relative to the north. In addition, a firm
has an interest in locating in those regions where wage premiums are
negative. A uniform increase in money wages moves firms toward choos-
ing a location independently of the preferences of its workers and closer
to places preferred by consumen. Instead of firms moving toward work-
ers, it is workers who must move toward firms. The 196g termination
of the regional differences in SMIC must have had such an effecr.

Welch also restates the minimum wage consequences for pan-time
workers. To the extent that the cost of part+ime work is increased more
than that of full-time work, a firm will substitute full-time for part-time
workers. This effect will be clearer when the minimum wage is iegulated
on a monthly, rather than an hourly, basis. Finally, increases in SMIC
discourage businesses from taking on apprentices; however, the French
minimum wage is lower for youths under eighteen for the first six months
of a job.

The effect of SMIC on unemployment is ambiguous in theory. A
simple analysis of the problem shows that it reduces employment, but
the diminution of job offen by business does not create an equivalent
number of unemployed. The smicards lucky enough to keep tÀeir jobs
have an incentive to reduce their mobility, Those who do not lind em-
ployment may be discouraged and drop out of the labor force. On the
other hand, a higher minimum wage encourages new entrants to try
their luck at looking for work. Paradoxically, those who have the most
to gain, that is, those who have the Iowest productivity, are encouraged
to search the longest. If the productivity of applicants is identical, em-
ployers have a margin of discretion for choosing among applicants:
SMIC promotes discrimination on criteria other than economic effi-
ciency. When jobs are not homogeneous, SMIC reduces the relative
demand for less productive labor and increases that for more productive
labor.

C.oncerning the effects on other wages-ripple effects-Welch em-
phasizes that an increase in the minimum u,age does not necessarily lead
to an increase of all wages, which would maintain the hierarchy, or
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$ructure, of wages unchanged; nor does it necessarily have a stronger

ettict on'ttre wales closest io the minimum. It drives firms to demand

more of the quaiifications that are most easily substitutable for those

of the smicards. It drives consumers to switch from products with a large

unskilled labor content toward Products with a large skilled labor or

capital content. The ripple effect of SMIC on other wages points to the

beginning of these subititutions. If they did not take place' there would

Ue no ripple effect, and cost of Products would be higher'

The ànalysis of incomplete minimum wage coverage hardly applies

to France's SMIC. What comes closest is the difference between SMAG

in agriculture and SMIG in the other industries. We will not deal with

this-aspea of the problem, except to point out that SMIC exens dif-

ferentiâl effects according to industry since the employment of youths

and of tess quatified workers varies considerably from one industry to

another,
Let us now briefly review some scholarly work done since Welch'

\Velch reminds us thai "Pure theory is clean and neat, and ab§traction

is at a premium. The theory can be developed as though there is an

initial equilibrium that is shocked by imposing a minimum, and nothing

elæ in Àe initial situation has changed"'ro But he does not cite the

arguments of institutional economisis in favor of the shock: when the

eriployer possesses monoP§ony power, it is possible that a minimum

n age incre'as". employment rather than reducing it' Second, a minimum

waL micht have à positive effect on productivity and compensate for

the-predicted reduction of employment in a competitive labor market'

E. ô. west and M. McKee rèexamine these arguments and conclude

that all the emPirical evidence available in 1979 shows that the minimum

wage significantly decreases employment. which leads to th€ conclusion

thai eniployer monoPsony power is exceedingly t1re'" The reduction

of employment also ihows that all wage earners do not tenefit from

SMICànâ ttrat even if there is a positive effect on productivity, it is not

sufficient to comPen§ate for the negative effect on employment'

Keith Lefflei maintains that the minimum wage does not reduce

the well-being of low-wage workers, especially young workers, if there

is unemployÀent insurance.r2 Instead, it creates a transfer from the

unemployment insurance contributo$ to the low-wage workers' It fur-

ther acceierates turnover in the labor market. An analysis by J' Huston

McCulloch shows that the minimum wage may increase the equality of

toWcl(]h, Miûimum Wagcs, P- 21,
rr E. G. west and M. McKee, "MonoFony and 'Shock' Arguments for Mioimum Wages"'

Souttt.,,. Ecoûornic lournol, January 1980.

t, Keith B. tæftlcr, "Mioimum Wage§, tüelfarc' aod Weallh Traosfcrs lo thc Poor"'

launal of l,ow ond Econorrtic'' October 1978.
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the distribution of income, as measured by the Gini coefficient, if there
is unemployment insurance.rr On the other hand, the minimum wage
increases inequality if there is no such insurance, These new analyés
cast doubt on the interpretation of the minimum wage as a tax from the
poor to the poor.

In another connection Robert E. Hall aserts that the minimum
wage does not create an excess supply of young workers on the labor
market.ra According to Hall, the principal effeci of the minimum wage
is to increase turnover rather than to màke it more difficult to be hired.
He do€s not consider the compensating impact on the welfare of the
young implicit in their receiving unemployment insurance, but he em-
phasizes the loss of efliciency in the Àllocation of resources resulting
from excessive turnover and from the instability of young workers, a
well-known characteristic of the contemporary American libor market.

Another hypothesis was recently examined by J. Mincer and
L. Læighton: the minimum wage increase discourages human capital
formation in the firm. The authors conclude that this hÿpothesis is largely
confirmed by empirical analysis. r5

Finally, a recent diss€rtation by David M. Luskin reexamines the
effects of the minimum wage on working conditions, fringe benefits,
and part-time work and concludes that there is no convincing evidence
oI the frr§t point but there is confirmation that a minimum wage reduces
firms' demand for part-time workers.r6

Recent works give a more complex and subtle theoretical analysis
of the economic effects of the minimum wage: it seems possible that
the combined system of SMIC and unemployment insurance increases
money transfers to the young and less qualified, but at the price of
incr-eased employment instability, a reduction in occupational tiaining,
and a detriment to wage earners sêeking part-time work.

From the perspective of these works, it is interesting to report that
various French public sector interventions have sought to stimulate fitms
to train young wage earners htter, to hire more young workers, and
to promote part-time work in a period when SMIC was catching up to
the mean wage and unemployment insurance was spreading.

Unfortunately, it is diflicult to test these effects empirically in the

:J:.Husto[ Mccülloch, Iâr Efcc, of Mhinum Wag. Lcgislarion on lrrcom. Equality:
À llaotaicol Atulysis, National Bureau of EÆoilomÈ Re;a.ch Working paper rio. lil
(Ncw Yort, 197).
r'Robcn-F..Hall, "'IJrc Minimum Wagc and Job Turnovcr in Markets foi young
Workers," mimcographed, April lÿl9.
ltJ..Minccr and L. Laighton. Elfccrs of Milimum Wogcs on Huntan Capin! Formation,
National Burcau of Economic Research Working papèr no. ,l4l (New \iork, l9&).
16David M. Luskin, "Thc EÆonomics of Mioimum Wagc Laws" (ph.D. diss., University
of Roctesrer, 1979).
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French economy because of the paucity of statistical data on terms and

conditions of employment, the duration of employment, the turnover
of young workers, and on-the-job training. The descriptive datau'e have

seém to sho* that this segment of the market exhibits a trend toward
reduced on-the-job training even though various legislation provides

subsidies to firms that provide such training. But no rigorous test can

yet be performed.
Thus we will content ourselves, in the empirical part of this paper'

with testing the most classic effects of SMIC on the emPloyment of
young workers, on their rate of participation, and on the ripple effects

on other wages.

Empirkïrl Resolts

There are practically no empirical studies of the effects of SMIC in
France. rT A recent article by Jean Bégué is devoted to the assessment

of ripple effects of SMIC on other wages.r8 The author is exclusively

interèsted in "immediate" effects and excludes "deferred" effects'

whether they are subsequent wage movements reestablishing the preex-

isting hierarchy or effects induced by extrawage variables that react

immediately to the wage increase' Because of the growth of manpower

costs, for example, prices can rise and lead to new increases in wages.

Finally, the author works exclusively with the wage bill at constant total

employment, that is, with the mean wage.

The author's method consists of a graphic Presentation of an ar-

bitrary relation between the level of SMIC after increase§ and the dis'

tribution of wages as it was before the change in SMIC. This comes

from assuming that wages at the uPPer end of the hierarchy remain

unchanged while wages near SMIC are raised by a proportion chosen

by the author. Similarly, the choice of the wages that are affected by

the SMIC increase is not explained. That is, the conclusion reached by

the article that "we estimate 6'7Eo as the percentage increase in the

wage bill which, under certain hypotheses, would have directly resulted

from frxing SMIC at 2,400 Frs gro§s per month, based on '() hours per

week" is worth no more than the hypothesis in question. It is purely

arbitrary.
In what follows, we Present some classic estimates of the effects of

', tn his npnograph Le salairc minirrr,,m (Paris: Presses Uoivelsilairc§ de Flancl. Oue

sâis.ic?. t9t?8):Jcàn-Paul Cou héoux is sati§fed with dc§cIibing thc administlative stnrc'

iurc'ot bUIi ana analrzcs nonc of its cffects. Hi§ bibliography ciaes lto §udies o[ lJt€s€

effcct§.

'sJcao Bégué, "Hausse du SMIC ct effcts sur la ma§§e sala alc"'Economi?el St?,titlhuc,

no. 1(X), May 1978.
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SMIC, such as thos€ found in the literature previously cited. They tend
to shed light on the consequences of variation in SMIC relative to the
mear level of wages on the employment and participation of young
workers in the labor market as well as on the possible ripple effects on
the mean level of wages.

Thc EIIect oo Youah Employment. Two equations are tested. One of
thes€ has as its dependent variable the employment of youths relative
to that of adults, which conforms to the tests of r elch.re The variable
is defined as the ratio of the number of young persons fifteen to twenty-
four who have a job to the number of employed penons twenty-five io
sixty years old.

Theory predicts that the higher SMIC is raised relative to the mean
wage, the more the employment of youths will be reduced relative to
that of adults, thus giving rise to discrimination against the young. The
SMIC is not the only variable to influence the rate of youthuneÀploy-
ment, and we can mea§ure the degree of stability of this employment
by introducing a business cycle variable, such as the unemployment rate
of adult males,

The results in table 4 show that increases in SMIC relative io the
mean si ary significantly reduce the employment of lifteen- to twenty-
four-year-olds relative to that of twenty-Iive- to sixty-year-olds. Using
the logarithmic specification of all variables, we report that a I percent
increase in the SMICImean wage ratio reduces by 0.46 percent the
relative employment of the young. In addition, a I perceni increase in
the unemployment rate of adult males reduces by 0.12 percent the rel-
ative employment of young persons.

These effects are much stronger and more significant for young men
than for young women. For the latter the effect of SMIC is iniignificant,
and the ratio of the employment of young women to aduli women
appears to be ins€nsitive to the business cycle. This does not firean,
however, that female employment might be insensitive to the cycle, as
we will soon see.

Indeed, another merhod of studying rhe impacr of SMIC on youth
employment is to take as our dependent variable the rate of employment
of the young, that is, the ratio of employed persons lifteen tô uenty-
four to the total population of lifteen- to twenty-four-year-olds.

Table 4 shows that the rate of youth employment is very significantly
affected by the level of SMIC relative to the mean sâ|ary. ThiJis equallÿ
true of the rate of employment of young women. on the other hand,
the rate of employment is not strongly cyclic, but it is more so for young

te W elch, M irrimumw ages.
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MINIMUM WAGE REGULATION IN FRANCE

males than for young females. The demographic variables (JP) and the
number of draftees called (MIZ) exert only a small influence. We still
note a positive influence of the number of draftees on the rate of em-
ployment of young women as well as of young men.

Ite Ellect on thc PartlclpaihD Râte of the Young. While the effect of
SMIC on the employment of the young is well determined in theory,
the effect on participation is ambiguous because there is a negative effect
on employment and a possibly positive effect on unemployment. The
explanation for the latter is either that the higher SMIC attracts a larger
number of youths into the labor market to s€arch for employment or
that the increas€ in SMIC accelerates the turnover of young employed
workers, which increases the unemployment rate.æ

In view of the results of table 4, it appears that an increase in SMIC
reduces the participation rate of the young, that is, that the effect on
employment is stronger than the effect on unemployment. This is true
for the group of young worken as a whole and for young men, but the
effect is less strong and less significant for young women. This result is
consistent with what we know about the strong rise in the unemployment
rate of the young in the 197G when SMIC grew faster than the mean
wage and the decrease in participation of young men and increase in
participation of young women.

§ummary of Toble 4. The results of table 4 strongly support the classic
predictions of economic theory concerning the effect of SMIC on young
people's employment. Equations I through 3 show a clear effect of
SMIC increases relâtive to the mean wage on the relative employment
of young men, the very cyclical character of their employment (coeffi-
cient on L[,Iâ, male unemployment), and no clear effect of SMIC on
the relative employment of young women. Equations 4 through 6 show
that the same results as those for relative employment are obtained
when the employment rate is us€d as the dependent variable. Again,
the effect on young men is clear and more important than that on young

, Equations (4) arld (7) ioirtly give an implicit cstimate of thc impact on youths'un.
employmeot rate of a variation in the SMIC/mcan s,age ratio, ThÊ clasticity of unem-
ploymcot to the vsristio[ of this ratio câû b€ crpr€§scd as:

- §MIC .^ ^ . E|PAu,i=(Fnt-Ftù-rro

f,,hcre prE is the regessioo coefficient of LJMrC in the cmployment equation (4) and
grp, is the rcgr€ssion coeflicicnt of §MrC in thc panicipation equatioî (7). EIPA is ahe
cmployment rale, a',]d UIPA is the unemploymena rat€. lt c{n bc sccn that $ru = qrfJ

= - 0.41 io both equatioos. Thus an incrcas€ of SMIC relarive to the mean salary do€s
not affecl thc uncmployment rate of the young.
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women. Finally, equations 7 through 9 demonstrate that the partici-
pation rate of young men, more than that of young women, is reduced
by increases in SMIC relative to the mean wage and that there are weak
cyclical effects on participation.

Ripph Effccts. Despite the legal prohibition againsl r4,ages being indexed
on SMIC, can we observe an effect of SMIC increases on the mean
salary? Table 5 shows that SMIC exerts a positive and very significant
effect on the rate of increase of the mean salary. This effect occurs for
the most part during the quarter of the SMIC increase. There is thus
a de facto indexation, at least partially, which rellects the resistance of
the hierarchy of wages to being squeezed from below.

Concluslon

The SMIC significantly reduces the employment and participarion of
the young, especially of young men more than of young women. On
the other hand, it is possible that it gives rise to a strong increase in the
unemployment rate of young women. These results are strongly in agree-
ment with what has been found for other countries.

C.onceming young men , for whom the unemployment effect is more
dgubl!11,_there appears ro be less confirmation of læffler,s finding-
that SMIC can increase the income of the young and less qualifred when
there is an unemployment system-since participation of young men in
the labor market has been steadily decreasing in the last few ÿears. It
could, however, affect young women, whose participation has been
increasing,

In sum, the social character of SMIC appears at least dubious.

SMIC:

SP:
UA:

PIB:
W:
P:

MIL:

Appendlx Dellnition of Variables

Nominal hourly SMIC divided by the general index of hourly
wages (1f)
Real hourly SMIC, that is, SMIC divided by the price index
Rate of unemployment of adults (twenty-Iive- to sixty-year-
olds)
Gross domestic product at 1970 prices
General index of nominal hourly wages
Consumer price index
Ratio of draftees to total number of young people (Iifteen- to
twenty-four-year-olds)
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JP: Ratio of fifteen- to twenty-four-year-olds to totâl poPulation
EI: Number of lifteen- to twenty-four-year-olds employed

ÂIM: Number of fifteen- to twenty-four-year-old males employed
E/F: Number of fifteen- to twenty-four-year-old females employed
ERI: Relative employment of the young, that is, E divided by total

number of twenty-five- to sixty-year-olds employed
ERIM: Relative emp§ment of young males, that is, ErM divided by

total number of twenty-five- to sixty-year-old males employed
ERlf: Relative employment of young females, that is, EJF divided

by total number of twenty-live- to sixty-year-old females em-

Ployed
IEI: Employment rate of the young, that is, ÂI divided by total

population of fifteen- to twenty-four-year-olds
TEIM: Employment rate of young males

TEIF: Emp§ment rate of young females

IPJ: Participation rate of the young, that is, unemployed and em-
ployed fifteen- to twenty-four-year'olds divided by total pop-

ulation of fifteen- to twenty-four-year-olds
IPJM: Parricipation rate of young males

IPJF: Participation rate of young females
L means the logarithm of the concerned variable.
D means the rate of growth of the concerned variable.
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Legal Mnimum rWages as an
Instrument of Social Policy

in Less Developed Countries,
with Special Reference to Costa Rica

Peter Gregory

Along with a proliferation of independent countries in the third world

since World War II has come a proliferation of minimum wage regimes.

Following the example of the industrialized countries and the encour-

agement of the International Labor Organization, the less developed
countries have created machinery for defining and administering legal

minimums. The justifrcarions offered for such intervention in the wage

determination process are the familiar ones advanced in the more de-

veloped countries.t In the presence of great poverty, minimum wages

are proposed as an ameliorative measure which can protect wage earners

from the depressive influences of competitive or, even wor§e, monoP-

sonistic labor market forces on wage levels. Implicit i§ a belief that the

labor market cannot be relied upon to yield secularly increasing wage

tevels because of the existence either of perfectly elastic labor supply

schedules or of unspecified "market imperfections."2 That a shift in
demand could maximize another professed goal, that of employment,

in the presence of an elastic supply and u'age stability seems to be

overlooked. Therefore, aggressively administered minimum wages have

been advocated as a means of raising the real incomes of the laboring
poor, sharing widely the fruits of economic growth, and effecting a more

NorE: This paper is based oo a study undcnakrn by the author as a con§ultaot lo the
Ioternationri Labor Office'§ Programa Regional del Empleo para America t atina y el
Câribe (Regiooal Employment hogram for Latin Amcrica aod the Caribbean). Somc of
the Iindings of that study appear in §olaab§, Precios y Empleo en Coyuntur,§ de Ctisit
Exranu. Costa Rico 1973-75, lnvesli8aciones Sobre Emplco No. 16 (Santiago: PREALC,
1979), chap. 2. The views cxprcss€d io this €ssay are the §ole responsibility of thc aurhor
and do not neccssarily rcprcs€na tho§€ of PREALC.

I tntcrnationaf Labor Otrrce, Mi,/,imurn woge Fixing and Economic Developt t .'l, (Geneva,

1968), pp. t9.
2This vic§, ove ooks the rhcoretical implications of monopsony. If the employer is a
monopsonisr and faæs thc r[rire upward-slopinS labo] supply schedule (increascs io
dcmand for labor supply schedule), increases in demand for labor must bc followcd by
ircrca§€s irl wages, though, of course. thc wagc willlie bclow the marginal revenue product
of labor. Oo thc othcr hand. if the supply of labor schcdule facing ahe monopsonist is
perfeclly clastic in the relevanl raogc. the ernployer rvill have no effective monop6ony
powc. over the tragc.
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egalitarian income distribution. In the eyes of many, the existence of
legal minimum wage regimes and an active administration of these have
become an important test of a government's concern for the welfare of
its people, of its commitment to ..social justice."

The intended scope of coverage of minimum wage regulations var-
ies, as does the degree of detailed administration.3 Iniiially, many of the
regimes- were limited to employment in larger establishments and only
gradually extended to other urban and rural groups. Some countries,
including Costa Rica, have adopted very complicited systems which
discriminate among industries, occupational grôupc, and regions. The

lrequency of review and adjustment of minimums is often specified by
law though adjustment by executive decree is not uncommon in the face
of unusual circumstances such as accelerating inflation.

The stated objectives with respect to coverage are ambitious, and
the rcsults almost universally fall short of their achievement. In fad, it
is generally agreed that the legal minimums are effective primarily in
the larger establishments in urban areas and in the modern large-scale
commercial agricultural sector where workers are atso frequently or-
ganized in trade unions. The degree of evasion increases as ône moves
toward smaller enterprises and less urbanized areas. Indeed, most gov-
ernments make no serious effort to enforce the minimums in such em_
ployments, since the administrative agencies usually do not have suffi-
cient personnel for such an undertaking. Furthermore, the authorities
oft€n concede privately that the legal minimums may lie beyond the
"ability to pay" of small employerc, so that enforcement could result
in their elimination.

Tïere seems to be litde disposition in the less developed countries
to question the desirability or efficacy of legal minimum wages, pre-
sumably because they are viewed as',a good thing" and as à proper
instrument of policy for pursuing taudable objectives. This essay rep-
resents an attempt to examine thes€ premises within a single small de-
veloping country, Costa Rica. The study of the evolution of the labor
market and the role of minimum wages in detemining effective wages
was undertaken for a decade, from the mid-196ft to the mid-I97G.
During this period, it is possible ro distinguish three policy objectives
which minimum wage administration was intended to pursue, The first
was the general objective of promoting the economic welfare of wage
and salary earners by periodic adjusfments in the legal minimums. The
second objective, evident particulady toward the end of the studied
period, was the alteration of the distribution of income within the cov-
ered labor force by acting on interindustry and occupational minimum

! Intcorational Labor Oltisc, Mhimum Woge fixl,tg, W. n-D2.
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TABLE 1

INDEX oF NoMINAL AND REAL WACES AND OF EMPLOYMENT IN THE

INDUSTRIAL SECIOR. I966-I975
(1 8 = 100)

Nominal Percent
Wages Change

Percent Employ- Percenl
Chonge men Change

Real
Wages

1966
1967

1968

1969

1970

tylt
1972
tn3
t9?4
1975.

u.76
9t.24

100.00
108.68
117.98
126.8t
13É.92

154.09
189.26
225.70

,*
9.60
8.68
8.56
7.48
7.91

t2.54
»..82
t9.25

§.22
94.94

100.00
105.82
108.95
l14.44
I18.14
119.01

tt5.72
I I1.46

6.41
5.33
5.82
2.96
5.04
3.23
0.74

-2.76
- 3.68

83.63
90.85 8.63
100.00 10.07
lll.35 11.35
t26.14 13.28
138.31 9.65
147.54 6.67
159.49 8.10
171.80 7.72
167.84 -2.31

. January-November only.
SouRct: Banco Central dc Costa Rica. Thc iodexcs arc derived from dala supplicd by
the Câja Costarriccns€ d€ &guro Social. the nalional social s€curiay agency. The data are
Irom a sampb of 562 induslrial firms.

wage differentials. Finally, minimum wages were viewed as an appro-

priàte instrument for addressing rhe problem of poverty, as a means of
àltering the income distribution generally in favor of the poor.{ The

efEcacy of minimum wages as a policy instrument for achieving thes€

three objectives will be examined in order in the following s€ctions.

Minlmum ÏYaçs rnd lhe Generd Wege lævel

The decade l9fÉ[975 is characterized by two sharply conlrasting §ub-

periods. From 1966 through 1972, both money and real wages rose

steadily in the industrial sector (s€e table 1). Real wages rose at an

annual compound rate of 4.8 Percent. Since this rate of increase exceeds

that in the economywide average productivity' which I have estimated
to have been about 3.2 percent, industrial workers would appear to have

improved their economic position relative to other economic groups's

.Thcs€ obiec-tivcs w€rc consistent with rhosc delioed by the Crnstilution. the elcvation
of rhe standard of living and the redistribution of income.
iThc incrcase in natioml productivity was estimated by calculaling thc rate of change in
real output per member of th€ labor folce. OulPut was defined as the gro§ interoal
produd adiusted by rhc implicit national income deflalor.
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Unfortunately, however, the eruption of worldwide inflationary forces
did not 

-pass 
C-osta Rica by. Wholesale prices began to ris€ rapidly in

Iate 1973 and continued to do so through the first half of 1974. Consumer
prices lagged behind the increases in wholesale prices but still rose 16.3
percent in 1974 and another 24.6 percent in 1975. The crisis was reflected
in a sharp decline in the rate of economic growth. In per capita terms,
GNP increased on the order of only I percent in each oathesôtwo years.
While money wages advanced substantially during this inflationary out-
burst, they fell behind the rate of increase in prices. Real wages in the
industrial sector, derived from a sample of 562 firms, declineà about 3
p€rcent in each of the two years so that, by 1975, average real wages
had fallen back almost to the level prevailing in 1970. In that part of the
private s€ctor covered by the social security system, average real re-
munerations declined even faster, by 5.8 and 5.3 percent in 1974 and
195, respectively.6

To what extent can the observed course of average eamings be
attributed to the intervention of public policy measures? In Costa Rica,
th€ principal instrument of wage policy is the system of minimum wages,
which extends to the private sector as a whole.T In addition, the wage
policies pursued by the central government and the various quasi-au-
tonomous public agencies may have "spillover effects" to the extent that
remunerations they offer lead those in the private sector. (In fact, re-
muneration levels in the central government lagged behind those in the
private sector between 1971 and 1975 r,hile those in the autonomous
agencies led. During my fieldwork in Costa Rica in 1976, various gov-
emment authorities expressed concern over the central governmént's
inability to establish control over the u,age policies pursuàd by the au-
tonomous agencies, The latter were viewed as having potential (unde-
sirable) spillover effects and as upsetting established wage structure
relationships vis-à-vis both the rest of the public sector and the private
æctor.) Before 1974, minimum wages were reviewed and revised every

6-Wige ch.ogrs for the private s€çtor were calçltlatcd from an unpublished indcx of the
Cajâ Costarriceose de Sêguro Social, the narional social security dgency.
? Minimum wages are-dctermined by rhe triparaite CoN€io Naciolal de Salarios, a largcly
autooomols bdy. Mnimums are s€t on arr indust]y.by-industry basis as well as by oc-
cupalional group6 withi[ industries. The critcria acco]ding to which minimums werè de.
termin€d arc grncrally considerêd to have b€en rather vague. Beginning in 1974, howevrr,
ihcccltral governme has iotcrvened in a morc direct fashion to inlluence the conscjo's
decisions in line rvirh its vicws on the siz€ and form of minimum $age adiustments. For
a rcvittl of the minimum wage dctermination machinety and practicc, see Q. F. Delgado
and O. L C. lÿlorz, Fiiaciôn de Solarios Mlnimos eû Costo Rica, Anllisis y Recomen.
docionc§ (San José: Baoco Ceotral, 1976); Heleîl.I.om, Sola os Mi,timos en Cosra Nca
(San José: Universidad de Costa Rica, 195); Minisrcrio de Trabajo y S€guridad Social,
"Aotcccdcntcs para una Politica Nacional de Salarios en Costa Rica," mimeo. (San José:
tvt4).
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other year. Since then, with the onset of severe inflation, annual revi'
sions have become the rule.

I do not wish to minimize the difliculty of distinguishing the various
forces that may act on wage levels. In the absence of riSorous testing,
one is well advised to be cautious in making strong statements about
causation. In the case of Costa Rica, an analysis of the available wage

data provides strong support for a hyPothesis that revisions in minimum
wages have not been the only, and probably noi the pdncipal, deter-
minant of wages in important sectors of the economy. To be sure, in
the case of some low-wage employment, particularly in agriculture,
minimum wages may have caused effective wages to rise fa§ter than they
would otherwise have risen, or al least affected the timing if not the rate
of change of such wages, r ith respect to wage levels in the nonagri-
cultural sectors, however, the available annual and monthly data suggest

that wage levels have been subject to the influence of forces that have

operated independently of changes in legal minimums. For example,
during each of the years in which zo adjustment was made in legal

minimum wages, average earnings in the industrial sector neverthele§s

advanced (see table 2). Indeed, the rate of change in earnings in the
off-yeam (that is, the years of no minimum wage adjustment) was not
much different than that in the on-years and in some cases exceeded

TABLE 2

RATE oF CHANGE tN AVERAGE MONTHLY EARNINGS IN THE

Ixousrnrar- SesroR AND lN MINIMUM WAGES, lW-1976

Year

Date and Size of
Avemge Monthly Earnings- Ror,e of Adiustment in Legal

Change ovet Previous Year Minimum Wages

1967

1968

1969

tvt0
tvn
tvi2
t973
1974
1975.
t976

7.65
9.@
8.68
8.56
7.48
7.97

t2.v
22.82
20.68

No adrustment made
October 1-107o or less

No adjustment
October l-10% or less

No adiustment
O«ober l- 7.5-157o

No adjustment
Ap,il l-l$4l%
lantary l-95-ll%o
January 1--{-187o

. Average January-Novcmb€r onlY.
Sourcri: Banco Ccorral, "lndice de Salatios dcl S€ctor Industrial"; and Minisrerio dc

Trabajo, Conscjo Nacional dc Salarios, "Ioformc sobre el Estado Actual del Sisteûâ de

salaû» Minimoc co Costa Rica."
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the increases of the-latter. It is quite clear that the increases in earnings
substantially exceeded the changes in the minimums even in the years
in §,hich the minimums changed, with the possible single exception of
1974. Even though in l!)68, for example, the rate oi changè in the
average earnings appears as 9.60 percent and the change in the minimum
appears as 10 percent or less, it should be kept in mind that the increased
minimum was effective for only the linal three months of the year. Thus,
if there had been no wage changes independent of the minimum wage
in that year, the rate of change in average earnings would have beJn
in the neighborhood of only 2.5 peraent for the.year as a whole.

This same tendency for earnings to outrun changes in the minimum
wage can also be observed in s€ctors other than the industrial. Consider,
for example , the rates of change in earnings and minimum wages during
a period in which a change in minimum wages was effected. For this
purpose we compare the rate of increase in average earnings over the
interval June 1972 to December 1973; a change in the minimum became
effective October l, 1972. ln the mining sector, the various minimum
wages were adjusted upward by 10 to 15 percent. Nevertheless, average
earnings during this period increased by 32.6 percent, a rate more th;n
double that of the minimum wage increase. In agriculture, minimum
wages Tlre increased by 7.5 to 15 percent; yet average earnings in-
creased by 23.8 percent. In construction, for which an interim increase
had been effected in June lgl, the 192 determination increased wages
for most occupations by 5 percent; average earnings. increased by i.2
percent. In cDmmerce, the margin of increase in actual over minimum
wage increases was much narrower, l5.2 to 12 ot 13 percent.

Differences in the rates of adjustment in these two wage variables
carry over into the inflationary years 1974 and 1975, For example, the
construction industry, which was enjoying a boom, saw wages rising
faster than average minimum wages applied to the sector. In April lg4,
increases in minimum wages applied to the s€ctor ranged between 20
and 30 percent. Average earnings in December lg74 stocd}7.4 rr'ræît
above the level of the previous December. In lg75, the increase in the
legal minimum amounted to 10 percent; however, average earnings
advanced by 22.2 perænt. Apparently, the strength of market forces
sufficed to give a substantial upward impetus to wages in that industry.
In 1975, the agricultural secior also recorded a larger increase in average
earnings than that effected in the minimum wage. tühereas the minimum
increased by only l1 percent, actual earnings increased by 22.3 percent.
We have no explanation for this large difference, though we note that
during the previous year, actual wages increased by 20.7 percent, a rate
considerably less than the adjustments in agricultural minimum wages,
which ranged from 25 to 4l percent. It is possible that the sector lagged
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in adjusting to the large increases of 1974' with some part of these

"spilling over" into 1975.- 
Unpublished monthly data for the whole private sector based on

wages réported to the Caja Costarricense de Seguro Social are available

and permit us to observe the immediale impacr of changes in minimum
wagés as well as the course of wages on a month-lo-month basis' It is
quite clear that, between 1973 and 1976' the introduction of a change

in the minimum wage has had only a minor immediate or direct impaa
on wage levels in the private sector (see table 3). For example' in 1975,

the new minimum wage went into effect on January l, with increases

ranging from 9.5 to ll percent. Yet in January, average earnings in the

private sector increased by only 1.83 percent' However, they continued

to increase steadily during the year, so that by the end of December

they had risen an additional 16.3 percent over the January level. In
January 1976, minimum wage increases of 8 to 18 Percent were pro-

mulgated. Yet in that month, reported average earnings actually de-

clined slightly from December levels. Thereafter, average earnings can

be observed rising again. In April they stood 6'8 percent above the

January level.
lndeed, in all of the years for which we have monthly data, it can

be observed that average earnings consistently tended upward over the

TABLE 3

INDEX oF MoNTHLY EARNINGS rN THE PRTVATE SEcroR' 197T1976
(JulY 1971 = 100)

1973 1975

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
Ocrober
November
Decemb€r

Annual averâge

124.05
121.58
tz6.t3
124.61

126.32
t24.24
123.10
126.t3
129.36
t28.22
129.93
133.35
126.42

t34.41
(3{.23
r33.27
146.n
151.90
149.81

153.04
154.94
158.17
163.12
162.55
165.78
150.33

168.82

166.16
t62.90
175.10
175.10
171.48
l8l.l8
117.42
184.07
186.73
183.69
1%.42
177.42

r93.95
193.19
198.51

m7.6

NorE: NumbeE io italics indicate months in \r,hich a chaoge io lhc minimum wage became

cffcctive.
SouRcE: Caja Costalricens€ de Scguro Social, unpublished data.
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year both before and after the introduction of a new minimum wage.
The course of eamings recorded here thus suggests that minimum wages
probably have played a minor role in propelling wages upward. A
slronger case can be made for the proposition that labor market forces
dominated. Note, for eiample, the impressive rate of growth in indus-
trial employment recorded in table 1. Between 1966 anâ lg3, employ-
ment expanded at an annual rate of9.7 percent. During this same periôd
GNP grew at an impressively high rate of 6.75 percent per annum, which
su-p.ported a high rate of absorption of the growing labor force. In spite
of levels of unemployment which might appear high by some subjective
standard, some classes of labor were clearly in short supply during the
expansive years of the 1960s and 197(h.8 Employers reported thai pir-
ating of experienced labor was a oommon practice during this period,
lending support to the conclusion that market forces were activély bid-
ding up the price of labor.

-_ 
It is noteworthy that government ofliciâls with whom I spoke at_

tributed to minimum wage administration a more important iàfluence
on eamings than the data would seem to indicate. However, my as-
signment of a lesser role to minimum u,age administration is supported
by other research on the course of minimum wages in Costa RièÀ. One
study traced the course of minimum wages from 1954 to the mid-l97G.e
From the data presented it appeared that minimum wages in most cat-
egories were adjusted upward at a rate only slightly gieater than the
rate of inflation and well below the rates of increase in national pro-
ductivity and actual average earnings. What the Costa Rican experiénce
suggests is that, under conditions of steady and rapid growth; market
forces do assert themselves and can exert upward pressurà on the general
wage level, at least in the urban sectors of employment.

_ In judging the impact of legal minimums on agricultural wages, one
is_ on less-solid ground, for extensive wage data ôver time are'iacking.
Nevertheless, it seems probâble that the minimums do play a greater

'Tùc national uncmployment Iate as repo ed h rhe censuses of 1963 atld 1973 was 6.9
and 7.3 rcspectiÿely. lt is of inrercst to ;otc that dcspite a signilicanr rural-urbao shift in
population h thc interccnsal period ir did not appeai ro havè brought with ir assavatcd
Eoblems of ùoemploymenr in urban arcas. Foièxample, rhc uneriplovment rîrc in the
country's capital and largcst city, San José, wâs loneithan the oatiônai rare in the 1973
cçnsus year,6.6 pcrc€nt as compared to 7.3 pcrccna. Furthermote, a household labor
forEc surÿcy inaùgurated in 1976 reported that open unemployment in that vear had
declined sincc the ceosus ycar to 5.1 percent in Mai, and 6 peicenr in Julv. MinÉrcrio de
Trabaio y S€guridad Social, Direcci6r Gencral de planificaèidn dcl Tnbaio y cl Emplco,
"E-ncuesta -de Hogares eo cl Area Metropolitana de San José: Empteo y'Desemfho,
Adclanto de las Informaciones mas Importantes" (May 1976), and E;cuesio Uacioia ac
Hogora: Emplco y Descmplco, lulio lg6.
e Delgado and N'oI3., Fiiaciôtt de Salarios Minimot. For a samplc of rates of change in
mioimüm ÿages siocc 1954, see pp. 12-16.
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role in determining these than wages in other sectors. For examPle, it
was commonly believed that, except for the organized banana-producing

sêctor, the legat minimums represented the maximum rates paid to the

bulk of the igricultural labor force. ln addition' evasion of the legal

minimums was believed to be fairly widespread in agriculture, lending

support to the view that the minimums lay above the market Price of
hbôr. Minimum wage administration during the decade 196ÿ1973

treated the various agricultural subsectors in a discriminatory fashion'

lVhile the real value of the minimums in coffee and cocoa was either

unchanged or actually declined, in the other branches of the sector

except Éananas, the annual rates of increase were positive and on the

ordei of 1.3 to 2 percent. To the extent that the minimums represented

actual wage leveli of agricultural workers, this would imply that urban-

rural eamings differentials widened over the decade.ro

Mlnimum ïYages as o Redisarlbutive Mechanisrn vithin the Covercd
l,abor Force

lUe noted above that one of the stated objectives of minimum wage

administration in Costa Rica was the narrowing of income inequality'

To this end, differential rates of increase in minimums could be applied

to high- and low-wage occupational or industrial classes' According to

De[àdo and Mora, minimum wages u'ere administered in a. way in-

tend-ed to narrow interindustry and interoccupational differentials from

1954 on,rr l,ower minimums tended to be adjusted upwards at a slightly

faster rate than high minimums. \ryhether these intentions were realized

with respect to occupational earning§ cannot be determined, for earnings

data by occupation are not available over time' However, such a policy

could irope to effect a narrowing only if the legal minimums for high-

wage skiùed classes of labor (or applicable to high-wage industries) are

ahèady above the opportunity cost of workers so employed. lf the mar-

ket foi such employments exceeds the legal minimums, as appeared to

be the case in parts of the industrial sector, there is no reason to expect

roThis stat€mcot assumcs rhar the dcgree of evasion of legal minimum§ temained constalt
ovcr time. If the dcgree of ev8§ioo dcclined, the actual differential Ûolld be nalron'er
than thar imDlicd by-a compa soo of urbao earoi[8s ald agriculrural minimum§. Orc of
thc dilliclltiis in aiscssioS'the rclation of legat minimums to the mark€t Price of l'bor
in aùiqrlturc ariscs out of thc variation in the lattcl over the various scasons of lhc year.

whih rhc minimum may lic abovc thc market wage during some Parts of th€ year, at

othcrs, such as the halveit, wages may bc bid uP above thc minimum lcvel§. For erample,
during the coffce harvest of 1976 when coffee priccs werc al vcry hiSh levels. shonaS€s

of hür werc said to be commonplac! and ÿagcs were being offcrcd uhich ercccded the

legal minimun§.
I' Delgado and Mora, FiTbcnâz de salatios Minimos, Pp. 16-23.
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that actual eamings differentials would conform to the structure of min-
imum wages.

In 194, following the onset of inflation, the degree of discrimi-
nation applied in the adjustment of minimums increased sharply. Rather
than promulgating increases for all covered employments in- approxi-
mately the same proportion in accordance with past practice, aàminis-
trators applied a wide range of rates of change, with the size of the
adjustment inversely related to the level of the minimum in effect during
the preceding period. Furthermore, the government urged firms whose
employees were not directly affected by the legal minimums to adhere
to a similar discriminatory policy of wage adjustment. The disparity in
the proposed rates of adjustment was very Iarge indeed, ranging from
41 perc€nt for the Iowest rates to 10 percent for the highest. Two jus-
tifications were offered for the policy of graduated inseases. First, while
wage restraint was considered desirable as an anti-inflationary measure,
it was felt that the lowest-income groups had been hardest hit by the
sharp rise in prices of basic consumption items and should not be asked
to sacrifice their already Iow living standard. Thus a heavier burden of
restraint would have to be applied to higher-income group6. Second, a
narrowing of wage differentials was viewed as a desirable step toward
the realization of the govemment's objective of reduced inèome in-
equality in the society.

While the principle of larger increases for the Iowest-wage workers
was said to have been widely supported, even among the high-wage
earners who were discriminated against by the policy, it is likely thàt
such support will tend to erode in the face of continuing inflation. In
the cas€ of Costa Rica, employers reported that the coniinued deteri-
oration in the real income po§ition of the higher-wage workers led to
increased pressure from them to adjust their wages upward. If employers
generally responded to these pressures, this might explain the large
excess in the rate of advance in average earnings ovei the change in
minimum wages during 1975. ln that year, legal minimum wages were
increased by 9.5 to ll percent. Yet average earnings in the private sector
increased during the year by 18 percent. A Iagged adjuCtment to the
sharply graduated wage adjustments of the previous year may provide
at least a partial explanation for this large divergence in the tto rates
of change.

There are surely limits to the effectiveness of graduated minimum
wage changes as a tool for narrowing wage differentials. Indeed, had
the gaduated differentials introduced since 1972 really been effective
in determining wage differentials, these would have been narrowed sub-
stantially and would have inflicted a very sharp reduction in the real
lvage of the higher-wage worker. Table 4 illustrates what would have
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TABLE 4

EXTREME RATES OF CHANGE IN LEGAL MINIMUM WAGES AND

THEIR HyporHETtcnr- Errecrs ox OccuPAroNAL DIFFERENTIALS

1975 1976
Sept. lgn-
tgn t974 1974

Extreme rates of change in
minimum wages (in
percent)

Value of lowest minimum
wage (in colones)

Value of highest minimum
uage (in colones)

Ratio of highest to lowest

7.ÿ15 10-41 9.5-11 8-18

13.04 ls.m 21.15 23.48 27.71

32.û 35.05
2.50 2.34

38.56
1.82

42.22 45.60
1.80 1.65

SouRcE: Calqrlations based on information cootained in each year's Decreto de Saloîios
Mrri"ros (San Jo§é: Conscio Nacional de Salsrios).

happened to the relationship between the wages of two occupational
groups rvhich stood in the ratio of 2.5:l prior to the promulgation of
the 1972 wage adjustment. The two wages chosen for this exercise were
the highest minimum wage to which the 41 percent increase was applied
and the lowest minimum to which the l0 percent increase was applied
in 1ÿ4. The table assumes that the larger percentage change in each
year applied to the low-wage job and the smaller change to the high-
wage occupation. The table then chronicles the wage paid in each year.

The accumulated effect of the graduated increases on the size of the
occupational wage differential is impressive even within the scope of
four short years. From a ratio of 2.5:l in 1972. the differential shrinks
by a third to 1.65. The change in the real value of the two wages is
strikingly different in the two cases. While the value of the lowest min-
imum wage rose by approximately 6.2 percent, that of the highest ac-

tually fell by 30.5 percent.
(The changes in the real minimum wage were computed as follows:

The average real value of the minimum wage during the base period
during which that wage was in force was computed, for October 1970

through September 1972. Then the real value in February 1976 was
computed, that is, for the month after the latest adjustment in minimum
wages became effective.)

The assumptions under which this calculation was made were of
course ratherextreme, and it does not seem that, in practice, the extreme
permissible rates of change were actually consistently applied. However,
there were many industries in which a significant compression of min-
imum wage differentials was effected. A number of industries in which
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narrowing occurred are listed in table 5 along with the ratio of the
highest to the lowest minimum wage for the industry in each of two
years, 1972 and 1976. Tl,,e lowest rate was that assigned to a production
or related worker (for example, a "peon"), thus omitting the minimum
wage applying to custodial personnel. As can be seen, in some of the
included cases, the shrinkage of the differentials was substantiâI.

The impact of this discriminatory policy on the real value of oc-
cupational minimum wages can be appreciated better by reference to
the summary data for ninety-six occupational titles which appeared in
both the 190-1972 and the 1976 revisions. These were classified into
unskilled, skilled, and other occupational groups, though I emphasize
that the classification is only a rough one, one suggested by the occu-
pational titles appearing in the decrees. The ..other" category applies
principally to "other production operations workers,' ( otros trabaiadores
de proceso), which suggests a range of production operations usually
characterized by low- or semi-skilled occupations. Table 6 shows the

TABLE 5

RATto oF THE HtcHEsr ro rHE LowEsr LEcAL Mrxruutr,t WAGE rN
VARroUs INDUSTRTES, JuLy lg2 AND JANUARY 1976

Industry tuly 1972 laauary 1976

Fine cookies and crackers
Bread
Macaroni products
Breweries
Shoes (machine-made)
Tailors
Sawmills
Fumiture and woodworking
Printing
Rubber
Machinery
Sugar mills and refineries
Candy
Textiles
Soap ând detergents
Tanneries
Electrical products
Construction
Railroads

t.«
l.80
1.50

1.43

1.27
2.3t
1.M
1.65
3.40
1.95
t.76
1.39
1.35

t.2t
t.2t
l.18
t.4z
r.63
2.m

1.35

1.55
1.33
1.25
1.16
1.69
1.27
1.39
2.30
1.54
1.45

1.24
1.22
l.15
l.13
1.15

1.28
1.36
1.75

SouRcE: Calculations bas€d on information contained in each year's Decreto de Solarios
Mtnir,4.os.
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TABLE 6

NUMBER oF OccupATtoNAL Cereconles wma INCREASES oR
DECLINES IN THE REAL VALUE OF THETR MTNIMUM WAGE,

1972-1976

Occupations

Decreases'

lncreoses Small Large

Unskilled
Skilled
Other
.A dÉcrca§€ trlas classilicd as small if it did nol exceed 5 p€rcenl. large if ii did.
SouRcE: Mioisterio de Trabajo y Seguridad Social, Cons€io Nacional dc Salalio§, §aratioJ
Mrdtn or, various ycars.

number of occupations in each skilled classification reporting increases

or declines in their real minimum wage. As can be seen, few of the
skilled occupational titles escaPed a reduction in their real value, while
the reverse was true for the unskilled and sêmiskilled titles. Of the thirty
skilled occupations, twenty suffered declines in excess of l0 percent,

One may question the wisdom of an explicit policy aimed at nar-
rowing occupational wage differentials further. After all, such differ-
entials are generally believed to perform an economic function, that of
providing a return on the cost of acquiring a higher level of skill or of
attrasting into skilled employments persons with the Personal and ed-

ucational qualifications deemed desirable for skilled workers but who
qualify for a broader range ofemployment opportunities, including some

outside the manual category. To the extent that high{uality workers
are desired in skilled occupations, it will be necessary to offer wages

that are comparable to those paid in other manual or nonmanual lields
requiring a similar quality of labor. The arbitrary delinition of narrower
minimum wage differentials than those which would be consislent with
this objective would æem to be misguided. Indeed, as suggested above,
market forces will tend to maintain the wider differentials as long as the
existing legal minimums applicable to the higher-wage employments do
not exceed the oppo unity cost of the workers occupying them. lf it is
an objective of national wage policy to effect a narrowing of differentials
because high-wage workers are believed to receive large economic rents,
a more effective response would be to encourage an increase in the
supply of persons possessing the requisite skills. This would involve the
identification of the occupations or employments yielding economic
rents and a concerted effort to facilitate access to training. In addition,
it would imply a measure of restraint on âny other institutional forces,

3

24
6

2
4
2

33

2

22

38

30
30
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like collective bargaining, which might, by administrative means, try to
preserve the wider rent-yielding differentials.

One final test of the redistributive effects of the govemment's policy
of graduated adjustments in minimum wages is poisible. I have com-
pared the interindustry wage structure within the manufacturing s€ctor
at two times, December 1971 and Novemb€r 1975 (see table 7). If the
graduated wage policy had actually achieved the objective of narrowing

TABLE 7

MONTHLY AVERÂGE EARNINGS BY INDUSTRY, DECEMBER Ig71 AND
NoVEMBER 1975

Monthly Eamings
(colones)

IndusW Dec. 1971 Nov. 1ÿ75

Percen age
Change

Food products
Beverages
Tobacco
T€xtiles
Clolhing except footwear
[,eather, footwear, & other accessories
Footwear except rubber & plastic
Wood products except furniture
Furniture & accessories except metal
Paper & paper products
Printing & publishing
Industrial chemicals
Petroleum refining
Petroleum & coal products
Rubb€r products
Plastic products not elsewhere classifred
Porcelain wares & tiles
Glass & glass products
Oth€r nonmetallic mineral products
Basic metals
Metal products except machinery
Machinery except eledrical
Electrical machinery & apparatus
Transportâtion equipmênt
Oth€r mânufacturers

Average

698.4
1,t70.2
1,æ8.0

615.4
562.2
49t.2
532.8
w.8
611.6
768.7

850.5
1,069.9
1,269.9

628.3
903.9
684.5
724.4
8m.5
650.7
7U.7
764.8
874.6
7U.8
853.3
617.0
7y.8

1,136.5 62.7
l,430.6 n.3
2,t&.4 64.9
966.0 57.0
868.3 54.4
781.3 59.1
829.5 55.7
857.3 57.9
859.1 40.5

1,,161.5 90.1
1,315.2 54.6
1,ffi.2 53.3
r,(64.6 3l.rgn.4 39.6
1,340.7 ,l8.3

1,t77.7 72.1
1,504.8 107.7
1,141.1 45
1,1D.4 70.5
1,515.2 115.0
1,153.6 50.8
r,257.1 43.7
1,528.4 94.8
tA2t.4 6.6
1,038.4 68.3
1,156.1 57.3

SouRcE: Data Fovided bJ Banco Cenrtal de Costa Ric{. The oiigioal sourcc is the Caia
Costarriccnsc dc Seguro Social.
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wage differentials, we would expect to lind a negative correlation be-

tween the rate of wage change over the two points in time and the
original level of average earnings by industry. \Uhile the data do yield
a negative correlation coefficient of -0.276, it is statistically siSnificaot
only at the 10 percent level. In fact, the extreme§ of the interindustry
wage structure actually widened over the period. The ratio of the high-
est-wage to the lowest-wage industry increased slightly, from 2.64 to
2.74. However, the variance among the twenty-five industry groupc as

measured by the coefficient of variation (the ratio of the standard de-

viation to the mean) declined slightly, from 27.8 to 26.1 percent. Thus,
overatl, it cannot be said that the policy objectives had been realized
to any appreciable extent by the end of 1ÿ75.

lÿrges, Povertÿ, and the Dlsaribution of Income

One of the objectives of wage policy that had been enunciated in Costa
Rica s,as a reduction in poverty and in the inequality in the distribution
of income among social classes. Before we discuss the efficacy of a wage

policy for this purposê, it would be advisable to consider the interre-
lationships among wages, poveny, and income distribution in order to
assess the possible contribution of wage pol§ measures to the reali'
zation of the stated objectives.

It is tempting to as§ume that a close relationship exists between the
wage level accruing to an individual and the level of economic well-
being of that person and his family. That is, it is frequently assumed

that a low level of wages is necessarily indicative of poverty or, con-
versely, that poverty is a function of the wage earned. A moment's
reflection, however, should make clear that the relationship between
a wage and a state of poverty is not so simple. Poverty is a function of
more than just the wage accruing to an individual. While a wage or a
rate of earnings is associated with an individual, the concept of Poverly
is associated with the well-being of a household or family. Therefore,
the presence or absence of poverty is dependent not solely on the eam-
ings of any particular member of the household but on the number of
wage eame6 and their earninç, other nonwage sources of income,
either in cash or in kind, and the number of persons in the household
unit. Thus, given the existence of differences among households in the
number of income recipients per household, one would expect differ-
ences to exist between the distribution of individual earnings and that
of household incomes. Let us then consider what can be known about
the conditions associated with the distribution of income in Costa Rica.

Unfortunately, the data that are available and also relevant for our
purposês are limited in quantity. Nevertheless, I believe that enough
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useful observations can be derived from the availâble data to permit us
to comment on the efûcacy of wage policy as an instrument for deating
with poverty and for redistributing income.

Perhaps the most extensive study of income distribution is that of
Victor Hugo Cespedes S., which is based on a special survey of house-
holds, national in scope, undertaken in 1971.', While it does not un-
dertake an analysis of the relationship between individual incomes and
family incomes, it does provide some information relevant to our in-
quiry. First of all, average family incomes of urban residents are 2.1
times as great as those of rural residents (1,703 to 796 colones per
month).r3 Within the rural s€ctor there appears to be no difference
between the average family incomes of those families with heads engaged
in agriculture and those with heads engaged in nonagricultural employ-
ment. Unfo unately, the distribution offamilies over the various income
categories is not presented on a rural-urban basis but rather on the basis
of the seÆtor of employment of the head of family. However, some
notion of the differences in the pattern of distribution as between the
rural and urban sectors can be gained from the data presented by sector
of employment in table 8.

As can be seen, low family incomes are more frequently found
among families headed by penons employed in agriculture than by
persons employed in any other sector. Nearly l() percent of the families
headed by a person employed in agriculture enjoyed a monthly family
income of less than c500, or about U.S. $75, in 1gl. In no other sector
of employment of a head of household did more than 17.5 percent of
the families fall into this lowest income category. Since this latter per-
centage includes rural nonagricultural families, it cannot be taken as a
guide to the proportion of urban families in this income category. We
can derive a crude estimate of the proportion of urban families in this
income category if we assume that the distribution of family incomes
of the rural nonagricultural families is identical to that of agriculrural
families. t' Following this procedure, we derive an approximate propor-
tion of urban families with incomes of less than c500 of only 6.5 percent.

Returning to the data in table 8 once again, we note that almost
as poorly off as families in agriculture lvere those households headed

fr Victor Hugo Cespedes S., Corra Riro. La Disûibuciôû del liÿeso y el Consuno de
Algunos Alim.n,o§. (San ,osé: Universidad de Costa Rica, t973).
D Ccspcdcs, L, Dirrriàuciôi del ligreso, table 9, p. 51. The oflicial €xchange rate in lg7l
was c6.64 to U.S. tl.
r'Recall that the avcragc incomc of thes€ two scts of rural families is virtually identical.
Thc readcr is cautioncd to ke€p in mind that wher| I speak of "agriqrltùral" or "non-
agdoltural" families, I am referliog to families headcd by a person cmployed in the
agriqtltural or oolagricultural scctor, The le§§ precisc crpression is us€d to simplify thc
tcxtual pres€ntation.
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MINIMUM WAGES IN COSTA RICA

by a woman or with no active labor force members-the category iden-
tilied in the table as "others." Such households reported incomes about
35 percent greater than the average for agricultural households but
below those reported by families employed in all other sectors. As in
the agricultural sector, families in this category were disproportionately
repres€nted in the lowest income group. Indeed, ofall the families with
incomes of less than C5ü) per month, those in agriculture and nith an
inactive head of household accounted for three-fourths, while all of the
families in these two categories represented barely half of the total
sample of the study. This concentration of poverty among households
headed by a person classified as "other" or by one employed in agri-
culture, or more generally among rural households, should be kept in
mind in any policy initiatives intended to reduce poverty or reduce
income inequality among households.

Among the interesting findings of rhis study is rhat self-employed
workers reported a family income distribution virtually identical to that
of salaried workers. This is contrary to a commonly prevailing belief
that the self-employed sector represents â repository of low-productivity,
low-income workers who form a disproportionate part of the population
in poverty. t5

A more precise indicator of poverty is one that takes income per
household member rather than income per household unit as a measure
of well-being. Given the findings that family size is larger in rural than
in urban areas and that family size seems to be inversely related to level
of family income, it should not surprise us to find that the gap in per
capita income between the rural and urban areas is even greater than
that in family incomes.r6 Whereas urban family incomes are 2.1 times
the rural, income per capita is 2.3 times as great. Fully 77 percent of
rural families reported per capita incomes below C2ü) per month; only
3 percent of the urban families did so.r7

Finally, the study by Cespedes provides some insight into rhe re-
lationship between family incomes and the level of education of the
head of household. For our purposes, it would have been preferable to

tt Ca{,e&s, Lo Distribuciôû del l,,gt so, +pcl,,di,.aable 2, p. ll2. The rcader is cautioncd,
hori,ever, that €ver ao identical pattcrn io rhc distribution of family income in thcse two
employment categories could mask substantial diffcrcnccs h the carnins of the heads of
families so cmploycd. A similar family income distribùtion could resulr ev€n if earnings
in sêlf.€mployment were much los,cr thao io wagc cmploymenl as long as th€re was a
systcmatic tcndcncy for scçondary earoers io the families of the s€lf.employcd to earn
more than s€condary income rccipiÉnts in famiücs hcsdcd by wagc camers. However,
this $,ould s€em to be ao unreasooablc cvcnt to assume.
r6The invers€ relationship b€tsrcco family iocomc and family size was inferred from dsta
on pcr c{pita incomc and family size pres€ntcd in table 16 (p. 64) of Cespedcs's study.
l'C€spedes, L, DÀr.iàuciôn del lngca, table 9, p. 5t.
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relate the level of education to the individual wage earner or income

recipient. Unfonunatelyr such a labulation is not provided by this study.

However, to the exteot that it can be reasonably assumed that the head

of houschold is the principal wage earner of the family and that the level

of education of other employed members of the family is signilicantly
correlated with that of the head, the information provided may be useful.
As expected, within both the urban and the rural areas, there is a cleal
and direc relationship between the level of education of the head of
household and the level of family income. As can be seen from table
9, incomes of the low-education families are higher in urban than in
rural areas, but relative to the average income in each sector, the poorly

educated urban families are worse off. The significance of the relation-
ship between income and education is as follows. If it can also be as-

sumed that the same relationship exists between the eaming§ of an

individual wage eamer and his education, then there may be limits to
the extent to which wage policy can improve the income position of the
poor possessing little formal education. To the extent that the wage

received is an accurate reflection of the productivity of the poorly ed-

ucated person, an attempt to raise his wage may have the effect of
rendering him unemployable. Unskilled labor is a class of service which

is easily replaceable by machines in industrial as well as in many types

of agricultural employment.
The 1973 Cmsus of Popularion provides a basis for verifying and

confirming the assumption made above for purposes of relating indi-
viduals' remuneration to their education. As expected, the incidence of
low income is clearly related to low levels of schooling completed. For

TABLE 9

AVERAGE FAMILY MONTHLY INCOME BY RESIDENCE AND

Eouclrror.lar- LevEL oF FAMILY HEAD
(in colones)

Edueational lael Toul Metopolitan Urban' Rural

All family heads
Nonc
Èimary
S€condary
University (incomplete)
Univesity (completed)
Othcr ând vocâtional
Not knou,n

I,175
637

ÿn
l,695
2,823
5,255
2,378
1,701

I,W
n2

1,315

1,860
2,920
5,458
2,874
2,455

1,43
9m

1,2,l8
t,728
2,653
4,282
t,812
1,4».

7%
603
7U

r322
2,710
7,777
r,7u

631

.Excludcs thc metropolitan San José atÊa.
SouRcE: Cespedcs, S., Ln Ditttibuciôn del lnÿeso, table 4. p. 41.
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TABLE 10

lVAcEs AND HouRs oF AGRTCULTURAL woRKERs rN CosrA RrcA,
1974

Region
Daily Hours Daily Wage

llorked Income
Hourly Wage

Rare

Veni€nte Atlânrico
Pacffrco Sur
Pacilico None

2.75
2.N
2.4

20.85
l6.m
14.60

7.6
7.3
6.1

SouRcE: IFAM, 1{dririr Cornporatiÿo, p. 39.

example, @ percent of thos€ with no schooling and 54 percent of those
with uncompleted pdmary schooling earned incomes of less than C400
per month. Of those with incomplete secondary schooling, only 23 per-
cent earned less than that amount.rt

The greater incidence of low wages in rural than in urban areas
implied by Cespedes's report is confirmed by other sources as well. The
population census of 1973 clearly found the incidence of low remuner-
ations (less than C400 a month) to be greater in rural employments. For
example, of all men employed in Costa Rica who received less than that
amount, Sl percent are rural residents, while the rural male labor force
repres€nts less than 60 percent of the total. while wages in agriculture
are generally low in comparison to urban wages, nevertheless there
appear to exist some signilicant differences in wage rates and income
among the various regions of the country. One study of three regions,
Vertiente Atlântico, Pacifico Sur, and Paclfico Norte, found a significant
difference in daily earnings of agricultural workers due more to differ-
ences in the number of hours worked than in hourly earnings (see table
10). Indeed, the latter appears to have a very close relationship to the
lowest minimum wage for the dominant agricultural activities of the
respective regions.re One implication of these observations is that a
change in the wage rate may be of les importance for lifting poor
agricultural workers out of poverty than an increase in hours of work.
(This assumes that short hours are not a result of the worker's personal
choice.)

I also explored more generally the extent to which low levels of
earnings were a function of short hours of work. The Cewus of pop-
ulation ptovides us $,ith some insight into this question. Clearly the
problem of short hours is considerably more important for men than for

ftDirccci6n GeDeral dc Estadlstica y Censo§, C.rso de Pobtaciôn 1973, vol. 2, rable 60,
p. 5æ.
D Instituto dc Fomento y Ascsoria Municipal (IFAM),,ndrtjir Comparativo d. Trcs
Regiona Peilcricos sobrc Ptuducci64 Agropæuada, Empleo, Ingresos y Migruciûl, 1975.
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TABLE II
WAGE EARNERS REcEIvtNc LEss rHAN c400 PER MoNnr FoR

FoRTY oR FEWER HouRs PER wEEr

Number of kss than
l orkers 25 Hours

Total
33-40 <,t0
Hours Hours

25-32
Houn

AII workers
Total
Men
lVomen

Rural worken
Total
Men
Women

172,359
tzt,t67
5t,t92

115,756
vt,725
18,030

3.2 4.1
2.9 5.0
4.t 2.0

2.9 5.0
2.6 5.5
4.5 2.3

15.9
20.6
4.8

23.2
28.5
10.9

29.0
31.9
13.6

2t.l
23.8
6.8

SouRcEt C.iso de Poblaciôr, 1973, vol. 2, tsblc 65, p. ,182.

women and in rural areas than in urban. Table ll provides a measure

of the incidence of shorl hours among men and women earning less than

c400 per month. Short houn prove to be a contributing cause of low
earnings for a significant minority of the wage-earning mâle poPulation

in rural areas. Almost a third of those with incomes below c4{X) worked
for wages fewer than fortyone hours per week. Obviously to raise the
income of such workers over some threshold would require more than
just an increase in wage rates. It should be pointed out, however, that
in the cas€ of rural workers, wage employment may not be the only
source of family income. To the extent that they also engage in sub-

sistence farming with different frequencies in these three regions, the
differences in wage earnings rePorted here would not provide a reliable
guide to the total income accruing to any particular worker.

Finally, a few additional insights can be gained from tabulations
based on the results of a household survey of income and exPenditures
made in 1974,æ This survey was undertaken among urban families only.
As indicated earlier, total family income provides an initial basis for
indentifying foci of poverty. Table 12 provides a summary of some of
the information extracted from the survey. One of the more notable
obs€rvations is the small number of families in the lowest income stra-
tum, that of under c5ü) per month. The proportion of all urban families
in this income goup, 5.8 percent, is @mparable in its general order of
magnitude with our estimated 6.5 percent of Cespedes's urban sample

,UnpublishÊd data, Ministcrio dc Economla, Induslria y Comcrcio, Direcci6n Gcncral
dc Estadlstica y C€nso§.
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lot lÿll. It also reaffirms our earlier statement that extreme poverty
is more a rural than an urban phenomenon.

Perhaps the most striking observation about the family income dis-
tribution is its clos€ relationship to the number of persons per household
who are employed. Thus, family income increases steadily wilh the
number of workers up to a level of approximately 92,500 and over.
Thereafter, the number of workers per household varies only within a

narow range around 2. In the poorest households there is fewer than
I or 0.8 employed person per household. Some of the households with
no employed members may represent households of retired persons.

However, there were also twenty-six unemployed persons Present
among the 186 households in this income class, though ne have no way

of knowing how many of these were parts of households without any

other employed member. The next lowest income stratum, c5üF1,000,
also reported a small number of employed persons per household, barely

1.2, as well as seventy-nine unemployed members in the 640 households.

The incidence of unemployment is clearly Sreater in these two lowest-
income categories than in the higher-income families. While the families
in these categories account for 25.7 Percent of the total, they account
for 33.1 percent of the unemployed.

In contrast with the findings reported by Cespedes, this urban sur-
vey indicates that income per family tends to overstate the degree of
poverty in the lower-income families in relation to families in other
income strata. The reason for this is the existence of a positive rela-

tionship between the level of family income and the number of family
members. The lowest-income gouP reponed an average of only 4.1

members. Thereafter, family size increases along with family income,
leveling off at about 5.8 members per household at an income level of
cz,c/Jl-z,ffi per month.2r Thus, per capita differences in income are

narrower than those in family incomes. Furthermore, the differences in
the remunerations per employed individual are narrower still. To illus-
trate, consider two income classes, that with income under c500 and
that with a2,ml-2,5û. Average income per family in the latter is 7.15

times that in the former, income per capita is 5.09 times, while income
per employed person is 3.15 times greater. The number of employed
persons per household is 2.35 times greater. On the other hand, the
number of unemployed persons per household is 1.56 times greater in
the lower-income category.

zrTùe invcrsc rclarionship betweeo family income and numbcr of hou§ehold members
which Ccspcdes reported must bG due lo a very strong tendeocy in this direction among
rural hous€holds that ovcrcomes the urban paitern we have obs€rvcd hcrÊ. Unfortunatcly,
Ccspcdcs does not provide an urbao-rural breatdown so that this prcsümption might bc
tcstcd.
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Concluslon

On the basis of the observations made in the sections above, several
conclusions follow regarding the efficacy of minimum wages as an in-
strument for influencing the general wage level and the distribution of
income.

1. During a period in C.osta Rica characterized by high and steady
rates of economic growth and generally favorable labor supply condi-
tions, wage levels also rosê steadily. The evidence suggests that the wage
policies pursued by government, as expressed through minimum wage
administration, had only a marginal impact on the advance in wage
levels. Labor market forces appear to have been the dominant source
of pressure on wages.22 Furthermore, the gains of economic growth
appear to have been distributed quite widely, at least over the non-
agricultural s€ctors for which wage data are available.

2. In the Costa Rican environment, minimum wages would appear
to represent an indiscriminate instrument for effecting a reduction in
the degree of inequality in the distribution of income. The limited rel-
evant information at my disposal suggests that an aggressive adminis-
tration of minimum wages would be likely to have a much greater impact
on the incomes of the nonpoor than on the poorest groups in society.
There are three reasons for expecting this to be the case:

First, poor households have fewer members employed than do the
nonp«)r, because of either unemployment among household members
or an inactive labor force status. Furthemore, thos€ with the lowest
incomes tend to have a larger proportion of part-time workers, that is,
thos€ working fewer than forty hours per week. Therefore, an attempt
to raise the poor out of poverty through general increases in minimum
wages is less likely to achieve this objective than it is to increase the
incomes of nonpoor families with multiple or fully employed wage earn-
ent,

Second, the lowest-income households are disproportionately dis-
tributed in rural areas where the enforcement of minimum wages is
weakest. Since minimum wages are most easily evaded in rural em-
ployments, the incomes of the rural poor are less likely to be affected
by an increase in ihe minimums than are those of urban workers who

aÎhis paper has irnplicirly assumed throughout that the only sigoificanr institutional source
of influcnce on wagÊs lies in Ihc govemmcot's administraiio; of minimum ÿaccs. It has
thus ignorrd other possiblc nonmarkct forcrs such as collcctive bargaining wÈ'ich might
hrvc intcrvened cffectivcly. the omiesion ot trade unions from consiiaeratiôn as a Sgiif-
icant forcc §tcnrs from the s,idc corNcnsus I lound i[ Co§ra Rica ]hat rhcy are nor par.
ticularly porÿcrful and do not rcprcs€nr a significanr indepeodenr iofluence ôo wage leiels
crccpt perhaps io some of the semiautonomous public corporations.
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already occupy a more favorable Position in the distribution of incomes

by households.' 
Third, becaus€ the lowest-income households, and particularly the

rural poor, are characterized by low levels of formal education. they

may be perceived as unqualifred for employment at wages significantly

above tlieir market'determined wage. Thus, the establishment of high

minimum wages may serve only to block the access of the poor to
covered emplôyments and thus contribute little to the achievement of
a more egalitarian distribution of income'

3. The attempt of public policy to effect a redisiribution of income

within the wage-eàrning group by the application of graduated rates of
minimum wage change cannot be dismissed unequivocally as unsuc-

cessful. It seems likely to me that this policy had at most only a temporary

effect on the distribution of income, however. To the extent that oc-

cuoational differentials tended to be reestablished, though with a lag'

thè redistributive effects of ihe initial graduated changes could be ex-

pected to be largely dissiPated. This is likely to be a reasonable expec-

iation, particularly in a ca§e such as this, since the minimum wages

applicaÙle to the higher-wage occupations lie below the opportunity cost

of those occupying them'
4. This paper has not considered an additional way in which an

aggressive minimum wage policy might have pervcrse effects on the

in-ômes distribution. To the extent that such a policy were to result in

a substantial increase in the price of labor relative to the price of capital

goods which may be substitutable for labor in production, the displace-

ment of labor might be expected to follow, with negative cons€quences

for employment. In particular, low'skilled labor is Iikely to be subject

to easÿ substitution both in agricultural and in nonagdcultural emPloy-

ments. \Videspread displacement of labor in rural areas would pose

particutarly difficult problems of absorption in the absence of rural al-

iernative sources of employment. And to the extent that the worker§

displaced possess very limited amounts of human capital, their chances

of ôbtaining urban employment at the legal minimum wage would be

reduced.
Indeed, one is temPted to sp€culate that the favorable evolution

of employment conditions in Costa Rica over the decade studied might

be relàted to the observation that minimum wage administration did not

appear to have created significant distortions in the price of labor, at

Ëast in the nonagricultural sectors of the economy. While the price of
capital does appeàr to have been maintained below its social opportunity

coit, at least ihis soutce of distortion in the relative prices of labor and

caDital was not further magnified by effectively raising wages above their

màrket-determined levels. Unfortunately, I am in no position to render
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an informed judgment on wage-employment relationships in Costa Rica.
The favorable evolution of the labor market there does pose an inter-
esting question about the possible contribution made by ihe restrained
policy followed in the administration of minimum wages over most of
the studied period, however.

I believe that the evidence presented here supports the conclusion
that minimum wages are not likely to prove an eifèctive instrument of
income redistribution in favor of the poorest groups in Costa Rican
society. Since alternative instruments are available to the government
which are also potentially more efficient, I would suggest thaithe burden
of effecting changes in the distdbution of income be shifted to these.23

,, A prime examplc of an instrument with a sigoificant rcdist butive Dorcotial that could
also bc etficienl io discriminariog amoog differcnt degrees of povcrti and addressing irs
bcnelits ody !9 rhose decmed wonhy of- increascs in iDcomc-is the-programa de A-sig_
mciones-Familiares (Program of Family Allowances). The program pro"iâes 

" "ery 
.uË

starrial fund, amounting ro approximately 2 tcrcent of naiio;'d inôme, to be u;d to
rcdress thc distributioo of incomc. Were the ri,hole fund to reach the poorest ouintilc of
the income distribution, rhis could imply an increas€ in average iniomes wittrin rtat
quiotile of frcm 33 to 40 percerr. Wherhcr thc ftrods uill acriallÿ reach rhe Doorc§l
clemeors of rhe society depends on thc nay io which they ar€ di$ridurcd. At the iime of
my visit, the. govcrnme $,as contemplatiog the assignment of thcse funds to fourteen
govcrnment mstttuùons tor twenty.two diffcrcnt classcs of activitics intendcd to Drovide
disbuE€mcnB io kiod and s€rvices to poor communities rather than cash to oooi house-
holds, The one exception was thc provision of old-age pcnsions 1o those wh'o could not
qualify for them urder th€ social s€curity s)§tcrn. I havc nor yet seen an cvaluation of thc
program's redistributional effecrs.
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The Determinants of Minimum Wage
Levels and Coverage in State

Minimum Wage Laws

Iames C. Cox and Ronald L. Oaxaca

Traditionally, the focus of economic inquiry concerning legislated min-
imum wages has been in attempting to estimate the impacts of such
laws. There have been numerous studies which examine the effects of
minimum wages on unemployment, relative employment, and earnings
of various subsets of the labor force, especially youthful workers. There
have also been studies of compliance under minimum wage laws. The
modal response of professional economists, when asked their opinion
of the merits of legal minimum wages, is that they are undesirable on
efficiency grounds. That is to say. most geographical labor markets are
workably competitive so that an effective legal minimum wage would
be expected to lead to resource misallocation. The economic inefficiency
implied by this misallocation means, simply, that the total income gained

by the beneficiaries of the policy is less than the total income lost by
others.

The major concern of the present paper is not the traditional ques-

tions about the effects of legal minimum rÀ,age rates but, ralher, an
attempt to understand why we have them. In other words. why have
many federal oongresses and many stâte legislatures repeatedly voted
for minimum wage legislation? Ignorance on the part of the legislators
is one possible answer. However, we do not find ignorance to be a
compelling explanation. After all, the first state minimum wage law was
passed (by Massachusetts) in 1912 and the first federal minimum wage
legislation was implemented in 1938. There would thus seem to have
been ample time for dispelling ignorance as 10 the effects of legal min-
imum wages. In addition, recent debates in the U.S. Congress on pend-
ing minimum wage legislation show that legislators are aware of such
effects of the pol§ as increased inflation and increased unemployment,
especially of young workers, and more especially of minority teenagers.
rwe think that an answer to the question why we have legal minimum
wages can be found by identifying those groups that gain from the policy

NorE: Thc authors $ish to thank Ted ,amcs for his resêarch assistaocc and Dan Dolk
for computer programming.
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and are also organized to influence legislators to vote for it. In the
following pâges we atrempt such an identification.

We begin with an analysis of the direct and indirect effects of a
legal minimum wage on nominal wage rates and product prices. We
then examine the effects of the policy on equitibrium real wages and
the real rate of return to capital. Next comes a brief introduction to the
political economics of minimum wage legislâtion. We then conclude with
a presentation of our empirical findings. The econometric testing of our
hypothesis is based on cross-section data from 1970 thar relates state
legal minimum wage rates and coverage to a set of hypothesized deler-
minants.

Direct Effects of r Mlnlmum Wrge

Consider the market for low-skilled (or low-wage) labor and assume
that the supply curve for low-skilled labor is upward-sloping and the
demand curve for low-skilled labor is downward-sloping. By the supply
curve being upward-sloping we mean simply that the higher the money
wage rate, the larger will be the quantity supplied, given that other
variables that affect supply do not change. By the demand curve being
downward-sloping we mean that the lower the money wage, the larger
the quantity demanded, given that other variables that affect demand
do not change. Supply and demand curves that have these slopes are
drawn in figure 1. The wage rate that would equate the quantity of low-
skilled labor demanded with the quantiry supplied is labeled w. in figure
l. The market-clearing number of hours of employment is labeled 1..
Now suppose that a legal minimum wage is implemented. tæt the min-
imum wage be xr- in figure l. At the wage rate w-, with demand and
supply curves D and S, the number of hours of employmenr demanded
is rd and the number of hours supplied is /,. Thus there is an unem-
ployment gap of (I, - /r); in addition, there is a disemployment (/" -
/r). Thus, given the supply and demand curves S and D, imposition of
the minimum wage would increase the money wage rate of low-skilted
workers who kept their jobs; however, the decrease in hours of em-
ployment from /" to /, would be manifested in loss of employment for
some low-skilled workers and reduced hours for others.

It is important to bear in mind that an economy is an interdependent
system. Therefore, the preceding analysis of the single labor market
directly affected by the minimum wage is only the beginning of an
analysis of the effects of implementing a legal minimum wage. Consider
another labor market, for example, the market in medium-skilled labor.
There will be some jobs at some firms that could be filled by either low-
skilled or medium-skilled workers. The medium-skilled workers would
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FIGURE 1

PARTAL EQUTLIBRIUM EFFECTS OF A MINIMUM WAGE

Money Wage Rate of Irw-Skilled Workers

t. I,

Houn of Employment of lrw-Skilled Workers

be more productive in these jobs than the low-skilled workes, but an

employer would hâve to pay a higher wage rate to medium-skilled work-
e$ than to low-skilled workers. Therefore, in deciding whether to frll
a job vacancy with a medium-skilled or a low-skilled worker, an em-
ployer would need to compare the effect on the frrm's revenue of the
greater productivity of the medium-skilled worker with the effect on the
firm's cost of the higher wage rate such a worker would have to be paid.
So long as the wage rate of medium-skilled workers exceeded the wage
rate of low-skilled workers, some of these jobs would be frlled by worken
from one category and some would be lilled by workers from the other
category. Only when the wage differential was of such a magnitude that
no employer wanted to replace one type of worker with the other could
the labor markets for low- and medium-skilled workers be in equilib-
rium.

[rt us return now to the effects of a minimum wage on both the
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FIGURE 2
MINIMUM IVAGE EFFECTS oN THE DEMAND FoR

HTGHER-IVAGE LABoR

Money Wage Rate of Medium-Skilled lVorken

l, l,

Hours of Employment of Medium-Skilled r orkers

low-skilled labor market and the medium-skilled labor market. Consider
figures I and 2. Before the legal minimum wage is introduced, rhe
market-clearing wage rate for low-skilled labor is w. and the market-
clearing wage rate for medium-skilled labor is w.. Now suppose that the
minimum wage lÿ, is imposed. As we saw before, given demand and
supply curves D and S in figure 1, the minimum wage lÿâ causes a
decrease in hours of employment for low-skilled workers from /" to Jr.
But the story does not end here, because some of these hours of em-
ployment lost by low-skilled workers will be gained by medium-skilled
workers. At the now higher wage of low-skilled workers, 'r,, some
employers will reach a different conclusion than before, with respect to
some jobs, in comparing wage rates and productivity differences for the
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two typ€s of workers. Thal is, some jobs that would have been made

available to low-skilled workers at the wage rate w. will now be offered
to medium-skilled workers. This would occur at all relevant wage rales
for medium-skilled labor and is introduced in figure 2 by the shift in the
demand curve from D to D'. Afler the minimum wage is imposed,
demand exceeds supply at the wage rate )ÿ. in the medium-skilled labor
market by the amount l* - I.. This puts upward pressure on the wage

rate in this market; it would only clear with demand and supply curves

D' and S if the wage rate ros€ to rÿâ. Bul at the higher wage rate lÿ, in
the medium-skilled labor market the same logic that led us to conclude
that the demand curve for medium-skilled labor will shift when the wage

raie for low-skilled labor increases from w" to w- now leads us to con-
clude that the increase in the medium-skilled wage rate from rÿ. to lÿr
will feed back on the low-skilled labor market and cauæ the demand
curve there to shift.

Let us now consider ligure 3 and ignore the supply curve S'. Figure
3 presents the same supply and demand curves S and D' the wage rates

w" and w^, and the hours of employment /. thar are contained in figure
l, and also the shifted demand curve D'. An outward shift ofthe demand
curve in figure 3 might be caused, among other things, by the feedback

effects of the increas€d wage in the medium-skilled labor market on
demand for low-skilled labor, as we have discussed. Let us once again

recall that an economy is an interdependent system. We have by now
already discussed the direcl effects of the legal minimum wage on the

low-skilled labor market, the effects of the minimum wage on the me-

dium-skilled labor market from direct substitutions by employers of
medium-skilled for low-skilled workers. and the feedback effects of
minimum-wage-induced wage increases in the medium-skilled labor
market on the demand for low-skilled labor. But we are still only at the
beginning of a complete analysis of the effects of implementing a min'
imum wage. Introduction of the minimum wage will affect other factor
markets in addition to the medium-skilled labor market. For example'
a higher wage for unskilled labor will accelerate the rate at which capital
is substituted for low-skilled labor through mechanization and auto'
mation. This accelerated subsritution proces involves an increase in
demand for capital which is analogous to the increas€ in demand for
medium-skilled labor that we explained above. It will increase the price
of capital which will then have a feedback effect on the demand for low'
skilled labor.

rüe could continue this discussion of the effects in other factor
markets of imposition of the minimum wage brought aboul through
direct substitution of one factor for another in production processes.

Instead, let us now turn our attention to product market effects of a
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FIGURE 3
MINTMUM WAGE FtsEDBAcK EFFECTS FRoM oIT{ER MARKETS

Moncy lVage Rate of Low-Skilled Workcrs

Hours of Employment of lrw-Skilbd r orkê$

mi-nimum wage. This part of our discussion will Iocus on minimum wage
effects on product prices and the feedback effects of higher produit
prices on factor markets. The factor price increases caused by imiosition
of the minimum wage are cost increases to the firms that-employ the
factors. These cost increases will lead to increases in the pricés of the
products and the product price incrçases will have feedbaôk effecrs on
the factor markets. The feedback effects on factor markets of the product
price increases resulting from the minimum wage are an important com-
ponent of the adjustment process to which we now turn o;r attention.

Indirrct Elfecis of a Minimum yyaç

Factor supplies generally depend on product prices as well as on factor
prices. This is hardly surprising, since any given nominal factor price
only has meaning for the command over economic goods that the factor
owner obtains from selling the services of the factor when that price is
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related to the prices of the goods purchased by the factor owner. For
example, a $2.50 minimum wage has far different implications for a

minimum wage worker at 1979 consumer Soods prices than it would at

the level of those prices that prevailed in 1967. The product price in'
creases that are part of the inflationary process of adjustment to im-
position of the minimum wage will affect labor supply in two opposing
ways. On the one hand, higher product prices, with any given wage

rate, reduce the âmounts of consumer goods that any number of hours
of employment will provide the income to purchase. This tends to make

leisure more attractive and reduces the supply of labor hours at any

given wage rate. Such a reduction in labor supPly rvould be represented

by a leftward shift of the labor supply curve such as the shift from S to
S' in figure 3. On the other hand, higher product prices reduce the real

incomes of wage earners. Such a reduction leads to decreases in demand

for most goods, including leisure. A reduction in demand for leisure

implies an increase in the supply of labor, such as the shift from S' to
S in figure 3. r hich of these two opposing effects of an increase in
product prices on labor supply predominates in any specilic case cannot
b€ predicted on the basis of theoretical arguments.

The product price effects of a minimum wage are important for
further analysis in that they lead to indirect factor substitutions. To
illustrate their interrelationship, let us consider the simPle example of
two industries, A and B. r e assume that industry A uses low-skilled
labor but does not use medium-skilled labor, and we assume that in-
dustry B uses medium-skilled labor but does not use low-skilled labor.
We assume, as before, an initial equilibrium allocation of factors and

products with associated equilibrium factor and product prices' If a legal
minimum wage is imposed at a level rhat is greater than the previous

equilibrium value of the wage rate for low-skilled labor but less than

the previous equilibrium wage rate for medium-skilled labor, and if
industry A continues to employ only low-skilled labor and industry B
continues to employ only medium-skilled labor. imposition of the min-
imum wage will not cause a direct substitution of medium-skilled workers
for low-skilled workers in either industry.

Imposition of the minimum wage will still affect the demand for
medium-skilled workers, however. The minimum wage increa§es the
cost of producing every quantity of output in industry A. Thus industry
A will now require a higher price than before in order 1o cover the costs

of producing any given quantity of output. So the supply curve for
industry A output is shifted upwards, which increases the market price

of the output ofindustry A. But the higher price for industry A's product
will cause buyers to decrease their purchases of industry A's product
and increase their purchases of the now relatively cheaper product of
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industry B, increasing demand for industry B's product. Bur this increase
in demand leads to increases in both price ànd quantity sold in the
market for rhe product of industry B. The increaseà pricjand quantiry
for industry B's producr implies increases in the deiived demaids for
the factors of production used in industry B. One of these factors is
medium-skilled.labor. Thus, imposition of à minimum wage would cause
an increase in demand for medium-skilled labor, like thàt portrayed in
figure 2, even if employers did not directly substitute meàium-skilled
workers for low-skilled workers, so long ai an increase in the price of
industry A's product caused an increase in demand for induitry B's
product.

Equilibrlum Eflects of a Minlmum l{age

The preceding discussion based on supply and demand curves illustrates
the complicated set of adjustments in interrelated markets that is ini-
tiated by introduction of a wage floor. This approach cannot be used
to_answer all of the questions of interest concerning the equilibrium
effects of a legal minimum wage, however. In order tlo undeËtand this
point, one only has to attempt to answer the following questions using
the supply and demand curve approach:

r Where does the shifting of all of these supply and demand curves
end?

r Is the real wage of low-skilled worken higher or lower in equilib-
rium?

o Are the other real factor prices higher or lower in equilibrium?
o Is there an equilibrium disemployment effect for low-skilled work-

ers?

The last quesüon is of considerable interest in analyzing the effects of
a wage floor. In addition, it makes abundantly cleai thà need to use a
general equilibrium model to begin to understand the effects of a legal
minimum wage. To illustrate this point, suppose that we had ended the
preceding discussion after formulating and àiscussing only frgure I . This
would_constitute a parrial equilibrium model of rhé effêcti of a wage
floor. We would then be tempted to conclude that the equilibrium dis-
employment effect of a wage floor was (t" - lr) in figure l. But, as we
saw above, since an economy consists of many interrelated markets, the
general adjustment proces wilt caus€ the supply and demand curves in
figure I to shift. When they finally stop shifting, we will have attained
an equilibrium. But is there a disemployment eff;ct? One cannot answer
this question with the preceding qualitative supply and demand curve
approach. This point is illustrated in frgure 4. §and D are the supply
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FIGURE 4

zERo EeuILIBRtuM DISEMPLoYMENT EFFEcrs oF A MINIMUM WAGE

Money Wage Rate of lru,-Skilled Workers

Hours of Employment of lrw-§killed Workers

and demand curves for low-skilled labor before introduction of the min-

imum wage, w-. These are the same S and D curves that appear in

Iigure 1.,§ and / are pdssible supply and demand curves after im'
p;sition of the wage floor and the establishment of a new equilibrium

in all markets. In this cas€, the new equilibrium quantity of employment

of low-skilled labor, l-, also happens to be that quantity where S and

D inters€ct. In other words, in this case /- in figure 4 and I" in figure

I are the same quantity and the disemployment effect is zero. A zero

equilibrium disemployment effect of a wage Iloor cannot be ruled out

bÿ the qualitative iuppty and demand cuwe approach. The partial equi-

[Ùrium model consisting solely of figure I only seems to provide an

answer to the question of the disemployment effect of a wage floor by

begging the question.
ln order to gain more insight into the effects of a legal minimum

wage, we have constructed general equilibrium models that include si-
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multaneous determinations of equilibria in factor and product markets. r
\üe identiÿ possible equilibria in these models, both in the abcence and
in ihe p. resence_of a wage floor. r e then compare the equilibria to get
predictions of the effects on all markets of an-effective lâgal minimùm
wage. One useful model includes two production .ecto..,-a household
sector and a monetary s€cior. One of the production s€ctors is unionized
and uses high-skilled labor and capital ajinputs in the production proc-
ess. The other production sector is nonuniônized and uses high_s[i[ed
labor, low-skilled labor, and capital as inputs. In addirion, iire union
s€ctor is assumed to be more high-skilled labor (relative to capital)
intensive than is the nonunion sector. The househoid secror is includeà
simply by assuming that the products of the two production sectors are
"gross substitutes," which means that an increase in the relative price
of the product of one sector caus€s an increase in demand for the product
of the other sector. TTe monetary sector is included by alternaiive as-
sumption§ about the disemployment effect of a given increase in the
mrmmum wage,

This general equilibrium model illustrates how the economic self_
interest of high-skilled workers and capitalists can be involved in a
minimum wage policy. In addition, the two cases that we examine high-
light some trade-offs that are inherent in the policy. One trade_off is
that, betu,een a possible increase in the real wage iate of low-skilled
workers and the equilibrium level of employment of such workers. Given
sorne familiar simplifying assumptions, we find that an increase in the
equilibrium r-eal wage rate of low-skilled workers can only be obtained
at the cost of a decrease in their employment

This minimum wage policy trade-off leads us to examine two cases.
The first case is one where introduction of the legal minimum wage is
accompanied by an accommodating monetary poliiy that stabilizes em_
ployment of low-skilled workers. The seconà iase ls one where intro-
duction of the wage floor does cause disemployment of low-skilled labor
but th€ accomparying monetary poticy stafiiizes real ouput. \üe will
next discuss the implications of the model in each of these cases.

First consider the case where there is a zero disemployment effect
in the.new general equilibrium that is attained after the-legal minimum
wage is introduced. The model tells us that in this case thà equilibrium
real wage rate of low-skilled (minimum wage) workers cannot be in-
creased by the wage floor although their nominal wage rate will, of
cource, be increased. What are the other possible equilibrium effects

rlamcs C. Côx a Ronàld L. Oaxaca, ,,Thc political Eoonomy of Minimum wage
Lrgislation," uopublfuhcd paper, Univcrsity of Arizona, lggo.
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of the minimum wage in this case? One possibility is that the equilibrium

factor allocation does not change and equiproportional inflation is the

only effect. This would imply thal all real factor prices would be invar'
iani. Alternatively, if the equilibrium factor allocation is changed by the

wage floor, then the real wage rates of unionized and nonunionized

high-skitled workers are increased and the real rental rate of capital is

deireased. This means that union labor gains, and owners of capital

lose, from the minimum wage in both absolule and relâtive terms. The

real wage rate of unionized high-skilled labor increases, as do its wages

relativJto the rental rate of capital and its factor share in the value of
output. In the same vein, capitalists lose in both absolute and relative

terms in the Present case of a zero disemployment effect for minimum

wage workers.
Next, consider the case where the real wage of low-skilled workers

is increased and there is a decrease in their employment following in'
troduction of a legal minimum wage. If we assume that the accomPa'

nying monetary policy keeps real output from falling, then the equilib'
rium effects of the minimum wage are as follows. The real rental rate

ofcapital falls and the wage rate of unionized high-skilled labor increases

relative to the rental rate of capital and to the price of the product of
the union sector. Therefore, owners of capital lose in both absolute and

relative terms. Union labor gains in various ways from the minimum
wage. There is an increase in employmeni of union labor, which may

be perceived as a benefit by unions. In addition, the union wage rate

relâtive to the price of capital increases, as does the factor share of
union labor in ihe value of the product of the union sector. The real

wage rate of union labor does not necessarily increase in this case,

however, because it does not necessarily increase relative to the price

of the product of the nonunion sector.

Elctnenls of ihe Political Economlcs of Mlnimum lflage Legislatlon

Up to now we have focused on the effects of a legal minimum wage on

equilibrium allocations of factors and equilibrium real factor prices. ;fhe

pürpose of this discussion was to illustrate the nature of the comPlex

àdlustment process that is initiated by imposition of a wage floor and

to identify some classes of economic agents who§e economic self-interest

is affected by it. We have explained how high-wage workers can gain

from the indirect effects of imposition of a minimum wage and how

capitalists can lose from those effects. Thus we have explained why high-

wage workers might favor minimum wage legislation and why owners

of capital might oppose it. There is an important difference between
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favoring such legislation and effectively promoting it, and there is an
analogous distinction between being opposed to tÈe legislation and ef-
fectively. resisting it, however. We witi irow point out ihe implications
of this distinction.

Obviously, if there is to be a legal minimum wage, it must be
contained in legislation passed by a législature. Therefôre, if higher-
skilled workers areto effectively promote the legislation, they must find
a way. to influence legislators to vote for it. Similarly, owneÉ of capital
must be able to promote votes against the legislatiàn. Effectiveness of
an interest group in influencing legislative voting often depends on that
interest group being organized. The costs of organization are usually
substantial, sometimes so high that it is not in thelnterest of an affecteà
goup tobear the organizational costs in order to more effectively pro-
mote their desired legislation. If an interest group is already organized
to promote its interests in related areas, howèver, then the increïental
costs. of p-romoting the legislation will be relatively low. Thus we would
predict that organized labor unions of higher-si(illed workers would
promote minimum- wage legislation, but that nonuüionized higher_
skilled workers might not find it in their interest to bear organizational
costs just to promote legislation of this type. Analogouslyl capitalisrs
may not find it in their interest to organize just to proÀote votejagainst
minimumvage legislarion, but if thèy are'alreadÿ organized then- they
might well find it in their interest to bear the increme-ntal costs of cam-
paigns against minimum wage legislation.

This discussion leads us to hypothesize that Iabor unions will pro-
mote minimum wage legislation and that organizations of capitalists will
campaign $1i1!t such legislation. Thus we would expecr tliere to be a
higher probability of observing a legal minimum wage where unions are
stronger and capitalists' organizations are weaker. Ànalogously. given
the existence of a legal minimum wage, we would expecl the ievel of
the minimum to be higher, and its covirage of the labôr force broader,
where,unions are stronger and capitalists' organizations are weaker.

The source of unionized labor,s interesi in promoting legal mini-
mum wages that we have identified is the implied increase in rhè derived
demand for union labor which follows from the increased demand for
the products of unionized firms. This same reasoning would lead to the
prediction that unions would also support restrictivi tariffs and other
barrier_s to the importation of goods produced domestically by unionized
firms. 

-It 
is, our impression that uniôns generally ao suppori restrictive

trade legislation which applies to manufactured goodi.' However, we
have not attempted to provide empirical support ior this view.

Finally, we may note that the intere$a of corporation executives
are not necessarily identical to the interests of owners of capital. This
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possible divergence of interests has been studied at length in various

contexts and Je do not claim to have any important new insights on the

question. However, one possible source of divergence may be imporrant

fàr understanding an additional source of supporr for minimum wage

legislation. To thà extent that corPoration executives possess some hu-

màn capital that is specific to particular firms or industries, their interesls

may diverge from ihe interests of capitâlists. For example, minimum
wage legistation that increases the labor costs of nonunionized southern

t"*iile firms would increase the demand for the products of unionized

textile firms in New England. This will in turn increase the derived

demand for the factors of production empioyed by the unionized firms'

including corporation executives that have human capital which is spe-

cific to those-firms. Therefore, we would not be surprised to find New

England textile executives supponing federal minimum waqe.legislation

thai covered southern lexlile workers. More important. this example

suggests a more general problem of identifying organizations that reP
reseot rhe intereits of capitalists. Does, say. the National Association

of Manufacturers mainly represent the interests of capiralists or the

interests of corporation executives? To what extent are the interests of
these lwo groups divergent? \ryhat about the U.S. Chamber of Com-

merce? Does it mainly represent the interests of capitalist-entrePreneurs

or corporation executives?

Charocteristics of Stâtes with snd rvlthout Minlmum lrVaç Laws

In 1970 there were twelve states that did not have minimum wage laws.

Amongthe remaining thirty-eight states there was considerable variation

in coverage provisions and to a lesser extent in the level of the wage

itself.2 Twelvi states explicitly had coverage exclusions designed to min-

imize overlap between federal and state coverage. There were thirty-
frve states where the minimum wage was less than or equal to lhe federal

minimum of$l.60per hour. For these states any overlap between federal

and slate coverage would render the state law inoperative insofar as

workers covered under both federal and state statutes are concerned.

This is because the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) takes precedence

over state law in such instances. Only for the three remaining states that

had minimum wages above the federal level could the state law have

any effect on workers covered under both federal and state law.

The only consistent data available that pertain to state minimum

tTcn states in 1970 had differcntial minimum wage rates in effect For purpoces of the

prcsent study we a§sigtled to ihese §taæs iheil hiShest rc§p€ctive minimum wage ratc§ in

effect at the time.
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wage coverage concern the number of workers covered under state larv
only. 't ith the possible exceprion of the three states with tesistatea
minima exceeding the federal minimum in 1970, the number of iorkers
corered only under state law is a reasonable measure of effective slate
discretion in desired coverage. Accordingly, our state 

"on"r"*" 
r","

variable is defined as the number of workàri covered only by süte law
as. a proponion of the total number of workers not coveied by the
minimum wage provisions of the FLSA.

In.190, thirty-six states had either no minimum wage or minimum
wages below the federal level, and eleven states had m-inimum wages
equal to the federal level. Table I presents the distribution of srate
minimum wages as of 1970. The threeitates with minimum wages above
the federal level were California ($1.65 per hour), New Vork (it.AS per
hour), and Alaska ($2.10 per hour). Arizona anà Kentucky tèchnicàlly
hadstate minimum wages ser by wage orders in the amounts of $0.6ô
per. hour and $0.75 per hour, respectively, in 1970. However, Arizona
had not changed its wage ordei since i954, and Kentucky had not
changed its wage order since 1961.

In the f9r9g9ing discussion we concluded rhat rwo important de_
terminants of the level of the minimum wage and its coverage are prob-

TABLE I
DrsrRrBUTroN oF STATE M|NTMUM WAcEs, 1970

Minimtmt Wage
(dollan per hour) Percen oge of S,ates

0
0.60
0.75
1.00
l.r0
1.25
1.30
1.45
1.50
1.60 (federal minimum)
1.65
r.85
2.t0

NorE: Thos€ states nrith differeotial minimu, nog., *"r" 
"r.ign"d 

thihifi.rtîiiiiG
wag€ applicd undcr starc law.

PuRcÊfll:S. Pcpgr-rmcnt of Labor, Employment Srandards Admio isttîtion, Wases andflourt ol Wotk ol N.or8uperÿisory Employees h A ptivatc Nonfarm lndusuies Èy Cov.
crogc Srol/4i uldct rh4 Fob Labot Standa'd, Ac, (Washington. D.C., lg2), rable 5.
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ably (l) the influence of organized labor and (2) the influence of that

seenànt of the business community which stands to absorb the windfall

prôfit loss from the imposition of or an increase in state minimum wages'

bur empirical proxy fôr the potential influence of organized labor in a

state is ihe proportion of total employment comprising union members

and members of employee associations. Obtaining a good proxy for the

influence of that segment of the business community that has a strong

vested interest in thé level and extent of minimum wages is more diflicult
because of the possible divergence of interests of owners of capital and

some corporatiôn executives that was discussed in the preceding section'

For example, unionized employers would experience little or no direct

effect of làgislated minimum wages that are well below the union scale'

In fact, union employers can benefit from legislated minimum wages to

the extent that thè wages reduce the cost advantage of nonunion direct

competitors, and to the extent that the products of the union firms are

subsiituted by consumers for nonunion products in general whose prices

have risen. 'ihus a variable such as membership in state chambers of
commerce could be an ambiguous measure of the interests of the busi-

ness community on the subjecl of minimum wages' In any event such

membership data are not easy to come by. The proxy we have selected

is proprietàr income as a proponion of total personal income' This

n"iiabie rneasut"t the importance of proprietorship in a state-a busi-

ness constituency that would largely feel adversely affected by minirnum

wage laws.
In table 2 we present the mean values of selected variables for

minimum wage states and non-minimum wage states. The average state

minimum wage coverage among the minimum wage states was ju$ under

half of the employment not covered by the FLSA. A number of obser-

vations can be made in distinguishing minimum wage states from

non-minimum wage states. Minimum wage states are unionized more

heavily than non-minimum wage states-an average of 26.1 percent of
the total emPloyment compared with 20.7 percent for non-minimum
wage states. Proprietary income constitutes a smaller average share of
personal income in minimum u'age §tates (12.4 perceno than in
non-minimum wage states (14.5 percent). The average proportion of
workers covered by the minimum wage provisions of the FLSA was

equal to 60 percent for both minimum wage and non-minimum wage

$àtes. Interestingly, the extent of poverty was noticeably smaller in
minimum wage slates. The average proportion of families below the

1969 poverty level was 10.7 percent for minimum wage states and 15.7

percent for non-minimum wage states. (we will return 1o a discussion

of this association later.) Finally, it is not surprising that proPortionately
fewer minimum wage states are right-to-work states as compared with
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TABLE 2

MEAN VALUES oF SELECTED VARIABLES, 1970

Voriable AA Sraas
Minimum

Wage States
Non-Minimum

Wage Staes

MW
CRATIO
URATIO
PR
FCOV
FP
RTW

1.045
0.'362
0.248
o.t29
0.6ü)
0.119
0.380

1.375
0.476
0.261
0.124
0.600
0.107
0.289

0
0
o.20?
0.145
0.600
0.157
0.667

NorEs: rlrw is the state hou y minimun wage.

_-9ILIlO^,:.lE, r-ll|er of workers coverid by state minimum wage larÿs only, as aproporlion of total employmeot.
UR 4IIO is the oumber of union members plus members of employee associarions as

a proponion of total emDlovmeot.
PR is roral. proprietor inôme as a proportion of total personal income

_ fcoy is the number of workers covcred under the minimum wage Eovisions of the
Fair^Labor Standards Act as a proportion of torat empfoym-ni.-'
. FP is the proponion of familici whos€ incomes aie 6€b$, thc 196g oflicial poveny
levcl.

,-fT.1r:,9lllt ,ariable that rake_s-on the value of I if the state has a right.to_work
Bw, otherw§e it lakes on thc value of 0.
SouRctsr !f.S. Depanment of Labor, Employment Srandards Adûinisrration. Waf.r ond
l!!::! .wr:k ,rf lp*:fenisory ^Enptàyeis 

in ,u e,ivue uiiffi-iàà)tcs'ty co,_
arogc Jtafitt un(kr th. Fab Lobor Stondards A., (Washington, D.C.. 1972).

U.§. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor §tatisti".l pt."rriy oi N'aiional uaions
and-Employcc Associarbnr, Bulletin l?50 (Washingron, ôC.., tnû.-' 

' -'-- '-'
_ U-.S. Departmellt of Commerce. Bureau of the Ce-nsus. 1970 Cctsü oî populolioû, ÿol.lt Charucreristics of th. Population (Wasbiîgton, D.C., 1973).

- U.S. D€parrmenl of Commcrce, Bureau 6f Economic A i;lysis, Locol Area pcrsonal
Income 1970-1975 (Washingron, D.C.. 197?).

".Y:S *grnrill^of .lj9or, Bureau- of Labor Srarisrics, Employmcnt and EamÀgs,
statcs ond Arcas 193 t975, Bullerin 1370-t2 (Washingron, D.i.. i977).

- 
U.S. Dcpanm€nr of t abor,. Employmenr SiandardiAdministra tiant,' Miaimum lltoge

ond Mûximum Hours Standa s uidat the Fat Lûbor Sta\dads Act (Washington, D.C'.,
1972).

non-minimum wage states. In 1970 there were nineteen right-to-work
states. Eleven of these were minimum wage states and conslituted just
und€r 30 percent of the lotal number of minimum wage states. Eight
of the twelve or two-thirds of the non-minimum wage sütes were d€[lt-
tc.work states.

Table 3 presents the actual values of selected variables of inrerest
for the twelve states without minimum wages in 1970. As is evident from
the table, Illinois- is not a typical non-minimum wage state. It is highly
unionized, proprietory income is a relatively small proponion of state
personal income, a very small proportion of families were below the
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TABLE 3

CHanecrenrsrrcs oF STATES wITHour MINIMUM WAGE LAws, 1970

URATIO PR FCOV RTW

Alabama
Florida
lllinois
Iowa
Kansas
l,ouisiana
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
South Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia

0.191
0.143
0.365
0.198
0.168
0.175
0.120
0.353
0.282
0.103
0.214
o.t62

0.lll
0.10!)
0.086
0.258
0.2t0
0.1t4
0.r&5
0.1t6
0.243
0.099
0.113
0.0E4

0.608
0.613
o.652
0.580
0.568
0.598
0.578
0.628
0.500
0.641
0.639
0.609

0.2@
0.t27
0.o77
0.089
0.097
0.215
0.289
0.115
0.t04
0.190
0.182
0.123

I
I
0
I
I
0
I
0
0

NorE: variable definitions arc givcn in notes to table 2.
SouRcE: S€e table 2.

poverty line, and it is not a right-to-work state. The probability that a

state $,irh lllinois's characterislics would have a minimum wâge law is

very high. As it turns out Illinois had a minimum wage law prior to
1970, but it had become officially inoperative. In 1972 a new minimum
wage law took effect in lllinois. The minimum wage was set at $1.40
per hour, and workers covered under the FLSA were excluded. This
is in contrast with Arizona and Kentucky, which had minimum wage
laws still on the books even though their minimums were probably below
the free market clearing wage of the lowest class of unskilled labor.
Thus even though Arizona's and Kentucky's laws probably had no eco-
nomic significance by 1970, the political decision to officially render
them null and void had not been taken. Since our purpose is to examine
the political determinants of minimum wage laws and not estimâte their
economic impacts, we choose not to relegate Arizona and Kentucky to
the list of states without minimum wage laws.

Empirical Results

The preceding theoretical discussion, buttressed by some general ob-
sêrvations on the characteristics of minimum wage and non-minimum
wâge states, suggests several variables of primary interest for empirical
work on the determinants of minimum wage legislation. The primary
endogenous variables that characterize state minimum wage legislation
are the nominal minimum wage and the extent of minimum wage cov-
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erage. For reasons given earlier, the latter is measured as the proportion
of workers not covered by the minimum wage provisions of tne nSe
who are covered by state lau, (CRâ TIO). The primary determinants of
state minimum wage legislation are the importance of organized labor
in the state (URâZO) and the proportion of personal incôme in a state
that accrues to proprietors (PR). These variables are expected to have
positive and negative effects, respectively, on state minimum wages and
coverage.

It is recognized that the effectiveness of state minimum wage laws

{epelds on both the wage rate and the extent of coverâge. It may be
that legislators and their constituents have separable preierences over
the level of the nominal minimum wage and the extent of coverage of
the minimum wage. Alternatively, they may only be concerned with
some measure of the effectiveness of the legislation that can be repre-
sented by a simple index of the wage rate and the extenl of coverage.
Because we cannot decide a priort whether these preferences are sep-
arable, we include both possibilities in the empirical work by using as
dependent variables the (nominal) minimum wage, the coverage rate
(CRATIO), and an index defined as the product of rhe minimuÀ wage
and the coverage rate.

Our study is confined to the determinants of state minimum wage
laws in 1970. As we have already observed, at this time there were
twelve states tvithout minimum wage laws. This presents some compli-
cations for consistent estimation of the parameters of a statistical model
of the minimum-wage-determining process. For those states without
minimum wage laws, the state minimum wage variables (nominal wage,
coverage, and nominal wage times coverage) take on the value zero. It
can be shown that with a concentration ofvalues at the lower limit (zero)
of the dependent variables, the ordinary least squares estimator is in-
consistent.3 The problem of inconsistency in the ordinary least squares
estimator cannot be avoided by restricting the sample to those ôbser-
vations with nonzero dependent variables. In this case the omission of
non-minimum wage states yields a censored sample.a Therefore, in or-
der to obtain consistent estimates of the parameters of the minimum
wage and coverage relationships, the Tobit estimator is used.s

rJames lobin, "Estimarion of Rclationships for Limited Dep€ndcot Variables," Ecoao.
merica 26 (lauraty 195811 U-36.

'James J. Hcckman, "Th€ Common Structure of Statisrical Modcls of Truncarion. Sample
S€lec{ion,and Limitcd Depeod€na Variablcs and a Simple Estimator for Such Modcli,'.
Anwb ol Economic and Sociol Meoswement 5 (Octobèr 1976): 47!92.
sThe algorithm we usê to obtain the Tobit estimator may be fouod in Ray C. Fair. ..A

ll9!c 9I the Computation of rhe Tobit Estimaror," Ecônomcrica 45 (October 1977):
tn3-27.
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The best results are obtained wiih the Tobit model when the con-
stant term is omitted and the basic explanatory variables are specified
as regressors in negative exponential form, thal is, e-', where.r is the
basic variable. Our empirical findings are reported in table 4 for the
case where the nominal minimum wage and the coverage rate are the
dependent variables. Table 5 presents the results for the case where the
dependent variable is the product of the nominal minimum wage and
the coverage rate. The empirical findings are consistent with the pre-
dictions that labor unions have a positive effect and proprietary business
interests have a negative effect on nominal state minimum wages and
state minimum wage coverage. The estimated coefficients are jointly
significant at the 5 percent level. Of course, our interest is not in these
co€fficients per se, but rather in the marginal effects of the explanatory
variables on the (dependent) policy variables. These marginal effects,
evaluated at the meân, are estimated for both a minimum wâge state
and a randomly selected state. The estimated effects for the latter in-
corporate the probability that a state selected at random would be a

minimum wage state.
It is evident from table 4 that the level of the nominal minimum

wage is more responsive to organized labor and proprietary business
interests than is the extent of coverage. The implications of these esti-
mates cân, perhaps, be most easily appreciated when they are presented
in terms of elasticities evaluated at the mean. Thus for a minimum wage
state with the mean extenl of unionism and proprietary personal income
ratio, a l0 percent rise in the extent of unionism would be associated
with an average increase of 3.2 percent in the minimum wage and an
increase in the extent of coverage of nearly 2 percent. On the other
hand, a l0 percent rise in the proportion of state personal income ac-

cruing to proprietors is associated on average with a 2.3 percent reduc-
tion in the minimum wage and a 1.5 percent reduction in coverage. To
take an example, consider a state with a minimum wage of 31.15 per
hour, a coverage rate of 43 percent of the employment not covered by
the FLSA, 26 percent of its employment in unions or emplolyee asso-

ciations, and 12 percent of its personal income accruing to proprietors.6
A state with a 20 percent higher extent of unionism (31.2 percent) and
the same proprietor income ratio would have on average a state mini-
mum wage of $1.22 per hour and a state coverage rate of about 44.6
percent. Or let us consider a state with a 20 percent higher proprietor

'Bccaus€ of th€ statistical cstimation tcchnique employed, thc cstimated mean values of
the minimum $,rgc and the coveiag€ ratc conditiooal on the actual mean values of the
uniooism and proprietary income variables are not in general the same as thc actual
sample meao values of th€ mioimum wage and the 6vclage rate. See Cox and Oaxaca,
"Political Economy. "
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TABLE 4

ToBrr REcREssroN REsuLTs FoR STATE MTNIMUM WAcEs AND
CovERAcE, 1970

Estinored Marginal
Elleas Estimared Elosticities

(aî the mean) (ot the meaa)

Estimated All Minimum All Minimum
Regressors Coefficientt states wage states states wage states

§tate Minimum
lvages

e-uR^t o -2.541 1.775 l.q? 0.445 0.323
(_2.33)

e-PR 3.341 -2.6§ -2.122 -0.343 -0.231
(3.45)

N50
ôt 0.76
ln L -56.58
-2ln À 37.18

x2,. 
o.er 5.»

State Minimum
Wage Coverage

e-uRAl'o -0.62 0.428 03m 0.305 0.197
( _ 1.38)

e-PR 0.950 - 0.693 -0.526 -0.25't -0.153

ln L -24.23
-2ln I 25.U6

xr'1 "'" 5.99

NoTEs: Ratio of €stimatcd coefficients to €stimated standard etrcrs are given in paren-
ahesês.

URATIO is the number of unioo members and memb€rs of cmployee associations a§
a proportion of total employment.

PR is the total propiietor ircome as a proponion of total personal ircome.
ô is the estimatcd standard deviation of the disturbance ]erm.
L is the value of rhe likelihood function.
À is the likclihood raaio under thc null hyporhesis thar all of rhe co€flicicnts are joinily

zpto.

Xr'1 're5 is the criaical value of the chi square variate at the 95olo confidenc! lcvel wiah
t$,o degrees of fr€€dom.

income ratio (14.4 percent) but the same extent of unionization (26
percent); then this state's expected minimum wage would be about §1.10
per hour and its coverage rate would be 41.6 percent of the employment
not covered under the FLSA.

The effective minimum wage index results reported in table 5 are
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TABLE 5

ToBn REcREssroN RESULTS FoR THE INDEX oF EFFEcrlvE STATE
MINTMUM WAGES, 1970

Esrimated Maryinal
Ellects

(a, the mean)
Estimared Elastkities

(at ahe mean)

Regressors
Estimated

Coefficients
All Minimum

states wage states
All Minimum

states wage states

N
ô
lnI,
-2ln À

X2'] 
o'e5

- t.476
( - 2.11)

1.816
(2.e3)
50
0.,r8

-37.83
26.41
5.99

NorEs: Rario of estimated coefficients lo estimatcd smndard errors are given in paren.
thcscs. Thc indcx of effective state minimum uagcs is thc product of the staæ minimum
ryaSe times the state milimum wagç covemgÊ tate (CRATIOI. Variable definitions arc
given in notes to table ,1.

qualitatively the same as those corresponding to the nominal minimum
wage and coverage reported separately in table 4. In fact, the estimated
effective minimum index elasticities are very close in magnitude to those
estimated for the nominal minimum wage. Of course the estimated wag€
rate and coverage elasticities do not sum to those elasticities estimated
for the index since the estimating equation for the index is not obtained
as the product of the separate equations corresponding to the minimum
wage and the coverage rate.

In preliminary experimentation with the data, we tried using as

additional explanatory variables the federal coverage rate and the pro-
portion of families with incomes below the official poverty levels in 1969.
The coverage rate under the FLSA was never a significant factor in
determining the level of state minimum wages and coverage under state
laws. A hint that this might well be the case is found in table 2. where
the average extent of federal coverage is identical for minimum and
non-minimum wage states. One could argue that the federal coverage
rate might have been expected to have a positive effect at least on
coverage under state law. This is because the marginal costs in economic
and political terms would be rather modesl, but the political advantages
to state legislators from the gesture of more coverage of a shrinking
noncovered sector could be attractive.

The extent of poveriy was found to be negatively associated with

0.947 0.706

- 1.313 -0.996

0.462 0.302

-0.333 -0.202
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the level of the minimum wage and the extent of state coverage. Its
intercorelation with the extent of unionism in a state always rendered
the latter insignificant, however. It may be that the extent of poverty
actually affects only the probability that a state will have a minimum
wage law rather than the actual level of the minimum wage and extent
of coverage conditional upon having the law. This possibility will be
explored in further research. For the pres€nt, we speculate that in states
where poverty is relatively high, legislators are less inclined to support
a minimum wage law or perhaps are inclined to support only a modest
effort. lægislators may genuinely fear that the minimum wage will have
deleterious effects on the poor. Or perhaps they would rather not appear
to suppori a law which essentially prohibits the employment of relatively
unproductive workers in a state with large numbers of such workers.

One might argue that the causation runs in both directions because
the level and extent of state minimum wage coverage can influence the
poverty rate. It might appear from the data that high minimum wages
and/or extensive coverage may alleviate poverty because of the negative
association between the two. Considering the relatively modest coverage
under state laws, however, it is difficult to see how the typical state law
could have much effect on poverty. A state with 60 percent coverage
under the FLSA and 50 percent state @verage of thos€ not covered by
the FLSA would cover only 20 percent more of the state's employment.
If the poverty rate were 15 percent and uniformly distributed bet§,een
the FLSA sector and the state-coverage-only sector, the state law would
cover additionally only 20 percent of the poor, or 3 percent of total
employment.

Concluding Remarks

The present paper is concerned with the political economics of minimum
wage legislation. Our primary objective is to explain why minimum wage
laws exist rather than to investigate their economic effects. Some ex-
amination of these economic effects is necessary, however, in order to
identify the economic group,s that receive the benefits and thos€ that
bear the costs of legal minimum wages. Having identilied the gainers
and losers, we hypothesize that the subsets of these two groups that are
organized to pursue their economic interests will have significant (op-
posing) effects on the legislation. Our predictions about the determi-
nants of minimum wage levels and coverage are tested on cross-section
data for states in 1ÿ0.

rüe first use a simple supply and demand curve approach in dis-
cussing the effects of a legal minimum wage on nominal wage rates and
product prices. This yields some insight into the complex adjustment
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process that is initiated by imposition of a minimum wage. In particular,
it allows us to identify some possible beneficiaries of a legal minimum
wage policy other than the supposed ones, who are low-skilled minimum
wage workers. The supply and demand curve analysis suggests that
higher-skilled workers can gain from the policy through its effects on
the derived demand for their services. This can occur through direct
substitution by some employers of higher-skilled workers for low-skilled
workers whose wage rates have been increased by the legal minimum
wage. The possibilities for this typ€ of labor substitution may be quite
limited for many employers, however. Thus we are led to examine the
indirect effects of a minimum wage on the derived demands for the
services of higher-skilled workers and other factors of production.

The indirect effects of a minimum wage policy are transmitted
through product markets. Imposition of a legal minimum wage increases
the costs of all employers of minimum wage workers, and it increases
the relative costs of those firms that are relatively low skilled labor
intensive. This tends to increase the relative price of the product of firms
that are low skilled labor intensive and can cause consumers to substitute
the products of other firms for the products of those that are low skilled
labor intensive. Such product market substitutions can imply an increase
in the derived demands for the services of other factors such as higher-
skilled labor. It is not possible to analyze such indirect effects of a

minimum wage using only supply and demand curves. Thus we were led
to construct some general equilibrium models. Although these models
are too technical to include in the present paper, we do report their
implications.T

lVithin the framework of a multisector general equilibrium model,
we find that minimum wage legislation cannot raiæ, the equ ibrtum real
wage rate of low-wage workers unless it decreases their employment.
Furthermore, we are able to identify other classes of economic agents
whose economic self-interest is affected by a wage floor. Specifically,
we find that high-wage workers can gain and owners of capital can lose
from imposition of a legal minimum wage.

The implications of the general equilibrium model are that orga-
nized labor would find it in its interest to promote minimum wage
legislation to the extent that it reduces competition from the nonunion
sector. Similarly, the largely nonunion, proprietory business community
would be opposed to minimum wages. These propositions are examined
empirically in the context of a study of the determinants of state min-
imum wage legislation as of 1970. Through Tobit estimation techniques,
it is s€en that the extenl of unionization in a state has positive effects

'The general equilibrium models arc discussed in Cox and Oaxaca. "Poliiic.l EÆooomy."
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on: (l) the probability that a state will have a minimum wage law; and
(2) the nominal wage and coverage rate, conditional on the existence
of the law. At the same time, we find thât the larger the proportion of
state personal income accruing to proprietors, the lower the probability
the state )vill have a minimum wage law and, conditional upon having
such a law, the smaller will be the legislated wage and coverage.

An important observation thar should be made concerns the ap-
propriate specilication of the dependent variable in a study of the de-
lerminants of minimum wage legislation. We argue that the appropriate
dependent variable should be the nomizal minimum wage (or minimum
wage index). It should be fairly obvious that the real minimum wage
cannot be controlled by minimum wage legislation. The real minimum
wage can only be constructed by deflating the nominal minimum wage
set by legislation with a price index (or average wage in manufacturing)
that is no, determined by law.8 Even with minimum wage indexing,
there would be practical limits on the frequency with which adjustments
could be made in a nominal minimum wage.e In studies of the economic
effects of a minimum wage, however, the real minimum wage may be
the appropriate choice for inclusion as an explanatory variable.

This is not to say that the general level of prices and wages has no
role in the minimum-wage-determining proces. In a monetary economy
the nominal wage must be set with reference to the given level of prices
or wages. This argues for treating the price level or average wage as an
explanatory variable in the determination of the nominal minimum
wage. If one believes that prices do not vary cross-sectionally, then the
effecl of the price level is subsumed in the estimated parameters of a
cross-section relationship. For example, this is the usual assumption
underlying the estimation of cross-section labor supply functions. Since
general price indexes are not constructed for states, one has to rely on
something like average hourly eamings in manufacturing, which do vary
across states, in order to include a variable that represents the price
level. Our preliminary empirical work using this variable did no, find
it significant.

3 A case cao also be made that the minimum wage coverage rate cannot be s€t by politicians
becaus€ resources are mobilc between lh€ covered and ooncovered s€ctors. Howevet,
depending on the ubiquity of coverage and rhe specific ryp€ of eclnomic acrivity cov€lcd
under the law, th€ inclntives to shift production to avoid the lanr may be $,eak. Consr.
quently, the divergence b€tween the dcsircd coverage tate and the actual coverage tate
may turn out to bc quite small.
e lncreas€s in nominal mioimum uiages lend to s€em irreversible. Thus, ifthe real mioimum
wage were to ris€ abovc some legislated target value, theo the law might not be amended
to lowcr the nominal minimum wage by the appropriatc amouot. Of couis€. in an infla.
tiooary environment this issue nevet has to be cooftonted. Nevertheless. the possiblc
asymmelry bct$,ceo incr€a§€s and deseas€s in the nominal minimum wagc merits funher
rcs€arch.
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Our use of the proprietors' share in income as a measure of the
size of the effective opposition to minimum wage legislation is certainly
not ideal. The most serious shortcoming of this measure is that it do€s
not refer to the size of an organization lhal pursues its economic inter-
ests. This measure of the size of the opposition is therefore not com-
pletely comparable with our measure of the size of the interest group
promoting the legislation, which is the percentage of the labor force
belonging to unions and employee associations. Our lirst choice for a
variable to measure the size of the opposition to minimum wage legis-
lation was membership in state chambers of commerce. but we were nol
able to obtain these data.

Another possible problem with the proprietors' share in income
variable was rais€d at the conference. This variable can be viewed as

§ / Y, where N is the number of proprietors, , is average income per
proprietor, and fis total personal income. Thus our measure does not
distinguish between the number of proprietors and their average size.
r e do not think this is an important problem. One would expect thal
both the number of proprietors and their average income would be
important in determining their ability to affect the political process.

Thus a simple index that includes both variables would appear adequate
to câpture the importance of this interest gouP.

It was also pointed out at the conference that very small firms are
typically excluded from coverage by minimum wage laws, and that pro-
prietorships tend to be small firms. rrVe agree with this observation.
However, it does not follow that this will bias the results in favor of our
hypothesis. The construction of the state minimum wage coverage var-
iable makes the direction of any potential spurious correlation bias in-
determinant. Our dependent variable is incremental state coverage, that
is, the proportion of those workers who are not covered under federal
law but who are covered under state Iaw. In the absence of our hy-
pothesized effect of proprietary business interests on incremental state
coverage, it is not clear that there is any associalion between incremental
state coverage and our proprietary income share variable.

A final point concerns the us€ of current values of the minimum-
wage{etermining variables to explain the values of the minimum wage
and coverage rate in effect in 1970. An alternative approach, suggested
by Ronald Ehrenberg, would be to use the values of the explanatory
variables at the time the state's minimum wage laws were amended to
incorporate those provisions that were effective in 1970. This approach
is consistent with the notion of substantial transaction costs that impede
changes in minimum wage laws so that such changes are made only
when a threshold is reached in response to changed politicaUeconomic
conditions. On the other hand, the approach taken in this paper is
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oonsistent with the absence of transactions costs in âmending the law.
Thus at any time, the observed provisions of the minimum wage laws
are regarded as the ones appropriate to the current politicaueconomic
scene. The alternative approach will be examined in future work.
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Minimum Wages and
Personal Income

Carolyn Shaw Bell

Most of the economic literature on the minimum wage has dealt with
the impact of such legislation on output and employment. But wages

also provide income to the persons earning wages, an aspect which has

not received as much analysis. This paper will briefly explore the re-
lationships between wages and income, and between income and em-
ployment. It presents special tabulations from the May 1978 Current
Population Survey (CPS), showing the implication of these relationships
for workers earning wages at or below the legal minimum, and casting
considerable doubt on the efliciency of a poliry of raising minimum
wages in alleviating poverty.

the Livlng ll,sge rnd the Poverty-Iævel Income

Even before Congress passed the first minimum wage legislation in the
thirties, a floor under wage payments had been advocated in the ar-
gument that every worker should receive "a living wage." This phrase,

like other normative terms âssociated with the legislation, clearly refers
io the ooncept of wages as a kind of income , not as a payment for service
rendered, or for output. Most changes in legislation since the thirties,
whether to extend the number of covered workers or to raise the dollar
level of the minimum, have been strongly supported by similar refer-
ences to income. "An honest day's work deserves an honest day's liv-
ing," or "every workingman should be paid enough to support him and
his family," or "a fair wage is a living wage." Confronted with such
appeals, few have opposed minimum wages by raising the question of
output or amount of service rendered by the worker. '

Early work by the Massachusetts Commission on Labor, the Na-
tional Industrial Conference Board, and a host of charilable organiza-
tions ranging from New York settlement houses to the Chicago Assc
ciated Charities attempted to express the normative abstraction, "a

NoTE: The research tr,as partially fuoded by Wellesley Cdllege. I am grateful to Elcaoor
lroske and l.orraioc Kcatiog fo] technical assistaoce with the data.
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living wage," in concrete terms. Their analysts used actual spending
records of workers and their families or else they produced lists of
necessary or suitable items by consulting nutritionists, family health
personnel, and other experts. In every case, subjective evaluation or
"judgment" was required, either to select an item or quantity for the
approved list or to approve the records kept by particular households
as typical or representative.r

Although they may not have been recognized, these judgments
were in fact normative; similar value judgments lay at the basis of a//
quantitative substitutes for the phrase, '.a living wage," whether meas-
ured in dollars or physical terms.

Today, we speak of poverty rather than a living wage, but all con-
temporary attempts to deline pverty rely on value judgments, like those
used in an earlier period. The Orshansky method, which has been so
generally accepted, apparently obviates such normative judgments by
using actual expenditure data in an ingenious fashion. But it is worih
quoting the originator herself on this point:

Counting the poor is an exercise in the art of the possible. For
deciding who is poor, prayers are more relevani than calcu-
lation because poverty, like beauty, lies in the eye of the be-
holder. Poverty is a value judgement; it is not something one
can display or demonstrate, except by inference and sugges-
tion, even with a measure of error. To say one is poor is tôlse
all soris of value judgements.2

Neither "a living wage" nor a poverty level can be expressed without
normative judgments.3 Nevertheless, without much reference to this
problem, both concepts have been used to justify, first, a minimum wage
and, second, a rise in the minimum vtage amount}

Before exploring the issues raised by this argument, anolher issue

rS€e, amoog othtr sources. John Ryan, / LiÿiIg Wage (New York: Macmillan. 1920);
Jessica Blanche Peixotto. Hol, Wo*en Spend a Liÿing Wqge (Be*eley: University of
California, 1920); Louis Boswonh. "The Living Wage olWomen Worken," A anals (lVay
l9l I ) i Robert Coit Chapn, The Sund.ard ol Liÿing aûoag Wo*ingmen's Families in Neiyork Crr, (Ne$ York: Charities Publication Commirtee; '19t09); the successive Rcs€arch
Reporas of th€ National lndustrial Crnference Board, variously entirled, d€aling with
family budgets aod the cost of living, published ftom 19ll ro the mid-lgos; aÀd the
Maisachusctts Commission on the Cosr of Living, The Cost of Living (Boston: Wrighl
J. Potter, l9l0).

'Mollie Orshansky, "How Poveny Is Measured," Mo\,hly Lobot Reÿier (February 1969):
37.
rSee also U.S. Departmcnt of Health, Education and Welfare, The Measure ol Poÿerty
(Washington, D.C., April 1976), €spccially Technical Papers lI, IIl, X, XII, and XIV.
'Thc us€ of lhe poverty income concept replaced that of the living wage. or the $,age
suffiçi€ot to provide health and decency, once the poverty income cooccpt had become
sufficiently establishcd and its use was wid€sp]ead. For example, a 1977 arricle in the
AFL-CIO American Fed.etqtioliÿ was entirl€d "Minimum Wage-Still Fighting the War
oo Pov€ny" aod a special report from the AFI-CIO on H.R. 37,14 and S. 1871 (undated,
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needs clarificâtion. what relationship exists between the wages paid to
a worker and the income aocruing to that worker or the worker's house-

hold? This question arises not only for the minimum wage but for wages

at any level, paid for any amount of services or output.
The early writers on standards ofliving and decent wages recognized

that, for the great bulk of the population, income equaled wages.s The
other sources of earned income-rents, interest. or profits from the use

of property-were restricted to a very few owners.6 Transfer income
existed only in the private sector, !\,here charitable donations allowed
emergency relief in what was taken to be a purely temporary situation.
Charity rarely provided a continuing flow of income payments. Con-
sequently, since for most people wages equaled income, calculating a
living wage was equivalent to calculating a decent income. Those who
constructed lists of "necessities" knew that different concepts of "de-
cency" existed, but they attempted to designate broad areas of agree-

ment. Thus they created separate "budgets" for workingmen, factory
operatives, univenity faculty, women workers, farmhands, and so on.
For each of these distinguishable groups, not only spending patterns but
the subjective standard of decency varied. probably in unconscious re-
sponse to class bias. Once the budgets were established, it was fairly
safe to say that if paymenls to workers conformed wilh such standards
of a living wage, then â decent income for all could pretty well be

assured.
ln today's economy, those who equate wages and income explicitly

in this fashion or implicitly in any way deliberately ignore critical facts

about the labor force, the distribution of income, and the way people
live.

It is still true that mosl people receive most of their income from
wages. However, property ownership is far more widespread than for-
merly, and lransfer payments constitute a major part of the total income
stream. As a result, the identity of wages and income holds true for only
a minority.

In 1977, for example, only 6 million individuals and 14 million

but cirqrlated in 1977) stared "what should th€ minimum wage be? lt should bc high
enough so a *,orker who works,lO hours a week. year round. {,ill earn enough to keep
his or her family out of poverty."
r See. in additioo to sources quoted in footnole I above. Frank Strcigh 1011. The Dittribution
oî Incom.s in the Unit d Stotes (Neÿ York: Columbia University. l9l2). For examplc:
"Thc numbcr of families deriving any considerable income from lhe direct ownership of
tangible ÿealth is exceedingly small" (p. 145).
6Farme$. whos€ income combioed wages and prope y incomc. b€came a minority of
rhe employcd populalion ea y in the nineleenth ccntury. Farm wortet, were outnumb€ted
by oonfarm workels in 1880. In l9û), of a lolal civilian labor force of 29 million.6 million
w€re classified as farmers and farm managers. The numb€r of working farm opna6 would
of coursê bc coosid€rably smaller. [U.S. Bureau of thc CeÉÿs. Histotical Statittics oî the
llniad Srolr.t, Series D 182-232 (Washiogtoo, D.C., 1976). p. 139.1
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families depended solely on earnings from employment for their total
incomes. They rep-rese-nt only about one-quarrer oi all income recipient
units. (Note that lor familie§, total depe;dence on labor income does
not necessarily mean that total income consists of oze worker's wages.)

These people do not lie at the low end of the income distribuiion:
thos€ reporting only earnings as a source of income occur in roughly
the same proportion at every level of income. For individuals, both
mean and median incomes of those receiving nothing but employment
earnings exceed those of all individuals. Families whÀe incomi derives
solely from earnings show a slightly lower mean and median income
than those $,ith other sources of income.T As for other sources of income,
54 percent of families and 43 percent of unrelated individuals report
property incom€-,. excluding interest. Transfer payments, including both
private and public and both means-tested anà non-means-test"à pro-
grams, aocrue to 46 percent of families and 5l percent of unrelàted
individuals. These data and others from the Current population Survey

{eserye f1 more detailed analysis than they ever received. Ir is hopeà
that data from the new Survey of Income anà program participation will
receive more attention.

That income other than earnings is so broadly distributed in today's
economy vitiates the effectiveness of any policy attempting to change
incorne levels by changing the level of wages. Just as we canàot equalize
the distribution.of income by defining mâximum allowable earnings, so
we cânnot alleviate poverty by setting a minimum for wages. peo$te do
not live on labor income any more.s

. .In analyzing the relationship between wages and income, changes
in the sources of payment available require le;s attention than changes
in the number of earners and the composition of the income unit.

The 
-accepted 

mode of analyzing income distribution considers fig-
arcs îor family income, and the number of earners per family has been

7 U.S..Bureau_of rhe Celf§,w, Mod,hly lncome in 1977 of Fa,ztilia ond pe$o,/, iû the
Urr:rrdsrcr6, Curient Popularion Reports, S€ricsp-60, No. lfg(Marct lg?g,),W.12+27.
I This problem has beeodiscuss€d al length by objectors ro the qtnenr m€asur€ ;f poveny.
In fact, b€fore dctÊminirg what types oi iocome ahould be considcred in sctting a 

.lpoveny
levcl" th€ questioo of incomc cooccpts should be faced squarcly. presum-abhi. if nà
acccptcd measure of that incomc exists (especially for grouis of icople or over timc).
oth€r d€finitions of incomc musr bc acce4êd. Toihe eiteoi that 'for iome oersons in a
giver group, real (nonmonetary) income sïbstirutes for lhc moneÿ incomJ u.[a Uv-otrre,s
in thc group, it is cl€arly improper to measurc only moncy incomc for all ocrsolis in the
group. Uofonun.tely, this leads directly to controversies ôver how to evaiuate the non_
monetary incomc, especially whcn it is availablc to some but oot allpersons, aod especially
wàcn one confronts th€ question of dislinguishing between income sources availa'blc anà
!n@nr€ rcceiv€d. In this papû I merely draw attention to the reduccd role played by
moncy r-caar in any pcrson's to]al money income, and by extension its reducld iok ià
total r€al income.
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steadily rising. Obviously this prevents a link between wages and income
unless data exist to sort workers and their wages into the appropriate

family units and family income classes. The steady Srowth of multi-
earner families has never been illuminated with such data.

As early as 1951 the Bureau of the Census observed that:

the number of families having more than one earner has in-
creased substantially since the late thirties. It is very likely
because of the greater employment oPPortunities which exist
today, many families who were formerly at low income levels
werC able to improve greatly their economic status as a resuh
of the employment of other family members in addition to the
head. Thii fact may be an important part of the explanation
of the diminution of inequality in the distribution of income
in the United States today.e

In 1950, 39 percent of all families contained more than one worker; in
1978,53 percent of atl families received earnings from more than one

person. Since the percenlage of families lacking any earned income has

also risen, multieamer families should be counted not as a fraction of
a/l families, but as a proportion of those with earnings. The increase is

more dramatic: 42 percent of all families with earnings in 1950 contained

two or more paid workers, but in 1978 almost two+hirds, or 61 percent,

of these families received income from two or more wage earners. In
fact, most workers live with other workers and share their earnings with
other wage earners. It follows that a steady decline has occurred in the

number of families dependent for their total income on the wages of
one worker.

A separate phenomenon, of equal significance, consists of the

steady decrease in the number ol people in such worker-dependent

families. Three different changes explain the decrease in size of family:
more older people live in separate households from their children, more
young people live separatety from their parents, and more adults live
apart because of divorce or separation. The impact of these changes has

been obscured by the decline in the birth rate since 1950, but average

household size declined from 3.3 persons in 1960 to 2.81 in 1978. All
these æparate househotds. of course, receive separate incomes, and

very few, if any, exist solely on private transfers from a single wage

earner. Again, the relationship between wages and income has become

less clear.
Using wage policy to influence income levels, therefore, requires

confronting extremely difficult situational barriers. These consist of

e Bureau of the Census, Current Population Repolt§, Series P-60. No. 9 (washi[gron'
D.c., 1952), p. 6.
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widespread availability of nonwage income, a preponderance of multi-
earner families in the total population, and even where only one family
member is employed, a small number of people supported by the wages
of that worker.

- _Curiously the ârgument still persists that minimum wages protect
families against poverty and that raising the minimum wage Èvei would
alleviate poverty. A recent example of this argument staies:

For miilions of Americans the rewards from work are too mea-
ger to eradicate poverty. Welfare, training, and other remedial
government programs do little for the working poor. To date,
the minimum wage has been the most direct anà èomprehensive
policy tool designed to help improve rheir lor . . . A maior
goal of minimum wage legislation has been to provide a basic
level of income or a minimum standard of livi-ng for working
Americans. For a 25-percent increase in the mi;imum wage,
the income gains appear to be larger than the social costs.io

l hy I ork for the Minimum Wage? What facts exist about how wages
earned by real people relate to the income of those people? For some
years the Cænsus Bureau has collected data that would a ow some
answers to be given. Because of a variety of statistical cautions, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics has nor published any findings dealing with
minimum wage workers. Tapes of the data have been available io the
public; this article analyzes one survey, that for May 1978. Before turn-
ing to the data, however, we should review some basic concepts.

For any individual, the supply of Iabor is some kind of function of
the wages of labor. To define the precise nature of the function requires
knowledge of (or assumptions about) rhe individual worker's maiginal
rate of substitution between the real income provided by wages (what
the wages will buy, including rights to future income) and rhe real income
provided by "leisure" or not working. It will be argued that this ratio
itself is a function of the other sources of income available to the worker
or potential worker and that it is not possible to define, a priori, the
shape of this function. Furthermore, the supply of labor is also some
kind.of function of nonmonetary returns to labor; workers compare the
real income or satisfaction provided by working, per se, aside from the
money wages earned, to that provided by whatever activity occurs during
"leisure."

__ -For 
example, if people have property income with which to purchase

all the goods and services which will satisfy their self-defined needs or
luxuries, they may supply labor in response to nonmonetary returns. In
nfsar L€vitan and Richard S. Belous. More than Subsistence (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1979). pp. vii. 109. 16l.
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such cas€s viewing labor supply as a function of wages will be misleading.
Nor is it sufficient to state that labor supply is a function of real wages,
because this allows for no distinction between two different rypes of real
wages provided by employment. One consists of the consumplion level
assured by the receipt of money wages, which will vary with prices and
can be identical across many types of occupations. The other consists
of the rewards to the individual (satisfaction, utiliry) assured by rhe
activity involved in the work, which does not vary with prices and will
not necessarily be identical across occupations.

To understand fully the supply of labor, therefore, requires spec-
ifying the income available to workers besides wages. The data already
quoted about multiearner families and alternative sources of income
suggest that the majority of earners do not equate wages received with
total income available. Table I lists the possible sources of income (or
disposable funds) available to people, including all persons legally en-
titled to seek or hold employment. rlÿith these money sources, people
can purchase goods and services to obtain a given consumption level or
amount of real income.

The table indicates that to determine the impact of any wages on
the money or real income of any worker depends on the details of

TABLE I
Souncps oF FuxDs PRovrDING REAL INcoME (CoNsuMprroN)

Earnings from employment
Property eamings

Business profits
Rent
lnterest
Dividends

Transfer income, public
Social security benefits
Pensions
Unemployment b€nefits
Means-tested transfers

Supplemental Security Income
Aid to Families with Dependent Children
Other

Transfer income, private
Gifts and allowances
Alimony and child support

Other (including criminal and illegal income:
larceny and theft. blackmail, ransom. etc.)

Dissaving
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TABLE 2

SouRcEs oF Acrrvrry PRovrDrNG REAL INcoME rN DrREcr
. SATrsFAcTroN

Employment
Paid
Nonpaid

Personal (at-home production)
Social ("volunteer work")

Human capital investment
In sclf

Formal education
Other education and training
Health care, therapy, exercise

In others
Maintaining health or providing therapy
Care of children
Rehabilitating disabled

Recreation, legal
Illegal recr€ation and crime

Stealing, kidnaping, extortion
Violence against people
Violence against property

souroes and uses of funds by that worker. Such detail, by income recip-
ient, would throw more light on the total distribution of income and

incidence of poverty in this country than much of the analysis of existing
data can provide. To be completely accurate the table must be enlarged
to show nonmonetary rec€ipts as well as money sources. The work done
at the Michigan Institute for Social Research provides the best discussion

of these issues to date.rt
To understand fully the supply of labor also requires specifying the .

activities available to people besides working. Table 2 lisls such possible

uses of time. Depending on the alternatives available from the list, the
individual may choose to spend time employed in a paid job or in some
other activity. The real income from such time use has been labeled
"direct satisfaction" on the table to distinguish it from the indirect sat-
isfaction obtained by earning money wages with which to purchase con-
sumer goods, whose use will yield satisfaction, on table 1. Nonmonetary

"James N. Morgan, ManiD David, Wilbur Cohco, and Harvey Brazrr, Income and
Wcffore in the UniQd Stotes, (New York: Mccrarv-Hill, 1962); Naocy Baervaldl and
James Morgao,'lrends in Intra-family Transfers," in [.€wis Mandell et al., cds.. §arÿ€y
of Cottsunæn 197l-1922 (Ann Arbor: Institute for Social Research, 1973); and Jam€§ N.
Morgan, "Intra-family Transfers Revisit€d," iî Fiÿe Thousand Ameàcad Fomilies, ÿol.
6 (Ann Arbor: lnstitute for Social Re§€arch, 1978).
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rewards from work, the first item listed, have, of course, a long and
respected hislory in economic theory, but the table poses these as the
opportunity cost of some other nonmonetary rewards, from other forms
of activity.

The two tables describe two separate determinants of the supply
of labor. The quantity of labor offered by any individual varies in re-
sponse to the desire 10 earn money wages in order to attain some level
of real income or consumption, and also according to the satisfaction
or utility yielded by the acriviry involved. If the individual lacks other
sources of funds, the desire to earn money wages becomes paramount:
it is a need, since without obtaining real income or consumption the
individual cannot survive and cannot perform work. But where other
sources of income exist, the opponunily cost of the individual's time
determines the quantity of labor offered. The potential sources of real
income, the potential activities available, and the utility to be produced
by both can be estimated only by the individual concerned.

For any individual, the two tables may contain related items beyond
the obvious paid employment (table 2) leading to earnings from em-
ployment (table l). At-home production may yield private transfer in-
come, investment in oneself by health care or exercise may yield higher
pension benefits, caring for children may provide both direct satisfaction
and also the means-tested public transfer income ofthe Aid to Families
with Dependent Children program. But the tables also suggest a sig-
nilicant relationship between eamings and income for any individual:
Do earnings provide income solely to the individual eamer? Or to a
larger family or household group of which he is a part? Or to both, as

is frequently the case with private transfers? Thus, an individual whose
pimary sovce of funds consists of paid earnings (table 1) may share
some of these with others via private transferc to nonpaid workers (table
2). The workers within a household will also share eamings via the
public transfer system: for example, Iinancing social security benelits
(table l) for those who care for the disabled (table 2). And any or all
of the individuals may also receive income direcdy (table 1) as the result,
say, of business profits or unemployment benefits. Consequently, the
link between money earnings and real income for any individual must
be extremely fragile.

It is against this conceptual background that the analysis of data
for wages and earnings proceeds. It is hypothesized that some workers
at or below the minimum wage level have been freed from the need to
eam money wages because they. have access to other sources of funds:
the earnings from their minimum wage job are secondary earnings.

This term has nothing to do with the meaningless term "secondary
worker." A worker, as an individual, is a primary unit of labor supply
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and â primary unit among income recipients. Secondary eamings, on
the other hand, can be identilied by the worker as those earnings from
an occupation or activity which ,rra, lÿorÈer does not regard as primary.
Thus, to a retired worker pension income may be primary because he
works at a low-wage part-time job to "keep busy," or pension income
may be secondary income to a person totally occupied as a highly paid
consultant.

It is hypothesized âlso that some workers at or below the minimum
wage level receive real income in terms of direct satisfaction (table 2)
which exceeds that available from other activities or from other uses of
the time spent on the job. Of course , no data have been collected with
these hypotheses in mind, nor can they be adequately tested by the data
presented in the following pages, but they form the framework of analy-
sis.

The poverty question can be posed with the following hypotheses.
To the extent that minimum wages represent secondary earnings to the
worker, they cannot be responsible for poverty: It is total income, not
earnings or any one souroe of income, that is measured against the
poverty-level standard. To the extent that workers choose employment
and the wages paid by considering the direct satisfaction involved, they
must either receive income above the poverty level or choose to exist
below the poverty level.. The data can be analyzed for their evidence
about these hypotheses.

Tbe Data ond Thelr Prellmlnory Analysis

The Current Population Survey conducted by the Bureau of the Census
each month is designed to provide information about the labor force
and its employment and unemployment; at various intervals other in-
formation is picked up by a supplementary schedule added to the basic
survey.r2 The May supplement collects details of wages, hours worked,
and weekly earnings for those employed; and details of employment
history, job preference, and job search for those not working. This paper
presents special tabulations of the survey designed to shed Iight on those
employed persons reporting hourly wages at or below the legal minÈ
mum. Aside from the usual cautions of interpreting sâmple data, some
particular warnings must be given.

First, the survey unit consists of a household; information is ob-
tained about every member of that household over fourteen years old.
The person who provides information may or may not be the person

f, U.S. Bureau of the C€osus, The Cunent Population Suney: Design o6d Methodology,
Technical Pap€r,() (Washingtoo, D.C., January 198).
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for whom data are collected: thus, the wage rates, hours worked, and
weekly earnings reported may differ from those actually existing, be-
cause of ignorance . Second , if the person answering questions does know
the facts, they may not be accurately reported; response rates to inquiries
about earnings (or any form of income) are lower than to inquiries about
other information. t3

In an attempt to gauge the us€fulness of earnings data, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics conducted a special survey in January 1977 mâtching
the earnings reported for particular workers with the earnings for those
workers reported by their employers. Although the difference in the
calculated median was relatively small, about 3 percent, it is not safe

to assume that the error for all earnings data is equally small. The bureau
notes that

There were. . .relatively larger differences between the two
sets of data in terms of the proportions of workers in specific
earnings intervals, particularly at the lowest end of the earnings
distribution. Also, the differences between the two sets of data
were greater where the household information was obtained
from proxy respondents than where it was obtained from the
workers. ra

It also notes that nonresponse to the questions about hourly earnings
occurs less frequently than to questions about weekly eamings. For the
analysis presented here, nonrespondents were excluded, and the other
warnings about reliability apply only insofar as the number of people
reporting wages at or below the minimum wage level may be either
overstated or understated. But no attempt will be made to quantify such
wage earners; the analysis consisls only of comparing sub,sets pirrrrn the
sample of low-wage earners and of identifying various characteristics of
the group. The findings are so strong, and so mutually consistent, that
even if data were available on the actual group of people receiving wages

at or below the minimum they would be unlikely to overturn the con-
clusions reached.

The month during which the data were collected, May 1978, set a
new record for the U.S. employment situation, with the highest labor
force participation rate ever calculated. On a seasonally adjusted basis,

over 100 million people were in the labor force. Other data for that
month appear in table 3. The table presents statistics reported by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics from the same sample data that were used

for the special tabulations in this paper.

'! U.S. Deparrmeot of Labor. Bureau of Labor Stalistic§, Weeklÿ ond Houtlÿ Eo'nin,,s
Dan from the Cunent Populotio,r Suwey, Special Labor Force Report 195. 1977.

r. Janice N. Hedges and E. F. Mcllor. "weekly and Hou y Earniogs of U.S. work€rs,
1967-78," Monhÿ Lobor Àeÿi€p 102 (Augusl 1979):41.
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TABLE 3

EMPLoYMENT SrruAroN, MAy 1978

Number of Workers (in thousandt)

Total
§€asonally
adiusted Males

Total noninstitutional population
Armed forces
Civilian labor force

Participâtion rate (p€rcent)
Persons at work, nonagricultural

industries
Full-time
Part-time for economic reasons
Voluntary part-time

Unemployed (looking for full-time work)
Unemployed (looking for part-time work)

\\rhitc males
White females
Blacl males
Black females

tû,713 n,W 83,714
2,113 I ,9ÿ2 121

tm,26t 58,44? 41,814
63.2 78.5 50.1

90,8n 52,808 38,069
76,000 49,0t4 26,9t36
3,212 1,,185 1,727
14,638 4,812 9,92?
4,41t 2,330 2,081
r,M1 367 680

Nwrbu of
lTorkers Receiviag

Hourly Wages
(in thouEands)

2t,175
t6,765
2,76
2,zTt

SourcE: U.S. Dcpartment of lâbor, Bureaÿ ot l.at!,i Slatisai{x, Employ,n4ût ond Eo .
irgs Ovashiogton, D.C., Juûe 1978), rables A-1, A-8; atrd Jan ;c N. Hedgcs and Earl
F. Mcllor, "Weekly and Hourly Earnings of U.S. Workers, 1967-78," Mo\tttl! t obot
Ârÿia, 1û2 (August 1979): 8.

Those workers in the sample for whom hourly wages were reported
were selected for analysis. First, three group§ were identified: tho§e
receiving $2.30 or less, those with hourly wages between $2.30 and
S2.65, and those receiving over $2.65 hourly. In 1977 the legal minimum
wage was $2.30; it rose to $2.65 in 1978. The general characteristics of
these workers were tabulated, and detailed analysis of the low-wage
workers (those receiving hourly $,ages at or below $2.65) followed.

Potertitl Income §orrces and Acaivities of Vÿage Earners

The first special tabulation of the data (table 4) suggested rhat workerc
at or below the $2.65 minimum are likely to share several characteristics.
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TABLE 4

HouRLy \[oRKERs, By AMouNr oF EARNINGS AND SELECTED

CHARACTERT$rcs
(pcrcentage distribution)

Betvteen
Under §2.30 and Over

Totol $2.30 $2.65 û2.65

Employment status
Full-time
Part-time for economic reasons

Part-time for noneconomic reasons

Race and sex
White male
Other male
White female
Other femalê

Family status
Household heads, male
Household heads, female
r ives of head
Relatives of head, male
Relativcs of head, female
Single males
Single femal€s

Age
14 rhrough l7
18 rhrouSh 21

22 thtol,,dt U
25 through 44
45 through 59
60 through 64
65 rhrough 69
fl) and over

Marital status, activity:
Young workers under 21

School, single
School, married, widowed,

divorced
Other, single
Other, married, widowed,

divorced
Total (all hourly workers)

1m
100

lm

100

100

100

lm

100

100

100

1m
r00
1m
100

100

100

1m
r00
lq)
1m
1m
100

1.8
9.1

t7.6

3

3

10

7

.8
6.7
4.5
8.4

21.8
1.5
7.6

988
t2 85

19 7l
22 7t

7.8 90.4
n.5 63.5
31.2 51.2

2.8 96.4
17.0 76.3
15.4 80.1
n .5 64.t
31.7 6.5
6.7 91.7
l5.l n3

324225
62371
3 ll 86
3889
3989
41285

l0»68
r73944

100 22 43 35

100 25 29 4
læ62569
100 4 t6 81

100 6 t4 80

SouRcE: Curent Populatioo Survcy, May 1978 tabulations.
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Only a tiny fraction of household heads of either sex fell into the group,
and the percentages of those between ages twenty-five and sixty were
small. Low-wage employment was more common for females than for
males, but there was no significant racial difference. Significantly, a high
proportion of pan-time workers appeared in the low-wage group, com-
pared with only one in ten full-time workers receiving less rhan $2.65.
Among young workers, those who combined a job with school rended
to work at or below the minimum rather than above. The second tab-
ulation (table 5) refers ro all workers receiving $2.65 or less and clarifies
the characteristics noted.

Both tables provide supporting evidence for the two hypotheses
concerning income sources and activity opportunities. The multiearner
family appears common: almost four out of five low-wage workers live
in families with at least one other relative. Consumption levels for these
low-paid workers could be maintained by the other family members'
income. The existence of other sources of income is also strongly sug-
gested by the data on usual weekly eamings: 30 percent received less
than forry dollars and another 30 percent between forty dollars and
eigùty dollars weekly. On the other hand, that alternatives to employ-
ment may prove attractive seems likely from the data on part-time work:
57 percent of all low-wage workers do not work full time.

Since most persons working at or below the minimum wage appear
to be young, does their employment tend to support either or both of
the hypotheses?

When age is combined with household relationship, most young
workers appear to be teenagers living al home. About 89 percent of all
the low-wage "relatives," that is, workers who lived with their families
but were not family heads, were younger than twenty-one years. Young
people predominated at uery low wages; one out of three between four-
teen and eighteen years of age was reported to be earning $2.30 or less,
and 60 percent of the workers in this lowest-paid group were relatives
of the head, living in a family. Figures on full-time or voluntary part-
time status by age round out the picture: three out of four low-wage
workers under twenty-one were employed part-time for noneconomic
reasons,

The last section of table 5 combines data on age with information
on the marital status and activity of those under twenty-one. The survey
question reads, "lvhat was this person doing most of LAST WEEK-
Working, Keeping House, Going ro School, or something else?', Tables
4 and 5 use lwo activity categories: school and ,.other.', Among all
young workers at low wages, 9l percent were single and the number
reported with keeping house as the major activity was insignificant. A
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TABLE 5

HounLv lrVeoe woRKERs REcElvINc $2.65 or LEss. BY SELEcTED
CHARAcrERlsrlcs

Percentage

Labor force status
Ernployed full time
Pâft -time, economic reasons
Part-time, noneconomic reasons

Race and sex
white males
Other males
White females
Other females

Household relationship
Household heads, male
Household heads. female
lüives of head
Relativ€s of head, male
Relatives of head, femal€
Single males
Single females

Age
14 through l7
18 rhrough 21

22 ttuorgl24
25 through ,14

45 rhrough 59
60 through 64
65 throu8h 69
70 and over

Marital status, age, activity
lüorkers 16 to 21

School, single
School, manied, widowed, divorced
Other, single
Other, married, widowed, divorced

Not 16 to 2l
Usual weekly earnings

Under $,10

$40 through 379

s80 rhrouSh $99
$100 through $124
$125 and over

100

34.5
8.7

56.8
100

28.0
4.5

59.1

8.4
100

5.9
6.3

24.1
23.4
29.5
2.2
5.3

100

30.7
22.2
1.2

21.5
13.8
3.2
2.t
2.3

lm
44.5
24.3
16.4
3.5
0.3

55.5
100

30.4
30.6
ll.8
2t.t
6.1

SouRcE: Current Population Survey. May 1978 tabulaaions.
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different tabulation of aü hourly workers at any wage level found one
out of five to be under twenty-one; 35 percent of thèm were in school.

Most young people who work while attending school full time must
yo$ ry1t time,.and their opportunities for emplôyment are limired by
their daily schedules. Their availability for worl ai hourly wages abovè
$2-65 is also constricted.r5 (The further argument that their o-n+he-job
skills may be less than workers who have left school to join the labor
force need not be dealt with; it may be noted but not analyzed that
among the hourly workers under twenty{ne nol in school, 4? percent
reported earnings above $2.65).

.Where- school exists as a significant altemative use of time for po-
tential workers, two effects follow, The combination of part-time em-
ployment with full- or part-time attendance at school produces low
weekly earnings. Of those reporting usual weekly earnings below sixty
dollars, young people in school accounted for almost haif. Customary
earnings below forty dollars weekly were prevalent among younger teen-
agers; one out of four workers between the ages of fourteen and sev-
enteen reported such amounts. Presumably their part-time work con-
sisted not only of "regular" jobs after school in retailing or service
enterprises, but also of "odd jobs" or..casual work," whicÀ frequently
represent both services for and payment by parents or family friends.

, Second, the opportunity cost calculation of the young person will
reflect the differing benefits of time use in school and timi use on the
job. Presumably the voluntary part-time worker in school finds the
opportunity cost of more time at work to be higher than that of an
equivalent amount of time elsewhere. The need for time-use data ap-
pears crucial: most students use the word .,work', to refer to their school-
ing, and the hours of "schoolwork" may exceed those attending school.r6

The suggested relationship between school and emploÿment for
people under twenty-one also appears in data on job search. Àmong all
persons looking for work (tabulated from the total civilian labor force),
males number 40 percent of those searching for part-time employment.

Bscerhe fo[owiog Spccial Labor Force Rcpoits: No. l5g, young Worleô in School ond
9!r; No 170, Employrnr of School-Agè youh; No. l&, sialenr, Graduates, and
?o.pous il thc Labot Mark t; and No. i9l, Studedr, Gruàues, ond Dropouts in the
labo, Ma*a.
16 Employmcnt decisions for many people, not mcrcly low-wage workers, deDend on
similar calculations. Labor market anal§s urgently neeâs data oi oeoole's total iime use
(at lcast by maior activities) for rhc polenrial as well as the actuàl übor forcc. Cf. the
aulhoCs testimony before the National Commission on Employment and Unemploymenr
Stalistics, Neÿ Y.ork M1y ]3, 1978i Harold Warrs and F;liciry Skidmore, ,.Tie impti-
cations of Changing Family Panerns aod Bchavior for Labor Fôrce and Hardshio Meàs.
urcment," National Commission on EmDloyment and Unemployment Statistics, tlchnical
pap€r, June 1978.
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Almost 80 percent of these males are less than twenty-one years old.
Of the females looking for part-time work, only 62 percent were under
twenty-one. Housekeeping provides another alternative to paid em-
ployment, more likely for adults than for young women.

Since the opportunity cost calculation leading to a decision to work
part time at low wages requires some other source of income, the data
reinforce both hypotheses. Most low-wage workers are "relatives of
head" living in families; table I lists the Potential sources of income to
the teenager working part time at low wages. For this largest group of
workers at or below the minimum wage, it is doubtful that the quantity
of labor supplied is a simple function of money wages. Certainly the link
between employment and income is fragile.

Data from the same categories-relationship, age, weekly earnings,
full-time./part-time status-may similarly indicate time-use alternatives
and potential income sources for other workers. The identification of
employment altematives cannot be as clear for adults as for young

people. From table 4 we may hypothesize nonpaid work, investment in
human capital, and recreation and leisure as potential activities.

The last two categories are correlated to some extent with age. The
number of all male workers reporting part-time employment drops off
sharply after the age of twenty-four; lhe number between twenty-five
and fifty-nine amounts to only one+hird of the number of younger

workers. But at age sixty, and more significantly at §ixty'two and sixty-
four, both employment rates and the number of Part-time workers or
persons seeking part-time work increase. Many of these, and many older
female workers, hold jobs at or below minimum wage levels: 32 percent

of those between sixty-live and seventy years old.
With the rise in labor force participation among older people,

congressional action voiding compulsory retirement at age sixty-five was

to be expected: higher levels of health and vigor among older workers
will presumably lead to an increased demand for paid work as a means

of remaining active. The expanding lield of industrial gerontology has

produced research lindings showing that performance does not correlate
perfectly with age and that work-related abilities may be even less pre-
dictable from chronological age alone. The growth of occupations in the
technical field, requiring less physical strength or stamina than other
types of work, also supports the contention that older people can pro-
duce for more years than was previously thought to be the case. Finally,
recognition is growing that enfqrced idleness, whether from unemploy-
ment or enforced retiremenl, carries significant private and social costs
of mental and physical deterioration and severe psychological loss.

Because social security retirement benefits become available after
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age sixty-two, the growth of part-time work among older people can
also be seen among those between sixty-two and iixty-fivè. tn t9Zg,
retirement benefits were reduced by $1.00 for each $2.00 of earnings:
thus pârt-time work and low weekly eamings fit the demand for sup-
plementary income and activity.

For wives, the other large group of low-wage workers, part-time
employment also occurs frequently. Yet it is impossible tô infer a
woman's alternatives to paid employment from her marital status.
Among all women classified as ..married, spouse present," three out of
four held full-time jobs; among rhe low-wage workers, ,16 percent did
so.-For the 44 percent working part-time voluntarily at low wages (and
with low weekly earnings), several potential uses of time exist. Almost
tlo percent of the low-wage wives live in families with two or more
children under eighteen; presumably part of their time represents human
capital investment at home. Some 8 percent are over sixay years old and
may find part+ime work a supplementary activity to retirement interests.
Finally, unpaid social production (volunteer work) exists as an attractive
alternative, although it is not one of the categories used in the survey.
In spite of general agreement on the value of such work in hospita[s,
service organizations, political campaigns, and local government, con-
tinuing data on volunteer services and the people who perform them
have yet to be collected. As for the remaining low-wage workers, adults
who are household heads, any discussion of potential uses of time would
be purely speculative.

In regard to alternative sources of income, we must ask the extent
to which low wages determine the real income or consumption level of
low-wage workers. Almost 80 percent of all low-wage workers were nor
household heads but lived in families which, presumably, contained
other members with income. Of the remaining 20 percent, one out of
three reported only part-time work, on a voluntary basis. It must be
concluded, therefore, that either other sources of income existed or that
total earnings sufficed as total income to the individual worker.

Any analysis of the decisions about income requires two kinds of
information: first, the total claims on the individual worker's wages and
income, and s€cond, the individual's choice of a satisfactory mnsump
tion level. The survey does not, of course, yield hard data on eithèr
topic. However, clues about the first exist in tabulations of family size
and household relationship; a later s€ction of the paper will discuss
family income and individual wages as clues to the second.

Table 6, like table 5, uses the term ..singles" in an attempt to avoid
the awkward, if more accurate, census terminology, .,household heads
living without relatives." Colloquially, ',singles" used as a substantive
has come 10 mean people living by themselves without specific reference
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TABLE 6

SrNcLps, nv SEx AND SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS
(percentage distribution)

A Single Adults
Adul, Low-Wage

Eamer, Singk

Female

Employment status
Total 100

Working 70

Hourly wages over $2.65 92

Hourly wages under
$2.65 8

Looking 4

Housekeeping 2

At school 2

Unable 2

Other and retired 20

Time worked'
Full-time workers 52-6
Part-time, economic rea-

sons 1.9

Voluntary pa -time 3.4

Usuâl weekly earnings

100

20

45

30

4

100
42
77

23
2

45
I
2

9

100 100

13 19

26 34

815
42 29

::

100 100

26
311,§
t2 23

n34
15 l0
35 t2

100 100

t5 13

178
31 19

18 3l
812
514

100

24

44

8
4

30

1)
8.2

59

)
32

44

l0
4

Total
Below 140
40-79
8(F99
lGl49
150-249
2*-2»
3ü) or over

Age
Totâl
Under 2l
22-24
2ÿ44
4H4
65-§
70 and over

. Ficures are for all adults, not sinSles. and for work expelience in l9??. Source: Coasamer

Iacànrc. Cuncnt Population Report§. Series P-60' No. I 19' Pp. 59-60

SouRcE: Currcnr Population Survey. May 1978 rabulations.
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to marital status, and thus carries the implication that such persons are
householders. "Single" as an adjective refers solely to marital status
and not to living arrangements. Other sources make it clear that single
persons frequently share living quarters.rT

No matter how extensive, data on marital status and household
relationship do not yield certainty about claims on individual income,
since persons neither in the family nor in the household may receive
support from the surveyed individual. It will be useful, nevertheless, to
presênt tabulations for householders living with and without relatives.
Table 6 deals with the latter.

It contains information on singles derived first from the total pop
ulation and then from the group of low-wage workers previously iden-
tilied. For the total population, it shows data on employment status and,
for thos€ reporting, usual weekly earnings. For the low-wage workers
(earning the minimum of $2.65 or less) it shows full-timeipart-time sta-
tus, usual weekly earnings, and age. l,ow-wage workers numbered less
than 10 percent of employed single males and only 23 percent of the
employed single females.

In the total population, single males amount to about 79 percent
of the number of single females: women, of course, outlive men, and
the customary age gap between husband and wife produces more widows
than widowers among single adults, especially at older ages. Employ-
ment, however, occurs more frequently among single men than it does
among women.

Among all employed "unrelated individuals, living in separate
households" (hereafter called singles), women number 85 percent of
the male total. Although the percêntage of workers receiving hourly
wages does not vary by sex, women hold a much higher percentage of
jobs paying low ftourly wages. This is generally true for all female em-
ployment; occupational segregation by sex, and the equation between
women's jobs and low-paying jobs, explain most of the persistent earn-
ings differential between men and women who work full time, year
round.

Table 6 also shows that male retirees far outnumber female retirees.
Although fewer elderly women have held jobs, most women (including
single women) never retire. They always have the occupation of hous€-
keeping. Although this occupation frequently provides income (as dis-
cussed previously), it does not get reported as employment, and gen-
erally no retirement, either voluntary or compulsory, is allowed. Thus,

t7 U.S. Bureaù of the Censs, Morital Status aad Livhg Armngerneib, ortrrent Population
Rcports, S€ries P-æ, No. 3æ323.
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the widows among the single females whose continued income derives

from former housekeeping services to husbands report themselves as

still housekeeping ralher than retired. For women, housekeePing, eilher
as an occupation or as a reason for not working. is also socially acceptable

behavior: the older man who is actually taking care of the house may

be more apt to report his status as retired (see table 8).
Part-time work also occurs more frequently among single workers

receiving low wages than among more highly paid earners. A look at

the age distribution wilt clarify the picture. Most single workers with

earnings are between twenty-Iive and sixty-Iive, but low-wage workers

without relatives cluster at either end of the age distribution. Young
people probably supplement their low wages with income received from

gifti or allowances from family members living elsewhere, an especially

likely situation for those in school. Older people may receive social

security retirement benefits but take job§ at low wages to suPplement

this income. Such benefits (and those to unemployed workers or disabled

workers) will be reduced if earned income exceeds specified amounts,

so that part-time employment and low levels of earnings will be preferred

to full-time work.
Neither earnings nor earnings-related transfers exhaust the sources

of incorne to single individuals, as table I suggests. In 1977 the median

income oi uwehled individuals who worked Part time was $4,075' and

for those who worked part time for fewer than twenty-six weeks it was

$2,809.

Minlmum Vÿages rnd Poverty

The argument that the minimum wage does not provide a "living wage"

calls for a different analysis, one which calculates the total sums which

can be earned from legal minimum wages and compares these amounts

with the appropriate poverty-level income. The Bureau of the Census

calculates 124 different income thresholds at the poverty leveli infor'
mation about methodology, logether with the year's dollar figures, ap-

pears in each annual issue o1. Consumer lncome (Cwtenl Popularion

Reports Series P-60), which deals with the population below the poverty

level; No. ll9 was issued March 1979.

In 1977, the poverty-level income for an individual living alone was

S3,067. This figure is the weighted average of the poverty threshhold§

calculated separately for farm and nonfarm residence and for ages 65

and over. The minimum wage of $2.30, assuming an average work week

of thirry-six hours (the actual average in 1977) and year-round employ-

ment of lifty weeks, yields a calculated income of $4,1'10. well above
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this average. It also exceeds the highest of the separate thresholds, which
is $3,267 for a male between fourteen and sixty-fbur years old. Ifpoverry
exists among single individuals living by themselves, full-time Ëmplo1.
ment or some$,hat less in a job paying the minimum wage would enabie
these people to move out of poverty. The chief reasoris for conrinued
poverty among such persons do not Iie in low wâges but in the absence
of work, if they are employable, or the absencJof transfer income if
they are not.

The Census Bureau reported, for the year lg7, about 243,000
unrelated individuals who worked full-time year round and also received
income below the pove y level. Several àxphnations exist. Self-em-
ployment may result in losses or extremely low earnings for the year;
such earnings need not constitute the only funds availaÉle. Farming or
homesteading may provide both steady work and a satisfactory level of
real 

.income, although money incone may be low. Finally, 
'someone

leaving æhool in June who vacations until October and stirts working
al $12,000 per annum will report an income /or rfte year which is less
than the poverty level.

, It is the other group of low-wage workers, the household heads,
who arouse the greatest concern for ihe ..working poor." These adults,
few in number, include both men and women withâher family members
living with.them. The family income may depend largely on the earnings
of the family head.

How many household heads can eam only a poverty-level income
because they are employed at the minimum wagei

About 2.5 million working heads of families still remained
below the_ poverty level---nearly one of ten working family
heads. Included among the worliing poor were about imillion
heads of families who worked at filli-rime, full-year jobs.rs

The quotation leads directly into an argument for raising the minimum
wage: it appears to be the latest in a long successionlf pleas for a
minimum that will provide ,,a living wage'; or, in today,s version, an
income above- the poverty level foi the worker and hii family.r, The
data from the May CPS provide one method of analyzing the argument:

ft [ævitao and B€lous, More than Subsistence, p. ll-
reThe- proDoun "his" has been used in thc te dcliberately: Both the value iudgments
and th€ analysis express€d by those who advocate higher üages ro keep peôle our of
poveny consist almost entircly of tefercnces to worÈcrs as àclusivelv rn'ascritine. The
workcr\ wagc should be (for the valuc judgmcnl) or is not (for rhe analvsis) suflicicnt
to kec? "him and his family" out of povcny. Empirical data, ôf course, aÉ ai odds with
both theiephrasings. S€c Carolyn Shaw Bell.-..Wôrking r omen,s Contriburion to Family
Incg-mc," in-Ecoroùnla Indcpcndcnce for ll/omen, ei. J. R. Chapman (B€verly Hills,
Calif.: Sage Publications, 1976).
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before turning to those findings, some other delails about the I million
full-time workers whose families are poor may be noted.

Documentation for the quotation cites the Current Population Re-
port P{0, No. 107, published in September 1977. entitled "Money
lncome and Poverty Status of Families and Persons in the United States:
196"; the number 853,000 (! 9,492) has been rounded to I million.
A later report, P-60, No. ll9, refers 1o 1977 income data, which cor-
respond to those analyzed in this paper. That publication, entitled
"Characteristics of the Population below the Poverty Level: 197,"
makes the same point about the "working poor." The front cover dis-
plays a pie chart of the poverty population, with a healthy slice (17

percent) identified as "householder worked year-round fulltime," and

the corresponding number. 912,0ü) (t 4,338), can be found in the
summary at the beginning. Rounding this number also to I million
confrrms the data used in the quotation.

Detailed statistics in the report provide more information: 150,000

of the million workers suffered absolute business losses. Presumably
some unknown number of those reporting low incomes (including the
36,000 with income of less than $5ü)) enjoyed marginal business profits.
It is doubtful that the term "working poor" should be applied to un-
successful entrepreneurs, whose experience for the year was probably
not representative of the usual family income.

Second, 115,000 of the million full-time workers whose families
were in poverty had incomes above $7,000. The majority of these fam-
ilies contained more than seven persons, most consisting of children
under eighteen years. Of the 124 income thresholds calculated to rep-
resent poverty, 58 exceeded $7,0ü).

It can be forcefully argued that the cause of poverty in such cases

is not employment at the minimum wage but family size. The argument
that wages are "too low" for the worker to support his family may be

logically countered by the argument that his family is "too large." Tbe
value judgments involved will not be analyzed in this paper, but it is

signilicant that litde attention has been given, either by proponents or
opponents of the minimum u,age, to the relation between poverty and

family size. For any kind of rational discussion of the policy issues

involved, it is even more unfortunate that customary usage refers to
"rrre poverty-level income" as if only one such income level existed.
\ hen the argument for a minimum wage referred to the concept of fair
wages, or a living wage, at least the relationship was clear between
wages paid and wages required. Now that the "living wage" has been

replaced by the "poverty-level income" as the criterion of equity in
compensation, the question of family size need never be considered.
Never discussed is the simple fact that no one minimum wage, or sum
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of money wages, can be calculated thât will provide an income above
poverty for every worker and his family.a)

However, the purpose of this pap€r is to explore the status of low-
wage workers. How many families, supported by workers at the mini-
mum wage, live in poverty as a result? What evidence exists that the
minimum wage is not a "living wage"? Do the data suggest, as the
quotation does, thât higher wages might alleviate poverty for those
embracing the work ethic?

Table 7 provides data on some relevant characteristics of family
heads, classified by sex, first for the total population and then for the
group employed at the minimum wage or below.

Among all heads of families, almost 80 percent of the men and over
half of the women were employed, with a further fraction (3 percent of
the men,5 percent of the women) looking for work. The proportion of
family heads employed at or below the minimum wage was approxi-
mately the same for both sexes; again more female family heads than
males received wages below $2.30 (see table 5).

By age, the family heads employed at these low wage rates were
distribuled quite differently. About 14 percent of the workers of both
sexes were young (below twenty-four years old), but the sex ratio differs
significantly among older workers who were family heads. Only 7 per-
cent of the women but 26 percent of the men receiving lo!\, wages were
family heads over sixty-five. The workers in their middle years, between
twenty-five and sixty-four, also showed a distinct difference: 77 percent
of the low-wage female heads fell into this group, while only 54 percent
of the males did so. Table 7 illustrates these and other characteristics
of family heads, using both. published and unpublished census data.

The table shows that families headed by low-wage workers differ
markedly from other families; the disadvantages of female-headed fam-
ilies show up clearly. Among male family heads, the percentages of
those receiving low wages is much higher at either end of the age dis-
tribution than for the general population; as discussed previously, this
represents chiefly the fact that working is not the chief activity for either
group. It follows that the percentage of men in their middle years, or
with children under eighteen, is smaller among low-wage earners than
among the general population.

The same is not true for women; the percentage of women between
twenty-five and sixty-four is almost the same for all female-headed fam-
ilies and for those receiving income from hourly earnings. However. the
women working at low wages to support others tend to be concentrated
in the lowest age groups, compared with all female heads. The difference

rrCf. Carolyn Shaw Bell, "Should Every Job Support a Family?" The Pubüc Intercsr 40
(1975).
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TABLE 7

FAMTLY HEADS. By SEx AND SELECTED Csenncrpnlslcs
(Percentage distribution)

All Family Heads Low-Wage Worken

Male Female

Employment status
Total
Working
Hourly wages over $2.65
Hourly wages under 32.65
Looking
Housekeeping
At school
Unable
Other and retired

Age
Under 21

22-24
25-44
4fr4
6tr9
70 and over

Work time
Full-time workers
Part-time, economic

reasons
Voluntary parÈtime

Number of children under 18 100

None 47

5 or more

Usual weekly earnings
Under S40

s40-79
$80-99
$100-149
s15{F249
î250-299
$3{D and over

100 100

!16 76
424

100 100

76 52

39

12

2

t-2v

lm 100

65
89
28 52
32 26
105
162
100 100

62 5878

11 15

28 Z7

100 100

52 23
26 53

t4 2l
73

t4 13

23 27

ll 14

43 39
64
11
2-

100

31

51

15

3

35
33

2

2t
165
100 100

6l
43 47

36»
t4 14

SouRcE: Morey Income in 1977 of Fomilies aad Penons. Current Population Report§,

Series P-60, No. 18; Cuncot Popularion Studie§, May 1978 tabulation§.
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in age distribution by sex reflects two phenomena: the difference in
longevity between the two sexes and the rise in female-headed families
among women who are divorced or separated.

Aside from occupational segregation, women who have families to
support lind themselves further restricted in the employment market if
they have children. Part-time work, or work conveniËntÿ close ro home,
or. jobs with working hours that fit other family needs, may take prec-
edence over any preference for higher wages. bata on thjreasons for
part-time employment and for no employment, by sex, confirm this:
Table 8. refers to the total population. Although housekeeping provides
the major reason for women's lack of emplôyment, rhe higliest per_
centa.g€ reporting this reason occurs among those between twenty-iive
and fifty-four, the age group containing moit of rhe female family ireads
among low earners. The table also shows the extent to which women

TABLE 8

MAIN REAsoN FoR PART-YEAR oR No EMPLoYMENT, 1977
(p€rcentage distriburion)

Fenales,25-54 AA Mabs All Females

Part-year employment
Number in thousands
Percentage

Could not find work
Ill or disabled
Going ro school
Keeping house
Armed forces
Retired
Other

No employment
Number in thousands
Percentage

C.ould not find work
lll or disabled
Going to school
Keeping house
Armed forces
Retired
Other

t0,«4
100

2,
9
J

61

7

14,098
lm

3

8
2

I
1

4,455
100

l9
7

23

43

I
7

q,w
100

2

l0
l6

I

19,879
100

37
9

32
I

6
15

9
2

r7,030
100

4
m
u

1

I
38
3

SouRcE: Bureau of thc C-nîsurs, Contumet Incom!, Cuirent population Reponi p-60,
No. ll8, tables 60, 61.
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report "housekeeping" rather than "retirement" or "other" for their
lack of employment: among all women over sixty-five only one in four
reports retirement as a reason for not seeking employment, a fraction
smaller than that expected, given the number of women with prior work
experience.

The combination of part+ime work and low-wage emPloyment ac-

counts for the large number of female heads reponing usual weekly
earnings below $100. Among low-wage women with families, 54 percent

reponed such amounts, although only 20 percent of all family heads

who were employed did so.
The question whether the head's earnings constitute the only source

of family income cannot be answered from the data so far rePorted.
Table I suggests, of course, a number of income sources which may

exist, including pdvate and public transfer payments. Comparing min-
imum wages with the poverty-level income for the families of household
heads cannot be done, either. What constitutes the "Poverty level" must

be calculated for families of different sizes and composition: thus in 1977

the poverty threshold for a three-person nonfarm family consisting of
a woman and two children was $4,849, while that for a three-person
nonfarm family containing a man, wife, and one child was $4,910. A
minimum wage of $2.65, assuming a thirty-six-hour week and year-round

employment, would not quite provide either sum.

Turning to the facts on family income of these low'wage workers,
how many repres€nt the working poor, in poverty because minimum
wages are too low? Table 9 provides §ummary data on total family
income, for all persons earning $2.65 or less, with some categories shown
for household relationship and time worked. Cross-clasification does

not give signilicant results, owing to the samPle size.

Aside ffom the constraints of the data, the income brackets shown

in table 9 were selected to illustrate hypothetical tolals available from
minimum wage work and also to pinpoint various poverty levels.

Thus, §3,0fi) roughly. describes the 1977 poverty level for an indi'
vidual: at a 32.30 minimum wage this income could be earned with
thirty-six weeks of employment. At the §2.65 wage the income could

be exceeded by only thirty{ne weeks' work.
T\e 1977 poverty level for three-person families is approximately

i5,00. This slightly exceeds what could be earned at the $2'65 wage

with year-round employment.
The 1977 median income for all families with female heads was

approximately $7,,1{x). This exceeds the poverty income for most types

of five-person families.
The poverty-level incomé for families with seven or more pentons

was approximately 310,000. This is also close to the 1977 median incomes
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calculated for families headed by young people, by black people, and
by those with an elementary education.

Because of the wide variation in the amounts of income defined as

"poverty-level," which depend on family size and composition, infer-
ence from the data becomes virtually impossible at all income classes

above the poveny level for an individual. For example, $5,000 exceeds

the poverty level for a two-person family, but cross-tabulations of family
size and income for the low-wage group cannot reveal, with any degrees
of significance, how many people in rhe families (which include one-
person families) below this income depend totally upon the minimum
wages earned by one worker. Although some types of families with
incomes of $10,000 were defined aspoor, it cannot be correct toconclude
of the 34 percent of all families of low-wage workers with incomes below
this sum, that they all live in poverty.

Turning to the potential population of working poor, it is imme-
diately apparent that the table yields little information about such peo-
ple. About 6 percent of the low-wage workers live in families with
incomes below $3,0ü), which falls below the poverty income for an
individual. We do not know, ho$,ever, whether income consists entirely
of wages, nor do we know the earnings of these workers, which may be
low because of part-time work.

The sample is too small to p€rmit of signilicant cross-tabulations.
The same is true for full-time workers with low incomes; we do not
know how many of them live with other people who have claims on
their earnings. Among all low-wage workers, 54 percent of those em-
ployed live in families with at least one per$n under eighteen, but we
do not know the total incomes of these families, and the full-time low-
wage worker may be identical wilh the person under eighteen. Quite
aside from these constraints of a small sample lie the deficiencies of
income data at thes€ low levels, including inaccurate reporting, insuf-
ficient knowledge, nonmonetary sources of income. temporary fluctua-
tions of income where household consumption can be maintained by
dissaving, and misleading results from the lime period used for reporting.

What becomes strikingly clear from the table, however, is the con-
centration of low-wage workers in families with incomes above any
published poverty level. Nearly two-thirds of all low-wage workers lived
in families with incomes above $10,000; over zl0 percent in families with
incomes above $15,0(X). The 1978 median income for aJI families was

$16,0(X). The distribution of persons by time worked confirms this fact;
,10 percent of all low-wage workers lived in families with incomes above

$10,000 (30 percent above $15,000) and worked parr time.
The analysis of opportunity cost and alternative uses of time ex-

plains this phenomenon for many young workers, and those below
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twenty-one constitute the majority of low-wage earners. The analysis
of income sources available to individuals helps explain the high i;ci-
de.nce o! part-time work among low-wage e".nen in a variety ;f situ-
ations- Previous analysts have noted the presence of low-wagà earners
from high income families, corectly attributing this to teàage em-
ployment.2r This paper shows that not only teenagers but also 

-elderty

adults and sorking 
_wives may be includeà in thJ group of low-wage

earners with family incomes we[ above poverty.

- The analysis also suggests that the labor supply approach to em-
ployment may be lacking in its failure to considàr'otièr motives for
work besides the income from wages. For many workers, as has been
shown, employme-nt represents useful actiüty rather rhan a primary
source of income; for young people and wives, employment may iroducè
some human capital investment. Where this is true, both job seirch and
work experience will respond to other incentives tha; wage levels.
Among such incentives may be time of day, week, or year woiked; lob
location; training; practice provided for eiisting skills; work surround-
ings; etc. It may be more useful to see the laboi market's conditions of
supply and demand unconventionally: people with a demand for jobs,
employers with a supply of jobs.

Finally, it remains to reiterate rhe impossibility of establishing any
link between the money wages earned by an individual and the real
income of_welfare enjoyed by that individual, whether a family member
or an individual. Total income may or may not be provid;d by em-
ployment efforts alone: certainly such ..indèpendent -workers," 

iiving
solely on their earnings and sharing their earnings with no one else, are
in- the minority in this country. Since rhat is so, to establish the adequacy
of any wage requires knowing the total claims on the sum earned anà
the fraction of total income made up by rhat sum. Obviously, table 9
reinforces the significance of the multieamer family, showing that Iow-
vage "relatives" and "wives" contribute to families with incomes below
the median. And since only the people involved can defrne whether or
not a given family income is adequate, it may very well be that minimum
y$e worles d9,_ in fact, keep millions of families from ..poverry',_in
this case defined by the wants and needs of those familiei. But iaising
the minimum x,age would not, in fact, assist many families with incomes
below the olficial poverty levels, and would provide sizable additional
income to families with incomes well above those levels.

x Edx,ard M. Gramlich, "Impact of Minimum Wages on Othcr Wages, E[rDlovment and
F-amily Iooomes," ,rootrtrSs Papcn on EconomicÀdiviry 2 (191,6ll{fD-Sti a,id T.r",,"c
lc3fv' :'rv.o Policy Qucstioos Regarding thc Minimurir Wage" (mimeographed, The
Uôan ltlstitute, February 196), arc the ônly published vorkiknown to tf,e àuthor.
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The Low-Wage Workers:
Who Are They?

Thomas I. Kniesner

The Congress hereby fïnds that the existgyce . . . of labor con'.

ütions dtrimental tô ihe maintenance of the minimum standard
of living necessary for heahh, efficiency,.and genera.l well'being
6f norl<erc causes commerce and the channels and instrumen'
àt ies of commerce to be used 1o spread and perperuate such

labor conditions among the workers of the several states . . . h
is hereby declared to bè the policy of this Act . . . to correct and
os rapittty as procticable to eliminate the condiions above re'

ferreà rc . . .- i,ithout substantially curtailing employment or
eaming power.

Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938

Because a major goal of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) is to help

workers achieve a minimum standard of living. it should be evaluated

as other antipoverty programs, by comparing its social costs and benefits.

Probably the mosl controversial provision of FLSA is section 6' which

establishes a minimum wage. Whenever Congress considers increasing

the federal wage floor, Proponents argue that such a policy is a straight-

forward, effective way to raise the incomes of the poor and that the

economic costs imposed on the "losers" (disemployed workers and own-

ers of small firms) are relatively small. Opponents of a minimum wage

contend that it violates section 2 of FLSA because it does "substantially
curtail employment" for certain important population subgroups (teen-

agers). Moreover, critics cite a potentially loose linkage between low

wages and poverty. Somewhat surprisingly, economists have devoted

most of their attention to the relatively subtle issue of quantifying the

costs imposed on the losers from a federal minimum wage. Almost

ffiiIG lik. to thank the American Enterpris€ tnstitule for Public Policy Research

fo. irs finâmial suDDori aod Bellon M. Fleisher, Debotah A. Freund. Solomon W.

Polachek, Simon Roitenberg. George Tauchen, and Fini§ welch for their helpful com'
mcnls.
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nothing is known about the more basic questions of who the potenrial
winners are and whether they are also society's poor.l

My lesearch is an attempt to produce the most comprehensive
empirical description of low-wage workers available to date, using the
simplest. of statistical techniques. Such an exercise seems cruciallÿ im-
portant if future proposals to increas€ the minimum wage are to receive
meaningful debate. If my results fail to show, for example, that indi-
viduals with low wages are also poor, then it would seem unreasonable
to continue to debate the value of the minimum wage as an antipoverty
devi€e. It would make more sense to focus instead on an altérnativâ
issue, perhapc the social costs and benefits of the minimum wage as a
type of tariff that reduces interregional differences in labor costi.

- In the following s€ction I discuss the dâta used ro identify the
characteristics of low-wage workers in the United States. The third
section describes their labor market characteristics. In the fourth section
I present a "snapshot" of the personal characteristics of low-wage work-
ers, and in the section "Are Low-Wage Workers Also poor?" iattempt
to determine the overlap between low wages and poverty in the Unitéd

It1t"_t, tr" "Concluding Remarks" s€ction summarizes my key empir-
ical tindings and their implications for policy and furure rèseaich.

Dets

The data for my research are taken from the May l97g Curent pop-
ulation Survey (CPS), which encompasses 126,676 individuals from the
civilian noninstitutional population at least fourteen years old. The CpS
is a monthly sample of households conducted by the Bureau of the
Census and for two reasons provides the best set of data with which to
describe the characteristics of low-wage workers in the United States.
Fint,.itis a nationally representative sample of a size large enough to
permit fairly detailed categorizations. Second, the May ôpS coniains
hourly wage rates reporied by households rather than imputed from
some measures of earnings and hours of work. Of the 26,415 individuals
for whom hourly wage rates rvere reported, 20 percent were at or below
the 198 minimum wage of $2.65 per hour.2 ln order to get a relatively
complete idea of the incidence of low wages in the United States, I also
calculated the fraction of workers with reported hourly wages at or
below the federal minimum for lg9 ($2.90) and for 1980($3.10); these

r-Exclptions arc the research of Finis Welch, Minimum Wagcs lssues ond Evidence
(-W*!!nEo.r. D.C.: Amcrican Enterprise tnstirure, t97B), pp: 13-20. and Edward M.
cnmlich, "lmpact of Minimum Wages on Orher Wages, Eiriploymenr, and Family ln.
@mes," Btookings Papcrs on Economic Actiÿity 2 (lÿlqt 44*4i.
rollly 4.2 p€rc€nt werc âcrop t2.65, however.
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figures are 27 percenl and 35 percent, respectively' The last group is

somewhat interesting because $3.10 is approximately the hourly wage

supposedly necessary to keep a family of four with one full-time worker
out of poverty in May 1978.1

Workers not paid by the hour are nonetheless covered by the min-
imum wage provision of FLSA. A complainr that one is not receiving
the minimum wage is evaluated by the Employment Stândards Admin-
istration, Wage and Hours Division, of the Department of Labor by
examining one's usual hours and earnings.{ To include in my data set
workers with low implicir hourly wage rates, I first selected those workers
who did nor list themselves as paid by the hour and imputed their hourly
wages by taking the ratio of their usual weekly earnings to their usual

weekly hours of work. This yielded I,664 individuals with implicit hourly
wages of less than or equal to $2.65;2,035 individuals with implicit
hourly wages less than or equal to $2.fl); and 2,415 individuals with
implicit hourly wages less than or equal to $3.10.

Reported wages may differ in accuracy from imputed wages,

though. Thus, for purposes of analysis I consider six sets of low-wage
workers: those with reported. hourly wages less than or equal to $2.65,

§2.90, or $3.10 in May 1978, and those with imputed houtly wages less

than or equal to $2.65, $2.90, or $3.10 in May 1978. Finally, since one

of my objectives is to evaluate lhe concept of a minimum wage as a

means to alleviate poverty, I do nol limit my analysis to only those

workers actually covered by FLSA or some state minimum rvage §tatute .

Labor Market Cheracteristics of Low.lVage lrYorkers

Tables I and 2 indicate that low-wage workers are relatively underrepre-
sented in large cities and in the Northeast and West census regions.
Among workers with low reported wages, approximately twice as many
(34 percent) live in the South as in the Northeast, for example. Although
28 percent reside in the North-Central census region, many are located
in its lvest North-Central Division, which is largely the Great Plains'5

These results change only slightly if we examine workers with low im'
puted wages. Again, only about 40 percent live in the West and the
Northeast. Relatively more live in the South, however, than in the cas€

of workers with low reported wages. Finally, only about 20 percent of

3Ttis ligure is oblained by dividing the 1977 pov€fty line, $6,191, by 2,000' the number
of hours in a full-time work yeai.
.S€e the app€ldix for a facsimile of the forms one uses to rcpo]t an FLSA violation.
rThe w€sr North-Ceotral division of the North4colral c€nsus region includes lowa'
Kaosas, Minoeso]a, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota.
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LOW-WAGE WORKERS

Iow-wage workers live in central cities of a standard metropolitan sta-
tistical ârea (SMSA);35-40 percent do not live in an SMSÂ ai all.lne tndustnal/occupational distribution of low-wage workers is
somervhat more difficult to discem. Tables 3 and 4 sum"marize results
from relative frequency distributions of rather aetafuà inaustry ano
occupation groupings.6 I define an industry or an occupation as ,.over-
represented" if it contains apprcximately 5 percent or more of all low_
wage workers, about twice the fraction thai would occur if there were
a random distribution of low-wage workers across industries or occu_
pations. Among rvorkers with low reported hourly wages, only four
industries are overrepresented . Approximately 40 perceniot ati *o.r".s
are in two industries, retail eatingànd arinking estâbhshments and other
retail trade. Private household sèrvices and eàucation are the other rwo
'large" employers of workers with low reported wages, employin! about
8-9 percenr each. This is in contrast to wôrkers wirf, low impüej *ages
where private household service has the grearest 

"on""nrr"iion 
àt lo*_

wage workers. Moreover, seven industriès are overrepresented in the
imputed-wage group venius four in the reported_wagË g-up; ,gri"uf
tural production, welfare and religious organizations, indpe.sorai ."*_
ices except private household comprise rh; difference. Fin;lly, it:hould
be noted that the lower fracrion ôf workers in eating una àririing .o
tablishments probably results from the fact that impiteA wages ieflect
tip income to a greater degree than do reported wages.

Given the distributions of low-wage workers bi industrv, the oc-
cupational distributions observed in table 4 ur" not-un.*p..i"d. Food
service workers are. about 2(F27 percent ofworkers reporting low wages.
the largest occupational group. Those with low imputêd waies are ag-ain
relatively more dispersed. private household wôrkers anà paid fàrm
Iaborers and foremen are the largest occupationat groupings,'eacn *ittr
10-12 percent of the rotal. The iather higtr inciAànce if io* irput"A
wages for salaried managerc not in manufaituring is due larselv ià their
relatively high usual hours of work per week; Thi. fact leidi ,, ro 

"related issue .

- One reason to suspect that low-wage workers may not in general

:: l-1n:,f .,h", 
porerty poputation-is thairhey m"y *orl relativiy tong

nours..llus does not appear to be the case, however. ttre muttipté
jobholding rate for both groups of low-wage workers is only 3 percent,
apprcximarely half rhar oJ the population a-r large. In additiôn, ànly 6-9
percent of workers wiih low-reported wages wàrk over forty hours per
weeK, ln contrast to about 28 percent for the entire labor force. TTe

ô,The detailed indusry grouping of the May 1978 CpS contains fiftÿ-rwo catesories. andrnc oera!rcd occupation grouping contains fony.five categories.
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THOMAS J. KNIESNER

incidence of long weekly hours is the same for the low-imputed-wage
group as for the labor force at large. One factor underlying the relatively
short work schedules of those who report low wages is that one-fourth
to one-third report that going to school was their major activity during
the survey week,

Finally, the results of this section shed some additional light on the
issue of organized labor's political support for minimum wage legislation.
Jonathân Silberman and Garey Durden find that union campaign con-
tributions have a significant effect on favorable votes across congres-
sional districts.T In fact, when the marginâl impacts of their independent
variables are examined in terms of standardized units, union donations
to a representative's campaign proved to have the most substantial in-
fluence. Besides a genuine desire to help the poor. are there other
economic reasons why unions might find it worthwhile to back federal
minimum wage legislation? One (unsophisticated) explanation is that
unionists wish to reduce competition from their (low-wage) nonunion
counterparts. rüe have just seen. however, that the typical low-wage
worker is a retail sales clerk, food service worker, or household maid-
occupations not heâvily unionized even in large cities in the Northeast
or the West. Thus, more sophisticated justifications for union support
of the concept of a minimum wage must be offered, such as a desire 1o

raise the relative price of unskilled nonunion labor, which may substitute
for skilled union labor.

Personâl Chrmcteristks of Low-Wage Workers

Tables ÿ7 present the race, sex. and age distribution of the low-wage
labor force. Although there seem to be no surprises concerning the
racial distribution of low-wage workers in that it is virtually identical to
the population at large, this is not the case for sex composition. In 198,
approximately 4l percent of the total labor force was female. In contrast,
two-thirds of workerswith low reported wages and 55 percent of workers
with low imputed wages were female. There is yet another surprise,
however. Given the focus of past research on the labor market impact
of minimum wage legislation, one typically thinks of the lou,-wage
worker as a teenager or someone in their early twenties. Only 50 to 60
percent of workers with low reponed wages and about a third of workers
with low imputed wages fall into these age categories, however. Table
7 indicates that a sizable number of the two wage groups are prime aged,

TJonaihan l. Silberman and Garcy C. Durden, "Dcterminio8 Legislative Prcfercnce§ on
the Minimum wage: An Economic Approaeh," toumal ol Politicol Ecoaomy U (APtil
1976\: 317-29 .
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THOMAS J. KNIESNER

lwenty-five 1o sixty-four. In fact. more lhan half of the workers with
low imputed wages are prime aged.

We have just seen that rhe prime aged and women make up un-
expectedly large fractions of low-wage workers in the United States' To
obtain a more complete picture, s€e table 8, which presents a cross-

tabulation by age, race.'and sex for workers with wages less than or
equal to $2.65.E Among the set of workers for whom hourly wage rates
were reported, two groups sland out. \ryhite teenagers and prime-aged
white females compose about two-thirds of the total. This lwo-thirds is

fairly evenly split between male teenagers, female teenagers, and prime-
aged white women. The slory is somewhat different among workers with
low imputed wages, where white male teenagers and prime'aged white
females are again overrepresented but are now joined by prime-aged

white males.
The picture of the low-wage worker emerging from tables 5-8 is

confirmed by the results in table 9, which presents the distribution of
low-wage workers by "household position." Workers wirh low reported
wages are largely a male relative of the head of household (son), a wife
of the head of household, or a female relative of the head of household
(daughter). These three groups are also overrepresented among workers

with low imputed wages. Moreover, approximately one'fourth of the
low-imputed-wage group were male heads of households'

The results of this section yield some interesting surprises. The
overwhelming majority of low-wage workers are women, with about t()
percent of them aged twenty-five to sixty-four. This differs dramatically
from the stereotype of the low-wage worker as a male teenager. Instead,
we observe white women, a sizable number of whom are prime aged.

Are Low-lrVage lrVorkers Also Poor?

One way to examine the overlap between low wages and poverty is to
look at data for the family incomes of the low-wage-rate population
accounting for family size. Table 10 exhibits dala on the fraction of low'
wage workers with family incomes in the categories $0-7,499,
$7,5üF14,999, and $15,m0 + . Figures for 1977 indicate a poverty cutoff
point of $6,191 for a family of four and $7,320 for a family of five.e Even
if we use the higher figure, only about one-fourth of workers with low

B In order to conscrve space, I do nol pres€[t results of cro§s.labula]ion§ for lhe Sloup6
wiû wagcs less than or equal to $2.90 aod $3.10. Thes€ results differ only §lighlly from
thos€ in iable 8.
e As a Doint of refereoce, about I I percent of the loû-reponcd'wagc Sloup and 8 perccnt

of the iow-imputed-wa8e group lived in familics with more than lhrec childlen.
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THOMAS J. KNIESNER

reported wages and one-third of workers with low imputed wages live
in poverty.

This is not to imply, of course. that low-wage workers come from
high-income families. Only 33-40 percent of low-wage workers were in
the $15,000+ family income group. Moreover, there may be "pockets
of poverty" within the set of low-wage workers that cannot be delected
in table 10. This possibility is examined in table ll. which is a cross-
tabulation of household position by income class for workers with wage
rates less than or equal to S2.65.n' we see that in the reported-wage
group, approximately 75 percent of femâle heads of households with
relatives have total incomes below $7,500. for example. However. there
are only 318 such individuals. For the three groups that compose the
vast majority of workers with low reported wageÿ-male relative of
household head. wife of household head. and female relative of house-
hold head-the incidence of low family income is 12 to 16 percent. In
the case of those with imputed wages. the three groups just mentioned
plus male heads of households compos€ the bulk of the total of low-
wage workers. About 53 percent of male heads come from low-income
families. Figures for the incidence of low family income among the three
other key imputed-wage subgroups are similar to those for individuals
with reputed wages.

The results of this section indicate that although low-wage workers
certainly cannot be classified as wealthy. it is also difficult to call rhem
poor. It does not seem reasonable to continue to debate the efficacy of
the minimum wage as an antipoverty device when two-thirds to three-
fourths of those with low wages have family incomes above the poverty
line.

Concluding Remrrks

Although the stereotypical low-wage worker is probably a male teenager
from a poor family, my research. which attempts to create a relatively
detailed empirical picture of the low-wage popularion. indicates other-
wise. Over 60 percent of all low-wage workers are women, and less than
tlo percent are teenagers. Moreover, low wages do not appear to be
strongly associated with poverty as commonly defined. Less than 25

percent of low-wage workers are heads of households, and only about
30 percent live in families with incomes below the poverty line for a

family of five. Not surprisingly. low-wage workers tend to live in rela-
tively small towns in the South and in the Great Plains.

r" Again. in order to conserve space. I do not prcsenl resuhs o, cross-tahulations for the
four other wage group§. These results differ only sliShtly from thos€ in lable I l.
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THOMAS J. KNIESNER

Two important implications emerge from my research' First. the

minimum wage is currently not an antipoverty Program. Second. it would

seem fruitful for economists. when analyzing the winners and losers

created by a minimum wage, to focus some of their attention on prime'
aged married women.

APPendix

Figures I and 2 display the forms used to file a complaint of violation

of the Fair Labor Standards Act.
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An Overview of the Effect of Minimum
Wages on Employment Opportunities

Sherwin Rosen

Recent research in labor economics has concentrated in large measure

on the allocation of time to various uses, and it is now generally rec-

ognized that the earlier search for unemployment-creating effects of
minimum wage legislation was a somewhat misguided research strategy

based on simpleminded distinctions. The uses of time are too varied and

complicated to be examined so easily. Insread' the best research in this

field has concentrated on the employment-reducing aspects of minimum
wage legislation rather than on the more nebulous effects on unem'
ploÿment. The papers presented here extend the problem further' and

investigate the effects of minimum wage legislation on schooling and

other investment decisions as well. On the whole' they suggest that

minimum wages reduce employment opportunities, but also tend to
increase school enrollment of lhe young and to reduce the extent of on-

the-job training of young workers. Although there are some substantial

differences in the conclusions of the studies that will have to be rec-

onciled eventually, that is far too difficult a job for a mere discussant'

and I shall content myself with a more piecemeal critique of several

papers.
The paper by Leighton and Mincer is one of the first attempts to

ascertain the effects of minimum wages on on-the-iob training. It uses

an ingenious and convincing method for extracting these effects from
panel data, which undoubtedly will be used by others in future research'

The lirst part of the paper summarizes a model of market equilibrium.
under minimum wage legislation, that Mincer developed a few years

ago. This is fine so far as it goes, but I find the argument somewhat
unconvincing because it seems lo depend on the assumption of homo-
geneous labor categories. In fact, this is a confusing aspect of the whole

literature on minimum wages. especially for those who (like me) think
in terms of heterogeneous workers (for example, "quality" variations)

within each job or skill classification. In that case. extra schooling can

improve the worker's quality or efliciency within a given category. Since

the minimum wage is not an efficiency standard, but rather is expressed

in absolute units. schooling can increase productivity or efficiency above
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the minimum wage level u,ithin $oup6 as well as between them, This
is a simple and direct effect of minimum wages on schooling àecislons
and may well dispose of the second possibiliiy raised by Leighton anO
Mincer: that ihe. minimum wage risei by more than tné pro6aUitity of
employment in the covered sector. My aigument suggest. ihat the piob-
ability rises to unity if enough schooling ràises the wîrker's productiviry
above the minimum wage level.

, I am not convinced by the argument, propounded in the paper, that
absolute wage grolvth rather than relative wage growth (tiiai is, the
change 

-in 
logarithms) is unquestionably tt e 

"ô..eit 
empiiical specifi_

cation. I would like to see the results supplemented by eitimates based
on relative changes. Perhaps the fundamental issue is whether the wage
profile is better described in absolute or percentage terms. Mincer,s
preüols work,shows convincingly that the làtter is thi appropriate spec-
rrrcatlon, so why was it abandoned here? On a more abstrait level, the
proper specification dep€nds on the technology of human capital in-
vestments and the extent to which the marginal costs of invlstment
increase with the level of investment. Since iÀvestment costs are never
obaerved, there is no point in arguing strongly in favor of one specifi-
cation or another on strictly a priori grounds. Why not let the data
decide?

- I also was not convinced by the arguments advanced for the effects
oI mmimum wages on job tenure to the exclusion of other readilv avail-
able 

-and indistinguishable hyporheses. Arguments based on ipecific
training among this group of young, low-wage and low_skilled wLrkers
strike me as rather artificial. Whàt would ihe -ntent of specific in-
vestment actually be in these cases? There are two other reâsons why
minimum wages might tend to increase tenure, however. First, if there
really is queuing in the covered sector, then those persons *ho *"r"
lucky enough to obtain rationed jobs there at higü wages would be
foolish. to give them up readily beiause of the renis thef are àning.
Second, it would appear to be rational for firms to hire people wifh
better and more stable work records to fill jobs at the minimuin wage.
On,both counts tenure as reported in the d;ta would tend to increase.
Perhaps looting ar quit rates would be a useful supplement to l,eighton
and Mincer's work in this connection.

Finally, Læighton and Mincer have set up a fine apDaratus that
should be extended to the whole range of wbrking conàitions. The
ecoloqic. arguments, suggesting that minimum wagei adversely affect
on-the-job training also apply to many other aspectjof employment and
working conditions, including on-thè-job leisure and fringé benefits,
such as vacation pay, life insurance, pensions, and so foith. I hope
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someone will use these methods to investigate those matters in Sreater

detail than has been done in previous research'

The paper by Mattila is ifine complement tothar of Leighton and

Mincer, ôoncentialing as it does on the effecrs of minimum wages on

formal schooling decisions (as well as employment) of youthand using

aggregate time ;ries dâta rather than cross-sections ând panels' Matrila

rn'à'keI a convincing case that minimum wages have induced people to

remain in school longer than they otherwise would have done' presum'

ably because the minimum wage increases the rate of return to schooling

by reducing opportunity costs, and makes it worthwhile to bring Pro-
dûctivity above the minimum standard set by the minimum wage as

discussed above. It is surprising that these effects appear to go beyond

hish school level. It remains to be verified. but posÈhigh-school training

mi-ght consist of trade schools and junior college enrollments'. which

maly be good substitutes for informal on'the-job training ap-prenticeship

progr"mi that l,eighlon and Mincer show to be impeded by minimum

wages.
The paP€r itself is a model of clarity' and it would be superfluous

for me to attempt to summarize it here. So lel me make a few detailed

remarks instead. First, Mattila examines the effect of minimum wages

on enlistmenl in the armed services but does not discuss the estimates'

This question des€rves greater study. because one might anticipate ef-

fects üere to be similar to those on formal schooling decisions' Second'

it would be preferable to differentiate whites and blacks in these data,

since relativè wage differentials apparently have changed over time and

also because there have been different school enrollment patterns among

these groups, especially in recent years. Since both of these changes are

in hrfe pait duito influences other than the minimum wage, they might

well provide some additional information.
itrira (rnir holds for some of the other studies too), the meaning

of various labor force categories among children in the fourteen to

sixteen age range and how this is orshould be measured leavessomething

to be deJired and seems to raise conceptuâl difficulties that are almost

imoossible to solve. It may be noted' for example, that the very defi-

nit'ion of the labor force has changed. successively removing fourteen-

and fifteen-year-olds from the definition' and this trend will probably

extend to higher age cutoffs in the future. In addition' the very definition

of unemploÿment in the Current Population Su,rvey data changed during

the periôd. Among this age group, conceptual difliculties of classification

are clearly related- 1o school eniollment. This problem does not âffect

the findings on school enrollment patterns' the main point ofrhe paper'

However,-it is important in determining what normative significance
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one attributes to the labor force activity results. My own opinion would
be "not very much."

Finally, as I understand it, the minimum wage index refers to all
fl:*^y!::""1d nor specifically to the youthiabor ru-rr.o p"r r".ùlnce $,e know tïom Welch's work that the industrial distribuiion of
!::TC..J19*.lr"T chan8ed a grear deal over rhis perioa, anJ Àat it issubstanaially different from rhe âdult distribution, the mosiimportantpart of the index, the measure actually used is almosi ,ui"ir'iri 

"r.o..I. do not 
-mean 

to suggesr rhât this viriâres Mâtihk ;;sulr;:'for which
the specificarion has been ser very inteltigenrly. B;i ;;rh"p; Jie ois-
cussion of the possible bias€s resulting fôrn ur" of ïf,i, #r.r.. 

" lnoroer.

, . .T..p"p". by Ragan resembles that of Mattila and uses the same
kind of data, but differs somewhat in specificatio". n"g., ."i".i"",.,
on employment effects, not on schooj enrollment effectiper se. ÀctuattyI was surprised ro learn thar Ragan's earlier suay oi ifi. o"ü,r,o*.a
no systematic effects of minimum wages on enrollments, especially since
I found Mattita's resutrs rather convià'cing. Rug;;;;"i;'forîino.,",
period rhan Mattila, which seems unlikày tJU" a ,api Àr" of 

"nydifferences in results. Rather rhan 
"nnrrl 

drtu nug"T ur"rqurrt"rfy
data, which are likely to be more infor.utiu. 

"uoui 
.,iroirÀ"ri ài"rt.n,

because few people quit in mid-term, but rather t"na à iniir, ou tr,"
semester or year. The most interesting differences are in the way the

*::.f:. _".t:i 
fi"1 Anyone.who is .nriu"d i. au.stËà ;:in ."r,o"r, uy

T3i l,,".' y,hrtl Ragan onlyclassifies persons as such if they indicate that
scnool ls-their major activity, that is, occupying the bulk of rheir time.
r nese.{tnerences suggest that minimum wages largely affect part-time
schooling,.such as night school. This idea,"Jm priu.iui" 

"nà[Ài 
to u.worth further research. It is not entirely consisteni with -.. o,f,ii p"a,

of Mattila's research, however, so some differences still remain to be
resolved.

, In his study,.Ragan does find the expected employment effects. Heallo.use; a minimum wage variable bàsed on t..ri"g. lÀpürrn"rt
welghts lnstead of total covered adult and youth emplùmeni *éighrr,
Ih':l-rl_.:lg T,b"lî, in principle trran trre standaii ,i"".ri"'uppn"a
Io thrs group. He did. however. use adult wage rates and nof youth
wag€s. A-selection problem that relates to the ch;ice of"at"eori; 

"*irt.for both Ragan's and Mattita.s work. tf. as tvtattita inJi.ri"!, iiiirm
wages keep people in school longer, the peopte ttrey areiit.ir'i" ,f*,ln rnls way probably come from the upper portion of the abilitv and

::l1l i:i di.jlbution among those wËo wouro otrrerwise [u"é qri,
ïlî.1- 11,T, rhe nor-enrolled.$oup as well as rhe enrolted group would
reno ro change its composition over time, the former décreâsing in
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quality and the lâtter increasing in quality. Thus' one might expect the

relative minimum wage effects on both groups 10 change over time'
I have two brief èomments on Ragan's indirect approach. First. it

seems to me thât the measures of the minimum wage and youlh wage

variables contain a buitt-in positive correlation' so that it is not surprising

that the estimated effecl is positive. The youth wage measure includes

minimum wages and its coverage is somewhat similar to that of the

minimum wage measure, so it is not clear that they are indePendent

measures. While I have no better measure to su88es1' this possible

dependence should be kept in mind in interpreting the results. Second.

thé specification relating changes in wages to changes in minimum wages.

or changes in employment to changes in wages. when the other variables

such as unemployment and population are in level form, is somewhat

mysterious. In terms of the theory of the minimum wage' an equâtion

aliin level form, or one in which all variables are first differenced clearly.

seems more appropriate. I would not even be surprised if there were

many distributed lag effects lurking in the data that have not been

examined.
Cunningham's paper is the most ambitious that I read and also

presents some results that are at variance with those of other authors.

i{e first analyzes the employment effects of a minimum wage within the

context of a general equilibrium model with three factors of production.

This is an interesting exercise because it shows that the effects are not

generally all in one direction' independent of substitution possibilities

ànd supply parameters of the model' Cunningham also analyzes some

of the iircumstances under which school enrollment is encouraged or

discouraged in the context of this kind of model, again showing that the

effects côuld be either negative or Positive. Finally' his empirical work

is based on cross-section rather than time series data and is rendered

diflicult by the necessity of holding constant values for employment and

school staius probabilities in the absence of the minimum wage. While

this is an important conceptual point. it is not clear that the dâta are

sufficient foi this difficult lask. and Cunningham does not explain his

methods in sufficient detail. In any case. he does lind the emPloyment

effect of minimum wage legislation that most other people find. He also

finds discouragement of school enrollment rather than the encourage-

ment found by Manila in time series dala' There is some major work

to be done in resolving these findings. especially since Mattila's speci-

fication includes estimates of rates of return to schooling as independent

variables. These estimates in a sense begin to resolve the conceptual

problem of controls that Cunningham's specification is designed to deal

wiih.
One final and perhaps most important comment: All these papers
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have attempted to ascertain the direction of the minimum wage effects,
more or less resting content with a negative or positive findini. Clearly
this is the first order of business, espeéially sinci data deficien"ciei have
been a major limitation. However, these papers are very sophisticated
and contain some actual estimates of thi empirical magnitüae of the
effects being studied. This is clearly the most iàportant q'uestion of all.Iüe are beginning to get to the position of aiually ascertaining the
magnitude of the welfare loss of minimum wage législarion. Do the
effects reported here suggesr a significant reduction iÀ national income
and product due to minimum wage legislarion as a fraction of GNp? I
believe that most economists of aodai, as distinct from the case even
fifteen years ago, agree that minimum wages lead to distortions and
welfare losses, without having a major usefirl impact on income distri-
bution. Whal _majot disagreement exists non, àncerns the practical
magnitude of the effects and whether these issues are importani enough
to light about with so many other distortions worth aitâcking in the
economy. The research in this session should begin to answer That im-
portant question,
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Employment Aspects of the Fair Labor
Standards Act: Comments on the
Phillips and Ehrenberg-Schumann

Essays

Solomon lAiiliam Polache k

The Fair Labor Standards Act has been in existence for over forty years.
As indicated by the papers in this volume, many consequences of the
law are not well understood. Many aspects have not even been exam-
ined. The Phillipc and Ehrenberg-Schumann pap€rs are examples of
such studies analyzing dimensions ofemployment that have not yet been
formally modeled. The Phillips paper posits that the increased unem-
ployment caused by higher minimum wages increased criminal ("socially
pathological") behavior most particularly among black youth. The Eh-
renberg-Schumann paper examines the impact of the overtime provi-
sion. I discuss both of these works, but concentrate on Ehrenberg and
Schumann mainly because legislation is cunently being considered to
increas€ the overtime pay premium from time and a half to double time.
Thus the topic has political significance and warrants attention.

The Phillips Essoy

Many governmental programs have unanticipated side effects. In the
case of minimum wage legislation, few, if any. studies analyze the impact
of such programs on criminal behavior. The Phillips paper is an excep-
tion, and thus noteworthy. The story told is simple: Minimum wages
increase unemployment, and thus raise the relative wage of illegitimate
versus legitimate activities. Given the increased relative wages (not to
mention flexible hours), those group,s most affected by the disemploy-
ment effects of minimum wage have the highest propensily to move into
crime. Phillips illustrates his point by a series of graphs depicting the
rise in (teenage) unemployment rates, the relative increase of black+o-
white school and military enrollments, and the relative increase in prop-
erty crime arrest rates, especially for blacks. In addition. regression

NoTE: Thc author wishes to thank Joho Cogan for making available some of the time
s€ es data us€d in this comment. In additioo. he has receiÿed helpful commeors [rom
John Cogan, Thomas Kniesner. and Simoo Rottenberg. and most able rcsearch assistance
from Narcy Kawakita.
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analysis indicates a positive (though statistically weaker) relationship
between the time derivatives of the number of blacks and whites not
working and the arrest rates.

Phillips's story is plausible. One can view crime as an indusrry not
covered by the minimum wage. As unemployment in the covered sector
increases, the number of individuals entering crime should increase,
Since the strongest impact is on teenagers, we would exp€cl participation
in criminal activity to increase most for this group. The statistical analysis
presented relates minimum wages to unemployment, and unemployment
to criminal activity; it does not deal with a direct relaiionship between
minimum wage and arrests. With no ürecî evidence linking minimum
wage to arrests, it is diflicult not to be skeptical about the strength of
the hypothesis. To illustrate, I present what I see as three paradoxes
presented in Phillips's figure G-the crux of the paper.

First, evidence exists that certain groups are more affected by a
minimum wage than others. Teenagers, and especially black teenagers,
suffer more unemployment than adults (see Phillips's figure I illustrating
the widening of the black-white unemploymenl gap). If unemployment
is correlated with criminal activiiy, then criminal activity should rise
more quickly for nonwhites than whites, and least quickly for adults.
Figure 6 does no, show such data. The relative increase in ârrest rates
is not significantly greater for nonwhites than for whites (arrests for both
groups nearly doubled between 1964 and 1977); and the relative increase
in teenage arrests (especially for nonwhites) does nor exceed that of
adults.

Second, dollar increases in minimum wages have occurred only in
selected years. In the period under study, these increases occured in
1963,1967 , I96f, 1974,1975, 1976, and 1978. While rhe minimum wage
rose in these years, inflationary increases in other wages necessarily
caused the real minimum wage to fall in the intervening years. Such
declines in the minimum wage should, according ro Phillipa's hypothesis,
imply a decline in the growth rate of.arrests. Such declines (with the
exception of black arrests during the period 1968-1972) are not obvious.

Third, barring reporting problems, female crime rates are increasing
more quickly than those of males or blacks (rable l). This pattem implies
that the minimum wage affects females more than males, when in fact
studies reveal the opposite.

Even though data and reporting problems answer some of these
questions, I suspect the simultaneous influence of many socioeconomic
factors. For this reason, I suggest direct tests of the hypothesis that
minimum wage increases result in greater crime rates. One needs to
perform statistical multivariate analysis comparable to the analyses of
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Mincer and lVelch on unemployment effects.' In addition, it is essential
to include an explicit account of the coverage rate changes.

The Ehrenberg-§chumonn Essay

The Overtime Provision of the fair Lâbor Slrndards Act. The overtime
provision of the Fair Labor Standards Act calls for a time-and-a-half
payment to employees working over forty hours per week. The intention
of this provision was partly humanitarian, ro limit working hours to
reasonable and healthy amounts, but for the most part, it was aimed at
raising the number of people employed. The logic is obvious: high
overtime payment would motivate firms to substitute nel, workers at
straight time insteâd of increasing the hours of the existing work force.

Ehrenberg and Schumann in their tables 3 and 4 assert that fixed
hiring costs as well as fringe benefits have been increasing over the last
few decades. Such increases in the "fixity" of labor implies that the
relative costs of firms paying time and a half for overtime versus hiring
new workers is secularly declining, and should lead to increases in the
amount of overtime observed throughout the economy. In order to raise
employment levels and at the same time decrease unemployment. some
have suggested increasing the required overtime from time and a half
to double time. The Ehrenberg-Schumann study assesses the impact on
employment of such a change in the overtime pay provisions of the Fair
Labor Standards Act.

The analysis uses Ehrenberg's past work2 on the relationship be-
tween the ratio of per employee nonwage labor cost to the overtime
wage rate, and average annual overtime hours per employee. The pro-
cedure entails using this relationship to calculate the decrease in over-
time hours associated with increased overtime wages. This estimate,
divided by 2,000 hours, serves as an upper bound for the number of new
employees to be hired. This amounts to between 160,000 and I,500,000
workers, or an increase in employment from 0.3 to 4.0 percent.

The Ehrenberg-Schumann estimates are preliminary and perhap,s
premature. Even so, I contend that their approach is misleading. Eh-
renberg and Schumann suggest that there is a positive (negative) rela-
tionship between mean average weekly overtime hours and unemploy-
ment (employment). Direct macroeconomic evidence, however, implies

lJ. Mincer. "Unemplolment Effects of Minimum Wages.".ro.raa, of Political Economy
84 (August 1976): S87-S104; and F. Welch. "Minimum Wage tægislation in the United
Staaes." Economic Inqairÿ 12 (September 1974): 285-318.
2R. Ehrenberg. "Fringc Benefits and Overtime Behavior" (Lexingron. Mass.: D.C.
Heath, l97l).
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that a rise in the overtime wage would actûally decrease employment,
increase tnemplovment, and lower pet capira real output. This is so
because the number of workers and their hours are partially "tied
goods." Increasing the cost of overtime implicitly raises the totâl cost
of eaclr worker and thereby lowers the number of workers demanded
as n e// as their hours. While my results are preliminary, they are strong
enough to warrant some concern in taking the Ehrenberg-Schumann
findings at face value.

Others may even argue thai overtime pay changes neither increase
nor decrease hours, but instead that the overtime provision is superflu-
ous and ineffective. Such arguments claim that if some hours of the
week are paid at higher overtime wage rates and others at lower normal
wages rates, then the market will adjust the lower rates downward, so
that average rates for all hours worked will be what they would have
been in the absence of legal constraints. Such an argument is incorrect.
Hours are determined by marginal, not averuge, wage rates. Thus con-
straints on marginal wage rates affect hours.This effect is synonymous
to the impact of alternative pay schemes (for example, piece rates versus
hourly wage rates) on work hours and on allocation of agricultural
resources under various share tenancy plans.3

Evidence. Average weekly overtime hours depend on cyclical as well as
secular changes. Ehrenberg and Schumann measure time trends in
overtime hours by means of regression analysis reproduced in table 2
(columns I and 3). (I concentrate on data on nondurable manufacturing
because these data exhibited the largest time trend, according to the
Ehrenberg-Schumann study.) Their linear model ÿelds a 3-4 percent
annual increase. Not having the appropriate series for real changes in
GNP, I replicate their analyses using the unemployment rate to adjust
for cyclical changes. As can be seen (columns 2 and 3), I obtain similar
trends. However, estimation using a quadratic time term (columns 5
and 6) yields a significant negative value. Thus it is not obvious that
overtime hours are secularly increasing. My results indicate a peak near
1970, with declining overtime hours thereafter. Direct evidence of the
relationship between overtime and employment (unemployment) also
does not conform to the Ehrenberg-Schumann hypothesis. Figures I
and 2 (and table 3) illustrate a strong posiriva correlarion between em-
ployment and overtime. Figures 3 and 4 (and table 4) illustrate a strong
negative correlation belween unemployment and overtime, These results

rR. Woodward, "Professional Work læisure Decisions under Alternative Remunemtion
Methods," paler pres€rted ar thc Econometric Society Meetings. Arlantic City. N.J..
1976; and S. Cheung. "Private Properry Right and Share Cropping," Joumal ol iDotitictl
Ecoaonry 76 (November/Decembcr 1968): 1107-22.
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, FIGURE 1

AVERAGE WEEKLY OVERTTME HoURs TN NoNDURABLE MANUFAC.
runNc .a.xo UNeMpLoyMENr RATE FoR MALES AcE 16 AND OVER,

OT = an+ atR + a2X (1)

using establishment data (where OI is annual ovenime hours per em-
ployee, R is the ratio of measured weekly quasi-fixed nonwage labor
@sts per employee to the overtime wage rate, and X is a vector of
exogenous predetermined standardizing variables). By appropriately

' Ehrcnberg, "Fringe Benetits. "

498

NorE: Thin lines repi€scnt valucs with cyclical components rêmovcd.

SouRcEsr !1.S. rypanment of Lafu, 1979 E nployn r,r ond Tmiaing Repor, ol ,he
Ptsittcrû; i&fi, Monpowo Rcpon of the Pr6ideû4 gÂot to 195; and Ehrènbcrj and
Sdrumann, "Ove imc Pay Provisions," rablc 2, for ovenimc data.

hold even when using two- and three-stage least squares to adjust for
cyclical variations in each time series (see the two-stage least-squares
results of tables 3 and 4, as well as the three-stage least-squares estimates
presented in table 5). These tables clearly indicate that decreasing over-
time hours by increasing the overtime wage does not correspond to
higher Ievels of employment arrd lowù levels of unemployment. How
does one explain the discrepancy between my findings and the assertions
of Ehrenberg and Schumann?

fTe Resolution of e Poradox. Ehrenberg and Schumann use a micro-
economic approach based on Ehrenberg's past research.a Essentially
they solve an equation of the form

1956-1977

l)ncmploynent Rau 1:.
(tîlscotc) j>
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SOLOMON WILLIAM POLACHEK

FIGURE 2

AVERAGE I EEXLV OVERTIME IN DURABLE MANUFACTURING AND

UNEMPLoYMENT RATE FoR MALES AcE 16 AND ovER, 1956-1977

Unenployment Rate
(Left Scalc)I

Average WeeHy Ove ime Hours
(Righ, ScaL)

1956 58 626466
Nof€: Thin lincs rcprcsênt valucs with cyclical component lcmovcd.

Soutcs: Scc Iigure l.

modifying R, Ehrenberg and Schumann use equation (l) to extrapolate
the effect of increasing the premium on overtime hours. They find a 4

to ÿ) percent decline in overtime hours. If all this reduction in overtime
were converted to new full-time positions, employment would increase

between 0.3 and 4.0 percent. Ehrenberg and Schumann admit that this
projection is an overestimate and altempt adjustment by considering
five factors: (l) the possibility of nonzero wage elasticities, (2) moon-
lighting, (3) the skill distribution of the unemployed and those who work
overtime, (4) indivisibilities. and (5) compliance with the overtime pay
provisions. They claim that each factor is of relatively minor importance,
however. They make no menrion of the possibiliry thot in combinalion
these fadors could actually cause a reduction in total employment.

I claim that the findings of the Ehrenberg-Schumann paper are

inherently biased. By estimating the reduction in overtime hours with
one equation, and correcting for employment changes with other in-
dependently calculated equations (such as the Hamermeshs total man-

hour demand equation). the authors neglect the fact that hours overtime
and number of employees arc simukaneously rclaled.

The simultaneity is obvious when we view production in the classical

3D. Hamcrmesh, "Economet c Studiesoflabor Dcmand and Their Applicatioo to Policy
Aîalysis," ,loumal oî Humon Resources I I (Fall 1976): 507-25.
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TABLE 3

THE RELATIoNSHTP BETWEEN EMPLoYMENT AND oVERTIME,
1956-1977

Dependent Voriable: Percent Employed (Males 25-54)

Ordinary least-squares
Two.stage least-

squares

Linear time trend Quadratic time trend Linear time trend

c

o

T

T

i1

80.12
(30.1)

4.32
(6.0)

-0.28
(7.2)

F = 34.7

Nore: C - Constant (interccpt)
O = Nondurablc manufacturing average weekly ovenimeI r Time rrend (1948 = t) -
t-valucs ate given in parentheses.
SouRcEs: U.S. Deparrmeot of Labor, 1979 Employmcnt ond Truininp ReDo ot the
Prcsident:, i&m. Manpower Rcports of ,he prcsidcfu (pior to tSZS)l ind'Ehren"bcrg
and Schumann. "Overdme Pay Provisions," this volunic, table 2 (for ovenime data)l

86.33
(65.7)

4.33
(7.5)

-0.31
(e.3)

.82

85.87
(53.8)

4.02
(4.e)

-0.t7
(0.6)

-0.m3
(0.5)

.83

TABLE 4

THE RET-ATIoNSHIP BETWEEN UNEMPLoYMENT AND OVERTIME

Dependent Varioble: Adult Male Unemployment Rate

Ordinary least-squares Two-stage least-squares

Linear time trend Quadratic time trend Linear time trend

c

o

T

T

R!

11.46
(8.5)

- 3.71
(6.3)
0.19

(s.55)

.69

r0.90
(6.7)

-4.@
(4.e)
0.36

(1.3)

-0.m4
(0.6)

.70

15.67
(5.3)

-3.04
(3.8)
0.r3

(3.1)

F = 8.25

NoTE: See table 3 for definitions.
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FIGURE 3
AVERAGE WEEKLY OVERTIME HOURS IN NONDURABLE MANUFAC.
TURTNG AND PERCENTAGE oF MALES AGE 25-54 EMPT,OYED,I95ÇI9N

: - {,' 
*iffË r*!f'* .../v

. ÿ"',.,,,-7 i--.-V
I
I
t
\,,,,

ttttrrtttrlllltltltll

Avuoge WeeHy Overtime Houn
(Right Scole)

2.4

2.088
1956 58

framework. Consider output (p) determined by capital (K) and labor
(L):

Q=Q(K,L) (2)

The quantity of labor can be augmented by increasing either hours per
worker (fI) or number of workers (N). Thus labor (L) can be viewed

as a vector lL = (H,N)|, and equation (2) can be rewritten as

Q=Q(K.H,N) (3)

Capital, number ofworkers, and hours per worker are thus inputs. Each
can be traded for another in accordance with inherent substitutability
parameters within the producrion process. Holding capital constant and
assuming normal prop€riies of the production function, one can draw
isoquants illustrating combinations of H and N that yield given output
levels (figure 5). An isocost curve (defined by ABC) changes direction
at forty hours per worker. the point where ovenime wages are man-
dated. For a given output, optimal inputs of H and N are determined
by the tangency between the isocost curve and the relevant isoquant.

A secular decline in the overtime wage implies a rotation of the
right-hand portion of the isocost curve (for example to ABD), aîd
appropriate changes in hours overtime as well as number of workers

[from (H,I/) to (If',N')1. Obviously the relationship between overrime
hours and number of workers depends on the isoquant structure. How-
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FIGURE 4
AVERAGE WEEKLY OVERTTME HoURs TN DURABLE MANUFACTURING

AND PERCENTAGE oF MALES AGE 2ÿ54 EMPLoYED , 1956-1977

Houn

P*cmtage Enployed
(l4t Scole)

I
I
t\
[t,

Avemge WeeHy Overtime Hours
(Ngh, Sco,,)

4.4

4.2

4.0

3.2

3.0

2.6

1.8u 68 70 72 74 76

ever, when the isoquants are drawn as usually depicted, increases in the
overtime wage (rotation of isocost curve from ABC to ABE) (Ælu§Ë a
decrease in overtime houn cs well ar a decrease in number of workers;
that is, equilibrium point (If,M) compared with (H,IO. This result is
strengthened when scale effects are permitted.

It is essential to realize that number of workers and hours per
worker are determined simultaneously. Treating each as an independent
decision necessarily biases estimates of the impâct of changing overtime
wages. Tacitly assuming infinite substitutability (as Ehrenberg and Schu-
mann attempt) is obviously erroneous. I therefore suggest that demand
functions for hours per worker and number of workers be estimated
together within a simultaneous equation approach. Only then can the
true substitutability be determined and estimates be obtained for trade-
offs between hours and workers. Not estimating them simultaneously
leads to biases that could account for the discrepancy between the results
I present and those of Ehrenberg and Schumann.
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FIGURE 5
TRADE-oFF§ IN NUMBER oF rJÿoRKERs AND r oRKERs PER HouR rN

THE PRODUCTION PROCESS

Number of
Worken

The Efficiency of Modlfying the Overtlme Provision: A Concluding Com'
ment. Even if modification of the overtime provision were to lead to
greater employment, il is not obvious that increasing overtime wages

would be an appropriâte policy. lncreasing overtime wages raises pro-
duction costs and necessarily leads to lower per capita output. Increasing
the overtime wage premium may not be optimal even if iÎ were to raise

employment. In a welfare sens€, governmental transfer policies could
achieve greater per capita income levels as well as a more apPropriate
income distribution. Rather than dictating inefficient means of Produc-
tion, firms and workers receiving excess profits and wages could be

taxed so that wealth could be spread throughout the population. Cre-
ating inefficiencies in the production process only creates lower outPut
levels. As a result, less weahh remains to be distributed, and on the
average all suffer.

Taken together, the Phillips and Ehrenberg-Schumann papers ad-

dress important topics not as yet analyzed in the lilerature. Their ap-

proaches are interesting and novel. My comments are designed not to

N'
/v

ffH H'
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TABLE 5

Tnnpe-S,r:ace LEAsr-SouARE EsrrMATES

Rate = 15.67 -
(5.3) (3.8) (3.r )

Unemploymenr Rate + 0.24
(2.3)

+x,

f -0.005r+Xr
( - 1.8)

+0.

Ovenime = 0.26 + 0.008
(0.2) (0.t)

Employment Rate = 80.12
(30.1)

Ovenime = 0.99 - 0.m7
(0.1) (0.1)

+ 4.32 Overrime - 0.28T + X,(6.0) (7.2)

Employment Rate + 0.249 T - 0.m5 ?: + X,(2.0) (l.s)

{ = exogenous identirying variables

NorE: S€c table 2 for definitions; ,-values are gir"n in p*entlrer""

criticize, but to present alternative viewpoints and encourage the authors
and others to extend this research anà offer more preciL answers to
important policy issues.
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Comments on the Substitution Effects
of Minimum Wage Legislation

llÿilliam Fellner

Three interesting papers presented here are concerned with the impact

of minimum wages on specific areas of activity. These include that of
Professor Gordon on the household sector' that of Professor Gardner
on agriculture, and that of Professors Trapani and Moroney on seasonal

cotton farm work. The activities in question have on the whole been of
declining relative significance. and the papers discuss the factors that

need to be taken into account in an appraisal of the effect of minimum
wages.

From the Gordon study, I conclude that attempts to isolate the

effect of the extension of minimum wage legislation to household work'
ers must for the time being be based on very general considerations,

and that so far these do not suggest any noteworthy effect. This result

may well have to do with the ease with which it is possible to get around

the provisions in thal sector of the labor market. The Trapani'Moroney
paper presents a regression analysis as well as a general discussion of
ihe presumptive effect of minimum wages on seasonal cotlon farm work-

ers, and the authors suggest proportionately significant negative em-

ployment effects for two of the three geographical regions examined.

in the Gardner paper, too, a negative employment effect is demon-

strated in part by regression analysis' here relating to agricultural work-

ers in general.
To the extent that minimum wages raise real wage rates for specific

types of workers, they reduce employment for these worker categories.

This conclusion is unavoidable, given reasonable assumptions. To deny
this would be to deny that, barring very eccentric assumptions, a demand
function needs to have a negative partial derivative with respect to the

"own price" of the commodity or service demanded. Extending this
proposition concerning a negative employment effect to minimum wage

legislation in general, however, assumes that the legislation does in fact
raise real wage rates for the workers in question. This in turn implies
that the required minimum wage is high enough to have this effect and

that the requirement is not circumvented. The first of these assumptions

does not sêem to have been satisfied in one of the geographical regions
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explored by Trapani and Moroney, and the second does not seem to
have been satisfied in the household-work market explored by Gordon.

. But despite- such exceptions, these considerations strongly suggest
that, in the markets to which the minimum wage requireme-ni apfùes,
there will develop a negative employment effeci whenever the miiimum
wage requirement achieves what it intends to achieve. This general con_
clusion, analogous to that asserting the negative sign of thé partial de-
rivative of demand with respect to price, ii worth stressing because of
the very large difficulties standing in the way of obtaining trustworthy
quantitative results from regression analysis. The uncertainiies attaching
to the regression technique are substantially greater in all areas of re-
search than is nowadays typically suggested. These uncertainties grow
panicularly large when we are considering a small segment of the |abor
market that is interrelated with many other marketi, and when there
exist no easily defensible assumptions as to the explanatory variables
that should be included in models of limited size striving for quantitative
precision. This, by the way, is clearly recognized by those ofôur authors
who use regression analysis.

Two other papers-that of Professors Cox and Oaxaca and that of
Professor Colberg--consider a question of great interest and direct one's
thoughts to an aspect of the social-political process which is intriguing
and deserves further exploration. The quesiion which I and, I ùink,
they h^ue in mind is: Wàlbft groups are motivated by the desire to raise
the real wage rates of some recipients of substandard wages at the
expense of the employment of other substandard wage earnèrs?

I will somewhat further elaborate on this problem by referring to
the excellent 1978 study of Finis Welch.'The datà to which i am referi,ing
are for employees paid by the hour, outside agriculture and households.

With some speculative filling in of gaps in the information which
I as a nonspecialist in this area could reàdily find, I conclude from
Welch's data that in lg3 the age classes sixteen through twenty-four
and beyond sixty-four years made up the greater part (possibly about
60 percent) of those workers who in that year eamed lesJthan tÉe *uge
to which the minimum was about to be raised (from $1.fl to $2.00). A
high proportion of those earning less than the minimum were part-time
workers, which is true not only of those low-wage workers belonging
to the very young and the old age classes just mentioned but also oi
those belonging to other age classes. The total percentage earning less
than the $2.ü) minimum wage was probably about 20 percent if wtlimit
ourselves to hourly wage workers outside agriculture and households.

I Minirnum Waget, Issues and Eÿiderrce (Washiogton, D.C.: American Entetpris€ Insti-
tulc, 1978), pp. 16-19.
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The below-minimum percentage was presumably between l0 and 15

percent for all employees in the American economy. Given the pre-
sumption rhat the greater part of this l0 1o 15 percent belonged to the
age classes sixteen through twenty-four and (to a lesser extent) to those
beyond sixty-four, the question then is: rr ho had such an intense interest
in raising the wage s of some part oi the low-wage population by a method
involving the worsening of the employment outlook for aroràer part of
the same l0 10 15 percent of all workers, knowing that the very young
and the old are very highly represented in this l0 to 15 percent subs€t
of all workers? After all, there was enough interesl in doing this to
achieve the adoption of raising minimum wage requirements on that
occasion (1973) as well as on many earlier and later occasions, in spite
of resistance that cannot have been lacking. Further. such legislation
has been adopted again and again in spite of the fact that the general
value judgments of the political community at large surely give prece-

dence to employment opportunities for the young and the old and for
other part-time workers over the entirely arbitrary notion that a Person
should be employable only if he is worth to an employer at least about
50 percent of the average factory wage. I think very few people would
subscribe to this latter judgment if they were asked for their opinion
direaly.

Along the lines of the Cox-Oaxaca and the Colberg papers. the
answer presumably is that it is possible to identify articulate and in part
very well organized groups outside the l(Fl5 percent of low-wage work-
ers whose representatives believe that their membership also benefits
along with direct minimum wage beneficiaries. Colberg stresses mainly
regional interests; Cox and Oaxaca call attention mainly to the interests
and influence of unions. These indirect beneficiaries are likely to be

among the relatively highly paid whose real wage rates are expected to
be pulled up along with the minimum. Assuming that the representatives
of these articulate and well-organized groups know how to s€rve their
own interests effectively-"know what they are doing"-the question
remains: In what way are these groups in fact benefitting?

They may benefit in one of two ways. In whichever of these two
ways they benefit, it is important to realize that politically tieir benefit
is ai the heart of the matter. To paraphrase Finis Welch, regulating
markets in order to give some of the have-nots somewhal more by
depriving other have-nots of their jobs is not a program for which any
influential group would be likely to develop much enthusiasm. The fact
that the indirect benefit of the relatively well paid is politically at the
heart of the matter should strengthen the opposition of most observers,
since those members of the labor force whose employment opportunities
this inte erence with market lorces reduces are low-paid workers.
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Nevertheless, the consequences depend very much on whether the rel-
atively well-paid benefit by one or the other of two distinguishable
processes. This is the point I would like to stress in my present comments.

To the extenl that the indirect benefits accrue as a result of the
substitution of relarively well paid for poorly paid workers (because
some of the poorly paid workers now earn a somewhat higher wage
while others become unemployed), there is at least an increase in the
demand for the services of the relatively well-paid workers. However,
the large proportion of the very young and of the old, and of part-time
workers in general, in the low-wage population makes it exceedingly
unlikely thal this should be the whole story. Substitution is very unlikèly
to describe the whole story because the elasticity of subatitution away
from the very young and from the old (and away from part-time workera
in general) toward groups in the prime-age full-time caregory is very
unlikely to be high. Part of the indirect benefit seems to have accrued
to the relatively well paid in a different way, not by the substitution of
well-paid for low-wage workers. Part of the benefit has developed as
a result of the resistance of the highly organized groups to a narrowing
of wage differentials and, indeed, of their ability to increase these dif-
ferentials in the bargaining process. Recently these differentials in favor
of the highly organized have risen in relation to the wages of the rela-
tively low paid, thâl is, not merely relative to the minimum wage pop-
ulation but also relative to those workers who may have done no better
than 1o maintain their differentials over the mini;um wage. The highly
organized would presumably have found it more difficult to achieve
their actual money-wage increases if these increases had involved an
even greaor increase of the differentials in their own favor. This is so
because of the attention paid to relative positions in the bargaining
præess.

To the extent that rising minimum wâges have led to higher money-
wage increases across the board, they have given rise to a problem that
needs to be distinguished from that of the substitution of relatively well-
paid for low-wage worken. If an across-the-board money-wage-raising
effect with unchanging or rising differentials for the relatively well-paids
is accommodated by demand-management policy, it leads to inflalion.
If, on the other hand, demand-management does not accommodate
these money-wage increases, then during a possibly lengthy adjustment
p€riod the rate of resource utilization will remain subnormal.

In other words, to the extent that minimum wage policies become
essentially part of the general money-wage raising mechanism. these
policies make it more difficult for the monetary authority to remain on
a noninflationary cours€ or to return to it. It remains true, of course,
that within the low-wage population minimum wages raise the incomes
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of some and deprive others of their iobs. \{hat needs to be added is

that aside from the substilution aspect of the problem. which at present

may not be its most prominent aspect. minimum wages have helped the
relatively well paid to raise their wages without having to face the dif-
ficulties of creating an even greaîer increase of the differentials in their
own favor than those which they have already succeeded in securing for
themselves in the bârgâining process. Creating even greater differentials
through wage bargaining might have been difficult for the relatively well
paid, quite aside from any adverse substitulion effects they might have

suffered. In view of the seriousness of the inflation problem with which
we are faced, the role of minimum wage policies in the general wage-

raising process deserves a good deal of attention-no less attention than
do the microeconomic allocational consequences of these policies.
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Employment Effects and Determinants
of Minimum Wage Laws: An Analysis

of Current Research

Barry R. Chiswick

Five of the papers pres€nted here fall neatly into two categories. One
is the traditional minimum wage research topic, the analysisofthe effects
on employment of the coverage and level of the minimum wage. The
second is a newer and less well researched lopic, the determinants of
minimum wage laws. I have some comments on both sets of papers. My
task has been easier because each of the papers was both interesting
and stimulating.

Employment Studie§

The three employment studies include two econometric analyses of ag-
riculture, the papers by Bruce Gardner on hired farm workers and by
John Trapani and J. R. Moroney on seasonal cotton farm employment.
The third is Kenneth Gordon's study of private household workers.

In industry studies it is important to recognize that there are two
major aspects of substitution. There is substitution within the sector of
other factors of production for low-wage workers, and there is substi-
tution among sectors in the economy. The three sectoral employment
studies vary in the extent to which these differential substitutions are
explicitly considered. This is a matter of substantial importance in es-
timating the effect of the minimum wage. For example, is the estimated
employment and unemployment impact of the minimum wage in the
agricultural sector a reflection solely of substitutions within the s€ctor,
or does it also include the effect on the size of the sector? Indeed, it is
because of sectoral substitutions that regional interests favoring a high
minimum wage seek to irnpose it nationwide.

On a related point, is the minimum wage outside of the sector under
study assumed to be held constant, or is it assumed that the minimum
wage increases by the same proportion in all sectors? The disemployment
effects may differ quite sharply under the two situations.

I am troubled by the lack of consideration of mandated erTrployer
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financed fringe benefits in all of the minimum wage studies. As nearly

all firms are competitive in the labor market. particularly for workers

with few specialized skills, average factor costs are relevant in the de-

mand for labor. Average factor costs for labor exceed the wages workers

receive by various direct and indirect taxes related to social legislation.
In addition to the social security tax. there is unemployment insurance.
workmen's compensation, the increased labor costs of Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations' in some in'
stances private pensions (Pension Reform Act of 1974). and possibly in
the near future mandated contributions for national health insurance.
These taxes raise the legal minimum employmenr cost of labor. (Em'
ployment tax credits would tend to have the opposite effect.)

Because of various ceilings. the mandated employer fringe benelits

are not proportional to the wage rate, but rather are relatively greater

for unskilled than for skilled workers. The relative minimum employ-

ment cost, the minimum wage plus mandated employer expenditures

relative to the average employment cost, is greater than the relative

minimum wage.
Perhaps more important. the absolute and relative difference be-

tween the relative minimum employment cost and the relative minimum
wage has increased in the past four decades. First, there has been a

spread of coverage of other social legislation' Domestic and farm work,

the two occupations considered at thissession, are now generally covered

by social security, unemployment insurance' workmen's compensation,

and, for farm workers, OSHA. Second. there has been a rise in the

relative lax rates in the social insurance programs, Particularly social

security.
Time series studies of the minimum wage have ignored mandated

employer fringe benefits. This misspecification increases the negative

magnitude of the trend variable in an analysis of the employment of
farm workers and domestics. That is, the trend variable captures the

effect of the interaction of the minimum wage and the trend increase

in mandated fringe benefits. Controlling for the trend, exclusion of the

mandated fringe benefits from the analysis increases the measurement

error in the minimum wage variable, biasing toward zero the total effect
of the minimum wage on employment. Explicit incorporation of man'
dated employer-financed fringe benefits into the analysis would permit
an estimation of the direct and indirect (interaction) effects of the min-
imum wage.

The expanded social insurance programs also affect the supply side

of the market. For example, the recent extension of unemployment
compensation to agriculture has altered the æasonality of the supply of
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farm labor.rAn important variable in the labor supply equation noi
fully exploited in Kenneth Gordon's discussion of iiivate'household
em-ployment is the magnitude of relative welfare payments. During the
1960s and up through 1974, the package of welfàrà benefirs available
for unskilled women with young ihildrén increased as a result of new
programs (Medicaid, food stampe, housing subsidies). easier eligibility
(Aid to Families with Dependent Childrèn), and increased binefits
within the programs. Since 1974, however, there has been no program
expansion, eligibility has been tightened, and real welfare beneiits have
declined. These factors, combined with higher unemployment rates in
ahernative. employment, may be responsible for enàing and perhaps
reversing the declining trend in household employmenr.

I do not share Gordon's pessimism about-thé fruitfulness of econ-
ometric. research in- the private household employment sector. Using
data prior to the 1974 extension of minimum wage legislation to this
sector, an econometric equation can be developed to explain statistically
employment in this sector. predicted employmenl aftèr the extension
of coverage could then be compared with obierved employment to es_
timate the minimum wage effect. This technique was uied successfully
in the Trap-ani and Moroney study of the effect of the minimum wage
on cotton farm employmenl, and in my own study of the effect of
unemployment compensation on agricultural employment.

. One of_the assumptions of moit time series iconometric analyses,
whether-of the minimum wage or some other issue, is that the parameters
are stable over time. In doctoral research recently completeà, F. Terry
Elder has analyzed the stability of the panial eilect ôf the minimum
wagc on employment of selected demographic groups for the postwar
period,. replicating the equarions of others (foi eximple, Weich and
Mincer), using a recursive residual procedure.2 His preliminary findings
are interesting and important. The magnitude (anà in many'instances
even the sign) of the estimated minimum wage coefficient varies in a
nonrandom pattern over the period. This maÿ provide the means for
reconciling 

-the 
contradictory findings in the iitèrature among studies

covering different lime periods.

. Elder's findings must make us all more cautious in analyses of time
series, whether of the minimum wage or other issues. Anà they raise
two related questions: The first, obviously, is why does the effect vary
in a nonrandom manner? What variablei, not explicitly incorporated

r.Barry-R. Chiswick, "The Eff€ct of Urcmployment Compensaiion on a Seasonal lodustry:
ASricultur€," Joüna, of Political Ecoaoày 'g4 

(June lq6): 591-602.
! F. T€-rry Elder, "Employment aod Labor Force Effects of Changes in the Fedcral Min_
imum Wage from 1966 to 1978: A Box Jenkins Approach"(ph.D. àisenurlon. ùnirersity
of lllinois ar Chicago Circle, 1980).
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into the analysis, make the effect of the minimum wage vary over time?

The second, how does one delermine the relevant parameter for fore-
casting the effect of future increases in the relative minimum wage?

Delerminonis of Minimum l{age Laws

The two sludies of the determinants of minimum wage laws are intri-
guing, but I am left with the unhappy feeling that the stories are incom-
plete. In his study of congressional voting patterns. Marshall Colberg

finds that the primary economic variable. the state average manufac-

turing wage, is not significant. The exislence of a state "right-to-work"
law always has the "correct" sign and is often highly significant. But
since right-to-work laws and minimum wage laws are very close cousins,

are they noi both determined by the same process? lf so. the dght-to-
work law variable is endogenous. If it is to be included in the analysis.

either a simultaneous system or an instrumental variables approach

should be used.
Controlling for the effects of other variables' what is it about the

South that results in stronger opposition to the spread of minimum wage

coverage or higher minimum wage rates? Presumably region is a proxy
for some relevant characteristic that varies geographically. ln some stud'
ies it may represent climate. while in others. the level of economic
development. In this instance climate is not relevant' and average wages

may be a good proxy for the level of development' The opposition of
the southern states is not ideological, for Colberg shows that region was

not relevant for explaining voting patterns for a higher minimum wage

in the District of Columbia. In addition, Florida congressmen were

strong advocates in 1974 of extending the federal minimum wage at the
mainland level to hotel and restaurant workers in the U.S' Virgin Is-

lands. Without additional discussion of the interpretation of the region
variable, and without further attempts to identify the underlying but
unmeasured variables for which region is a proxy, the role of the region
variable is a mystery.

James Cox and Ronald Oaxaca use mathematics and graphs to
develop a complex four-sector model to explain attitudes toward the
minimum wage. The only implications of the model are that high-wage
workers benefit and the owners of firms that employ low'wage workers
lose when minimum wage coverage is introduced. or the rate increased.

I am reminded of Ockham's Razor-that simpler models are preferred
to complex models if the result is the same. The Cox-Oaxaca implications
could have been developed in a few paragraphs of prose. Or (since I
do not pay for their time) they could return to their multisector model
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to s€€ if there are any additional testable implications that could not be
obtained from a simple two-sector structure.

The empirical counterparts of the Cox-Oaxaca theoretical variables
are disturbing. Relative union membership in the state is used as a proxy
for high-wage workers. The rate of union membership, however, varies
systematically with industrial structure. And the raie of union mem-
bership for,low-wage unskilled workers at or near the minimum wage
also varies by state. Measures of the distribution of skills (for exampié,
scùooling and labor market experience) may be more useful proxiej for
high-wage workers than is union membership. Their only other explan-
atory variable is relative proprietary income, as a proxÿ for employers
of low-wage workers. Proprietors are, however,' hetérogenoui. The
earnings of doctors and lawyers are generally reported aJ proprietary
income, yet their employment of low-wage worliers is quiie O-ifferent
from that of small manufacturing, retail and related enteiprises. In ad-
dition, from their procedure we do not know whether it ii state differ_
ences in the relative number of proprietors or the relative income of
the average proprietor that is responsible for the effects that emerge.

There is also an econometric problem. To the extent that the min-
imum wage has influenced unionizalion and propdetâry income (and
Cox and Oaxaca hypothesize that it lowers thè laiter), tùe explanatory
variables are endogenous. Perhaps values of the explanatory'variables
in an earlier decade or a simultaneous system should have been used
to guard against the endogeneity.

Because of these problems it is not surprising that the empirical
results are disappointing. There are three dependent variables: tLe ex_
istence ofa state minimum wage law, the extent of coverage if the law
exists, and the state minimum wage. Unionization is signifi;ant only.for
the exist€nce of a law. Relative proprietary income iJnegatively asso-
ciated with the existence of the minimum wage and with iti rate. Given
the implications of their own model, however, the direction of causation
for the proprietary income variable is ambiguous.

I share the thesis of the Colberg and Cox-Oaxaca papers that the
enactment of minimum wage laws is not the result of ignorance. In spite
of the adverse effects on many low-productivity workèrs, their empioy-
ers, and the consumersofthe goods and services they produce, minimum
wage laws do benefit others. The beneficiaries include workers earning
above the minimum wage, who are substitutes in production for low-
wage labor, and employers (and their norkers) in high-wage industries,
producing goods and servic€s that are substitutes in consumption for the
goods and services produced by low-wage workers. For one reason or
another, the latter are more effective in the political process. More
research on the determinants of minimum wage laws will increase our
understanding of both the political and the economic systems.
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Comments on Differential Minimum
Wages and Minimum Wage Policies

Isaac Ehrlich

Cotterill's and Gregory's papers share one specific theme: both deal,

at least to some extent, with the desirability or effectiveness of differ-
ential minimum wages. The purposes of the differential wage policies

they discuss are very different, however, and so is the general focus of
the two papers. I shall therefore discuss them separately.

Colterlll: Dilferentiol l*gel Minimum l ages

Phillip Cotterill's analysis is prompted by legislation pending in the U.S.

Congress to create a youth minimum wage differential that would permit

the hiring of persons under the age of twenty at a specific "discount"
rate below the standard minimum wage for adults. This proposed leg-

islation may, of course, share the fate of previous unsuccessful attempts

at supplementary minimum wage legislation in Congress, but the fact

that similar programs have already been adopted in other countries
(Costa Rica is one such example) suggests that the topic will remain

alive. Cotterill is concerned with the possible adverse consequences of
a youth differential (and, in general, of any other group differential) on
the employment opportunities for neighboring groups. His thesis' which

he bases partly on his own work with Wadycki, is that such adverse

consequences are likely to be dramatic in specific industries such as

retail trade and services.
ln the first section of his paper the aulhor argues that since a

differential minimum wage policy based on a distinction between teen'
agers and adults is still tikely to be highly distortive, an alternative
differentiating policy might be more desirable' He then sets out to ex-
plore criteria for devising a superior, yet realistic program for wage

differentials. He identifies neither the political constraints nor the spe-

cific social welfare function that must be considered for devising a sec-

ond-best program that would be sup€rior in some sense to the proposed
youth differential, and yet fall shon of a de facto abolition of minimum
wages for all worken. In any case, the more immediate policy issue now
seems to be not whether to institute alternative minimum wage schemes,
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but.whether the proposed two-tier policy for youth and adults is more
desirable by some reasonable crireria rhàn rhé presenr system in which
a uniform minimum wage standard is applied' to all workers. While
Cotterill does not confront this issue dirèctly, he does evaluate the
potential effects of a youth differential on aduit and youth employmenr
in particular industries.

The effect of a wage differential favoring any one group on the
employment opportunities of thât and other groups is cànventionally
analyzed in economic and econometric studieJin l;rms of the relevani
own and cross elasticities ofthe derived demand functions for the various
groups. Cotterill finds fault with this standard analysis as applied to
different age groups because he believes that youth ànd aduli workers
y.h9 uq employed in specific low-wage occupations are not enlirely
distinct factors of production. He arguès that in reality the disrribution
of productive capacities among individual members oi neighboring age
groups are largely overlapping. If so, he expects a reduction in the
mlmmum wage for youths to produce a particulârly harmful effect on
the employment opportunities of adults whose productivities lie below
the standard minimum wage for adults but abovethe differentiated wage
for the youth-a consequence he identifies as the ..exclusion effect." He
concludes that this exclusion effect must be added on lo the expected
conventional relativ€ wage effect of a youth differential in calcûlating
the total adverse effects of the differential on adult employment.

The point is not without merit, but its significance is grearly over-
stated in the context of this paper. After all, the group oi aduits with
productivity below the standard minimum wage mày alieady be largely
excluded from full-time jobs in the covered industriei. The baiic probiem
of this group stems from its real productivity level falling shoit of the
improved minimum wage for adults. not frôm its wage'Jbeing higher
thar the proposed minimum wage for the youth. The cèation of a yàuth
differential need not have much of an additional advers€ impact on the
employment opportunities of this group of workers even undLr dynamic
conditions. It is true, however, that those marginal adult workers whose
productivity just qualifies them for employment at the standard mini-
mum wage would be particularly hard hit by the youth differential com_
pared to adult employees of higher productivitÿ levels. But this is in
agreement with the conventional analysis.

In the main body of his paper Cotterill evaluates ihe evidence on
the potential empirical implications of youth differentials that can be
inferred from exisling research. While the existing research does not
provide any direct evidence on this issue. a numbei of studies provide
at least indirect evidence about the effects of relative wages on the
relative employment of different age groups. Cotterill critiaizes these
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studies, pârticularly the ones by rrVelch and by Welch and Cunningham'
mainly on the following grounds: The exisling research defines labor
inputs in terms of demographic groups which. according to Cotterill's
argument, are not entirely distinct factor§ of production. Since inputs

are not defined in terms of their genuine production role, the parameters

of the production functions that have been estimated empiricâlly are not
very meaningful and at best are highly unreliable.

The issue that Cotterill raises. while valid' is certainly not unique

to studies identifying different age group§ as distinct factors. It applies

to all studies that assign to measured "labor" and "capital" inputs their
presumed theoretical role. Clearly, measured labor may reflect many

of the characteristics of capital inputs and vice versa. While the speci-

fication and estimation of theoretical production functions defined in
terms of genuine characteristics of production is certainly desirable. one

cannot dismiss estimates of production functions defined in terms of
observable inputs as not useful so long as these inputs have stable links
to the bundles of production characteristics they represent. We believe'
for example, that cars and trains have overlapping consumption char-

acteristics that are the true arguments in the utility function. This does

not, however, invalidate estimates of "derived demand functions" for
cars and trains or estimates of the elasticity of substitution bet\r'een

them. The basic issue is not whelher different age groups constitute
genuine faclors of production. but whether the statistical production
functions defined over thes€ factors. and the corresponding demand

funètions, are well behaved and stable. Since this is an empirical issue

it can be explored through repeated or robust estimation of the relevant
partial elasticities of substilution or derived demand elasticities using

independent samples. The evidence on the nature of the interdepend-
encies between adult and teenage labor that Cotterill has developed in
his own work with rüadycki does not have direct bearing on the stability
of the dedved demand relations estimated by \{elch and others, because

it is based on a very differenr methodology and may be subject ro
different specification errors.

I wish at this point to return to the more basic issue I raised earlier:
If we are to choose between the existing policy of uniform minimum
wages applied to an expanding universe of covered sectors, and a policy
that relaxes the minimum wage constraint for the youth, would we be
more inclined to accept or reject the proposed differential on the basis

of some generally accepted criterion?
At present, most of the published work in labor economics bearing

on this issue, at least indirectly. has focused on the measurement of the
employment effects of (minimum) wages in specific industries, evaluated
through the specification of partial equilibrium settings. That this ap-
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proach is not adequate for addressing the broader policy issue of rele-
vance should be clear from the following illustration. ühen a uniform
minimum wage_is impos€d on workers in a competitive economy, we
expect.an unambiguous decrease in social income (NNp) because of the
distorting effect ofthe artificial minimum on the allocati;n of productive
resources (the equilibrium bundle of goods produced moves inside the
economy's efficient production frontier). Thè minimum wage may gen-
erate, horpever,. conflicting employment effects on differeà't groups of
workers in the labor force: While the toral employment of iow_wage
workers falls, that_of higher-wage (skilled) workèrs whose real produi-
tivity exceeds the imposed minimum wage level is likely to inciease as
firms substitute skill-intensive for less skill-intensive pôduction meth-
ods. Clearly, then, even accurate estimation of the relative employment
effects of changes in (minimum) wages in different industries. studied
separately, would be insufficient for determining rhe true net effect of
economy-wide changes in minimum wages on thè value of total ourpur.
In general, the latter issue must be iddressed through the relevant
general equilibrium analysis.

A relaxation of the legal minimum wage for teenage workers would
unambiguously increase the national product if the nei minimum wage
levei.for the group is set below the ieal productivity level of workers
in--this group. For then the minimum wàge constriint would remain
effective only for adult workers. By a simpleàpp[cation of Le Châtelier,s
principle, one can easily show that the iemoval of the wage constraint
for- any 

^one 
group of workers would unambiguously incàse the real

value. of total output.r This would be true, of-cood, regardless of the
conllicting employment effects on the youth and adult eÀployment lev_
els! If there. is only a marginal reduction in the legal minimum wage for
teenagers,-.however, the analysis becomes more complicated arid re-
quires additional assumptions. Taking other factors to be fixed, one

rThc fundameotal hypothesis of general equilibrium analÿsis is rhat in a comDetitive
cconomy me ownets ot factors will contract with each othcr in such a way as to màximize
the.value of private, and indirecrly social. income. The exf,"uirion of-iain, irorn tr"Ae
lmplies that thc value of fioal output is maximized subiect ro the relcvaît rcsource con-
$ramts, as qrell as any other consttaints imposed through public intervention. Under agercral. specification of the model, say an èonomy witf, t*,o s."rors, unà ili"" t""tooot hxed supplies: gnskilled adulrs (r), teenagers (I), and capital (r(), the eouilibrium
toral ourput (.iy/vp) h given by V. = pli i pltrt, where i denorés rhe en'dogcnous
oulput pnc€s. The equilibrium output levels, in turn, are d€termined by the functions

xi = x: (A,T,K,wi, wÿ, i = 1,2

whcre Wi and ly'rdcnote thc irnposcd minimum wage ratcs for adulr aod teena8e workÉr§,
eàich nced oor b€ idcorical. Iæ Chàt€licr's prircid; implics rhst if ty? (or Wi'i ir rclaxed
so as to become incllcctive, thctt thc value ôf totà outiut V. would ,icirssafty inc."".c.
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would expect that if the ratio of the uniform minimum wage to the

competitive wage for teenage workers is higher than that for adults' as

is plausible to assume given the greater labor market experience of
aduhs, then a marginal reduction in the minimum wage for teenagers,

again, is likely to increase national income, regardless of the opposing
employment effects it generates.

Of course, the conflicting employment effects of a removal of the
wage constraint for teenagers also generates changes in the relative wage

brTls of the two groups. To the extent that there is social concern for the

distribuüonal cooæquences of changes in minimum wages. in addition
to their impact on the nationâl product, the desirability of a differential
minimum wage policy would have to be assessed more generally in light
of a well-specified social welfare function. My basic argument is only
this: If we are willing to use maximization of social income, or another

well-specified criterion. as a guide for social policy in connection with
a youth wage differential. then economic theory can at least helP us

trace the relevant repercussions of such policy that should be assessed

in order to arrive at a rational choice. Relative employment effects do
not tell the whole story.

One final comment on this issue: It is possible that the tendency

toward establishing a yourh differential can be explained not just in
terms of ils expected beneficial effects on aggregate (legitimate) income,

but also in terms of its potential impact on the aggregate volume of
crime. The general impression that one gets from examining arrest sta-

tistics is that teenagers' contribution to criminal activities---€§pecially of
the felonious type-is higher than that of any other age bracket. An
improvement in the legitimate opportunities of teenagers may therefore
alleviate the crime problem in addition to its potential positive effect

on national legitimate income, even if iÎ comes at the exPense of an

incremental unemployment of low-wage adults. If this expectation is

valid, it may indeed explain why relaxation of the minimum wage for
the young may seem socially more attractive than a similar program for
an alternative age bracket. My argument is only conjectural, however,

since I am not now aware of any systematic research into the effect of
the minimum wage laws on the relative participation in crime ofdifferent
age groups.

Gregory: Minimum Wage§ as an Instrument of Socirl Policy

The essay by Peter Gregory attempts to study the role of minimum
wages and a differential minimum wage policy in Costa Rica. It distin'
guishes three basic objectives of the general policy:
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1. Promoting the wage level and the wage bill of wase and
- salary earners by periodic adjustments in the leeal m'lnima.
z. changing the distriburion of income within thelovered la-

bor force by.gnacting interindustry and occupational ;ini_
mum wage differentials.

3. Altering rhe personal distribution of income in favor of the
poor.

The author then sets out to explore the extent to which each of the three
objectives has been achieved over rhe period 1966_1975.

l. With respect to the first objective the author cleverly notes rhat
real wages in Costa Rica rose at an annual rate which cleirly exceeds
the economy-wid€ average increase in productivity over the 

'period 
in

question. Thus, it appears that workers have improved theii relative
position in the income distribution. As the authoi recognizes from the
outs€l, he.really is in no position to perform rigorouJ testing of the
possible role.that minimum wages have played in efiecting these cianges,
because of the serious limitations of hii dâta. He does, iowever, make
the following observations on the basis of the raw data at his diiposal:

a. f,nnya] changes in real wages usually ran ahead of changes
tn mtnlmum wages.

b. The rate of change in actual earnings in years of no mini-
mum w-age changes was not much diffeient from that in
years ot minimum wage changes.

c. Generally, the conte poranàus rates of change in the
mlntmum and averaqe wages were quite different in
magnitude.

From this evidence, and similar reports by researchers who traced the
course of minimum and average wages in different periods, the author
concludes.that minimum wages have played a minoi role in propelling
wages and the rvage bill upward in Costa Rica. Now, while thl author\
conclusion in this regard seems reasonable, the statistics he examines
are notsufficiently compelling to support this or an alternative inference,
the main reasons being:

a. 'Ilere is in all probability some lag structure underlvinc the
relationship between changes in m-inimum wages anâ aEtual
wages- Thus, whether minimum wages have In fact led, or
lagged behind, average wage levels-cannot be determined
trom a simple inspection of the raw data.

b. The potential exiitence of a lag structure may also exDlain
why the simple monthly or yeaily correlation'between'con-
lemporaneous values of the two variables is not
pronounced.
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c . The fact that the annual rate of change in real wages tyPically
exceeded the rate of change in the minimum $'ages does not
invalidate the proposition that changes in minimum wages

still have exerted a significant. albeit panial. influence on
the movement in wage levels'

Whether the minimum wage policy has had an important impact

on the growth in wage levels might best be determined' in theory. by

studying the actual changes in employment in the covered sectors.

Clearly, a minimum wage policy could be effective in promoting wages

only if it reduces the rale of growth of employmenr below the level that

would have been anticipated as a result of general labor market forces.

I do not know. however, whether the relevant statistic§ with which to
test such employment effects are presently available to the author.

2. As for the second presumed target of minimum wage policy-
that of narrowing actual wage differentials by narrowing the range of
imposed minimum wages-the author questions the effectiveness of the

gràduated wage adjustment policy in view of his general impression that

ihe minimum wage levels have been set belou' the effective wage levels

in most industries. At the same time. his statistics show that' especially

since 1974. the significant compression in minimum wages has been at

least weakly associated with the narrowing of actual wage differentials
within manufacturing. lf this association is also indicative of a causal

relationship of minimum and actual wages. then this policy of graduated

minimum wage adiustments might have introduced significant distor'
tions in the manufacturing industries and the economy as a whole. as

my previous theoretical analysis indicates. Indeed' the distortions re'
sulting from an effective imposition of more uniformity in minimum
wage levels would have the Potential ofseriously undermining economic
growth in a small country like Costa Rica.

3. Finatly, as for the goal of making the family or per capita dis'
tribution of income more equitable in Cosla Rica. the author's raw data

are at least not inconsistent with the hypothesis that the general mini'
mum wage policy may have had little effect in practice. But. again, the

statistics do not allow for rigorous testing of the hypothesis.
Despite the reservations I have raised in connection with the data

presented by Professor Gregory, I tend to agree with his basic premise

that even in a less developed country like Costa Rica, a minimum wage

policy is not likely to prove an effective instrument for either economic
growth or income distribution. It is possible that specific labor markets

in underdeveloped countries are more segmented and oligopaonistic

than those in developed countries, so that a prudent minimum wage

policy might improve economic efficiency and promote a more equitable
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distribution of income. But there are also important reasons to expect
the opposite effects. A minimum wage policy aimed at an artificial
equalization of wage levels might be particularly disrorting in less de_
veloped countries because of the relatively large concentràtion of em-
ployment in agriculture, and because of the poientially detrimental ef_
fects o-f minimum u,ages on rhe incentive ro piovide on-the-job rraining.
An effective minimum wage policy is likely to reduce invesiment in on-
the-job training, typically a major channel for investment in human
capital in less developed countries, because workers subject to minimum
wage constraints would not be able to exchange money for training
benefits provided by employers. Not only is the potential ior distortions
in the allocation of resources large, the extent io which income shares
of covered workers could rise may also be small ifthe relevant elasticities
of substitution between unskilleà and other workers, or other facrors,
were relatively high in the typically less sophisticated indu$ries of the
less developed oountries.
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The Context of Recent Research

Robert S. Goldfarb

The paper by Carolyn Shaw Bell belongs to a literature that has de-
veloped rapidly in the last five or six years, and it can best be evaluated
by placing it in the context of recent research developments. Six years
ago there was some fairly consistent statistical evidence of disemploy-
ment effects for teenagers. A number ofother important potential effects
had not been systematically investigated, or investigators had produced
inconclusive or ambiguous results.r The following effects seemed to need
further investigâlion:

I. Income distribution effects.
II. Employment and unemployment effects.

a. Effects on adult employment and unemployment.
b. Effects on teenage unemployment (while previous employment

studies gave relatively consistent results, unemployment studies did not).
c. Studies by race, with special emphasis on explaining black

teenage unemployment.
d. Studies providing ways ofdealing with problems which affected

even the "successful" teenage employment studies: effects qf changing
coverage and noncompliance, interactions of macroeconomic policy with
announced minimum wage changes, and so forth.

e. Substitulion effects across types of labor (particularly relevant
for analysis of youth differentials in the minimum wage).

III. Effects of minimum wages on education decisions (If increases
in minimum wages kept some teenages in school, by decreasing em-
ployment opportunity, this might have important human capital ef-
fects. )2

IV. Studies setting forth more sophisticated evaluative frameworks

I Articles discussing thc state of thc alt fivc or six ycars ago include Rob€tt S. Goldfarb,
"The Policy Contcnt of Quantitative Minimum Wage Res€arch," in lnduttrial R.lotiott
Research Association Proceedi,,gs (Dec€mber 1976), pp. 261-68; Finis Welch, "Minimum
Wagc Lcgislatioo in rhe United States." Ecoromic lnquiry lz(*ptembçI 1974): 285-318;
and Edward M. Gramlich. "The Impact of Mioimum Wages on Other Wage§. Employ.
ment. and Family locomcs," in Brcokinet Pqpers on Economic Actiÿit! 2 ( 1976): 430-51.
lwelch, "Minimum Wage tægislatioo," suggests that the effecr on rducatioo is th€orea-
ically ambiguous bccaus€ of the need to lioanç! cducation ahrcugh part.rime jobs.
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for discussing minimum wage poticy. For example, some of the early
studies seemed satisfied with the assertion that, if rhe minimum wage
raised (lowered) the wage bill, it was a worthwhile (bâd) increase; there
was no explicit recognition that it might matter who got the increases
versus who (lhat is, poor versus nonpoor)lost the jobs.

The lack of income distribution studies (item I above) seemed par-
ticularly crucial since it prevented the narrowing of informed opinion
about the usefulness of minimum wage increases. While opponents of
such increases could stress teenage disemployment effects, sophisticated
âdvocates of minimum wage increases had a defensible counterargu-
ment: "Of course there are negative employment effects from minimum
wage increases, but I believe these are relatively small, fall moslly on
teenagers and not family heads, and are completely overwhelmed by
the increase in wage rates to the working poor, many ofwhom are family
heads. That is, the beneficial income distribution effects completely
swamp any minor disemployment effects." In short, a case could have
been made for minimum wage increases on the basis of income-raising
or "poverty-fighting" effects. So long as such effects were possible, there
was a plausible basis for a pro-minimum wage argument.

In the years since 1974, there has been important progress in some
of the listed areas. In my opinion---*ince I was always bothered by the
pro-minimum wage income distribution argument-a crucial break-
through has been with respect to income distribution effects. Terence
Kelly and Edward Gramlich,r using complementary methods on 1973
and 1974 data from the Current Popularion Survey (CPS), presented
strong evidence that minimum wage increases are unlikely to have much
effect on the distribution of income. Gramlich showed that a sizable
percentage of any increase is likely to go to families with relatively high
average incomes, while Kelly showed that quite large increases in min-
imum wage rates are unlikely to yield large decreases in commonly used
measures of poverty.

Kelly takes a sample of families from the CPS and simulates the
effect of a minimum wage increase by raising the wêge of each worker
earning the minimum wage (or less) up to a new higher minimum. He
then recalculates three different poverty indexes (percent in poverty,
a dollar poverty gap meâsure, and a gap measure which weights gains
to the very poor more heavily) to see how much the higher minimum
has lowered these measures of poverty. The general result is that large
increases in the minimum have only small effects on poverty indexes.
For example, an increase in the 1973 minimum from $1.60 to $3.50-

'Tercnce Kelly, "Two Policy Questions Regarding the Minimun Wage" (Urban lnsriture
Working Paper, February 196).
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that is, â more-than-doublinflowers each of the indexes less (some-

times considerably less) than l0 percent.
Since both Kelly and Gramlich explicitly ignored disemployment

effects in their empirical estimates (indeed. it is not easy to see how they
could have been included), the true poverty-decreasing effects might be

even smaller than those measured. Those two studies indicated that
favorable income distribution effects could not be expected from raising
the minimum wage.

Another important area of progress has been the development of
more sophisticated frameworks for modeling employment and unem-
ployment effects. In the early 1970s a simple supply and demand diagram
was often used to analyze minimum wage effects. More recently. analysts
such as Welch, Mincer, and Gramlich'have studied the problem in the
much more appropriate two (or more) sector context, carefully taking
into account the existence of an uncovered sector.

Advances have been made in several other areas since 1974. Several
analystss employed a promising method for estimating unemployment
effects which seems to avoid some of the earlier studies' difficulties.
Instead of estimating a single reduced-form equation to measure the
effect of a higher minimum on the unemployment rate, they estimate
separate "supply" and "demand" (actually employment and labor force
participation) equations, and obrain an eslimate of the unemployment
effect by taking the difference between demand and supply at the min-
imum wage. ïVhile extremely promising. this technique has not yet been
subject to wide enough use and criticism to be sure of its properties.
For example, Cagan6 argues that "Mincer's method seems more reliable
than those of other studies. but ir could lead to overestimates of the
effecr of minimum wages. Mincer's eslimates may have spuriously in-
corporated many other influences on young workers which were not
allowed for separately." Additional insight into measurement difficulties
comes from Gramlich's reminder that previous studies focused on em-
ployment rather than houn. and it is conceivable that there is a strong
hours effect in addition to any employment effect.

Gramlich presents empirical evidence indicating that there is a re-
duction in hours. The implicit analytics seems to be that decreases in

'Welch. "Minimum Wage Legislarion"l Jacob Mincer. "Unemplo!,ment Effects of Min-
imum \ryages." Jor.rra, of Political Econom) U (August 1976): S87-Sl04l and Gramlich.
"lmpacr of Minimum wages."
5 Mincer. "Unemployment Effects": and James Ragan. "Minimum \ryages and the Youth
Labor Market." Reÿirw of Economics and Statistics 59 (May 1977): 129-36.

"Phillip Cagan, "The Reduction of lnflalion and the Magnitude of Uneûployment." in
Contemporary Economic Problems, William Fellner. ed. (Washington. D.C.: American
Enterp se Institute. 1977): pp. 15-52.
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demand may result in hours reductions or employment reductions or
both. However, there is an opposing analyticâl àrgumenr suggesting
hours could conceivably increase (that is, in some instances fir]l-rimè
employment might be substituted forpart-time). Employers must recoup
initial per worker hiring costs by paying wages below marginal produci.
Higher minimums lower the possible wage-marginal produci gap; in
such a circumstance, more hours per period allow the smaller gap io be
offset by a faster recoupment of hiring costs.

, Another area of progress has included the effects of noncompliance
and noncoverage. Both Gramlich and Ashenfelter and Smith? have pro-
duced useful examinations of the possibility of widespread noncompli-
ance. Two further developments would be extremely useful here. ône
would be studies dealing more convincingly with excluding legal non-
coverage when measuring noncompliance. A second would incorporate
a "@rrection" for noncompliance in studies of employment effeàts, or
at least explain why, if noncompliance is really so widespread, the em-
ployment studies oonsistently show significant disemployment effects.
Is the implication that strong and effective enforcement effons would
greatly increas€ measured disemployment effects?

Several other developments are worth noting. The question of sub.
stitution among classes of labor has received some atteniion. Welch, in
one of several excellent studies of the employment effects of minimum
wages, has attempted with Cunningham8 to estimate substitution pos-
sibilities among teenage subgroups. Hamermesh and Grante have ilso
given us an extremely usefrrl review of the state of the entire literature
on "labor-labor" substitution (without special emphasis on minimum
wages). Another very important development, not primarily concemed
with minimum wages, is the emerging literature on the possible ..life-
time" labor market implications of employment and unemployment ex-
perience as a teenager; two examples are by W. Stevenson and D.
Ellwood.to A typical study of such lifetime experiences uses the Nârional
L,ongitudinal Survey to relate labor market expedence of a particular

'Orley Asheofelter and Roben Smith, "Compliance ùith rhe Minimum Wage Law,.,
loumal ol Political Ecoaony 87 (ApÂl1979): i3150.
sfinis Welch and James Cunningham, ,,The Effects of Minimum Wages on the Level and
Age q^Tlfl§itioo of Youth Employment," R€view ol Economics aid Srarirrics 60 (Feb-
ruary 1978): t,{Hs.
e Danicl Hamerm€§h and Jamcs Gtant, ..Economctric 

Studies of Labor-Labor Subsritutioo
aod Their Implications foc Polic!," lownal of Hunan Resourcæ 14 (Fall 1979): 518-42.
rc.W. 

-q!gvc!!ryn,_:'Th! Rclationship betwccn Earty Work Erperience and Future Em-
ployability," in Thc Liûgc ng Cisit ol youth lJncmploynent, Arvil Adams and Ganh
Mangum, eqs. (Kilamazoo, Mich.: W.E. Upiohn losiirute, June 1978). pp.93-124; and
P. Ellw-ood, "Te€oage Unemploymenr: pèrmanent Scan or Temporii Blemishes..'
Harvard University ard National Bureau of Economiç Rcsearch Working paper, May
19,9-
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teenager to labor market performance of that same individual when he
is in his twenries. This literature has not yet achieved a consensus view
about the carry-over of effects, but the papers produced are increasingly
sophisticated. A definitive set of studies would indicate, for example.
how seriously any minimum-wage-induced teenage unemployment
might affect future adult labor market and earnings prospects. Finally,
the very existence of the income distribution studies indicates a growing
sensitivity to item IV above; the need to produce more sophisticated
evaluative frameworks for discussing minimum wage policy. Gramlich
asks another provocative question: "Would those workers directly af.
fected by minimum wage increases 'vote' for these increas€s; that is,
would they be in favor of accepting the chance of higher wages versus
higher unemployment represented by rhe increase?" While this consid-
eration is only one possible item in a complete evaluative framework,
it is certainly an interesting one. (Consumer-taxpayer interests, includ-
ing, but not limited to, any change in transfer payment levels due to
changed minimum wages, as well as any broader social concern for
employment or income distribution, would also be taken into account
in a sophisticated evaluative framework.)

Having briefly reviewed recent progress in minimum wage research,
let us turn to Professor Bell's paper, which clearly fits into the "income
distribution effects" category. Bell s€rs out to investigate the relationship
between wage rates and income, and especially "the efficiency of. . .

minimum wage policy to alleviate poverty." Thus, the paper is closely
related to the work of Gramlich and Kelly. In this context, the Bell
paper has several positive features. First, her emphasis and data are
different from those of Gramlich and Kelly, yet her analysis s€rves to
reinforce their point that the relationship between minimum wage in-
creases and raising the income of low-income families is tenuous at best.
Second, Bell presents â much more thorough discussion than either
Gramlich or Kelly of the complexity of the relationship between wage
levels and income determination. While Gramlich and Kelly focus al-
most exclusively on empirical evidence, Bell puts considerable effort
into explaining wiy the relationship between minimum wage increases
and poverty reduction might turn out to be tenuous. For example, be-
sides the more well-known difficulty that low-wage workers may be
secondary earners in families with other earners, some of whom may
receive high wages, she points out the less well known problem that
official poverty levels vary by family size and by other characteristics
("124 different incomes exist for 'the poverty level"'), so that "no
money sum of wages can be calculated to be a minimum wage that will
provide an income above poverty," without also raising nonpoor in-
comes significantly. Moreover, since Bell uses more recent data (1978
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Current Population Survey) than Gramlich or Kelly, her work shows
that the general Gramlich-Kelly conclusions have not changed over time.
As she puts it, "ïVhat becomes srrikingly clear... [from the datal
. . . is the concentration of low-wage workers in families with incomes
above any published poverty level."

On the negative side, one feature of the Bell paper makes it less
useful than it might otherwise be. Despite its obvious connection to the
earlier studies on income distribution effects, Bell makes very little
attempt to relate her work to that of Gramlich and Kelly. Several obvious
queslions arise in thinking about comparisons. First, are there any eco-
nomic reasons---changes in welfare programs, aggregate economic ac-
tivily, and so forth-for expecting somewhat different quantitative re-
sults about the elasticity of poverty with respect to minimum wages in
1977 than in 1973? This issue is never even raised. Second, how different
are the actual results? Given the conceptual looseness of the connection
between wage rates and incomes, do simulations of the effects of a
minimum wage increase based on 1977 data produce much smaller or
much larger reductions in poverty than Kelly's 1973 simulations? This
question is not answered because Bell does not replicate the Kelly sim-
ulations, which provide a very direct and revealing way of examining
the relation between minimum wage increases and poverty reduction.
While Bell is entitled to perform her analysis as she thinks best, it would
be of great aid to the reader to know why she chose ,ro, to redo Kelly's
simulations. Is it lack of data? Is she suspicious of Kelly's procedures?
Placing her paper much more explicitly in the context of previous re-
search would increase its usefulness.

Let us consider the papers by Gramlich, Kelly, and Bell as a group
and ask what gaps in the overall approach future work might attempt
to lill. First, the estimates provided do not correct for disemployment
effects. Is it possible to produce theoretical or empirical information
about the initial income positions of those likely to be disemployed?
Nolice that this question is of interest only to the extent that one wants
more precise estimates of income distribution effects. Noncoverage and
noncompliance create similar difficulties when trying to simulate distri-
bution effects. Second, it is sometimes claimed that minimum wage
increases result in increases in wages above the minimum. An institu-
tionalist is likely to assen the existence of these "ripple effects" without
further ado, while those of the neoclassical persuasion are likely to
mumble something about substitution effects in addition. Can convinc-
ing estimates of ripple effects be made and incorporated into an exercise
similar to Kelly's? A related effect, in the opposite direction, is the
lowering of wages in the uncovered sector as job-losers in the covered
sector supply themselves to the uncovered sector. Note that, for both
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disemployment and ripple effects. one might in the absence of good
data on the actual effects at least be able to simulate how some plausible
sizes and distributions of effects might change income distribution im-
plications. A third gap in current estimates involves the inleraction
berween higher minimum wages and eligibility for government transfer
payments. Poveny-reducing effects could either be amplified or lessened

by such interactions. (The families of those losing work might qualify
for higher payments, while the families of those receiving wage increases
might have payments lowered.) Finally, since so many of those affected
by minimum wage changes are teenagers. we should consider the effecr
of a minimum wage change today on the teenager's income earning
ability as an adult. Suppose minimum wages raise teenage unemploy-
ment, keep some teenagers in school. and change the ability of both
teenagers and low-wage family heads 1o finance education; clearly all
sorts of future income distribution implications could flow from this,
though it is not easy to see how anyone could get very far predicting
changes in future distributions.
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The Unanswered Question: Why Are
Minimum Wages Popular

with the Poor?

Keith B. Leffler

This volume on minimum wages has examined a host of empirical issues

relating to the effects of minimum wages. Various papers were devoted
to teenagers. Other papers singled out agricultural workerc, domestic
service workers, cotton farmers, and residents of the South. The general
conclusion (or frequently the supposition) of these studies is that low-
income workers as a group are the major victims of minimum wage

legislation. \ hile their academic temperament makes economists wont
to disagree on any issue, in this case disagreement seems to be limited
to the details of econometric estimalions. To the noneconomist this must
seem a surprising consensus, for poverty group representatives and hu-
manitarian do-gooders consider minimum wages to be a powerful
weapon in their arsenal combating low incomes. Yet economic analysis
suggests that this weapon serves not the interests of the poor but rather
the interests of the relatively well-to-do labor unions and the bourgeois
northern capitalists.

Minimum wage legislation is not a recent experiment in the United
States. Economic analysis implies that for over fifty years low-income
individuals have been fooled as to actual effects of minimum wage laws.
Over these same fifty years economists have pointed out the folly of
combating poverty by constraining the market wage. Stigler has la-
mented the continual support of minimum wages by its major victims
as one of the clearest failures of economists.r lndeed, if we judge ideas
by their success in the marketplace, the economic analysis of minimum
wages appears to avoid bankruptcy only via government subsidy. In this
comment, I would like to suggest that the success of poveny group
representatives who support minimum wages and the relative lack of
success of economists to influence this policy results not from the ina-
bility of the poor to comprehend the law of demand but rather from
beneficial distributional effects accompanying minimum wages. Hence,
the lack of understanding may rest with the very economists who decry
others' lack of understanding.

I Gcorgc Stigler. "Do Ecloomists Matter?" So.rrrre EcoÛontic Jounal42(1976\:3a7-54.
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Only a sparse body of research addresses direcrly the incentives for
various lobbies and political representatives to support or oppos€ min-
imum wages. The accepted polilical-economic theory of minimum wages
is one based on the intensity of preferences of the benefiting union
sector and âlso those industrial sectors whose technology uses relatively
skilled labor. In bolh cases, consumer substitution loward products pro-
duced by firms using low-productivity, low-wage workers is limited by
legally elevating the wages paid by these firms. Generally these polili-
cally based, pressure-group explanations for the political popularity of
minimum wages are specific to the United States. Yet in this session of
the conference we have accounts of minimum wages in Central and
South America, where the representatives ofthe lorv-productivity classes

have consistently been political advocates of minimum wages.

The standard analysis of minimum wages is based on relatively
simple supply and demand tools. A legislated increase in the rvage rate
leads to disemployment of low-wage workers. The minimum wage cre-
ates the one cgse in which jobs are truly in shon supply. Nearly every
introductory text contains a discussion of how goods are rationed when
market prices are constrained, yet the details of rhe nonprice rationing
under minimum wages are essentially unexplored by economists.2 Here
I wish to suggest some ways in which the rationing of scarce jobs may
lead to redistributions among the low-wage workers and thereby benefit
both the representatives of these individuals and the politically relevant
low-wage group.

Consider first â common method of competition under price con-
trols---{ompetition in waiting. In the case of employment, the form of
a queue is likely to be excessive job search time. The equilibrium cost
of queuing will be that which equates the expected gain from obtaining
the job to the cost ofwaiting or searching. Presumably low-wage workers
have a continuum of job valuations and waiting costs. Generally, we
would expect the cost of waiting to be invers€ly related to the oppor-
tunity costs of working in the minimum wage job. Hence, those with
lower opportunity costs rvill be those most successful in this form of
nonprice competition. The differences in opportunity costs can be due
to differences in uncovered employment opportunities (for example,
theft, drug dealing, legal self-employment, and legislatively excluded
employment), schooling opportunities, welfare opportunities, child
care, or simply a high subjective value of leisure. Imposition of a min-
imum wage can therefore alter the form of competition in a way that
focuses the gains on those with the worst opportunities. The nonprice

I while the emphasis upon lhe unemployment effects on teenagers is cenainly r€lated to
this issue, the emphasis s€çms lo this r€ader io resull as nuch from the age di§tribution
of low-productivity ttorkers as from the rationiog activity of employcrs.
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competition minimizes the loss 10 the unemployed in such a manner that
calculation of the wage bill before and after the minimum wage need
bear no relationship to lhe cost of the legislation to low-income workers.

Price controls and the resulting shortage of jobs also lower the cost
of employers exercising their personal preferences about employee char-
acteristics. In allocating the valuable. scarce minimum wage jobs, em-
ployers will favor those workers with çrrsonal characteristics that the
employer likes. Because ofthe minimum nage. the cost of discriminating
among employees on a nonproductivity basis is reduced. If employers
in general have "average" tastes, the favored characteristics of low-
income workers will tend to be those favored by society as a whole.
Society's willingness to subsidize low-income individuals is likely related
to the personal characteristics of the individuals. The "worthy" poor
may be those that are hard working (that is, poor because of rheir
endowment rather than because of their tastes). those with families. and
those with middle-class tastes. The characteristics favored by employers
in rationing the scarce minimum wage jobs may be exactly those char-
acteristics which make one a subsidy-worthy low-income individual.

Minimum wages may be designed to transfer income among the
poor. Of course, if desired characteristics could be clearly delined, wage
subsidies could be directed to this group. This would not only be un-
constitutional, but subject to large policing costs. It s€ems reasonable
to me that employers may have relatively low costs of determining the
actual characteristics of the employees and that their discrimination may
be such as to maximize the value of a wage restriction to the general
voter. Note also that the rationing by employers based on workers'
personal characteristics may also favor those that are older and have
established communication channels with poverty group representatives.
Those of voting age will also be disproportionately favored. Rationing
by employers will therefore lead to the benefits of minimum wages
accruing to those individuals who are the constituents of the minimum
wage proponents.

A linal method of equilibrating a market subject to a price control
(considered here) is alterations in the characteristics of the transacted
good. Indeed, if goods are generally composed of many characterisrics,
not all of which are explicitly priced. price controls will not lead to
shortages or surpluses since adjustment in unpriced, uncontrolled char-
acteristics will equate supply and demand. In the minimum wage case
employers can and will alter the working conditions (for example, safety,
noise, air conditioning), the level of fringe benefits (for example, coffee
breaks, tardiness penalties, sick pay), and also the extent of training
provided by the job. In all these cases, competitive equilibrium under
a minimum wage constraint can have higher employment and higher
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oonsumers' surplus for the low-wage workers than equilibrium in the
absence of the wage constraint.3 While in this case the substantial evi-
denc€ showing that employment falls with minimum wages indicares the
empirical irrelevance of this possibility, the analysis does highlight the
dependence of the effects of minimum wages on the methods used to
ration the scarce "high" wage jobs.

If economists are to influence minimum wage policy (and the lit-
erature §uggests this intention), an understanding of the support for
minimum wages by the alleged victims of the policy seems crucial. The
prevalent supposition that, if only the poor could understand the first
law of demand, their substantial suppon for minimum wages would
vanish has likely been detrimental to economic influence. Not only is
such a view elitist but also, if incorrect, it will cause skepticism about
other related policy advice. In addition, the current tone of economic
research on minimum wages, emphasizing the disemployment effects of
minimum wages, is probably irrelevant to the support for such policy.
While redistributions couched in terms of liberal do-gooding may be
palatable to the average uninterested taxpayer, research showing the
inconsistency of minimum wages and the general welfare of the poor
is of interest mainly to welfare economists. Just as politicians do not
maximize social welfare, neither do the leaders of poverty groups max-
imize the welfare of the society of the poor.

At the present time, minimum wage studies tend to use aggregate
data, which obscures redistributional effects within the aggregate. By
focusing on individual data, economists can hope to identify the char-
acteristics of the workers retained at the constrained minimum wage.
A simultaneous development of a theory of the political pou,er of sub-
groups of low-income individuals may go far to explain the vociferous
§upport of minimum wages by the spokesmen of the poor.

ts€e Yoram Baizel and Kcith LÉffler, "Equilibrium When Goods Are Multidimensional
aod Pricing ls Costly," University of Washioglon $,orkilg paper, January l9&). for a
gtneral amlysi! o[ this Foposition. Masanori Hashimoto, "Minimum Wage and Earnings
Growth of Young Males,i' Universiry of Washingtor working papcr, Decembcr l9I,
providG a slEcilic application to on.rh€.job training and minimum wages.
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